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INHALTSVERZEICHNIS FOR 1989

1. Applicable Algebra, 01.01. - 07.01.1989
Leitung: Th. Beth, Karlsruhe

B. Buchberger, Linz
H. Lüneburg, Kaiserslautern

2. Computational Aspect~ of Combinatorial Qptimization, 08.01. - 14.01.1989
Leitung: R. Burkard, Graz

M. Grätschel, Augsburg

3. Mathematical Game Theory, 15.01. - 21.01.1989
Leitung: J. Rosenmüller, Bielefeld

. W. F. Lucas, Cl aremont
D. Schmeidler, Tel Aviv

4. Mengenlehre, 22.01. - 28.01.1989
Leitung: M. Magidor,· Jerusalem

E.-J. Thiele, Berlin

5. Topologische und analytische Halbgruppen, 29.01. - 04.02.1989
Leitung: K.H. Hofmann, Darmstadt

J. O. Lawson, Baton Rouge
J. Pym, Sheffield

6. Mathematical Models for Infectious Diseases, 05.02. - 11.02.1989
Leitung: K. Dietz, Tübingen

K.P. Hadeler, Tübingen
H.W. Hethcote, lewa City

7. Mehrdimensionale konstruktive Funktionentheorie, 12.02. - 18.02.1989
Leitung: C.K. Chui, College Station

w. Schempp, Siegen
K. Zeller, Tübingen

8. Medical Statistics: Statistical Methods in
Epidem;ology, 19.02. - 25.02.1989
Leitung: M. Schumacher, Freiburg

J.·Wahrendorf, Heidelberg

9. Kombinatorik, 26.02. - 04.03.1989
Leitung: W. Deuber, Bielefeld

D.M. Jackson, Waterloo
O. Jungn;ckel, Gießen



10. Partielle Differentialgleichungen, 05.03. - 11.03.1989
Leitung: J. Brüning, A~gsburg

W. von Wahl, Ba~reuth

11. Mathematische Stochastik, 12.03. - 18.03.1989
Leitung: P. Gänßler, München

W. Stute, Gießen

12. Rekursionstheorie, 19.03. - 25.03.1989
Leitung: K. Ambos-Spies, Heidelberg

G.H. Müller, Heidelberg
G. Sacks, Cambridge

13. Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen, 26.03. - 01.04.1989
Leitung: H.W. Knobloch, Würzburg

J. Mawhin, Louvain-la-Neuve
K. Schmitt, Salt Lake City

13a. Fachschaftstagung Mathematik des Cusanuswerkes, 29.03. - 02.04.1989
Leitung: M. Bücker, Karlsruhe

R. Smullyan, New York

14. Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen im KomRl~xen und spezielle Funktionen,
02.04. - 08.04.1989
Leitung: R. Mennicken, Regensburg

O. Schmidt, Essen

15. Spektraltheorie singulärer gewöhnlicher Differentialoperatoren,
02.04. - 08.04.1989
Leitung: H.-O. Nießen, Essen

A. Schneider, Dortmund

16. Arbeitsgemeinschaft Geyer-Harder: p-adische Hodge-Theorie,
09.04. - 15.04.1989
Leitung: U. Jannsen, Regensburg

P. Schneider, Köln

17. Flächen in der geometrische Datenverarbeitung, 16.04. - 22.04.1989
Leitung: R.E. Barnhill, Tempe

W. Böhm, Braunschweig
J. Hoschek, Darmstadt

18. Riesz-Spaces and Operator Theory, 23.04. - 29.04.1989
Leitung: W.A.J. Luxemburg, Pasadena

H.H. Schaefer, Tübingen



19. Finite Geornetries, 30.04. - 06.05.1989
Leitung: F. Buekenhout, Bruxelles

D.R. Hughes, London .

20. Generalized Functions and Cornplex Analysis, 07.05. - 13.05.1989
Leitung: P. Dierolf, Tr;er

V.S. Vladirnirov, Moskau
O. Vogt, Wuppertal

21. Informationstheorie, 14~05. - 20.05.1989
Leitung: R. Ahlswede, Bielefeld

J.H. van Lint, Eindhoven
J. Massey, Zürich.

22. Formal and Rigid Geornetry and Applications to Modul; Spaces,
20.05. - 25.05.1989
Leitung: S. Bosch, Münster

w. Lütkebohrnert, Münster
M. Raynaud, Paris

23. Funktionalanalytische Methoden bei Evolutionsgleichungen,
28.05. - 03.06.1989
Leitung: H. Amann, Zürich

P. Hess, Zürich

24. Ringe und Moduln, 04.06. - 10.06.1989
Leitung: G. Michler, Essen

L. Srnall, San Oiego

25. Topics in Pseudo-Oifferent;al Operators, 11.06. - 17.06.1989
Leitung: H.O. Cordes, Berkeley

B. Gramseh, Ma;nz
H. Widorn, Santa Cruz

26. Reelle Analysis, 18.06. -·24.06.1989
leitung: D. Müller, Bielefeld

E. Stein, Princeton

27. Abelsche Gruppen, 25.06. - 01.07.1989
Leitung: R. Gäbel, Essen

E.A. Walker, Las Cruces

28. Quadratische Formen, 02.07. - 08.07.1989
Leitung: M. Knebusch, Regensburg

A. Pfister, Mainz
w. Stharlau, Münster



29. Freie Randwertaufgaben, insbesondere numerische Behandlung und optimale
Steuerung, 09.07. - 15.07.1989
Leitung: K.-H. Hoffmann, Augsburg

J. Sprekels, Essen

30. Dynamische Systeme, 16.07. - 22.07.1989
Leitung: J. Maser, Zürich

E. Zehnder, Zürich

31. Dirichletsche Räume, 23.07. - 29.07.1989
Leitung: H. Bauer, Erlangen

M. Fukushima, Osaka

32. Konstruktive Approximationstheorie, 30.07. - 05.08.1989
Leitung: C. de Boor, Madison

· R.A. DeVore, Columbia

33. Kommutative Algebra und algebraische.Geometrie, 06.08. - 12.08.1989
Leitung: E. Kunz, Regensburg

H.-J. Nastold, Münster
L. Szpiro, Paris

34. Kombinatorische und reell algebraische Geometrie, 13.08. - 19.08.1989
Leitung: E. Becker, Dortmund

A. Dress, Bielefeld
J. Wills, Siegen

35. Combinatorial Convexity and algebraic Geometry, 13.08. - 19.08.1989
Leitung: G. Ewald, Bochum

P. McMullen, London
. R. Stanley, Cambridge

36. Differentialgeometrie im Großen, 20.08. - 26.08.1989
Leitung: W. Ballmann, Bann

J.-P. Bourguignon, Palaiseau
W. Klingenberg, Bann

37. Special Complex Varieties, 27.08. - 02.09.1989
Leitung: W. Barth, Erlangen

A. Van de Ven, Leiden

38. Topologie, 03.09. - 09.09.1989
Leitung: M. Kreck, Mainz

A. Ranicki, Edinburgh
L. Siebenmann. Paris



39. Transformationsgruppen, 10.09. - 16.09.1989
Leitung: T. tom Dieck, Göttingen

T. Petrie, New Brunswick

40. Effiziente Algorithmen, 17.09. - 23.09.1989
Leitung: K. Mehlhorn, Saarbrücken

W. Paul, Saarbrücken
H.G. Walter, Darmstadt

41. Kryptographie, 24.09. - 30.09.1989
Leitung: A.M. Odlyzko, Murray Hill

C.P. Schnorr, Frankfurt
A. Shamir, Rehovot

42. Topologische Methoden in der Gruppentheorie, 01.10. - 07.10.1989
Leitung: R. Bieri, Frankfurt

K.S. Brown, Ithaca
K.W. Gruenberg, London

43. Arbeitsgemeinschaft Geyer-Harder: Tamagawazahlen und die Selbergsche
Spurformel, 08.10. - 14.10.1989
Leitung: L. Clozel, Paris

M. Rapoport, Bonn

44. Geometri e, 15.10. - 21.10.1989
Leitung: V. Bangert, Bern

u. Pinkall, Berlin

.. -
45. Linear Operators and Applications," 22.10. - 28.10.1989

Lei tung: I. Gohberg, Te1 Avi v
B. Gramsch, Mainz
H.H. Schaefer, Tübingen

46. Computational Methods in Solid Mechanics, 29.10. - 04.11.1989
Leitung: D. Braess, Bochum

P. Ciarlet, Paris
E. Stein, Hannover

47. Fastringe und Fastkörper, 05.11. - 11.11.1989
Leitung: G. Betsch, Tübingen .

48. Numerische Methoden zur Lösung kinetischer Gleichungen,
12.11." - 18. 11.1989

Leitung: H. Neunzert, Kaiserslautern

•



49. Random Partial Differential Equations, 19.11. - 25.11.1989
Leitung: U. Hornung, München

P. Kotel enez, 'Utrecht
G. Papanicolaou,- New York

50. Methoden und Verfahren der mathematischen Physik, 26.11. - 02.12.1989
Leitung: R.E. Kleinman, Newark

R. Kreß, Göttingen
E. Martensen, Karlsruhe

51. Wiener-Hopf-Probleme, Toeplitz-Operatoren und Anwendungen,
03.12. - 09.12.1989
Leitung: I. Gohberg, Tel Aviv

M. Kaashoek, Amsterdam
E. Meister, Darmstadt

52. Asymptotic Methods for Computer-intensive Procedures in Statistics,
10.12. - 16.12.1989
Leitung: R. Seran, Serkeley

O.w. Müller, Heidelberg

53. Theory and Numeri ca1 Methods for Ini ti al-Boundary Val ue .Prob1ems.,
17.12. - 23.12.1989
Leitung: H.O. Kreiss, Los Angeles

J. Lorenz, Pasadena



Alphabetisches Verzeichnis aller Tagungsteilnehmer 1989

Der * kennzeichnet, daß der betreffende Teilnehmer einen Vortrag
gehalten hat.

Abdou, J. (Paris/F)
Abe1s, H. (Bi e1efe1d)
Abhyankar, Sh. (West Lafayette/USA)
Abraham, U. (Beer Sheva/ISRAEL)
Abramenko, P. (B1elefeld)
Abramovich, Y. A. (Indianapolis/USA)
Abresch, U. (Bonn)
Abt, K. (Frankfurt)
Abyankar, S. S. (West Lafayette/USA)
Acquistapace, P. (Roma/I)
Adern,· A. (Stanfard/USA)
Ahlswede, R. (Bielefeld)
Aigner, M. eBerlin)
Airault, H. (Paris/F)
Alber, H.-D. (Darmstadt)
"Albers, W. (Bielefe1d)
Albeverio, S. (Bochum)
Albrecht, E. (Saarbrücken)
Albrecht, U. (Auburn/USA)
Alfe1d, P. (Sa1t Lake City/USA)
Al;-Mehmeti, F. (Ma;nz)
Aliprantis, C. O. (Indianapolis/USA)
A1perin, R. C. (San Jose/USA)
Alt, H. (Berl in)
Alt, H.W. (Bann)
Alvarez, J. (Boca Raton/USA)
Amann, H. (Zürich/eH)
Ambos-Spies, K. (Heidelberg)
Anderson, M. (Hila/USA)
Anderson, R. (Goeteborg/S)
Andre, J. (Saarbrücken)
Andreasen, V. (Roskilde/DK)
Ang, Dang O;nh (Ho-Ch;-Minh City/VIETNAM)
Angell, T. S. (Newark/USA)
Angenent, S. B. (Madison/USA)
Antes, G. (Freiburg)

03*
42*
33*
04
42*
18*
36, 44
08*
01*
23*
42*
21
09*
31*
50

03
31*, 49*
45*
27*
07*, 17*
23*, 25*, 51*
18*
42
40·
29*, 46

25*
10*, 23
12*
05*
17*
47*
06*

.' 13*
50*
23*, 30*
08

.-
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Arason, J.K. (Reykj av; k/ IS) 28
Arasu, K.T. (Dayton/USA) 09*
Arendt, w. (Besancon/F) 18*, 23*
Arimoto, s. (Tokyo/JAPAN) . 21*

Arkowitz, M. (Hanover/USA) 38*
Arm;nger, G. (Wuppertal) 08*
Arnaud, M.C. (Strasbourg/F) " 30*
Arnold, A. (Berl;n) 48*

e Arnold, D.M. (Las Cruces/USA) 27*
Aron, J. L. (Baltimore/USA) 06*
Arscott, F. M. (Winnipeg, Man;toba/CANADA) 14*
Arsenov;c, M. (New Haven/USA) 25*
Arslanov, M. M. (Kazan/USSR) 12*
Assadi, A. H. (Bonn) 16
Asser, G. (GreifswaldIDDR) 12
Atkinson, F.V. (Toronto, OntarioICANADA) 15*
Atteia, M. (Ramonville Saint-Agne/F) 07*
Aulbach, B. (Augsburg) 13
Avramov, L. (Sofia/BULGARIA) 33*

Babbitt, D. G. (Los Angeles/USA) 14*
Babovsky, H.K. (Kaiserslautern) 48*
Bachern, A. (Köln) 02*
Bader, G. (Heidelberg) 53*
Baeza, R. (Santiaga de Chile/CHILE) 28*
Baker, A. (Manchester/GB) 38

e Baker. G. (Columbus/USA) 53*
Baker. J. W. (Sheffield/GB) 05*
Bakry, D. (Toulouse Cedex/F) 31*
Balas. E. (Pittsburgh/USA) 02*
Baldassarri, F. (Padova/I) 22
Ball, F. G. (Nottingham/GB) 06*
B'allmann, W. (Bann) 36

-..
Balser, w. (~lm) 14*
Bandle. C. (Basel/eH) 10·. 29
Bangert, v. (Bern/CH) 30. 36. 44
Bär, Ch. (Bonn) , . 36
Barbour, A. 9. (Zürich/eH) 06
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Berg, C. (Kobenhavn/OK)
Berg, L. (Rostock/DDR)
van den Berg, P. M. (Oelft/NL)
Berger, J. (Hamburg)
Berger, M. (Bures-sur-Yvette/F)
Berger, R. (Saarbrücken)
Van den Bergh, M. (Wilrijk-Antwerp/B)
Berglund, J. F. (Richmond/USA)
Bermbach, F. (Mainz)
Bernadou, M. (Le Chesnay/F)
Bernau, S. J. (E1 Paso/USA)
Berndt, R. (Hamburg)
Berthelot, P. (Rennes/F)
Bessenrodt, C. (Essen)
Besson, G. (Saint-Martin Heres/F)
Beth, Th. (Karlsruhe)
Betsch, G. (Tüb i ngen)
Beutelspacher, A. (Gießen)
Beyn, W.-J. (Konstanz)
Bialynicki-Birula, A. (Warszawa/POLANO)
Biean, L. (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Bickel, P. J. (Berkeley/USA)
Bienstock, D. (Morristown/USA)
Bierbrauer, J. (Heidelberg)
Bieri, R. (Frankfurt)
Bierlein, O. (Regensburg)
Bierstedt, K.-D. (Paderborn)
Bi 11 ard, L. (Athens/USA)
Billera, L. J. (New Brunsw;ck/USA)
Bingham, N. H. (Egham, Surrey/GB)
Birkenhake. C. (Erlangen)
Bisgaard, T. M. (Kobenhavn/DK)
Bixby, R. E. (Hauston/USA)
Björner, A. (Stockholm/S)
B1agodatskih~ V. (Moscow/USSR)
Blahut. R. E. (Owego/USA)
Blake. I. (Waterloo. Ontar;o/CANAOA)
B1anchard, Ph. (Bie1efeld)

05*
20*
50*

'08*

36
33
24*
05*
38

~. 46*

18*

16, 43
22
24*
36

01 , 21*, 40*. 41
47*
09*.19*,41
53*
39*
27*
52*
02*
19*
42*
11
20. 45
06*
07*, 35*
11*

37*
05

02*
35*
13*
21*
21*
06*
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BourQuin, F. (Paris/F)
Boutot, J. F. (Strasbourg/F)
Bouverot, O. (Orsay/F)
Bowrnan, A. W. (GlasQow/GB)
Boyadzhiev, K. N. (Sofia/BULGARIA)
Boyland, P. (BerkeleY/USA)
Braaksma, B. L. J. (Groningen/NL)
Braess, O. (Bochum)
Brassard, G. (Montreal/CANADA)
Braun, A. (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Braun, R. (Bayreuth)
Braun, R. W. (Oüsseldorf)
Brehm, U. (Berl in)
Breslow, N. (Seattle/USA)
Bressoud, D. M. (Un;vers;ty Park/USA)
Brickell, E. F. (AlbuQuerQue/USA)
Brin~ann, B. (Bochum)
.Brin~ann, C. (Bonn)
Br;on,- M. (Saint-Martin H~res/F)

Bröcker, L. (Münster)
Brodmann, M. (Zürich/CH)
Broer, H. W. (Groningen/NL)
Brokate, M. (Kaiserslautern)
Brookes, C.J.B. (Cambridge/GB)
Brosowski, B. (Frankfurt)
Brouwer, A. E. (Eindhoven/NL)
Brown, O. R. (Houston/USA)
Brown, K. A. (Glasgbw/GB)
Brown, K.S. (Ithaca/USA)
Brown, R. C. (Tuscaloosa/USA)
Brucker, P., (Osnabrück)
Brunet,· P. (Barcelona/E)
~rüning, J. (Augsburg)
Brunner, N. (Wien/A)
Bruns, W. (Vechta)
Brussee, R. (Leiden/NL)
Brzoska. C. (Karlsruhe)
Buchmann, J. (Saarbrücken)

46*
22*. 33*
43
52*
45*
30*

.' 14*
32. 46*
41*
24*
37
20*
34*. 44*
08*
09*
41*
16*
16, 43
39*
28. 34*
33*
3'0*'

29*
42*
50
f9*
05*
24*
42*
15*"
02*
17*
10. 51*
04*
33*
37

r' 13a

41'*
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Buchweitz, R.-O. (Scarborough, Ontario/CANADA)
Bücker, M. (Ett1ingen)
Budach, L. (Ber1 in/DDR)
Buekenhout, F. (Brusse1s/B)
Büh1er, W. J. (Ma; nz)
Buhmann, M. (Cambridge/GB)
Bukovsky, L. (Kos;ce/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Burago, Yu. O. (Leningrad/USSR)
Burchard, H. G. (Sti11water/USA)
Burde, G. (Frankfurt)
Burger, M. (Basel/eH)
Burkard, R.E. (Graz/A)
Burzyk, J. (Katow;ce/POLAND)
Buskes, G. (Un;versity/USA)
Büttner, W. (München)

Cagina1p, G. (Pittsburgh/USA)
Calderbank, A. R. (Murray Hi11/USA)
Ca1met, J. (Karlsruhe)
Camina, A. R. (Norwich/GB)
Cannon, J. J. (Sydney/AUSTRALIA)
Capasso, V. (Bari / I)

Capietto, A. (Triesteli)
Carayo1, H. (Strasbourgl F-)
Carbery, A. (Brighton/GB)
Car1son, J. F. (Athens/USA)
Carr;llo Menendez, S. (Madrid/E)
Case11 es, V. (Besancon/F)
Casti110-Chavez, C. (Ithaca/USA)
Cattabriga, L. (Bologna/I)
Chabrowski, J. (St. Lucia, Queens1and/AUSTRALIA)
Chakrabarti, S. K. (Indianapo1is/USA)
Chani110, S. (New Brunswick/USA)
Charney, R. (Co1umbus/USA)
Chaum, D. (Amsterdam/NL)
Chen, T. (Shanghai/CHINA)
Chen, Han-Lin (Beijing/CHINA)
Chenciner, A. (Paris/F)

33*
13a
01*
19
06
07*
04*
.44*

r' 07*
38
36*
02*
20* -
18*
01*

29*
09*, 21*
01
19*
01*
06*
13
22
26*
42*
31*
18*
06*
25*
10*
03*
26*
42*
41*
07*
07*
30
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Chipot, M. (Metz/F)
Chiswell, I. M. (London/GB)
Cho~, B. (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Chau, C. (Buffalo/USA)
Chow, P. L. (Oetroit/USA)·
Christ, M. (los Angeles/USÄ>
Christensen. J. P. R. (Kobenhavn/DK)
Chu;. C. K. (College Station/USA)
Ci arl et, P. (Pari si F)
Cichon, J. (Wroclaw/POLANO)
Ciesielski, Z. (Sopot/POLAND)
Cioranescu, I. (Rio P;edras/PUERTO RICO)
C1ausen. M. (Karlsruhe)
Clay. J. R. (Tucson/USA)
Clement. Ph. (Delft/NL)
de Clerck. F. (Gent/B)
Clote, P. (Chestnut Hil1/USA)
Clozel, L. (OrsaylF)
Coburn, L. A. (Buffalo/USA)
Cohen, A. M. (Amsterdain/NL)
Cohen, G. (Paris/F)
Cchn, M. (Wa1tham/USA)
Colbois, B. (Lausanne/CH)
Cale, R. (Ne~ York/USA)
Col1atz, L. (Hamburg)
Co11in5, O.J. (Londan/GB)
Co11 iot-Thel ene, J. L. (Orsay/F)
Colombeau, J. F. (Talence/F)
Coltan, D. (Newark/USA)
Cannel1y, R. (Ithaca/USA)
Cooper, S. B. (Leeds/GB)
Coray, D.F. Geneve/CH)
Cordes. H.O. (Berkeley/USA)
Cordova, A. (Würzburg)
Corner, A.L.S. (Oxford/GB)
Cornuejols, G. (Pittsburgh/USA)
Costabe1, M. (Darmstadt)
Courtois, G. (Saint-Martin Heres/F)

29
42*
41*
05*
49*
26*
05
07*
46*
04*
07*, 32*
20*, 45*
01*
47*
23*
19
12*
43
25*, 45*
19
21*
21*
36*
40*
07*
42
28

20*
50*
34*
12
28

25
32*
27

02*
25, 46, 51

36*
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Coutsias, E. A. (Roskilde/OK)
Craig, W. L. (Providence/USA)
Crapo. H. (Le Chesnay/F)
Crepeau, C. (Cambridge/USA)
Cross, R. W. (Rondebosch/SOUTH AFRICA)
Cruzeiro, A. B. (L;sboa/P)
Csiszar, I. (Budapest/H)
Csörgö, S. (Szeged/H)
Cunningham. W. H. (Bann)
Cutler, 0.0. (Oav;s/USA)

Daehlen, M. (OsloIN)
Dahl haus, R. (He; del berg)
Oahmen, W. (Berl;n)
Oai, Zong-duo (Karlsruhe)
Oallas. A. (Washington/USA)
Daml ami an. A. (Pa1ai seau/ F)
'van Oarrme. E. (Bonn)
Dan; el 5, H. E..(Cambr; dge/GB)
Dankwort. W. (München)
Danzer, L. (Dortmund)
Da Prato, G. (Pisa/I)
Oass;os. G. (Patras/GREECE).
Oavenport. J. H. (8ath/GB)
David, G: (Palaiseau/F)
Dav;es, D. H. (Edinburgh/GB)
Oavies, E.8. (London/GB)
Oavies, P.L. (Essen)
Oavis. M. (Columbus/USA)
Oean. C. (Chicago/USA)
Debarre, O. (Orsay/F)
O~cker, w. (Kaiserslautern)
Degen. w. (Stuttgart)
Degond, P. (Palaiseau/F)
Degtev, A. N. (Tyuman/USSR)
Deheuvels, P. (Bourg-la-Reine/F)
Dehornoy, P. (Caen/ F) .
Oeitm~r, A. (Münster)

53*
49*
34*
41*
45*
31*
21*
11*
02*
27*

17*
11
17*, 32*
01*
50*
29
03*
06*
17
34*
10*. 23, 49*
50*
01*
26*
19
31*
11*, 52*
42
24*
22
37
17*, 44
48
12*
11*
04*
43
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Delandtsheer, A. (Brussels/B) 19*
Oell 'Antonio, G. (Roma/I) 49*
Oelvos, F.J. (Siegen) 07*
Oeninger, C. (Bonn) 16*, 43*
Oenzler, J. (Zürich/CH) 30
Derigs. U. (Bayreuth) 02*
DeRose, T. D. (Seattle,/USA) 17*
Desch, G.W. (Graz/A) 23*

e Destuynder, Ph. (Chateney-Malabry/F) 46*
DeTurck. D. (Philadelphia/USA)' 36*
Oeuber, W. (Bielefeld) 09*
Deuring, P. (Bayreuth) 10
DeVore, R. A. (Columbia/USA) 32*
Dewynne,· J. N. (Oxford/GB) 29*
Deza, M.-M. (Paris/F) 09*
Oi Prisco, C.A. (Caracas/VENEZUELA) 04*
Diamond. H. (Morgantown/USA) 07*
OiC;cc;o, T. J. (Stanford/USA) 52*
D;ckopp, C. (Aachen) 13a
D;cks, W. (Bellaterra/E) 42
Dieci, L. (Atlanta/USA) 53
tom Dieck, T. (Göttingen) 38*, 39
Oiederich, K. (Wuppertal) 26*
Die~ann, O. (Amsterdam/NL) 06*
Dierolf, P. (Trier) 20, 45
Dietr;ch, V. (Aachen) 14*

• Dietz, K. (Tübingen) 06*, 08*
Dijksma, A. (Groningen/NL) 15*
Oimitric, R. (Belgrade/YU) 27*
Dimovski, O. (Skopje/YU) 38*
Dimovski, I. H. (Sofia/BULGARIA) 20*
Ding Oecheng (Heidelberg) 12*
Dinges. H. (Frankfurt) 11*
Dinh-Dung (Hanoi/VIETNAM) 07*
Oitzian, Z. (Edmonton, Alberta/CANAOA) 32*
Dobner, H. J. (Karlsruhe) 50*
Oodds, P. G. (Bedford Park/AUSTRALIA) 18*
Dodds, T. (Bedford Park/AUSTRAlIA) 18*
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Dodunekov, S. M. (Sofia/BULGARIA)
Dodziuk, J .. (Flushing/USA)
Dombrovsky, M. (Moscow/USSR)
Dombrowski, P. (Köln)
Donder , H. D. (Berl in)
Doppel, K. (Ber1in)
Dore, G. (Bologna/I)
Dörfl er, W. (Bann)
Dörr, N. (Ober-Ramstadt)
Dorsch, B. (Darmstadt)
Dostal, M. (Hoboken/USA)
Doug1as, R. G. (Stony Brook,/USA)
Oowney, R. (We11ington/NEW ZEALAND)
Doyen, J. (Brusse1s/B)
Dozz;, M. (Bern/CH)
Dragan, I. (Arlington/USA)
Drake. F. R. (Leeds/GB)
Dräx1er, P. (Bielefe1d)
Drescher, K. (Bremen)
Dreseler, B. (Siegen)
Oreßler, K. (Kaiserslautern)
Dress. A. (B;elefeld)
van den Driessche, P. (Victor;a/CANADA)
Driessen. T.S.H. (Enschede/NL)
Droste, M. (Essen)
Duerot, F. (Angers/F)
Dudley. R. M. (Cambridge/USA)
Duduehava. R. V. (Tbi1isi/USSR)
Dueck, G. (Heidelberg)
Dugas, M. (Waco/USA)
Dümbgen, L. (Heidelberg)
Dumer, I. (Moscow/USSR)
Duncan, J. (Fayettevi11e/USA)
Dunwoody, M. J. (Br;ghton/GB)
Dür, A. (Innsbruck/A)
Owilew;cz, R. (Warszawa/POLANO)

21*
36*
12
44
04
31*
23*
46
05*
21*
20
25*
12
19

49*
03*
04*
24*
08*
26*
48*
34*
06
03*
27*
22
11*
51*
21*

.. ' 27*

52*
21*
05*
42

01. 21 *.
20*
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Ebbinghaus, H.-D. (Freiburg)
Ebe1ing, W. (Eindhoven/NL)
Eberhard, W. (Duisburg)
Eberlein, P. (Chapel Hill/USA)
Eckmann, B. (Zürich/CH)
Eda, K. (Ibaraki/JAPAN)
Eddy, W. F. (Pittsburgh/USA)
Edixhoven, S. J. (Utrecht/NL)
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Edwards, R. D. (Los Ange1es/USA)
Eggert, A. (Darmstadt)
Egorov, Ju. V. (Moscow/USSR)
Eichhorn, J. (Greifswald/DDR)
Eikelberg, M. (Bochum)
Einfe1dt, B. (Ber1in)
Einmahl, U. (East Lansing/USA)
Eisenbud, D. (Waltham/USA)
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E1iasson, H. (Stockholm/S)
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17*, 32*
25*

15*
12
35*, 37
13*, 15*
36*
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27*
52*
22*
08*
38*
05*
25*
36*
35*
50, 53*
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33*
30*
27*
21*
30*
22*
28*
17
51*
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13*
21*
25*
12*
36
23
45*
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Fay, T.H. (Hattiesburg/USA)
Feichtinger, H.G. (Wien/A)
Feistauer, M. (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Fejer, P. A. (Boston/USA)
Feldman, I. A. (Kishinev/USSR)
Feldmann, U. (Mannheim)
Fel ix, R. (Eichstätt)
Ferguson, D. (Seattle/USA)
Ferguson, H. R. P. (Bowie/USA)
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Ferrero, G. (Parma/I)
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Ferus, O. (Berlin)
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Finke, G. (Halifax/CANADA)
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11*, 52*
05*
38

08*
17*
17*
42*
27*
23*
27*
07*
50*
12*
51*
08*
26

17*
41*
33*
47*
47*
36, 44
13*
13*, 23*, 30*
49*
03*
35*
02*
20*

•
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Fleischmann, B. (Hamburg) 02*
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Fleckerz;, D. (Würzburg) 13-
Feley, .T. (Ternpe/USA) 17*

e Föllmer. H. (Bonn) 11*. 31
Fenda, A. (Trieste/I) 13*
Fong. Y. (Linz/A) 47*
Fentaine, J. M. (Orsay/F) 22
Foreman, M. (Columbus/USA) 04*
Fornberg. B. (Annaodale/USA) 53*
Förster. K.-H. (Berlin) 45*
Foulen, P. (Palaiseau/F) 36*
FouQue, J.-P. (Palaiseau/F) 49*
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Freiling, G. (Aachen) 13*, 15*
Frentzen, H. (Essen) 14
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Frey, G. (Saarbrücken) 22
Friedman, S. D. (Carnbridge/USA) 04*. 12*
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Fujiwara. D. (Tokyo/JAPAN) 25*
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Gänßler, P. (München)
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Gary. A. (Huntsville/USA)
Gasca, M. (Zaragoza/E)
van Geel. J. (Gent/B)
Geise. G. (Dresden/DDR)
Geiselmann, W. (Karlsruhe)
Gekeler. E.-U. (Bonn)
Gelfand. S. I. (Mascow/USSR)
Geller, D. (Stony Broak/USA)
Genestier, A. (Orsay/F)
Geoghegan. R. (Binghamton/USA)
Gerard. R. (Strasbourg/F)
Gerritzen. L. (Bochum)
Gesztelyi. E. (Debrecen/H)
Geteor. R~ K. (La Jolla/USA)
Geyer, W.-D. (Erlangen)
Ghinelli-Smit. O. (Roma/I)
Gierz. G. (Riverside/USA)
Gil-Medrano. O. (Burjasot/E)
Gill, R. D. (Utrecht/NL)
Gine. E. (Staten Island/USA)
Gingold. H. (Morgantown/USA)
Giovannitti. A. (Hattiesburg/USA)
Gitik, M. (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Glowacki, P. (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Gäbel, R. (Essen)
Godefroy, G. (Paris/F)
Godsil. C. (Waterloe. Ontar;o/CANAOA)
Goeters, H.P. (Auburn/USA)

31*
41
09*

06*
08*
23*
12*
11
26*
50*
07*
28*
17*
01*
16, 22
21*
26*
43
42*
14*
22
20*
31
43*
19*
05*
36
11*, 52*
52*
14*
27*
04*
26*
27*
18*
09*
27*
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Goldberg, A. V. (Stanford/USA) 02*
GoldberQ, M. (Ha i fal ISRAEL) 53*
Golden, K. (Princeton/USA) 49*
Goldie, A. W. (Leeds/GB) 24*
Goldman, R. N. (Waterloo, Ontar;o/CANADA) 17*
Goldreich, O. (Hai fa/ISRAEL) .. ' 41*
Goldsheid, I. Va. (Ufa/USSR) 49*

e Goldsmith, B. (Oublin/IRELANO) 27*
Gol 'dstein, V. M. (Novosibirsk/USSR) 36*, 44*
Goldstein, J.A. (New Orleans/USA) 23*
Goldwasser, S. (Cambridge/USA) 41* . !

Go1; n, S. (Ber1in) 30*
von Golitschek, M. (Würzburg) 32*
Gollmann, D. (Karlsruhe) 01*
Gonska, H. H. (Ou;sburg) 07*
Goodearl, K. R. (5alt Lake City/USA) 24*
Goodman, J. (New York/USA) 53*
Goodman, J. E. (New York/USA) 34*
Goodman, T. N. T. (Oundee/GB) 17*
Goossens, P. (L; egelS) 35*
Gorenflo, R. (Berlin) 51*
Gornik, K.A. (Klein-Winternheim) 13a
Gorostiza, L. G. (Mex;co/MEXICO) 49*
Götze, Fr. (B;elefeld) 11*, 52*
Gotzmann. G. (Rheine) 33• Goulden, I. P. (Waterloo, Ontar;o/CANADA) 09*
Govaerts, W. (Gent/B) 53
Grabmeier, J. (Heidelberg) 01*, 34
Gramsch, B. (Ma;nz) 20*, 25, 45*, 51
Grässer, H.S.P. (Pretoria/SOUTH AFRICA) 15*
Greenberg, P. (Mex;co/MEXICO) 42*
Greene, C. (Haverford/USA) 09*
Greenleaf. A. (Rochester/USA) 25*
Gregory, J. A. (Uxbridge, Middlesex/GB) 17*, 32
Greiner, G. (Tübingen) 23*
Greither, C. (München) .. ' 16*, 43*
Greuel. G.-M. (Kaiserslautern) 33
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Grigelionis, B. J. (Vilnius/USSR)
Gr1g1s, A. (Pala1seau/F)
Grigoriadis, M.O. (New Brunswick/USA)
Gritzmann, P. (Trier)
Grobbelaar, M. (Pretoria/SOUTH AFRICA)
Grobler, J. J. (Potchefstroom/SOUTH AFRICA)
Gronau. H. D. (Gre1fswald/DDR)
Gropengießer, F. (Kaiserslautern)
Groszek, M. (Hanover/USA)
Grötschel. M. (Augsburg)
GrÜbel. R. (Delft/NL)
Gruenberg, K.W. (London/GB)
Grundhöfer, T. (Tübingen)
Grzazlewicz, R. (Tübingen)
Guenther, R.B. (Corvallis/USA)
Guillope, L. (Saint-Martin dIHeres/F)
Günther. C. (Baden/eH)
Gurjar, R. V. (Bombay/INDIA)
Gustafson. G. A. (Salt Lake City/USA)
Gustafsson. B. (Uppsala/S)
Güth, W. (Frankfurt)
Guthmann, A. (Kaiserslautern)
Gyllenberg. M. (Espoo/SF)

Haastert, B. (Basel/eH)
Habets, P. (Louva;n-la-Neuve/B)
Hackbusch. W. (Kiel)
Hackenbroch. W. (Regensburg)
Hadeler, K.P. (Tübingen)
Haemers. W. (Tilburg/NL)
Haeusler. E. (München)
Hagen. H. (Kaiserslautern)
Hagerup. T. (Saarbrücken)
Hähner, P. (Göttingen)
Haible, B. (Karlsruhe)
Hajduk, B. (Wroclaw/POLANO)
Hajnal, A. (Budapest/Hl

12
49*
14*
02*
02*
23*
18*
09*
48*
12*
02*, 09*
52
42
19
18*
29*
10
41
39

13*
53*
03*
01*
06

39

13*
53
18*
06*, 29

r' 19*
11*
17*
40*
50*
01*
38

04*
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Hakul i nen, T. (He1si nki /SF)
Hales, A.W. (Los Angeles/USA)
Halpern, L. (Palaiseau/F)
Halvorsen, S. G. (Kjeller/N)
Hamacher, H. W. (Kaiserslautern)
Hamenstädt, U. (Pasadena/USA)
Hammer, P.L. (New Brunswick/USA)
Han, Te Sun (Kanagawa/JAPAN)
Hang, Phan Vu Diem (Hanoi/VIETNAM)
Hanni g, P. (Karlsruhe)
Hansen, P. (New Brunsw;ck/USA)
Hansen, S. (Paderborn)
Hansen, w. (B1elefeld)
Happel, D. (B1elefeld)
Haraux, A. (Paris/F)
Harborth, H. (Braunschweig)
Harder, G. (Bann)
"Härdle, W. (Bann)
Harrington, L. (Berkeley/USA)
Harris, B. J. (DeKalb/USA)
Harris. G. (Auburn/USA)
Härtl, H. (Karl sruhe)
Haslinger, J. (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Hasselblatt, B. (Pasadena/USA)
Hastad, J. (Stockholm/S)
Hattori, A. (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Hauber, P. (München)
Haught, C. (Chicago/USA)
Hauschild, V. (Arcavacata di RendelI)
Hausen, J. (Housto~/USA)

Hausmann, J.-C. (Geneve/CH)
Haußmann, W. (Du;sburg)
Havel, T. F. (Ann Arbor/USA)
Haverkamp, R. (Siegen)
Hayes, J. G. (Teddington, Middlesex/GB)
Hazod, w. (Dortmund)
Hebeker, F.K. (Heidelberg)
H~ber, J. (Augsburg)

08*
27*

.' 53*

15

02*
36*
02*
21
06, 08
136

02*
20, 25
26*, 31
24*
23*
34*
16*
11*, 52*
12*
15*
13*
01
29*
30*
40*, 41
39

33

12*
39
27*
38

07
34*
07
17
05*
50

36*



Hec~an, G. J. (Nijmegen/NL)
Heck-Weinhart, G. (Stuttgart)
Heddinga, O. (Göttingen)
Heeg, G. (Dortmund)
Heegard, c. (Ithaca/USA)
Heijmans, J. (Arlington/USA)
Hei 1, E. (Darms tadt)
Heindl, G. (Wuppertal)
Heinen, W. (Sol ingen).
Heinig, G. (Karl-Marx-Stadt/DDR)
Heins, A. E. (Ann Arbor/USA)
Heintze, E. (Augsburg)
Heinz, E. (Göttingen)
He;nzner, P. (Bochum)
Helmke, U. (Regensburg)
Helleseth, T. (Bergen/N)
Helms, K. (Köl n)
Hempel, R. (Manchen) .
Henke, W. (Köln)
Henn, H.-W. (Heidelberg)
Henze, N. (Hannover)
Herbart, G. (Wuppertal)
Her; ng, eh. (Tübi ngen)
Herman, M. R. (Palaiseau/F)
Hermand, M. (Bruxelles/B)
Hermans, A. (Münster)
Hermans, A. J. (Delft/NL)
Hernandez, F. L. (Madrid/E)
Herrlich, F. (Bann)
Herrmann, M. (Köln)
Herron, G. (Fort Collins/USA)
Herzog, J. (Essen)
Hess, P. (Züri ch/CH)
Hethcote, H.W. (lowa City/USA)
Hewett, T. (Stanford/USA)
Heyer, H. (Tübingen)
Hibi, T. (Nagoya/JAPAN)
Higman, D.G. (Ann Arbor/USA)
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30*
13a
28*
13a*
21*
03*
44
07*
22
51*
51*
36, 44*
10
37
28
21*
13a
10*
44
38

11* .
26

19*
30*
19*
13a
50*
18*
16, 22, 43
33
17
33*
23
06*
38
05*
35*
19

•
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Hildebrant, J. A. (Baton Rouge/USA)
Hi 1ger5, R. (Göt tingen)
Hi 1gert, J. (Er1 angen)
Hillman, J. A. (NSW /AUSTRALIA)
Hilpert, M. (Augsburg)
Hindman, N. (Washington/USA)
Hingston, N. (Pr1nceton/USA)
Hinman, P. G. (Ann Arbor/USA)
Hinnion, R. (Brusse1s/8)
Hi nton, D. B. (Knoxv; 11 e/USA)
Hinz, A. (München)
Hi rsch, F. (Cachanl F)
Hirschfeld, J. W. P. (Brighton/GB)
Hodges, A. (C;ncinnati/USA)
Hodges, W. (Landan/GB)
Hofer. H. W. (Bachum)
Hoffman, K. (Fa1rfax/USA)
Hoffmann, C. M. (West Lafayette/USA)
Hofmann, K.H. (Darmstadt)
Hag-Angeloni. C. (Frankfurt)
Hagan, J. W. (Huntington/USA)
Hoh, W. (Er1 angen)
Hö11ig, K. (Stuttgart)
Holm, S. (Göteborg/S)
Holmes, J. P. (Hila/USA)
Holzman, R. (Rehovot/ISRAEL)
Homer, St. (Heidelberg)
Honda, K. (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Hörmander, L. (Lund/S)
Hornung, U. (Neubiberg)
Horrocks, G. (Newcastle-upon-Tyne/GB)
Horvath, J. M. (College Park/USA)
Hoschek, J. (Darmstadt)
Hounie, J. (Recife/BRAZIL)
How;e, J. (Edinburgh/GB)
Hoyt, W. L. (New Brunswick/USA)
Hsieh, P. F. (Kalamazoo/USA)
Hu Ying-Sheng (College Station/USA)

05*
08*
05*, 43
42
29

r" 05*
44*
12*
04*
15*
10*
31*
09*, 19
2'4*
27*
30*
02*
01*, 17*
05*
38*~ 42*
05
31

07*, 32*
52*'
05*
03*

12

27*
10*
29*, 49*, 53
33*
20*
17*
25*
42*
37*
14*
07*
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Huber. M. (Zürich/CH)
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Hübl, R. (Regensburg)
Huckleberry, A.T. (Bechum)
Huebschmann, J. (Heide1berg)
Hughes, D. R. (Lenden/GB)
Huijsmans, C. B. (Leiden/NL)
Hulanicki, A. (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Hulek, K. (Bayreuth)
Hulin, D. (Palaiseau/F)
Hunter, C. (Ta11ahassee/USA)·
Hunter, R. (Las Cruces/USA)
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Ichiishi, T. (Columbus/USA)

.I 11 man, S. (He1si nki 15 F)

Im Hof, H.-C. (Basel/CH)
Imke11 er, P. (Manchen)
Invernizzi, S. (Trieste/I)
Irving, R. S. ($eattle/USA)
Irwin, J.M. (Detroit/USA)
Isaev, H. A. (Baku/USSR)
Ischebeck, F. (Münster)
Iser1es, A. (Cambr; dgelGB)
Ish1da, M. N. (Senda1/JAPAN)
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Jacob, B. (Berke1ey/USA)
Jacob, N. (Erlangen)
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27
22
33
37*, 39*
38
19*
18*
26

37
36
14*
27
51

06*
03*

39

44
11*
13*
24*
27*
45*
33*

32*
35*
06*

19*
32*
34*
18*
14*

33

09*
~. 28*

26*, 31*

•

•
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Jaffard, S. (Palaiseau/F)
Jager, w. (He1delberg)
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Jahren, B. (Oslo/N)
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Jannsen, U. (Bonn)
Janpen, K. (Oüsseldorf)
Janpen, R. (He1delberg)
Janssen, P. L. J. (Diepenbeek/B)
~arausch, H. (Aachen)
Jarchow, H. (Zürich/eH)
Jawerth, B. (Columbia/USA)
Jaworsk1, P. (Warszawa/POLAND)
Jech, Th. (Un;versity Park/USA)
Jelinek, J. (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Jeltsch. R. (Aachen)
Jenkins, J. W. (Albany/USA)
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r i c b t 1/1989

ApPLICABLE ALGEBRA

1.1. bis 6.1.1989

Tbe first meeting of tbe year 1989, dedicated to the area of Applicable Alge
bra, was tbe second on this topic held at Oberwolfach after the first conference on
"Anwendbare Algebra" in early 1983.

For this year's conference the program bad been planned by the three organizers .
Thomas Beth (Karlsruhe), Bruno Buchberger (Linz) and Heinz Lüneburg (Kaisers
lautern) ~o address areas from Algebra afi9 its applications, lik~ computer aided
design, image processing, communications engineering, digital signal processing, in
verse kinematics, inverse dynamics, robot programming, geometrical modelling, ah
stract data types, artificial intelligence, VLSI-Design and verification.

The meeting, which started on the aftemoon of New Year's Day brought together
36 people of 9 co~tries. As planned by tbe organizers, the emphasis was on such ap
plications which require solution methodologies from typical algebraic areas such 88:

Arithmetics in real, complex and finite fields, discrete mathematics, representation
theory, algebraic theories, algebraic logic and algebraic geometry.

The talk by Schröder (Göttingen) surveyed the nianyfold applications of number
theory, finite field arithmetics and elementaiy group theory to the areas of commu
nications, engineering and a.coustics. The general overview by Rembold (Karlsruhe)
gave a wide scope introduction to the state of the an and problems arising in the
ares of robotics, showing the close relation to problems of computational geometry,
algebrai~manyfolds, GrÖbner bases and artificial intelligence. The s~eyesby Kana
tani (Gunma) and Nagel (Karlsrohe) on the problems encountered in Vision related
to Representation Theory and Artificial Intelligence.

These talks set the frame for the subsequent t8.Iks which can be grouped ioto
three major areas, namely Computer Algebra, computational geometry and arithme
tics with elose interrelations between these three fields. The questions addressed in
computationaI geometry reached {rom problems of classical manyfold theory to pro
blems of stereogrammetry while touching upon problems of arithmetics in complex
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number fields. Simultaneously methods of model theory of theorem proving were em
ployOO. The close connections of finite field arithmetics to pseudo-random generation
and ~oding theory again 100 to questions of VLSI-design problems, an 'area which is
also closely related to computational geometry.

During several problem and discussion sessions held in the evenings' it became
clear, that a general common topic fo'r ,most problems addressed should be seen
under the classical title "Invariant Theory". After a survey talk by Abhyankar one
of the organizers showOO in a tour d'horizon many close relations between invariant
theory techniques in program design, coding theory, vision and problems of geometry.
It was feIt that the results of these discussions 100 to a new insight into"the area of
applicable algebra in both applied mathematics and computer science.

It has become clear through this confere~ce that an essential topic in the areas
considered lead to common approach of problems solving, which could be entitled by
the headlines "symmetry finding" as a process of further research work into the area
of modern invariant theory. Though it may seetp that the results of this discussion
inevitably lead to classical group theory it has become obvious that the research topics
to be addtessed in this context will make considerable use of algebraic geometry and
representation tlleory on one side but with a clear direction into research areas of
modern computer science such as automatie theorem proving, progranuning in logic,
applied model theory and the design of next generation computer algebra systems.

The extremely positive atmosphere of Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Ober
wolfach, supported by pleasant weather and the well-known hospitality of aU staff as
weH as the special support and dedication of the director of the institute, Professor
Barner has made it possible to conclude this conference with the extremely positive
feeling by all participants as to having gained insights ioto a new research area which
was only founded during this conference at Oberwolfach.

Abstracts

M. R. SCHROEDER: The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Number Theory in Physics,
Music and Communication

Number Theory is often thought of as rather abstract and far removed from practical
applications. Actually, however, the "higher arithmetic" provides highly useful ans
wers to numerous real-world problems, including the design of musical scales, cryp
tographic systems, and special phase arrays and diffraction gratings with unusually
broad scatter (with applications in radar camouflage, laser speckle removal, noise
abatement, and concert hall acoustics). One of the prime domains of number theory
is the construction of powerful error-correcJing codes, such as those used for picture
transmission from space vehicles and in compact discs (CD's). Other applications
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include schemes for spread-spectrum communication, "error-free" computing, fast
coml?utational algorithms, and precisioD measurements (of interplanetary distances,
for example) at extremely low signal-to-noise ratios. In this manner the "fourth
prediction" of General Relativity (the slowing of electromagnetic radiation in gravi
tational fields) has been fully confirmed. The quasiperiodic route to chaos of nonli
near dynamical systems are being ana1yz~ in terms of continued fractions, Fibonacci
numbers, the golden mean and Farey trees. Even the recently discovered new state
of matter ("quasicrystals") is effectively described in terms of such number-theoretic
principles. And last not least, prime numbers, whose distribution combines regularity
and randomness, are a rich source of pleasing artistic designs.

z. D. DAI: Functions Defined by de Bruijn Sequences (Joint work with K. C. Zeng)

In cryptosystems, one of the ideas is to make use of nonlinear feedforward func~ions

f of linear feedback shift-register sequences. The function f, can be expressed in an
unique way as a polynomial in indetenninates linear in each of them separately. f
should satisfy n certain cryptographic requirements. The following is a list of the
simplest among them. .

1. The function f with value range {O, I} should be balanced, and complete in
the sense that it will contain each of the n indetenninates explicitly.

2. It should have- a reasonably high total degree.

3. It should be free from certain correlational weakne$ses.

4. The family of functions used should be parametrized by ä space Vj(GF(2».

Since de Bruijn sequences can be produced in large numbers, it is natural to think
of defining the feedforward function f by means of a de Bruijn sequence

ß = (bo, bt" ", bi ,' . " b2n_l; •• '),

n-I
f(io, i},' .. , in-I) = bi , i = E i j 2j

, i j = 0 or 1.
j=O

It can be proved that the de Bruijn functions satisfy the above requirements pretty
weil. For example we have the following theorem.

Theorem If n-~ 2, then the function f defined bya de Bruijn sequence of degree n
is balanced, complete and deg(f) ~ llog2 nJ.

The given lower bound given is by no means discouraging, but it is too modest as
compared with results computed for a large number of de Bruijn sequences, so, there
is a hope to improve it much. New ideas are needed for improving tms bound.
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L. BUDACH: VLSI-Design and Fractals

VLSI-technology mak~ it possible to integrate millions of transistor functionS on a
chip. In order to use these new possibilities for advanced computer architecture one
is 100 to "find hardware realizations of important principles in computation theory.
These principles have been developed to find very fast (parallel) algorithms. Many of
them - take the divide and conquer principle as an example - lead in a very natural .
way to a recursive design of algorithms. In order to bring these designs on silicon
a system RELACS (REcursive LAyout Computing System) has been developed and
implemented in Berlin as common word of Humboldt-University and the Academy of

.Science of GDR by L. Budach, H. Grassmann, E.G. Giessmann, B. Graw, eh. Meine!, e
B. Molzan, U. Schaefer and P. Zienicke. A RELACS-program is characterized by the
fact, that not only one boolean function f hut a sequence f n of boolean functions is
realized by a uniform design of a sequence Vn of VLS1-1ayouts. It is proved that in a
certain sense Vn converges to a structure V which reflects the mayor qualities of Vn

for n ~ O. V can be obtained by a generalization of a method of J.E. Hutchinson
[1] for the construction of self-similar fractals. Hutchinsons theorem results as the
degeneration of a graph (the generation graph of the RELACS-program) to a single
point.

[1] J.E. Hutchinson, Fractals and SelfSimil~rity,Indiana Univ. Math. J. 30(1981), 713-747.

U. REMBOLD: Autonomous mobile robots

In this paper the architecture and functions of an autonomous mobile system are
described~ For the operation of such a system knowledge-based planning, execution
and supervision modules are necessary which are supported bya multi-sensor system.
The individual functions of such a vehicle are explained with the help of an autono
mous mobile assembly robot which is being developed at the University of Karlsruhe.
The vehicle contains a navigator, a docking module and an assembly planner. Navi
gation is done with the help of a road map under the direction of the navigator. The
docking maneuver is controlled by sensors and the docking supervisor. The assembly ~

of the two robot arms is prepared by the planner and controlled by a hierarchy of •
sensors. The robot actions are planned and controlled by several expert systems.

C. M. HOFFMANN: Trade-Off between symbolic algebraic and floating point com
putation in solid modeling.

Solid modeling involves certain geometrie operations such as surlace/surface inter
section evaluation. For example, given an intersection point, trace reliably the inter
section curve and analyze its singularities. Can this process be made both reliable
and efficient by combining techniques from algebraic geometry, Gröbner basis COID

putation, and numerical approximation?
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V. WEISPFENNING: Comprehensive Gröbner Bases

The Gröbner basis method initialized by B. Buehberger is a powerful tool for the
algorithmie solution of many probleß:lS eonceming multivariate polynomial ideals and
their zeros in algebraieally elosed fields. It has, however, two signifieant drawbacks:

1. The construetion of Gröbner bases is very sensitive to variations of the coef
fieients of the input polynomials.

2. While lexieographie Gröbner bases admit the computation of elimination ideals,
they do not provide a necessary and sufficient eondition on the coefficients of a
system of polynomials in order that the the system has a common zero in the
algebraic elosure of the ground field.

Both problems ean be overcome by the novel eoneept of a eomprehensive Gröbner
basis: Let K be a field, R = K[Ut , ... , Um,Xt , ... , Xn ] = K[Q, X] a polynomial ring
over K. A specialization is a ring homomorphism Cf) : K[IL] -+ K' :J K over·K; ep
extends eannonically to a ring homomorphism ep : R -+ K'[X]. Fix a termorder < on
T(X). Then a finite set GeR is a eomprehensive Gröbner basis (w.r.t. <), if for
aH specializations ep : K[Ll.] -+ K' :J K, ep[G] is a Gröbner basis (w.r.t. <) in K'(X].

Theorem 1 Given a finite set F c R and a termorder < on T(X). Then one ean
construet a comprehensive Gröbner basis G w.r. t. < such that F and G generate
the dame ideal in R. For a suitable motion of a reduced eomprehensive Gröbner
basis G for F, G' is uniquely determined by the ideal [(F) generated by F in
R. Moreover, deg(G') and IG'I are bounded by recursive funetions in deg(F),
IFI, m and n.

As a first application, we get:

Theorem 2 Let F be a finite subset of Rand let G be a comprehensive Gröbner
basis for [(F) in R. Then G determines in an easy, explicit way böolean
eombinations 6d(IL) of polynomial equations (-1 ~ d ~ n) such that for every
algebraieally elosed K' ::) K : 6d(cp(Il.)) holds in K' iff dirn VKt(e,o(F) = d for
every specialization e,o : K[ll] -+ K ' . (For d = -1, dim VKt(cp(F)) = -1 means
VK,(cp(F)) = 0.)

The construction of comprehensive Gröbner bases ean be extended to universal, com
prehensive Gröbner bases, i.e. to work simultaneously for all termorders, and also to.
one- and two-sided ideals use the non-eommutative polynomial rings of solvable type
studied by Kandri-Rody & Weispfenning (J. Symb. Comp., to appear).

J. H. DAVENPORT: From Gröbner bases to solving equations

Many scientifie areas have problems that can be expressed as the solution of polyno
mial equations. One particular area we have been working on is biochemistry. This
talk will describe:
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1. The seientifie problem

2. ,The fonn of the Gröbner base

3. The eonversion from this to a nwnerical solution that the seientists ean under
stand.

We will also deseribe the use of factorization in Buehberger's algorithm, to produce
solutions more rapidly.

H. J. STETTER: A eomputational algorithm for finding aU zeros of a multivariate
polynomial system

Let F be the ideal generated by the n polynomials fi : CA --+ cn. The eonstruetion of
multiplieation tables mod F for power produets w.r. t. apower product basis permits
the reduction of the root probl~m for the fi to an eigenvalue problem for a set of
matriees immediately defined by the multiplieation tables: Each joint eigenvector of
the (commuting) matrices contains all components of a (finite, isolated) joint zero of
the fi' and for eaeh isolated zero of the polynomial system there is a corresponding
joint eigenvector.
The algorithmie generation of the multiplication tables ht;'S been based on the results
by Maeauley and sueeeeds .whenever the polynomial system has no zero manifolds
of positive dimension (some open questions). If there are manifolds at infinity only,
the algorithm may be modified appropriately. A numerical algorithm following this
approach generates approximations for all isolated zeros of a multivariate polynomial
system.

B. STURMFELS: Computational versions of the Quillen-Suslin-Theorem

We describe a constrnctive proof of the Quillen-Suslin theorem (Serre's conjecture)
which computes an explicit free basis for a given projeetive K(xt, ... , xn)-module of
finite rank. The resulting algorithm completes a unimodular polynomial matrix to a
square invertible matrix. It ean .be implemented using Buchberger's Gröbner hases
method. Applications include control theory and computational algebraic geometry.
An independent alternative algorithm has been given by J. Heintz et.al. (1988).
Using the effective Nullstellensatz, they give singly-exponential degree and eomplexity •
bOWlds. A combination of both methods with faster heuristies for special cases yields
a practical algorithm for the Quillen-Suslin theorem.

KEN-ICHI KANATANI: Group theoretical methods in image understanding

The aim of image understanding is to extraet, from 2D images, 3D information about
the objects we are viewing - their sizes, locations, orientations, and motions in the
scene. If an object model is assumed, the problem is estimation of model parameters
from observations on images. If we define observable quantities of 2D images, we ean
derive, from the geometry of eamera imaging, 3D recovery equations which relate
the object model parameters with the image observables.
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Since images do not have inherent coordinate systems, the choice of the observables
roust be essentially invariant to the rotation of the image coordinate system (invari
anc~ to 50(2)). It is also shown, from the camera imaging geometry, that the 3D
recovery equations must be invariant to the rotation of the camera around the center
of the lens (invariance to 50(3)). We discuss how to exploit such invariant properties
by invoking the theory of Lie groups, Li~ algebras, and their representations.

J. MUNDY: An Aigebraic Basis for Modeling in Computer Vision

The use of geometrie models as a basis for the recognition of three dimensional objects
in two dimensional images has proven to be a practical and robust approach. Most
experiments involve the use of fixed object models which are specified by numerical
geometrie data. In this talk we discuss the use of parametrie object models which
are represented as a system of geometrie constraints. These constraints are expres
sed algebraically and the results are processed using a combination of symbolic and
numeric manipulation. The symbolic processing' is based on term rewriting methods.
The numerical processing consists of standard non-linear optimization. The result is
a new approach to object recognition based on systems of algebraic constraints.

s. S. ABHYANKAR: Invariant Theory

The discriminant of a quadratic equation is zero iff the two roots .coincide. Chan
ging the variable by a fractional linear transformation 'will change the roots but not
their being coincidental. Hence it will not change the zeroness of the discriminant. In
1830 Boole confirmed this by showing that the discriminant gets multiplied by a non
zero quantity, namely the square of the determinant of the transformation. Cayley
generalized this by defining invariants of Wlivariate polynomials of any degree, or
equivalently, invariants of bivariate forms of any degree. In 1865 Gordon proved that
the invariants of a bivariate form are expressible in terms of a finite number of them.
In 1890 Hilbert generalized this multivariate forms. Unlike Gordon's, Hilbert's proof
was nonconstructive. Gordon's proof is based on what Young in bis book on Invariant
Theory (which he coauthored with Grace in 1902) has called the German Method or
the Symbolic Method. The heart of this method is the FFT = the First Fundamental
Theorem of Invariant Theory. The FFT says that invariants and covariants of any
system of multivariate forms are expressible as meaningful symbolic expressions in
volving only dets and dots, Le., determinants and dot products. The ideas of Clebsch,
Gordon, Young, et.al., have culminatOO in the Straightening Law of Young Bitableaux
which was formalized by Doubillet-Rota-Stein in 1972. Some of my own word in this
direction may be fOWld in my book entitled "Enumerative Combinatorics of Young
Tableaux" published by Marcel Dekker in January 1988. Presently I am engaged in
redoing this enumerative work by bijective methods obtained by modifying the RSK
correspondence, i.e., the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence as explained in
the third volume of Knuth's book on the Art of Computer Programming.
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M. CLAUSEN:o FFT

According to Wedderburn's Theorem the group algebra CG of a finite group G of
order n is isomorphie to a suitable algebra of block-diagonal matrices. Every such
isomorphism W : CG -+ e~l Cd,xd, °is called a Fourier transform for CG. Such a W
links the convolution in CG and the multiplication of block-diagonal matriees. W.r. t.
natural C-bases, W ean be viewed as an n-square matrix. The linear complexity of a
matrix W is the minimal number L,,(W) of C-operations suffieient to evaluate W at
a generic input vector. The linear eomplexity L,,(G) of the finite group G is defined
by LB(G) := min{max(L,,(W), L,(W-l)) I W a Fourier transform for CG}. Trivially,

.IGI < L,(G) < 2 ·IGI2
, for any finite group. The classieal FFT-algorithms improve A;

the trivial upper bound by showing that for cyclic groups G, LB(G) = O(IGI·log IGI). •
Using Clifford theory, Beth (1984) ~howed that for soluble groups L,(G) = O(IGI~).
Motivated by real-time applications in digital signal filtering we are interested in
extending the F FT results to other classes of finite groups.

Theorem

1. L,,(G) = O(IGI!)

2. If G is metabelian (i.e. G has an abelian normal subgroup A with G/ A abelian),
then L,,(G) = O(IGI·log IGI).

3. For symmetrie groups L,(Sn) = 0( ISnl . log3lSnl).

The proofs "nearly automatieally" translate .into highly reg~lar VLSI-designs.

D. JUNGNICKEL: The trace of primitive elements of GF(qm)

The following theorem holds for all hut finitely many pairs (q, k):

Theorem Choose an arbitrary element a =F 0 in GF(q). Then there exists a primitive
element b of GF(qlc) which has trace a over GF(q).

In fact, there are at most 147 exceptional pairs (q, k), aU with k = 2 and q odd. We
conjecture that none of them is reallyexceptional. We also consider the analogous
problem for trace O.
Finally, the special case b = 1 and k = 2 is important in the construction of Costas
sequences, as pointed out by Golomb in 1984.

Reference: D. Jungnickel & S.A. Vanstone: On primitive polynomials over finite fields, J.
Algebra (to appear).

w. GEISELMANN: Selfdual Normal Bases over GF(q)

Starting with one normal basis (bo, ••• , bn- 1 ) of GF(qn) : GF(q) aU normal hases
can be constructed as (bo, ... , bn- 1 ) • A, where A runs over all invertible circulant
n x n-matrices over GF( q). This weil known method was transferred to orthogonal
circulant matrices to calculate all selfdual normal hases (SDNB) if one is given. Due

•
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to a paper of A. Lempel and M.J. Weinberger (1988) the problem of tbe existenee of
SDNB's is solved in full detail for all finite fields.) By this metbod the number of all
SDNB's ean direct1y be calculated for 30y finite field.

D. GOLLMANN: Multiplication in GF(2n )

We examine the decomposition of multiplication into shift-and-add algorithms and
the translation of these algorithms into hardware architectures for different basis
representations. For polynomial basis representation we have two decompositions
that eorrespond to seria! input / parallel output multipliers. SIPO dual basis ar
chitectures follow from the same decomposition. The difference to polynomial basis
architectures is only in the type of the linear feedback shift registers. Dual basis
representations also al10w PISO arehitectures. When the feedback polynomial is a
trinomial we have a "weakly seH dual polynomial basis" and these arehitectures also
"aceept" polynomial basis representations. For normal basis' representation there is
the PISO multiplier proposed by Massey aod Omura. SIPO multipliers ean be deri
ved from a decomposition similar to the polynomiaJ basis algorithms. Multiplication
by the root of the feedback polynomial is the expensive step in all these normal basis
architectures. It ean be shown that PISO- aod SIPO-multipliers are equivalent in
this respect.

A. GUTHMANN: Construetive Arithmetic in GF(q)[T]

p > 2 a prime, q power of p, ZT = GF(q)[T], QT = GF(q)(T), RT = eompletion of
QT w.r.t. degree valuation.
The following topics are dis~ussed:

1. Extraction of square roots in ZT.

2. Continued Fractions in RT.

3. Divisors in K = QT(v'I5), D. E ZT, and how to caleulate with then.

4. The regulator group: Definition and formulas for addition.

H. H. NAGEL: AIgeb~aic Approaches in Image Sequence Analysis

Image sequenees, for example sequenees of digitized video frarnes, allow to capture
temporal variations in a scene. Algorithmic evaluation of sucb sequences aims at
describing the 3 - D (surface) strueture of objects in tbe scene and their motion
relative to the recording camera.
Given tbe eoordinate vector xii at time tl of the perspective image pf a point Xi' in
space and the eorresponding vector x2 i at time t2, these two entities are related by

... T ...
an equation x2 i Ex1 i = 0 where the so called "essential matrix" E depends only on
the translation T and rotation R between camera positions and orientations at times
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tl and t2. Various approaches towarcls the extraction of estimates for T and R from
es timates of E are discussed.
Rece~t results by Demazure, Fangeras and Maybank (INRIA 1988)'describe algebraic
conditions for obtaining solutions for T and R.
Attempts to study the infiuence of measurement noise on the estimation of translation
and rotation parameters result in challenging questions for algebraic approaches.

B. A. KUTZLER: Algebraic methods for-automated geometry theorem proving

Implemented provers following the algebraic approach to automated geometry theo-
rem proving are discussed. The basic idea of this approach is to translate a geometry e,
theorem into an algebraic problem and to solve the latter by computer algebra me-
thods.
After shortly explaining the technique how to obtain an appropriate algebraic trans
lation of a geometry theorem, the three general purpose computer algebra methods,
i.e. Collins' cylindrical algebraic decomposition method, Buchberger's Gröbner bases
method, and Ritt's Characteristic sets method are investigated for their applicability
to decide certain subclasses of geometry theorems. Explicit characterizations of what
can be achieved by these methods as weH as practical results on twenty representa
tive examples are given. Then the provers of Wu, Chou, Kapur and Kutzler/Stifter,
which are aH based on Characteristic sets or Gröbner bases, are presented in detail
and also applied to the twenty examples.
FinaIly, applications to constructive geometry and computer-aided design are sketched.

G. SCHIFFELS: WeIl Quasi Orders and Gröbner Ideal Bases

My talk is on joint work with A ndreas Dress. We want to present a simple (but
mainly structural and non-algorithmic) approach to the theory of Gröbner bases and
some other canonical bases (e.g. by Szekeres, Re'dei, C. Ayoub). We proceed by
introducing suitable quasi-orders ~ on the ground-ring K (commut. with 1), which
are supposed to be simplifying for all K -ideals a, i.e. each residue class u + a has a
(unique) least element min-«u+a). For a commut. monoid (r, +, 0), we consider the e
monoid.algebra R = K(f) ~ L"YEr K . X..." XCX ·Xß = xcx+{3. In case r = N(I) we have
the polynomial ring R = K[(Xi)iEI]. For any partial order ~ on rand the ~ on K,
we introduce on Kf(T) the lexicographic quasi order~. If:5 and ~ are noetherian or
well quasi ordered, then so is ~. If moreover on r the relation 3/: a + / = ß defines
a partial order a ~+ ß, and if ~ is an addition-compatible well-ordered refinement
of ~+, then ~ turns out to be simplifying for all R-ldeals A. For a basis A of A,
the appropriate reduction ---+A is noetherian, as ~ iso The basis A turns out to be
order.adapted (i.e. Gröbner), iff for all f, gER the relation 9 = mi~(f + A) is
equivalent to f -+ A . ~A ••• -+A 9 and no 9 -+ A h. If ~+ is well partial ordered an
K is a noetherian ring, each A has a finite Gröbner basis.
A preprint is available.
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H. NIEDERREITER: The linear complexity profile of binary sequences

Stream ciphers are cryptosystems based on pseudorandom key streams,. i.e. on deter
ministically generated sequences of bits with acceptable properties of unpredictability
and randomness. From the viewpoint of cryptology a useful measure for unpredicta
bility and randomness is the linear complexity profile of a sequence. 1t measures to
what extent the initial segments of the sequence can be simulated by linear feedback
shift registers. We present recent results on the linear complexity profile of binary
sequences relating to the following problems:

(i) the construction of sequences with prescribed linear complexity profile;

(ii) the behavior of the linear comple~ity profile for truly random sequences.

The relevant algebraic tools are formal power series over finite fields a~d their conti
nued fraction expansions. Applications to stream ciphers will be discussed.

D. E. LAZIC: Sphere Packing aod Signal Constellations

There are many connections between the geometrical problem of paeking equal sphe
rieal caps placed on the N-dimensional sphere nN aod the channel eoeling problem,
i.e. the problem of design signal constellations for errorneous data transmission.
The long-standing Tammes problem of finding the densest packing of M equal spe
rieal eaps on ON is analized. This problem can be viewed as equivalent to finding
an arrangement of M points on ON that maximize the minimal mutual distances
between points. This arrangement CB(N, M) is called the ~est sperical code. It
has important applications to the design of signal constellations for a band-limited
channel with additive white Gaussian noise.
Using a method which consists of finding the minimum of a suitably chosen objective
function of th~ codes distance distribution, all known. conjectures for C3(3, M); 4 ~

M ~ 32, are obtained, together with some soluti~ns that are better than them.
These solutions are expressed by means of Schlegel graphs and corresponding polyt
opes. Four-dimensional conjectui-es ale obtained for M ranging from 9 to 21 and for
M =24 and M =25. In tbe higher-dimensional Euclidean spaces conjectures for the
following best sperical codes are obtained:

CB(4,16), C B(5, 13), C B(5,32), CB(6,16), CB(6,22), C B(6,64),
CB(7,25), CB(7,128), CB(8,40), C B(8,64), CB(9, 64), CB(9,107),
CB(10,32), C B(10,101), C B(12,64), CB(15,32), CB (16,40), CB(17,51),
C8(18,64).

B. HAIBLE: Linear differential equations with polynomial eoefficients

Let us call apower senes f (in finitely many variables) differentiably finite (D-finite)
if all its derivatives span an only finite-dimensional vector space over the rational
functions. It is shown that D-finiteness is fulfilled for algebraic and elementary tran
scendental functions and preserved by addition, multiplieation, Hadamard produet
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and diagonalization (taking the diagonal power senes w.r.t. two of the variables). As
an application, a canonical simplifier is presented for a huge subalgebra containing
the elementary transcendental functions of the algebra of power series. As another
application, it is shown that a wide class of sequences represented by sums that ap
pear in combinatorics satisfy a linear recurrence relation with polynomial coefficients
and therefore can be calculated fast.

K. MUROTA: LM-matrix and its combinatorial canonical form for systems analysis

.Let K be a subfield of an extension field F. A matrix A = (~) is called a layered •
mixed matrix (LM-matrix) with respect to.K if

(i) Q is a matrix over K, and

(ii) the nonzero entries of T are algebraically independent over K.

We show the fundamental properties of such a matrix, including its combinatorial
canonical form, and discuss its role in the analysis of discrete systems such as electrical
networks.

J. GRABMEIER: On sums of characters: zero-testing and interpolation

We reported on a joint work with A. Dress, Bielefeld ([DG 89]): Many ideas and
methods from the recent papers on zero-testing and interpolation of k-sparse n-variate
polynomials over fields of characteristic 0 ([BT 88]) and over finite fields GF(q), q
prime power, possibly allowing evaluations of elements from GF(qm). ([CnGK 88],
[GKS 88]), can be unified and better understood by considering k-sums L::~~ !iXi of
characters Xi : A --+ (R, '), where A is an abelian (semi-) group and R an integral
domain with fi E R. The zero-test set

{(Zr, ... ,Z;_l) : T c {O, ... , n - 1}, nT ~ Ll092nJ, zr = {~ :~ ~.~ ~ }}

of minimal size E OS i<llo92nJ (7) f'J n'092k for GF(2) from [CnGK 88] is constructed.
Furthennore it is shown that finding elements that distinguish the involved cha- e
racters, e.g. the method of [GKS 88] using Cauchy's determinants, together with
appropriate zero-test sets are the essential ingredients for efficient interpolation al-
gorithms.

[BT 88] Ben-Or, M., Tiwari, P.: A Deterministic Algorithm Cor Sparse· Multivariate
Polynomial Interpolation, Proc. STOC. ACM, (1988).

[CDGK 88] Clausen, M., Dress, A., Grabmeier, J., Karpinski, M.: On zero-testing and
interpolation of k-sparse multivariate polynomials over finite fields. Techn. Rep.
TR 88.06.006, Heidelberg Scientific Center, IBM Germany, (1988).

[DG 89] Dress, A., Grabmeier, J.: On sums of characters, in preparation (1989).

[GKS 88] Grigoriev, D.Y., Karpinski, M., Singer, M.F.: Fast Parallel Algorithms Cor
Sparse Multivariate Polynomial Interpolation over Finite Fields, preprint, (1988).
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A. SHOKROLLAHI: Fermat Codes

V.D. Goppa's famous method of deriving linear codes from algebraie curves ean be
used to construct new and interesting classes of linear codes over finite fields.
Utilizing the method of Goppa, one can construct codes on the Fermat curve x r +
yr + zr = 0 where r = pb + 1 and the ground field is F;n. One problem which arises
in this connection is that of determining a basis for the linear space L(A) of some
diviso~ A on the curve. Letting Q be the point (Tl, 0, 1) where Tl is a primitive 2r - th
foot of unity in F;n and fixing a with 2g - 2 < a < n where 9 is the genius of the
eurve (= ~(r -1 )(r - 2)) and n is one less than the number of the F;n-rational points
on the curve, one gets: A basis of L(aQ) can be parametrized by the set

{Ca, b) E N~ I 0 :5 b ~ min(a - 1, r), 0 ~ ar - b ~ a}.

If Co is the code attaehed to L(aQ) and 29 - 2 < a, ß < n satisfy 0: +ß = n +29 - 2,
one has further

Co = ct·
The computation of the exact minimal distance of these codes ean be reduced to
computation in the function field of the curve which has a very pleasent arithmetic
behavior.

w. BÜTTNER: Modelling Complex Applications in Prolog

The term algebra used by Prolog to model domains of interest is inadequate when
more exacting requirements have to be met as in modeling various phases of circuit
design. Often, however, the structure of such a domain can be adeciuately described
by a finite algebra. The characteristics of digital switching functions can be described,
for instance, bya boolean algebra. It is outlined how the expressive power of Prolog
can be amplified by an arbitrary finite algebra by implementing an equation solver
operating with such an algebra. Implementations have shown the described proce
dures to enhance the expressive power and efficiency of Prolog to an equal extent .•
J. CANNON: Knowledge-Based Systems as a Tool for Applied Algebra

Techniques from many areas of algebra, geometry and combinatonal theory are fin
ding application to problems in physics, engineering and communications. Having
chosen the appropriate mathematical theory, the applied mathematician will often
need to get detailed information about a specific mathematical structure. For eXaID
pIe, in many situations where groups are applied in physics, the physicist needs to
know information about the characters of specific groups. It therefore makes sense
to construct software systems which have the capability of answering many questions
about specific algebraic and combinatorial stroctures. Such a system would contain
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algorithmic knowledge, data bases incorporating families of critical examples, and
possiply theoretical knowledge (definitions and theorems). A new version of the alge
bra system Cayley , designed to support computation in number theory, algebra and
combinatorial theory, will attempt to integrate the use of all three types of knowledge.

A. KERBER: The combinatorial use of finite group actions

Whenever a mathematical structure can be defined as an equivalence class on a finite
set, we can make effective use of the tools of finite group aetions theory in order to e
enumerate, construct, generate ... such structures.
The basic tools, developed by Cauchy, Frobenius, Burnside and others were received
and applied to symmetry classes of mappings. A particular example, the graphs, were
discussed to some detail. Emphasize was laid on a redundancy free construction via
double cosets and on a method that allows to generate orbit representatives uniformly
at random.

Berichterstatter: W. Geiselmann
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 2/1989

Computational Aspects of Combinatorial optimization

8.1. bis 14.1.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Professoren Rainer E. Burkard

(Techn i sehe Un i vers i tät Graz) und Mart in Grötsche 1 (Un i vers i tät Augsburg)

statt.

In 52 V6rträgen berichteten Teilnehmer aus 13 Ländern über neueste Ergebnisse

im Zusammenhang mit der numerischen Behandlung von kombinatorischen

Optimierungsaufgaben. Mehrere Teilnehmer führten darüber hinaus die von ihnen

entwickelte Software am Computer vor, was großen Anklang fand. Neben den vier

täglichen Vortragssitzungen und drei abendlichen Software-Demonstrationen gab

es zah 1re i che ; nforme 11 e 0 i skuss ionen und Arbe i tsgruppen, di e. die anregende

Atmosphäre des Hauses nutzten, um gegenseitig neue Ideen auszutauschen. Das

einmalige Ambiente des Instituts bot wie gewohnt einen idealen Rahmen für den

mathematischen Gedankenaustausch, der sich befruchtend für die weitere

Forschung in der kombinatorischen Optimierung auswirken wird.

Die Veranstalter wie auch die Tei lnehmer dieser Tagung danken dem Haus und

insbesondere dem 0 i rek tor des Inst i tuts, Herrn Professor Barner, für die

freundliche Aufnahme.

Die folgenden Vortragszusammenfassungen geben einen Überbl ick. über die in

dieser Tagung behandelten Themen:
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Achim Bachem

Visualizing combinatorial algorithms

In this talk we present a software system for visual izing combinatorial
algorithms. The idea of the system is to make the data structure as well as
the underlying geometrical idea of the algorithms visible to the user and to
use (interactively) heuristics as well as algorithms for a relaxation to give
approximate solutions to NP-hard problems.
The system includes features such as interactively designing graphs, applying
graph operations, and has been developed so far for shortest path, network.
flow, matching-, node-coloring-, face-coloring-, vehicle-routing-, job-shop
scheduling-, acyclic-subgraph- and chip-design- problems.

Egon Balas

Vertex packing algorithms using subgraphs with polynomial packing time

\,Je d iscuss a cl ass of branch and bound al gor i thms f or find i ng a max i mum
weight clique in an arbitrary graph (a maximum weight vertex pack.ing in the
comp 1ement graph), whose branch i ng ru 1es guarantee that ever y subprob 1em
created is solvable in polynomial time. The subproblems are defined on
vertex- or edge-maximal triangulated subgraphs, subgraphs with a TR-formative
edge-coloring, four-cycle-free subgraphs, subgraphs with a 4CF-formative edge
coloring. Computational experience is discussed on graphs with up to 1,000
vertices and 150,000 edges.
The work. is joint with J. Xue.

Doniel Btenstock

Generalized max-flow min-cut problems in the plane

Consider a plane graph G with selected vertices s,t. and a collection H of
subsets of the plane, called holes, each homeomorphic to an open disko The
problem cf interest is to compute the minimum number of holes whose removal
from the plane disconnects sand t. This is a general ized min-cut problem
(one hole for each edge). \Je show this problem is polynomially solvable,
i nc 1uded d irected and we i ghted vers i ens. The comb i nator i a 1 dua 1 of th i s
prob 1em isa pack i ng prob 1em wh ieh genera 1izes max-f low: find the max i mum
number ef 5-t paths no two of which intersect a common hole. We show it is
NP-complete to test whether ~2 such paths exist, but that the cut and packing
values are of the same order of magnitude.

Robert E. Bixby

The PLEXUS linear programming system

The PLEXUS 1i near programm i ng system was descr ibed. I t iss i mp 1ex based,
designed to be portable, usable by a wide range of users, and particularly
convenient for use as a collection of subroutines callable by an integer

.'
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'programming application. Computational results were reported showing PLEXUS
to be about equally fast with MPSXl370. The code is written in C.
The numerical parts of the system were jointly designed with Andy Boyd.

Robert G. Bland

A production planning problem solvable by network flow.

We show how a 10t-sizing problem that arises in production scheduling can be
solved by a single network flow calculation in a directed graph of small
size. The principal tool for recognizing and achieving the transformation is

.. p 1anar graph dua 1i ty. 1t i s shown that the 1 i near program i ng dua 1 of a

.. cograph i c 1 i near programm i n9 prob 1em i s graph i c, and that, al though most
instances of the 1ot-s iz i n9 prob 1em are not graph i c, every i nstance i s
cographic.

Kar 1 Heinz Borgwardt

On the quality of Greedy-algorithms tor solving the subset-sum problem from a
probabilistic point of view

We deal with heuristics for solving the problem: Given a
1
,··· ,an E ~+

maximize

subject to

n
~ a.x.

i =1 1 1

n
~ a .x. :::!: b, where x l' ... , X n E {O, 1} .

i=1 1 1

When such a heuristic yields a feasible combination, then the real ized
objective may differ (be less) from the optimal value. This "errorll is
bounded by the "gap", which is defined as the difference between band the
realized value.
Now we assume that a

1
, ••• ,an,b are independent random variables, a" ... ,a

n

uniformly distributed on [0,1] and b uniformly distributed on [O,n].
Under this stochastic model we obtain information on the distribution and the
expected gap (error) by evaluation of convolution-integra1s for seven
different Greedy-algorithms. Four of them are "on-1 ine" algorithms with

_,special O(n), three require sorting and have speed O(n 1n n).

Peter Drucker

Recent results in job-shop scheduling

It took near1y twentyfive years until Carlier and Perison proved optimality
of a solution of a 10x10 job-shop scheduling problem given in a book by Muth
and Tompson. To get th i s resu 1t th~y deve lopped a clever branch and bound
algorithm. It will be shown how this method ean be combined with the block
approach of Grabowski and a geometrie method which reduces the problem to a
shortest path problem with obstacles. Numerical results for different
combinations of these three approaches are presented.
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Rainer E. Burkard

Polynomially solvable special cases of bottleneck-TSPs

A bottleneck TSP asks for a tour fer which the largest arc is as sma1l as
possible. Since this problem is NP-hard, special cases which can be handled
by po 1ynom i a 1 al gor i thms are of interest. We d iscuss two cl asses of such
special cases. The first class concerns TSPs with symmetric cost matrix of
circulant structure. Such TSPs can be salved ~n O(n log n)-time in the
bott 1eneck. case. No efficient algorithm for the corresponding sum TSP is
known.
The second cl ass conta ins TSPs the cost matr ix of wh i eh fu 1f i 11 spec i al
algebraic properties, for example

max {c
tu

' c
vs

' c
sw

} ::s: max {c
ts

' c
su

' c
vw

}

for all 1::s: t,u,v < s < w ::s: n, t ~ u, t ~ v .

In this and similar cases there ex~sts an optimal tour which is pyramidal and
can therefore be determined in O(n ) steps.
(Joint work with W. Sandholzer.)

Gerard Cornuejols end Farid Horche

Polyhedral study of the capacitated vehicle routing problem

Gi yen (i) a road network and trave 1 costs on each 1ink , ( i i) a fleet of
identical vehicles with given capacity located at a central depot, and (iii)
client demands and locations, the capacitated vehicle routing problem is to
censtruct routes far the vehicles in order to meet the cl ient demands at
minimum travel eost while satisfying the vehiele capacity requirements. Two
versions of the problem arise depending on whether clients can be on several
routes or not. We study the associated integer polyhedra, relating them to
the graphical traveling salesman polyhedron.

Wil1iam H. Cunningham

Small TSP polytopes

We introduce a new class of valid inequalities fer the symmetric travelling
salesman polytope. These "bipartition inequal ities" general ize the el ique
tree i nequa 1i ti es of Grätsche 1 and Pu 11 eyb 1ank . We also gi ve a camp 1ete
deseription ef the polytope for six and seven eities. For the latter case,
the bipar.tition inequalities are needed. These results are related to work ef
R.Z.Norman in the 1950's.
(Joint work with S.C.Boyd. )

Ulrich Derigs

Hatching problems with side constraints

\Je gi ve an out 1i ne of a procedure fer so 1v ing the constra i ned match i n9
problem (MPS)

(MPS) min {c'xl x perfect matching, Sx ::s: t}

and present computational results for a set of real-world problems where the
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additional constraints are so-cal'ed "generalized upper-bound"-constraints
(GUS). These conditions can be interpreted as follows. Assume the set of
edges E to be partitioned into k colors ;.e. E = K

1
u ... U K

k
and let t

j
,

j = 1, ... ,k t the maximal allowable number of edges from class K
j

, then we

get the following problem:

(GUS-MP) min {clxl x perfec1:. matching, IXnKjl s tj' j 1, ... ,k}.

Dur approach for solving MPS resp. GUB-MP runs as follows:

(1) Solve the Lagrange dual/LP-relaxation. .
(2) Use pairs of feasible/unfeasible matchings from phase 1 to .construct

better feasible matchings via a so-cal'ed knapsack heuristic.
(3) Cl ose the gap between lower bound from phase 1 and upper bound by

constructing the sequence of k-best matchings for the problem

min {clx ~(Sx-t)1 x perfect matching}

where X is the optimal Lagrange multiplier.

Laureano F. Escudero

Combinatorial aspeets of produetion planning for flexible manufaeturing
systems (Fl1S).

Cons i der; a FMS wh i ch produces parts of severa 1 types. The FMS cons ists of
several groups of pooled, identical machines, a material handling system and
other resources. A set of models and algorithms is presented which sequences
and schedules the input of the parts in the FMS. It also gives the sequence
; n the execut ion of the operat; ons for each part type and the process i n9
route and schedule of the operations execution for each part, by considering
constraints such as machine availabilities and other resources in the machine
groups, the availability o~ the transport units, etc. A hierarchical set of
goals is considered. The combinatorial aspects of the problem are emphasized,
computational experience ;s reported and a real-life problem i5 described.

Reinhardt Euler

A new class of faeet-defining inequalities for asymmetrie traveling salesman
polytopes.

We describe a class of (locally) facet-defining inequal ities, which arises
from digraphs whose intersection graphs are (nearly) odd K4 1 s. We use lifting
to obta;n globa 1 such inequa 1 i t ies. F ina "y, we descr ibe a genera 1i zat ion
(which is based on odd CATls as introduced by Egon Balas).

Gerd Finke

Complementary tuo-commodi ty flolllS: Formulat ions tor TSPs and vehicle raut ing
problems.

We describe several formulations for traveling salesman problems using
different dimensions of th~ describing space, in particular one-, two-, and
multicommodity flow verSl0ns. Especially the two-commodity formulation
prov i des a very usefu 1 mode 1. Extens ions to non-dense graphs are poss i b 1e.
Precedence constraints can easily be formulated as linear constraints.
Further si mp 1e mod i f icat ions succeed to mode 1 mu 1t i P1e trave 1 ing sa 1esman
problems and vehicle routing problems with general capacities for the
vehicles.
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Bernhard Fleischmann

Single-machine lot-sizing and scheduling.

We consider the problem of scheduling several products on a single maehine so
as to meet the known dynamie demand and to minimize the sum of inventory and
setup cost. The p1ann i ng interva 1 i s phased i nto many short per iods t e. g.
shifts or days, and setups my occur on1y at the beginning of aperiod.
We present a braneh-and-bound proeedure using Lagrangean relaxation for
determining both lower bounds and feasible solutions. The relaxed problems
are solved by dynamie programming.
Computational resu1ts on a PC are reported fer various examp1es from the
1i terature wi th up to 12 produets and 122 per iods or 8 produets and 423
per iods.

Andrew Goldberg

Generalized cast scaling.

We describe a framework fer designing minimum-cost f1ew a1gerithms based on
using the maximum violation of eomp1ementary slaekness eonditions as a
measure of qua 1i ty of a ci rcu 1at ion. Th i s framework i s based on bet ter
understand i ng of eomb inator i a 1 structure of the prob 1em and 1eads to good
po1ynomial-time bou~ds as we11 as to strong1y polynomia1 bounds. Name1Yt we

obtain O(nm log ~ min {log(nC)t m log n}) time bound t where n is the

number of vertiees, m is the number of ares, and C is the biggest cost in the
input problem.

Michael D. Grigoriadis

J. On the efficiency of the Goldberg-Tar jan preflobJ algori thm: Abrief
report.

We present resu 1ts ef computat i ona 1 exper i ments wi th three fundamenta 11 y
different algorithms fer the maximum f10w problem: the steepest edge netwerk
simplex method, Dinie's method of blocking f10ws, and the more reeent preflow
algorithm ef Goldberg and TarJan. The set of problem instanees used for the
experiment are those generated by RMFGN (Grigoriadis 86) maximum- f10w
problem generatort of sizes up to about 150,000 vertiees and 850,000 ares.
For these problems the pref10w algorithm runs 4 to 15 limes faster than the
Dinic algorithm (ONS-B t Goldfarb and Grigoriadis 88l. The steepest edge
simplex algorithm (Goldfarb and Grigoriadis 88) runs faster for problems
smaller than 4,000 vertices, but is slower than the other two methods.

2. An O(n t . 5 log n)-t ime approximat ion scheme for matching po ints in the
plane.

The problem is to eompute a minimum-weight perfeet matching of 2n points in
the plane t assum i ng Eue 1i dean edge we ights. I t can be so 1ved exaet 1y ; n

O(min{n3,n2.S(log n)4}) time. A fully-polynomial approximation scheme runs in

O(n'·75( log n)2.75c -2) time to produce a matching whose weight is at most 1+c
ti mes the opt i ma 1 we i ght. Here we propose a po 1ynom ia 1-t i me approx i ma ti on
procedure which consists of the following three steps:
1) Compute the Delannay triangulation 0 of the given points,
2) .Compute an opt i ma 1 perfect path match i ng of 0 (an odd-degree spann i ng

•

•
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forest F), and
3) traverse F to construct the required perfect matching.
The entire procedure can be imp1emented to run in 0(n

'
·S10g n) time. It

produces perfect matchings of weight at most about three or five times the
optimal weight if 0 is computed in step 1 according to the L,. or L

2
metrics,

r"espect ively. These error bounds are not t ight. We present computat iona 1
experiments for 120,000 instances of 8 to 1024 points uniform1y distributed
in the unit square. All perfeet matchings produced by this procedure had
extremely smal1 errors compared to matchings computed by the exact algorithm.

Peter Gritzmann

Computational complexity of norm-maximization.

We discuss the problem of maximizing a norm for real n-space over a polytope
that is presented as an intersection of m halfspaces. By work of Mangasarian
and Shiau (1986) the maximizat ion problem is known to be NP-hard for the
classical p-norms. We establish NP-hardness for a considerably wider class of
norms, roughly speaking, the norms for whi~h the unit ball admits a strictly
inscribed parallelotope. Further, we show that for p-norms norm-maximization
is NP-hard even for parallelotopes. This in turn implies the NP-hardness of
various other problems. We give two examples for such applications, one from
pseudoboolean programming the other from computational convexity.
(Joint work. with V. Klee.)

Hartin Grötschel

Design of minimum-cost suruivable networks:
inuest igat ion.

IP-models and polyhedral

1n th i s ta 1k we present a genera I integer 1inear programm i ng mode 1 f or the
problem of designing minimum-cost survivable networks (introdueed in the talk.
by C.Monma). We re1ate this model to concepts in graph theory and polyhedral
eombinatorics. In partieular, we consider several interesting special cases
of this gener-al model including the minimum spanntng tree problem, the
Steiner tree problem, and the minimum cost k-edge connected and k-node
conneeted network design problems. We study the integer polyhedra associated
with these problems and identify some classes of facets of these polyhedra.
We also address the separat i on prob 1ems wi th respeet to these e 1asses of
facet-defining inequalittes.• •

Peter L. Harrrner

Roof duality reuisited.

Together with Endre Boros we have re-examined the 1984 roof duality approach
to quadratic 0-1 optimization, which provides a lower bound to the minimum,
as well as a polynomial aigorithm to decide whether this bound is equal to
the minimum. The new results notiee the determination of the roof dual ity
bound to that of solving a max-flow problem in a network. of O(n) verttces (if
n is the number of variables) and establ ish a stronger "persistingll result
(i.e. allow some of the 0-1 variables to be fixed in the optimal solution of
the d i serete prob 1em to the same va lues as inan appropr i ate 1y chosen
continuous relaxation cf the problem). On this basis very promising
computational results are reported and it is conjectured that a constant
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k (s2) extsts so that p ~ f mtn S kp , where p ts the value of the roof dual

of f.

Pierre Hansen

,A variable elimination algorithm tor bilevel linear programming.

Kerle Hoffman

Solving Zarge zero-one
~orkstations.

integer programming problems on distributed

Commerc i a 1 workstat ions connected by an industry standard Ethernet network
have been used to so 1ve 1arge-sca 1e zero-one integer programm i ng prob 1ems
using a cutting-plane method based on the pol yhedra 1 structure of the zero
one po 1ytope. These cutti n9 planes are embedded in a tree-search strategy
thp,t uses logical impl ications. heurtstics, reduced-cost fixing and factal
cuts to tighten the bounds at every node. The parallel tmplementation
generates a "poo lll of factal cuts which are shared by all processors.
Adaptive suspension and resumption of search nodes has been implemented. The
largest problems are solved wtth super-linear speedup.

Michael JUnger

Euclidean matching, convex hulls, rural postman: A software demonstration.

We discuss and demonstrate three computer programs implementing the following
algorithms:
- An O(n log n) heuristic for Euclidean perfeet matching of n points in the

Euclidean plane (Jointly with W.R.Pulleyblank).
-. An O(n) "expected time algorithm for determining the convex hull of n

untformly distributed points in the unit ctrcle (jointly with G.Reinelt).
- A rural postman heuristic applied to the problem of plotting marks for real

world printed circuit boards (jointly with M.Grötschel and G.Retnelt).

Peter Kleinschmtdt

A signature algori thm for the assign.ment problem and an appl icat ion in the •
classification of chromosomes.

We present a new vers i on of 8a 1i nsle t ' s si gnature al gor i thm for ass t gnment
prob 1ems wh i eh uses some ideas of 8a 1inksk i and Paparr i zos. The al gor i thm
proceeds by a dual pivottng strategy on forests with a special structure.
Some computat i ona 1 exper i ence and an app 1icat ion in the cl ass t f i cat t on of
human chromosomes are presented.

Eugene L. Lawler

Two problems in connection with rooted trees.

Problem 1:
A phylogenetic tree is a rooted binary tree where leaves are labelled with
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"species" A"A2, ... ,AN' The leaves of a subtree constitute a "phylum".

Suppose, for each triple of species Ai' Aj , Ak , one can perform an experiment

to determine which of the three relations holds:

How many experiments must be performed in order to determine the phylogenetic
tree for N species? Answer: O(NlogN).

Problem 2:
The structure of a program in an Algol-l ike language is represented by a
rooted tree in wh i eh eaeh node represents a proeedure. Th i s tree may be
augmented by two kinds of ares:

(1) "blue u ares extending from anode to one of its ancestors. These
ares represent references to variables.

(2) llred 11 ares extend ing from anode to one of i ts ancestors, or. to a
child of one of its ancestors. These ares represent procedure ealls.

The problem is to "flatten ll the tree, moving each node as close to the
root as possible,while maintaining conditions (1) and (2). This can be done
by an algorithm with O(N+M«(M,N» running time, where N is the number of
nodes and M is the number of ares.

Thomas Lengauer

Floor planning and global routing based on circuit partitioning.

We present a method for floor planning, Le., placement of variable size
blocks that are connected by wire~. The cost measures to be minimized are
area and wiring complexity. The method begins by constructing a cut-tree for
the circuit. Subsequent phases process the eut-tree and transform it into a
minimum-area floor plan. This floor plan is optimized w.r.t. wiring
complexity by incorporating hierarchical routing.
The resu 1ts presented ana 1yse and extend methods proposed by Ot ten and
others.
The work is joint with R.Müller and J.Heistemann .

• Thomas M. Liebl ing

On part i-al order preserving inject ions.

Let (V,~<,) and (V2'<2) be two finite posets. An injeetion f: V, ~ V2 such

that if i,J are in V, and i<,J, then f(i)<2f(j), is said to be partial order

preserving. The quest ion whether such an injection exists is NP-complete. If
real weights are attached to V,xV2' the problem of finding a minimum weight

partial order preserving injection contains several well known combinatorial
optimization problems as special eases. In particular one may eite several
variants of machine seheduling problems under precedence constraints, network
capacity expansion problems over time, the linear assignment problem, ete.
\r.tlen (V" <,) 1s a tota lly ordered set, a po lynomia lalgor i thm solves the

optimization problem and it is possible to give a complete linear
characterization of the convex huTl of the order preserving injeetions. On
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the other hand, the prob 1em rema \ ns NP-hard even \ f (V2' <2) \ s a tota 11 y

ordered set and (V
1
'<1) is a d\sjoint union of chains.

Joint work with F.Margot and A.Prodon.

Laszl0 Lovasz

Lifting polyhedra to higher dimensions.

Let' P be a comb \ nator i a 11 y descr i bed po 1ytope (e. g. match i ng or trave 11 i ng
sa 1esman) , hav i ng an exponent i a 1 number of facets. I t has benn recogn \ zed
that often more complete linear descriptions can be obtained at the cast of·
introducing new variables. During this meeting, Lex Schrijver and I
discovered that if we allow non-pol yhedra 1 (but convex and computatianally
easy) descriptions af lifted polyhedron, then much larger classes of •
po 1yhedra become representab 1e th i s way and thereby computat iona 11Y
tractable .• The method \s to consider a system Ax ~ band associate with it
the set P of matr i ces Y such that AY S byT and Y - Y' yT \s pos i ti ve
semidefinite (where Ydenotes the diagonal of V). Then one can opt\mize any
linear objective function over P' and hence also over pli = {V: Y e Pi}. pu
satisfies Ax s band contains all 0-1 solut\ons ofAx sb. Moreover, \f
Ax s b defines the fractional vertex packing polytope of a graph G, then pli
satisfies all the clique, odd cycle, and wheel constraints.

Tom L. Magnanti

Capacity expansion in local access t'elecommunication netllJorks.

Telephone networks typically conta\n several components: a local area network
that connects end users of the system, a switch\ng network that connects a
local geographical regim, and a backbone network that carr\es long distance
traffic. We cons\der a large scale mixed integer program that models capacity
expansion in a local area tree network. Using a dynamic programming algorithm
to solve a special version of the problem as a subproblem for a Lagrangian
relaxation decomposition method, we solve several problems arising in
practice: two to optimal\ty and one to within 2.3 % of optimality.
Joint work with A.ßalakrishnan and R.Wong.

Kurt Mehlhorn

Randomized incremental construction of Voronoi diagrams.

Abstract Voronoi diagrams (R.Klein) are defined by a family of bisecting
curves, one for each pair of sites. The bisecting curve J(p,q) splits the
plane into two unbounded domains O(p,q) and O(q,p) . The Voronoi region of
p i5 given as VR(p) "O(p,q) Under the assumption that Voronoi

qeS-{p}
regions are connected, that the bisectors are computationally simple and that
two bi sectors intersect on 1y f in i te 1y often i t i s shown that the abstract
Voronoi diagram VD(S) can be constructed in time O(n log n) , n = ISI , by
a randomized algorithm. This extends work of R.Klein. The algorithm is based
on the random i zed incrementa 1 construct 1on method recent 1y i ntroduced by
Clarkson and Shor.
Joint work wlth St.Meiser and C.O/Dunlaig.

•
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K. Merten

Combinatorial problems ~ith complex VLSI chips in the IC-industry.

The presentation gives an overview about the design methods for VlSI circuits
with modern CAD systems. In particular, we deal with place and route problems
for very complex chips. On the base of practical examples designed in SIEMENS
we discuss combinatorial problems concerning
- channelled gate arrays,
- channelless gate arrays,
- standard cell designs,
- macro cell designs
and appropriate solutions implemented in our own CAD software.

On a class 01 perfeet graphs and a channel routing problem.

We present a polynomial algorithm that solves a problem due to Dagan,
Go 1umb i c and Pi nter [1988] about the comp 1ex i ty of recogn iz i ng trapeze id
graphs. .These graphs const i tute a cl ass of perfeet graphs that natura 11 y
arise in VLSI-channel routing problems. The algorithm exp10its the facts that
trapezoid graphs are the incomparability graphs of partial orders of interval
dimension two (i.e. the intersection of two interval orders) and that
interval dimension is a comparability invariant (Le. the same for all
partial orders with the same comparability graph). It thus sufficies to test
if a transitive orientation of the complement of the given graph (if it
exists) has interval dimension two. This is done via substitution
decomposition and PQ-trees.
Joint work with M.Habib.

Clyde L. Monma

Hinimum cost survivable net~~rk design: Practical applications.

In this talk were describe certain practical problems arising in the design
of fiber opt i c commun icat i on .networks. These prob 1ems can be mode 11 ed as
network design problems with costs on links subject to connectivity
requirement. Too1s based on graphics, user interaction and fast heuristics
were used to prob 1em des ign super ior to manua 1 approach. current 1y used by

~etwork planners. Work on a polyhedral approach to these problems and
~omputational results are also presented at this conference.

George L. Nemhauser

Solving an NP-hard edge coloring problem by linear programming.

We cons ider the prob 1em of co 1or i ng the edges of a graph wi th ami n i mum
number of colors so that any pair of edges incident to a common node have
different colors. We formulate the edge coloring problem as a set covering
problem of minimizing the number of match1ngs to cover the edges. The linear
programm i ng re 1axat i on of th i s formu 1at i on can be so 1ved eff 1c 1ent 1y si nce
the pric1ng problem 1s a weighted matching problem. If the value of the LP
solution is greater than ~ (the largest degree) then, by Vizingls theorem,
~+1 co 1ors are requ i red. When the va 1ue of the LP so 1ut i on 1s fj, and the
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solution is fractional, we augment the LP with odd circuit cuts, which say
that every odd circuit rnust be covered by at least 3 rnatchings. For 3-regular
graphs we show how to solve the separation problem for the odd circuit
constraints efficiently and we present computational results for random and
d i ff i cu 1t graphs. The time consum ing par t of the al gor i thm i nvo 1ves the
solution of a constrained matching problem to accomplish the pricing.

Hartmut Noltemeier

Voronoi-trees and clustering problems.

A new data-structure - Vorono i trees i s i ntroduced, wh ich represents
proxi mi ty propert i es in a genera 1 framework very eff i ci ent 1y. Structura 1
properties are analyzed. Applications to the layout of flexible manufactoring •
systems as well as to some pattern recognit ion and image understanding
problems are demonstrated and experimental results are reported.

Manfred W. Padberg

The Boolean quadratic polytope: Some characteristics, facets and relatives.

We study unconstrained quadratic zero-one programming problems having n
variables from a polYDedral point of view by considering the Boolean
quadratic polytope QP" in n(n+1)/2 dimensions that results from the
linearization of the quadratic form. We show that QP" has a diameter of one,
descriptively identify three families of faeets of Opn and show that Qpn is
symmetrie in the sense that all facets of QP" can be obtained from those that
eontain the origin bX way of a mapping. The naive linear programming
relaxat ion QP" of QP is shown to possess the Trubin-property and i ts

LP 3
extreme points are shown to be {O,1/2,1}-valued. Furthermore, O(n)
facet-def i n i ng i nequa 1i t i es of Opn suff ice to cut off all "fract i ona 1 vert i ees

of QP~p whereas the fami ly described by us has at least 0(3") members.

Polynomially solvable problem instances are discussed and comp1ete polyhedral
characterization is given for the case where the underlying graph is
series-parallel. The relationship to vertex-packing in graphs is discussed as
well.

Wil1iam R. Pul1eyblank

A precedence constrained travelling salesman problem and helicopter routing.

The following version of the travelling salesman problem arises when
schedultng helicopters between drilling platforms, in an off-shore field. We
have certain platforms which rnust be visited and pickups and deliveries which
must be made between certain platforms. We wish to find a route which
satisfies these requirements and has minimum length.
We d i scuss the prob 1em, descr i be a heur ist i c method wh i eh proves to be ver y
good in practise, and present an integer programming formulatien suitable for
use in a cutting plane code.
Joint werk with E.Balas and M.Tornlin.
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Gerhard Reinell

Fast heuristics tor the symmetrie traueling salesman problem.

Very often in practice it is the case that approximate solutions for large
sca 1e trave 1i ng sa 1esman prob 1eros have to be eomputed ver y fast. In such
cases the usually used heuristics cannot be applied direetly because they are
too CPU time eonsuming. We present several methods exploiting underlying
geometrie structure for constructing sparse subgraphs and show how heuristics
for eomputation of upper and lower bounds ean be adopted to run effieiently.
We present computational results and Qive a software demonstration.

Franz Rendle A net4 lot4er bound tor the quadrat ie assignment problem (QAP).

The QAP is formulated as a matrix optimization problem on the set of
permutation matriees. We relax the domain by minimizing over the intersection
of orthogonal matrices with the set of matrices having row and column sums
equa 1 one. The eorrespond ing re 1axed prob 1em can be so 1ved by a spectra 1
decomposition of the input matriees (which are assumed to be symmetrie).
Preliminary numerical results suggest that this bound is better than existing
ones.
Joint work with H.Wolkowicz.

Celso Ribeiro

Simulated annealing and tabu search approaehes to hyperbolie sum and clique
partitioning.

We present eomputational results concerning the use of these heuristies in
the resolution of two combinatorial optimization problems: hyperbolic sum and
clique partitioning. The motivation for studying the hyperbolic sum problem
in 0-1 var i ab 1es eomes from i ts app 1icat i on in the formu 1at i on of a query
optimization problem in information retrival from classieal data bases. The
clique partitioning problem has some applications, e.g. in the aggregation of
binary relations. The computational results illustrate the effectiveness of
both approaches, in terms of the qua 1i ty of the so 1ut ion they obta in. Some
eonclusions are also presented concerning computational terms.
Joint work with P.Hansen, M.Poggi, J.P.8arthelemy.

Gi ovann i Rinaldi

Faeets of the symmetrie traveling salesman polytope.

We survey some results of a joint work with D.Naddef on the polyhedral
structure of the symmetrie travel ing salesman polytope (STSP) and of the
graphical traveling salesman polyhedron (GTSP). We use GTSP as a relaxation
of STSP and describe some strong interconnections between the two
po 1yhedrons. These i nterconnect ions are exp 10 i ted to gi ve a canon tca 1 form
for the inequalities tnducing faeets of STSP and a technique to prove when an
inequality induces a facet of STSP. The path inequalities are proved to be
facet inducing and the crown inequalities are defined and proved to be facet
i nduc i ng. The Path and the crown i nequa 1i t i es as we 11 as the i nequa 1i ty
defined by the Peterson graph are used as building blocks to construct more
comp 1ex i nequa 1i t i es, by means of lift ing and compos i t i on theorems. The
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fami1y of inequalities obtained in this way contains practica11y all
inequa1ities·facet inducing for STSP known to date.

Günter Rothe

Speeding up parametrie min-cost tlow algorithms.

\,Je consider the minimum cost f10w problem, where the costs are 1inear
functions of one parameter. The optimal cost curve is to be determined for a
gi yen i nterva 1 of parameter va 1ues. The usua 1 parametr i c si mp 1ex a1 gor i thm
proceeds from 1eft to right and determines critical va1ues of the parameter
by examining all arcs after each pivot. We can avoid the examination of the
complete set cf arcs by putting ares which current1y have high costs in
lIbuckets" and examining them on1y some time 1ater.
The resu1ts of some pre1iminary computational experiments are encouraging.

Catherine Roucairol

A supercomputer algorithm tor the 0-1 multiknapsack problem.

The characteristics of' parallel machines (vectorization, mu1tiprocessing) are
exploited in order to solve the 0-1 mu1tiknapsack problem:
- in a first phase, a lot of tests are performed in parallel in order to

reduce the size of the problem (fixation of variab1es t e1 imination of
constraints), ~

- in a second phase, a parallel branch and bound a1gorithm al10ws to get an
optimal solution.

Dur parallel algorithm has been implemented on the asynchronous
mu1tiprocessor machine CRAY 2. Cemputational resu1ts are reported and
cempared with these ebtained in a sequential approach.
Joint werk with G.Plateau.

Günther Ruhe

Bicriterial minimum-cast flows: complexity and algorithms

The problem to determine efficient (Pareto-) minimal solutions for the
bicriterial minimum-cost flow problem is considered. It is shown that the
number of efficient extreme point solutiens in the objective space may be •
exponent ia 1.
A subset SeX of feasibli solutions is cal1ed c-optimal w.r.t. a vector
valued function f: X ~ Y c IR if

Vx e X: 3 zx ES: f k( Zx ) :S (1 +c ) f k( x) ; k = 1., ... , K .

For a given accuracy c > 0 , a O(c'/c'T(m,n)) time approximation algorithm
using the lower approximation of the optimal value function is given.
Therein, c' 1S the accuracy at the first iteration, and T(m,n) denotes the
complexity to solve the minimum-cost flew problem.
Numerical results on NETGEN-generated examples are presented.
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Alexander Schrijver

Routing in graphs.

We describe a polynomial-time algorithm fer the following problem arising in
the design of VLSI-circuits.
Given: a planar graph G=(V,E), faces 11, ... , Ip of G (inlcluding the unbounded

face), and curves Cl"" ,Ch in ~2\(I1V" .Vl p ) with end points on the boundary

of 11"", I p '
Find: pairwise vertex-disjoint simple paths P" ... 'Ph in G where Pi is

homotopic to Ci in the space ~2\(I,v... Vl p ) , fer i = 1, ... ,no

The algorithm is based on a polynomial-time algorithm for finding an integer
solution for a system Ax s b of linear inequalities, where A is an integer
matrix satisfying

n
~ 1a .. 1 :s 2, (i = 1, ... , m) .

j= 1 lJ

We also describe an extension te finding dlsjeint trees connecting given sets
of points.

David Shmoys

A polynomial approximation scheme tor parallel machine scheduling with
release and due dates.

We show that for any p > 1, there ex ists an al gor i thm that runs in
pelynomial time, and compute a schedule of length at most p times the optimum
for the following problem: there are m identical machines on which n
independent jobs are to be scheduled; each job j may scheduled only after its
release time r

j
and must be processed before Pj on one of the m~chines; there

is a delivery time p. (that p;ays the r01e of the due data) and if a job is
J

completed at time c
j

. it is deliverd at c
j

+ P
j

, the objective is to minimize

the maximum delivery time.

Mechthild Stoer

A cutting plane algorithm tor the design ot minimum cost survivable networks.

We designed a cutting plane algorithm for finding minimum cost "survivable ll

networks in a sparse graph, IIsurvivable" meaning that the network has to
satisfy certain connectivity constraints on the nodes (the maximal
connectivity required is 2).
We study some valid inequalities (partition and 112-matching" inequalities) of
the polytope associated with these networks. For the partition inequalities
we d~vised aseparation heuristic based on the Gomory methode
Problems can be reduced by decomposition if the underlying graph is sparse.
Computational experience shows that this cutting plane algorithm provides
good lower bounds. In some real world prob~ems the optimum could be attained
by adding cuts interactive1y.
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Gottfried Tinhofer

Adjacency-coloring: The smallest partially hard-to-color graph.

Let G = (V,E) be a simple undirected graph. An adjacency-co10ring of G is a
sequentia1 co10ring induced by some ordering (v,t'" ,vn) of V for which all

the subgraphs G({v" ... ,v
i
}), 1 S i ~ n , are connected. A graph G is said

to be hard-to-co1or from start-point v e V if all adjacency-colorings of G
with start in v (=v,) need more than the chromatic number ch(G) of colors.

In this context v is ca1led a bad start-point. G is called partia1ly hard-to
color (a phc-graph for short) if there exists at least one bad start-point. G
is minimal with respect to this property if there is no phc-graph having less
vertices than G.
~ur main result is: There is no phc-graph on 1ess than 10 vertices except the ~
graph G in the figure below. This graph has a unique start-point v. Hence, G ~
is the unique minimal phc-graph.

v

Paolo Toth

Computational results on exact algorithms tor large size knapsack type
problems.

Al gor i thms for determ in i ng the opt i ma 1 so 1ut ion of 1arge si ze i nstances of
single unidimensional knapsack type problems (0-1 knapsack problem, unbounded
knapsack problem, subset-sum problem, change making problem) are considered.
The algorithms are based on the definition of an approximate "core problemlI,
its exact solution through effective implicit enumeration methods, the
comparison of the corresponding approximate solution value with tight upper
bounds t and the attempt to determine the optimal va1ue of all the variables
not considered in the core problem through fast reduction procedures.
Extensive computational results for different classes of large size randomly
generated test problems (considering up to one million variable~) are
presented.

Leslie E. Trotter

Node-packing problems with integer rounding properties.

We consider an integer programming formulation of the node-packing problem,
max {1'x: Ax S Wt x ~ 0, x integral} , and its linear programming relaxation,
max {1'x: Ax S w, x ~ O} , where A is the edge-node incidence matrix of a
graph G and w is a nonnegative integral vector. We give an excluded subgraph
characterization quantifying the difference between the value of these two
programs. One consequence of this characterization 1S an explicit descript10n
for the "integer rounding" case. Specifically, we characterize those graphs G
with the property that for every subgraph of G and for any choice of w, the
optimum objective function values of these two problems differ by less than
unity.
Joint work with S.K.Tipnis.

•
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Klaus Trueqler

Minimal violators of centrality.

Let A be the clause/variable matrix of a system of propositional logic
clauses in conjunctive normal form. That )S, each row c of A corresponds to a
clause, and each column x to a variable; A

cx
is then ; 1 if x occurs in c, ;

-1 if the complement of x occurs in c, and ; 0 otherwise.
The matrix A is nearly negative If each row contains at most one +1, and 1S
central if its columns can be scaled so that it becomes nearly negative.
If A is central, then satisfiability cf the 10gic system can be decided in
polynomial time. We identify the instances where A is not central.
We define the concept of Boolean minor of {0,±1} matr1ces. \.Iith a
complicated algorithm we then deduce the minimal violation minors of
centra 1i ty. There are tota 1 of n 1ne such mi nors. The resu 1t i s usefu 1 f or
showing that satisfiability of logic system involving noncentral matrices can
be decided in polynomial time when certain conditions are satisfied.

Jean-Pier~e Uhry

Is combinatorial optimization practical?
Some combinatorial opt imizat ion problems in CA/1 systems ldi th a software
demonstrat ion.

Dominique de Werra

Finding large independent sets ina graph with tabu search.

Recent 1y tabu search has been app lied to a huge var iety of comb ina tor i a 1
problems. It 15 a general heuristic technique which finds iteratively good
local optima. An appl ication tothe determination 6f large independent sets
in a graph will be described and recent developments of these ideas will be
out 1ined.

Laurence A. Wolsey

Time-indexed formulations of single-machine scheduling problems.

We consider the formulation of the non-preemptive single machine scheduling
prob 1em us i ng t i me- j ndexed var j ab 1es . Such f armu 1at ians 1ead to very 1arge
formulattons, but give better lower bounds than other mixed ·integer
formulations. We derive a variety of valid inequalities, and show the role of
aggregation and the knapsack problem with generalized upper bound constraints
as a way of generating such inequalities. Computational experience on small
problems with 20/30 jobs and various objectives are presented.
Joint work with J.Sousa.

Berichterstatter: F. Hendl
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This was the third meeting on Mathematical Game Theory in Oberwolfach and

similar to previous occasions, participants carne from various countries of Europe, the

Uriited States, Russia, India, Japan and the Middle East. Lectures dealing with pro

gress in certain areas of research were dominating the meeting. But there were also

informal research groups being formed and the (almost traditional) meeting on "Open

Problems" took place on Thursday evening.

A certain emphasis was put upon cooperative garne theory, mainly with respect

to the characterlstic (or coalitional) function representing games with and without

side-payments. Topics were ranging from the discussion of the structure of certaine; classes of games t'o the introduction of new solution concepts as weIl as to the presen

tation of new results concerning weIl known solution concepts (like the nucleolus, the

von Neumann-Morgenstern solution, and the Shapley-value). Also the question of how

to formalize the formation of coalitions in a cooperative set up was being discussed.

One of the main stream research problems is, generally speaking, the question of

how to implement cooperation. More formally: how can the pareto points of a one

shot-game be sustciined by appropriately defined Nash-equilibria (subgame peIfect
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Nash--equilibria, perlect Nash-equilibria, etc.) of the corresponding supergame (the

repeated version of the one-shot-game together with a proper evaluation of the stream

of payoffs). Generally, the implementation of cooperative concepts by means of the

Nash--equilibria·of suitably defined non--eooperative games was also one of the main

topics of the meeting.

Results were also presented concerning the proper definition of perfectness/

subgame perfectness and various concepts that are derived from these ideas or have

been developed parallel to them within the framework of dynamic games. •

Some special topics related to of stationary and non-stationary strategies in

stochastic games were treated as well as foundations in combinatorics and topology

which are closely connected to questions ansing in Game Theory. Finally there was a

group of talks that could be labelled "applications" in the sense that methods developed

in Game Theory were applied to economically motivated models like certain markets

with incomplete information.

Maybe the unifying aspect of the meeting was the abundance of cross references

and relationships between various fields of Game Theory. Cooperation and strategie

aspects nowadays are very much related. The ideas of classifying or selecting certain

(Nash) equilibria by concepts of "robustness" or "sequentiality" is also related to the

question of how to implement cooperation. All this again appears in most "appli

cations" that Game Theory is now concemed with. 'These facts were reßected by the

talks and discussions that took place on this conference.

•
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Vortragsausziige

E. van Damme (and W.Güth): Equilibrium Selection in the Spence Signaling Modcl

We consider a simple version of the Spence job market signaling model of which the

data are as follows

• Type

o
1

Productivity

o
1

Education Cost Probability

y 1-.,\

y/2 A

The rnIes of the game are

- The worker (player 1) learns his type

- Tbe worker chooses an education level y

- Two identical firms (the players 2 and 3) observe y, from that infer something about

the worker's tyPe and then simultaneously offer wages (w2(y), w3(y».

- the worker chooses a firm

- The payoff to a worker of type A who gets the wage w after an investment y is

w -y/(t+l); a firm has zero payoff if it does not effect the worker, the pro~t is A-w

if the firm attacks the type A worker with the wage w.

Aim of the paper is to find the Harsanyi/Selten solution of this game. It turns out that

this solution is the equilibrium proposed by Charles Wilson, Le. if A < 1/2, the types

separate (type A chooses y = 1) and gets wage w = t) if A~ ~ the solution is pooling at

y = 0 (hence W = A). The critical element of the proof is that Harsanyi/Selten give

preference to primitive equilibria (Le. ones with minimal support) of the f-perturbed

game. If A> ~ only the pooling equilibrium turns out to be primitive. For A ~ ~ t~ere

are many equilibria and the solution is determined by risk dominance.
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Majority Voting in the Condorcet Paradox as a Problem of

Equilibrium Selection

Voting by simple majority is often viewed as undesirable since it can lead to cyclica!

majority decisions (Condorcet paradox). In general, there can be no transitive socia!

ordering of alternatives based on majority decisions. Here, we do not follow the welfare

theoretic attempt to derive a transitive social ordering but rather consider the situation

aB agame where agents select among alternatives by majority decisions. Of course, the

phenomenon of cyclical majorities entails the fact that such agame has more than just e
one equilibrium point. But by applying the theory of equilibrium selection, one never-

theless can solve the game uniquely and thereby determine a unique public decision.

To illustrate our approach, we consider the most simple form for the s<>--ealled Condor

cet paradox with three alternatives and three agents. It is assumed that agents assign

cardinal utilities to alternatives including the status quo which results if none of the

three proposals is accepted. It is an .interesting fact. that the set of uniformly peIfect

equilibrium points depends crucially on cardinal utilities although they always imply

the same cyclical majorities. Furthermore, the status quo will only sustain in degene

rate cases. In other words: the uniquely determined alternative is Pareto-optimal with

probability 1. This in~cates that tbe application of equilibrium selection to majority

voting offers new ways to derive mechanisms of social choice. Since agents choose

among alternatives and not among preference profiles, etc., such mechanisms are, in our

view, much mo~e in line with actual democratic decision processes.

As a starting point Post's classification of boolean functions was applied to the dass of

(monotonie simple) gamesj call this dass V. Some basic facts on the Post--classes of

games are shown. Let [p] := [v EV, property p holds for v] and denote duality by *.
Proposition i, i = 1,2 : Inc1usions and intersections can be seen from tbe diagram i.

A.Ostmann: Simple Games: On Order and Symmetry

•
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diagram 1 .v
diagram 2

.~~[s"rU~*>l~
[!...I~ _"..I!] ~~uulJ~./

~Of\l~~~U~

I:~J [clu...L- J
e· (v,,-ft"';ry) ~v~,,~+

("u.:~"k.t
[co~~

~~~.I:~yJ
s."",

Examples were given that separate these sets. Next the automorphism group of agame

and the (sharp) r-transitivity of a game was introduced.

- There are few highly transitive games not weighted majority. Note: [transitive and

ordered] C [weighted maj.]. Tbe games (sharply) r-transitive not weighted majority

can be constructed by group theoretical tools. There exist only 13 games of this kind for

r ~ 4 (they are connect~d to Witt-designs, Mathiew-groups, cf. p.S of the abstract book

of the "Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut fl
) and they can be constructed by means of

the PSL (2,11).

B.Peleg: Voting by Count and Account

• Let N = {1,... ,n} be the set of taxpayers in a community and let wi be the tax paid by

i E N. When the community has to elect an officeholder from a set of candidates several

majority rules may be applicable. We may consider tbe symmetrie simple game

(n, [~] +1) = u (voting by count), or the weighted majority game v = [w1, ... ,wn)

where S wins if 2 -E wi > E wi - voting by account. A third possibility is to use the
ieS iEN -

product u· v-voting by count and account, which was tbe rule in Jewish communities in

Europe during the last three hundred years or more. We prove that the Shapley value

of u· v-Lolenz~ominates that of v.
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Tbe Structure of tbe Set of Perfect Equilibria of Bimatrix Games

The set of Nash equilibria of abirnatrix game differs considerably from the equilibrium

set of a matrix (zero-sum) game: it is not convex, in general, not a product set and

there is no value. This was the reason to define the Nash component of abirnatrix game

as a maximal convex subset of the equilibrium set E(A,B).

The following results have been obtained for Nash components.

1. 'Nash components have a product structure: N = NI x NIl where NI = nI(N) •

NIl =nII(N).

2. Every subset P = PI x PlI CE(A,B) is subset of at least one Nash component.

3. ~ The equilibrium set is a finite and irredundant union of the Nash components.

4. The dimension relation # CI(NI) . dim NI = rank BI C (N ) B (N) and a simi
I I x 11 I

lar relation for NIl; here

CI(BI) = {i I Pi > 0 for some pE NI}

BI(NII) = {i I ei Aq ~ ekAq for aU q ENIl and k = 1,... ,m}

5. If CI C XI (strategy set of player I) and CII ( XII are given, there is at most one

Nash component NI x NIl with C1(N1) = CI Cn(Nn ) = CII·

There are more results of Heuer, Milham, Winkels and Jansen (1974-1980). We intro

duced the what we called Selten components as maximal convex subsets of PF(A,B),

the set of perfect equilibria and proved that the properties 1,3,4 and 5 remain valid for

Selten components.

Moreover is S = SI x SII is a Selten component and ON a Nash component containing S

(always existing by 2) then

•
6.
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Property 2 is no langer true for Selten components and also we cannot do the same for

the set of proper equilibria.

J.H.Heijmans: Discriminatory von Neumann-Morgenstem Soluüons

•
In the context of cooperative games with side-payments, a discriminatory set is a

collection of impuiations representing the scenario where some players (the discrimi

nated players) receive a fixed amount, and the group of remaining players (the bargai

ners) can split the rest in any way they like. These discriminatory sets appear frequent

Iy as von Neumann-Morgenstern solutions or as building blocks of vN-M solutions. Tbe

best known examples are the monotone simple games: every minimal winning coalition

ba;s a corresponding discriminatory vN-M solution that assigns 0 to each player outside

the minimal winning coalition.

For arbitrary (O,l)-games this paper studies those discriminatory sets that are vN-M

solutions. It turns out that tbe bargainers in any discriminatory vN-M solution form a

minimal vital coalition (vital in tbe sense of Gillies) and the total amount available for

tbe bargainers ia smaller than or equal to the worth of the minimal vital coalition.

Minimal vital coalitions are most easily described for (O,l)-games as minimal non-tri

vial coalitions with positive worth. Another result ia that in case a discriminatory

. vN-~ solution exists that assigns a positive amount to a discriminated player J then tbe

Core of the game must be empty.

•
The main result of the paper is an effective characterization to determine whether or

not a proposed discriminatory set is a vN-M solution. Besides the above mentioned

requirements regarding the group cf bargaining players, the result also involves domi

nation requirements for a finite set cf competing discriminatory sets. These competing

.discriminatory sets have tbe same collection of discriminated players but now some of

those players have lost their original allocations to the bargainers, so tbe competing

discriminatory sets are more attractive to tbe bargainers than tbe original one. The

domination requirement on a competing discriminatory set will not be fulfilled if and

only if the Core of a certain attractive reduced game (for the set of bargaining players)

is nonempty. The reduced game is very similar to the well-known Davis-Maschler

reduced game.
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Tbe Existence of Markov-Perlect Equilibria for

Infinite-Action Games of Perlect Information

Many economic models specify decision variables (like prices or quantities) as con

tinuous (rather than discrete) variables. Game-theoretic analysis of such models is thus

required to consider infinite-actiongames.

The present paper investigates a broad dass of perfect information games with infinite

action spaces for which existence of subgame-oerfect equilibrium in general history

dependent strategies has been established before. It amends those games by a
Markovian state--structure and poses the general question under what additional

assumptions existence of a subgame-perfect-equilibrium sustained by Markov-strate

gies, that only condition on the present state and not on the entire past history) exists.

Such equilibria are called Markov-perfect.

The answer to this question is given by set of assumptions on the dynamic structure of

the game and the payoff functions of players which is sufficient to ensure existence.

They are also shown to be necessary in the sense that dropping any single one then

leads to the emergence of counter examples which do not possess a Markov-perfect

equilibrium.

•

N.N.Vorob'ev: A Game-Tbeoreücal Version of the Maximum Principle with

Discrete Partially Ordered Time

1. Let UB have a partial non~ooperativegame

r= < I, {1i}iEI' i, {Hi}iEI >

where 1 = {l,... ,n}, i (1 = n 1· and H. : i ---i R1. iel 1 1

Metrics in all ~. produce metrics in all1i = n 1· and in 1- as well as (Hausdorffian)
1 j#i J
1· .. . . 1· *

metrics in all 2 1. For xl El we set Zi(x1) = {Xi: (x1,Xi) Eij E 2 1 and label ax Ei
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as equilibrium of r iff
* *i

Hi(x ) = roax . Hi(x ,xi)'
*1

XiEZi(x )

The set of all equilibria of fis denoted as ~Ij.

Theorem: Let in the partial game r all1i be convex compact subsets of linear topologi-

• Cal. spaces, let i also be convex and compact in 1; assume that all correspondences Zi are

continuous, and all M. are continuous in x and quasi concave in x" Then the game rhas
. 1 . 1

equilibria ( f!(I) #0).

•

2.

3.

The game f i~ said to be a production game if there is a fixed structurized resource

b = (bI ,... ,bn) ERn which allows for a structurized production X= (xl""'xn) ERn

under some fixed restriction A(x) ~ c; let i denote a set of suen x.

Let us have a finite orientated graph ~ = <J,G> .withaut loops such that to every

vertex j EJ there is assigned a prodnction game P with the set of players I. These
. k.

games P are supposed· to be coordinated in a natural manner: the parts x J of pro...
. . k

duction x~ of rk (k EG:1) are identified with the parts of resonrces b. j, their gathe-
1 j 1

. ring aver k EG:1 gives (together with the outside resources) the resonrce bJ and the
j . 1

game ~ defined by b
i = (bt, ... ,b~) leads to same production xi = (xt, ... ,x~) E ~

which is realized by the player of games r (1 E~) as weil as outside of the graph '§.

Uniting all games ~ for j EM CJ we obtain a produetion game rn whieh corre

sponds to the subgraph fI = <M,GM>:

If MI C M, ~he strategies x~ and their n-tnple xM in the game rM have, as their

. . . M . MI
natural prOjectlons, strategtes xi and thetr n-tuple x .
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*M ..M *MI MI
Theore:m 1°: If x E ~l""-) and MI ( M, then x E ~r ).

° *M -M· *MI MI
2 : If x E1- , M = MI U M2 (MI n M2 = 0), x E t!(r ) and

*M M
x 2 E ~r 2) then x*M E t(rM).

An axiomatic eharacterization of exeess relation on the set of pairs of coalitions and

individually rational payoff vectors in n-person games without sidepayments is given.

This relation allows for defining a unique nucleolus of n-person cooperative game with

out sidepayments. For the sidepayment eooperative games the normalized excess func

tions are the-utility functions representing this relation.

E.Yanovskaja: On a Definition of Excess in the Games Without Sidepayments •
M.Maschler (and B.Peleg): On Coalition Formation

Given a society who believes in a certain solution eoneept, say the nueleolus, there still

is a strategie aspect while playing the game, because onee a eoalition forms, the game

ehanges. So coalitions may wänt to rush into forming coalitions and others prefer to

wait; same players may want to leave the arena of negotiation for a while, while others

would rather prefer them to stay. Thus, some players may be willing to pay others to

encourage them to form, or to leave or just to stay. How ean one treat such situations

systematically? The research presented here offers a solution to this problem. Examples

were given, which show that the suggested solution does indeed give intuitive prescrijr

tions. •

H.Peters: Se1f-optimality and Efficiency

In a game model where each player has private information about her type, a vector ~f

reported types is called self-optimal if it would constitute a Nash equilibrium given

that the reported types were the true tyPes. We explore the relationship between the
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self-optimality concept and the incentive compatibility concept. We apply tbe self

optimality concept to a utility distortion game in the context of bargaining and obtain

a characterization of efficient Nash equilibria.

T.lchiishi (and A.Idzik): Theorems on Closed Coverings of a Simplex and

Their Applications to Cooperative Game Thoory

e. Let N, K be finite sets such that N ( K, let A := ((a. '»'EN jEK be a (#N) x (#K)
IJ 1 ,

. h h { 1 if i = J r all' N d 1matnx suc t at a· . = O·f·.J.· lor JE, an etIJ 1 1.,. J

AT := convex hull of {column j of A} jE'!' for each T ( N.

Theorem: Assume that c E~N and that the set {x EIR~ I Ax = c} is bounded. Let
.. N

{CJ}jEK be a family of closed subsets of ll. such that

V T E2N : ~T cU {cj I jE K, aj Eaffine hull of dT}.

K .
Then thete exists x E IR+ such that Ax = c and n{CJ I xj > o} :I 0.

This theorem, its dual result, its extension are established. These theorems unify many

of the theorems of the Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkievicz type, including those of

Shapley (1973), Scar! (1967), Fan (1968), Gale (1984), and Ichiishi (1988). Applications

to cOoperative game theory are also given.

• O.N.Bondareva: Equilibrium Prices in the On~ProductMarket

A model of an n-person market as follows. Let I = M U N = {1,2,... ,n} be the set of

players whete M = {1,2, ... ,m} is the set of producers and N = {m-1. .. ,n} is tbe set of

consumers of one indivisible product. Each i EM produces ai units of this and each JEN

demands for b. units. The utility of one unit is u· for producer i and is w· fOt consumer
J 1 J

j. Enumetate tbe players so that i1" < i2 iff u· ~ u· and jl < j2 iff w. ~ w ..
11 12 J} J2
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A distribution is a vector (e,f7) : e = (el' ... ,em), 1] = (71m+l'···,1Jn) where °~ ej ~ ai'

i EM, 0 ~ TJ· ~ b., JEN, e(M) = TJ{N) (x(S) = E x.). Denote the set of an distributions
J J ieS 1

D(I), for seI put D{S) = {(e,.,,) ED(I): ei = 0, j t s, '1j = 0, j t S}. For distribution

(e,f]) eD(S) the coalition S realizes a profit v(S,{,'1) =:E w. ",. -:E u· ej . Put
jESnN J J ieSnM 1

v(S) = max V(S,e,fl), seI.
(e , 'I)ED(S)

Function v describes the super-additive cooperative game r = <I,v> with a nonempty •

core (class Gi)' The distribution (~,11) E D(I) is optimal iff v(I,~,1j) = v(I). The pair

(iO,jO) is marginal iff ~i =0 for i > iOand fij = 0 for j < jo·

If p is the price of one unit of the product, then coalition S realizes the profit

x(S,p,e,f7) = E (p-u.) e· + r; (w.-p) '1' in distribution (e,f7)·
iESrlM 1 1 jESflN J J

The price p is called an equilibrium price iff there exists such (e, '1) that

x(S,p,e,17) ~ v(S), S (I. For any game re Gi and ui ~ P. ~ P < w
J
. , any p E [p.,P] is

o 0 .

equilibrium price with (~,fi) being optimal. For agame with an different ui' wj the

optimal (~,11) as well as the marginal pair is unique.

Another extr~al dass with ui = 0 and wj = 1 is denoted by GO' Any game re GO

satisfies v(S) = min(a(S), b(S), v is the extension of the Shapley game:

v(S) = min(SnM, SfIN) where an ai = bj = 1. For re GO with "small" deficit and mono

poly the Shapley value and nucleolus are expressed with ai, bj'

It is possible to extend this notion to many production and dynamic models. The main

differences of these models from known ones are the nonconvexity of utility functions

and the existence only a coalition equilibrium.

•
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On the Existence of Equilibria in a Class of Discre1;e-Time

Dynamic Games with Imperfed Information

We examine the question of existence of subgame perlect equilibrium points in dis

crete-time dynamie games with infinite-action spaees which allow players to move

simultaneouslyat each period. The previous literature on discrete-time dynamie games

. (or infinite extensive games) gave us results for games with perlect information; a

situation in which simultaneous moves are ruled out. We show that when one restriets

. oneself to just continuity assumptions on the feasible action eorrespondenees and the

payoff functions we ean find examples of games whieh do not have perlect, and there

fore, sequential equilibrium points. We then show that if we allow for behavior strate

gies, and if one defines behavior strategies in the right way, then the behavior strategies

define probability distributions over outcomes and one ean ~hen define the associated

payoffs from the behavior strategies as the expected payoffs, even when the action

spaces are infinite. The result is obtained by approximating the original game by

finite-action games in an appropriate way and using 'the equilibrium strategy combina

tion of the finite game to define the f-perfect equilibrium point of the original game.

If restrietions are placed on the strategy space then one can guarantee the existence of

subgame perleet equilibri~ points.

S.Muta: Resale-Pmofness and Coalition-Proo( Nash Equilibria

in an Information Trading Game

Information is freely replicatable. Thus, in trading information, a possibility of resales

<of replicas> seems to be unavoidable unless resales are legally prohibited. A notion of'

resale-proofness was proposed by Nakayama, Quintas and Muto: it characterizes an

information sharing pattern in which resales are never carried out even if they are freely

allowed. In this paper, it is shown that, in an information trading game, resale-proof

information sharing patterns are attained as equilibrium outcomes of the game: the

perfectly coalition-proof Nash equilibrium due to Bernheim, Peleg, and Whinston.
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An Aspiration Approach to Bargaining Games

This approach is based on observations in experimental bargaining chains. Considera

tions are restricted to l--step games (N = {l,... ,n}, v : P(N) -+ lR+, v(0) = 0, [v(S),

v(T) > 0 =*S nT 10], v({i}) = 0 (all i)).

Astate (x,S) is x E lR~, S ~ N, s.t. x(S) = v(S) and xi = 0 (i E N\S). - A bargaining

chain is a sequence (x1,SI), ... ,(xn,Sn) of states where each dominates the preceding one

and where the payoff of each player i Est is at least as high as his aspiration a: .- e
maxr<tXf. A save bargaining chain is defined by recursion:

(1) a maximal bargaining chain (Le. a bargaining chain which cannot be any more

extended) is safe for all players in [N.

(2) within the recursion we have: axiom 1: if there is a reasonable domination, then one

of them will be 'performed. (A domination to astate (xT + 1, ST+1) is reasonable, if the

chain up to the new state is safe for a11 players in ST nsT+l). axiom 2: an unreason

able domination is not performed. (A domination to a next state (xT + l , ST+1) is

unreasonable, if there is a subsequent reasonable domination to (xT + 2, ST+2) S.t.

ST+1 -' ST+2 10, Le. one of the dominating players is punished.) concluding the recur

sion: a b~gaining chain is safe for player j if every domination to (xT + 1, ST+1) with j

t ST +1 is unreasonable.

A stable state (xl ,SI) is a safe bargaining chain of length 1 which is safe for all players
1 .

in S .

Examples are given, a companson to the bargaining set approach is made. Refinements

of this concept are necessary to explain experimental results in detail, namely:

Aspirations depend on tbe "bloc" a player is in - players can develop I1 reciprocal

loyalty" - dominations are only performed, when they give a minimal improvement

6. > 0 - dominations with zero-improvements are possible, when the new state is

"socially desirable" - no-coalition states can be entered by breaking the coalition when

the expected value of the braeker is afterwards higher than bis value xt , before

breaking -. The payoff structure of a selected state has to meet conditions of

"prominence" - the behavior can deviate !rom the prediction when "ultimatum situa

tions" anse.

e
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Cooperation and Bounded RecaIl

A two person game has commoil interests if there is a simple payoff pair z that strongly

Pareto dominates all other payoff pairs.

Assume such agame is repeated many times and that each player attaches a small but

positive probability to the other playing some fixed strategy with bounded recall rather

than playing to maximize bis payoff.

The resulting supergame has an equilibrium in pure strategies, and the payoffs to all

such equilibria are elose to optimum (ie. to z).

J.A.Filar: Weighted Reward Criteria in Markov Decision

Processes and Stochastic Games

We introduce a parameterized family of Markov Decision Processes (competitive, or

non~ompetitive) called "weighted MDP's". The boundary points of this family are the

now classical discounted and limiting average models. It is demonstrated that even in

the noncompetitive case optimal policies may fai! to exist. In tbis case an algorithm is

gjven which constructs an f-optimal "ultimately stationary" markov policy for any

f > o.

In the antagonistic competitive MDP's the reward criterion is either a convex combina

tion of two discounted objectives, or of one discounted and one limiting average reward

objective. In both cases we establish the existence of the game-:-theoretic value-vector,

and supply a description of f-optimal non-stationary strategies.

K.Vrieze: Easy Initial States in Stochastic Games

Discrete time dynamic games are played as follows: At each period the players have to

choose an action out of an available-probably state dependent action set. The simulta

neously chosen actions jointly determine rewards to the players and a transition distri

bution according to whieh the next state is selected.
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The infinite horizon model is considered under the limiting average criterion. Strategies

at each period may generally depend on the history up to that period. Stationary strate

gies only take care of the state in which the system is arrived.

It is shown that in the zero-sum case for both players there exist non-empty subsets of

states which are "easy" in the sense that theplayers can guarantee the value by using

stationary strategies. For the general sum case this result can be extended as follows:

each of the players has a nonempty subset of states, which are almost easy for the

players in the following sense: starting in astate belonging to such a set the players can

play f-equilibrium wise by using appropriate stationary strategies as long as they do

not detect a deviation of one of the other players: if they do detect a deviation than

they have to switch to behavioral f-optimal punishment strategies.

T.P&rthasarathy (and C.Olech, G.Ravindran): N-matrices ud univalence

, An N-matrix is a square matrix with real entries whose principal minors are negative.

This concept was introduced by Inada in connection with production matrix and

Stolper-Samuelson condition. Dur purpose is two-fold: (i) To characterize N-matrices

(ii) To prove new univalence result,s. It is known that the inverse of an N-matrix is an

almost P-matrix. We prove among other results the following univalence result: If F is

a Cl differentiable map from IRn to IRn with its Jacobian an almost P-matrix (inverse of

an N-matrix) for every x Eort then F is globally one to one in IRn. Our prcof of this

depends on the K-K-M theorem.

T.Driessen: The Coincidence of the Prenucleolus and the ENSe-solution •Let (N,v) be a cooperative n-person game in characteristic function form. The smallest

contribution of coalition S ( N with respect to the formation of (n-l )-person coalitions

in the n-person game v is defined to be

mV(S) := min [ v(N-{j}) - v(N-{j} )-5) I j E N-S]

for all S ( N, 5 ~ N,

mV(N) := yeN).
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Let the set U(v) consist of efficient payoff vectors that give rise only to payoffs .not

greater than the relevant ,smallest contributions for all coalitions containing at most

n-2 players. To be exact)

U(v):={xeofl:E x.=v(N)andE x.~mv(S)
ieN 1 ieS 1

for all S (N with 1 ~ 181 ~ n-2}.

The interrelationships between the set U(v) and several solution concepts (e.g.) the

. prekemel and the prenucleolus) are studied. The main results are as follows.

Firstly, an efficient payoff vector x elRn belongs to the set U(v) if and only if the maxi

mal excesses at x are determined by the (n-t)-person coalitions. Thus,

xe U(v) iff eV(S,x) ~ eV(N-{i}, x)

for all i e N and all S (N-{i}, S #0.

Secondly, the part of the set U(v) inside the prekernel consists of at most one efficient

payoff vector which equals tbe so-called ENSC-solu~ion. The ggalitarian non§.eparable

~ntribution (ENSC-) solution for the n-person game v is defined to be

ENSCi(v) := Sqi(v) + n-1NSC(v) for an i E N, where

SC.(v) := yeN) - v(N-{i}) and NSC(v) := v(N)- E SC.(v).
1 . jeN J

Thirdly, the prenucleolus is included in tbe set U(v) if and only if tbe ENSC-solution

belongs to' the set U(v). Furthermore, each of the two equivalent conditions is sufficient

for the coincidence of the prenucleolus concept and the ENSC-method.

I.Dragan: The CompeDBatory Bargaining Set of a Cooperative 2-Person Game

with Side Payments

The Aumann/Maschler definition of a bargaining set relles upon astability principle

imposed to the payoffs in this set: an admissible payoff belongs to a bargaining set if,

fOI: every objection against this payoff, if any, there is a counter objection. Two modifi

cations of the stability principle have been discussed in earlier papers of the author

(Dragan, 1985, 1987, 1988). The present paper is considering another modification: an
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objecti~n is valid only if the players who intend to move to new coalitions agree upon a

prior commitment, namely that of compensating all partners who join tbe venture, in

case of faHure due to a subsequent move. The mathematical description of the model is

given in the. first section, where the new stability principle and the corresponding

t1compensatoryt1 bargaining set vIt~is defined. A feasibility theorem for the existence of

a flow in abipartite network associated to a payoff and two partial coalition structures

is derived in the second section from a similar theorem by D.Gale (1957). The result is

used in the third section for proving a combinatorial characterization of the core payoff

belonging to the compensatory bargaining set. In the last section, in the set of such e
payoffs .Atrr ~G) for a 2-person game the subset of .Atif~G) consisting of coalitio-

nally rational payoffs is found. This subset is compared with the bargaining set M of

Aumann/Maschler (1964) for the same game, in order to illustrate the potential abili-

ties of tbe new model by a comparison witb a well known one.

S.Zamir (and R.Avenhaus): Safeguard Games

Safeguard problems are situations in which player I (an inspector) tries to detect

"illegal" actions of player 0 (an operator). He does so on the basis of observations of

random variables, the distribution of which depends on player O's actions. We propose

a multi-stage extensive form game to model the sequential inspection problems. Under

appropriate restrictions on the payoffs and the strategy set of the operator we prove the

existence cf a unique Nash equilibrium. In a variant of the game in Which the inspec~or

has the possibility to commit himself publically to a certain strategy there is again a

unique Nash equilibrium which may be called tbe "commitment equilibrium" in which

tbe inspector strategy is tbe same as betare, hut the deviatio~ probability of the

operator is zero and hence the inspector's payoff is higher than in the Nash equilibrium •

of the game without commitment. Therefore, this may also be called a deterrence equi-

ljbrium.

For application .to pollution control and nuclear material safeguards, the inspector's

equilibrium strategy is shown to be the statistica.1 test commonly used in these

contexts.
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Propemess, Balancedness and the Nucloolus

We define tbe nuc1eolus of a. continuous convex map F : X ~ Olm on a compact set X.

As special cases we obtain known notions as nucleolus, prenucleolus and weighted

nucleolus of a TU~ame with (or without) coalition structure. Also the nucleolus of a

matrix game turns out to be an interesting special case. It appears that the nucleolus of

a matrix game coincides with the set of Dresher optimal strategy pairs of the game.

This implies that the nucleolus consists precisely of the proper equilibria of the matrix

game. To each (O,l)-normalized TU~ame one can construct a matrix game - the

excess game - such that the nucleolus of the TU~ame coincides with the unique proper

optimal strategy of player 2 in the excess game. Also for other nucleoli for TU~ames a

suitable matrix game can be constructed where the respective nucleolus is related to the

nucleolus of the matrix game.

A balancedness condition is gjven characterizing nucleolus elements of a matrix game.

It is shown that this balancedness result implies again the known balancedness charac

terizations of E.Ko~berg, A.I.Sobolev, G.Owen and E.Wallmeier.

R.Holzman: . The Nuclens and the Problem of Strang Implementation

•

The problem of strong implementation is to determine those socia! choice correspon

dences that cau be obtained as the strang equilibrium correspondence of a game form.

We introduce the notion of the nucleus of an effectivity functian. Under certain condi

tions, it yields the smallest implementable sodal choice correspondence having that

effectivity functions. We contrast it with the core, which yields the largest one (as

shown earlier by Moulin and Peleg), and upon that the smaller solution should be pre

ferred when available.

D.PaIlaschke: Quasi-differenüable Functions in Optimization Theory

According to V.Demyanov .&nd A.Rubinow, a function f: U ---t IR, U ~ IRn open, XoeU, is

said to be quasi-differentiable, if its directional derivative in xo' as a.. function of tbe

directioD, can be represented as a difference of two sublinear functions. We consider the
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directional derivative as aperiodie function on the (n-l)- Sphere. The deve10pment

into a Fourier-Series leads to an approximation by differences of sublinear functions.

Tbe norm in which this Fourier-Senes converges is used to classify the degree of

differentiability. This technique is also· used for higher order derivatives and overcomes

tbe typical discontinuities which appear in non-s~ooth analysis.

M.Wooders: Luge Games are Market Games

We sbow that large finite games in coalitional form (games with rrmany", but a finite

.number of players) are approximately market games. To model Iarge games we use the

notion of apregame, which enables us to describe the worth of any group cf players as a

function 'of tbe attributes (or "types") of the members of the group. From tbe pregame,

which is required to satisfy only mild conditions, we construct a premarket - aspace of

characteristics of goods and a continuous, concave, 1-homogeneous utility function. 'We

show that the worth of any sufficiently large coalition in any game derived from the

pregame is elose to the worth of the corresponding coalition (with the same player set)

in the market game derived horn the premarket.

We also show that game~ in coalitional form with a continuum of players and finite

coalitions (the Kaneko-Wooders model) are equivalent to Mas-Colell differentiated

commodities market games.

The phenomenon that is eolloquially referred to as "fashionn exists to same extent in

the eonsumption of many goods and services, as weil as in other aspects of human acti

vity. To foeus tbe attention on the main issue, we restriet our discussion to pure fashion

phenomena, tbat is the variation over time in tbe share of a particular brand name or

produet design at the expense of other brand names or designs of the same good in the

market at large or among a specific group of customers. For example, the increase in

recent years in the market share of Reebok at the expense of Nike or the complete re

placement of the miniskirt by the midiskirt and maxiskirt in t~e 1970s.

D.Schmeidler (and Edi Karni): Fixed Preferenc:es and Changing Tastes

(The Economics of Fashion)

•
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The main idea is that the consumption of many commodities is, in part, a social activi

ty. Therefore, to capture the social aspects of consumption behavior, the standard defi

nition of a eommodity, whieh includ~ its physical attributes, delivery date, loeation,

and - in the case of contigent commodities - the state of nature, m~st be extended to

include the commodity's social attributes. We claim that the observed patterns of

change in the consumption of standard commodities (e.g., Nike sneakers) is consistent

with constant preferences over the space of extended commodities.

In the present paper we implement these ideas in a dynamic game model that is remi

niscent of an overlapping generations economy. Consider agame that evolves through

countably many periods, Z ={..., -2, -1,0, 1, 2 ... ,}, without a first or a last period. In

each period there is a continuum of players. Every player participates in tbe game

during finite1y many consecutive periods. At the outset of each period in which he is in

the game each player must seIect a move from a finite set of moves. The selection of

moves by a1l the players that are in the game in a given period is done simultaneously.

The payoff to any given player depends on the sequence of bis OWD .moves during the

periods in which he is in the game and on finitely many statistics (linear functionals)

defined on the moves of al1 the other players during the same perlod. In this model any

finite set of players is negligible i~ 80 far as the relevant statistics are concemed.

The sequence of moves of a1l the players define a play of the game. A play of the game

is an equilibrium play if no player can increase bis utility by switching unilaterally to

another sequence of moves. Existence of an equilibrium play is proved. An example

with a. cyclic equilibrium·play is induced. It demonstrates tbe applieation, of the over

lapping generations game to model the cbanges in assumption due to fashion.

Berichterstatter: Joachim Rosenmüller
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Mattt. Forsc:huncIsInsd
Oberwotfach .

E 20/02~5{.

MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g 5 b e r ich t 4/1989

Mengenlehre

22.1. bis 28.1.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Herren M. Magidor (Je~usalem)

und E.J. Thiele (Berlin) statt. Die Tagung konzentrierte sich auf

drei Hauptthemen:

GroBe Kardinalzahlen und mengentheoretische Konsistenzbeweise,

Verallgemeinerung des-Jensenschen Kernmodells,

Kombinatorische Mengenlehre.

Besonders bei den heiden ersten. Themen wurde der Einfluß der in den

letzten Jahren entdeckten neuen groBen Kardinalzahlen untersucht.

Außer diesen genannten Gebieten wurde in einer größeren Zahl von

Vorträgen über andere Forschungsrichtungen der Mengenlehre referiert,

~ von allgemeinen Grundlagenfragen der Mathematik über andere Axiomen

systeme der Mengenlehre hi.n bis zu Anwendungen der Mengenlehre in der

~alysis, so daß insgesamt die Tagung, außer den wichtigen Resultaten

in den genannten Hauptgebieten, auch einen ziemlich vollständigen

Uberblick über die derzeitigen mengentheoretischen" Aktivitäten ge~

geben hat.

Derartig "umfassende Tagungen über Mengenlehre scheinen im Abstand von

vier Jahren zweckmäßig und erfolgreich zu sein.
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J.E. BAUMGARTNER

CONSISTENCY PROBLEMS IN THE PARTITION CALCULUS

Assume GCH. Ca11 g : [w2J2~ w t an Erdös-Rado function if

Vf : [W2]2 ~ W 3X ~ w2. lXI = 3 and X is homogeneous for f and X is

antihomogeneous for g. It is eonsistent that CH holds, 2611 ~ (a)s and there are no

ER-funetions, and arecent result ofShelah seems to show it consistent that GCH
·holds and there are ER-functions. A related problem: let

K = {{(a,ß),(y,8)} E [w2 X CAl2]2; a < y < 8< ß}. Does K -+ (3)612? What if CAl2 is

replaced by CAl3? It is consistent that eH, 2W1 ~ (1)3 and (1)3 -+ (a)w2 for all Q < 002,

Does c+ + -+ (Q)(&)2 a11 a < CiJ2?

Assume MA + non CH. It is known that CiJ1 . 0 -+ (CiJ t 'o,n)2, a11 n < w, if a = (a) .

or (j)2 and Larson has shown this for a = WW and n = 3. What about other

countable 01 What about W1
2 -+ (6)12,3)2? In some ways this iso similar 10 the

famons question w t -+ (6)t,Wt )22.

A.BLASS

CARDINAL INVARIANTS -- OLD AND MIDDLE-AGED

The fo11owing results were presented, mostly without proof. (The ~otation for the

cardinal invariants is as in "Applications of superperfect. forcing and .its

relatives", to appear in the STACY proceedings.)

1. min(b,s) is the smallest cardinality of a family of partition~of [6)]2 having no

common almost homogeneous set (Le. homogeneous after removal of a finite

subset).

2. (joint with A. Taylor and P. Erdös) Xl is the smallest cardinality of a family of

partitions of 6) such that there is no single partition of [CiJ]2 with the propert:y that

all homogeneous sets rar the latter are also almost homogeneous for all of the

former.

3. Tbe interseetion of the Turing cone filters relative to arbitrary reals is closed

unter intersections of fewer than g sets.

4. It is not possible 10 have b< u <g although eihter inequality alone is

consistent.
5. H u<g then d=c.
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M.BOFFA

ZFJ

ZFJ is the system obtained by adding to ZF the axiom expressing that J is an

automorphism of the universe. This system is interesting in connection with the
consistency problem for Quine's system NF. If cis a eardinal such that J(c) = 2t,

then there is a "model" ofNF ofpower c.

N.BRUNNER
AUSWAHLAXIOM UND p-ADISCHE ZAHLEN

Sei G eine monothetische T2-Gruppe deren offene U~tergruppen eine
Umgebungsbasis der 1 bilden. Dann sind äquivalent

(i) es gibt ein endliches Produkt P = TI J , J die p-adischen ganzen Zahlenpel pp ...

mit der p-adischen Topologie, und eine Gruppe H, die sow~hl in Gals auch in
P als nicht nirgends dichte Gruppe einbettbar ist. .
(H) das von G induzierte Fraenkel-Mostowski-Modell von ZFA erfüllt das
wohlordbare Selektionsprinzip.
(iii) die von G bzw. P induzierten Fraenkel-Mostowski-Modelle erfüllen
dieselben Jech-Sochor beschränkten Aussagen.

e L. BUKOWSKY
MINIMAL COLLAPS

Survey ofminimal collapsing generic extensions ofmodels ofZFC was presented.
Bome new results were presented. E.g.

Theorem (E. Hartova) 1 : HK is a measurable cardinal then the forcing with K

perfect trees collapses K + to ß.
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Theorem (L.B. and E.H.) 2: If K is regular, Xl <K < Xwl' GCH holds true, then
there exists a generic extension N of the ground model M preserving X1,K + +,

collapsing K+ to Xl' and such that: ifK is a model, M ~ K ~ N, K collapses some

A. > XI to Xl' then K =N.

Theorem (L.B.) 3: IrX
w

+ 1 ofthe ground mod.el is ~ of an extension then CH does

not hold true in the extension.

Problem: Construct a generic extension in which ~ is the XC&l+1 of the ground

modeL

J.CICHON
DECOMPOSITION OF BAIRE FUNCTIONS INTO CONTINUOUS

FUNCTIONS

For any o-class A .~ P(X) let

M A = {f E x [0,1].; (Va) f' «a,I] ) E A},

MA = I-MA,MA ~ MA n MA.

For any classes F,G.~ x [0,1] let

dec (F,G) =min {K; (\;frE F)(3ga E G, a <K)(3Xa ~ X,a < K) f =Ug~ IX a}·

Theorem ~: HAis a o-class with universal sets then dec (M A, M A) > 6).

.'

Theorem 2: H {An}o<C&l are a-classes with universal sets, A ~ LJ (AnU -An) has
t'\

reduction property, then dec (MA''r!(MAn U MAn» > w. •

Many elassical results ean be deduced from these theorems.
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P. DEHORNOY -

STARTING FROM POLYNOMlALS OF ELEMENTARY EMBEDDINGS

Say that a setendowed by a binary operation * satisfying

x * (y * z) = (x * y) * (x * z) is a clump. Ifj is an elementary embedding ofRA into

itself then the set AG) of a11 elementary embeddings constructed from j using the

operation k * I = ~).k (l ~ Ra) is a clumb.

-Coniecture: AG) is a free monogenie elump.

Some consequences ofthe conjecture were presented.

C.A. DI PRISCO
THE NORMAL FILTER GENERATED BY A FAMILY OF SETS

. This talk reported on work done jointly with James Henle. For any filter F on a

regular uncountable cardinal a2F = 8 3F, where d is the diagonal intersection

operator. On the other hand, if A > K and there is A', K s; A' s Asatisfying the free

set existence property (A',D,CAl ) -+ n + 1, then there is a filter F° on [Al <K such that
ao-1F 7; aOF = CLUB

K
A(n~l). H A ~ Xw then F 7; dF ~ a 2F ~ ... 7; aOF 7- ••• for

some filter Fon [A]<K. '

F.R.DRAKE

FOUNDATIONSOFMATHEMATICS

Three theses were advanced to explain why I do not understand certain claims

about "lack ofcertainty in mathematics".

1) Completed mathematics ean always be regarded as fully fonnalised in, same

first-order system.

2) There can be no ontological distinction between very large finite numbers, w,

CAl}, large cardinals, ....

3) The only possible explanations of mathematieal objects are as a) concrete,

feasible numbers or operations; b) elements of (models of) some first-order axiom

.system; c) elements of some heuristic, intuitive pieture of sorne higher-order
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system ("real" integers etc.); and the third thesis is that the only way we ean
explain elements of type e) is via type b).

Doubts about certainty and usfulness of mathematies ean arise only from

ignoring fi.rst, the eorrelation between theory as derived in b) and practice as
observed in a); and second, the large agreement about what should be derived
in b) from intuitions in cl.

M.FOREMAN
THE ·CONSTRUCTIVE CONTINUUM HYPOTHESIS

Let E> = sup {a : (3f E L(R» f : R ~ a onto}. The constructive continuum

hypothesis is the inequality e < w2.

Theorem (M.F. - M. Magidor): H NS(w2) ~ con(,,)l) is saturated and there is a

supercompact cardinal, then e < (ü2.

R. FRANKIEWICZ
EMBEDDING AND REPRESENTATION OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

Let F be a maximal almost disjoint family in (l); a set A ~ Ca) is called a partitioner
of F if each element is either almost contained in A or almost disjoint with A. The

set of a11 partitioners forms a Boolean algebra BF with an ideal generated by F.
We say that a Boolean algebra B* is representable ifB* = B~ for some F.

Theorem 1: Cons(ZFC) implies
Cons(ZFC + MA + there is a not representable algebra ofcardinality 2Xo).

Theorem 2: Cons(ZFC) implies
Cons(ZFC + a free algebra ofw1 generators is notrepresentable).
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s. FRIEDMAN

CODING OVER CORE MODELS

The author ~escribedwhat progess has been made in extending Jensen's Coding

theorem into the context of large cardinals. An outline of the proof of the

foBowing result was given: H [V,A] is a model of ZFC + "11 is a measure" then

there is a [V,A] -definable forcing for produeing areal R such that V[R] = L[l1*,Rl
and 11* is a measure extending p. The proof ean be earried out as weB for an

extender sequenee ~ provided O(K) < K+ + for aB K, subject to same fine-structural

~ fac~. ,.

M.GITIK

RECONSTRUCTING EXTENDERS AND nonGCH OVER MEASURABLES

Assuming there is no inner model with a strong eardinal andthe K(~) has same·

weak covering properties it was shown that

a) if j : V --. M, WIM ~ M and the same extender was used Wt-times in the

iterated ultrapower j ~ K([) then its üJ}-th image is in M.

b) ifj : V --. M, wM ~ M, a11 extenders in iteration j ~ K([) satisfy A. < K +.W then

we ean replaee (al} by üJ in a).

A.HAJNALe HOMGENITY OF INFINITE PERMUTATION GROUPS

A permutation group aeting on K > Ais A-homogenous iffor a11 X,Y E [K]A there

is ag E Gwith g"X =Y.

Theorem. DWI implies that there is a group G aeting on (al2 which is w}

homogeneous but not c.u-homogeneous.

P.M. Neumann asked the problem if p<A. and A.-homogenity implies p

homogenity and proved that the answer is yes for A~ Ca) and p < w.lndependently

P. Nyikos and S. Shelah with S. Thomas showed that w}-homogenity does not
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imply w-homogenity under the condition that MA+2Xo>X1 and MA+2Xo>~
hold respectively.

P.HINNION

THE PROBLEM OF THE CONSISTENCY OF FREGE'S NANE SET
THEORY, WITH EXTENSIONALITY, FOR 3-VALUED LOGIC

It is known that Frege's comprehension principle is consistent in a weak logic.

The consistency of it with the axiom of extensionality is still an open question.

However, there seem to be two ways of attacking the problem:

1) try to find a set theory in whieh one ean give an interpretation of the 3-valued

Frege's theory.

2) try to adapt the recent methods whieh permitted to prove the consistency of the

generalized positive comprehension scheme.

T.JECH
COFINALITIES IN MAGIDOR'S MODEL

It was shown that in Magidors Model

cof(IIX3n) =Xw+ 1 and

cof(llX3n+1) =Xc.>+2· •
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P.KOEPKE

COREMODELS

Strong cardinals and extenders were introduced. Strong cardinals are a natural

generalization of measurability in terms of elementary embedding; extenders

aHow to code such "strong" embeddings. Using the notion ofcohereney one ean get

inner models for strang eardinals. To obtain a more "L-like" hierarehization of

such modelst one has to admit partial extenders in the construetive predieate.: Fv
is required to be an extender on Jv[F] only. This is a way of obtaining

eandensation far the Jv[Fl-hierarchy. All the Jv[F] considered and L[Fl satisfy the

axioms for mice.

P.KOMJATH

COUNTABLE DECOMPOSITIONS OF EUCLIDEAN SPACES

It was shawn that

1) Rn can be colored by countably many calors so that no two monochromatic

points are ofrational distance from each other.

2) R3 can be colored bycountably many colors so that the four nodes afa regular

tetrahedran da not get the same color.

This ean-even be true for eq"uilateral triangle instead of tetrahedron.

e The proofs consist ofa mixture ofset theory, geometry and·finite combinatories.

A.KRAWCZYK

EXTENSIONS OF INVARIANT :MEASURES

The talk was based on ajoint paper by P. Zakrewski and A.K. It was shown e.g.

that there is no maximal ~-invariantextension of the Lebesgue measure on R.

On the other hand if2Ko is real-valued measurablet then there is a maximal finite

(Q-invariant measure on a proper o-field ofsubsets of R.
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J.LARSON

CANONICAL PARTITIONS

Canonical p,artitions were developed by Hajnal and Galvin far proving partition

relations Q --+ (ß,m)2 far ordinals a,ß and m < 6) in the ease where a,ß are finite

powers of w. The concept generalizes to partitions ofthe U)th power of a cardinal K,

and ifK is Ramsey, then any partition OfKw ean be redueed to a canonical one.
The reduction iso the first step in the proofs that

1) ifK is Ramsey, then for a11 m < w, K W --+ (Kw,m)2.

2) if A. < Kare both Ramsey, then for all m < w, KW • AW -+ (Kw • AW,m)2.

J.P. LEVINSKI

SaME FILTERS

For a filter F on K, set B(F) =P(K)/F. We look far properties E(K), which are very

near to the measurability of K, and are compatible with "K is the criti~al

cardinal", Le. (Vo)(a < K -+ 2Q = 0 +) & 2K > K +. The author had former

theorems where E(K) is "K bears anormal precipitous filter". However, in these

models, K, if inefTable, is not II31-indiscribable. So the following two properties
were considered:

EI(K) - K bears a normal filte~F, such that B(F) is K+-distributive.

E 2(K) - K bears an F such that B(F) admits ~ dense K+-closed subset.

Several consistency results for E's were presented.

A.LOUVEAU

BOREL ORDERS AND BQO THEORY

The main known results about Borel orders, quasi-ordered under the

embeddability relation were presented:
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(i) (Harrington-Shelah)the orders s (2(, lexieographie ordering) for ~ < w1 are

cofinal;

(H) (Marker;Louveau) for any Borel order X and any ~ < U)1 either X is
em~eddablein 2<~, or equiembeddable with 2w.f" or embeds2~+ 1 ;

(Hi) (Louveau-Saint Raymond) if BOR( denotes the set of Borel orders
embeddable in 2W'1f, then

(a) _ ZFC J- BOR2 is weH quasiordered,

(h) Proj.Det. l- 'In BORn is weH quasiordered,

(e) Hyper Proj.Det. J- BORw is well quasiordered

The author conjectures that ''BOR is weIl quasi-ordered" is a theorem ofZFC, and
in fact of-2nd-order arithmetics. -

P.MATET

YETANOTHERV~TOFDIAMOND

Tbe diamond principle depending on three parameters K,A,p is definedjust as the

usual one, except that one is handling less than p many subsets of A at a time,

instead of just one. Assuming GCH it was shown that this principle bolds

whenever A > p ~ K. Moreover if A has confinality less than K and S is a

stationary subset of [A] <K then the diamopd principle for S holds true.

A.R.D. MATHIAS

THEIGNORANC~OFBOURBARJ

This paper criticizes the views of the Bourbaki groupan logic, set theory sild the

foundations ofmathematics, as set out in papers and books published in the years
1939-1948, on two grounds:

1) they declare themselves disciples of Hilbert yet make DO explicit

reference to Gödel's Incompleteness Theorems, which were published in
1931;
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2) their chosen set theory, aversion of set theory with AC"is not adequate

for all of mathematics, not even all the mathematics known in the

1930's.

It is suggested 1) that the Bourbaki"stes were psychologically unable to face the

implications of Gödel's work for Hilbert's. programme and therefore sought to
pretend that "this work did not exist; and 2) that their choice of arestricted set

theory reflects, as does the even more restricted choice advocated by Saunders

MacLane, the confinement of their mathematical interests to an area of

mathematics that may be broadly described as geometry as opposed to •

arithmetic.

W.J. MITCHELL

QUESTIONS ON SINGULAR CARDINALS

Tbe author started with questions "what is the consistency strength ofthe failure
of the singular cardinal hypotbesis". Five different possible reasons for
witnessing singularity ofa cardinal were discussed.

L.J.STANLEY

A COMBINATORIAL METHOn OF CODING BY A REAL

An approach to coding by a real was sketched which uses BOme combinatorial
consequences of Fine Structure rather than Fine Structure directly. While the

method is not yet worked out to models where zero sharp exists, it is still much

simpler than Jensen's orginal methode Also, the forcing has nice properties

related to properness, which allow it to be iterated. This is joint work with S.
Shelah.

•
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K.STEFFENS
SOME FACTS IN MATCHING THEORY

Some basic facts in matching .theory of infinite graphs including Aharoni's

Duality Theorem, an extension of Dilworth's Theorem for finite p.o. sets and an
extension ofMenger's Theorem were presented. After discussing a generalization

of Tutte's Theorem a necessary and sufficient criterion for the existence of a

perfect f-matching of a countable graph was given.

C.SURESON
COVERlNG PROPERTIES OF CHANG'S MODEL

Chang's Model C is the ~alog for the infinitary language LW1CAll of Gödel's

Constructible Universe L. Following Jensen, we say that a model M satisfies the
covering property if any set of ordinals in the universe can be iocluded in a set in
M of the same cardinality. It was shown that the existence of Ca)I measurable

cardinals and the violation ofthe covering property by C are equiconsistent.

F.TALL
TOPOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF GENERIC HUGE EMBEDDINGS

The Foreman-Laver collapse of a huge cardinal to X I and target to X 2 has

been previously used to transfer paracompactness properties from Xl to~. Now

we instead collapse to ~ and }(s in order to take advantage of the countable
closure ofthe partial ordering.

Theorem 1. H X is first countable T2 space aod j(P)/P is countably closed then j"X
is a closed subspace ofj(X),

Theorem 2. Cons(3huge) implies Cons (every first countable T2 X2-paracompact
space ·ofsize s Xs ia paracompact).
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v
P. VOJTAS

SOrdE APPLICATIONS OF SET THEORY TO ANALYSIS

Let!: denate the minimal cardinality of such a set R ~ [Ul]C&l that for any A E [(Al]OO

either A ar (iJ-A almast cantains an element afR.

Then
1. Cov(IK) . Cov(IL) s r s min(u,i).

2. min (r,g) s "tbe minimal size of a family of regular (Toeplitz) matrices

such that every 0-1 sequence is summable by one ofthem" s r.
3. Results camparing the strenght of different convergence tests for senes
were presented.

W.A.R. WEISS

PARTITIONING THE QUADRUPLES OF TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

Theorem. Ass~eGeH and D
K

for each singular cardinal K. For each Hausdorff
space X with cardinality not greater than the least weakly compact cardinal,
X -+ (y)oo4 implies that Y is discrete. In fact, for each such X there is f: [X]4 -+ 00

such that each homogeneous set is discrete as a subspace ofx~

P.D.WELCH

DETERMINACY AND THE RAMSEY PROPERTY

Equivalences are known fcr sharps far inner models for every level of the

difference hierarchy on !Jl l other than far multiples of (iJ2. It was shown that

Det(w2 -llll) implies the existence ofinner models with many Ramseys and fill in
this last equivalence, using games involving mastercodes ofollce.

•
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W.H.WOODIN

JUST WHAT CAN LARGE CARDINAL HYPOTHESES PROVE ANYWAY?

Theorem.

Assume there are cu2 many Woodin cardinals (below A). Assume CBH,UBH (for

countable iteration trees on V below A). Then there are partial orders P,Q E VA

such that

vP
t= .22

1 = CU2

e VQI= there is no precipitous ideal on (i)l'

In fact Qean be ehoosen so that

vQ t= Hj : V -+ M ~ M(G) is a generic embedding with

eritical point 6)1 then IBI ~ least Woodin cardinal,

where G ~ Bis V-generic.

Berichterstatter: L.BukovskY
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Tag u n g 5 b e r ich t 5/1989

Analytical and topological theory of semigroups

29.1. bis 4.2.1989

The conference was organized by K. H. HOFMANN (Darmstadt), J. D.
LAWSON (Baton Rouge), and J. S. PYM (Sheffield). Participants carne from the
USA (19), the FRG (12), Canada (4), Oenmark (3), France (3), tbe UK (2), Austria
(1), India (1), the Netherlands (1), and the, USSR (1). The diversity of the parti
cipants' arigins was matched by the diversity of their inathematica.1 interests. The
conference drew researchers whose primary field of mathematical activity ranged
through such varied matbem!1tical disciplines as Lie theory, topological algebra,
harmomc and functional analysis, representation theory, probability theory, and
algebraic geometry.

In order to accomodate t~s variety of interests, the organizers built the coh
ference around a large nuinber (i6) of one hour survey lectures whieh were planned
well in advance. They served the purpose of making the broad audience aware
of major research trends, of pointing out the major developments and the current
state of tbe art, and of stiggestihg open problems ahd futili'e lilies of research in
the atea covered by the ~nfereb.ce. The coIIimon thread was semigroups, hut semi
groups in analytic, topölogical, Lie theoretical and reiated contexts. Manuscripts
of the surveys were solicited prior to the conference, and plans were 80lidified at
the meeting for the publication of a collection of the compiete set. This mono
graph should beroine a usefuI source both for reference .and for open problems in
the discipline-more so than a standard proceedings volume. Othet contributors
presenting original research at the conference were encouraged to submit articles to
the specialized journal in the subject.

Several recent developments and results were reported at the conference.
There were survey talks (3) and papers (8) i~ the recently emerged Lie theory of
semigroups, further the structure of topological semigroups with jointly, separately,
and one-sidedly coIitinuous multiplication, and differentiable semigroups. Other ar
eas receiving broad coverage were functional Bild harmonic a.nalysis in their relations
t"o semigroup theory. An elegant semigroup-theoretical proof of \'Rn der Waerden's
Theorem on arithmetic progressions was presented. The recently published solution
of Hilbert's Fifth Problem in the semigroup rontext was reported OD. A new ap
proach to the classical theory of algebraic groups via their Zariski-closures, algebraic
semigroups, was presented. Of special interest were reports on the cross connections
of semigroup theory with such applled disciplines as control- and systems-theory,
stochas'tics, theoretical 'physics, and theoretical computer seience, and with other
mathematica1 -disciplines such as combmatorial number theory ahd representation
theory.

A hook table was set up from the Institute's well-furnished library display-
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ing sonle twenty-four books on the topological and analytical theory of semigroups
that have appeared over the last 25 years. Many of the authors were among the
participants.

Contributions by several young participants bode weil for the productivity
and creativity of the area in the future.

The excellent personal computer facilities coupled with laser printing capa
bility were a great help for the organizers in their planning and '!EX printing of the
daily programs.

Abstracts

The abstracts of tbe contributions to tbe conference are clivided into tbe
following disciplines

[1] Applications to algebraic geometry, computer- science, group theory, num-
ber theory, systems theory, topology,

[2] Functional analysis,

[3] Lie theory,

[4] Probability and measure theory,

[5] Semigroups witb one-sided or separate continuity,

[6] Topological algebra, topological semigroup, order theory,

[1] Applications to algebraic geometry, computer science,

number theory, systems theory, topology

[1.1] N. HINDMAN. The semigroup ßN and its application.5 to number
theory

The operations + and . on N extend to its STONE-CECH-compactification
ßN, making it a compact left topological semigroup. We discuss the history of the
application of tbese operations to results in RAMSEY theory (combinatorial number
theory) including some very recent proofs of VAN DER WAERDEN'S Theorem on
arithmetic progressions.

•
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[1.2] 1. KUPKA. Semigroup8 in control theory
The object is tbe presentation of some applications or potential applications

of semigroups to the theory of systems. V·le discuss the theory of accessibility where
such applieations have been most prominent~ We continue with realization theory
where we feel semigroup theory could help. Other domains of interest in tbe with
applieations of semigroup theory are loeal controllability and optimal eontrol.

[1.3] K. D. MAGILL, JR. Trend! and directioß.' in the intJestigation 0/
congruence.5 on the ßemigroup SeX) 0/ continuou.! ßelf-map8 0/ a 8pace X

For "most" spaces there are at most three eongruences p for whieh S(X)/p
is isomorphie to S(Y) for same generated space Y. The existenee of a largest
proper and a smallest proper congruence is investigated. Tbe semigroups of a
number of spaces, ineluding a1l Euelidean n -ceIls, have a Iargest proper congruence
while the semigroup of many loeal dendrites ~th finite branch number do not. On
the other hand, it is rare for a semigroup S(X) to fail to have a smallest proper
congruence 8.lthough there are eXainples. The partially ordered set CODc(S(X)) of
811 coiltinuurtl congmenees on SeX) is studied.·ff X is a Ioeal dentrite with finite
branch number, .then Con c (S(X)) is order isomorphie to a eertain partially ordered
set of colleet,ions of subcontinuaof X on whieh A :5 8 for two such collections means
that that each BEB is' the union of copies of subeontinua from A. This faet is
used to obtain e.g. a characterization of those loeal dendrites with finite braneh
nuinber for which COhc(S(X)) is a lattice. F\rrther information on CODc(S(X)) is
provided. Finally those congruences on S(X) which commute with the equivalence
relation identifying two mutually inverse maps are completely determined for a great
many spaces X. It turns out that there are two such congruenees if X is conneeted
a.b.d six if it is not.

[1.4] J. E. PIN. The profi,nlte and th'e pwadic topologgy for the free monoid
The profinite topology för the free group was introduced by M. HALL and

was extended by REUTENAUER to the case of free monoids to be the initial topology
making all monoid morphisms ioto finite discrete groups continuous. In the same
way the p-adie topology is defined by replacing "groups" by "p -groups" . One.
restriets ane's attention to "simple" 'subsets of the free monoid and tries to determine
.their properties in relation to these topologies: Are they open ~r closed? Can. one
compute their closw-e? The "simple" sets we have in mind are tbe recognizable (or
regu.lar) sets of automata theory. These sets are completely deseribed by a finite
monoid, called the .5yntactic monoid of the set. We show that certain topological
properties of a recognizable set are refleeted by some simple algebraic properties of
its syntactic monoi-d. We discuss our conjeeture that the converse is true and its
possible applications. (Details will appear in J. of Algebra in "Topologies for the
free monöid".)

[1.5] L. RENNEiL -Algebraic tJarietie.5 and .5emigroup.5

M. S. PUTCHA and 1 developed the theory of linear algebraic 8emigroups
over the past eight years. The most interesting objects among these are the irre~

ducible monoid&.The major resuits in their theory include (1) a characterization
of regular elements, (2) a numerieal classificatioD of normal monoids with reduc
tive group of units, (3) a classification of normal (completely) regular monoids
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with solvable unit groups, (4) a generalization of the (group theoretic) BRUHAT

decomposition to reductive monoids, (5) adetermination of the conjugacy classes
in reductive monaids, generalizing the classical JORDAN normal form of an ende
morphism. Related topies include the equivariant embedding problem ·for spherical
homogeneous spaces.

[1.6] C. TERP Maximal compact subgroups in locally compact groups via
invariant cones

Maximal compact subgroups in locally compact connected groups are com
monly established through same fixed point argument, but not through an argu
ment using Zorn's Lemma. Contrary to the mere existenee of maximal compact
subgroups, the inductivity of the set of all compact subgroups is inherited by all •

. closed subgroups. We use the fact that a compact group, a.cting linearlyon a convex
closed pointed cone, has a fixed point in the algebraic interior of the cone (for in
variant cones cf. also [2.4], [3.2], [3.5], [3.9]), and ~e show that in a locally compact
group G the partially ordered set of compact subgroups is inductive if and only if
the totally disconnected locally compact group GIGa has this property.

[2] Functional analysis

(See also BAKER [4.1], HILGERT [3.4], MISL.OVE [6.4])

[2.1] C. BERG. P03ititJe definite and related function.s on semigroups
This survey discusses the theory of positive definite and related functions on

abelian semigroups with involution. Special emphasis was placed on developments
since the appearence of the book by C. BERG, J. p~ R. CHRISTENSEN and C. U.
RESSEL on "Harmonie analysis on semigroups" (Springer-Verlag Heidelberg ete.,
1984). In the integral representation of positive definite functions on S we had

. earlier focused on RADON measures J.l on S* defined on the BOREL Cf -algebra
8(5). It turns out to be fruitful to consider measures JJ on tbe smallest Cf-algebra
A(S*) rendering tbe evaluations p 1-+ pes): S· -+ C measurable. The notions of
BISGAARD and RESSEL of semiperfeet and perfect semigroups are discussed. Here •
a semigroup S is 3emiperfect if every positive function e.p on S is a moment function:
c,o{s) = J5- p(s)dp.(p) for some p. on A(S*}.

[2.2] C. CHOU. Weakly almo-,t periodic function.s on groups

Let G be an infinite discrete group. (1) For E ~ G, let 15 denote the
closure of E in the weak almost periodie compactification GW. Set E = E \ G.
A subset E of G is ealled aT-set, respectively, Rw-set, if xE n yE = 0 for
x f; y in G, respectively, if XE is weakly almost periodic and E ~ ßE. All
T-sets are Rw-sets, and Rw-sets were stuwed by W. RUDIN and W. A. F.
RUPPERT. We show that every G contains an Rw -set D which is not a finite
union of T-sets; hence there exists an w E 15 ~ PD such that w is not strongly
G-discrete. Question: If E is aT-set and w E E, is o· .....-+ QW: GW -+ GWw a
homeomorphism? (2) Let DWAP(G) ~ WAP(G) denote the set of all bounded
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functions on G whose double orbit {%fJ/ I X, Y E G} is relatively weakly compact.
In general, DWAP(G) =F WAP(G). Conjecture: DWAP(G) =WAP(G) ifr-G is an
extension of an abelian by a finite group.

[2.3) J. DUNCAN. Topologica.l theorie.! for inver.!e .!emigroup.! and their

repre.!entation
A representation theory of inverse semigroups into the set of partial isome

tries of a Hilbert spaee ealls for an investigation of star semigroups S of such
operators. For example, this gives easily the list of monogenie ones. The.natural
topology is the weak operator topology with separately continuous multiplieation
and eontinuous involution. For a topologieal semigroup S, it is not elear how to
define the C· algebra C*(S) of S in sueh a way that it reduces to the traditional
·C· -algebra of a locally compact group. The key problem is to achieve the definition
for a semilattice. Adefinition iso given for some classes, hut· the "naturality" of the
definition remains in question.

[2.4] J. FARAUT. Analysi.! on ordered .!ymmetric .!pace3

Let S be a closed semigroup in ~ locally cot:Dpact group G. Then H = S n
S-1 is a closed subgroup, and S defines an invariant ordering on the homogeneous
space X = G/ H. A causal kernel is a function K: X x X ~ R vanishing outside
{(x, y) I y :5 x}. The VOLTERRA-algebra V(X)b is the 8pace of invariant causäl

. kemels, equipped With the composition product of kemels. If there· exists an
involution x ....... x# of S such that (i) (xy)# = y#x# , (ii) (Vx E H) x# = x-I,
(iii) (Vx E S) x# E HxH , then V(X)b is commut~tive. Example. G = 81(2, C),
H = 51(2, R), S = exp(i·C)H with an invariant cone C in the Lie algebra 51 (2, R).

[2.5] A. M. LAU. Amenability of .!emigroup3
A historica1 introductioD into the investigation of amenability of discrete

and semitopologieal semigroups is presented, and an extensive summary is given of
recent developments and open problems.

[2.6] A. L. T. PATERSON. R.epre3entation theory for inver3e 3emigroups
The motivation for the study of such a theory arises from operator algebras

(such as the CUNTZ algebras) which are generated by inverse semigroup represen
tation. Tbe regular representation of such a semigroup S is faithful, so that the
representations of S separate points. Tbe theory depends on developing a "twisted"
disintegration theory based on C·(E), where E is the idempotent semilattice of
S .- This leads to a quasi-invariant measureon the filter completion X of E with
respect to a natural action of S on X in terms of partial 1 - 1 maps. Associ
ated with this set-up is a natural groupoid G whose elements consist of suitable
pairs (s, x), sES, x EX, and the representation theories of S and G essentially
coincide. This allows the well-developed representation theory of groupoids to be
applied to give information about inverse semigroup representations.

[2.7] H.L. VASUDEVA. Multiplier .!pace.! on [0,1] and their preduaL,

Let I be the real unit interval [0,1] with its structure of a compact topo
logical semigroup given by the maximum operation. FUrther let LP(I), 1 ~ p ~ 00
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denote the LP.-spaces \\--ith respect tb LEBESGUE measure and G(I) the Banach al
gebra of continuous functions on I witb the maximum norm. The Banacb modules

_Homc(l) (LP(I), Lq(I)) , are characterized for p ~ q.

[3] Lie Theory

(See also ,BROWN [6.1], "BROWN and HILDEBRANT[6.2],
FARAUT [2.4], KUPKA [1.3], SKRYAGO [6.6])

[3.1] M. ANDERSON. Strongdifferentiability in 3emigroup3
In 1938, GARRET BIRKHOFF showed that a Ioeal semigroup With identity

with an identity neighborhood homeomorphic to a Banach space and with a strongly
differentiable multiplieation at 1 is a -Lie group. "For topological semigroups this is
not true. Strong differentiability at 1, therefore, appears to be a powerful eondition.
Indeed, it implies the existenee of loeal one-parameter subsemigroups in a Ioeal
differentiable semigroup 00 an admissible set, provided certain additional'conditions
are satisfied (e.g., 10eal compactness in the ease of finite dimensional manifolds or
the existence of a strongly differentiable are at theidentiy in the Banach manifold
csse). Strong differentiability the identity 1 of a local semigroup also implies that
a smooth boundary is a Ioeal group.

[3.2] N. "DÖRR. Invariant orders on Lie groups
A semigroup S in a Lie group G satisfying 959-1 ~ 5 defines a group

quasiorder via x ~ y iff y E Sx. Question: Are the intervals Dah = aS n Sb- 1

compact? (Cf. [2.4].) We discuss two possibly typical examples for which this
is not the case: (1) Let Gbethe universal covering group of 51(2, R). The
CARTAN-KILLING-form on sl(2, R) isLorentzian and determines two opposite in
variant cones, each of which generates a subsemigroup S of G' whieh containsa
whole half-space; as a consequence, same intervals Dab fail to be compact. (2)
Let V be a 2n -dimensional Hilbert space with a fixed non-degenerate skew sym
metrie automorphism d. The Lie algebra 9 = R x V x R with the Lie bracket
[er, v, z), (r', v', z')] = (0, r·dv' - r'·dv, (dvlv') and the invariant Lorentzian form
q((r,v,z),(r',v',z'») = rz' + r'z + (viv') supports pointed generating invariant
Lorentzian cones. The one determined by the forward light cone W of q gen
erates an invariant semigroup S = (expW) in the corresponding simply COD

neeted Lie group G = R x V x R with the multiplication (r,v,z),(r' ,v',z') =
(r + r', v + er.dv', z + z' + ! (dv ler.du'). Now S contains the whole half spaee
[21r, 00] x V x R. Onee more, there are noncompa.ct intervals.

[3.4] J. HILGERT. Applications 01 Lie .5emigroups in analy.,is
Let G be a Lie group and 7r: G -+ U('H.) a unitary" representation. Consider

analytie extensions ;r: r -+ C(11) from a complex manifold r"with SHILOV boundary
Gwhich is at the same time a semigroup into a the semigroup of contraction opera
tors on 'H. Examples of this type of analytic extnesions have been considered (i) by
KRAMER, MOSHINSKY, SELIGMAN , BRUNET (1973-85) for G = Sp(n, C) n D(n, n)

e,
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and the (projective) representation 1f associated to the CCR, as a computational
device in nuclear physics, (ii) by HOWE (1987) for G = Mp(n, R), the metaplectic
group, and the metaplectic representation 1T, as a eomputational device to prove
estimates for symbols of pseudodifferential operators, (iii) by GELFAND-GINDIKIN,
OL'SHANSKII, STANTON (1977-85), for G hermitian symmetrie and 1r in the holo
morphic discrete series, in order to construct HARDY-SpaCes on which the holomor
phic discrete series ean be realized in a uniform fashion. It turns out that the first
two examples are essentially the same. G. I. OL'SHANSKII gave a general construe-

-tion of the analytie extension for simple groups. The methods used are flexible and
ean employed for other groups as weil.

[3.4] A. EGGERT. Semialgebras in reductive Lie algebras

Let L be a finite dimensional real Lie algebra. A wedge (or closed con
vex cone) W in L is ealled a semialgebra if there is a CAMPBELL-HAUSDORFF
neighborhood B such that (W n-B) *(W nB) ~ W. Using LAWSON'S Theorem on
tangent hyperplane subalgebras we show the following Theorem. Let W be a gen
erating semialgebra in a reduetive Lie algebra L. Then there are ideals SI, . .. , Sk
(k = 0,1, ...) all of which are isomorphie to sl(2,R) and one ideal L* of L such
that (i) L = 51 e· ··EBSkEBL*, (ii) E = (WnSl)EB···El)(WnSk)e(WnL*), (iii)
All WnSj are generating semialgebras in Sj ;::: sl(2; R) and WnL* is an invariant
wedge in L *. This result elassifies all semialgebras in reductive Lie algebras, sinee
the semialgebras in sl(2, R) are weIl known and for a classificatio-n of invariant cones
one is referred to the monograph mentioned in [3.5] below.

[3.5] K. H. HOFMANN. Lie 3emigroup theory

For a general Lie theory of semigroups three tasks have to be mastered:
The infinitesimal theory , the Ioeal theory, and the global theory. We present an
introduetioD to the infinitesimal theory. With a (local or global) subsemigroup S of
a Lie group GODe associates a eonvex cone W = L(S) in the Lie algebra 9 of G.
The charaeteristic condition reads ead zw ~ W for all x E 9 with.x, -x E W. This
gives the CODcept of a Lie wedge, one of the possible generalizations of a Lie algebra.
Also discussed are Lie 3emialgebra3 and invariant cones and their eharacterizations.
The details will appear in the monograph "HILGERT, J., K. H. HOFMANN, and J.
D. LAWSON, Lie groups, convex cones, and semigroups, Oxford University Press,
664+38 pp., July 1989".

[3.6] J. P. HOLMES., Differentiable semigrOv.p3

A dilferentiable semigroup is a topological semigroup S on a CI-Banach
manifold with a continuously differentiable multiplication. Theorem. If C is a
component of the set E(S) of idempotents of S then there is an open neighborhood

U of C so that there is a C1-retraction r: u~ C so that xr(x) = r(x)x is in the
maximal subgroup H (r(x») containing the idempotent r(x) for all ,x EU. This
result allows us to eonelude that C"'is a Cl -submanifold and that each e E E( S)
is contained in some paragroup R such that Rn E(S) is a neighborhood of e in
E(S). The examples include the multiplicative semigroups of Banach algebras.
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[3.7] J. D. LAWSON. Embedding JemigroupJ into Lie groups
Let 5 be a cancellative topological semigroup on a connected Euclidean

manifold. One can make sense locally of Ie{t quotient sets and obtain a Ioeal
group which is locally euclidean and which admits in a natural way a loeal right
action on S. By a result of JACOBY, the loeal group is loeally isomorphie to
a simpIy conneeted Lie group C(S). For the product 5 x C(5), there exists a
topology finer that the product topology on S x C(S) such that in the sequence
S +- S X C(S) -+ G(S) the left hand map is a covering projection and the right hand
map is a Ioeal homeomorphism. The analytic structure on G(S) puBs back to S to
make it an analytic semigroup. O~e component S of S x C(S) is a subsemigroup
and the restrietion S -+ S remaitlSa covering p~ojeetion. The group CeS) acts as •

deck transformatuions g(s, h) = (s, gh), and the subgroup Ieaving S invariant is a

countable central subgroupGs. Then S -+ G(S)/Gs ~f C(S) is the free group
on the semigroup S and C(S) is a Liegroup iff S is algebraically embeddable in
a group.

[3.8] K.H. NEEB. globality in the Lie theory ol.!emigroups
With a subsemigroup S of a Lie group G we associate a Lie wedge L(S) =

{x E 9 I expR+·x ~ 5}. (Cf. [3.5]) There are Lie wedges W in the Lie algebra 9
of certain Liegroups Gwhich do not arise in this fashion.Lie wedges which do -are
called global in G. Our objective is the characterization of globalLie wedges. We
describe the tool of covering homomorphisms of connectedLie groups and how it is
applied to the problem of globality. In particular, we classify -the global Lie wedges
in Lie groups whose Lie algebra is compact.

[3.9] K.- H. SPINDLER. Classifieation 01 invariant eones
The existence of an invariant cone W in areal Lie algebra L imposes

restrietions on the structure of L. In L there is a compactly embedded CARTAN

algebra H. The fine structure of the root decomposition of L with respect to H is
discussecl. An invariant po~ntted generating cone W in L is uniqu~ly determined
by its iiltersection C = W n H. A cone C is the trace of an invariant cone in L
if and only if it is invariant under the Weyl group and a certain set of rank one
operators. The existence of such cones C can be determined from an enriched •
root diagram. Thefinal goal is a complete classification by completely geomeirical
and combinatorial means in the spirit of the classification of simple complex Lie
algebras.

[3.10] W. WEISS. Embedding loeal 3emigroup.! into global one.!
For every Lie wedge W in a finite dimensional Lie algebra 9 there exists a

10cal semigroup S with L(S) = W (cf. [3.5]). Beginning with dimension 3 one can
exhibit Lie wedges W for which there is no subsemigroup S of a Lie group with
L( S) = W. We give two constructions for any pointed cone W in a Lie algebra
9 showing that topological semigroups Sexist which are locally embeddable into
a Lie group G' with L(G) = 9 and satis{y L(S) = W. One coostruction is a free
one based the adjoint functor theorem, the other is an analytic one based 00 causal
paths in G with respect to the left invariant causal structure given on G through
the transport of W.
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e.

[4] Probability and measure theory

(See also MISLOVE [6.4])

[4.1] J. W. BAKER. Mea.5ure algebra.5 on .5emigroup-,
We survey some developments in the field of measure algebras since ca.

1980. Some of the most significant developments concerened multipliers, ARENS

regularity and biduals, and weighted measure a1gebras. The subject of multipliers in
its most inte!Sting aspect is covered by VASUDEVA (see [2.6]) so tbat we concentrate
on restilts on ARENS regularity and bidua1s of LI(G) and M(S,w) and on some
works on representations of foundation semigroups and their measure' algebras.

[4.3] W. HAZOD. Stability and .5elf-decompo.5ability
Stable, semistable andself-decomposable probabilities on Rd can be char

acterized a.s the possible limit distributions of suitably normalized sums of indepen
dent random variables; or, on the other hand, by certain fu11ctional equations for
their FOURIER transforms. The latter can be understood ä.S relations of the cor·
responding convolution semigroups. It is possible to generalize the second concept
to probabilities on locally compact gioups and it tUrns out that it is essentially
sufficient to consider simply connected Lie groups. For this class öf groups \\Te ob
tain a description of the collections of al1 possible stable, semistable, respectively,
self-decomposable measures. Moreover, again in änalogy to to the vector space
case, on nilpotent Lie grotips, stahle and semistable measures tau be characterized
as possible limit distributions. (Cf.S. NOKEL, Doctoral Dissertation, Universität
Dortmuild.) The proofs are based on the special structure of tbe semigroup MI (G);
probability is not involved.

[4.4] H. HEVER. The embeddability of infinitely divi.5ible probability mea
-,ure.5 into continuow convolution "emigroup.5

In tbe classical probabilistic ~et-up, the problem of embeddability is already
present in the work of LEVY and was studied in the fraine work of locally compact
groups by K. R. PARTHASARATY, !tANGA RAo and VARADHAN as weIl as many
others; tbe monograph "H. HEYER, Probability distributions on locally compact
groups, Springer-Verlag Heidelberg etc., 1971" is a source of reference. The embed
dability problem bas receiltly been extended to the context of bypergroups. For a
hypergroup X, the following result-mainly due ~o M. VOlT, 1988-is discussed
in the relation to its classical predecessors: (i) If X is arcwise connected, tben any
infiDitely divisible probability measure J.l on X tan be embedded in a continuous
convolution'semigroup (Pt)t>o in .M1(X) with Pa * JJt = Pa+t for all S, t > 0 and
vague-limt_O Pt = Ee such that J.lI = J-l. In the case that X is hermitian this state
ment remains true if, in addition, X has DO proper compact hypersubgroup. Tbe
r~port concludes with an outlook on related research in tbe context of connec~ed

Lie groups. .
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[4.5] A. MUKHERJEA. Probability theory in seinigroups
It is shown that using semigroup methods we can describe the weak con

vergence of the sequence of convolution interates pn of a probability measure on
the semigroup of finite dimensional matrices. Discrete time versions of the vater
model (as discussed by LIGGETT in his book on "Interacting particle systems") and
the contact process (also discussed in this ~ook) can be treated using semigroup
methods. Certain results and examples in these contexts are presented.

[5] Semigroups with one-sided or separate contin~i~y

[5.1] J. F. Berglund. Semigroup compactifications
A semigroup compactification of a semitopological semigroup S is a pair

(X, tIJ) with a compact right topological semigroup X and a continuous homomor
phism ?jJ: S -+ X. A P-compactification is a compactification with property P. A
necessary and sufficient condition (save some technical details) for a universal P
compactification to exist is that the property is preserved under the formation of
subdirect products. With this theorem it is easy to see that a universal connected .
compactification, for .instance, does not necessarily exist. On the other hand, many
universal compactifications exist including those deflned by identities and implica~ ."
tions.

[5.2] P. MILNES. Di3tal functions and ELLIS-groups
Fot a HAUSDORFF compact right topological group G let A(G) = {t E

Gis t-+ st, ts are both continuous}. From a result of ELLIS (1957) we "know that
G is a topological group if A(G) = G. The resu1ts on non-topological G include·
the structure theorem of NAMIOKA (1972) for the case that A(G) is dense, and
the structure theorem of RUPPERT (1975) for the case when the right translations
s 1--+ st are even equicontinuous. The two classes of examples intersect precisely in
the class of tcipological compact groups. We describe an example of a HAUSDORFF
compact group falling into neither category.

[5.31 J. PVM. Compact 3emigroup3 with one 3ided continuity
Semigroups with one-sided continuity appear naturally in the theory of

transformation semigroups as solutions to many universal mapping problems. A key
example is the STONE- CEcH-compacrtification ßS of a discrete semigroup S, or,
more specially, ßN. One topic of the survey is a technique for obtaining in a simple
way strang algebraic results on ßN and other semigroups not superflcially similar,
for example that these contain copies of the free group on 2C generators. The
algebraic structure underlying this has been observed (PAPAZYAN) to correspond
to a set of distinct finite~sums FS {X n } = {XiI + Xi 2 + ... + Xi" I i 1 < i 2 < ... <
im}, where {x n} is a sequence in the semigroup. If S is cancellative, then any
neighborhood V in ßS of any idempotent e in ßS \ S contains a set of distinct
finite sums in S (VAN DOUWEN, HINDMAN) 50 that V actually contains a free
group on 2C generators.

•
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[5.4] W. A. F. RUPPERT. Compact "emitopological "emigroup"
This is an overview of the theory of compact semigroups on which multi

plication is contiouous in each variable separately. We comment on main trends,
tools and results, including semitopological semigroups on compact manifolds, \veak
almost compactifications of semisimple Lie groups versus abelian groups and other
topics. (As a reference see W. A. F. RUPPERT, Compact semitopological semi
group: An intrinsic theory, Lecture Notes in Mathematics 1079, Springer Verlag
Heidelberg etc., 1984)

[5.5] J .-P. TROALLIC. Semigroupe" affine3 "emitopologique3 compacy
Ceb travai1a pour hut depresenter quelques aspects de la theorie des semi

groups affines semitopologiques compacts. Dans les sections 4 et 5, deux types de
problemes sont abördes quit ont trait, les uns a. l'existence de points de continuite
a. gauche pout des actions separement affines et separement continus de semigroups
affines sernitopologiques compacts (section 4), les autres a l'extremalite des points
de continuite a gauche obtenus (section 5). Ces deux sections ont ceci en cornmun
qu'elles s'appuient l'une et l'autre sut une variante d'un resultat de NAMIOKA COD

cern~nt la dentabilite. Ceite variante est l'outil principal de ce travail; elle joue UD

röle comparable a. celui que joue le theoreme depoint fixe de RVLL-NARDZE\VSKI

dans l'approche originale de la presque-periodicite faible. Les sections 6,7 et 8 sont
consacrees ades applications des resultats etablis dans les sections 4 et 5.

[6] 'töpological algebra, topological semigroups, order theory

(See also PIN [1.4])

.[6.1] D. R. BROWN. Semigroup3 on n -cel13, unique divj.,ibility, and matri-

ce"
Let 5 be a semigroup of a compact n-cell with minim8.1 ideal K, and

suppose that S is uniquely divisible with E = {I} U K and with trivial groups.
Alsoassume xS~ Sx forall x E S andcancellationon S\K. Foranyidempotent
e E E let let C(e) depote the core {x E S I xe = ex = e}. The possibilities for
the dimension of the core are given by dirn C(e) +dirn K = n for k = 0, ... , n - 1.
Various theorems for particular values of k are discussed. The aim is to show that
portion S \ K outside the minimal ideal is embedded into a metabelian Lie group.

[6.2] D. R. BROWN and J. A. HILDEBRANT. Embedding compact t -"emi
group3 into compact uniquely divj.,ible 3emigroup"

A t -"emigroup is a semigroup whose subgroups are singleton. The class
of compact commutative semigroups with are embeddable into compact uniquely
divisible semigroups includes according to our present knowledge: (1) semigroups
which have a totally disconnected semilattice continuous homomorphic image whose
point inverses axe power ideal semigroups, (2) t -semigroups in which the down set
of each idempotent has a neighborhood in its core which is contained in the image
of the map x J-+ x 2 , (3) t -semigroups in which each idempotent has a finite down
set and a rore (see [6.1]) satisfying a suitable condition, (4) semigroups containing a
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cancellative element in their divisor. It is proved that for a compact n-dimensional
power-cancellative commutative topological semigroup S the subsemigroup S \ {O}
is embeddable ioto a cone in Rn if each element of S \ {O} is divisible.

[6.3] G. GIERZ and A. STRALKA. Sublattices 01 Rn

Let n E N be a positive integer. A family Qij: [0, 1] --+ [0,1], 1 :5 i, j :5
n of upper semicontinuous monotone functions satisfying (1) aij(l) = 1 for all
i, j, (2) Oii(x) = x for all i and x, (3) aij 0 a jA: ~ aiA: for all i, j k is called
an inf-seam. If (O'ijh:S:itj~" is an inf-seam, then L = {(Xl, ... ,XN) E [0,1]" I
Xj :5 Qij(Xj) for all i, j} is a c10sed connected sublattice containing 0 and 1.

? Conversely, every closed connected sublattice of [0,1]" containing 0 and 1 is of
. this form. Applications. A sublattiee L ~ Rn is Jull if it is compact and the
interior of L is connected and dense in L. A point x E 8L is a Cl -point, if
there is a neighborhood U of x and a continuous function l{): U --+ R such that (1)
8L n U = {p E' Rn I <p(p) = O} and (2) grad rp(x) =f. O. Theorem. If L is fuH, then
{x E aL I x is a Cl -point} is a dense G6 in aL. We call a fuH sublattice L ~ Rn
a lattice sphere if Prime(L) = Coprime(L). Theorem. Up to isomorphy, there is
exact1y one lattice sphere in dimensionI!, 2, and 3. If the dimension is at least 4,
then there are uncountably many pairwise non-isomorphie lattice spheres in each
dimension.

[6.4] M. W. MISLOVE. Hi.!tory and applications 01 compact $emilattices

We trace the development of the strueture theory of compact semilattiees
and their apparatus. The development of the notion of a LAWSON semilattice is
deseribed, and the struetu~e theory of these semilattices elucidated. Applications of
objects-also known as continuow lattices to general topology are described, where
they· arise as the open set lattiee of locally eompaet sober spaees. But we also give
applieations to harmonie analysis. In this context, we have the following Theorem.
For a locally compaet semilattice the following two eonditions are equivalent: (1)
The algebra M(S) of all finite regular Borel measures is symmetrie. (2) S has
compactlyfinite breadth, thai is, for all eompact subsets K ~ S there is a finite
subset F ~ K with inf F = inf K. (3) S eontain no copy of 2N . If these conditions
hold, then ßM(S) is the filter semilattice of the discrete semilattice Sd. Thus the •
idempotent measures are direct sums of point masses, and the invertible measures
are exact1y the exponential. measures.

[6.5] A. AND J. SELDEN. The continuous extended bicyclic semigroups

We discuss closures of certain semigroups in locally compact topological in
verse semigroups in which inversion is continuous. First we provide the background
information on the free inverse semigroup with one generator and on the closures
of the discrete and continuous bieyclic semigroups, as weIl as on the closures cf the
discrete and continuous extended bicyclic semigroups. We then list some examples
of topological inverse semigroups on the plane to provide a setting for the following
application of the previously mentioned results: If S is a topological inverse semi
group on the plane containing Dq non-trivial groups and whose idempotents fonn a
line, then S is a continuous extended bieyclic semigroup.
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[6.6] A. M. SKRYAGO. Matrix repre3entation3 01 regular 3emigToup3

Let 5 be a compact regular semigroup. The following questions have to
be discussed: (1) Do the finite dimensional representations separate the points?
(2) Does a representation of a subgroup of Sextend to a representation of 5?
(3) How are all representations of S. to be classified? Regarding question (1) we
have the following Theorem. S is representeably if and only if each connected com
ponent is eontained inc 'D-elass and any maximal simple CLIFFORD-subsemigroup
is a reetangular band of groups. Regarding (3) we propose the Theorem. A rep
resentation with O-simple image is a tensor product of a group representation and
a representation of an ?i-trivial O-simple semigroup. We describe various results
coneerning the extension problem (2).

[6.7] H.-J. WEINERT. Exten3ion3 01 topological 3emigToups by right quo-
tienu

Let (S,·, S) a topological semigroups with topology S and let (T,·) =
Qr(S, E) = {ad- 1 la E 5, d E E} asemigroup of right quotients of S with respect
to a subsemigroup E of S. The problem is to describe a11 topologies T on T ;such
that (T,·, T) is a topological semigroup with TI5 ~ S, and to describe conditions
under which a subgroup G of (T,·) is a topological group (G,', TIG). This problem
is completely solved for the special case that TI5 = S and 5 E T. In general,
suitable topologies 5 on E provide us with a base {Un -1 I U ES, n ES} for such
a topology. We discuss generalisations. In that context, cf. J. K. LUEDEMAN, A
topological semigroup of quotients, Studia Sei. Math. Hung. 14(1979), 77-82.

Reporters: K. H. Hofmann
J. D. Lawson

J. S. Pym
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 6/1989

Mathematical Models for Infectious Diseases

5.2. bis 11.2.1989

In the past twenty years the mathematical theory of epidemics and infectious dis
eases has evolved as an independent and important field parallel to the growth and
in elose interaction with Mathematieal Biology. Here we und~rstand 'epidemics'
indeed as the theory of infectious diseases rather than just as epidemiology of dis
eases of any kind. As Mathematical Biology in general, the Theory of Epidemics
uses differential equations, integral equations, stochastic processes to model the
outbreak and spread of infectious diseases. In addition statistical methods are
widely used. Due to the special features of the problems, most data are field
observations rather than experimental data.
In the early years much attention has been paid to viral and bacterial diseases
(smallpox, measles, rubella, typhoid fever), as weH as malaria, in the seventies and
eighties also tropical helminthic diseases (e.g. schistosomiasis) have been investi
gated. Naturallyat present mueh interest is coneentrated on sexually transmitted
diseases, mainly related to the spread of the HIV infection.
The Mathematical Research Institute has recognized the relative importanee of
this field and has organized this meeting with assistanee of K. Dietz (Tübingen),
K.P. Radeier (Tübingen), R. Rethcote (University of Iowa).
One reason to have this meeting exactly in 1989 is related to reeent historieal·
research of Klaus Dietz on the work of the Russian medicaJ scientist En'ko who
in 1889 in 81. Petersburg (Leningrad) developed the first mathematical models
for infectious diseases, several decades earlier than the wellknown referenees in the
field. In an introductory lecture Klaus Dietz gave a survey on this early research.
Professor Ivannikov from the USSR federal health authorities in Leningrad has
been able to attend the meeting.
The 42 participants were mainly mathematicians and statisticians, some working in
medical and biologieal institutions. The major topics were qualitative behaviour of
classical models (stability of the infected state, onset of oseillations in autonomous
models, forced oscillations, subharmonie bifureations), relations between epidemie
models and ecology (parasite-predator-prey interaction), statistical analysis of dis
ease data, populations struetured by age and social parameters and the spread of
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~di'8ease·.in-such-pepulations, hybrid models and stochastic models for macropara

sitic infections. A rather large proportion of lectures and much of the discussions
were devoted to the HIV infection: data collection, estimation of incubation pe
riods, stochastic and deterministic models, structured populations, demographie
impact.
The organizers had to deal with the weH known problem of finding a proper balance
between formal presentations and informal discussions and cooperations. The
participants 'solved this problem by agreeing to a sehedule of only five lectures per
day and informal evening presentations and a general discussion.
The general discussions revealed some rather important problems for future re
search: 1. The basic reproduction ratio as the number of secondary cases caused
by one infected individual is a mathematical quantity with an obvious epidemi
ological interpretation. For many critical parameters in epidemiological models
it has not been shown that they are in fact the basic reproduction ratio. This
question is related to the problem of giving a valid stochastic interpretation to
deterministic models. 2. The appropriate modeling of heterogeneity. The descrip
tion of contacts, infectioits, formation of pairs in heterogeneous populations is a
difficult task which can be approached from different sides, e.g. using subdivided
populations or random graphs. 3. The investigation of the HIV infeetion is the
most challenging problem both from a practical point of view (e.g. data coIlection,
definition of disease state, estimates of contact rates and incubation periods) as
weIl as in mathematical modeting.
Several participants started joint work at this conference. Many new contacts have
been established. The organizers feel that the aims of the conference have been
achieved. The participants including the organizers express their thanks to the
Mathematical Research Center staff in Freiburg and Oberwolfach for the effective
administration and good care.
Although the organizers failed to invite some gifted piano players the music room
did not remain unused. One of the senior participants, otherwise known for his
excellent lectures, introduced the audience into the intricacies of an ancient English
musical instrument.

Vortragsauszüge

Joan L. Aron

Multiple Attractors in Response to a Vaccination Program in a Seasonal
SEIR Model

Though it is weIl known that multiple attractors may eo-exist in the SEIR (sus
ceptible/exposedjinfectivejrecovered) epidemie model with vital dynamics and
seasonally forced oscillations in transmission, the epidemiological significance of
multiple attractors has been subject to debate. I show that the co-existence of
attractors is relevant in using the model to study a program of vaccinating a frae
tion of all newborn susceptibles. When vaccination is introduced, the system may
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be attracted to different periodic orbits. The exaet timing of the introduetion and
the basie repro"duetive number determine whieh orbit is the attractor.

Viggo Andreasen, Freddy B. Christiansen

Threshold ·conditions for the persistence of an infectious disease in a
heterogeneous population

We derive neeessary and sufficient conditions for disease persistenee in a subdivided
population where intergroup traI;lsmission is described by proportionate mixing
while intragroup transmission may eorrespond to preferred mixing, proportionate
mixing among subgroups, or mixing between social and non-social subgroups. The
disease persists if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: i) The
disease can persist within at least one group through intragroup contacts. ii) The·
intergroup transmission is suffieiently high. Here the eontribution from each group
is weighted according to its activity level squared and to the total number of eases
eaused by intragroup transmission.

Frank Ball

Coupling, Epidemics and Confidence Intervals

We present four applieations of stoehastie eoupling to the general stoehastie epi
demie. The first application (Ball 1986) provided a new proof of a result of Daniels
(1967), enabling us to derive the triangular set of linear equations for the total
size distribution, first given by Whittle (1955). In the seeond applieation (Ball
1983) we eonstruct a sequence of epidemics, indexed by initial susceptible popu
lation size, from a birth-and-death proeess. This enables us to showalmost sure
eonvergenee of the total size of the epidemie proeesses to that of a birth--and-death
process, and consequently provide a new prüof of the stoehastie epidemie threshold
theorem. In the third application (Ball 1985) we show that varying the suscepti
bilities of individuals to the disease slows down the spread of the epid-emic. In the
final application we use a eoupled family of Barnard Monte Carlo hypothesis tests
to provide a Monte Carlo confidence interval for the relative removal rate, based
upon the observed total size of an epidemie. The resulting confidence interval is

• rather wide and an· alternative (shorter) interval is presented.

Referenees:
Ball, F.G. (1983): The threshold behaviour of epidemie models. J.Appl.Prob. 20,
227-24l.
Ball, F.G. (1985): Deterministie and stochastic epidemies with several types of
susceptibles. Adv.Appl.Prob. 17, 1-22.
Ball, F.G. (1986): A note on the total size distributionof epidemie models.
J .Appl.Prob. 23, 832-836.
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Daniels H.E. (1967): The distribution of the total size of an epidemie. Proc. 5th
Berkeley Symp.Math.Statist.Prob. 4, 281-293.
Whittle, P. (1955): The outcome of a stochastic epidemie - a note on Bailey's
paper. Biometrika 42, 116-122.

Niels Beeker

Analysis of the Infection Rate

Epidemie data typieally consists of the times at which individuals show symptoms.
On such data one can perform a regression analysis based on a generalized linear
model, when one assumes that the latent and infectious periods are of constant
durations. This provides an effective way of determining whether variables such
as age, sex, numher of infections present, etc. affect the risk cf infection taking
place.
It is important to determine whether the infection rate varies with calendar time
as this can point to the presence 9f heterogeneity among susceptibles.
Variation in the infeetion rate over time can also be explored by nonparametric
estimations using the rnethod of Aalen. This can provide additional insights.
These ideas are illustrated with reference to data from an epidemie of smallpox.

Lynne Billard

Incubation Period for AIDS Virus, and some Aspects of Mathematical
Modelling

The incu~ation period is deflned as the time from acquisition of the AIDS virus
until time of diagnosis as having AIDS. This report investigates the distribution of
the incubation period for blood-transfusion data. Results include consideration of
the infiuence of age and sex on the incubation period. Problems associated with
the analysis of the data are discussed.

Ph. Blanchard

Modeling AIDS on Random Graphs

The individuals of a given society C are considered as vertiees of a graph and
the edges of the graph are supposed to represent realized sexual contacts. A
pair (G, tP) consisting of aspace G of randorn graphs and a time ordering of the
edges are introduced to model the sexual contact graph of the real life. If we
consider onIy complete graphs or compiete n-partite graphs, sexual contacts are
now realized uniformly. In other words the standard modeling of epidemics using
systems of ordinary differential equations appears as a special limiting ease. The
spread of the epidemie is described as a discrete time stoehastic Markov process.
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We introduee first the general epidemie proeess (G, <f>, x, T) on aspace for randorn
graphs and we discuss same special models where the underlying randorn graphs
are generated by independent matehings (pairing of sexual partners). Moreover we
study the role and meaning of the reproduetive number R as a eritieal parameter
for tbe existenee of an endemie equilibrium state in Random Graph Epidemies. We
conelude by diseussing some results obtained by computer simulation eomparing
for the same values of the parameters the spread of the epidemie predicted by the
random graph model and by the classical models. Computer simulations show
that on the graph the epidemie expands much slawer.

G.I. Marchuk, A.A. Romanyukha, G.A. Bocharove Mathematical Models in Immunology

Tbe defence of a human organism against viral and baeterial infections and the
response of the immune system to contamination are the basic problems of clinical
medieine. We present tbree mathematical models of antiviral and antibacterial
immune response of the following form:

Ni ~ N, i = 1,2, ... , m; to ~ t :5 to +T,

y(to) = cpo

y{iJ = cpl·J(t), t E [ta - Ti, tal.

The simplest mathematical model of an infectious disease was used to investigate
the general laws of immune system reaction to an antigen. The mathematieal
model of the antiviral immune response was used for modeling the acute form of
viral hepatitis B. The mathematieal models of antiviral and antibacterial immune
responses were used for deseription of biinfections of 1ungs.

Vincenzo Capasso

Global Stability Results for Epidemie Systems

In Beretta-Capasso (1986), the authors introdueed a unified treatment of a wide
class of epidemie systems by means of a general ODE system which actually in
cludes many of the models proposed up to now by different authors and analyzed
in different "ad-hoc" mathematieal techniques. Based on the particular structure
of the ODE system, sufficient conditions for the global asymptotie stability (hence
uniqueness) of the nontrivial equilibrium solution of the system were given.
Here we extend the treatment to include more general structures. The new system
describes a larger elass of epidemie models, among which continuous time delays
and multigroup models are included.
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c. Castillo-Chavez

Effects of Social Mixing in the Spread of HIV/ AIDS

Two topics are presented. First Wf' report on the formulation and mathematical
analysis of single and multiple group models for the sexual spread of the human im
munodeficiency virus (HIV) which is the etiolügical agent für the acquired immun
odeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Single group models are shown to be very robust
even in the presence of variable infectivity. Multiple group models with variable
population size and proportionate mixing are shown to have multiple equilibria.
Secondly we present two new general methods for incorporating like-with-like pref
erence into one-sex rnixing models in epidemiology. The first is a generalization
of the preferred mixing equatian, while the second comprises a transformation of
a general preference function for partners of similar sexual activity levels. Both
methods satisfy the constraints implicit in a mixing model. We then illustrate how
the tranformation. preference method behaves and compare it with the standard
proportionate mixing.

References:
Castillo-Chavez, C.; Cooke, K; Huang J W.; Levin, S.A.: Results on the dynamics
for models for the sexual transmission of the human immunodeficieny virus. To
appear in Applied Math. Letters.
Blythe, S.P.; Castillo-Chavez, C.: Like-with-like preference and sexual mixing
models. Ta appear in Math. Biosciences.
Castillo-Chavez, C.; Cooke, K.; Huang, W.; Levin, S.A.: On the role of lang incu
bation periods in the dynamics of HIV/ AIDS. Part 1. Single populations models.
J.Math.Biology (in print).
Huang, "V.; Castillo-Chavez, C.; Cooke, K.; Levin, S.A.: Multiple group models for
the spread of HIV/ AIDS with multiple endemie equilibria. In: Mathematical and
statistical approaches to AIDS epidemiology. (C. Castillo-Chavez, ed.) Lecture
Notes in Biomathematics, Springer-Verlag (volume in preparation).

H.E. Daniels

Perturbation and Saddlepoint Approximations for Simple Epidemics

The saddlepoint approximation for the probabilities of the number of infectives in
a simple epidemie is highly accurate for quite small populations. This enables the
accuracy of perturbation approximations to the mean and variance to be evaluated
for various kinds of simple epidemics and gives some guidance on what to expect
of perturb~tion approximations for more general epidemics where saddlepoint ap
proximations are not available.
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Odo Diekmann

On the Definition and the Computation of Ra

The basic reproduetive number Ra is by definition the expeeted number of see
ondary cases produced by a typical infected individual during its entire period of
infeetiousness, when introduced in a population which is in a steady demographie
state with alfindividuals susceptible. Mathematically it is the dominant eigenvalue
of the (linearized) next generation operator

(K(S)q'J)(~)= S(~)L10"0 A(r,~, l1)drq'J(1J)d1J

on LI (0). Here the variable { accounts for heterogeneity, S gives the steady
distribution of susceptibles and A deseribes the infeetivity towards susceptibles in
state eof infeetives which were infected T units of time aga while having state '1].

Under eertain conditions (proportionate mixing and variants thereof) one can
compute ,or estimate the dominant eigenvalue. Same examples involving discrete
groups, age or propensity to make sexual contacts will be presented.

Klaus Dietz

Historical Aspects of the Mathematical Theory of Infectious Diseases

The first ehain binomial model was eonstrueted and fitted to data of measles
epidemics by P.D. En'ko, a physieian at the Academy for the Daughters of the
Middle-Class of the Smolnyi in 5t. Petersburg and published in 1889 in the 'weekly
medieal journal Vrach more than sixty years before the Reed-Frost model was·
applied to data (see K. Dietz, Austral.J.Stat., 30A, 1988, 56-65). The so called
eatalytic model of Muench (1959) is to be found in D. Bernoulli (1 760) and Ross
(1916). The so called Kermack-MeKendrick (1927) model for the SIR epidemie
was analysed by Ross and Hudson (1916) and the SIR endemie was first formulated
by Martini (1921) and studied by Lotka (1923).

H.I. Freedmane Predator-Prey Population with Parasitic Infection

Models of predator-prey systems are cansidered where both populations are in
fected by a parasite. In the ease where 311 predators are infected, the prey pop
ulation is separated into a susceptible and an infeeted class, each with different
funetional responses. Criteria are obtained for persistenee of the predator popula
tion in the presence of parasites when extinetion would have occurred otherwise.
Criteria leading to a teehnique for global asymptotic stability of a positive equilib
rium are also derived. In the case that both populations cansist of infecteds and
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noninfecteds, a threshold of infection is shown, below which the infected popula
tions cannot survive. As weH, it is shown that above the threshold, the dynamics
cDuld demonstrate either Hüpf or pitchfork bifurcations.

J .P. Gabriel

ARemark on Global Behavior

The purpose of thc talk was the exposition of an elementary method to discuss
the asymptotic behavior of SOlne two-dimensional models in parasitology. It can
be easily applied to a class containing Ross' model for malaria. It also provides us
with a simple praof of the main result of monotone system theory for differential
systems in the plane.

K.P. RadeIer

Homogeneous Evolution Equations for Sexually Transmitted Diseases

A model system of eight differential equations for noninfected and infected singles
of either sex and for the four types of pairs formed of such individuals describes the
major demographie features such as birth, death, pair formation and separation
as weIl as the transmission of a sexually transmitted disease. Tbe vector field is
homogeneous of degree one. Henee there is a related system on the unit sphere
and stationary solutions of the latter correspond to exponential solutions of the
original problem. This correspondence leads to a concept of stability of exponential
solutions (of homogeneous systems). In the present case there is a noninfected
exponential solution with an exponent (the "demographie eigenvalue") ~. The
J acobian of the veetor field at this solution determines a threshold (" the epidemie
eigenvalue") Ao . The noninfected solution is stahle iff .x > Ao '

Referenees:
Hadeler, K.P.; Waldstätter, R.; Wörz-Busekros, A. (1988): Models for pair forma
tion in bisexual populations, J .Math.Biol. 26/6, 635-649.
Hadeler, K.P.; Ngoma, K.: Homogeneous models for sexually transmitted diseases,
G.F. Butler Memorial Conference on Differential Equations and Mathematical
Biology, Edmonton 1988, Rocky Mtn.Math.J. Special Volume (in print):

Herbert W. Hethcote

Modeling HIV transmission and AIDS in San Francisco

In the simulation model describing the spread of HIV in the homosexual/bisexual
population, infected individuals progress through stages to AIDS and death. Pa
rameter values are obtained so that HIV prevalenees and AIDS ineidenees cor
respond to the observed values from 1978 to 1987. The model also incorporates
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changes in sexual behavior which are consistent with changes fouod in surveys.
The patterns of the projeetions into the future are similar for all parameter sets
which lead to a fit of the data.

M. Iannelli .

Global Behaviour of SIS Epide~cs in an Age-Structured Population

A SIS model, which ineorporates age-structure, is presented and results on the
asymptotic behaviour of the solution are reported. Namely the following equation
is studied:

{
~ + g: + J.L(a)i(a, t) = A(t, a)[poo(a) - i(a, t)] - ,(a)~(a, t),
u{O, t) = q Jo

oo
ß(a)u{a, t)da,

u{a,O) = Uo{a).

Here i(a, t) denotes age-density of infectives at time t; ß(a) and J.L(a) denote age
specific fertility and mortality; poo(a) is the distribution of the total population
(stationary); ,Ca) is the age-speeifie recovery rate; q E [0,1] is the vertical trans
mission parameter and A(t, a) is the force of infection. The problem is studied in
both the limiting cases and pure INTRACOHORT transmission:

A(t, a) = K{a)i(a, t)

and of pure INTERCOHORT transmission:

A(t, a) = K(a) ['" i(a, t)da.

In both eases the existence of a threshold parameter is proved whieh discriminates
existence of a non-trivial endemie equilibrium. When this non-trivial endemie
state exists, th~n it attracts any "non-trivial" solution, otherwise the epidemics go
to extinction.
While in the intracohort case the method of analysis rests upon reduction to a
Volterra integral equation, the intercohort case requires the use of monotonicity
techniques within the framework of semi-linear abstract evolution equations.
All these results have been stated in joint papers with S. Busenberg, K. Cooke
and H. Thieme.
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Yu.G. Ivannikov

The Mathematical Modelling of Spreading of Influenza Viruses which
are Resistant to a Chemical Drug

Rvachev's generalized mathematical model of a loeal inßuenza epidemie for a single
city was u,sed according to the following graph:

~_J-~~j

G---r~--v--l~ ~l- -'~-- \--1 i.
--- . --T - ..._._- L-.- .. _._~-. __ u ... ~~':.'1'

where x-susceptible; v and u - infected with drug-sensitive strain whom a drug is
(ar is not) administered; w - infected with drug-resistant strain; i-immune. •
Using a system with discrete time 160 experimental epidemics have been simulated
with parameters of the inßuenza epidemie in Moscow 1969, and have been studied
for varied parameters of quota of population using a drug, of effectiveness of a
drug and of frequency of virus mutation.
Results: For small effectiveness of the antiinßuenza ehemical drugs their unlim
ited usage does not inßuence considerably the evolution of resistance of influenza
viruses. During application of a drug having high effectiveness the selection of
the resistant influenza viruses is highly probable and only reasonable limitation
of drng administration does not result in the substitution of the drug-susceptible
influenza virus variant by the drug resistant one.

John A. Jacquez, earl P. Simon

Modeling and Analysis of HIV Transmission. The Effect of Contact
Patterns.

A compartmental model is developed for the spread of HIV in a homosexual pop
ulation divided into subgroups by degree of sexual activity. ,The model includes
constant recruitment rates for the susceptibles in the subgroups. It incorporates
stages for the infectious period and so allows one to vary the infectionsness over
the infectious period . A new pattern of mixing, preferred mixing, is defined in
which a fraction of a group's contacts can be reserved for within-group c;:ontacts,
the remainder being subject to proportional mixing. The main result is that small a
amounts of mixing between high and low activity groups markedly increases the •
spread and steady state levels in low activity groups but has only small effects on
the rate of spread in high activity groups.
Recently we have developed far more general ways of specifying many different
types of non-random mixing that we call structured mixing and selective mixing.
These are described but we do not yet have many results using these methods.

10
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i\1irjam Kretzschnlar

Persistent and Stationary Solutions in same Models far Parasitic Infec
tions

Three closely related models for macroparasitic diseases are discussed, which de
scribe the dynamics of host and parasite populations. In the first model, which
is due to Radeier and Dietz, the host population is structured by age and para
site load. The parasites inßuence the hosts mortality and fertility. The infection
rate depends on the size of host and parasite populations. The second model is a
simplification of the first. It is without age structure and there is DO influence of
the parasite on the hosts fertility. From this model the Anderson & May model
is derived. The existence .of exponential and stationary solutions is discussed for
the different models depending on the exact form of the infection rate as a func
tion of host and parasite population sizes. Anderson 's and May's assumption ofa
negative binomial distribution of the parasites on the hast population is cornpared
with results derived for the first model, for which the distribution of parasites can
be calculated.

Claude Lerevre

On the Inter-Individual Dependence in a Non-Linear Death Proeess

In tbe standard linear death process, it is assutned that the individuals behave
independently and their life times have a constant hazard rate. We consider here
two different situations with some structure of dependence between the individual
life times. In the first case, each hazard rate is a function of the number of
individuals still present. In the second case, these rates depend on the actual
state of an exterior stochastic process. Dur purpose is then to characterize the
nature of the dependencies involved, using the concepts of orthant dependence and
association between randorn variables.

Ira M. Longini, Jr.

The Statistical Analysis of Infectious Disease Data Using Epidemie
Models

Infectious disease data present several characteristics which necessitate the use
of special statistical methods in their analysis. Such characteristics include di
chotomous response, cluster sampling and correlated response within clusters. A
probability model of infection transmission is used to analyze such data. The
model is centered on households and partitions saurces of transmission into those
within the household and those from the community at large. Both the infec
tiousness of infected individuals and the susceptibilitiy of exposed individuals is
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taken into aceount. Under eertain eireumstanees, the model ean be expressed in
log-linear form. Examples from influenza epidemies are presented.

Marie-Pierre Malice, Ricbard Kryscio

Some Remarks about the Modeling of the Incubation Period in the
AIDS Epidemie .

Two stoehastie models are eonstrueted to describe and prediet the ineidence of
AIDS among a large group of homosexuals. In both models, tbe eontact rate
between suseeptibles and infectious individuals is assumed to be time-dependent.
The length of the ineubation period is modeled using a negative exponential in
the first model and a generalized gamma in tbe second model. Comparisons of the •
behavior of the epidemie under different assumptions for the distribution of the
ineubation period are made using the eoneept of partial ordering between· random
variables.

J.A.J. Metz

Applying the Diekmann-Thieme Model for the Spatial Spread of Epi
demics

The DT model is a spatial extension, along the lines pioneered by David Kendall
and Denis Mollison for the ODE or loeally MarkoviaIi case, of the Kermack-McKen
driek funetional differential equation model for tbe development of an epidemie.
For this model Diekmann und Thieme independently proved the existenee of an
asymptotie speed of radial expansion. Ta apply the Diekmann-Thieme model in
practiee one has to devise weIl fitting parameter sparse submodels for the integral
kernel and eorresponding parameters estimation proeedures. My talk deseribed
the results of a cooperation project to this end by Frank van den Boseh (ITB
Leiden), Jan Carel Zadoks (Agrieultural University Wagingen) and myself. Tbe
agreement between the observed and predicted rate of foeus expansion turned out
to be surprisingly good. I furthermore discussed same approximation formulas for
ealeulating the speed and possible extensions of the DT results to nonrotationally
symmetrie space kerneis and to more general types of density dependence (neces-
sary extensions if one wishes to study tbe large seale spread of plant epidemics) •
which have been eonsidered on a heuristic level by Frank van den Boseh, Odo
Diekmann and me. As a seeond example I eonsidered the spread of rabies as this
shows how the simplest approximation formula eombined with some elementary
insights into fox behaviour ean lead to strang biologieal results.
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Denis Mollison

Random Graphs and Heterogeneous Epidemies

The themes of the talk are: The sensitivity of results to assumptions, and hence
the value of looking carefully at their dependence, not only on parameters but
also on tbe structure of tbe model (for instance detenninistic/stochastic, dis
crete/continuous time, homogeneous/heterogeneous mixing); and the importance
of keeping models clear and simple, as far as possible, and of expressing them in
terms of basic ecological parameters, such as the basic reproduction ratio and the
generation gap of disease. These themes were illustrated by discussion of a 'pre
model', differential and difference equations, and spatial stochastic models for the
spread of rabies (Mollison 1986, Cox and Durrett 1988).
A third, rather different, theme was tbe possibility of making use of the detailed
structure of stoehastie models. The distinetion was m3.de between the minimal
'surface description' of a proeess, and more detailed 'interna! descriptions', whose
extra detail may at first seem purely deeorative, bitt whieh can often yield insights
not otherwise easily obtainable; as for instance with the use of the randorn graph
G(n,p) as an internal deseription of the Reed-Frost chain-binomial epidemie in a
population of n individuals (Barbour and Mollison 1989). It is also oftenpossible
to use interna! deseriptions to couple two or more different proeesses (see e.g. Ball
1989).
One of the results for the Reed-Frost epidemie which follows immediately froin
its relation to G(n,p) i~ that tbe probability of a large outbreak is equal to the
proportion of the populations affected if a large outbreak oeeurs. This extends
to provide insights into the spread of similar epidemie processes in grouped pop
ulations~· More general randorn graph models were diseussed brießy, ineluding the
idea of characterising the eontact graph by 'triangle' probabilities; for instanee, if
'ab' denotes that a has an infeetious link to b,

Prob[ac given ab and bc]jProb[ac] = 1

for G(n,p), but = O(n) for a model with spatially loeal contactsj graphs with
intermediate behaviour, which migbt be appropriate for human diseases, ean be
construeted using simulations with annealing.
Ball, F. (1989): Coupling, epidemics and eonfidence intervals (this meeting).
Barbour, A., Mollison, D. (1989): Epidemies and random graphs, in: Stoehastic
Theory of Epidemie Models (eds. Gabriel, J.-P; Lefevfre, C.; Pieard, Ph.) (to
appear).
Cox, J.T., Durrett, R. (1988): Limit theorems for the spread of epidemics and
forest fires, Stoeh.Procs.Applics. 30, 171-191.
Mollison, D. (1986): Modelling biologieal invasions: Chance, explanation, predic
tion, Phil.Tans.Roy.Soe. B314, 675- 693.
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Ingemar NäseH

Estimation of Malaria Infection and Recovery Rates

A Markov chain model for ~alaria infection of human hosts is established. The
model'allows for superinfection, relapses and false negatives. The superinfection is
assumed to be limited, NaseH [1986]. For fixed number of superinfections the hast
is in one ofthree states, Le. newly infected, relapsed or latent. Two additional
states are introduced to allow for the possibility that a newly infected or relapsed
host is falsely observed as not patent. The parameters in the model are estimated
using the maximum likelihood method. The estimation is based on longitudi
nal parasitological data from the Garki project and estimates of misclassification
probabilities by Nedelman [1988]. The results are used to test the bypothesis that
limited superinfectioncan occur in malaria. Our preliminary results support this
hypothesis .for all host ages.

Philippe Picard

Some Variants ofNäsell's Model for Helminthic Diseases with Concomi
taut Immunity

Nä8ell-Hirsch's models for helminthic infections may be analyzed a.s the conjunc
tion of two independent stochastic components connected by two deterministic
linkages. In getting rid of the stpchastic independence and taking one of the
stochastic components subordinated to the other (and therefore using only one of
the deterministic linkages), it is possible to build more refined models. These new
models are much more complicated than Näsell-Hirscb's ones, hut in same way
they are more realistic and give valuahle information on the adequacy between
these classic hybrid models and their fully stochastic counterparts. In arecent pa
per (to appear in Math.Biosciences) Picard has shown how to study such models
in the case where parasites are hermaphroditic. Tbe present talk will consider the
still much more complicated case where the definitive hosts develop concomitant
immunity..Such generalizations are also worth studying in malaria context.

Stavros Busen~erg, Kenneth L. Cooke, Horst R. Thieme

Threshold conditions for HIV to change the growth 01 a p~pulation

A simple model is proposed for studying the interaction of the dynamics of a hast
population and the spread of a 'directed contact' disease like AIDS: .

N~ = ß1N1 + ß2 N2 - (lto + Tl + T2}No,
Nt = TINo - IL1N1 ,

N~ = T2 NO - 1t2N2 - /12 ,

I~ = K(N2 - 12 )I2 /N2 - (JL2 + ,)12 •

14



Tbe model includes a rough age strueture via a juvenile elass No and a rough
heterogeneity by splitting the adult population into a nOß-core NI and a core N 2 •

The model differs from most other epidemie models by allowing the populations
to grow exponentially in ab~ence of the disease with an exponential rate ..\0. Orie
of tbe main "results is the following: Let R I = K/{Lo + J.L2 + "I) be the basic net
reproductive number of the disease. If R 1 < 1, then 12 (t)/N2 (t) ~ 0 for t ~ 00.

If R1 > 1, then 12(t)/!!2(t) is bounded away fram zero for all times.

P. van den Driessche

Some Epidemiological Models with Periodic Solutions

Several elasses of models have been developed for explaining the periodieity whieh
is observed in data frorn many diseases. Periodic solutions have been found in
various models with constant, nonperiodic coefficients. One such class incorporates
a time delay in the removed compartment, and another class assumes a Donlinear
incidence rate generalizing the bilinear mass action. These two formulations are
considered and models analyzed to determine their equilibria and stability. Some
parameter values yield multiple equilibria with the possibility of periodic solutions
arising by Hüpf bifurcation.
(Joint work with H.W. Hethcote)

Roland Waldstätter

The Effect of Prostitution on Sexually Transmitted Diseases

One-sex models in epidemiology implicitly assume that the numbers of infected
males and females are equal and the duration of a partnership is "zero. Dietz
Hadeler (1988) developed a two-sex model which takes into account pairs of in
fected or susceptible individuals. The noninfected individuals cannat be infected
as long as the individuals remain together. But the model does not include liasons
or prostitutes, which may be an important factor. "
To test the Hason effect in the Dietz-Hadeler model I consider an additional class of
prostitutes who interact only with the male population. The threshold conditio-fi
for tbe stability of the noninfected state is derived.

Grace Yang

Obtaining Incubation Information from Reported AIDS Incidence

A joint density of the times of occurrences of the infeetives Tl, ... ,Tn and their
respective times of diagnosis Tl + ~l, ••• , Tn + {n is constructed. In th~ construc
tion we introduce explicitly a contagion functian for the disease and a probability
distribution for tbe incubation period· {i. This model is used to study the effect of

15



ineubation period on the AIDS epidemie as reported by the monthly incidenee of .
AIDS in San Franciseo. Some simulation results are presented.
A special ease of this model is the Markovian SIR model. We use this weH known
model to examine the differences between the system of differential equations for
the expected number of susceptibles and infectives and its deterministic counter
part.

Berichterstatter: M. Kretzschmar
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 7/198 9

Mehrdimens~onale konstruktive Funktionentheorie

12.2. bis 18.2.1989

The conference has been organized by C. K. Chui (College Station),

w. Schempp(Siegen), and K. Zeller (TUbingen). The purpose of the

conference was to bring together researchers interested in various

aspects of ."the theory and applications of multivariate approxima

tion. The talks that were delivered reflected well the multiple

interest in the audience. There have been lectures on multivariate

splines, finite elements, multivariate interpolation, multivariate

rational approximation, optimal recovery, Boolean methods, spheri

cal functions, and multivariate discrete Fourier transforms. More

over, the applicati~n of multivariate approximation theory to

signal processing has been dealt with. The talks have been

followed by lively discussions and a useful exchange of ideas has

taken place.
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PETER ALFELD:

Multivariate Splines

- 2 -

ABSTRACTS

Splines (Le., smooth piecewise polynomial functions) are used

universally throughout problems involving functions on one

variable. It is natural to contemplate the use of similar

functions in the case of several variables. However. problems that

are trivial for one independent variable turn out to be extremely

difficult in the case cf two or more variables. In this talk. some

unsolved problems concerning multivariate splines will be

described and some new results will be given.

MARe ATTEIA:

Approximation Theory

Let Cl be an open subset of IRn and ~ a regular triangulation of Q.

Let us denoteby I~ I the simplicid complex associate to r;. We
•define a mapping u from Ir; I to an analytic simplicid complex rg of

multidimensional functions on Q such that. to each elementary
•operation on I~ I corresponds an operation on rg ~

Thus. we obtain. by an unique process, for example: Finite ele

ments, spline polynomial. functions or classical fractals. Easily,

the dual process gives different kinds of box splines.

GONTER BASZENSKI:

An FFT Seheme ror Boolean Sums of· Trigonometrie Operators

It is known that bivariate functions from a Korobov space can be

weIl approximated by Fourier partial sums of hyperbolic type. For

practical computations it is desirable to use diseret rather than

transfinite Fourier coeffieients. We eonstruet a pseudohyperbolie

trigonometrie Boolean sum operator whieh is interpolatory t yields

asymptotically the same error bounds as the hyperbolie Fourier

partial sum operator and whose coefficients can be efficiently
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computed by a FIT scheme.

RICK BEATSDN:

Constrained Interpolation

An algorithm for bivariate interpolation by quadratic splines is

discussed. This is related to the algorithm of B. and Z. Ziegler

which appeared in SIAM J. Numerical Analysis in 1985. An O(ß2)

estimate of the uniform error holds in general, but this can be

improved in special cases. In particular at a point where :~ > 0

and 8f > O. the error is Q(ß3). Also if the behaviour in the
8y

neighbourhood of the zeros of :~ and :f is restricted in a certain
8/3 y

way the global error is O(a ).

LOUIS T. BILLERA:

'Hemelogical Metheds rer Multivariate Splines

For a triangulated d-manifold fi c (Rd, let (P r be the sheat of real
m

vector spaces over fi defined by IP r (er) = P /I r
+

1 for CF e fi, where
m m CT

P is the space of all polynomials in d variables of degree :s m,
m

and CF {f: f Ier=o} . If ".(IP:) denotes homology with coeffi-

eients in IP:. then "d(IP:) = S:(l1) , the space of aIl er piecewise

polynomials over fi of degree at most m. For d=z. we use this homo

logy theorem to derive lower bounds for dirn S:(~) as weIl as the

generie dimension of Si (fil-
m

eARL OE BOOR:

• Existence ef a Local and Stahle Basis far Certain Bivariate

pp Spaces

Reeent work, by Dong. Chui and Lai, Ibrahim'and Schumaker. has

provided explicit Ioeal bases for nP A (:= piecewise polynomials
k,u

of degree :s k on a triangulation Ii and in cf(1R2» and certain use-

ful subspaces (nsupersplines") where k ~ 3p+2.

An earlier claim that the material in de Boor and Höllig, Math. Z.

197 (1988), 343-363, contains enough information to infer the

existence of a local and stable basis for these spaces is substen-.
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tiated. It is also pointed out that the taste of - eonstrueting such

a basis reduces to the loeal problem of finding a suitable basis

for yf /::,.. with ~ the partition formed by all the triangles in t::.
zp. 0 0

having a vertex in common.

MARTIN BUHMANN:

Asymptotic Expansions of Hankel Transforms

Using the theory of asymptotie expansions of HankeI integrals. we

establish suffieient eonditions on a radial basis function

• :IRi!:O ~ IR to admit eardinal interpolation on the grid Zn. More

speeifically. we aim to find a fundamental function C:lR
n
~ IR that

is a linear eombination of basis funetions {t/>( 11 x-jllz) I x e IR
n

}.

j E Zn. Our suffieient eonditions depend on a derivative of

4>(F-):IR>o ~ IR being "multiply monotonie" and having preseribed

asymptotic behaviour near 0 and for large argument.

H.G. BURCHARD:

Multivariate Splines: Polynomial Degree and Approximation

Order

Consistent families of polynomials (Appell sequences) have a pro

perty. Dßh =h Q' that leads to a Taylor expansion h = L v m •
ex ex-fJ a. 7eE' '1 (X-7

in terms of monomials m
ß

= ~/ß!. or a translation representation

h = r a m (. - j) . The latter is evidently available only if 7 e E
ex jE~ J ex
~ '1 t!: 0. in which case the family {hex} is said to be strongly eon-

sistent. Families {h} r are LMG if
Ilex leI.a.e ~

ma. I: L 8 hl ex{j) 9'>1(· - j)1 Cl e r
leI jeZ '

relative to a set t = '{'P
I

: leI} of basic functions ("splines").

If {hl,a.} is strongly eonsistent then approximation order er ean

be achieved. ar = {a. e ZS : (X tl!! r. 3 j e U•...• s}. a. - eJ e r} :
lIu-u It :::s H max{Tlß : f3 e+ ar}. u (x) = 1: r Tl)(j) 'P (x/1)-j).

1) LP U 1) I e I JeZs I I

with Ioeal support of the coeffiecients c1){j). If r is concave
I

then the converse holds. However. exampies exist. where higher de-

•
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gree LMG formulas with non-strongly consistent {hl;«} occur. for

the case of C1-cubic Boxsplines. for one. Note max.{Tlß:ßear} de

pends only on the concave part of r. as 1') = (lJ1•.•.• lJ
s

) ~ o.

HAN-LIN CHEN, CHARLES K. CHUI, CHARLES A. MICCHELLI

On Optimal Recovery for Periodic Functions

We studied the following problem: Does the ratio sampling error

and n-width converge (ar diverge) when n tends to infinity? Ta be

more precise, the problem to be corisidered is that under which

conditions the ratio

inf D(F,d ) inf sup IIf-A (f(x )•...• f(x »11
A

n
A feF

n 1 n 2

(l) n n
i CF) inf sup IIf-A (I flU
n

A , I feF
n n 2

n n

converges when n tends to infinity?

where I : any continuous linear mapping from F ioto Rn.
n

A : any mapping from Rn into F.

<;.}N .E Q., Q unit square.
J 1 2 2

F : certain unit square.

An: {x/~.

Theorem 1 states that the ratio (1) is finite if n tends to
\

infinite. On the other hand. the theorem states that the optimal

sampling point set is not always optimal. We listed many examples.

TIAN-PING CHEN:

Generalized Bochner-Riesz Means of Fourier Integrale Suppose that fIx) e L
2
IRn

). flx) is it's Fourier Transform.

Generalized Bochner-Riesz Means' is defined as

(B;·i\(f»"'(X) = f(x)(l-IRxIi\)~

which is equivalent to

B;,Alf:x) = jfIU)U- ~\aeiUXdU
R

We say fex) e B7• the Bessel Potential Space of order 7. if both

fex) and Ixl7·f(x) belong to L
2
(Rn

).

The main result of this paper is

Theorem. If f(~) E B7 • « > 0 • then
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B;,A(f;x) fex) = o(R-r ), if i\ ) r a.e.,

B:,A(f;X) - fex) = O(R-r ), if i\ = r a.e..

CHARLES K. CHUI:

Rational Approximation in Signal Processing and System

Rational (matrix-valued) functions not only provide important

approximation tools, but also represent realizable models of

digital and analog filters and feedback control systems. However,

since stability is an essential issue in these applications, .the

poles of the rational approximants must be restricted to certain

regions such as the unit disk Iz I<1 for digital systems and the

half-plane Re s<O for analog systems. Hence, best approximation in

the Hankel (operator) norm is very appropriate, since boundedness

of the finite rank H~kel approximants is equivalent to stability.

of the corresponding rational approximations. Recent development

based on the AAK theory is surveyed in this lecture. In

particular, results related to the four-block problem and

minimum-norm interpolation problem are discussed.

ZBIGNIEW CIESIELSKI:

An algorithm ror best approximating algebraic polynomial

in LP over a simplex

The problem ef finding the best appreximating polynomial in

question of degree m in dimension d has been reduced to a sequence

of minimalization problems for convex functions over RS witli

5 = [m~d). An algorithm for constructing a sequence of polynomials

of degree m and approaching the best approximating polynomial to

given f E LP
, fee in case p = co is presented.

LOTHAR COLLATZ:

Some Applications of Multivariate Rational Approximation

to Differential Equations

Rational approximation can sometimes be better as polynomial

•
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approximation in the neighbourhood of certain types of singulari

ties. We refer in this paper about experiments and calculations

(mostly during the last year) ror problems with .unbounded domains

and corners, edges a.o., especially for the Laplace equation in

two and in three dimensions. It is often possible in these cases

to give easy calculable lower and upper bounds for the wanted

solutions. Numerical results are given.

FRANZ-JÜRGEN DELVOS:

Boolean Lattice Rules

Lattiees rules are important methods in multidimensional numerical

quadrature. We ~pply Boolean methods of multivariate inte~polation

to construct Boolean sums of lattice rules. Using the duality

theory of Boolean algebras we derive remainder formulas for

Boolean lattiee rules. Appling this to functions in a Korobov

space we can show that Boolean lattice rules form good cubature

rules in the sense of Korobov.

HARVEY DIAMOND:

Characterization and. Calculation of Quasi:"'Interpolants

We work in the space 9'(t) = (s Isex) = I: cJ~(x-j)} where x e IRs ,

j e !Ra, j e Z8 and ~ is a compact1y supported function. We assume

that the scaled space 9'h(~) = (Se -Ih)} has approximation degree

n, 'with U
n

C 9'(~) (U
n

= polynomials of total degree ~ n).

Let 9' denote the set cf quasi-interpolation operators Q cf the

form
Qf := L ;\ f(·+j)~(x-j)

where ;\ is a loeal linear functional; and let A
j

denote the set of

;\' s corresponding to Q e j _ Then we prove that

A
1
,A

Z
e Aj ~ A

1
(p) = AZ(p) Vp E U

n
•

Likewise, if ;\1 E Aj and ;\2(P) = A
1
(p), Vp e IJ

n
then;\z E A,.

Applications of the above result include:

a) A formulation of the problem cf "minimally supported" ;\'s in

A,.
b) More general quasi-interpolants of the form I: ;\Jf( -+j)~(x-j),

;\J E A, which can be used for
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i) uniform approximation (via quasi-interpolation) on com

pact domains (no information on function outside)

ii) Approximation of functions from scattered data

We also have the result that

~ E A
9

<t E fU} ~~(. +x-j) iso a quasi-interpolant for the space

!P(tP} where 'It = ~~(. +x).

We can produce functions 'l' with desired properties of smoothness/

support size by choosing appropriate A E A
9

.

DINH DUNG:

Multdlmensional Band-Limited Functions: Generalization of

the Sampling Theorem, L ([-T,T)n)-Approximation hy Finite
q

Sampling Sums and c-Dimension

Taking . the information sense, discovered by Kotelnikov and

Shannon, of the well-known Whittaker-Kotelnikov-Shannon sampling

Theorem as the basic idea Kolmogarov and Tikhomirov introduced the

c-entropy per "length unit" and the mean c-dimension. These quan

tities were studied by Tikhomirov, Dinh Dung, Magaril-Il' jaev and

others.

This talk deals with a new approach to the study of c-entropy and

c-dimension in the space L ([-T,Tt) of L -bounded sets of func-
q p

tions band-limited to a subset G of IRn (l::s p,q ::s 00) and the set

of smooth functions. In this study the L ([-T.Tln)-approximation
q

by finite sampling sums plays a central rOle. We shall be coo-

cerned with same multidimensional generalizations of the sampling

theorem and analogues of Marcinkiewicz' Theorem far band-limited

functions.

HANS G. FEICHTINGER:

Stahle Reconstruction of Band-Limited Functions on R m

from Irregularly Distrihuted Sampling Values

It is the purpose of this talk to explain irregular variants of

the famous Whittaker-Shannon theorem (or it's generalizations) in

the following sense: Any band-limited function f on lRm can be re

constructed completely from any family of sampling values, as lang

as the density of the sampling points is high enough ( in depen-

•
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dence of the bandwidth of f).

The recovering of· f is contructive, i.e. through an iterative

approximation procedure. The resulting approximations converge to

the limit f in the "appropriate" norm, i. e., in the any weighted

LP-norm 11 (for 1 ~ P < co) for which one has f LP , Le.
p,W' W

IIfll <co, as weIl as uniformly over compact sets. Furthermore
p,W

stability results showing the robustness of the procedure (and

resulting estimates for aliasing and jitter errors) can be given.

WILLI FREEDEN:

Spherical (Vector) Splines

Spherical splines are defined by use of well-known properties ror

spherical harmonics and the concept of Green's surface functions

with respect to iterated Beltrami derivatives and (invariant)

pseudodifferential operators. Natural spherical splines are used

to interpolate data discretely given on the unit sphere. An

a-priori estimate in· spherical spline interpolation is given de

pendent on the spacing of the data. Spherical spline interpolation

is discussed for the problem of determining the external gravita

tional potential and the figure of the earth (Le. the geoidal

surface).

Finally vector spherical harmonics and Green' s tensors on the

sphere are introduced to generalize the scalar theory to the

vectorial case.

M. GASCA:

Same Applications of a Multivariate Harner's Algorithm

A generalized Horner' s algorithm, with interesting applications to

multivariate polynomials has been recently obtained by the

authors. In this talk we apply it to evaluate efficiently same

particular expressions of multivariate polynomials and their' deri

vatives, with special emphasis in Lagrange form of interpolating

polynomials.
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H. GONSKA:

Simultaneous Approximation by n-th Order Blending

Operators

The method of n-th order blending was introduced by Deivos and

Posdorf . and constitutes a generalization of Gordon~s discrete

blending approach. Inour talk we shall investigate the degree of

approximation of bivariate functions given on a rectangle by

generalized n-th order blending operators. Our aim is to give a

fuller description than is available in the literature by using

mixed moduli of smoothness of higher orders as introduced by

Marchaud. The results include certain permanence principles which

explain how generalized n-th order blending operators inherit

quantitative properties from their univariate building blocks.

Moreover ~ for univariate spline interpolation we prove an exten

sion of a theorem due to Swartz and Vargha which includes our

previous generalization of the Sharma-Meir theorem on the degree

of approximation by cubic spline interpolators.

G. HEINDL:

Some Results on Quadratic Splines of three (and more)

Variables

The talk is devoted to the f ollowing question:

Given preseribed function values and gradients at the vertiees of

a simplieial eomplex K~ is it possible to construct a refinement

K~ cf K such that there is a unique quadratic C1-spline funetion

with respeet to K~ ~ interpolating the given data?

It is shown how to solve that problem in the 3-dimensional ease~'

when K satisfies a eertain geometrie eondition. The underlying

concept is independent of the number of variables.

KLAUS HÖLLlG:

Box-Spline Tilings

Let f be an analytic function cf d variables with If(x+j) I~ Q) as

7l
d =' j ~ co for almost every x. Then~ the translates cf the set

•
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o := {x : Ifex) I < 1f(x+j) I. j E Z<\O}
r

form a tHing of [Rd. More precisely:

(i) il n j + Cl = ". j ~ 0;

(ii) measure (IR<\ U j + 0) = O.
J

Already for rather simple choices of f the set c
r

has a rather

interesting structure. We discuss in detail the particular case

fex) := (x·~)(x·lJ), x E [R2.

with E'.lJ E Z2 which arises in the characterization of functions

of exponential type as limits of box-splines.

YING-SHENG Hu:

Variation-Diminishing Operators

The phenomenon of the good shape preserving property and low con

vergence rate in Bernstein-type approximation is investigated by

iterates.

Theorem 1 in the paper shows that the iterate process of any

variation diminishing approximation on e[o.ll reproducing the

linears is convergent. and the limiting function is linear or

piecewisely linear. As a result. we found that the first eigen

value with modulus less than 1 of a variation diminishing operator

is a quantity which characterizes the contraction phynomenon

mentioned above.

The concept of asymptotic variation diminishing operators intro

duced in ·the paper is crucial in characterizing Bernstein-type

variation diminishing operator, and· it is hopefully useful in

studying variation diminishing property and convexity for higher

dimension approximation.

KURT JETTER:

Methoden der Fourier-Transformation bei periodischer

kardinaler Interpolation

Abminderungsfaktoren spielen bei der numerischen Fourier-Analyse

eine entscheidene Rolle; hierbei werden die (äquadistant vorgege

benen) Daten zunächst einem Operator vom Faltungstyp unterworfen.

Dieses Vorgehen. das im univariaten Fall inzwischen als
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Standardtechnik bezeichnet werden kannJ wurde erst kUrzlich von

Gutknecht und von ter Morsche auf den mehrdimensionalen Fall Uber

tragen. Dabei kommen kardinale Interpolationsoperatoren auf der

Basis von Translaten sog. Box-Splines zum Einsatz. Der Vortrag

greift diese Fragestellung auf,. ergänzt die bisher vorliegenden

Ergebnisse und diskutiert einen AlgorithmusJ der z.B. in der gra

phischen Bildverarbeitung eingesetzt werden kann. Der Diskreti

sierungsfehler kann hier leicht kontrolliert werden. Beispiele

zeigen die Effizienz des Algorithmus.

RONG-QING JIA

A Dual Basis for the Integer Translates of an Exponential

Box Spline

Let X = (x1
' ••• Jxn

) C IRs,{O} and Jl E ([;n. The exponential box

spline C (- IX) is the linear functional on C(lRs) giveii by
Il

/flr---:. J e-wu/fll I: xJu ldu, /fl E CllRsl.
[O,Iln

j ==1 j

When X spans IR
B

f C (- IX) is a piecewise exponential polynomial
Il

function. In this paper we construct a dual basis (A ) for the
« «eZs

•

integer translates c (- -13 IX), 13 e Zs:
Jl

;\ClCJ.I( • -13 IX) 0a.ß f

when those translates are linearly independent. The dual basis is

shown to be unique in a certain sense. Our construction is based

on a s~stematic study of the space G,}X) which consists of all the'

polynomials p such that p(D)C (-I X) is a bounded function.
IJ.

BURKHARD LENZE:

On Multidimensional Lebesgue-Stieltjes Convolution Operators

Let (Dp)pi!:p be a family of onedimensionalJ continuous, non-nega
o

tive, and even kernel functions with integral value which

satisfy for each e > ° the approximate identity condition

!im J D (t) dt = O.
p ~ co 1tl >e P

Moreover, we censider the family ef integral kernel functions
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(Ip)~p generated by (Dp)p~p via
o 0

I (x) := r D (t)dt , x e IR , P ~ Po'
p -co p.

In some formal analogy of the n-dimensional radial convolution

operators (Ap)~p •
o

x e IRn. which we assume to be well-defined on a properly chosen

subset of BV(lRn
). we introduce the n-dimensional hyperbolic

Lebesgue-Stieltjes convolution .operators (0 ) > •
. . PP-Po

o (f)(x) := (_l)n 21
-
n I I ( ~ (t -x ) ) df(t), x E IRn

,
p !Rn p k=1 k k

which we show to be well-defined and useful on a properly chosen

subset of BV(lRn
).

WILLIAM LIGHT:

Radial Basis Functions Using the 1
1

and 1
m

Norms

An interesting subspace of CClRD
) is' obtained _by considering m

distinct translates of the function f e C(lRn
) defined by f(x)=lIxll

or, more generally, fex) = ;(lIxll). Such a subspace is spanned by

the functions {11 • -x II}m where x •...• x are distinct points in
J j=1 1 m

!Rn and IJ· 11 can be any norm. The case for the Euclidean norm has

been studied thoroughly ~ecently by a number of authors. We will

consider the case when the norm is the I -norm, usually on [R2.
1

G.G. LORENTZ:

Blvariate Hermite Interpolation and Applications to Algebraic

Geometry

The (p,n) "Hermite interpolation" in 1R2 concerns polynomials P of

total degree n. If some m interpolation knots Z:(x1,Y
1
),

i = 1•... ,rn are given, we want to find a P with prescribed values

of a11 its partial derivatives of orders k • O~k~p , at the knots.

This requires that m=(n+l)(n+2)/(p+l)(p+2). With purely geometrie

means (shifts of triangles) we prove: For p = 0,1,2,3 and arbi-
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trary n, all Hermite interpolation problems.. (with the exception

of p = 1, n = 2 and' p = 1, n' = 4) are almost surely solvable.

This means that they are solvable for all positions of Z ~ IR
zrn

,

except for a set of Z cf measure zero in (R2m and cf first cate

gory. There are applications to Hirschowitz' problems of Algebraic

Geometry.

W.R. MADYCH:

Polyharmonie Cardinal Splines

Polyharmonie cardinal splines are distributions which are annihi

lated by iterates of the Laplacian in the complement of a lattice

in Euclidean n-space and satisfy certain continuity conditions.

Here, we review some of their properties which are remarkably

similar to the well-known properties of the univariate cardinal

splines of odd degree as considered by I.J. Schoenberg, Cardinal

Spline Interpolation, CBMS Vol. 12, SIAM, Philadelphia, 1973.

H. MICHAEL MÖLLER

On the Reconstruction of Multivariate Rational Functions

by Interpolation

A typic~l problem for algorithms which use exact arithmetic is the

intermediate coefficient swell. Semetimes the algorithm runs out

cf memory even if it is known that the result has coefficients of

moderate size. The algorithm can be applied to specified values of

parameters. This gives the values of the final coefficients at

several points.

In most applications, the coefficients of the result are rational

functions of the parameters. If the values of these coefficients

are known at sufficiently many points, the reconstruction of the

coefficients by rational interpolation (r. i.) is successful. A

special complication is in this centext that in gerneral, there' is

no information on bounds for the degrees of numerators and

denominators of the final coefficients.

First we discuss the concept of rational reconstruction at two

univariate r.i. methods, namely Stoer's method and a method

attributed to Thiele. Then we present a new. bivariate r. i. method

•
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and compare it to a method of Siemaszko and one of Kutchminskaya.

Cuyt. and Verdonk with respect to our purpose.

H.G. TER MORSCHE

The Role of Exponential Eigen Splines in Translation

Invariant Periodic Spline Spaces

Spaces of spline functions defined on uniform meshe~ often possess

'the property of being translation-invariant: In the univariate

case this means that translation over the mesh size does not

change the underlying spline spaces; in more dimensions the

invariance property concerns translations in serveral directions

depending on the mesh-shape. In these spaces the so-called expo

nential eigen splines. i. e.. eigen functions with respect to

appropriate shift operators. play a fundamental role: In parti

cular . for "periodie subspaces" consisting of (multi) periodic

functions. For instance. these subspaces are spanned by the

corresponding periodic exponential eigen splines.

The problem of computing the dimension of periodic spline spaces

is therefore equivalent to counting the total number of indepen

dent periodic exponential eigen splines. A survey of results with.

respect to this problem will be presented in this talk. With

respect to interpolation of periodie data at uniform node configu

rations which are translation-invariant in the same way. the expo

nential eigen spline will again be at great help.

JULIAN MUSIELAK:

Approximation mittels Riemannschen Summen in

verallgeme.•nerten Orliczräumen I.:fPnO,U
m

)

Für die Riemannschen Summen einer Funktion f:Q=[O.llmclRm ~ IR

R (r.y)
n

n-l
1 t" r(y+k)

Ti}T L o'
IIlI k=O

k=(k •...• k ) e lJfl •
I m

n=(n •...• 0 ) e !Nm •
I m

k
(

y +k y +k
y+ 11m mn = -n- •...• --n-

I m

wird der Approximationsfehler

) . Inl
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n (f) = Jq>(t, IR .(f, t)- I f(x)dx I) dt
n Q n Q

abgeschätzt, wobei q>:QxlR+~ IR+ konvex in der zweiten Veränder

lichen ist und entsprechende Bedingungen erfüllt. Für ein von der

ersten Veränderlichen unabhängiges q> bekommt man

mIm
0n(f) :s wf(J(2 f,W) für nEIN ,

wobei wtp das f(J-Integralstetigkeitsmodul von fist.

Im Falle m = 1 und 9'(u) = Iu IP, P ~1, erhalten

tat von M. Yu. Fominykh (985).

R.J. NESSEL:

Same Negative Results in Multivariate Approximation

The aim of this paper, which represents joint work with Norbert

Kirchhoff, is to apply a general nonlinear uniform boundedness

principle with rates, obtained previously, in connection with some

negative results, concerned with the approximation on the

N-dimensional Euclidean space !RN by (nontriviaI) convolution

processes {T} of Fejer's type. More precisely, we are interested
n

in the pointwise sharpness of well-known uniform estimates IIT fll
n c-a:

0r(n ) for elements f, belonging to some Lipschitz class in,

e.g., the space Cm of functions f, defined and continuous on !RN,

2n-periodic in each variable. The main result states that there

exist counterexamples f « in that Lipschitz class for which

!im sup ITnf«(x) Ina: ~ 1 holds true simultaneously for each x E !RN.
n ~ CD

Whereas the existence of complex-valued functions f« is rather

easily established, the real-valued situation is somewhat more

involved. The problem is also discussed in the space C (IRN
) of

o
functions, continuous on lR

N
and vanishing at infinity. Explicit

applications are mentioned in connection with the Bochner-Riesz

means in Czn and the Cauchy-Poisson integral in Co.

HELMUT NIENHAUS:

A Trivariate Boolean Cubatu~e Scheme

The objective of the talk is the numerical integration of smooth

periodic functions in three dimensions. Using parametrie exten-

•
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sions of the univariate trapezoidal rule we construct a trivariate

cubature rule of tnterpolatory type that is related to the concept

of discrete blending function interpolation. Besides an explicit

representation formula we derive an error estimation for functions

of the trivariate Korobov space EU. We show that the error is of
3

O [
ln(N)2(U+l)].

the order where N is the number of evaluation
NU

points.

M.J.D. POWELL:

Singular p-Norm Distance Matrices

The given work was done without my assistances by my student

B.I.C. Baxter. Let x
1
.xz.....x

m
be distinct points in IR

d
where

m a=: 2 and where d is any positive integer. Then the m x m matrix

A with elements A
lj

= IIx
l
-x/l

p
is a p-norm distance matrix. It is

known already that such matrices are always nonsingular for

1 < P ::s 2. and this paper proves that singularity can occur for

any p > 2. We let d be the even integer 2n and we let the.

points {Xl} have the components (±l ±l. .. ±1 0 0 ...0) or

(0 0 ...0 ±1 ±l. .. ±l). the number of zero components being -n

which implies m = 2n
+

1
• We ask whether a nonzero vector cf the

form (a a ... a b b... b) can be in the null space of A. We find that

p has to satisfy a single nonlinear equation that depends on the

Bernstein polynomial approximation of degree n to the function

{fee) = e1
/

p
: 0 ::s e :s l} at e = .!. . It follows from properties of

z
these approximations that A can be singular for p arbitrarily

close to 2. Further. by scaling some of the vectors {Xl}' it can

be ~hown that singularity is possible ror all larger values of P.

which completes the proof.

J.B. PROLLA:

Slice-Products and Bivariate Polynomial Approximation on

Rectangles

Let (n
k

} and (mi be two sequences of non-negative integers. Let

G.H and W be the closed linear span of the sets

{sn
k

; k = 1.2,3•.. .}. (tm
j
; j = 1.2,3... .}
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and

{snktmJ; k, j = 1,2 3, ... }

in C(S), C(T) and C(S x T), respectively, where S and T are closed

and bounded intervals in IR. We give conditions under which W is

equal to the slice-product G#H. Recall that a function feC(S x T)

belongs to G#H, by definition, if and only if, for every pair

(s,t) e SxT, the seetions f and f. belong to G and H respec-
t B

tively, where f t is the mapping x E S H fex, t) and f B is the

mapping y e T ~ f(s,Y).

LOUISE A. RAPHAEL:

Shape-Preserving Quasi-Interpolation and- Interpolation by

Box Spline Surfaces

This paper is devoted to the study of shape-preserving

approximation and interpolation of functions by box spline

surfaces on three and four directional meshes. The properties of

positivity, monotonicity, and convexity are considered. A

characterization of the grid spacing is given which guarantees the

preservation of these properties for functions in certain

Lipschitz classes.

This is a joint work with Charles Chui and Harvey Diamond.

M. REIMER:

Berechnung günstiger Interpolationsknoten fUr die

Vollkugel Br

Als gUnstig erweisen sich Interpolationsknoten, für welche die

Lagrangeelemente sämtlich von minimaler Maximumnorrn Eins sind. Zu

ihrer Berechnung haben wir schon früher einen Algorithmus ange

geben, der aber im Einzelfall noch der Konkretisierung bedarf, die

wir hier fUr die Polynominterpolation auf der Vollkugel beschrei

ben. FUr die ersten Polynomgrade und die Vollkugel B3 haben wir

die Knoten und die zugehörige Kubaturformel berechnet und an Bei

spielen getestet. Für die Lebesgue-Konstanten können sehr gUnstige

Schranken angegeben werden.

•
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s.o. RIEMENSCHNEIDER:

Problems in Multivariate Spline Interpolation

The problem of cardinal Hermite interpolation is discussed. The

general problem begins with q compactly supported functions 'P
v

'

v=l, ... ,q, . on IR
B

, and q differential operators T v ' v=l•... ,q. The

question is whether there is a function of the type

q

1:
v::: 1

s 1: av(j)'Pv (· - j)

JelR
s

that satisfies the interpolation conditions

TvS(k) = f v(k), \J k e IR
B

and v = 1, ... ,q.

for specified data f
1

, .••• f q. A general solution to the problem is

given. but this solution admits fundamental solutions of power

grawth. In the case when 'P
v

= T
v

'" rp is a box spline with certain

restrictives, then a bounded L2(lRs
) fundamental solution is found

if Tv are successive directional derivatives. The open problem is

whether there is a nice class of box splines for which Hermite

cardinal interpolation of this type is correct; Le., there is a

unique solution (bounded) for bounded data.

AMOS RON:

Multivariate Splines on Regular Grids

We introduce here a map H ~ HJ.' that assigns to every finite

dimensional space of entire functions (in s variables) a corres

ponding space of polynomials of the same dimension. This map is

dual to another map I ~ I.,... which assigns to every ideal 1 which

has a finite codimension in the space TI of all polynamials on eB a

homogeneous ideal 1 of the same codimension. The duality is ex

pressed by the fact that

11.-!- 1.,..1.,

with 11 the kernel of I, i. e .•

11. = (f E V'(IRB);p(Olf = 0,'0' P e U.

The duality allows us to compute in certain cases the kerneIs of

homogeneous ideals in terms of kerneis of their noil-homogeneous

counterpart.

These observations are important in the analysis of the space H of
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all exponentials in a box spline space. In particular, we provide

an algorithm for the construction a basis for H, and give an

elementary derivation of its dimension.

These results are joint with Garl de Boor.

PAUL SABLONNIERE:

Bernstein Quasi-Interpolants

Bernstein quasi-interpolants are linear operators of the form

B f = E fJ. (f)bn
, where {bn

} is a Bernstein basis of polynomials
nil 1 1

in one or several variables, and {1l
1
} is a family of linear forms

involving values of f and its derivatives up to some limited

order. We discuss some examples of such operators illustrating a

general method of construction and give some applications to the

approximation of curves and surfaces.

R. SCHABACK:

Adding Corners Sometimes Works

As a counterpart to Carl de Boor's paper nCutting Corners Always

Works" the problem of constructive subdivision to generate inter

polating curves or surfaees is considered (see also the leeture

given by Prof. Utreras).

Two types of subdivision algorihms are considered and eonvergence

of a class of r:ather elementary subdivision methods is proved.

More elaborate algorithms involve first derivatives and practi

cally yield nice-looking surfaces. However, the theoretical in

vestigation of these algorithms still is incomplete.

WALTER SCHEMPP:

Interpolation and Parallel Two-Dimensional Data Compression

Starting with the Paley-Wiener theorem which forms the classical

result for information-preserving sequential bandwidth eom

pression, and its Stone-von Neumann-Segal analogue for the real

Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group which is at the basis of holo

graphie reciprocity, the lecture points out a unified approach to

parallel two-dimensional data compression by holographie image
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processing. Brief descriptions cf hardware implementations are

also included.

XIE-CHANG SHEN:

Complex Interpolatory Approximation

The object of this paper is to introduce some recent results· on

complex interpolating approximation obtained in China such as the

mean convergence of Lagrange interpolating polynomials based on

the Fejer's nodes in the domain the boundary which belongs to

C1..a, .s > 0; the mean convergence of Herrnite interpolating poly

nomials based on the Fejer's nodes in· the two kind of domains of

the complex plane; the mean convergence of (O,m ,rn , ... rn )
1 2 q

8irkhoff interpolation based on the roots of unity; the conver-

gence and divergence problems of the interpolating rational func

tions in the unit disko

JoACHIM STÖCKLER:

Periodic Spline Functions on Regular Partitions

Periodie box-splines are very useful for interpolation and

approximation of smooth periodie functions. The translates of a

periodic box-spline are linearly dependent, unless a quite

restrictive condition on the directions cf the· box-spline is

satisfied. Using the four-directional box-spline as an example we

introduce different ~ays cf modifying the periodic box-spline in

order to overcome these· restrietions. In the case of even

multiplicities cf all the directions we obtain a variational

characterization rar the modified box-spline.

MANFRED TASCHE:

Index Transforms ror Multidimensional DFT's

Index transforms of rn-dimensional arrays ioto n-dimensional arrays

play a significant role in many fast algorithms of multivariate

discrete Fourier transfonns (DIT's) (e.g. prime factor algorithm,

Winograd algoritbm). 8y an index transform of the input data, the

rn-dimensional DFT can be transfered into an n-dimensional DFT of
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"short lengthsrt
(0 m). Theo by efficient algorithms for the one

dimensional DFT' s of short length, the n-dimensional DFT is

computed.

C.S. Burrus (1977), H.J. Nussbaumer (1981) and J. Hekrdla (1987)

dealt with properties of index transforms. In a joint paper with

G. Steidl, the nature of index transforms is explored using

group-theoretical ideas. We solve open problems posed recently by

J. Hekrdla.

FLORENCIO UTRERAS:

Interpolatory Subdivision Schemes rar Surface Modelling

We introduce a subdivision algorithm for surface generation. The

method uses interpolation and iterative knot insertion. Starting

from a grided surface in parametrie form we introduce additional

points using a eurve generation algorithm in the 3-D spaee along

the mesh eurves. The process is repeated until the required visual

effect is achieved or sereen preeision is attained. The method is

Iocal and is shown to be "shape" preserving along mesh curves. We

present convergence results and several nurnerieal examples.

WANG KUN-YANG:

Strang Uniform Approximation by Bochner-Riesz Means

For a eontinuous periodic function f of n variables, the Bochner

Riesz means are denoted by S(X(f;x). The special value Cl =!!:! of
R 0 2

the index is called critical index. The estimate of the order of

the strong uniform approximation of f by its Bochner-Riesz means

with the critieal or lower index is given.· The result is the

following

Theorem. If !! -1 < a ~ n-l then for any continuous periodic fune-
2 2

tion f of n variables,

11 !. ~ ISa(f)-f 12dr 11 :s c(n,a) !. ,-Rw (f;!.)2dr
R Jo 7 R Jo 2 r

where "'2 denotes the modulus of continuity of order 2.
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JOSEPH D. WARD:

Bivariate Cardinal Interpolation by Shifted Box Splines on

a 3-direction Mesh

In this joint work with J. Stöckler and C. Chui, we show that

bivariate cardinal interpolation by shifted box splines on a

3-direction mesh is correct if the shifts He in the appropriate

subset of the V2 square as described by Sivakumar. This result

gives an appropriate generalization of the univariate result ob

tained independently by Micchelli and de Boor-Schoenberg. The

result is obtained by a careful analysis of the "symbol" of the

interpolation operator.

Berichterstatter: Walter Schempp
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MATHE~UTISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT QBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g 5 b e r ich t 8/1989

Medical Statistics: Statistical Methods in Epidemioloqy

19.2. bis 25.2.1989

The conference was organized by Martin Schumacher (Freiburg) and
Jürgen Wahrendorf (Heidelberq). There were 37 participants from
West-Germany, Canada, England, USA, Denmark, Switzerland, France,
Finland and Vietnam. 29 talks were given, covering a wide range
within the field of statistieal methods in epidemiology.

Most of the talks eould be categorized into one of the following
four categories: statistical modelling, models for infectious
diseases, theoretieal biostatistical aspects in epidemioloqy,
application of advanced biostatistical techniques.

In the followinq some of the topics of the conference are
highlighted. The talks on statistical modelling comprised among
others latent variable models, bootstrap-techniques for variable
selection, methode for attributable risk estimation in
unconditional loqistic regression, considerations on the effect of
misclassification in general relative risk models and models for
analysing biased case-control data. A so-called cumulative damage
model which stands in eontrast to the multistage-model in
carcinogenesis was proposed. A whole session was devoted to the
mathematical approach for modelling infectious diseases (including
AIDS) and analysing data statistically. There ware also a number ·
of talks of general theoretical interest such as multivariate
median tests, kernel estimation methods in non-parametric survival
data analysis or overdispersion in quasi-likelihood models. A
series of talks addressed statistical problems in connection with
on-qoing epidemiological studies. Among these were methods for
detecting a spatial clustering of cancer eases, the determination
of endpoints ~n a prevention study or problems in the analysis of
longitudinal studies on respiratory diseases.

In an additional evening session a number of on-going
epidemiological studies were presented and discussed. This
evening session was qenerally considered to. be of high value
because it clearly showed the link between theoretical research
and field work.
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Abstracts

K.. ABT:

Multivariate median tests
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N-dimensional k-sample median tests are praposed on the basis af
the camponentwise ("arithmetic") median. r!0r k=2, the observed
frequencies of the combined sampIe in all 2 rectangular subspaces
- where each subspace is spanned by N halfaxes originating fram
the common median allow the construction of N orthogonal
contrasts related to the N components of the median. Under the
null hypothesis of the equality of the medians of the tlt
prabability distributions, these contrasts have expectations ze
and can exactly be tested by calculating N corresponding binomia
probabilities. Since these probabilities originate fram
independent comparisons, they may be combined into ane single p
value under the nUll_ hypot~esis.. The tes~ is sho~ to be possib~e

and exact for all k-2m, m-l,2,... For k-2m+l, m-l,2, ... , a X
approximation of the one-sample median test (k=l) follows ,in a
simple way. Th~general procedure (k=1,2, ... ) has to be modified
if some of the 2 rectangular subspaces are empty.

G. ARMINGER:

Latent variable models with non-metric dependent variables

In epidemiological research not only metric data are collected but
also data on behaviour (like nutritional behaviour, sport, drug
use), variables on state of health and general attitudes. These
variables are dichotomous or ordinally scaled. In addition those
data are aften only indicatars for not direct observable (latent)
variables. In order to analyse those data it is necessary to
combine the usual regression and factoranalytic models with
threshold value models (dichotomous and ordinary probits ) ..
Complex systems of variables of this kind may be estimated under
use of polyserial correlation coefficients with certain maxim~

likelihood methods. ~

P .. BAUER:

Model selection in larger data sets

A multiple test procedure for inferring the dimension of a general
finite parameter model is proposed which consists of individual
tests of each of these parameters.. If the critical limits of the
individual tests are allowed to depend on the sampIe size in an
appropriate way, the test procedure provides a really consiste'nt
estimate of the minimal IIcorrect ll subset of model parameters. The
procedure is applied to a large sample of audiometric measurements
in workers exposed to noise.
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H. BECHER:

On the analysis of biased case-control data

Data of case-contral studies are often subject of various sorts af
bias. We eonsider the case that ane has more than ane contral

.group and in a one control group same (but not all) variables are
biased. The common type af analysis of ease contral data i5
conditianal or unconditional logistie regression depending on
whether one has a matched or an unmatched design.
Different methads of analysis of data which are biased via
logistic regression are presented. It is shown that a
polychotomous logistic regression model and a so-called twa-stage
design analysis may be applied in the present situation.
The various methods are illustrated with data from a ease-control
study on lung cancer~

N. BECKER:

Cumulative Damaae Models: A New Mathematical Approach in Cancer
Epidemialogy

Analogous to the mode of proceeding in physics, where different
theoretical models have been develaped for different levels of
reality, a phenomenological carcinogenesis model is suggested for
the macroscopic· consideration of diseases - by epidemiology.
Investigations indicate that nCumulative Damage Models" (CD
models) possess essential qualities desirable for such a model.
This concerns theoretical qualities such as, for example, the fact
that they incorporate clear concepts for exposure towards
environmental factors aa weIl aa for the damage process with the
respective host system and also practical qualities with regard to
fi tting empirical data. Important fundamental consequenees for
epidemiology follow from the fact that these models offer measures
for the description of environment-induced damages which are nat
dependent upan a baseline categary, linear with regard to the
exposure period and additive with independent exposures. All
traditional measures of epidemioloqy can easily be calculated with
the aid of the CD model.

J. BERGER:

A comparison af populations self-selected and randomly seleeted
for coronary risk factor screening

The comparison'of one random sampie with two self-selected sampies
shows, as expected, that self-selected sampies are not
representative for the target population. But in spite of this
the risk profile is quite similar in all three sampies. As most
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people are not aware of their cholesterol level and a high
cholesterol level mostly shows no symptoms it is quite unlikely
that cholesterol is a self-seleeting faetor. Therefore the data
of such screening programs mayaiso be used to study the
dependence of biologieal parameters on demographical an~

environmental faetors.

M. BLETTNER:

Misclassification in general relative risk models

Miselassifieation is a common problem in the analysis of
epidemiologieal data and there has been extensive work •
evaluating its effeet in multiplieative models.
In this paper the effect of misclassification is investigated for
non multiplicative model, whieh have been proposed in reeent years'
(Thomas, 1981, Breslow & Storer, 1985). Different assumption
about the struetur and the magnitude of the misclassifieation
error are eonsidered. Even more than in multiplieative models
small misclassifieation errors ean yield important biases in the
estimation of the relative risk. In mixture models the mixture
parameter can be seriously biased, therefore the use of the
mixture parameter to distinguish between the additive -and the
multiplicative model should be used with eaution if
misclassification errors are present.

N. BRESLOW:

Overdispersion in Quasilikelihood-Models

Motivated by problems of overdispersion in Poisson regression
analyses, we study simultaneous estimation of mean and variance
parameters in quasilikelihood models with structured parameters in
the variance function. Two versions of the standard errors and
score for mean parameters are investigated, one ealculated from
the usual model based eovarianee matrix whose validity depends on
eorrect specification of the variance funetion, and another usi~
an ' empirical' eovariance matrix has a more general assymptoti_
ju~tification. Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate that these
procedures yield approximately unbiased estimates of regression
coefficients and their standard errors and that model based Wald,
score and devianee tests approximate the nominal size at the 5%
level for moderate sample sizes. The empirical standard errors
and score test perform adequately for larger sized samples.
Various parameters are not particularly weIl estimated by the
method of moments equations used for the~ and their estimated
standard errors da not adequately convey the true degree of
uncertainty about them. These methode have important applications
in epidemioloqy and toxieoloqy.
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"K. DIETZ:

Evaluation of vaccination strategies

In order to determine the min~um eoverage neeessary for reducing
the transmission to zero one has to estimate the basic
reproduction number (ar transmission potential) R of an endemie
virus disease, i.e. the number af secondary cases which one ease
eou1d generate during the entire infeetions period if the
population ware completely susceptible. For the equilibrium a
formula can be derived (Dietz "& Schenzle, 1985) which expresses R
as a function of the age-dependent infection rate. In a cross
sectional survey one only knows the age of an individual and the
serological status which teIls whether the individual is still
suseeptible or has had already the infection, i. e. one has to
estimate the age-dependent infection rate based on observations
which are all either 1eft or right censored. The solution of this
statistical problem is given in the contribution by Niels Keiding.

K. DRESCHER:

Attributab1e Risk Estimation from Case-Contral Dats via Logistic
Regression

By fitting an 'unconditiona!' logistic regression model to
unmatched case-control data one obtains as" a by-product an
estimator of the joint population attributable risk for the
factors inc1uded. This estimator and its asymptotie variance can
be calculated in an easy way from the estimated intercept
parameter and its varianee.
The method ean be generalized to stratified data with large
strata. In that ease the strata-related intereept parameters
enable the ealeulation of strata-spec;i.fic attributive risks and
the estLmation of its varianee.

e R. EDWARDS:

Spatial C1ustering of Events for Inhomogeneous Populations

Some distance methods for assessing spatial clustering will be
proposed, which da" not require the event distribution ta be
uniform in the absence of clustering or the spatial intensity of
the event process to be known in advance.
Instead, a group of controls are seleeted from the population at
risk and statistics are based on whether the nearest neighbour(s)
to each ease is another ease or a control.
The performance of these tests will be evaluated and the method
applied to a dataset on the locations of cases of ehildhood
leukaemia and lymphoma in a defined geographical area.
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V. FAREWELL :

Analysis of data from a cohort of HIV+ men

Various analyses which-may be appropriate to such cohort data are
explored. A mixture model i8 used to estimate the probability of
developing AIDS after HIV infection. In addition the use of
relative risk regression models is illustrated with particular
attention focussed on the role of lymphaderopathy. Initial
investigations of factors predictive of progression to AIDS are
outlined and questions identified.

•u. FELDMANN:

Assessment of adverse drug reactions during sporadic drug use and
acute response

Epidemiological models are used to assess adverse drug effect8 .
...... Those models generally separate the pouplation in unexposed and

permanently exposed persons, but they are not applicable for drugs
which are taken occasionally and repeatedly"for periode of varying
length. A mathematical approach is built on the distribution of
the duration of individual exposures and leads to risk measures of
individuals as weIl as to risk measures of the population. The
model can consider adverse reactions during or inunediately after
sporadic drug use. The model is not only applicable for rare
risks, and an undesired effect may occur repeatedly for an
individual.
The parameters and thei:r standard errors are estimated by the
method of maximum likelihood. Statistical tests for the risk
parameters are available. The model fits prospective as weIl as
retrospective study designs, and considers confounding. The
International Agranulocytosis and Aplastic Anemia Studie [1]
investigated the risks of analgesics to induce the entitled
diseases. It. is demonstrated that the common epidemiological
methods, appli~d to the assessment of adverse reaction, are
insufficient for druga taken sporadically.

M. GAIL:

On Strength and Weaknesses of the Method of Backcalculation for
Projecting the Incidence of AIDS Casea and for Estimating
Seroprevalence and Trends in Seroprevalence

This presentation represents joint work with Phil Rosenberg , Ron
Brookmeyer, Robert Biggar and Tim Goedert.
The method of backcalculation permits one to estimate the
infection curve (nwnber of cases infected per unit time) from
serial data in AIDS counts and from knowledge of the incubation
distribution of times from infection to development of clinical
AIDS. We represent the infection curve as a linear combination of
known functions from "flexible families". We prefer those
families because they allow recent AIDS counts to influence
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estimates of the infection curve, whereas many previously used
parametric forms for the infection curve are largely determined by
the early AIDS count data only.
We performed a sensitivity analysis to determine how much
uncertainties in our knowledge of the incubation distribution and
uncertainties in AIDS counts effect our estimates of the
cumulative number of AIDS cases projected tllrough January 1993
(P93), the cumulative nurnber infected through January, 1985 (N85),
the cumulative number infected through April, 1988 (N88), and the
difference between the average infection rates from January 1985
through April, 1988 and from January 1981 through January, 1983
(trends). We presented data from non-intravenous drug using
homosexual men on the West Coast of United States, for whom it is
thought that the rate of infection has decreased .

We estimated P93=46,OOO, N85=87,000, N88=93,000 and trend=-22,SOO
for year, which indicated a decreasing infection rate.
Taking into account both stochastic error, which derives from
random variation in AIDS counts, and systematic errors that derive
from misspecification of the incubation distribution or from
disortion of AIDS counts from reporting delay, changing
definitions of AIDS, and underreporting, we find that P93 (± 22%)
and N85 (± 30%) are relatively precisely estimated, whereas
uncertainty is larger for N88 (± 44%) and trend (± 84%). An
increase in the hazard rate for the first two years in the
incubation distribution leads to a sharp decrease in the magnitude
of the trend, but trend remains negative. An increase in the
hazard of the incubation distribution for years 2-8, which induces
a decrease in median incubation, decreases P93, N85 and N88
substantially. An increase in AIDS counts for the years 1922
1985, where underreporting and effecting definitional changes are
likely, increases estimates of the rate of infection in 1981-1983
and exaggerates the negative trend. Other perturbations produce
little change, and, in particular, the right tail of the
incubation distribution has little effect on these results.

T. HAKULINEN:

• Multiplicative modellinq of additive excess hazard

The hazard for a group of patients or exposed persona is often
contrasted with a fixed hazard prevailing ina general population
comparable with respect to, e . g . , sex, age and calender time
period. It may be of interest to investigate which variables are
responsible for an eventual· excess in the hazard and to quantify
the effects. It .may not always be reasonable or possible to
assume that the events concerned are rare, especially when large
patient materials are in question.
Estimation of various models for an increased hazard may be
achieved by GLIM. For cancer patient materials, multiplicative
modelling of the excess hazard is particularly advantageous in
terms of interpretation and fit of the model. Results with
materials from population-based cancer registries are- used for
illustration.
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R.A. HILGERS:

How to apply an index of dental health to prehistoric populations

The scientific field of paleopathology investigates diseases and
their spread in prehistoric populations. As is the case for the
epidemiology of today same major aspects i5 the impact of socio
economic health factors. In contrast to modern epidemiologis~s who
can properly design their investigations conclusions of paleopa
thologists are restricted to their findings from excavated scelets
with all the practical difficulties such as missing entities.
In our paper we confine to dental health and discuss the featur.
of caries affection and intravital losses . With the use of
simple stochastic model and Bayes' formula we derive a meaningful
index. It is a counterpart to the well-known DMFT-index (Decayed
Missed-Filled-Teeth) being widely used e.g. to eva-luate the effect
of dental prophylaxis. Thus the prehistoric populations may even
be compared to populations of today.
The index may be presented either as the spectrum for the various
types of teeth or in a condensed form for the global affection.
It may be considered as estimator for the respective parameter of
some distribution but must properly be adjusted for age (at time
of death) which is a confounding factor of dental health.

K.-H. JÖCKEL:

The German Cardiovascular Prevention Study (GCP): Design and some
related methadalagical problems

The GCP is a multicenter community-based intervention study for
the primary prevention of ischemic heart disease and cerebro
vascular diseases. Prevention measures in overlapping campaigns
are aiming at modification of health behaviour and life styles
with respect to cardiovascular risk factors over aperiod of eight
years. Risk factor reduction is being assessed in three health
examination surveys at the start, at mid-term and at the end 0_
the study. Age-specific cardiovascular mortality in men and wome~

aged 25-69 years in intervention regions shall be reduced by at
least 8% as compared to the rest of the FederalRepublic. Only
official mortality data will be used for the final analysis of
this endpoint.
After abrief description of the design and the evaluation methods
two methodological problems that have occured during the course of
the mortality evaluation approach will be tackled, namely the
problem of determing adequate age-specific mortality rates for
wider age graupe and the analysis of temporal and spatial trends
of cardio-vascular mortality.
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J. KALDOR:

Same remarks on regression analysis and study design in
epidemiology

While therapy research has resolved the problem of confounding by
adoption of the randomized double blind clinical trial,
etiological research in cancer has resorted to the use of multiple
regression models. It i8 proposed that the u~e of these models
does not pravide progress in understanding the causes of cancer,
and that the problems are often confounded by measurement error in
risk factors. Statisticians therefore need to become more closely
involved in study design, and in particular in the ehoice of study
populations and the information of- measurement error
quantification. Further usa of matching could also be an
advantage. At the stage of analysis, more attention must be paid
to correct structure. Fitting of measurement error models and
stratum specific analyses are also encouraged.

N. KEIDING:

Nonparametric estimation of Dietz & Schenzle's transmission
potential from current status data

In a steady-state population an immunizing infection i8 assumed to
happen with intensity (age-dependent incidence rate) ).. (a) . The
age-dependent mortality ? (a) is assumed to be the same for
susceptibles and infected and the age-specific va~ination rate is
denoted by \f (a). Let ..A (a ) , M( a ) and i> (a) denote the
corresponding integrated intensities. Dietz & Sehenzle (1985,
J.Math.Bio. 22, 117-120) showed that under proportionate mixing
and for ahort infections periods, the transmission potential may
be approximated by 2. _1:("", / ~r -11(0.)" 2 -.A(o..).

Q '= r e.-M(~)A (a.)e. ~ JrJ..... e. ') (o..)~ cl..:C4.
'f D . 0

We show how to implement modern continuous-time nonparametric
survival analysis methode (see recent review by Anderson & Bongan
(1985, Scand.J.Statist. 12, 97-158» to obtain estimates of ? (a)
and thus Rlf for given mortality patterns ~ (a) and vaccination
schedules '{(a). The tools are nonparametric maximum likelihood
from current-status data (Groeneboom 1987, Tech.Rep., Univ.
Amsterdam) and kernel smoothing (Ramlau-Hansen 1983, Am.Statist.
11, 453-466). The procedures are illustrated on Danish measles
data and Bulgarian hepatitis A data.

w. LEHMACHER:

Two-Sample Comparisons with Multiple Endpoints Controlling the
Experimentwise Error Rate

Medical trials are often concerned with
treatment graups with multiple endpoints.

the comparison of two
.As alternatives to the
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commonly used methods, the T2 test and the Bonferroni method,
O'Brien (1984, Biometries) proposes tests based on statistics,
which are simple resp. weighted sums of the endpoints . This
approach turns out to be powerful if all treatment differences are
in the same direction (compare Pocock et a1. (1987, Biometrics».
The disadvantage of these multivariate methods is that they are
only suitable for demonstrating a global difference, whereas the
clinician is further interested which specific endpoints or sets
of endpoints actually caused this difference. It is shown here
that all tests are suitable for the construction of a closed
multiple test procedure which controls the experimentwise error
rate. This procedure is just as powerful as the related
multivariate test and furthermore it enables to detect significant
differences between single endpoints or sets of endpoints.

A. MARAZZI:

Numerical algorithms for computing robust estimates
Implementation of robust methods

In classical regression, the parameters are estimated by maximum
likelihood' (-> least squares), taking the'Gaussian distribution as
error model. It is weIl known that this procedure is often
sensitive to outlying data, especially influential points (or
outliers in the covariate space). During the past two decades,
estimation and testing procedures that are resistant to outliers
and stable with respect to deviations from the given
distributional model have been developed. These procedures are
called "robust lt

• Among these, procedures based on "M-estimates"
(af Huber, Mallours and Schweffe Type) and "high-breakdown"
estimates are receiving great attention. Their theory has already
been partially extended to generalized linear models.
The numerical algorithms for their computation have been studied
and implemented in a package called ROBETH-ROBSYS. The purpose of
this talk i5 to give an overview of the statistical methods and
algorithms included in this package.

H.G. MÜLLER

Nonparametrie analysis of changes in hazard rates for censored
survival data

A couple of papers were recently published on, maximum likelikood
analysis of the change-point of a hazard function.
The change-point was modelled there as a .points of discontinuity
on an otherwise constant hazard function, and the analysis was
restricted to the uncensored case (Matthews, Farewell, Pyke 1985).
As an alternative, we consider a smooth approximation to the
hazard rate and adopt a kernel estimation approach for locating an
extremum in the first derivative of this' smooth approximation.'
Based on an i.i.d. representation due to Lo and 5ingh (1986),
asymptotic distribution and confidence intervals are derived.
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Same practical problems are discussed and the potential use of the
nonparametrie method for model choice is considered. Some
simulations and an analysis of deaths due to treatment
complications after bone marrow transplantation are reported.

R. PRENTICE:

Statistical methods tor studies of diet and disease

This presentation will consider the use of linear relative risk
functions to estimate the association between diet and disease
based on aggregate data, as may arise in condaturial, time trend
and regional studies; and analysed data, as may arise in cohort or
case-control studies. Methods for testing consistency of diet and
disease associations from these various types of studies will also
be discusses.

w. SAUERBREI:

Variable selection with the bootstrap-method

In clinical and epidemiological studies we often have the problem
of many correlated variables and we have to search for the
.. important n ones. The stepwise procedures are the mostly used
methods for variable selection in regression models, although same
problems are weIl known.
The bootstrapping method can be used as a flexible instrument for
getting ideas about model stability and it may be used as a method
for the selection of variables in a variety of models.
The method will be presented and same basic ideas for a selection
strategy in the Cox-model will be illustrated with an example of a
clinical trial.
Theoretical results will be difficult to obtain, but the first
practical results show that it may be a useful tool to Lmprove the
variable selection techniques. More insight has to be gained in a
simulation study.

s. SCHACH:

Methode for data distortion to improve the confidentiality of data
files

Under the present law on confidentiality protection in the FRG it
is almost Lmpossible to obtain statistical data, collected by the
statistical offices, in the form of data files. The reason given
is that individual records in the file can be identified too
easily. Some procedurers have been proposed to make the data
records in such a way that the risk of reidentification becomes
negligible. The talk is concerned with the statistical
implications of such modifications. These methode include:
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aggregation of reeords, coding into classes, adding random
quantities, frequency imposed distortions, drawing random sampIes,
seleetion of "short records tl

, generation of synthetic records
using regression teehniques.

H. SCHÄFER:

Statistical procedures for the construetion of a eutoff" point for
a quantitative diagnostie test

The paper is concerned ·with the problem of eonstructing a eutoff
point for a quantitative diagnostie test from a sample of disease~
and non-diseased individuals, when a prespecified specifity and
sensitivity of the resulting diagnostie elassifieation rule is
required. The statistieal tests proposed in the literature refer
to an unknown optimal ehoiee of the eutoff point and da not allow
for eonfidence statements on the specifity and the sensitivity of
an explieitly construeted cutoff point. We investigate the
increase of the type I error when the resul t of such a test is
incorrectly applied to a eonerete eutoff point previously
estimated from the same data. We propose correet statistieal
construction procedures. Sampie size formulae are derived under
the assumption of Gaussian distributions. Numerical procedures
for sampie size caleulation in the nonparametrie ease are
presented.

D.C. THOMAS:

Some applications of Bayesian methods in cancer epidemiology

A number of problems in epidemiology involve the estimation of
many parameters, including variability in individual
susceptibility, exposure measurement error, and testing multiple
hypotheses. The use of empirieal Bayes methods was diseussed in
t~is context. It was shown how the IP algorithm (Tanner and Wong,
JASA 1987) provides a eomputational solution to problems that ar~
otherwise intraetable by simulating the joint posterio~
distribution of the parameters of interest and the hyper
parameters . The method was presented for the ease of several
normal means with unequal variances and a prior distribution
eonsisting of a mixture of a nonnal and aspike at zero, and
illustrated using data on cancer and oeeupational exposures
(Thomas et al., Am.J.Epidemiol., 1985). More reeent work on
multiple regression with an exchangeable mixture distribution for
the regression coefficients was described. This method seems to
provide a means of seleeting variables and quantifying the
uncertainty in the choiee of the "best model".
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K. OLM:

Non-parametric analysis of dose-response-relationships

The proof of a dose-response relationship is an important
criterion to establish causality. The methods widely used are the
test on trend or parametrie models. In all these methods the
values of the variable of interest are necessary. In occupational
epidemiology i t is rather seldorn to have measurements about the
level of exposure in the past.
Under these circumstances a nonparametric approach, the isotonic
regression, is proposed. The only assumption is monotonicity,
which means, the response cannot decrease while the dose is
increasing. Up to two variables can be considered to demonstrate
either the effect of' a second variable given the influence of the
first one or the form of the interaction of both variables on the
response.

H.E. WICHMANN:

Statistical Problems in Longitudinal Studies on Respiratory
Diseases in Children

Short-term effeets of air pollutants, meteorologie variables and
viruses on respiratory diseases in presehool children - expeeially
croup syndrome - are investigated. Data· from 18500 cases in
different areas of the FRG, eolleeted ovar 2 3 years, are
analysed on a daily basis. Stepwise linear regression i8 used
after data transformation.
The problem of missing or insuffieient specifieation of
confounders is' discussed and correction strategies (filter
techniques, dummy variables, seasonal restrietions) are
introduced.
Finally, an upper and a lower approximation for air pollution
effects is proposed which gives the limits in which the "real"
estimates are expected.

Berichterstatter: H. Becher
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Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach

Tag ü n g s b e r ich t 9/1989

Kombinatorik'

26.2 .bis 4.3.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Deuber (Bielefeld), Herrn Jack

san (Waterloo) und Herrn Jungnickel (Gießen) statt.

Das Ziel der Tagung war es, einen Überblick über das gesamte Spektrum der

Kombinatorik zu geben, die sich immer mehr in der Gefahr. befindet, in eine

Anzahl spezialisierter Einzelgebiete zu zerfallen. Die Tagungsteilnehmer sollten

sich demzufolge in Oberw~lfach über Forschungsergebnisse in der diskreten

Mathematik auch außerhalb ihres eigenen Spezialgebietes informieren und mit

KolI.egen darüber diskutieren können.

Um diese Ziele zu erreichen, wurde ein inhaltlich wie auch geographisch

ausgewogener Teilnehmerkreis eingeladen. Alle wesentlichen Teilgebiete der

Kombinatorik waren vertreten, insbeso~dereCodierungstheorie, Designtheorie

und endlie;he Geometrie, Graphentheorie und kombinatorische Optimierung,

kombinatorische Polytope, partiell geordnete Mengen, Matroidtheorie, Ramsey

und Partitionstheorie und Zähltheorie.Wenngleich die algebraischen Aspekte

der Kombinatorik eine gewisse Betonung erfuhren, sind auch die analytischen

Aspekte sowie Bezüge zu den Anwendungen vertreten gewesen.

Die Vorträge wurden bewußt nicht zu Teilgebieten zusammengefaßt, um

einen möglichst breiten Gedankenaustausch zu fördern, der auch -sowohl durch

die rege Teilnahme an den Vorträgen wie durch zahlreiche Einzeidiskussionen

weitgehend erreicht wurde, wie die positive Resonanz, die die Tagung fand,

gezeigt hat.
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M. Aigner (with E. Triesch): Degree Seguences of Graphs

Let w:E{G)~{1,... ,m} be a weighting of the edges of a graph G; w is

admissible if all weighted degrees w{x) =Ee~xw{e) are distinct (xE V(G». The

irregularity strength s(G) is the minimum number m for which an admissible

weighting is possible. A survey is given on the numbers s(G).ln partieular:

Theorem 1: let T be a tree on n vertiees, then set)~ n-2 except when T is a
star (then set) =n-1).

Theorem 2: let G be a eonnected graph on n vertiees. Then s{G)~ n-1 except

for s(K3) = 3.

The method of proof uses partitions of the additive group, and alternatively,

results in the geometry of numbers. "Graeeful" conjecture: let T be a tree on n

vertices. Then there always is an admissible weighting whieh uses all the numbers

1,2,... ,n-1.

K.T. Arasu: Difference sets

We present a condition on the intersection numbers of differenee sets which

follows from a result of Jungniekel and Pott. We apply this condition to rule out

several putative (non-abelian) difference sets and to correct erroneaus proofs of

Lander for the nonexistence of (352, 27, 2) - difference sets in Zll EB Za EB {Z2)2 and

Zll EB{Z4)2EB Z2.

A. Beutelspacher: The chromatie index of a finite projective space

The ehromatie index of a linear space 5 is the least number n such that one

can colour the lines of S in such a way that any two intersecting lines have .'

different calour. The ehromatic index of S is denoted by X(S).

The conjecture of Erdös-Faber-lovasz says that in any linear space X(S) is at

most the numbers of its points. We investigate this problem in the special (ase

where 5 is a projective space of dimension d.

There are direct constructions (using spreads and parallelisms) and recursive

constructions which prove the eonjecture

- for d odd if the order is not too smalI;

- for some even d..
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A. Bloekhuis: Solution of an extremal problem for sets using resultants of

polynomials

We give a short and eompletely new proof of the following fundamental

theorem o~ Bollobas: Let Al, ... ,Ah and B" ... ,Bh be eollections of sets with IAil =r,

IBil =sVi and ÄinBj = (2) if and only it i =j. Then

h~{:S)
The proof immediately extends· to the generalization of this theorem

obtained by Frankl, Alen and ethers. The essential in~redient is to associate to

eaeh set Ai (resp. Bi) a polynomial aj ( =Il(x-a» (resp. bi) where a runs through Aj,

such that the resultant of (ai, bj) = 0 if and only if i* j. The bound then follows

fram a dimension argument.

David Bressoud: Ol and Unimodality

The Ohara-Zeilberger identity (02)

[
n.+j ] =L q",AJ-j n[,n+2h-_Li _ J -Li+ J]
J A. A. 1

. AJ-j i::l I 1+ .

j l_ qn+i

n--.-. n2:0

2 2 I ~ 'I I i = 1 l_ q
lo (},.) =},. 1 +... +Aj' Li =A1+... + },. j' nj ) =

O. n<O

implies unimodality of the Ga.ussian polynomials sinee each ~ummand is a

unimodal polynomial (by inductive hypothesis) with mode at nj/2.

OZ is easily proven by demonstrating that

2: qo<Al( j=j [ni~\I-Lj~llfk-L:-:-I-Lk 1
AI-j i=1 I 1+1 k.

lo..Isk

is the generating function for partitions with j parts< n such that if fj =# of parts

of size i then fi-l + fi~ k Vi and fj_, + fj =k implies

f; + 2 ) f t + ik So nk'

t>i

A.R. Calderbank: Quasi-symmetrie Des~gns

A quasi-symmetrie t-design is at-design with two brock intersection sizes p

and q (where p<q). We describe algebraic invariants for quasi-symmetrie designs

that are" similar to the Bruck-Ryser-Chowla theorem tor symmetrie designs. We

shall also settle a eonjeeture of Sane and Shrikhande, by classifying quasi-
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symmetrie 3-designs with p =1: our method is to reduce the classification

problem to that of finding all integer points on the .elliptic curves y2 = x3

11 x2 + 32x and y2 = x3-4x + 4.

W. Deuber: Complexity theory for fast growing functions

By establishing the complexity of a Ketonen-Solovay tunetion in the

GrzegorcikJWanier hierarchy it is shown that in Peano arithmetic the totality of

such a function is not provable. W. Thumser (Dr. dissertation 1989) also gives

good upper baunds tor the complexity. •

M. Deza: Facets tor the complete cut cone

.We present results on the facets of the complete cut cone, i.e. the cone Cn of

dimension n(n-1)/2 generated by the cuts of the complete graph on n vertices.

We describe same operations on facets, in particular, a lifting procedure for

construeti~gfacets of Cn + 1 from given facets of the lower dimensional cone Cn .

We present several new classes of valid inequalities tor Cn and we prove

facetness for same subclasses. The elements of the complete cut cone Cn admit

the tollowing geometrie characterization: they are exactly the semi-metrics on n

points which are isometrically embeddable inta L1. The results presented follow

fram a joint work with M. Laurent.

Z. Füredi: Covering the complete graph by partitions

let f(O,c) denote the minimum integer n such that every c-colouring of the

edges of the complete graph Km contains a monochromatic, conneeted subgraph

whenever m >f(O,c). If aresolvable block design with"c parallel classes and with

block sizes <0 over n vertices exists then f(D,c)~n. Our main tool to investigate

f(D,c) is the tractional matching theory of hypergraphs.

C. Godsil: Distance regular antipodal covers of complete graphs

An r-fold cover of the complete graph K" is obtained by replacing each vertex

in it by a set of r vertices, and each edge by an r-matching joining the vertices in

the corresponding r-sets. Thus it is a regular graph on rn vertices of valency n-1. A

cover G of K" is called antipodal if any two vertices in the same r-set are at

distance three in G, and any two vertices in different r-sets are at distance at

•
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most two. Finally, an antipodal cover is distance regular if, for each pair of

vertices x and y in G, the number of vertices adjacent to both x and y only

depends on the distance between xand y.

We now restriet the word "cover" to mean "distance regular antipodal

cover". The cube is a 2-fold cover of K4, while the line graph of Petersen's graph

is a 3-f~ld cover of KS. An (n-1)-fold cover of Kn exists if and or:-1y if th~re is a

Moore graph of diameter two with valency n-1. Covers of Kn are interesting, in

part because they are related to a number of structures arising in finite

geometry.

My talk will be areport on recent attempts to obtain a better understanding

of this dass of graphs, and on a few of the problems remaining to be solved.

LP. Gaulden: Enumeration oftableaux by number of columns

For (n-3)/2~m~ n-1, we prove that the number of involutions on {1 ,2, ...,n}

whose longest increasing subsequence has length m is·

(I) L (_l)n+nj+i+{ti )C:}nu(})
;J2:0

2i+jSn-m
where Inv(j} is the number of involutions on {1,2,...,j}, and that the number of

permutations on {1 ,2, ...,n} whose langest increasing subsequence has length m
is

(2) L (- d+
jz{i71)(j/1)C:I)C:I).

ij.I2:0 .
i+j+ISn-m

The proaf of (1) uses the Sehensted correspondenee to express this number as

the sum of degrees of all irreducible representations of the symmetrie group

eorresponding to partitions A. with la.rgest part equal to m. This sum is thus the

coefficient of Xl ...Xn in I:sA(Xl,...,Xn), where SA is a Schur symmetrie function, and

the sum is over partitions with largest part m. The Schur function sum is

evaluated using an idea of loG. Maedonald, yielding (1) as weil as more

complieated formulas for smaller values of m relative to n. The proof- of (2)

proceeds similarly and involves the sum ~SA(Xl, ... ,Xn)SA(Yl,... ,Yn), again restricted

to partitions Awith largest part m.

The simple form of (1) and (2) suggests that a nice eonstructive proof exists,

and it is hoped that such a construetion would lead to new results in symmetrie

functions.
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c. Greene: Permutations with balariced patterns

We consider balanced nm-staircase tableaux, that is (equivalently)

permutations X1, ... ,Xn of 1,... ,n which have no peaks or valleys in even positions.

(A peak is an element Xj such that Xi> xi-1 ,xi + 1, and a va lIey is an element Xi such

that Xj<Xj-1,Xj + 1.) If bn is the number of such permutations, for each

n, we show that Bo(x) = ~nb2nx2n/(2n)! = 1/(1 - x/2 i tanh(x/2 t»and B,(x) =

~nb2n + , x2n + 1/(2n + 1)! =2t tanh(x/2t )/(1 - x/2!tanh(x/2t ».
We note that Gessel has considered the related problem of enumerating

permutations with no valleys in even positions (peaks allowed). If Qn is the

number of such j)ermutations. Gessel obtains Go(x) = :Eg2nx2n/(2n)! = (sech x)/(1- •

x tanh x), and G,(x) = L92n + ,x2n + 1/(2n + 1)! =(tanh x)/(l- x tanh x). It follows

(comparing generating functions) that 92n + 1 = 2nb2n + 1for all n, a fact for which

we have n9 simple combinatorial explanation.

H. Gronau (with B. Ganter): On two concectures of Demetrovics, Füredi and

Katona, concerning partitions

Is it possible to find n partitions of a~ n-element set whose p.airwise

intersections are just alt atoms of the partition lattice? Demetrovics, Füredi and

Katona verified this for all n == 1 or 4 (mod 12) by constructing aseries of special

Mendelsohn Tripie Systems. They conjectured that such tripie systems exist for all

n == 1 (mod 3) and that the problem on the partitions has solutions for alt n~ 7.

We" prove both eonjectures, exeept for finitely many n.

M. Grätschei: Upper Bounds for Block Codes from Polyhedral Theory

Let A(n,d,q) denote the largest size of a block code of words of length n over

an alphabet with q letters and minimum (Hamming) distance d. We transform .'

the problem of calculating A(n,d,q) into a stable set problem and use methods of

polyhedral theory and linear programming to compute upper bounds for

A(n,d,q). This way we can give new interpretations of known bounds and we

obtain - in a number of cases - improvements aver the best upper bounds known

to date. This work is joint with E. Zehendner.

J.W.P. Hirschfeld : Projeetive spaces of square size

If IPG(n,q)1 =rs and T is a Singer cycle, then there are many cases in which the

orbits of <Tr> give interesting subsets of the space. When r =s, the only
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possibilities for (n,q,r) with n> 1 are (3,7,20) and (4,3,11). In the former case, the

20 points of an orbit lie by fours on five skew lines; the lines of the orbits form a

regular spread. In the latter case, the 11 points of an orbit lie by fives in 66 solids

and form a faJ'!1iliar 4-(11,5,1) design.

D.M. Jackson (with T. Vesentin): A character tbeoretic approach to embeddings

of rooted maps

The group algebra of the symmetrie group and properties of the irreducible

• characters are used to derive combinatorial properties of rooted maps in

orientable surfaces of arbitrary genus. We show that there exists, for each genus,

a correspondence between the .set of rooted quadrangulations and a set of

rooted maps of all lower genera, with a distinguished subsets of vertices. The

theory can be extended to 2-face colourable rooted maps. We show that there is

a corresponding correspondence for rooted triangulations of given genus. 80th

correspondences specialise to Tutte's correspondences for the sphere, but the

latter are known not to extend to higher genera. It seems reasonable to expect a

combinatorial construction which will account for these facts.

These techniques can be used to examine arbitrary classes of maps of

prescri bed gen uso T

D. Jungnickel: Affine difference sets

We present some recent existence tests for abelian affine difference sets

whieh allow us to prove the prime power conjecture tor orders up to 10000.

These results follow from various papers of K.T. Arasu,D. Jungnickel and A. Pott.

e K.W.J. Kadell: The Selberg-Jack I:!olvnomials

Aomoto has recently given a simple proof of an extension of Selberg's

integral. We prove the following generalization of Aomoto's theorem. If the

integrand of Selberg's int~gral is multiplied by a Jaek symmetrie polynomial with

Q =l/k, then ~he integral has a certain closed form. Dur proot requires

Macdonald's extension of the duality of the Sehur funetions to the lack

symmetrie functions and Stanley's extensions of the Pieri formula and the

eombi natorial representation.

We give alternative proofs of some results of Stanley and Maedonald and
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conjecture a constant term orthogonality for the Jack symmetrie functions. We

discuss the extension of our results to the q-ease.

Ä. Kerber: Aigebraic combinatorics: The use of finite group actions

The basic tools are the Cauchy-Frobenius and Burnside's lemma, both in

constant and in weighted form. They were presented and it was shown how they

apply to enumeration of syrnmetry c1asses of mappings. Then a redundancy free

construction of orbit representations using double cosets in symmetrie groups

was mentioned as weil as the method of DixonlWilf for generating orbit •

representatives uniforrnly at randorn was described. Specific applications are the

construction of chemical isomers and the evaluation of catalogs of graphs with

p~ 10 points. Emphasize was laid on the fact that these methods apply in many.

other cases, too.

D. Kleitmann: Two Colouring Problems

I We show that any 3-hypergraph uniform of degree 3 on n vertices can

have its vertices coloured by 3-dimensional 0-1 vectors such that the colours on

any edge span the space (joint with Z. Füredi, J. Griggs and "R. Holzman). Does

this hold for k-hypergraphs with k =4, 51 A. Block~uis (this meeting) shows that

this statement fails in general for k~ 6. If the hypergraph is further restricted to

have avertex transitive, cyclic symmetry, does this hold for general k1 This would

prove a conjeeture of Graham, Chung, et al. The k = 3 case can be proven by a

method based on Lovasz' proof of Broaks' theorem.

11 Any planar graph admits a partition of its vertices into 3 blocks (colour

classes) of which two are forests and one an independent set. This is somewhat

stronger than the 5-colour theorem. Question : Is this result new? It can be

proven by classical methods, appropriately arranged.

B. Korte: Exchange properties and elimination processes

The Gaussian elimination algorithm is besides the Euclid algorithm probabely

among the most famous and certainly among the most used algorithms in

mathematics. It turns out that its combinatorial backbone, Le. the sequence of its

pivot elements is nothing but a com~inatorial exchange structure, namely a

special greedaid. This greedoid has neither the interval nar the transposition

property thus it seems to have less structure. However, we can give same nice
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algorithmic, duality and polyhedral results: Gauß greedoids can be characterized

by the optimality of the greedy algorithm for linear objective functions; they are

closed under an appropriate duality operator (of which matroid duality is a

special case). Finally, we give same polyhedraJ charaeterizations. Far special Gauß

greedoids we can linearly describe the convex hull of its characteristie vectors

completely and there is same hape to exte.nd these results to general Gauß

greedoids. My lecture reports on some earlier results of my student o. Goecke

anq recent joint work with L. Lovasz and R. Schrader.

M. Las Vergnas: Bases and Orientations in Matroids

The structure of oriented matroid abstracts the main combinatorial

properties of signed linear dependence aver ordered fields. Crassical exampres

include: cycle spaces of directed graphs, configurations of points and (dually)

arrangements of hyperplanes in Euclidean spaces, arrangements of pseudolines

in the projective plane and generalizations in higher dimensions (this last

example being generic by the Folkman-lawrence Topological Representation

Theorem). Oriented matroids provide several ways tc? encode the different

combinatorial types af configurations of points or hyperplanes.

Theorem A (Las Vergnas 1975): The number of acyclic reorientations of an

oriented matroid M (ar, equivalently, the number of maximal covectors, or the

number of regions of the Folkman-Lawrence Representation) is given by the

evaluation t(M;2,O} of its Tutte polynomial.

Theorem A generalizes Stanley's theorem (1973) on acyclic orientations of

graphs and contains Zaslavski's theorem (1975) on the number'of regions of an

arrangement of hyperplanes. It can be generalized to oriented matroid

perspeetives, oriented matroid counterpart of linear applications (Las Vergnas

1977). A further generalization of Theorem Adeals with the nation of activities.

Theorem B (Las Vergnas 1982): Denoting by Oij the number of reorientations

with aetivities i, j of an oriented matroid of an ordered set, we have t(M;~,I)} = ~,.j

2- j
-
j Oij <iI}(

Comparing Theorem Bwith

Theorem C (Cra po 1969, generalizing works of Tutte for 9raphs): Denoting by

bij the number of bases with internal activity i and ext~rnal activity j of a matroid

M on a totally ordered set, we have t(M;~,q) =L. biJ· ~iI)L .
l,J

we get the equality Oij = 2i
+ jbij. This equality suggests a question : Is there a

natural correspondence between bases and reorientations of an oriented
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matroid compatible with these equalities for all i, j? Dur purpose in the talk is to

describe such a correspondence.

A. Lascoux (with M.P. Schützenberger): Permutations are tableaux and

tableaux are permutations

A decomposition of apermutation }J is any product aa' of simple

transpositions which is equal to it. Taki ng the subwords of aa' produces the

permutations smaller than p for the Ehresman~ order (also called strong or

Bruhat order). To any permutation p, we can associate the tableau K(p) whose

columns are the successive left (reordered) factors of p written as the word

P1P2...The Ehresmann order is just the componentwise order on the special

tableaux K(p) called keys.

Conversely, given any tableau t, pushing successively each of its columns to

the right by the jeu de taquin or by Sehensted algorithm gives a key k + (t);

symmetrically, we get on the left another key k_(t) and we have k_(t) ~ t ~ k + (t).

Thus, we can add to the Ehresmann order an edge, labelled by t, joining the

vertices k_(t) and k + (t). This new order is Eulerian (see Seminaire Lotharingien,

Sept. 88) and has many properties generalizing those of the Ehresmann!

Bruhatlstrong order, in connection with the geometry of flag varieties (see

Minneapolis meeting of combinatorics, June 88, to appear in Springer. L.N.).

H. Lefmann: On families with prescribed intersection properties

In this talk combinatorial extremal problems in ranked lattices (X,I\,v) are

considered. In particular, for families F~X whose members have pairwise

prescribed intersection properties, the maximum cardinality of F is given for

various lattices like powerset-Iattices, linear lattices and Graham-Rothschild

lattices.

S.C. Milne: Classical Partition Functions and the U(n + 1) Rogers-Selberg Identity

In this talk we show that after suitable specialization the "balanced 11 side of

the U(n + 1) Rogers-Selberg identity gives the generating function for all

partitions whose parts differ by at least n + 1. A similar specialization yields the

additional condition that the parts must be ~ n + 1. The case n =1 is the sum side

of the pair of c1assical Rogers-Ramanujan-Schur identities.

This connection between c1assical partition functions and the U(n + 1) Rogers-

•
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Selberg identity depends upon the identity

'1 2 2.'" I( . f1nl r ls- rl+nm s )"( 11 )-1 I n(n + I '/2I1m; + ... + mnJ
(1) L 11 (q -q ) (q)i-l+nm. q

n1
1

+ ... +m
n

=m l:5r<sSn i=1 • I

m.~O
I

n =I li _ n J( n + 1Im 'I m( (n + 11m - Il + Ilfl

(_ 1)1 n - I Im ( I I q ') .= q ( ") I

i=1 q m

where (A)m =(l-A}(l-qA)... (1-qm- 1A).

Our proot of (1) involves using partial fraetion teehniques, Hall-Littlewood

polynomials, Raising operators, q-Kostka matriees, the Cauehy-identity tor Schur

functions and generating functions for eo.lumn-strict plane partitions to solve a

general q-difference equation. One outeome of this proof is a new dass of

symmetrie functions, analogous to Hall-Littlewood polynomials, that

interpolates between Schur functions and complete homogeneous symmetrie

functions.

A. Pott: A generalization of Mann's theorem on differeneesets

The main tools to prove the nonexistence of certain (v, ·k, a)-difference sets

are multipliers and a theorem due to Mann. There are several proofs of Mann's

theorem. We simplify Lander's proof and generalize his results. We obtain new

non-existence results even for non-abelian differenee sets (joint werk with D.

Jungnickel). In particular, we obtain: .

Theorem: Let D be a (v,k,A)-difference set in a greup G, H<G, G/H abelian,

exp(G/H) = u*. Then the following holds: If pi == -1 mod u* (p prime), then p2j 11 n

(i.e. p2j + 1%n) for same j (generalization of Mann's theorem to non-abelian

groups).

Coral/ary: (i) pj~ IHI,
(ii) IG/Hf>k ~ p2j I va.

For instance, we prove: There exists no abelian (704, 38,' 2)-difference set if

exp(SyI2G)~4and no (343,19, 1)-difference set. The latter result holds for non

abelian groups, too.

H.J. Prämel: The restricted Ramsey theorem for graphs

Apparently P. Erdös was the first to ask whether there exists a graph F such

that
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but F has small clique size c1{F), where c1(F) denotes the maximal size of a

complete subgraph in F. Answering this question J. Folkman (1970) constructed a

graph Fwith
K .)

F~ (K
3

)2 -

and c1(F) = 3. This result was a starting point for Ramsey Theory for graphs and

hypergraphs.

One of the key results in this area is the restricted Ramsey theorem for graphs

and hypergraphs due to Nesetfil and Rödl (1977, 1983). A hypergraph (X,L) iso

called irreducible if for any two vertices x,yEX there exists an edge EEL such that

x,yE E. Observe that with respect to ordinary graphs c1iques are the only

irreducible ones. let F be a family of irreducible hypergraphs. Then Forb(F)

denotes the set of all hypergraphs which do not contain any member of F as an

induced subgraph. Let G,HE Forb(F). Then Nesetfil and Rödl proved that there

exists an FE Forb(F) such that

F-+(G):.

The original proofs of this results are quite involved and conceptually not that

easy to understand, even in the case of ordinary graphs. The aim of the talk is to

present a short and simple proof for the restricted Ramsey theorem for

hypergraphs. This proof was obtained jointly with B. Voigt and will appear in J.

Combo Th. (A).

A. Regev: Symmetry for the dual Schensted Knuth correspondence

In a c1assical paper, Knuth (1970) corresponded matrices of non negative

integers with two rows array of integers

A +-+ (U1'···.u n)"
.llt·····lJn '

then followed by the Schensted algorithm

A +-+ (·u1 ...·.un)·· ~ (P,Q),
1J 1·····un

That correspondence has the symmetry property: If A ~ (P,Q) then AT ~ (Q,P) (AT

is the transpose).

In that paper, Knuth also introduced a dual correspondence A +-+ (P,Q). Here A

had to be a 0,' matrix, and in general, it did not have symmetry: AT ~ (Q,P).

We follow a change in the Knuth dual correspondence that was suggested by

Berele and Remmel. With that change, that modified Knuth dual corres

pendence has the symmetry: A ~ (P,Q) and AT +-+ (Q,P). As an applicatien we give

a bijective proof of a "hook" generalization of an identity of Schur.

•
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A. Rosa: Halving Steiner Tripie Systems

When does there exist aSteiner tripie system (V,B) of order v (STS(v)) whieh

admits a :partition of the set of its tripies B = Bl UB2 sueh that (V,Bl) and (V,B2)

are isomorphie hypergraphs? An obvious neeessary eondition isb = IBI=O

'(mod 2), Le. v= 1,9,13 or 21 (mod 24). This is not suffieient: We prove that an

STS(v) with the above property exists if and only if V= 1 or 9 (mod 24). On the

other hand, almost all STS's da not have the above property.

We also prove that when b is odd, i.e. when v=3,7,15 or 19 (mod 24), there

exists an STS(v) (V,B) and a tripie tEB sueh that there exists a partition of

B\{t} =B1UB2 with (V,B,)==(V,B2).

B.E. Sagan: Log eoncave seguences of symmetrie functions and analogs of the

Jaeobi-Trudi determinant

We define the notion of log eoneavity for a sequence of polynomials. Next it

is shown that vario.us sequences of elementary and homogeneous symmetrie

functions are log concave. The methods used are lattiee path arguments of the

. type employedby Gessel, Viennot, and others. Finally these results are

generalized to n x n determinants, giving new analogs of the Jacobi-Trudi

determinant.

J. Spencer: Threshold functions for extension statements

When Z is the sum of many rare mostly independent events and E[Z] -p then

Pr[Z = 0] - e·p. Wecallthisthe Poisson Paradigm. Forexample, when

(n)' 6
4 P =p

the random 'graph has no K4 with probability e-p. We give a general corrolation

inequality that allows one to estimate the probability that no event occurs.by the

product of the probabilities that each event fails when thepairwise corrolations

are small. In particular this allows good estimates for the probability that every

pair of vertiees is joined by a path of a given length d.

J.Stembridge: Connections between Hall-Littlewood 'functions and the Rogers

Ramanujan identities

There exist several identities from the theory of Hall-Littlewood functions

that can be viewed as multi-variate generalizations of multiple basic
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hypergeometric series (i.e., q-seriesf Included in this list of q-series that can be

generalized are same extensions of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities originally

due to G. Andrews and D. Bressoud. The most important part of Hall-Littlewood

fu nction theory that is relevant to this development involves the adaptation of a

technique of I. Macdonald first used in the proof of MacMahon's and Bender

Knuth's plane partition conjectures.

T. Trotter (with G. Brightwell, K. Reuter): The Order Dimension of Convex

Polvtopes and Planar Maps

Associate with a convex polytope M in R3 a partially ordered set PM consisting

of the vertices, edges and faces of M parti~lIy ordered by indusion. We want to

determine the order dimension (in the Dushnik-Miller sense) of the poset PM

There are three factors motivating this problem. First, givena graph G =(V,E),

define aposet QG by ordering VUE by indusion. Then Schnyder proved that G is

planar if and only if dim(QG)~ 3. So it is natural to ask what happens if we add

the faces to the poset. Second, the problem of determining the dimension of the

lattices of faces (of all ranks) of a convex polytope in an can be posed, but for .

n~ 4 there is no b~und which depends only on n. This is due t<? the fact that for

n~ 4, there exist cyclic polytopes which have larg.e sets of vertices with each pair

belonging to an edge. As a third motivation, if dim(PM) is small, then we obtain a

useful data structure for representing the vertexlface incidence relation of a

polytope. With these comments as background, we prove that if M is a convex

polytope in ]R3, then dim(PM) = 4. The upper bound dim(PM)~4holds whenever

M is a planar map. Our argument includes a polynomial time algorithm for the

coordinatization of PM.

S.A. Vanstone:- Graph Theoretic Codes

Let G be a graph with q edges, p vertices and girth d. It is weil known that the

cycle space of G gives rise to a binary (q, q-p + 1, d)-code and that these codes are

majority log;c decodable. Such codes are usually referred to as graph theoretic

codes. In this lecture we describe a decoding scheme for graph theoretic codes

based on k-regular graphs having a particular type of 1-factorization. We

consider a l-faetorization F such that there exists an automorphism of Gwhich

acts cydically on the 1-factors of F. In addition we would like F to have the

property that the union of any two of its 1-factors does not eontain a 4-eycle. In

particular, using these properties we display an efficient method to deeode

•
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complete graph codes. The algorithm corrects all single and double adjacent

errors and all double errors confined to a 1-factor.

B. Voigt: Sparse Ramsey Theory

This talk reports on results fram the following three papers: Ramsey

theorems for finite graphs 1/11, 'submitted to JCT(B),and A sparse Graham

Rothschild theorem, Trans. AMS (1988). These are joint papers with H.l Prömel. I

concentrate to discuss the following results:

Theorem A: (Sparse graph Ramsey theorem) Given positive integers k,m,r

and 9 there exists a graph G with the following property: the set-system

(:nJ
which has the set of complete Kk-subgraphs of G as vertices and edge

(:)' rorKE(~ '),(where(~)'istheselofu~sol\'edH-subgraphsofG)
, km'

has chromatic number larger than r andgirth larger than g.

This result has been conjectured by J. Spencer, the particular case k = 2 is due

to Nesetfil andRödl.

Theorem B: (Sparse partition theorem for Boolean lattices) Given positive.

integers m* 1, rand g there exists a positive integer n and a set s~~n of points in

the n-dimensional Boolean lattice~n such that the set-system which has the

points in S as vertices and ~m sublattices which are completely contained in S as

edges has c~romatic number larger than rand girth larger than g.

Theoreme: (Sparse Hafes-Jewett theorem) Given a finite set A and positive

integers rand 9 there exists a positive integer n and there existsa set S~An such

that the set-system which has the points in S as vertices and generalized

combinatoriallines which are completely contained in Sas edges has girth larger

than 9 and for every r-colouring of Sthere exists a (special) combinatorial line in

Swhich is monochromatic.

As a corollary from this we obtain the following resultation of a conjecture of

J. Spencer (1975).

Corollary: Given positive integersk,r and g there exists a set S of positive

integers such that the set system which has the elements of S as vertices and k

term arithmetic progressions which are contained in S as edges has chromatic

number larger than rand girth larger than g.

This is a sparse version of a celebrated theorem of van der Waerden on

arithmetic progressions.
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D.J.A. Welsh: The Complexity of Colourings and Knots

I relate the Jones polynomial of a knot with the Tutte polynomial of an

associated graph and hence with the general Tutte polynomial of a matroid.

Thus we prove that

a) determining the Jones polynomial of an alternating knot is #P-hard;

b) evaluating the Janes polynomial of an alternating knot is #P-hard except at a

set of special points at which it is already known;

c) determining the lutte polynomial of graphs is #P-hard except possibly along

the special hyperbola Ha=(x-l )(y-l) = a;

d) determining the lutte polynomial at a point (a,b) is no easier than evaluating

it along the special hyperbata through (a,b) unless (a,b) is one of the special

poi nts (0,0), (1,1), (-1,-1), (-1,0), (0,-1), (i,-i), (-i,i), (j,j2), (j2,j), where j = e2ni/3.

R. Wille: Conceptual measurement and finite structures

The· aim of conceptual measurement is to understand the conceptual

strueture of data sets by comparision with given patterns of concept systems. Our-

.approach to conceptual measu rement uses the framework of formal concept

analysis (cf. B. Ganter, J. Stahl, R. Wille: Conceptual measu~ement in many

valued contexts. In: W. Gaul, M. Schrader (eds.): Classification as a tool of

research. North-Holland, Amsterdam 1986, 169-176). A scale is defined as a

context 5: = (Gs, Ms, Is) with a clear conceptual structure which reflects same

meaning. The S-measures of an (empirical) context K: ? (G, M, I) correspond to V

preserving maps from the concept lattice E(K) into the concept lattice B(S)

respeeting objeets. Most important in measurement is the problem: By which

scales can a given empirical structure be measured? Answers are given by

measurability theorems which describe the use of consi~ered finite structures for

analyzing data. An example of such a theorem is: •

Theorem: A finite context K admits a full measure inta a direct produet of

one-dimensional ordinal scales if and only if K==(P, P, ~) for some finite ordered

set P.

G.M. Ziegler: Posets with maximal Möbius function

let P be aposet of length I + 1, bounded, of cardinality n + 2. Then the Möbius

funetion of Psatisfies

I llep) I S ma:c mar (Pl-l)... (Pr-l)
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This bound is sharp: for every peset Pthere is a peset P* with IP*I =IPI and

I(P*)~ I{P) that achieves the beund. The posets achieving equality are classified.

[This solves a problem of R. Stanley]. The analogous problem is solved for graded

posets and attacked for finite lattices.

Berichterstatter: A.Pott
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 10/1989

Partielle Differentialgleichungen

5.3. bis 11.3.1988

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von Herrn Brüning (Augsburg) und Herrn von
Wahl (Bayreuth) statt.

Die thematischen Schwerpunkte lagen in der Theorie der Evolutionsgleichungen,
insbesondere der parabolischen Gleichungen, und in der Spektraltheorie. Es wur
den jedoch auch interessante Fragen zu partiellen Differentialgleichungen vom
hyperbolischen und vom elliptischen Typ vorgestellt. Es erwies sich als beson
ders nützlich, daß in beiden Spezialdisziplinen auch Übersichtsvorträge Wlgeboten
wurden; vor allem die Nichtspezialisten haben davon sehr profitiert. Für die ·Pla
nung künftiger Tagungen sollte diese positive Erfahrung berücksichtigt werden.
naI'Überhinaus nutzten fast alle Teilnehmer die Gelegenheit, in Einzelgesprächen
weitere Ergebnisse und Projekte auszutauschen.
Ein großer Gewinn war die zahlreiche Beteiligung sowjetischer Mathematiker,
während diesmal leider kein Teilnehmer atiS den USA angereist war. Besonders
bedauert wurde, daß Fritz John wegen Krankheit absagen mußte.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

A. AMANN:

Gobal existence for quasilinear reaction-diffusion systems

We report on existence theorems for classical solutions of quasilinear parabolic
systems whose principal parts are in divergence form. In the special case of
upper-triangular systems ("chemotaxis systems") it is shown that an Loo-bound
implies global existence.

C. BANDLE:

On the positive solutions of the Emden eguations in cones

(joint work with M. Essen)

Let C = {(r,8): r = lxi> 0,8 E nC SN-l = {lxi = I}} be a cone infRN. It is
know that the problem ßu+rO'uP = 0 in C, u = 0 on Be with p > 1 and q, E R has
solutions of the form u = r-(2+0')/(p-l)o(8) for a certain range of p E (p., p•• ). It
turns out that for p :5 p. no regular or singular solutions exist. The asymptotic
behavioUf at the vertex and at infinity can be computed for certain classes of
fWlctions by means of a potential theoretical approach. .

J. CHABROWSKI

Multiple solutions for the nonlinear Dirichlet problem with L 2-boundary data

The purpose of this talk is to describe the existence of multiple solutions for the
Dirichlet problems

Lu + b(x)u+ - a(x)~- = stP}(x) + hex) in Q,

u(x) =<p(x) on BQ,

and

Lu + b(x)u+ - a(x)u- = hex) in Q,
u(x) = t<p(x) on BQ,

where ep E L2(8Q), h E L2 (Q), s and t are parameters, L is a self-adjoint elliptic
operator and tPl is the first eigenfunction of the operator L +b. H a and b interact
with the spectrum of the operator L then both problems admit multiple solutions
for s and t large. Since ep E L2(8Q), these solutions belong to a weighted Sobolev
space.

\

~~ \
, \

\



G. DA PRATO

Evolution eguations in noncylindrical domains

(joint work with P. Cannarsa and J.P. Zolesesio).

We consider the problem

Ut = ßu + f(t,x), tE [O,T] , xE!1 t eRN

u(O,x)=uo(x),
(1)

where fit depends (smoothly) on t. We reduce (1) to an abstract problem by
setting H = L 2(RN

),

A(t)u = z,

where JRN z(x)cp(x)dx = fIRN u(x)ßcp(x)dx for all cp E Co(IRN ) such that cp = 0
on the boundary r t of fit.
Problem (1) reduces to

u'(t) = A(t)u(t) , u(O) = uo.

We prove that {A(t)}tE[O,71 fulfills the Kato-Tanabe hypothesis

11('\ - A(t»-lll $ I~I' II~('\ - A(t»-lll $ ~

and we solve problem (2).
We also consider the damped wave equation

Utt=ß(u+Ut)+f(t,x), xEnt

u+ut=Oonrt
u(O) = Uo, u'(O) = Ul •

P. DEURING

Quasilinear oarabolic eguations with nonlinear boundary conditions

I consider the following problem:

N

Ut - L Alm(X, t, u(x, t), V'u(x, t)U%l~m = F(x, t, u(x, t), V'u(x, t»
l,m=l

(2)

(3)

(4)

in !1 x (0, T] , (P1)
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N

L Alm(X, t, u(X, t), Vu(x, t))nm(x)UZL = G(X, t, U(X, t), (IDru(x, t)I"Y)l:5 r:5 N)
l,m=l

in an x [O"T] ,

u(x,O) = 1/J(x) on 11.

(P2)

(P3)

Here n eRN is a bolinded domain; n is the outward unit normal to n; / E (1, (0).
Let (Alm) be strongly elliptic, and assume that Alm, F, 'ljJ, G satisfy certain
(rather low) smoothness conditions. Moreover, asswne the following compatibility
conditions:

Then we can show that a solution to (PI) - (P3) exists, locally in time. We further
sho~ by a counterexample that condition (*) may not be replaced by the "natural"
compatibility condition. Further counterexamples prove that local continuation 
and uniqueness are not possible in our context.

J. FLECKINGER

Estimates of the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian on a domain with fractal
boundary

We consider the following eigenvalue problem:

-ßu = Au in f2, with u =0 on an.
When the boundary is fractal, the Minkowski dimension .appears in the remainder
term of the Weyl's estimate..

R. HEMPEL

Eigenvalues of the Schrödinger operator H - AW in a spectral gap of H

(joint work with S. Alama and P. Deift)

We consider Schrödinger operators H = -ß + V, acting in the Hilbert space
L 2 (RJI), where the bounded, measurable function V is such that the spectrum of
H has a gap (a, b). We then ask for the eigenvalue branches in the gap of the .
operator family H - AW (here W is a relatively compact perturbation of H and
..\ areal coupling constant). Such operators anse in the quantum theory of solids
as a model for crystals with localized implU'ities.
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where G is a Coo function vanishing of second order at 0 it is now well-known
that if Uj E Ca then there is a global solution with Cauchy data

(1)Du = G(u,u',u"),

~or non-linear perturbations of the wave equation in 1R1~n,

L. HÖRMANDER

Non-linear second order hyperbolic differential eguations

A. HINZ

Asymptotic behaviour of eigensolutions and the spectrum of Schrödinger opera
tors

Pointwise decay or growth properties of solutions to the equation -ßv +qu = AU 
are closely related to the spectrum of tbe corresponding Schrödinger operator.
Bounds on eigenfunctions, well-known for q_ (the negative part of q) bounded
or in Kn, extend to q_ = 0(IxI2 ), 8S da estimates for the distance of A to the
essential spectrum, depending on tbe rate of growth of non-L2-so1utions v. The
esse q_ = 0(lxI2 ) appears as a border line with a striking example tuming up,
the crucial point of which is still an open problem.

N±(A) := U{O < Aj < A; E E t1(H 1= AjW)}, for A > 0,

and discuss the relationship between the asymptotic behaviour of N± (A), as
A -+ 00, and the volumina of the related classically allowed regions in phase
spare. While tbe semi-classical approximation gives the correct answer for the
asymptotics of N+, the asymptotics of N _ may be determined in some cases by
means of the integrated density of states of H and will not in general agree with
the associated phase space volume.

u = euo , a,u = EU} when t = 0, (2)

for small e > 0 if n ~ 5. When n = 4 this is also true if there is no u2 term, that
is, G(u, 0,0) = O(u3 ) as u -+ 0; for arbitrary G there is a constant c such that
a solution exists for 0 :5 t :5 eC/../i (unpublished; the square root can probably
be eliminated with sorne additional work). Assume now that n = 3. When G
is a function of u' and u" only then John and Klainennan have proved that a
solution exists for t 5 ec/e. A lower bound for c has been given by F. John and
the speaker when G is linear in the second derivatives; it agrees with an upper

In the present talk, we concentrate on the case W ~ 0 and describe the asymptotic
distribution.of eigenvalue branches of H ± AW, as A goes to infinity: we define
(for E in the gap (a, b»
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bound established by John in a special ease. The leeture is mainly devoted to
the extension of this result to fully non-linear equations. The main point is the
determination of the lifespan of the solution of an approximating Cauehy problem
inR2,

au/at = a{8u/8x)2 + 2bu8u/8x +cu2
; u(O, x) = uo(x). (3)

The ease a = c = 0 (Btu'gers' inviseid equation) was suffieient for the earlier
result.

W. JÄGER

Symmetry breaking for semilinear elliptic eguations

Consider the Dirichlet problem

~u + )../(u) = 0 in the n-dimensional unit ball B R
, u = 0 on 8B R

•

Due to the theorem of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg positive solutions are always ra
dially symmetrie. The question if symmetry breaking bifureation from branehes
of radially symmetrie solutions (changing sign) oecurs was studied by Pospieeh,
Smoller and Wasserman using techniques of loeal bifurcation with symmetry
groups. In a joint paper with K. Schmitt a' result of Pospiech obtained by global
arguments could be improved to nonlinearities / whieh are asymptotieally linear
at infinity, positive in 0 and whose primitive has exactly one minimum. Con
sider a connected component of fully symmetrie solutions in functionspace and
a bounded domain B in the parameter-functionspace and asswne that there is a
door D to this box B through whieh this eomponent enters· and leaves the box.
Assume that on the door there are only fully symmetrie solutions and that the
degree ean be computed on the door and does not vanish. Then there roust be
symmetry breaking bifurcation inside the box. This idea is made precise and is
applied to the special boundary value problem. Bifurcation from infinity is used to
study the branehes of radially symmetrie solutions, on which symmetry breaking
bifurcation takes place. .

B. KAWOHL

A family of torsional ereep problems

Subject of the leeture is the study of solutions to the problem

-~pU == -div{IVuIP-
2Vu) = 1 in n

u=O ona!}

as p ~ 1 or as p ~ 00. For 1 < P < 00 the problem has a unique solution
up E W;tP{S1). The limiting ease p ~ 00 models perfectly plastic torsion. It
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is shown that lim up(x) = d(x, an), the distance funetion to an. The limiting
p-oo

equation is 00 longer elliptie. The ease p -+ 1 is of independent geometrie interest
beeause it leads to interesting free boundary problems. Even if n is a ball in
Rn there are surprises: H the ball has radius less than n, up tends to zero as p
goes to 1; but if the radius is greater than n, up blows up to 00 everywhere in n.
this phenomenon is linked to the isoperimetrie inequality between perimeter and
volume of O. It ean be explained for general domains if one solves tbe geometrie
problem: Given 0 find Den such tbat surface area of D minus volume of D
beeomes minimal.

V.A. KONDRAT'EV

Asvmptotie properties of solutions of the elastieity system

We eonsider the equation

L AoDOu(x) = fex)
lol~m

where X m C X m- 1 C ... c X o are Hilbert spaces, Aa : Xlal -+ X o, u(x) E X m ,

fex) E X o, x = (Xl'···' xn) and Da = a%i~'.~~:r::ft. Suppose that there exists

P(Ä) = E aoÄa such that
Jal=N

P(Ä)( L (iÄ)aAcr ) = P(Ä)R(Ä)
laJ~m

is analytie and bounded for 11m AI $ C.
Tben

A number of questions in the theory of elliptie equations is redueed to the inves
tigation of equation (1). For example, CoDSider t~e system of elastieity

~ a hkaUIc 1
L..-J ~ai;~=fh' h=l,···,n,.xEII=Rn

- x(O,l).
;,;,k=1 XI x)

Problem. Find the weak solution u of this system with

~ f ou' aue 2
E(u,IT) = L.J in(~+~) dx < 00

i,;=1 n x) x.

and

~ hlcaUj: --.a.)1
O'h(U) = L.J ai; ~eos( n,%i an = 0

i,;,k=1 %)

Some theorems of uniqueness of solutions are proved.
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B.M. LEVITAN

The asymptotics of the Weyl-Titchmarsh m-function on the spectra of perturbed
Hill's eguation

In the last time there appeared same work in which the asymptotics of the Weyl
Titchmärsh m-function is studied in tbe angle 0 < e < arg z < 'Ir - e ,(Izi ~ 00).
A more difficult problem consists in studying tbe asymptotics of the m-function
on tbe spectra. Of course this is possible in the case that the limit of m(z) for
Im z ~ 0 exists.
In the 'report there will be given an accoWlt of same results about the asymptotic A;!
expansion of the m-function for ..\ --+ +00 (Im'\ = 0) in the case of perturbed .,
Hill's equation:

-y" + (p(x) + q(x»y = '\y, (-00 < x < '00),

where P is a smooth periodie function of period 1r, and where q is a smooth function
satisfying

I:{1 + Ixl)lq{x)ldx < 00.

s. LUCKHAUS

Pressure jumps for the dam problem

This talk presents a joint work with G. G'ilardi (Pavia) on the dam problem in
the free boundary formulation, To save writing let all physical constants be I,
Denote by P the pressure, by -ez the vector of gravity, and by s the relative water
saturation of an earth dam n. The How equatio~s can then be written

a,S - V (s(V'P + ez » = 0 in Sl, 0':::; p, 0 ::5 s :::; 1, P . '(1 - s) == 0

s(8.,p+vez)=OinrN, 'p=PDinrD , s(oIlP+vez.)~OinrDn{PD=O}

where an is the disjoint union of rN, r DE C2 .

We prove: Under suitable conditions on PD (Clt O would be enough), OtPD is a
measure and 0'tPD bouncled (locally). In other words: the press1;U"e jumps are
always positive as the examples indicate.
A key ingredient in tbe praof is a lemma on subbarmonic function:
P nonnegative, subhannonic in B p implies an estimate

{ ß p > ~ { P I {p = O} n BpI 1-;' •
JB, P JB,

This allows to give a rigorous proof of the bound from below for the time derivative
of the pressure on the free boundary.
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A. LUNARDI

A semigroup approach to parabolic eguations in Hölder spaces

We consider a parabolic initial-boundary value problem in [0, Tl xn, where n c IRn
is a bounded open set with regular boundary an:

uc(t,x)=A(t,x,D)u(t,x)+f(t,x), O~t~T, xEn
u(0, x) = uo (x) , x E 0
Bj(t,x,D)u(t,x) = 9j(t,x) , j = 1,··· ,m, 0 ~ t:5 T, x E an.

Here A(t, x, D) is an elliptic differential operator of order 2m, and the Bj(t, x, D),
j = 1,···, m, are boundary differential operators satisfying roots and comple
menting conditions.
Such problems have been studied recently by means of the theory of analytic
semigroups in the spare C(O) adapted to the case of non dense domains and
n~nhomogeneousboundary conditions.
The claSsical theory of Solonnikov concerning optimal Hölder regularity in (t, x)
has been recovered by Lunardi, Sinestrari and, von Wahl. Hölder continuity with
respect to the space variable x has been studied by Lunardi, and Hölder continuity
with respect to time (in the homoegeneous case) by Sinestrari and von Wahl and
by Acquistapace and Terreni.

A.M. MOLCHANOV

Nonlinear Equatiops of Schrödinger type

We consider the nonlinear eqution

Here A = ,\ gives the classical Schrödinger equation, A = .,p2 the "t/J-cube"
equation (without parameter) and A = In K(x, y)t/J2(y)dy the Pekar-Bogolubov
polaron-equation.
A particular case, K(x, y) =a(x)b(y), leads to equations

- 6"p + V(x)t!' = Ba(x).,p

B =1, b(y)f/J2(y)dy.

The first equation reduces to a linear one for t/J and gives a 8pectrum of "eigenval:
ues" B. Each B determiDes two solutions t/J.
This case gives a model for branching of solutions for the general Pekov-Bogolubov
equation..
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w. MÜLLER

Some aspeets of spectral theory on locally symmetrie

The talk is a survey of some reeent results on spectral theory for the Laplacian
on a locally symmetrie space r \ G/ K of finite volume. A new approach to the
study of the continuous spectrum of the Laplacian via scattering theory is briefly
discussed in the talk. The main result is the estimation of the counting fWlction
N(>") = "{>"i $ >..} of the eigenvalue sequence 0 = >"0 < Al $ '\2 $ ... by a
polynomial bound in A. This implies an affirmative answer to the so-called trace
dass conjecture in the theory of automorphic fonns. This means all operators _
considered in Selberg's traee formula are of trace class when restrieted to the
point speetrum of the Laplacian. Also the heat operator is of trace class on the
point spectrum. This, for example, makes it possible to apply the heat equation
method to study index problems on locally symmetrie spaces of finite volume.

E. MÜLLER-PFEIFFER

8turmsche Theorie für elliptische DifferentialgleichUngen 2. Ordnung

Der bekannte Vergleichssatz von Sturm und Picone für gewöhnliche, selbstad
jungierte Differentialgleichungen zweiter Ordnung wird auf selbstadjungierte el
liptische Differentialgleichungen verallgemeinert. Dabei sind das Grundgebiet G
Wld die Koeffizienten der Differentialgleichung nicht notwendig beschränkt, Wld
es werden keine Regularitätsforderungen an den Rand 8G gestellt.

R.RACKE

Asymptotic behaviour of solutions of dissipative systems

(joint work with J. Sjöstrand)

We consider parabolic resp. damped hyperbolic systems of the following fonn:
Ut + LktJ, = 0 resp. Uu + Lku + Ut = 0, where L = -1:1 or L = -8iaik(X)8:r
elliptic with L = -ß outside a ball, in an exterior domain n C Rn, together
with initial and suitable boundary conditions. To get the desired results, namely
the decay behaviour of LtLnorms of the solution u, 2 :5 q :$ 00, we make an
ansatz with generalized Fourier transforms and are led to the study of pointwise
estimates of solutions of exterior boundary value problems for the oper"ator L. - As
further motivation we discuss the importance of these estimates for corresponding
nonlinear systems.
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R. REDLINGER

Globale a prlon Schranken für parabolische Systeme mit Kreuz-Diffusion

Zunächst wird ein Invananzsatz für parabolische Systeme der Form

Ut = A(t,x,u)Lu + f(t,x,u,u%) in Ge IRn +1

unter Randbedingungen 3. Art

B(t, X, u)u-y = g(t, x, u) auf 8p G

angegeben. Dabei ist "y eine äußere Normale an G, und L = L(t, x) ein gleichmäßig
elliptische Operator 2. Ordnung.
Als Anwendung wird gezeigt, daß die Lösung ('U, v) des Zwei-Komponenten-Sy
sterns (ai,· .. , ei > 0)

Ut = [(Cl + dlv)u]%% + u(el - alv - blu)

Vt = C2 V %% + v(e2 - ·a2u - b2v)

mit U% = V x = 0 für x E {O, I} und nichtnegativen Anfangsbedingungen, im Falle
C2 < Cl global beschränkt ist (in der Maximumnorm).

H. SCHRÖOER

The Riemann-Roeh Theorem on al~ebraic curves

(joint work with J. Brüning and N. Peyerimhoff)

An analytic proof of the following gene~alization of the lliemann-Roch Theorem
was sketched: Let C c CpN be an algebraic curve, 'Ir.: S -+ C the Noether
normalization and E C C the singular loens. Given a vectorbundle E of rank k
over C, holomorphie over C \ E, and equipped with an Hennitean metric whieh
is constant near E one has the "twisted" Cauchy-Riemann operator

BE : C~(Elc\E) -+ Cr-'(AO,1 Ele\E)·

BE is closable with domain in L2 (E) and range in L2 (A(O,I) E) where the metric
on C \ E comes from restricting the Fubini-Study metrie of CpN. All closed
extensions are Fredholm operators and correspond to the subspaces W of the
fini te dimensional space .

Wo = V(BE,max)/V(8E,min).

The eorresponding extension äE,w has index

ind äE,w = ind äE,min + dim W ,

. with
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ind äEtmin = kX(S) +1 cl(E)
C\E

and

dimWo=k L (n(q)-l).
qE7r- 1 (E)

Here x(S) = 1-g is the arithmetic genus ofthe compact Riemann surface S (with
9 "holes"), and n(q) is the multiplicity of the branch of C which is determined by
q.

C.G. SIMADER

Helmholtz decomposition and the weak Neumann problem on Lq

(joint work with H. Sohr)

Let GeRN denote either a bounded or an exterior domain and

D::O(G) := {q, E Cg"(G)N I div q, = 0 in G} .

For 1 < q < 00 let D9(G) := Dgo(G)lI
o

Uq and

G9(G) := {Vp Ip measurable, pE L9(GR)VR > 0, Vp E L9(G)}

where GR := G n {lxi< R}. Then the Helmholtz decomposition states that

L9(G) = D9(G) ffi G9(G) (q =F 2 direct decomposition, q = 2 orthogonal),.

Further there is a constant K > 0 such that

The equivalence to the weak Neumann problem on L9 is indicated: let

H1t9(G) := {u : G ~ R lu measurable, u E L9(GR)VR, Vu E Lq(GR)}

and define iI1'9(G) := H1'9(G)/R. Equipped with IIV.1I9' fI 1 t9(G) is a reflexive
Banach space. Then there is a constarit C > 0 such that

where q' =~ for u E iI 1 ,9(G). Further for F E (H 1t9(G»· there exists a unique

u E iI1,9(G) such that F(lI» =< Vu, Vq, >.
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J. SJÖSTRAND

The Schrödinger eq~ation with a constant. weak magnetie field

(joint work with B. Helffer)

This talk is based on recent joint work with B. Helffer, related to earlier works
of Avron-Simon, Nenein, Bellissard, Guillot-Ralston-Trubowitz ... and. many

n

physicists. Let e},··· ,en be a basis in Rn, r = EBZej, V E COO(lRn;lR) with
1

V(x + 1') = V(x), V"y E r. Let b;,,, = -b",;, 1 ~ j, k ~ n, be real and eon-
stant. With A,,(x) = i Lj bj,kXj, B := d(EAkdx,,) = iEEbj,kdxj 1\ dXI;;, we put

PB,V = E(Dzll + AA;(X))2 + V(x).
I

Let Eo(8) ~ EI (8 ~ ... be the Floquet eigenvalues of Po, v for (J E IRn*. If:

for some k, the Peierls substitution in solid state physics says that for energies
elose to [inf E", sup E,,] and for IBI small, "PB v is weIl deseribed by the pseu
dodifferential operators E,,(Dz +Ak(X))", Gur 'first theorem justifies this, in the
sense that it gives a correspponding reduetion of the study of the spectrum. We
can even drop the assumption (* ),,_ Th~n the redueed operator is a matrix of .
pseudodifferential operators.
The seeond theorem treats the 3-dimensional case. Under suitable assumptions,
we find singular oseillations in the density of states measure. These are related to
the de Haas-van Alphen effect, explained heuristieally by Onsager.

M. STRUWE

Globally regular solutions to the u5-Klein-Gordon eguations

The Cauchy problem for the semi-linear wave eqution in!R3 x lf4

(1)

for radially symmetrie initial data uo(x) = uo(lxl) E C3(1R3), Ut(x) = Ut(lxl) E
C2(R3

) is shown to admit a unique, global solution u(x, t) = u(lxl, t) E C2 (1R3
X

R.t).
Essential tools are the loeal (smali time) existenee results of Jörgens, the a-priori
estimate of Rauch for solutions with small initial energy, and a decay estimates for
solutions near a singularity. We heavily exploit invariance of (1) under sealing t.t H

UR(X, t) =R1/2U(Rx, Rt). Moreover, the energy inequality is used extensively.
The result suggests that also in the non-symmetrie ease problem (1) will always
admit a global, regular solution.
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D. VASIL'EV

The distribution of eigenvalues of boundary value problems

Consider an eigenvalue problem for a self-adjoint elliptic differential operator of
order 2m on a compact n-dimensional manifold with boundary. Let N(..\) denote
the eigenvalue distribution function, i.e. the number of eigenvalues Ak smaller
than a given A. The asymptotic fonnula

(1)

is a well-known classical result. A refined two-term asymptotics

N(A) = aAn/ 2m + bA(n-I)/2m + o(..\(n-I)/2m), A-+ +00, (2)

is established by the author; coefficient b takes account of the boundary conditions.
Formula (2) holds when a certain geometrical condition is fulfilled. This geometri
ca! condition is fonnulated in t~rms of a branching Hamiltonian billiard associated
with the differential operator. In this respect periodie, absolutely periodic and
deadend trajectories are investigated.

V. VOGELSANG

Über das Spektrum der Maxwellschen Gleichungen

Die Feldgleichungen elektromagnetischer Schwingungen lauten

rot al = iWG:2(X )a2 } (*)
rot a2 = -iWG:I (x )al

mit positiv definiten, hermiteschen Matrizen G:I(X), a2(x) in einem Außengebiet
n und einer Zahl w E IR, W :/= O. Unter einer Bedingung der Form

aj(x) = pj(lxl)l +o(r-6
) , ; 0 < fJ ~ 1 fest, (lxi -+ 00), Pj ~ kj > 0,

lll1d entsprechender Bedingung an 8r aj(x) beweisen wir das exponentielle Abkli.o
gen der Lösung a = al + ia2 von (*) im L2-Mittel. Für 6 = 1/2 gilt sogar die
Freiheit von Punkteigenwerlen des Maxwelloperators (*) auf der ganzen reellen
Achse. In engem Zusammenhang mit diesem Problem steht das Prinzip der ein
deutigen Fortsetzbarkeit, das wir für Ungleichungen der Form

unter Voraussetzung, a klinge bei 0 von unendlicher hoher Ordnung ab, beweisen.
Entscheidend für den Beweis sind Integralungleichungen vom Carleman'schen Typ
bei 00 und bei O. Dazu werden in Analogie zur Diracgleichung die Maxwellschen
Gleichungen (*) in Polarkoordinaten dargestellt, die Nebenbedingung div a jaj =
ogeeignet verarbeitet und Testfunktionen vom Type q8r a und qxA8r (aa) gewählt.

.~
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\V. WALTER

Elliptic differential inegualities with an application to gradient bounds

Let L be an elliptic operator defined by

n n

Lu: L aij(x)uZiZj + L bi(x)U Zi ' x E D,
i,j=l i=1

where D c IRn is open and bounded, and

(A)

where a, K > 0. (no upper bound on c is assumed). The main result is the following
theorem, which generali~es a classical. theorem on the strong minimum principle.

Theorem: Assume that D satisfies a uniform interior ball condition, that
(A) holds and tbat tbere exists a funetion h satisfying

Lh + eh ~ 0 and h > 0 in D .

Tben if

Lu + cu ~ 0 in D and 1.1. ~ 0 on 8D,

either (i) 1.1. = ßh with ß < 0 or (ii) 1.1. == 0 or (iii) u > 0 in D.

Remark In case (i) u is an eigenfunction for L + c corresponding to the first
eigenvalue Al = O.
Among the applications a theorem on gradient bounds for a nonlinear elliptic
equation (1) F(t.p, t.px, t.pzz) == 0 by Weinberger (1987) is generalized. Here 'Pz =
grad t.p, t.pZZ = the Hessian, and it is assumed that (:~ ) is positive definite.

Let L be as above with F = F(z, ep, r),

8F
bi=-a 't.pi

8F
c = 8z ' argument (<p(x),··.).

Theorem: H (A) holds, then for t.p E Cl (D) n C2(D) satisfying (1)

t.p~ ~ 0 on r implies <Pe ~ 0 in D

under each oE the Eollowing assumptions:
(i) There exists h E C°(.D) n C2(D) satisfying

Lh + eh ~ 0 in D and h > 0 in D .

(ii) There exists 'fJ with 1'71 = 1 such that fPf/ ~ 0 in D.
Here <p.,., = 1] • <PZ is the direetional derivative in the TI direction, and t.pe is defined
analogously.
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P. WEIDEMAlER

Boundary value problems for oarabolie .eguations

In the theory of nonlinear heat eonduetion the following problem oeeurs: (cf.
Potier-Ferry: Arch. f. Rat. Meeh. 77, 301-321, (1981))

aai
Ut--a (x,t,u,VU)8iOju=f

Pj

< a(~,t,uVu),n > == 1/J

u(O) = Cf'.

in n x (0, T) =: nT, n eRn,

on an x (O,T)
n 0- outward unit normal to n

) •
We eonstruet a Ioeal (in time) solution in the spaee

under natural eompatibility eonditions. The underlying estimates for the linear
problem are essentially due to Solonnikov. Problems of the type above were also
eonsidered in Aequistapache/Terreni: preprint 205 (1987), U"niv. Pisa; these latter
authors work in different spaees (Hölder in t, Sobolev in x).

J. WEISSLER

The Cauehy problem for the time dependent nonlinear Sehrödinger egution

(joint work with T. Cazena~e)

We eonsider the Cauehy problem

iUt +L\u = f(u)} (N LS)
u(O,x) = cp(x)

where u = u(t,x) E C, t ~ 0, x ERn. We are primarily eoneerned with the model
ease f(u) = 'xluIQu, where ,\ E R, and Q > O. For Q < 4/(n - 2) it has been
known for a long time that the problem' (NLS) is well-posed in BI. We show that
the problem (NLS) is also well-posed if 0' =4/(n - 2), and the solution is global
if lIV'cpll2 is small, independent of the sign of'x. If 0 > 4/(n - 2), the problem
(NLS) is well-posed in higher Ha spaees.
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M. WIEGNER

A CO R-theory for parabolic eguations

The well-known Co,cr/2-Schauder-theory for parabolic equations

a.:: - L a;j(x, t)a
o2

a
U

. + L bi(X, tf
a
Ou

. + c(x·, t)u = f(x, t) on n x (0, T) (*)
VI. . . x, xJ • X,'.J ,

u = 0 on ET = an x (0, T) U fi x {O}

does not give the complete picture of the dependence of the regularity of the
solution from the data. We assume data from function spaces COI,fJ - 0 - Hölder
continuous with respect to x and ß to time, with ß = O. included - and give
various interior and global estimates for the solution in corresponding spaces.
By counterexamples it is shown that additional information on the data along the
boundary is needed to prove global Hölder-estimates. On the other hand, we prove
that (*) has a classical solution u in C2 •1(0 x (O,T» (including the boundary) if
for some 0 > 0 the data are in Co,o, an E C2+0I ' f(x, 0) = 0 on an, and as the
only assumption concerning time-regularity: for x E an the fonn L: aij(x, t)ViVj-

i,j
(v the outer normal) is <5-Hölder- continuous with respect to t for some <5 > o.

Berichterstatter: Herbert Schröder
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWQLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 11/1989

Mathematische Stochastik

12.3. bis 18.~.1989

Die Tagung fan~ unter der Leitung von Herrn Prof. Dr. P. Gaenssler (München)

und Herrn Prof. Dr. W. Stute (Giessen) statt.

Ziel dieser Tagung war es, das breite Spektrum der Forschung auf dem Gebiet

der Mathematischen Stochastik sichtbar zu machen. Es wurden insgesamt 40

Vorträge gehalten, davon 5 mit Ubersichtscharakter.

Trotz der Vielfalt der Themen wurde pei der Organisation der Tagung versucht,

folgende Schwerpunkte zu setzen: Kurvenschätzungen, Grenzwertsätze der

Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie, Grundlagen empirischer Prozesse, spezielle

stochastische Prozesse.

Die Diskussionen im Anschlup an die Vorträge sowie am Rande der Tagung waren

intensiv und haben zu einem regen Gedankenaustausch geführt.
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Vortraqsauszuae

BINGBAK, H.B.

- 2 -

On the work of 1.N. Kolmogorov on strong li~it theorems

The historical se~ting is briefly reviewed, from J. Bernoulli's Ars

Conjectandi (1713), through to Bilhert' s 6th problem (1900), the work of

Borei, Cantelli and others. Hext, the weak law is considered (Khinchin, Levy,

Kolmogorov) and random series (three-series theorem, KOlmogoro_

inequalities,-).

Kolmogorov' s work on the strong law is considered (Comptes Rendues (1930),

Grundbegriffe der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung (1933», together with its

generalisations (ergodic theorem, marting~le convergence theorem, Lp version,

Banach spaces, ••• ).

Hext, Kolmogorov's law of the iterated logarithm (1929) is discussed, and its

applications, e.g.,. the 8artman-Wintner LIL (1941).

Finally, we discuss randomness and computational complexity. The basic

references 'for tbis section are tbe papers of Kolmogorov & Uspensky (Tashkent

1986/Tb. Prob. Appl. 1987 and Vovk (Tb. Prob. Appl. 1987).

Connections with von Mises' tbeory of collectives are briefly mentioned •

.' BOLTRAUSEH, E.

Improved asymptotics for the Wiener sausaae

The Wiener sausage of dimension d is defined as v:<P) = u {Ps + Be} where p~
sst ..

is a d-dimensional Brownian motion and B is tbe centered ball with radius e.e

Donsker and Varadban proved tbat

lim t-d/(2+di 10g E(e-vIV~{p) I}
t~

Tbis remains true if e depends on t in tbe form e(t) = t-a for a ( 2/{d2-4)

(d~2) but becomes false for a = 2/ (d2-4). Tbis is shown by a refinement of

results on large deviations in the total variation topology.
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CSöRGÖ, S..

Convergence of infinitely divisible laws

A purely probabilistic proof of an equivalent form of Gnedenko' s elassical

criterion of convergenee"of infinitely divisible laws will be sketched.

DAVIES, P.L.

Improvinq S-estimators

It may be postulated that a good robust estimator sbould be (1) globally

robust (high breakdown point), (2) locally robust (Frechet differentiable),

(3) efficient at the assumed model and (4) exhibit DO pathologies away from

the assumed model. The above properties (1) - (3) can be attained by using

Rousseeuw's minimum volume estimator to obtain a high breakdown point and then

a two-step M-estimator to improve its loeal prC?perties. By. using a smooth

S-estimator property (4) can also be satisfied but smooth S-estimators are not

practical as they cannot be calculated.

DEBEUVELS, P.

Pointwise Bahadur-Kiefer theorems

Let an (t) be the uniform empirieal process and Pn (t) the uniform quantilee process. Bahadur (1966) initiated the study of the process Rn (t) = an (t) +

poet). Kiefer (1967) proved that, for any fixed 0 < t < 1,

lim sup f Rnet)/{2+S/43-3/4(t-el-t»1/4n-1/4(lOglOgn)3/4} = f 1 a.s.
n~~ .

We extend this resul t to tbe ease where t = t n ~ 0 t"ogether wi tb

ntn/loglogn f~. Similar but distinct results hold when ntn/loglogn ~ c where

o < c ~ ~. These results are related to the followin~ theorem due to Einmahl

and Hason (1989):

lim sup ± f sup IR (t ) 1}/{21/4tl/4n-1/4 eloglogn} 1/4/2l091og0+log<nt >} = 1 a.5. ,
n -. ~ 1.0 <t <t n n n n

- - n
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log (nt )
n"bere bere t n ~ 0, Dt n t 00 and ntn/loglogn ~ 00, with 10qlogo ~ 00, through

fUDctional laws of tbe iterated logarithm. As far as uniform lavs are

cODcerned, ve have (Deheuvels and Hason (1988»

lim rBUp IR (t) I]/{r BUp la (t) 11/ 2 ]n-1/ 4 (lOgn)1/2} = 1 a.s.
n~ lo~t~1 n ~StSl n '.

DINGES, B.

On t-distribution

D

! L Zj Ln
X

n
n

_1_ L(z.-i )2 ./V'Snn-1 J n

Consider the power funetion of the t-test applied to a seale-shift-family

•

*for fixed n and x as a fUDction of tbe noncentrality parameter ~. It turns

out that in many situations there ezists an asymptotie expansion "hieb yields

surprisingly accurate approximations for rather small sampie size n:

1 -1 * * 1 * -2- - P oPr,,(Xn ~ x ) = AOC",x ) + D Al ("'x ) + O(n )
In

In tbe classical case wbere the Zj are normally distrihuted tbe funetions

A.o (,),x) and Al (,),x) can be written down explieitely in a form. whieh make41

numerical coaputation possible.

Question: Iverybody knovs that the sampie mean is not a good estimator for the

locatioD and tbe sample variance is even worse as an estimator of the scale.

Vb, do practical people still use t-tests? Do they expect some cancellation of

the nonrobustness of nonimator and denominator?
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DUDLEY, R.M.

Nonlinear functionals of.empirical measures and robustness

For a sampie space (I, A) let T he a (non-linear) functional of probability

measures on (X,Al, Fr~het differentiable for a norm 11- I I- Then for empirical

measure.s Pn of a lawP. TlPnl =. TlP) + JlpdlPn-Pl + 01 IIPn-P IP for tbe

derivative (uinfluence·')' fUDction Ip. rar a family ~ of measurable functions

on IX. Al let 1111 11 = 1111 119' := sUPle Ifldll I- If '!I is a Donsker class for P.

i.e. Jn(Pn-P) converges in distribution to its Gaussian limit Gp for 11·llg ,

and f1:dP < ~. tben ~ITlPnl-TlPll - Gpllpl + 0plil. n ~~.

rar ~ to be universal Donsker (Donsker for all P on (X,A), R.D. A.P. 15, 1987,

1306-1326), Y must up to additive constants be uniformly bounded. Also 11·llg

has breakdown point 0 unless v is uniformly bounded. H-estimates are also

considered.

EINIIAIIL, u.

The Darlinq-Erdös theorem for sums of i.i.d. random variables

2Let {Xn} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with EX! = 0, EX1 = 1.

Darling and Erdös (1956) have shown that one ·has under the additional

assumption of a finite third absolute moment for appropriate sequences

{an}' {bol:
k

a max ~ I 1Ji' - b --!... E
n L.. m n

1~k~n 1

where E is an extreme value distribution.

Tbey raised the question whether this result can hold under the sole

assumption of a finite second moment. Using a skillful truncation argument due

to FeIler (1946), ve show that one can obtain a general Darling-Erdös type

theorem "hen slightly changing the ~ormalizing sequence {/k}.
Ve infer tbat tbe Darling-Erdös theorem holds in its classical formulation if

- 2 -1
and only if EX 1{ IX I ~ t} =, o( (LLt) ) as t .. 00.

As a by-product we are able to re-prove fundamental results of FeIler (1946)

dealing witb lover and upper class functions in tbe Rartman-Vintner LIL.
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rALK, K..

On the rate of weak eonverqenee of tbe prepivoted sampie quantile

It is shown that the rate of weak eonvergenee of the prepivoted sampie

q-quantile to the· uniform distribution on (0,1) is exaetly 0(n-1/2)~

Consequently, this is also tbe level error of eonfidence intervals for the

underlying q-quantile whieb are derived by bootstrapping the sampie

q-quantile. In view of tbe poor rate of convergenee of tbe bootstrap estimate

of tbe distribution of the sampie q-quantile, this is an unexpeeted bioh

accuracy. .

A eonfieenee interval of even more practieal use is derived by using baekward

eritical points. Tbe resulting eonfidence interval has the same lengtb as tbe

one derived by ordinary bootstrap but it is distribution free and has higher

coverage probability.

FöLLJIER, B.

Large deviations and ney versions of tbe Sbannon-Bc Hillan theorem

Ve review tbe role of limit theorems for the relative entropy h (Q IP) in

proving lover bounds for large deviations, with special emphasis on cases

where problems of large deviations ereate a need tor new versions of the
Zd

Sbannon-He Killan theorea. ror a Gibbs measure P on a = S , large deviations

of the empirieal field Rn(W) from its spatial ergodie behavior Rn ~ P are of

tbe form.
-dn log P[R E A] - -inf h(QIP)

n QEAnII (a)
p

But in the presence of phase transition, the right side may be 0 even though P

~ Ä. !his leads to a refined description where voluaes n-d are replaced by

surfaee areas, and where a new Shannon-Mc lIillan theorem for entropy on

surfaces comes in; cf. F., Ort: Ast6risque 157-158 (1988). As another example,

we eODsider the behavior ot Brownian motion under a large deviation of its

quadratic variation. !his involves the relative entropy h(QIP)

lim 2-~D(QIP) (along dyadie partitions) of measures Q. on C[O,l] vith respect

to WieDer measure, and a corresponding Shannon-lIc Killan theorem.
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GILL, R.D.

Estimation of a Markov process model with data on '~ccurences but no

exposures"

Consider a continuouS time homogeneous, discrete state space Markov process

and suppose that for n independent copies of the process and a fixed time

interval [O~l] say, the total number of moves between each pair of states is

observed and the initial distribution over the states. This kind of data has

to be analyse~ in demography but so far only ad hoc estimators witb various

. undesirable properties could be derived. I would lik~ to discuss a ne.

estimator based in fact on the ancient method of moments (!) and describe

results and open problems concerning its statistical properties, using fixed

point and homotopy theory.

Ref: Gill (1986) Scand. J. Statist. 13, 113-134.

GötZE, F.

A Berry-Esseen theorem for general samplinq statistics

A Berry-Esseen theorem is proved for sequences of multidimensional general

permutation statistics. which are asymptotically normal. The rate of

convergence to a multivariate normal distribution is bounded uniformlyon the

system of convex sets by the third moment of the linear projection of tbe

statistic and the expected size of the non linear part and the first

difference of the rank statistic. The result applies to general sampling

statistics and independent observations and is joint work with E. Bolthausen,

Berlin.

BÄRDLE, v.

Bootstrap simultaneous error bars for nonparametrie regression

Simultaneous error bars are constructed for nonparametrie kernel estimates of

regression functions. The metbod is based on the bootstrap, where resampli~g

is done from a suitably estimated residual distribution. The error bars are.

seen to give asymptotically correct coverage probabilities uniformly
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over any numher of gridpoints. Applications to an eeonomic problem are given

and comparison to both pointwise and Bonferroni-type bars are presented.

BAEUSLD., E.

A lav of the iterated logaritbm for modulus trimmed sums

Let Xl' 1
2

, • •• be a sequence of independent rando. variables vith a eOllJD.on

(continuous) distribution funetion F. ror 0 ~ k ~ n - 1 let So(k) denote4llr

umodulus trimmed sum U formed .hen the k sumaands largest in absolute value are

excluded froa tbe partial sua Xl +••. +Xn• Vhen r is stoehastieally compact and

symaetric about 0 and kn are positive integers with· ko/loglog n ~ 00 and

ko/n ~ 0, the la. of the iterated logaritha is shown to hold for the trimmed

sums Sn (IIn ). Tbis. result, whieh is joint wort with D.II. lIason, answers a

question posed by P.S. Griffin, Prohab. rh.·Rel. Fields 77, 241-270 (1988).

IlEHZB, N.

Some peculiar boundary phenoaena for extremes of r th nearest neighbour links

Let D denote the largest r th nearest neighbour link for n points dran
D,r

independently and unifor.ly froa the unit d-cuhe Cd. We show that according as

r < d or r > d, th~ limiting behaviour of Dn,r' as D ~ 00, is determined by the

two-dimensional 'faces' respectively one-dimensional 'edges' of the bouAIIIY

of Cd. If d = r, a certain 'balance' between edges and faces occurs. In case

of a d-diaensional ball (instead of a cube) the boundary dominates the

asyaptotic behaviour of Dn,r if d ~ 3 or if d = 2, r ~ 3.

llIKELLD., P.

Kalliavin's calculus and stochastic equations with anticipatinq inteqrands

There are aany problems in aathematics and mathematical physics whicb require
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the consideration of stochastic differential equations the boundary data of

which are non-adapted with respect to the driving noise. The most widely used

notion of stochastic integral needed in tbis context was designed by

Storokhod. It owes its success to tbe fact that it has a beautiful

characterization as the adjoint operator of the derivative in Malliavin I s

infinite dimensional calculus. Skorokhod integral processes have non-trivial

quadratic variation, a fact which mates notions such as occupation densities

look useful for their study. In lack of a substi tute for Tanaka I s formula

which describes local times in Itols calculus we propose a different approach

for deciding on the existence of occupation densities. It is given by tbe

classical martingale approach of tbe Radon-Nikodym theorem.

JAGERS, P.

Branchina processes as Harkov fields

The natural Karkov structure for populations growth is not in real time but

rather in genetics:

Newborns inberit types from tbeir motbers - given those they are independent

of the history of their earlier ancestry. This leads to Markov fields on the

space of sets of individuals, partially ordered by descents.

This Markov property implies branching, i.e. the conditiQnal independence of

disjoint daughter populations. It also turns out that the process must have a

strong Karkov branching property, on a type of predetermined random sets of

individuals.

The expected evolution in real time is caught by Markov Renewal Theory. The

actual evolution can be analyzed by an intrinsic, set indexed martingale and

classical limit theory for sums of independent random variables. As a result

exponential growth and stable, ultimate population composition follow.

JAHSSEN, P.

Resamplinq from centered data in the two-sample problem

Bootstrap and permutation approximations to tbb distribution of U-statistics

are shown to be valid when the resampling is fram residuals in tbe two-sample

problem. The motivation for using residuals. comes from testing for homogeneity
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cf seal.e im tbe presenee of nu:isan~ lceatiion parameters... 'Bew as.ym:ptotic

results far O-statistics with estiimatea parameters a:re k~:y toois im the

p:roofs ...

Sta1tistireal analysis of eointegration ofnon st:ationary time :seri'e's

iW.e oonsid-er a non stationary vectcr autor.egr.essiv.f! pr..o.cess vllicl1 los :int~gr,at,ed

of <Orider 1. and generated by i.i,.od. Ga:us:sian errors. iie then 4erive tihee
!JBaXiJmwn likelihood estimat,or of the :sp'aee cf eointegrat.i..on;v,e.ct,or.s and the

. :lü,elÜlOO.d ratio test of the hyp:»tbesis that it bas ,a :given number lof

diJm:ensions ... IUrther we test linear ~fl)Otihes.es about <the ;co.int,egration ·ve:ct·ors .•

1'ihe asyJIq)tcticdistribution rof t1h-ese "t,est s'tatisti,es are 'f!ound ;and ,one is

tll'es:.cribet1 b}' a natural multivariat,e v.ersion of tJb;e iUSl1lal t·est flor :aunitroot

im. an autoregressive process ... 'and the lotller D:Jy a ~2 test.•

'V "

JURE~" J ...

:s.eama. order asvmptotic distr:ihutiron IOf ~t:imator:s

Let yl" ...... "yn be independent random variables" Yi -f~·Y-!.ie)" i=l" ...... "ll" -wher,e

jRl>.. tih t f '. t t: « »!RP .. 12 E 15 e parame er o· l.Jl reres " 3i = ZillP ....... "Xip ·E: IP 3.= " ....... ,.,n ar;e

[

!1 j;
P1Vil!D vect:ors. !n =, L"An !lf-esltimlabilr !m cf 2 is defined as a ~l'11ti,on cf

a\ • •
~ [y.. -x..t]!-- tP ~S:~- :=~. wh1!re Sn = Sn[Vl'···•YID) is uanslatien invarianlt and

1=1 -

seal.e equivariant, Ines -S(I')>> 0 (1); p is abs. eontim1.ous and sud:l that
n J)

heU = I p(;t]dFbd bas a unique 1IIlÜl. at t = 0_ De aspJlItotic stuay cf ~ is

1basd an the proeess

D . -1/2
!o(!'uJ = 1l-

1J2L: !i[ -r(Yi:ie-a-1I2!.i!JJ$en 1!) - 'PC(Yi:ielJS) ]

1
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Ve shall show some limiting ~roperties of ~(!,u) and their applications to

the asymptotic theory of M-estimates. Va shali also discuss some open

problems.

KRENGEL, U.

A minimax theorem for the secretary problem

The secretary problem witb a random number N ~ D of applicants is considered.

Let Tn denote tbe set of '~easonablen randomized stop rules t = (Ql, ••• ,qn)

witb Qi E [0,1]. If the process has not been stopped before time i and tbe

relative rank of the i-th applicant is 1, tben t stops witb probability qi.
Let V(tlP) be the probability that tbe t-th secretary is the best, given pis

tbe distribution of N. It is sbown tbat

sup
tET

n

inf V(t IP> =
~

p

inf...
p

•

(Tbe usual convexity conditions used in minimax theorems are not satisfied.)

Tbe least favourable p and the optimal t are determined.

(joint work witb T. BILL)

LIERO, B.

Limit theorems for adaptive regression estimates of kernel type

Let (X, Y) be a bivariate random vector. Adaptive kernel estimates of the

regression function r(t) = E(YIX=t) can be written in tbe form rn(t)

n D

~ Yi xe(t-Xi)/Anet»/~ xeet-Xi)/Anet». where exi.yi ). i=l ••••• n is a
1 1

sampie of i.i.d. r.v.'s, K is a kernel functioD and An(t)

An (t; (Xl' Y1) I.··' (Xn, Yn» is a sequence of bandwidths depending on the data

and t. It iso shown tba~ tbe estimate rn (t) is asymptotically normal (at a

fixed point t) and tbat tbe distribution of a weigbted integrated squared

error of r n (properly noraalized) tends to tbe standard normal distribution.
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IOn t.be basis of these lillDit tibearems OjptiJmaliq jpIOJ)erties of a11.aptive

e'st.ma"tes r
n

are iiDvestiga'ted and eo:nnections tc tJhe C])tinn:a.1ity of tb-e

:Nadar,.ya-ll'a't.son-estimat,e ;ue dis'ClUSSed.

,Nonparametrie estimation and appliea'tionsibo parametrie estimat:ion in

:reqression tb:eory

:ln my taU a general view of applica~ions oi mmparametric es'tÜllaticm toe
'parametrie estimation ,~u y,egression 'th1!ory nIl ~ given. Oorrelation model ...

'Reg:r,es:si,oD moa'el" seq.uential model ~ the ,model Yitb depell1len't dau and th-e

:,aodel vi·tb :randam :hancbrid"th are :revi1eY.e4. Promising results in the moa,eI fitb

'censored data ana considerati!ons about fitting tee "rindow ritil simul,ation

resulu .are :a1so i:nt~odueea...

,Far nonpu:ametric eurve est.iJmltiIOD. ehoice cf SlDOOti:ng jpUaJleter" i ..e ..

,ibandwidt.b.. is eruciaOllt,o tbe perfcnna:nce of 't.ih-e est.imlatGr. A review i:s gi17e.n

of tr·adi'tional 11ata :bas:ed metJhcds for this.. ineludinll cross-val~da~ion ana
.',pl'ug-iD t,echniques,. !Bound resnlt:s ,on bow iRll. a bandriedth can be selerted

:!pr.ovi1!e insight :in~o. ...hieb ;methods of cam.pariscn cf :selecttorS are mcst

.a;p.pro])riate. Also aisalSSed are V.e:r:Y ~t metihoils ritJh .reGt lD rates cf.
ecmverg:ence. 'fihe ideas He lll11Stta~riö an example.

!Let ~"~,,._. be a seauen~ of nan-negative indepenaent~ variables nth
!OXDDDDD ~te cti.sUibntion fmlctiOD P ana ClCllLesp:mting inva-se er
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quantile function Q. ror each integer" n ~ 1 let Sn

(loglogn)/n and a = n1/ 2aCb ), wbere for 0 ( s ( 1
n n

1-s 1-s

a
2

(s) =J J (u~-uv)dO(u)dO(v)
o 0

Then for some -.Ir ~ K, ~ 0

lim inf
D-tClO

1-bn

{Sn - n J O(U)dU}
o

a (loglogn)172
n

K, 8.9.

•

lIoreover any value in" the interval [-.,1,;,0] is attainable by an appropriate

choiee of r.

JIULLBR, B.G.

An adaptive nonparametrie peak estimator

Kernel estiaators for the loeation and size of a peak of a regression funetion

are considered. Tbe problem addressed"is hoy to estimate loeal bandwidths from

the data. A stoehastic process in loeal bandwidths for loeation and size of

tbe peak is shown to converge weakly to a Gaussian limit proeess. !his result

is applied to establish.efficiency of a vari~ty of data-driven loeal bandwidth

sele~tion procedures. Tbe handwidtbs for location and size of tbe peak bave to

be chosen differently. Simulation results indicate superiority of loeal over

glohal bandwidtb choice •

KULLER-FURK, u.

Some more remarks on the Cramer-Rao lower bound

In the talk Cba,ect on joint work with F. Pukelsheia and B. Vitting) two

theorems supplementing the Cram6r-Rao inequality as stated in Vitting (1985),

for instanee, are presented:

(1) A streaalined version of a result due to Vijsman (1973) is given (-global
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attainment is possible iff the ~nderlying class is an exponential family").

(2) Sufficient conditions fo~ L2-differentiability in the sequential case are

stated. As a corollary, the sequential Cramer-Rao-inequality is proved.

PFLUG, G.

Coefficients of erqodicity for discrete Markov chains

Let P be a finite Karkovian transition matrix. A coefficient of ergodicity is

areal function p, such that.

and

o ~ pep) pep) o iff P has identical rows

A typic~l example is Dobrushin's 6(P) = ~ ~u~
I,J

All coefficients of ergodicity satisfy

L
k

ö(P) ~ pep) where p is the second largest eigenval~e of P

Theorem. (i) ror eacb e ) 0 there is a coefficient of ergodicity

Pd (P) < pCP) + E

Vasserstein-distance induced by a metric d OD s.

(ii) If P is spectrally bounded, then there is a Pd witb

Pd (P) = pep)

to tbeHere is the coefficient of ergodicity whieh belongs

•POLLARD, D.

Some difficulties with functionals of the empirical measure

Tbe difficulties referred to in the title concern the problems of definition

and continuity for functionals used to represent simple statistics such the

argmax - the point where a stochastic process achieves its maximum. Tbis will

be illustrated by a multidimensional example that generalizes a mode estimator

of ehernoff (1964). It will be argued that the estimator, which converges at

the unusual n-1/3 rate, can be directly analyzed using the new

Boffmann-J0rgensen/Dudley theories for convergence in distribution and
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almost-sure representation. The conclusion will he that ~ot all asymptotic

problems fit co.fortably within the framewort of functionals on function

spaces. The talk will describe joint work vith Jean Kim.

PYKE, R.

Sampie path behaviour of scanninq Brownian processes

Tbe talk surveyed same recent activity on the interface between probability

and statistics. Via a directed excursion connecting some very specific topics,

the necessity ud value of close interaction is emphasized. Beginning with

datum X, the result of an experiment, the need for structure of I is stressed;

structures can and will be much more complex than common lID. The goal is to

interpret reasonably the relations ax =Px' 6
x

(n) ~ PI if 8x is unit mass at

?x, Px is law of I. Illustrations included stationary sequences (P ~ Pxn,r
n

where Pn,r
n

is empirical of all rn-tuples. starting at j=1,2, ••• ,n-rn). In

models about independence, product processes of two types arise; zl x 1-'2,

Zl x z2, in whieh some or all eomponents are random. Vhen models are not too

closely speeified (non-parametric), goodness-of-fit methods are valid, so

empirical process methods are pertinent. Betries are needed for

goodness-of-fit criteria. Determining-class metries are deseribed; .seanning

elasses "B = {B+X:XER
d} emphasized and applied. Rel.ated (limiting) Brownian

Scanning process reviewed, with result~ ahout a.s.-characterizations of the

scanniDg set. Slides of simulations were ShOlfD for a seanning square and a
scanning triangle.

, ,
REVESZ, P.

Random .alk in zd

Let R(n) be the largest integer for whieb the integer points of the dise x2+y2

~ (l(n»2 is covered by the first n steps of a simple symmetrie random walke A

strang theorem is the following:

exp«logn)1/2(loglogn)-3/4-2J ~ 1(0) ~ exp(2(logn)l/21og1oglogn)
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for all e ) 0 and for all hut finitely many D.

Ve also have

p[ (10gl(n»2 ) z ] . [(10gR(n»2] zexp(-120z) S lim inf logn S lim SUP P logn ) z S exp(- i)·
n1- n1~

This result suggests tbe following

CORJECTURB. Tbere exists a A ) 0 such that

[
(logR(n» 2 ]

lim P 10gn ) z = exp(-Az)
o-tOO

In higher dimension (d ~ 3) we are interested in the radius Pd (n) of thee

largest ball (not necessarily around the origin) covered by the random walk in

time n. A result says
1 1. a=r - e d-2 + e

(logo) ~ Pd(n) ~ (logo) 8.9.

for any e ) 0 and for all but finitely many n.

RIEDER, B.

A connectioo between robust functionals and Buber-Strassen pairs

•and derive the LAK-bound

P(Chi2(d,c2) ) c (d,b2)]
a

Given a Rd-valued differentiable functional T witb influence curve -P, and

nfull n infinitesimal neigbhorhoods U, ve consider the local asymptotic testing

problem:

B: Q EU, T(0) •Cov ('P) -lT (Q) S b2

I: Q E U, T(Q)'Co~(?)-lT(O) ~ c2

.bere c (d,b2) denotes the upper a point of a Chi2-distrihution, d degrees of
a .

freedom. noncentrality parameter b2• Ve discuss tbis hound from a robustness

viewpoint.

In tbe one-dimensional, one-sided case

B: 0 E U, T S b I: Q E U, T ~ C

for whieh one ohtaios the LAK-bound
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P [ N(0, 1) ) U
cx

- b-c ] = LAJf(1)>)

~

one may test capacity-neighhorhoods ?o vs. ~1 (e-contamination, total

variation) using functionals. Kaximizing LAII(?) subject to B c ~O' K C 7"1

yields an asymptotic version of the Buber-Strassen test based on least

favorable pairs for ~O vs. ?1-

,
ROOTZEN, B.

'ail estimation for stochastic processes

There is a need for statistical methods for dependent data, in particular in

the presence of clustering of extreme values. The present work, joint with L.

de Baan and M.I. Leadbetter, is concerned witb one problem in this area. Tbis

is to estimate tbe (small) prohabilities of very large values and the

distribution of the aaximum over very long intervals. The solution hinges on

estimating the extremal index 8, wbere 1/8 is the limiting mean cluster

leDgth, and a parameter p defined 88 the limiting mean beight of an exceedance

of a high level, given it is nonzero. 80th Band p are estima~ed by obvious

"moment" estimations, i.e. the Dumher of clusters divided by tbe number of

exceedances (this has been studied by T. Bsing) and by the average height of

exceedances, the "Bill estimator", respectively. A central limit theorem is

obtained under suitable mixing conditions and conditions on the tail of tbe

one-dimensional distribution. Tbe results are applied to vater level data from

den Helder, Holland.

RUSCRINDORF, L.

Minimal and ideal metries and the rate of converaence in stable limit theorems

Ve report on some new results on tbe construction and characterization of

minimal metries and the applicatioDs to limit theorems. Furthermore, ve show

that the minimal Lp-metrics bebave like ideal metrics of order r > 1 v.r.t.

summation and maxima in separable Danach spaces (lattices) of type p ) 1. Tbis
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implies cODvergence rates in stable limit theorems of index a ~ 1, and we

obtain espeeially an improvement of Zolotarev's elassical result on the

Prohorov distanee. Zolotarev's idea of doubly ideal metries turns out to tail

in a formal sense. But the minimal Lp-metrics act as doubly ideal metries of

order r ) 1. Some applieations are given to the stationary distribution in

queueing models.

STEINEBACB, J.

On the sampIe path behaviour of tbe first passage time process of a Biownian~
motion with dritt

Let {V(t); t ~ O} be a standard Wiener process, and eonsider the Brownian

motion witb positive drift ~ ~ 0 and varianee 0
2 ) 0 defined by X(t) =~ +

aV(t), t ~ O. Ve will be cODcerned with the first passage time process {M(t);

t ~ O} of {X(t); t ~ O}, i.e. M(t) = inf{s ~ 0: X(s) ~ t}. Strong limit

theorems are established on the behaviour of the sampie path modulus of {M(t);

t ~ O}, charaeterized by the maximal and minimal increments A±(T,K)

±sUPO~t~T_K±(K(t+K)-M(t» for OSK~T. The case wbere K=~=O(logT) ~s T ~ ~ is

of particular interest bere. The results are derived from their corresponding

analogues for partial sums of inverse Gaussian random variables, which are

developed first.

STRASSER, H.

Global extrapolation of local effieieney

Given an IDF test tor goodness of fit it i5 shown how the seeond derivative of

the asymptotic power funetion can be employed to obtain global upper bounds

for the efticiency. These bounds are least in the elass of tests with convex

and centrally symmetrie acceptanee region. The proof is based on a linear

optimization lemma for isotonic critical funetions.
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SWANEPOEL, J.W.H.

On a nelf goodness of fit test to detect rotatinq cosmic pulsars of ~-rays

A new goodness of fit test is proposed for the analysis of circular data in

order to detect rotating' cosmic pulsars of ~-rays. the test is invariant under

rotations and consistent for a broad elass of alternatives. Tbe limiting

distribution of the test statistic is derived under botb the null-hypothesis

and tbe above-mentioned alternatives. Also, the test has high pitman

asymptotie relative effieiency with respect to tbe Greenwood spacings test.

5mal1 sampie studies indicate that the proposed test performs better than

well-known test in the literature, such as Watson' s test, wi th respect to

power.

TEUGELS, J.L.

Kultivariate Bernoulli distribution

Let Xl ,X
2

, ••• "X
n

be an arbitrary sequenee of random variables taking only the

values 0 cr 1. Using the eoncept of Kronecker- or tensor product from

multilinear algebra ve give a simple representation for the multivariate joint
n

probability Pk k k p{ n [X. = k.] } in terms of combined simple
l' 2'···' n i=l 1 1

and/or centralized moments. Extensions to multivariate binomial distributions

are possible. Our representation sbould provide an alternative to the

traditional log-linear model •

VAN DER VAART, A.

An asymptotie representation theorem

Let a net of statistical experiments converge to a limit experiment.

Furtbermore, assume tbat. a net of statistics possesses a limit distribution

under every statistical parameter. Then its set of limit distributions is also

tbe set of distributions of some randomized estimator in tbe limit experiment.
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This provides a simple way of saying that the limit experiment is a 'lower

bound' for the converging net of experiments. Koreover, convolution and

minimax theorems can be obtained as corollaries.

VELLNER, J.A.

Cootiouous mappina theorems and the delta method

Sup.pose that {X} are arbitrary maps from (,Q,A,IP) to ametrie space K
n n~O ~

satisfying Xn ~ Xo in the sense of Hoffmann-J0rgensen and that P(XO E HO) = 1,

HO C M. If {gn} is a sequence of maps from M to M' satisfying gn(Xn) ~ g(x)

for all sequences Xo ~ x E MO c M, theo CJo(Xo) ~ g(XO). This generalizes a

familiar theorem in tbe tbeory of weak convergence of measurable functions in

separable.metric spaees (Billingsley (1968), pp. 33-34) ..

Tbe extended continuous mapping theorem can be used to establish the validity·

of tbe delta method in the Boffmann-J0rgensen weak convergenee the6ry as

foliows: i~ Xn =an(Yo-y) ~ Xo with P(XO E "0) = 1 in a Banach space Mand an

t 00, and &I: M ~ K' is Badamard-differentiable tangentially to MO' then

aD(~(Yn) - ~(y» ~ velO)·

lor empirieal measures P at i.i.d. X. 's and v: ? C l-(Y) ~ B, a Banacb space,
n 1

Badamard-differentiable at Po tangentially to MO 5 UC(V,T) C l·(v) =M, where

v is a PO-Donsker class (JQ(Pn-PO) ~ XO' a PO-Brownian bridge), this yields

the delta method for Badamard-differentiable, nonlinear functions ~:

•
Berichterstatter: V. Stute
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t

Rekursionstheorie

12/1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Prof. Dr. Klaus Ambos-Spies (Heidelberg),
Prof. Dr. Gert H. Müller (Heidelberg) und Prof. Gerald E. Sacks (Cambridge, MA)
statt. Es haben 48 Wissenschaftler aus 12 Ländern teilgenommen.. Das Vortragspro
gramm war breit gestreut und umfangreich: In 33 Vorträgen wurden aus vielen Teil
und Anwendungsgebieten der Rekursionstheorie neue Ergebnisse vorgestellt.
Schwerpunkte bildeten die Untersuchungen zur Struktur der Unlösbarkeitsgrade, die
verallgemeinerte Rekursionstheorie, die Anwendungen der Rekursionstheorie in der
(deskriptiven) Mengenlehre und die rekursionstheoretische Untersuchung von
Fragestellungen aus der Theoretischen Informatik. Außerdem fand eine abendliche
Podiumsdiskussion statt, in der Prof. Moschovakis, Prof. Nerode, Prof. Sacks und
Prof. Soare, zum Teil in unterschiedlicher Sichtweise, die vitalen Tendenzen in der
künftigen Entwicklung der Rekursionstheorie herausgestellt haben.

Ein Tagungsband wird in der Reihe "Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics"
erscheinen.
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Vortrags~uszüge

Klaus Arnbos-Spies (Heide/berg)
Minimal pairs and complete problems for polynomial reducibilities
We look at the tops of minimal pairs for polynomial many-one reducibility (glm).

A recursive set A is such a top if A is the direct surn BffiC of sets B and C such that B,C

~ PTIME and, for any set D,

~mB and D~mC ~ De PTIME.
We show that the complete sets for most of the standard complexity classes extendA
exponential. time are not the tops of minimal pairs. The corresponding question"'"
NP turns out to be oracle dependent.
(Joint work with S. Horner and R./. Soare)

Marat M. Arslanov (Kazan)
Turing degrees of sets of Ershov's difference hierarchy

A set Ago is called n-r.e. if A=limsAs for same recursive sequence {As}se 0) such

that for all x, Ao(x)=O and card{s: As(x);eAs+1(x) } ~ n. A Turing degree is called (l

r.e. if it contains an (l-f.e. set and it is called properly <x-r.e. if it is (l-r.e. but not 13
r.e. for any 13< <X. I have discussed the following results due to Ishmuchametov,
Selivanov and myself: 1.) For all n>1 there exist n-r.e. degrees a < b such that
a' = 0', b' = 0", and there is no (n-l)-r.e. degree c between them. 2.) Given any d-

r.e.(= 2-r.e.) degrees a < b, a~ D 1 ' a' = 0' , there exists a d-r.e. degree c such that

a < C < band .there is no f.e. degree between a and c. Here 1)1 is the set of all f.e.
degrees.- So, this theorem would salve the density problem for d-r.e. degrees if, for
example there are no properly d-r.e. degrees whose jumps are not equal to 0'. But this
is not the case: 3.) For every f.e. degree a < 0' there exists a properly d-r.e. degree b
such that a < b < 0'. 4.) For every r.e. degree a there exists a properly D-r.e. de~
b (here n>1 is arbitrary) such that a' = b'. Furthermore, we have discussed some
related results.

Peter Clote (Chestnut HiLI)
Boolean functions, invariance groups and parallel complexity

We study the invanance group S(f) of boolean functions fe Bn (Le. f: 2n -72) on n

variables, Le. the set of alt permutations on n elements which leave f invariant. We
give necessary and sufficient conditions via Polya's cycle in~ex for a gener~l

permutation group to be of the form S(f), for same fe Bn. For cyclic groups G ~ Sn
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we give an NC-algorithm for determining whether the given group is of the form
S(f), for same fe Bn. Also for any sequence .<Gn S Sn : ~l > of permutation groups

we study the asymptotic behaviour of I{fe Bn : 5(f) = GD} I. For 1nstance, it is shown
that asymptotically "almost all" boolean functions have trivial invariance groups. We
show the applicability of group theoretic techniques in the study of the parallel
comple~ity of languages. For any lan~age L let Ln be the characteristic function of
the set of all strings in L which have length exact1y n and let Sn(L) be the invariance
group of Ln. We consider the size of the index I Sn : Sn(L) I as a function of n and
study the class of languages whose index is polynomial in n. We use the classification
results on maximal permutation groups to show that any such language is in Nel . We
also show that the problem of "weight-swapping" (modulo a sequence of groups of
polynomial index) is in NC l . We give the invariance groups ofDyck and palindrome
languages, provide an algorithm for testing membership in the invariance group of a
regular language, and consider the problem of constructing languages with given
invariance group structure.

A. N. Degtev (Tuymen)
The basic reducibilities of the truth-table type
This note is a short survey of the results' about relationships between elementary
theories of the upper semilattices of the r.e. r-degrees Lr, r-compl~te sets and r-

degrees for the basic reducibilities of tmth-table type r e {m-,c-,d-,p-,l-,tt-}.

Recursively combinaterical and selecter preperties of the subsets of the
natural numbers

For a Boolean function ß and a subset of N={O,1,2,...} are introduced the notions of
ß-combinatorical, ß-selector and weak ß-selector sets. It is proved that for an
uadmissible" ß the class of ß-combinatorical sets is equal to same of the following
seven classes MI, A, IL, C, 10>, lP or T; the class of ß-selector sets to same two, and the
class of weak ß-selector sets to some three classes. All of these classes are defined and
several relationships between them are obtained.

Ding Decheng (Heide/berg and Nanjing)
Some results on e-generic sets
The notion of e-genericity has been introduced by Jockusch. An r.e. set A is e-generic
if A has a recursive enumeration {As} such that <Ao,...,As> E E for all s, and for

every primitive recursive set c~, if Cis dense along {As} then {As} meets C truly..
We proved some new results on e-generic sets and their degrees. For instance we show
that the degrees of e-generic sets are meet-inaccessible, Le., if a is e-generic then a is

--------- --------
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not contained in the closure of R($a) under joins and meets.

Yuri L. Ershov (Novosibirsk)
Recursion thepry on admissible sets
The next results were obtained in Novosibirsk recently:
1.) V. Rudnev constructed an example of an admissible set HF(M) such that:
a.»)Lcro is in 1: iff X is arithmetica1; b.) If X,Y are disjoint l:-sets then there is a 6-set

, Z such that~ and Zr1Y=0.
2.) Theorem (Ershov): If S l;;;; A is such a family that aE S => rk a :SI, then Cov •
the least admissible set containing S - exists.

3.) If X is an infinite set of the urelements XO' xl'... EX, xi*Xj for i*j E ro then for

S = {X} U { {XO,xI}, {Xl, x2}, ..., {Xn'Xn+l},...} } does not exist Cov S.

4.) The right definitions for the notions 1:-predicates and 1:-functions are given and
studied.

Peter Fejer (Boston)
A direct construction pf a minimal r.e. n-degree
We give a direct construction of a minimal recursively enumerable truth table degree.
(The existence cf such degrees is due to Degtev and Marchenkov by a less direct
construction.) Our praof uses ideas from the fuH approximation construction of a
minimal Turing degree below 0' .
(Joint work with Richard Soore)

Sy D. Friedman (Cambridge, MA)
Recursion theory and Glass genericity
In this talk I applied ideas from recursion theory to the study of genericity in.
theory. Forclasses X,Y ~ ORD we weiteX~ ifX is My-definable where My = •

<L[Y],e ,V>. And X=Y iff X:S;Y, Y~X; Sat(X)= {q>(et) I MX 1= q>(ä) }. Then
X<Sat(X). X is Y-Iow if Sat«X,Y» ~ <X, Sat(Y» and Y-complete if <X,Y> ~

Sat(Y). X is strictly generic over Y if <X,Y> == <G,Y> where G is 1>-generic over My

for a p.o. 1> s.1. l' , fl-~ for ~O sentences are both My-definable. X is generic over Y if

X ~ <G,Y> for some G as above. A useful fact is that X strictly generic over Y ~ X
Y-low and X generic aver Y ~ X nQ1 Y-complete. The Genericity Conjecture

states that 0# $ X ~ X Y-generic for same Y such that L[Y] = L.

Theorem (a) There is R< 0# , Rgo such that R is Y-complete for a11 Y s.1. L[Y]=Y.
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So the Genericity Conjecture is false.

(b) There is R < 0# s.t. R is generic over 0 but R is not Y-low for any Y s.t. L[Y]=L.

So generic ß strictly generic.

(c) 0# is Y-Iow for some Y, 0# ~ My.

Conjecture 0# is strictly generic over some Y, O#e; My.

Robin O. Gandy (Oxjord)
Seguentially computable functions of finite type
and Platek's recursion theory
A notion of sequential computation for hereditarily continuous functionals is given; it
may be considered as a gam~ of questions and answers played between a functional ~
and an argument F leading to a value for A(F). R.O. Gandy and G. Pani have shown
that functions (over co u {.1. }) recursive. in Platek's sense are sequential. It is believed
that the convef&e is also troe.

Marcia Groszek (Hanover)
Priority arguments and fragments pf arithmetic

Theorem (Groszek, SIaman): 11:1 does not suffice to prove that~ is a transitive

relation 00 recursively enumerable sets.
This answers a questioo of Hajek and Kucera.

Leo Harrington (Berkeley)
The non-density of the d-r.e. degrees
A set is d-r.e. if it is the difference of two r.e. sets.
Theorem (Cooper, HarringtoD, Lacblan, Lempp, Soare)
There is a d-r.e. set B S.t. 0' $T B, yet for all d-r.e. (ar even n-r.e. or even re-

cursively bounded ~20 ) sets U, either 0' s,. BuU, or U~B.

The proof is quite analogous to that of Lachlan's Nonsplitting Theorem.

Christine Haught (Chicago)
Limitations on initial segment embeddings in the r.e. tt-degrees
We prove that a11 of the finite initial segments of the f.e. tt-degrees have aleast non
zero element. (by Haught and Shore there are nontrivial finite initial segments of the
r.e. tt-degrees.)
Theorem If a is a non-zero r.e. tt-degree and there are at most finitely many tt-
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degrees b such that 0 <tt b ~t a , then there is a nonzero r.e. tt-degree c such that for

all b such thal"O <tt b ~tt a , c~ b.
Corollary (special case) Tbe diamond lattice cannot be embedded in the r.e. tt
degrees as an initial segment.
Corollary (to the proof of the theorem) In fact, if a is a non-zero r.e. tt-degree and
there are at most finitely many tt-degrees below a , then aB of the nonzero tt-degrees
~a are inside the same Tunng degree.
(Joint work with Leo Harrington)

Peter G. Hinman (Ann Arbor)
Jump embeddings in the Turing degrees
A Jump Partial Ordering (JPO) l' = (P, ~p, jp) is a partial ordering together with a

unary function which is monotone and strict1y increasing. We consider which JPO's
are embeddable in the Turing degrees with Turing jump (D, ~, jT) either locally
(such that l' has a least element which maps to the zero degree 0.) or giobally
(without further restrletion). One group of Iocal embeddings is stated in tenns of the
jümp trace of a degree a : JTr(a) = (110, h 1,..., hk-I' h; 1, lk-I, ...,ll' 10) such that for

all i, O(hi+i) ~ a(i) ~ O(li+i) and these are optimal bounds. Tbe elementary properties
of the jump operator imply that hi ~ hi+l ~ h ~ 1~ li+1 ~ li .and li ~ li+1 + 1.
Theorem 1. Any such sequence with l-h ~ 2 is ITr(a)for some degree a.
Theorem 2. Every countable linear JPO which is well-founded and sparse (every
interval [p, jp(p)] is finite) is locally embeddable. Theorem 3. Every countable

linear JPO such that the relation jp(p) ~p q is well-founded and jp is injective is
locally embeddable . Theorem 4. Every countable JPO is globally embeddable.
(Joint work with Theodore A. SIaman)

Alexander S. Kechris (Pasadena)
.Descriptive Dynamics
We present joint work with R. Dougherty and S. Jackson on the structure of Borel
(and other) equivalence relations on the Polish Spaces. Given such an equivalence
relation E on X, a (countable) separating family for E is a sequence An of sets such

that xEy <=> T;/n [ XE An~ ye An]. By EO we denote the equivalence relation xEOY

~ 3n T;/m~ [ x(m) = y(m) ] on.2°O. If E,F are Borel equivalence relations we denote

by E~ the partial order of Borel embeddability Le. E~ <=> 3f Borel and 1-1 such

that xEy <=> f(x)Ff(y). The following extends a result of Glimm-Effros.
Theorem1. Let E be a Borel equivalence relation with FB equivalence classes. Then .
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exactly one of the following holds: (i) E has a .~II- separating family or (ii) EO~ E.

A Borel equivalence relation is countable if every equivalence class is countable. We
classify countable Borel equivalence relations in (i) finite, (ii) smooth (Le. having
Borel separating families), (iii) hyperfinite (Le. increasing unions of fmite ones), (iv)
amenable.
Theorem 2. If E, F ·are hyperfinite non-smooth Borel countable equivalence
relations then E~ and F~.

Antonin Kucera (Praha and Ithaca)

On a diagonalization of ~1O-objects and generalizations

A function f is called
(i) a diagonally nonrecursive function (DNR) if f(x) ;I; q>x(x) for all x,

(ii) a fixed-point free ~FPF) function if Wx * Wf(x) for all x,

(iii) a *-fixed point free (*-FPF) function if Wx ** Wf(x) for all x (where =* means
equality module fmite sets). .
Arslanov proved that 0' is the only r.e. degr~e containing an FPF (or a DNR)
function. There was an open question whether the situation relativizes to higher levels,
tao. We answer the question in the negative. More precisely, there is a 1:2 degree a

containing a *-FPF function such that the only r.e. degree below a is 0 (thus, 0'$ a).

The method used to prove this is based on the concept of L1
0 random sets over 0'

(Le. 0'-NAP sets).

The second part of the talk dealt with the use of n 1
0 classes of 0-1 valued DNR

functions and self-referential principles for constructions of r.e. sets as an alternative
method to the standard priority methods.

Martin Kummer (Karlsruhe)
Computable one-one numberings

Let W denote the r.e. sets. S~ has a computable one-one numbering (an ON) :<=>
.3BE W [S ={Wi I iE B} A 'rJi,jE B [i*j ~ Wi *" Wj] ]. The proof of several
results of the literature conceming ONs (e.g. Friedberg's Theorem, the criterion of
Malcev and Wolf, and Khuthoretskij's Theorem on incomparable ONs) can be unified
and generalized using the following: Extension Lemma, Given r.e. LI' ~ ~ W 8.t.

(i) LIn L2 = 0, (ii) ~ has an ON, (iii) Each finite subset of an elemen~ of L} has

infinitely many supersets in~. Then Llu~ has an ON. - Furthermore, the proof of
this Lemma is in a natural way priority free.
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. Limits of this approach appear if S contains ~maximal finite sets. For such cases we
have the following Theorem. Given S ~ W r.e. and So k S canonically enumerable
s.t. each finite subset of an element of S\So has infinitely many supersets in So. Then S
has an ON. - If the infinite elements of S are total recursive functions then we can
show: Theorem. If L is a set of total recursive functions and So is a canonically

enumerable set of finite functions S.t. LuSO is r.e. then LuSOhäs an ON.

Steffen Lempp (Heidelberg and Madison)
O(n)-priority arguments

A general framework of o(n)_priority arguments has been studied by M. Lennan and
myself at the example of the following
Theorem. The existential theory of the r.e. degrees within the language of least and

great~st element and nth jump reducibility predicates for all n is decidable.

The proof involves requirements of the form A(n) $T B(n) and c(n) ~ n(n), ~o

the requirements are easy and uniform for a11 n and are therefore suitable for studying

O(n)_priority arguments. The framework involves a finite sequence of priority trees .
A strategy on tree Ti+1 is deeomposed into infinitely many substrategies on Ti, each
working on an instance of the Ti+I-strategy's requirement.

Alain Louveau (Paris)
On Borel Quasi-orders with small antichains
This leeture was devoted to the proof of the following result of Khalid Kada (Paris):
Theorem (K. Kada) Let k be a natural number, and (X,~)-a Borel quasiorder on some
Polish Space X. If every antichain in X has eardinality at most k, then X ean be
partitioned in k Borel pieces each of which is a ehain.
This theorem is the "Barer' analogue of a celebrated result of DilwortA
eombinatories. It also admits a lightface refinement, which in fact is instrumentalt'ör
proving it. ..

Wolfgang Maass (Chicago)
The complexity types 01 computable sets
We analyse the fine structure of time complexity classes for RAM's in particular the
equivalence relation A =c B (nA and B have the same time complexity") <=> (for a11

time constructible f: A E DTIMERAM(t) <=> B E DTIMERAM(f).

The =c - equivalence class of A is called its complexity type. We prove that every set
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X can be partitioned into two sets A and B such that X =c A =c B, that a complexity
type C contains sets A, B which are incomparable with respect to polynomial time
reductions if and only if C g P , and there is a complexity type C that contains a
minimal pair with respect to polynomial time reductions. Furthermore we analyze the

. fine structure of P with respect to linear time reductions: We show that each
complexity type C g DTIME(n) contains a rich structure of linear time degrees, and
that these· degree structures are not isomorphie (in particular we characterize those C
that have a maximal linear time degree). Our proofs employ finite injury priority
arguments, together with a new technique for eonstructing sets of a given time
eomplexity type.
(Joint work with Theodore A. SIaman)

Yiannis N. Moschovakis (Los Angeles)
Computable concurrent processes
The talk presented a modeling of coneurrent eomputation in ~hich the perception of
the situation by each process is represented by a natural game of interaction.
Behaviors are partial strategies (for the second player) in the game and processes are
non-empty sets of behaviors. The first player in the game represents the collective
actions of all the other processes operating in the same environment (the "world").
The usefulness of the modelling derives from the fact that we can give natural, game
theoretic definitions of all the natural operations on processes, including the fair
~ operation and (fulI) recursion. In addition, the model gives a useful framework
for program verification for asynehronous, concurrent systems, which on this pieture
amounts to showing that certain winning strategies exist for various payoffs associated
with the basic game. The main mathematieal result of the paper is a transfer result
between the notion of recursion for process-functions which we use and the classical
interpretation of recursion by least fixed points. This and other basic results will
appear in the proceedings of the LIeS conference to be held in Asilomar in lune ,
1989. In the proceedings of the conference for this meeting, I will put a follow up of
this work whieh was discussed very briefly in this talk: the model suggests (and gives
evidence in favor of ) a very natural class of computable processes and functions on
processes, a sort of Church' s Thesis for asynchronous, concurrent communication.

Anil Nerode (Ithaca)
Polynomially isolated sets
We develop a P-Time analogue of ISOLS within the Polynomial Equivalence Types

(PETS), N ={O}*, (x, ß~ N are P-Time equivalent if 31-1 partial P-Tim~ honest f,

dom(f) :2 (X, f(a) = ß. <a>, the PET of <x, is [ ß~ NIß P-Time equivalent to <X].

Operations are <X> + <V> =< {()2n I on EX} U {o2n+l I on eY }>,
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<x> • <y> = < { T(om,Oß) I on E X and om e Y } > where T(Offi,on) =
O(1/2)[(m+n)2+3m+nJ. A set A ~ N is polynomia11y isolated if for any P-Time
mon~tone map f of finite sets of A to itself, there is a polynomial g such that for a11

finite X ~ A, U n=l 00 ~(X) is finite with length as a string ~ g(length of X). These
are the analogue of Dekker's ISOLS in the PETS. There are infinite P-Time
polynomially isolated sets. They are closed under +, ., have +, • cance11ation. The
study of (recursive) P-Time P-Isolated Sets presents new challenges.
(Joint wo~k with J. B. Remmel)

Wolfram Pohlers (Münster)
The graof theoretic collaps of a cardinal
It is known that admissible ordinals may be regarded as a recursion theoretic analogue
of cardinals. We showed that admissible ordinals again may be co11apsed to ordinals
below 0)1 CK . On examples we illustrated why these collapses may be regarded as

proof theoretical analogues of their cardinal ancestors.

Helmut Schwichtenberg (München)
Primitive recursion on the cootinuaus functionals
In the context of Scott's notion of an information system define Dnat to be the flat

domai~ of the natural numbers and Dj1~a to be 0;1~ Da. Let IDpl ( IDplre) be the

set of all ideals (r.e. ideals). To denote primitive recursive functionals we use terms
buHt up from constants {«(ti, vi) I ie I} for finite approximations and recursive

operators R by Ax.r and t8. Let IDplpr denote the set of a11 primitive recursive

functionals. A stand.ard type model (e.g. for Bishop's constructive analysis) then is a

system fl{ = { "" I p type} such that IDplpr ~ Mp ~ IDpl, which is closed aga.

application. Theorem. Any closed term of ground type reduces to a numeral.- •
For the proof one has to extend the notion of a term in oreder to take care of situations
like {(Ui'vi) I ie I } (Ax.S) t

Richard A. Soore (Ithaca)
The uodecidability of the r.e tt-degrees
We extend the methods of Fejer and Shore for constructing a 'minimal r.e. tt-degree to
embed certain lattices as segments of the r.e. (and all) tt-degrees above a minimal
degree.
Theorem. For every partition lattice nn of a finite set {l,...,n} there are r.e. sets AO .
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and A of tt-degrees aO and a such that every tt-degree below a is r.e., the interval of

degrees [ao, a] c:. nn and [ao, a] u {O} is~ initial segment of the tt-degrees.

Corollary. Tbe theories of the r.e. tt-degrees and the tt-degrees below 0' are
undecidable.
(Joint work with Christine Haught)

Theodore A. Slaman (Chicago)
The polynomial time Turing degrees - automorphisms 01 generic ideals

Definition, (i) 2<0) is the set of fInite binary sequences; if se 2<0) then 10"1 is the length

of 0", (ii) A Turing functiona14> is in PTIME if there is a polynomial cp: N~N such

that for alt oe 2<0), 4>(X,o) is computed in less than <p(loD many steps. (iii) For A, B

~ 2<(0, A ~ B if there is a etle PTIME with 4>(B) =A.

Let REC be the collection of recursive subsets of 2<(0. Let REC(Sp A) be the

collection of sets that are below A in~ ,
QuestioD Is there a nontrivial automorphism of <REC, ~> ?

Theorem, There is a recursive set A and a bijection f: REC~~ A) ~ REC(~ A) such

that (i) f preselVes ~. (ü) f preserves th~ set theoretic operations n, .u, ~ modulo

finite differences. (iü) There is an Xe REC(~A) such that f(X) $p X and X $p f(X).

(iv) Further, we may ensure that f preserves time complexity relative to A or that f

moves some X in DTIMEA(n) to one in DTIMEA(n2) - DTIMEA(n),

Thus <REC(~A), ~> is not always rigid for AE REC,
(Joint work with Christine Haught)

Robert I. Soare (Chicago and Heidelberg)
Gontinuity properties 01 recursively enymerable degrees
Let 1\ = (R, ~, v, 1\ ,0, 0') be the structure of the (Turing) degrees of recursively
enurnerable (r,e.) sets with least elernnet 0 and greatest element 0'. A formula

<p(x1,.",xn) in the Ianguage L(~, v, A, 0, 0') is contiuous at (8., 82,'''' 3n); 3iE R for
1~~, ifthere exists an open interval I(ai) containing ai, for a1Il~~, such that

1\ 1= cp(b1,· ..,bn ) for all biE I(aj).

Theorem 1. Every quantifier-free fOrDlula cp(x,y) of two variables is contiuous at

every pair (8, b) E RxR 8, b * 0, 0', (By known results in !ecursion theory this
result cannot be extended to quantifier-free focmulas of ~ 3 variables or to formulas
of ~ 1 quantifiers,) Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of the new theorems:
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Theorem 2. (Harrington, Soare) There is Da maximal minimal pair of r.e. degrees;
Theorem 3. (Ambos-Spies, Laehlan, Soare) There is no pair of r.e. degrees 3, b
cupping to 0' and minimal with this property.

Dieter Spreen (Siegen)
On effective topalogies: some characterization

Countable topological TO-spaees (T,~) with a eountable basis on which a relation of
strang inelusion is defined are cansidered and under very natural effecti'iv·t
assumptions it is shown that up to effective equivalence 't is the greatest Mal
topology on T that is effectively related to 't, where a topology" on T is a Malcev
topology, if it has a base of completely enumerable subsets of T. Moreover, it is
effectively related to 't, if for Be 't and Ce" with B g C a witness for this can
effectively be found. As examples constructive Seott domains and recursively
separable recursive metric spaees are considered. In the finite case one. obtains the
generalized Rice/Shapiro Theorem whieh says that the Scott topology on the domain is
effectively equivalent to the Ershov topology on it whieh is generated by a11 of its
eompletely enumerable subsets. In the second case it follows that up to effective
equivalenee the metric topology is the greatest Maleev topology on the space such that
its lattice of completely enumerable open sets is effectively closed. under the
pseudocomplement operation given by the Heyting algebra of a11 open sets of this
topology.

Michael Stob (Lexington and Cambridge, MA)
Array nonrecursive sets and multip~e permiUing arguments
We define a class of r.e. sets, the array nonrecursive (anr) sets. The Turing degrees of
anr sets are exactly those below which certain multiple permitting arguments can be
performed. We give three natural examples of such arguments from the recursa
theory literature. We prove a number of theorems classifying the Turing degree.
anr sets. (Joint work withR. Downey and C. Jockusch,jr.)

Stanley S. Wainer (Leeds)
Proofs and programs
This ta1k: was a brief summary of same elementary proof-theoretic ideas whieh can be
used to analyse the logical complexity of natural classes of programs and program
transformations. The underlying theme was the strong· analogy which exists (and
which is now being exploited in computer science) between recursive prograrns and
their formal "specification" proofs. As an illustration, the transformation from
"recursivert into "while" programs was considered. In proof-theoretic terms, this
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corresponds t<? an increase in "cutrank" and an exponential increase in the ordinaf
bounds on corresponding infmitary proofs. From this one can obtain "trade-offs" in
sub-reeursive eomplexity, generalizing an old theorem ofTait.

Gerd Wechswzg (Jena)
Applications of Kolrnogorov complexity in computational complexity
Following L. Adleman and L. A. Hemachandra we prove neeessary and sufficient
eonditions in terms of Kolmogorov eomplexity for collapsing complexity classes likee !1l and NP, pp and NP or L2P and!1l . Astring y is called Kolmogorov simple

relative to x if there exist a c>O and a z, Izl ~ c + cloglxl S.t. a universal Turing

machine U (which is fixed anee and forever) outputs Y on input z#x within e + Ixlc

steps. Adleman's result (1979): "P=NP if and only if any NP-maehine has on each x
aceepted by that machine Kolmogorov simple certifieates (= aeeepting paths) relatiye
to x." may serve as a typieal example for the results proved here. The eertifieates in
Adleman's case, however, have to be replaeed with the appropriate notions reflecting

essential parts of the computation in question. For instanee, for ~2P machines one uses

~ defmed as folIows:

. #YI #Y2# ... #Yk is a guide of the ~p -machine "M(SAn on input x <=>df

M(SAT) on input x makes exact1y k queries, and for each i = 1, ... , k,

Yi,=
the empty word ,if the ith query gets a negative answer

a certifc~te of a SAT accepting machine on the ith query ,0thelWise.

Klaus Weihrauch (Hagen)
Constructivity. computability and computational complexity'
A single approach
A powerful fonnalism for investigating constructivity for sets not greater than the
continuum is presented. It extends ordinary recursion theory and the theory of
numberings by a formally similar theory of continuous and computable functions on
Baire's space and a theory of representations. The theory is a consequent further
development of the "Polish recursive analysis". It admits a natural presentation and
interpretation of results obtained in other approaches, and evades foundational
problems by exclusive use of classical logic. As an essential feature, continuity can be
interpreted as a kind of constructivity. In the talk the formalism will be outlined,
illustrated by some applications, and compared with other approaches.
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w. Hugh Woodin (Berkeley)
Determinacy and scales

Definition 1) AD: Every Ac rolJ) is determined. 2) Unif: For each A c rRxIR there

exists f: lR~ such that for all XE IR, if <X,y>E A for same ye lR then <x,f(x»E A.

3) ADlR: Every A c Rro is determined

Theorem (ZF + AD + DC) Unif.... ADR.
This is proved by showing:

Theorem (ZF + AD + DC) Unif -+ Every A c roO) is Ä-Souslin for same ordinal ?...
Corollary (ZF + AD + DC) Assume Unif. Then SCALE(L12) and if X c P{IR) is L"
then X contains a ß 12 subset of IR. Further this holds in gny. inner model containing R.

Question Does AD -+ SCALE(LI2) ?

Dongping Yang (Beijing and Heidelberg)
On the set limit operation

A, B are subsets of N. We say that Ais partial set limit of B, A=limsB, if XE A iff there

exists t such that for all s >t [<x,s>e B]. When N - lim(B) = lim(N-B), we say the

limit is totaL An infinite set C is o(n) -cohesive if there is na o(n)-r.e. set W such that

WnC and (N-W)nC are both infinite. An O(n)-f.e. set M is O(n)-maximal if N-M is

O(n) -cohesive. An r.e. set A is an n-quasi cohesive set if lims ..Jims A, is an O(n)-
n 1

cohesive set when n is odd and limn A is an o(n)maximal set when n is even.
A function g(x) is an n-limit function if there is a recusrsive function fex, sn,... , SI)

such that g(x) = lims ... lims fex, sn' ... ,SI). We call f the n-base function of g. g isn 1
called n-dominant function if g dominates every total n-limit function. _
Theorem. If A is an n-quasi cohesive set and n is odd (even), then the princi~
function PlimßA ( Plimß<N-A» is n-dominant.'

Theorem. An f.e. set A satisfies o(n)~ A(n) iff there are (n-l )-dominat füßctions g

and an (n-l )-base function f of g such that f~A.

Corollary. An r.e. degree a is in Hn iff there is an (n-l )-dominant function f and an

(n-l )-base function g of f such that the degree of g $ a.
Corollary. The degree of all n-quasi cohesive sets is an element of Rn'

Berichterstatter:: Martin Kummer
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 13/1989

Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen

26.3. bis 1.4.1989

Tbe meeting was organized by H.W. Knobloch (Würzburg); J. Mawhin
(Louvain-la-Neuve) and K. Schmitt (Salt Lake City).

Witb the now established tradition of stressing one or two special topics
during each meeting, the organizers had decided, during tbe 1987 meeting, to
empbasize the various aspects of bifurcation theory, a topics whicb is central
botb in the dynamical and the functional-analytic aspects of tbe theory and
applications of ordinary differential equations. It is also eleae bow much
bifurcation tbeory is paving the' way to the recent and exciting developments
in the study of chaotic behavior of dynamieal systems.

Bifurcation theory, or the study of bow the solution set of an equation is
varying with tbe parameters entering tbe equation, cont~nues to be
developed along the classical powerful techniques like tbe Liapunov-Scbmidt
metbo,d, the theory of integral manifolds and that of differentiable dynamical
systems. Of great imponance is the role played by tbe presence of
symmetries in the equations, and mucb progress has been done in tbis
direction, in connection with now classical problems like Ropf bifurcation
and tbe existence of subharmonics. Bifurcation techniques, coupled with the
use of analytieal computing tecbniques, remain also one of tbe ways of
attacking a famous question like Rilben's 16th problem.

Tbe chaotic behavior of the solutions of ordinary differential equations
or dynamieal systems is now better understood in almost periodic systems, due
to tbe use of analytical techniques like dicbotomy theory, and in some
differential-delay equations, via an extension of tbe shadowing lemma to
maps which are not necessarily diffeomorphisms. Also the analysis of simple
economie processes with lags leads to simple one Joop feedback systems
having chaotic behavior. Sucb a behavior ean be avoided if the dynamical
systems possesses some special strueture, as it is the case for the monotone
dynamical systems whose imponance in applications to biology or population
dynamics has not to be empbasized. In a similar direetion, progress is made
in tbe understanding of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of infinite
dynamical systems, in particular those coming from reaction-diffusion
equations, in tbeir approximation and in their applications, like in
combustion theory.

Tbe study of the existence and multiplicity of solutions of boundary
value problems, including periodic ones, is evidently related to bifurcation
theory. Topological methods remain a fundamental tool in this approach and
new continuation theorems are proposed, which also pennit to deal with
differential equations on various types of manifolds, differential equations
with impulses or witb singularities. Tbe important question of stability of
periodic solutions of nonautonomous equations is also treated successfully by
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,.-. äegn~e methods and new approacbest like. tbe use of the time-map and the co-
area formula t are introduced to obtain tbe indispensable apriori bounds.
Progress has been reported also on the existence and multiplicity of solutions
of Ambrosetti·Prodi type problems and equations of various orders witb
jumping nonlinearities t including their use in providing convincing
explanations in famous accidents for bridges or sbips. Striking progress was
reported also for equations witb periodic nonlinearities t where a sensitive
dependence on the number of space 'dimensions was proved in Dirichlet
problems and a relative Lusternik-Schnirelmann category theory was
introduced for problems including pendulum equations and Arnold
conjecture. The existence theory for boundary value problems on the whole
real line, including tbe case of bounded solutions, is a delicate question for
wbich the Conley index appears to be a promising tool.

Tbe development of any nonlinear theory generally depends upon a
good knowledge of tbe associated linear problems whicht in addition, bave
their own interest. Progresses in boundary value and indefinite eigenvalues
problems for linear equations have been reported and several lectures on
nonlinear boundary value problems dependent upon a very careful analysis
of an associated linear equation.

Tbe development of tbe theory of ordinary differential equations
cannot be dissociated from that of its applications t many of which bave
already been mentioned above. A great impetus still comes from control
theory, for which generalizations of tbe concept of classical differential
equations like tbe quasi-differential' equations and the differential
inclusions play an important role.

The conference was attended by 42 mathematicians who carne from 14
different countries. 33 of the participants presented lectures many of whicb
were followed by intetesting and lively discussions which will stimulate
further work. Many less fannal meetings and discussions also took place and
some joint work will very likely come out of those fruitful meetings.

The instituteis administration and staff have, as usual~ greatly
contributed to the success of tbe meeting by their discrete and efficient
work whicb continues to make Oberwolfach a unique place in tbe
mathematical (and otber) world.

Abstracts

J. Bebernes : Differential equations related to combustion theory.
Induction period models for thermal reactions are developed in a unified
manner using activation energy asymptotics. Two models are analyzed. For
the reactive-diffusion modelt solutions become unbounded in finite time and
blow up at a single point for certain geometries. As tbe explosion time is
approachedt a precise description of tbe asymptotic profile of a solution is
obtained.

v. Blagodatskikh : Differential inclusions. optimal control theory.
For differential equations Xl = f(x)t the solution x(ttXO) is continuously
differentiable on initial value xo t if the function f(x) is smooth. The solution
XE(t) with initial value xo + eb can be represented in the form XE(t) = x(t) +
eSx(t) + o(e), where the variation Sx(t) is the solution of the linear system Sx I

= (df(x(t»/dX)8xt Sx(tO) = h . (1)
Tbe similar result is obtained for the differential inclusion Xl E F(x).

Here. instead of tbe linear system (1), we bave also a differential inclusion
Sxl

E P(x(t)t SX)t Sx(tO) = xO. This property is very useful in optimal contral
theory. For more detai1st see : A.F. Filippov, V. Blagodatskikh t Differential
inclusions and optimal contralt Proc. Steklov Math. Ins1. t 1986, 0° 4.

•
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A. Capietto Continuation theorems for non-autonomous differential
equations. We deal with the periodic boundary value problem

x' =F(t,x), (1)
x(O) = x(T). (2)

Let C in Rm be a closed Euclidian neighbourhood retract, which is flow
invariant with respeet to (1). For example, tbe set C may be a manifold, a
eonvex set or the spaee Rm itself. Let G in C be a bounded set, open relatively
to C.

Two results, based on slightly different continuation procedures,
ensuring tbe existence of solutions to (1)-(2) Iying in tbe closure of Gare
provided. As for the applications, we deal witb tbe ease when the nonlinear
field F splits as F(t,x) = g(x) + e(t,x).

Dang Dinh Ang : Nonlinear pseudoparabolie equations. Tbe talk is
based on the work "Nonlinear pseudoparabolic equations" by D.D. Ang and T.
Thanb. Results on uniqueness and global existence of solutions of initial and
boundary value problems for the nonlinear pseudoparabolic equation

Ut + g(u) - (%x)f(u) - (o/dx)F(u,ux ,x,t) - (%x)[b(x,t)uxtl = H(x,t),°< x < 1 , t > 0, with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions are given. A salient
feature is that F and its partial derivatives are allowed to be unbounded. In
the special case b = 0: 2, it is proved that, as a -> 0, the corresponding solution
u a -> uO, the solution corresponding to a' = 0 on a sufficiently small interval. A
result on the asymptotic behavior of the solution is given for t -> 00.

w. Eberhard : The distribution of the eigenvalues of a elass 01
indefinite eigenvalue problems. For eigenvalue problems l(y). = Är(x)y,
U v(y) = 0, 1 S v S n with a piecewise eontinuous indefinite weight. funetion r,
we derive asymptotic formulas for the distribution of the eigenvalues Äk.
Assuming that the boundary conditions are regular (i.e. a generalization of
tbe weil known Birkhoff-regularity for the definite ease rex) = 1) it will be
proved that for n = 2J1 there exist two sequences Ak (j) of eigenvalues with
the asymptotic behavior Ak(j) = ±(-I)D/2(kn/R±)D[1 + O(l/k)] (+ for j=l, 

for j=2) where R± = Jo 1(r±(t»l/odt, r±(t) = max{±r(t),O}. An analogous fonnula
holds in the ease n = 2J1 -1.

L. Erbe and W. Krawcewicz : Boundary value problems for systems
with impulses. We consider boundary value problems for systems of seeond
order equations or inclusions with impulses of the form

(1) y" =f(t,y,y') or y" E F(t,y,y')
subjeet to
(11) y(tk+) = Ik(y(tk» , y'(tk+) = Nk(y(tk),y'(tk» , k = l,...,m.
and the boundary conditions
(111) Gi(y*) = 0 , i = 0, 1,

wbere (i) f : [ao,al] x R2n -> Rn , F : [ao,all x R2n -> 2Rn

(ii) Ik : Rn_> Rn is a homeomorphism, k = l, ,m,
(iii) Nk : Rn x Rn -> Rn is continuous, k = 1, ,m,

and y* = (y(ao),y'(ao),y(al),y'(al», Gi : R4n -> Rn is continuous, i = 0.1,
ao= tQ < tl < ... < 1m < tm+1 =a1·

We seek solutions of (I),(II),(III) which are pieeewise Cl with points of
discontinuity tk, k = 1.... ,m of the first type for y, y' at whieh tbey are left
eontinuous.

The tecbnique used is an adaptation of tbe topological transversality
method to systems with impulses.
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Quasi-differential equations and control theory. The

x'(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) (t e I) (*)
and non-linear control problems

x'(l) = f(t,x,(t),u(t» (t e I) (**)

are liriked witb the linear ordinary quasi-differential equation YA [n]= cp (on
I). Sufficient .conditions are given for the controllability of (*) and (**)
when the matrices A and B, respectively (df/ax)(t,O,O) and (af/au)(t,O,O),
are such that tbe linear problems reduce to a quasi-linear differential
equation.

M. Fiebig-Wittmaack Ein nichtlineares skalares Neumannsches
Randwertproblem 2. Ordnung. Wir betrachten das Problem •

u"(x) + f(u(x» = g(x) , x E [O,1t]
(*)

u'(O) = u'(lt) =°,
mit f E C2(R,R) ·und g E C2 ([0,lt],R). Für Funktionen fund g, die durch eine
Beschränktheitsbedingung gekoppelt sind, erhalten wir Aussagen über das
qualitative Verhalten von Lösungen von (*). Für eine Duffinggleichung
Können wir unter gewissen Einschränkungen die exakte Anzahl von
LOsungen bestimmen und Bifurkationsdiagramme erstellen.

B. Fiedler : The Poincar~-Bendixson theorem for scalar reaction-
diffusion equations. (Joint work with J. Mallet-Paret, Brown University).
The classical Poincare-Bendixson theorem is proved for PDE's of the form

(1) Ut"= uxx + f(x,u.ux)", x e SI, fE C2. .
Specifically, the 0> -limit set of any bounded trajectory consists of a

single periodic solution or of trajectories connecting equilibria. Moreover,
the 0> -limit set embeds into the plane. This is surprising because the
semiflow (1) is genuinely infinite-dimensional.

A. F~nda : Topological and variational methods for boundary value
problems. Existence results are presented for equations of second and third
order with nonlinearities of "jumping" type. Moreover, a situation of double
resonance is stu~ied under Landesman-Lazer ~ype conditions at hotb sides.

G. Freiling : Expansion theorems for indefinite eigenvalue problems.
We consider boundary eigenvalue problems of the form

(1) l(y) = y(n) + 1:2n fy(x)y(n-v) = Ar(x)y, x e [0,1],

(2) Uy(y~ =0 , 1 S v S n.

It is assumed that r is a step-function and that the boundary conditions
(2) are regular.

By using detailed asymptotic estimates for the Green's function of (1),
(2) • we obtain results on the pointwise convergence and on tbe unifonn
convergence of the corresponding eigenfunction expansions generalizing
the classical results for regular definite eigenvalue problems.

G.B. Gustafson : Boundary value dependence in linear differential
equations. Consider the differential equatioo L : y(n) + Po-I (t)y(n-l) + ... +
PO(t)y = ° and Nicoletti boundary conditions B : for distinct points to, ... ,tk and
integers no, ...•nk with 00+ ...+nk = n. the fuo~tioo y satisfies y(i)(tj) = 0. i =
O, ... ,nj-l, j = 1•... ,k. Define the kernel by K(B) = {y : Ly = 0; By = O}. Tbe

•
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following continuous dependence problem is considered Is there a
conditions which gives : K(ß) ~ (O) implies limn->ooCn = B with K(Co) ~ {O} ?
This is a kind a continuous dependence on B. The answer is given by tbe
following :

Theorem. If dim K(ß) = 1 and y e K(B) and y(ni)(tj) = 0 for all but one
index i, tbeo there is a sequence of simple-zero boundary operators (Co) such
that : -(1) dim K(Cn) =1. (2) lim n->ooCn = B, (3) limn->ooK(Cn) = K(B).

Also discussed in tbe talk is a result for testing tbe uniqueness of a
linear two-point BVP. Tbe kind of result is illustrated by: the BVP (06 + 05)y
= f(x), y =y' =y" =y"' =0 at x = a, y =y' =0 at x = b, has a unique solution if and
ooly if the following IVP bas a solution with z(b) ~ 0 : D7(D+I)5 z = 0, z(i)(a) = 0
for i = 0,...,7, z(8){a) = 14, z(9)(a) = -42, z(10)(a) =90, z(11){a) = - 165.

P. Babels : Periodic solutions 0/ some Liinard and Duffing equations
with singularities. Consider the boundary value problem

u" + (d/dt)V f(u) + V g(u) = h(t) , u(O) = u(T), u'(O) = u'(T), (1)
where u e Rn, under the general assumption that g becomes infinite as u -> o.
Our approach to problem (1) is based 00 degree theoretical methods and
covers both the attractive and repulsive potentials. A key assumption to get a
priori bouods is a condition similar to the "strang force" condition introduced
by Gordon (Trans. AMS 204 (1975». This bounds the solutions away from the
singularity. Ourapproach applies in case of complete dissipation, Le. in case
tbe matrix a2 f / au 2 is positive or negative definite, as weil as in the
conservative case wbere f = O. At last, similar results can be obtained to deal
with a finite number of singularities. Tbis work is joint with L. Sanchez.

G.· Harris : Semilinear elliptic boundary value problems 0/ Ambrosetti
Prodi type. Mainly, I would discusss an example for which boundary data has
a different effect on tbe multiple solution structure of the differential
equation than does the forcing data. In panicular, tbe solution number for
this example never exceeds two, regardless of the location of the asymptotic
Itslopeslt of tbe nonlinearity witbin tbe spectrum of the operator _u u witb
zero Dirichlet boundary conditions.

s. Invernizzi : Problems in some ODE models in mathematical
economics. C. Sparrow (J. Tbeor. Biol. 83 (1980» showed that cbaotic
bebaviour can oecur in simple one loop feedback systems of finite
dimensions, and he compared sucb systems with a family of I-dimensional
difference equations of tbe type discussed by May and Oster. Here we show
first that tbe analysis of simple economic processes with lags leads to the
same differential systems and to the same problem of comparison with a
discrete equation. Moreover, the study of the distribution of lags in tbe future
in the simple case of an output lagged on demand, suggests that tbe discrete
case is approximated ver)' slowly by a cootinuous system, so that in general
the possible chaotic behaviour of the difference equation may be reflected
ioto tbe continuous system only for very large dimension of tbe latter,
according to Sparrow's results. Finally, we present numerical estimates of the
Lyapunov exponents and Hausdorff dimension of a possible strange attractor
of Rössler-Band type preseot in a feedback system modelling a
dema,nd/output process.

F. Kappel : Approximation 0/ infinite dimensional systems. After a
shon discussion of various versions of the so called Trotter-Kato theorem for
Co-semigroups, we develop a general structure for tbe approximation of delay
equations by ordinary differential systems. Main feature of tbe general
scheme is the choice of two sequences (UN) and (VN) of finite-dimensional
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subspaces in tbe state space of tbe abstract Caucby problem with
isomorpbisms ()N: UN -> yN. If UN is in dom A (A the infinitesimal
generator of tbe semigroup to be approximated)t we can define AN = A(~N)- 1
in order to get approximating ODE systems. Finally we give a short d~scription

of ·a family of approximation schemes constructed along tbe guidelines given
in the general theory.

H. Kielhöfer
analytical approach.
space

-Bopf bifurcation with an eigenvalue zero an
We consider a family of evolution equation in Hilbert

duldt + A(Ä)u + F(A,u) = 0
wbich is of parabolic type and depends on a real parameter Ä.. At a critical
value ).,0 the linear operator A{A) has finitely many resonant eigenvalues on
the imaginary axis t including tbe eigenvalue O. We prove a local and global -
bifurcation theorem for stationnary or periodic solutions by embedding tbe ..
differential equation into an abstract class of two-parameter equivariant
problems which have a resonance property. The main tool is an orbit index
wbich consists of a pair of common Brouwer indices. It turns out that this
abstract class allows generically cascades of period doublings wbich are not
possible for differential equations. Finallyt in the generic global case, we
can replace the continuously varying period by tbe minimal period.

R. Lauterbach Bifurcation and dynamics for problems with
spherical symmetry. In tbe beginning we recall the basic concepts of
equivariant bifurcation theory. We assume that a compact Lie group acts
absolutely irreducibly on a finite dimensional real vector space V. Let f : Y x
R -> V be equivariant witb respect to its first variable. We consider the
ordinary differential equation

x' = f(x,Ä.).
We assume that the given trivial solution looses stability at Ä = O. Tben

we are interested in the following questions :
1) what are tbe stationnary solutions, Le. what are the solutions of f(x,A)

= 0, especially we are interested in tbe symmetries of generic stationnary
solutions.

2) wbat are tbe dimensions of the unstable manifolds of the stationnary
solutions ?

3) what ean we say about heteroclinic connections between these
solutions ?

4) are tbere any other (flow-)invariant sets whicb are eontained in
small neigbborhoods of tbe bifureation point.

We investigate those questions for tbe natural representations of 0(3).
For the first two questions tbere are partial answers for all representations.
The last two questions ean be solved for representations with dirn V < 7. Our
results are closely eonnected to results by Fiedler and Mischaikow and to
results of Chossat and Melboume.

N. Lloyd : Bifurcation of limit cycles in two-dimensional systems.
Conditions for a critieal point to be a eentre are not ooly of intrinsic interest
but are also required to determine the number of limit eyeles wbich ean
bifurcate. By systematieaHy searehing for invariant algebraic eurves, such
eriteria ean be obtained. The technique will be illustrated by means of a
eertain class of eubic systems, and tbe bifureation of limit eycles in this case
fuHy discussed.

P.J. McKenna : Suspension bridges and ships. Reeent work by the
speaker (with A.C. Lazer) has demonstrated a new principle for nonlinear
diferential equations with asymmetrie nonlinearities and large one-sided

e
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forcing terms : tbe greater tbe asymmetry, tbe more Iikely tbe presence of
large·scale oscillatory bebavior. Applications are given to destructive
oscillations in bridges and sbips.

R. Ortega : Stabiliry 0/ periodic solutions 0/ nonautonomous equations.
Same connections between the topological index of a nondegenerate periodic
solution and asymptotic stability are studied. From these' results a eomplete
stability study is obtained· for a forced second order equation of the kind

x" + ex' + g(x) =p(t), C > 0,
assuming that g is strictJy convex and satisfies an additional condition of
Ambrosetti·Prodi type. Tbe stability of the solution is related to tbe non
existence of seeond order subbarmonics.

K. Palmer : Chaos in almost periodic systems. Let x' = f(t,x) be an almost
periodic differential equation with ahyperbolic almost periodie solution u(t)
and another hyperbolic solution v(t) satisfying Iv(t) - u(t)1 -> 0 as Itl -> 00 • It is
shown that the solutions of such an equation exhibit chaotic behaviour.

L. Sanchez : Boundary value problems /or some nonlinear beam
equations. We derive properties of tbe first eigenfunction for the linear
beam equation

u(4) - a(x)u = AU
with simply·supported ends (u(O) = u"(O) = u(x) = u"(x) = 0) or witb hinged
ends (u(O) = u'(O) = u(n) = u'(x) = 0). We use these properties to give a
variational treatment of tbe existence of solutions for tbe nonlinear beam
equation at resonance under tbe above boundary eonditions.

R. Schaaf : Asymptotics tor branches of semilinear elliptic problems. (Joint
work with K. Schmitt). Nonlinear perturbations of elliptic problems at resonance

(1) Lu + g(u) = h (0 in Rn), u = 0 on an,
with' N(L) = span ~, ~ > 0, orthogonal to hand g(u)/u -> 0 for lul -> 00 can be
embedded ioto parameter dependent problems

Lu + g(u) = b + J.14t on n , u = 0 on an,
which always have a solution branch bifurcating from "u = +- 00" The
number of sign chaoges of J.1 along this branch is a lower bound for the
number of solutions to (1).

For tbe special case of g being periodie with zero mean value and n
being convex, tbe behavior of the branch depends critically on tbe spaee
dimension n : one always get an infinite number of sign ehanges for n =
1,2,3. For n ~ 5 and "almost all g", tbere are only finitely many ehanges of
sign~ and for n = 4 there is a necessary and suffieient condition for
oseillation.

J. Scheurle : Interaction 0/ steady state and Hop/ bi/urcations under
the presence 0/ a Z2 -symmetry. Bifurcations in a two-parameter family of
Z 2-symmetrie veetor fields are analyzed. At critieality, the veetor field bas a
pair of complex conjugate purely imaginary eigenvalues as weil as a .simple
zero eigenvalue. Particular attention is paid to tbe bifurcation of invariant 2
tori and· tbeir stability propenies. Explicit computable conditions are given.
For example~ our results are relavant for tbe Couette·Taylor problem of
bydrodynamics.

K.R. Schneider Bi/urcation 0/ closed orbits /rom invariant
mani/olds. We are concemed with the bifurcation of aperiodie solution from
an invariant set of a two-dimensional ,system dx/dt = f(x,l!) wbere J.1 is a one
dimensional parameter. In the first part of tbe leeture we derive conditions
guaranteeing the existence of aglobai Hopf branch (in the sense for I! ~ J.1O
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or tJ. S J1(). Tbe main tool is the theory of tuming vector fields. Tbe second
pan of the talk is devoted to the bifureation of a limit eycle from an invariant
set consisting of continua of equilibrium points and regular trajectories.
Such a case arises wben tbe system under eonsideration is singularly
perturbed. Using tbe theory of integral manifolds we generalize a theorem of
Pont~jagin-Miscenko-Rosov on tbe existence of relaxation oscillations.

H.L. Smith : Remarks on monotone dynamical systems theory. In this
joint work with H. Tbiema (Tampa), we synthesize ideas of Hirsch and Matano
to create a somewhat streamlined and improved theory of monotone
dynamical systems. More precisely, we are able to obtain some improvements
in the results of Hirsch while using the weaker notion of strongly order
preserving semiflows due to Matano. A monotone dynamical system is a
dynamical system on a metric space with partial order relation having tbe _
property that the order is preserved by tbe forward flow. Hirsch sbows _
that"almost all" points have omega limit sets consisting entirely of equilibria.
Our eorresponding result should prove easier to aply to infinite dimensional
systems (e.g. functional differential equations and parabolic partial
differential equations) than Hirsch's.

A. Vanderbauwhede Subharmonie branching in time-reversible
systems. We study the branching of subharmonie solutions at a symm~tric

periodic solution of an autonomous time-reversible system. Symmetrie here
means invariant under time-reversal. We show that generieally eaeh such
symmetrie periodie solution belongs to a one-parameter family of similar
periodie solutions. Along such family one ean gene~ically meet solutions
which have multipliers whieb are roots of unity. We show that at such
solutions brancbing of subharmonic solutions will generically oecur. We
study in particular the case of period-doubling branchings. Our approach
uses a Liapunov-Sehmidt method. We also briefly diseuss a different
approach via normal form theory. Our results suggest tbat in cenain regions
one may encounter eascades of subharmonie branehings, leading to
complicated and in cenain cases maybe chaotic behaviour.

P. Volkmann : Existenz eines Zweiges positiver Lösungen für ein
Problem auf der reellen Geraden. (Gemeinsame Arbeit mit Alice Chaljub-
Simon). Mit 0 < 8 < C und einem Parameter 1 > 0 werden für (*) -y" + c2y =
lf(x,y) Lösungen y : R -> (0,00) im Banachraum cOs = {y t y : R -> R, stetig, lIyll =
sUPRly(x)le8Ixl < oo} gesucht. Satz: A) In (*) sei f : R x [0,00) -> [0,00) stetig, und
für r > 0 gelte If(x,y) - f(x,z)1 S Lr(z - y), falls 0 S Y S z S; re-~ lxi. Es sei noch
f(x,O) S const.e-S1xl , f(x,O) = O. Dann existiert AO > 0 und eine in COS stetig von e
1 abhängige Familie YA. (0 < 1 S ÄO) von positiven Lösungen von (.); limA. -> 0
yÄ. = 0 (in cO~). B) Gilt ferner f(x,y) ~ 8e-S1xl + y(x)y (x E R, Y ~ 0) mit ß > 0
~nd y: R -> [0,00) stetig, y(x) ~ 0, so hat (*) für glOsse Ä. keine Lösungen y :
R -> [0,00) in cO~.

H.O. Walther : Hyperbolic sets for Cl ·maps. (Joint work with H.
Steinlein). The notion of hyperbolic sets and structures, which are familiar
from diffeomorphisms (in finite dimensions), are generalized so that
applications to arbitrary CI-maps f : U -> L, U an open subset of a Banach
space L, become possible. (C1-maps which are not invertible arise as Poincare
maps and as time-l-maps in infinite dimensional dynamical systems). The
shadowing lemma is extended to· maps f with a (generalized) hyperbolic set.
Hyperbolic structures are establisbed along homoelinic loops, uoder a
suitable transversality condition.
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Both permit a new proof of a result of Haie and Lin on symbolic
dynamics for all doubly infinite trajectories in a certain neighbourhood of a
homoclinic loop. As an applieation of the tbeory, a Poineare map without
eontinuous inverse is presented. This map deseribes chaotic motions elose to
heteroclinic connections between byperbolic periodic orbits of an
autonomous differential delay equation for feedback 00 the circle.

J. Ward : Bounded solutions of non-autonomous ordinary differential
equations. Let f,g : RN x R -> RN be continuous, (x,t) -> f(x,t), g(x,t), uniforml~
almost periodic in t. Assume also

(H 1) there exists 0 < p < 1 such that f(Äx,t) = ÄPf(x,t) for each Ä > 0 and
(x,t) t RN x R.

(H2) g(x,t)/lxIP -> 0 as lxi -> 00 •

A homotopy method is used to establish tbe existence of a bounded
solution to

0(·) x' = f(x,t) + g(x,t)
under additional assumptions. Equation. (.) is related to

( ••) Xl = P(x)
where P(x) is the average of f(x,t). It is assumed that x = 0 is tbe only
bounded ~olution of (••). A Conley index associated with (••) is assumed to be
non-zero.

If p > t, (*) may be related via bomotopy to a family of autonomous
problems, and bounded solutions may again exist with an assumption of nOD
trivial Conley' ~Ddex.

M. Willem : Relative category and periodic solutions of Hamiltonian
systems. Tbe talk is devoted to tbe existence of periodic solutions of
asymptotically linear Hamiltonian systems. Tbe applications include a simple
proof of Amold conjecture, a Poiocare-Birkboff type theorem and the forced
pendulum equation. Tbe main tools are an estimate 00 the number of critical
points of a functional by using relative category and an estimate of ----relative
category by relative cuplengtb.

F. Zanolin : Boundary value problems for nonlinear second-order
ordinary differential equations. Tbe periodic and the two-point Bvpts for the
second-order scalar nonlinear differential equation (of Duffingts type)

x" + g(x) = pet)
are examined.
Tbe solvability is ensured by tbe introduction of some "nonresonancett

conditions involving tbe interaction of 2G{x)/x2 or g(x)/x with the first two
eigenvalues of tbe associated linear problem (G(x) = 10 xg(s)ds). Proofs are
based on continuation methods and estimates fOT the "time-map".

Berichterstatter J. Mawhin
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTrrur OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g 5 b e r ~ c h t 13a/1989

Fachschaftstagung Mathematik des Cusanuswerks 1989

Selbstbezüglichkeit/Selbstähnlicbkeit

30.3 bis 2.4.1989

Die Tagung fand statt unter der Leitung von Herrn Georg Heeg (Dortmund) und Herrn

Matthias Bücker (Ettlingen).

Die Fachschaftstagungen sind ein Teil der Bildungsarbeit des Cusanuswerks, Bischöfliche

Studienförderung, "bei denen in Zusammenarbeit mit kompetenten" Fachleuten Spezialprob~

lerne einer einzelnen Disziplin oder Grenzfragen mehrerer Wissenschaften erörtert werden.

.... Sie bieten in besonderer Weise Gelegenheit der Zusammenarbeit von Stipendiaten und

Altcusanem" 1, da neben Studenten, die vom Cusanuswerk gefördert werden, auch ehemalig

Stipendiaten an der Fachschaftstagung teilnehmen.

Das Thema wurde mit eingeladenen Vorträgen in 5 Schwerpunkten behandelt:

Die Theoreme von Gödel und Löb (R.Smullyan)

Künstliche Intelligenz/Künstliches Bewußtsein - ein Erklänmgsversuch (F.J.Rade~

macher)

Ist Willensfreiheit Bestandteil des Bewußtseins? (Is God a Taoist?) (R.Smullyan)

Eine abstrakte Form des Gödelschen Unvollständigkeitssatzes (W.Menzel)

Smalltalk-80, ein Beispiel für ein selbstbezügliches System (G.Heeg)

Es nahmen an der Tagung 12 Studenten und 15 ehemalige Stipendiaten des Cusanuswerks

teil. Die einzigartige Atmosphäre und die hervorragend ausgestattete Bibliothek des mathe

matischen Zentrums haben sich - wie schon im Jahre 19862 - auf die Qualität unserer

a 1 Jahresbericht des Cusanuswerks 1985, S.10

2 vergl. Tagungsbericht 47/1986 des Mathematischen Forschungsinstituts Oberwolfach.
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Tagung sehr positiv ausgewirkt und ließen bei den Teilnehmern den Wunsch entstehen, die

Tagungen der kommenden Jahre wieder in Oberwolfach durchzuführen.

RSMULLYAN: DIE THEOREME VON GoDEL UND LoB: Aussagen und Beweisideen des

zweiten Gödelschen Unvollständigkeitssatzes und Löbs Theorem wurden aus der Domäne

der mathematischen Systeme in Alltagssprache übertragen:

Gegeben sei eine Insel der Ritter" und Schurken, auf der folgende drei, als Inselregeln be

zeichnete, Bedingungen gelten:

(1) Ritter machen nur wahre Aussagen,

(2) Schurken machen nur falsche Aussagen,

(3) Jeder Einwohner der Insel ist-entweder ein Ritter oder ein Schurke.

Aussagen der Einwohner der Insel können mit Hilfe der Aussagenlogik formalisiert werden.

Darüberhinaus wurden noch das Mocking-Bird-Rätsel (5. SMULLYAN [78]) und ein sel~st

bezüglicher Drucker, der Aussagen über druckbare Sätze druckt, als Übertragungen des

Gödelsehen Satzes vorgestellt.

Ein Logiker sei eine Person, die die Aussagenlogik beherrscht und die Forderungen

(a) alle Tautologien werden vom Logiker für wahr gehalten,

(b) Vp, q: wenn der Logiker p und p~ q glaubt, so glaubt er auch q.

erfüllt. Dann gilt folgender Satz:

SATZ: Seien eine Insel der Ritter und Schurken und ein Logiker, der an die Inselregeln

glaubt, gegeben. Dann ist es unmöglich, daß ein Einwohner der Insel zum Logiker sagt:

"Sie werden nie zu recht glauben, daß ich ein Ritter bin. "

Kürzt man die Aussage 11 Logiker glaubt pli mit Hp ab, so sei ein fortgeschrittener Logiker

einer, der zusätzlich folgende Forderungen erfüllt:

(c) H((BpI\B(p===} q))===} Bq),

(d) Op===} BBp,

(e) D(Op=} BDp)

Dann gilt nach Gödeis zweitem Unvollständigkeitssatzes:

TUEOREM: Falls ein Einwohner der Insel zu einem fortgeschrittenen Logiker, der an die

Inselregeln glaubt, sagt: "Sie werden niemals glauben, daß ich ein !litter bin.", dann wird

der Logiker, wenn er konsistent ist, niemals glauben, daß er konsistent ist.
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THEOREM (nach Löb): Sei c eine Aussage und sage ein Einwohner der Insel zu einem fort

geschrittenen Logiker, der an d~e Inselregeln und an Bc~ c glaubt: "Wenn Sie glauben, daß

ich ein Ritter bin, dann werden Sie c glauben." Dann wird der Logiker c glauben und folg

lich ist c wahr. (Beweise s. SMULLYAN [89])

Wird Hp als die Aussage er p ist in einem formalen System beweisbar" interpretiert, so erfüllt

die Formel H-im System der Principia Mathematica die Forderungen (a) - (e). Weiterhin

gibt es in diesem System einen Satz (] derart, daß die Aussage (]{:::::} ..,BC beweisbar ist. Diese

Aussage entspricht der Aussage des Inselbewohners.

Gödeis Satz ist also ein Spezialfall von Löbs Theorem. Der Zusammenhang des Mocking

Bird-Rätsels mit dem Gödelschen Satz gelingt über ein Fixpunktargument (s.

SMULLYAN [84]).

In dem Vortrag wurden weiter Kuriositäten über vollständige Induktion, Unendlichkeiten

und eine Geschichte über er Satan, Cantor und Unendlichkeit" vorgestellt, um die be

sprochenen Thematik zu vertiefen.

Literatur:
Smullyat;l,R.M., in Mathematical Intelligencer, Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 111, 1978
Smullyan,R.M., Logik-Ritter und andere Schurken, Wolfgang Krüger Verlag, Frankfurt,

1989
Smullyan,R.M., Fixed Points and Selfreference, Int. J. Math. & Math.Science, Vol. 17,

No. 2, pp. 283

F.J.RADERMACHER: KUNSTLIeHE INTELLIGENZ - EIN ERKLARUNGSVERSUCH: Es wird

ein Welt-Modell vorgestellt, das die materielle Existenz als evident voraussetzt und die

Entstehung und Entwicklung von Leben, Intelligenz und B~wußtsein als materielle Struk

turen und Vorgänge erklärt, ohne die Annahme eines Wunders. Auf diesem Hintergrund

wird der heutige Stand der KI-Forschung eingeordnet, aktuelle Forschungsvorhaben

werden dargestellt. Aus dem vorgestellten Welt-Modell werden KonSequenzen für (bevöl

kerungs-) politisches Handeln abgeleitet und ausführlich diskutiert.

1. EXISTENZ: Es soll kein weiterer Versuch unternommen werden, die Existenz der Welt

zu erklären. Ausgehend von der evidenten Existenz der Materie werden Leben, Intelligenz

und Bewußtsein als Ergebnis des 'materiellen Evolutionsprozesses beschrieben, ohne dabei

11 Wundern, zur Erklärung heranzuziehen.

2 LEBEN UND EVOLUTION: Leben ist die Fähigkeit von materiellen Strukturen, sich

selbst (mehr oder weniger ähnlich) zu reproduzieren. Ist erst einmal die erste selbstrepro

duktuionsfahige Struktur entstanden, wie klein die Wahrscheinlichkeit für dieses Ereignis
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auch gewesen sein mag, dann - so läßt sich spieltheoretisch sagen - wird sich diese Form

von Leben It explosionsartiglt ausbreiten. Als Folge davon gibt es nur einen genetischen

Code.

Jedes Lebewesen, yom Einzeller bis zum Menschen, hat in diesem Evolutionsprozeß seine

Überlebensstrategie entwickelt, die (u.a.) im genetischen Code weitergegeben wird: ein

Modell seiner spezifischen Welt. Solche partiellen Welt-Modelle können Itreine Hardware"

sein, wie z.B. die besondere, an seine Nahrung angepaßte Form des Einzellers. Oder sie

können in neuronalen Netzen realisiert sein, als vorsprachliche, symbolische Modelle, die
kommunizierbar und damit viel rascher anpaßbar und manipulierbar sind. _

3. INTELLIGENZ UND KI: Die hier verwendete Definition von Intelligenz (eine aUge_

akzeptierte gibt es nicht) lautet: Intelligenz ist die Fähigkeit,

interne Modelle der umgebenden Welt zu bilden (und sie symbolisch, z.B. in formaler

oder natürlicher Sprache, zu repräsentieren),

diese Modelle zu manipulieren, und

Schlüsse daraus abzuleiten.

Lernen ist die Erstellung und Erweiterung solcher Modelle. Wiss~n ist die Fähigkeit, über

ein Modell zu verfügen und daraus Schlüsse zu ziehen. Bewußtsein ist eine Hirachie (end

lich, aber bei Bedarf beliebig erweiterbar) von.Modellen von sich selbst. Künstliche Intelli

genz bedeutet heute: erfolgreiche Manipulation von und Inferenz in eingeschränkten Welt

Modellen (wobei die erste Modellbildung nicht maschinell geschieht). Meist wird dabei ver

sucht, aus Erfahrungsregeln eines Fachgebietes (z.B. Fertigungssteuerung) ein mathema

tisches, also manipulierbares Modell aufzubauen. (Exkurs: Wobei KI-Forscher oft vor dem

Problem stehen, zwar die Mathematik, aber nicht die fachlichen Regeln zu beherrschen.)

Aktuelle Arbeitsgebiete der KI-Forschung sind zur Zeit

Erstellung von (sehr umfangreichen) partiellen Weltmodellen,

Umgang mit Wahrscheinlichkeiten,
- Integration des Zeit-Begriffs. _
Die KI-Forschung wird fortschreiten in einer Theorie des Künstlichen Bewußtseins, _,

man wird KI-Systeme aufbauen, die neben oder in ihrem Welt--M:odell auch ein Eigen

modell enthalten und sich über diese Rückkoppelung selbst modifizieren.

Handlungskonsequenzen: Als Folge des Evolutionsprozesses ist der Mensch heute mit

"steinzeitlicben" lJberlebensstrategien ausgestattet: größtmögliche Reproduktion, solange

noch Ressourcen verfügbar sind. So ist heute die Bevölkerungsexplosion das größte Prob

lem, das vor allen anderen gelöst werden muß.
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R.SMULLYAN: Is GOD A TAOIST?: Mit der Lesung des Essays "Is God a Taoist?lt (s.

SM ULLY AN [77] oder HOFSTADTER/DENNET [86]) wurde die - insbesondere auch für die

Künstliche Intelligenz - wichtige Frage, ob ein freier Willen für das "Menschsein" (und

damit für das menschliche Bewußtsein) unabdingbar ist oder nicht, behandelt. Dieses Essay

ist in der Form eines Dialoges zwischen Gott und einem Sterblichen aufgebaut. Am Beginn

dieses - sich nach sokratischer Methode entfaltenden - Gesprächs steht die verzweifelte

Bitte des Sterblichen, Gott möge ihn vom Zwang der Willensfreiheit befreien, damit er

nicht mehr sündige. Diese Bitte tritt im weiteren Verlauf jedoch immer mehr in den Hin

tergrund, in den Vordergrund tritt eine allgemeine Unterweisung von Seiten Gottes über

sein und des Menschen wahres Wesen. Gott gibt sich zu erkennen als Utilitarist; die

menschliche Willensfreiheit dient der Leidensverminderung und der Sterbliche erfährt, daß

Gott keineswegs die Wahl hatte, ihn mit Willensfreiheit auszustatten oder nicht, sondern

daß die Willensfreiheit unabdingbar Bestandteil des Bewußtseins, d.h. des Menschen ist.

Außerdem muß der Mensch noch erkennen, daß· die Natur und das "Du" ein kontinuier

liches Ganzes bilden.

Literatur: .
Hofstadter,D.R., D.C.Dennett, Einsicht ins Ich, Klett-Cotta, Stuttgart, 1986
Smullyan,R.M., The Tao is Silent, Harper & Row Publishers, New York, 1977

W.MENZEL: EINE ABSTRAKTE FORM DES GODELSCBEN UNVOLLSTANDIGKEITSSATZES:

Gegeben sei eine (formale) Sprache l mit festgelegter Semantik, deren Sätze (Formeln)

Aussagen über einen gegebenen Bereich 1 sind. Weiterhin sei 1 so reichhaltig, daß für jeden

Satz S der Sprache l ein Objekt r$1 in 1 existiert, der die Aussage S in 1 kodiert (der

Name für S in 1). Im folgenden bezeichne For1 die Sätze der Sprache l, die höchstens eine

freie Variable enthalten und für eine Formel BEForl und tEl sei B(t) die Formel, die aus B

durch Ersetzen aller Vorkommen der freien Variablen t entsteht. Für die Kodierung der

Sätze aus l in 1 gelte folgende Abschlußeigenschaft:

(A) zu. jeder Formel BEForl gibt es eine. Formel JliEForl, so daß für alle AEForl
JIi(rA')~ B(rA(rAl)1).

Für jede solche Sprache l über 1 gilt:
LEMMA (Fixpunktsatz, Relaxationstheorem): Zu jeder Formel BEFor1 gibt es einen Satz

f i 11 ' so daß Fi11 {::::} B( rFi zn 1 ).
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Gegeben sei ferner ein Beweisformalismus, der gewisse Sätze als beweisbar auszeichnet, mit

folgenden Eigenschaften:

(1) Er ist korrekt, d.h., nur wahre Sätze sind beweisbar.

(2) Er ist ausdrückbar, d.h., es gibt eine Formel BeUJEFor1, so daß für alle Sätze S gilt:

(Bew(rSl )~ t rue) genau dann wenn S beweisbar ist.

Ein solcher Beweisformalismus ist unvollständig im folgenden Sinn:

SATZ (Gödel): Der Satz Fix,Bew ist wahr, aber nicht beweisbar.

G.HEEG: SMALLTALK-80, EIN BEISPIEL FUR EIN SELBSTBEZUGLICHES SYSTEM: Der 0IA
jektbegriff in Programmiersprachen beinhaltet Einheiten mit Zustand und Verhalten, di"""

zu sich selbst und zu keinem anderen Objekt identisch sind. Gleichheit (Gleichwertigkeit)

ist jedoch als Operation dem Zustand der Objekte und damit der Zeit unterworfen.

Struktur und Verhalten von Objekten werden in Klassen beschrieben, die ein hierachisches

Begriffssystem darstellen und gleichzeitig selbst Objekte sind. Damit ist auch das Begriffs

system mit Veränderungsmöglichkeiten ausgestat tet. Metaklassen (wieder Klassen und da

mit Objekte) beschreiben die Klassen. Notwendigerweise geschieht der Metaabschluß durch

einen Zyklus (hier der Länge zwei). In der Hirachie ist" Object" die allgemeinste Klasse.

Antinomien werden durch das Fehlen von "nicht" und der Komplementbildung in der Be

griffskonstruktion vermieden. In expliziter hirachischer, selbstbezüglicher Begriffsbildung

erstellte Softwaresysteme sind als n Weltbeschreibung" geeigneter als rein funktional,

logisch oder algorithmisch konstruierte Systeme, da sie kleiner, verständlicher und flexibler

sind.

Berichterstatter: ABockmayr, C.Brzoska,

B.Kremers-Knick, K.Tetzlaff, H.G.Ulrich

M.Bücker, G.Heeg, M.Knick,
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOL·FACH

Tag u_n g s b e r ich t

Ordinary Differentia~Equations in the Complex Domain
and Special Functions

2.4. bis 8.4.1989

The conference was directed by R. Mennicken (Regensburg) and D. Schmidt (Essen).

Main fields of interest were the general theory of singular linear differential· equations

(especially formal solutions, local actual solutions, connection problems), higher special

functions (here especially series expansions of arbitrary functions) and related .questions.

Three lectures (D. Babbit, A.G. Ramm, J.K. Shaw) were attended together with the par

ticipants of the parallel conference on 'Spectral Theory of Ordinary Differential Equa

tions'.

Abstracts

F. M. Arscott

A global analysis of Lame's equation

Besides its physical importance, LanuS's equation is significant in two other ways: it is

the best-known example of a differential equation with doubly-periodic coeflicients, and

is also a simple Heun-type equation - that is, an equation with four regular singularities

in the complex plane.
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Despite its long standing in mathematicalliterature, investigation of Lame's equation

has J;Ilostly been piecemeal, with concentration on particular aspects such as single- or

double-periodicity, stability, special values of the order, etc.. This talk will describe how

the equation can be analysed as a whole, using the techniques of 'multiplicative solution

theory' on the equation in algebraic form.

D.Babbit

Chebyshev polynomials and the completenes8 of the Bethe Ansatz eigen

functions for the Heisenberg-Ising spin chain

This talk concerns the Plancherel theorem for a family of finite difference Schrödinger

operators HN(c), N = 2,3,4, ... , cER, c t- 0, which arise when the Heisenberg-Ising

Hamiltonian HN(c) is restricted to "N-magnon sectors" , N=2,3, .... Here c is a cou

pling constant. Drastic spectral changes occur when the coupling constant c crosses

zeroes of certain Chebyshev polynomials.

w. BaIser

A calculation of the Stokes' multipliers for systems

of the form zz' = (zAo + A 1 )x

For Ao = diag{.At, ... , .An} with distinct .Al, ... , .An, and an arbitrary n X n matrix Al,

we calculate the Stokes' multipliers of the above system in terms of an infinite series. •

The terms of the series, aside from explicit factors, involve the solutions of a difference

equation, which (via Laplace transform) is equivalent to a system of the above type, hut

of dimension n - 1. For a certain entry in the Stokes' multipliers, the series converges

under a natural restrietion upon the configuration of the .Ah···, .An. In general, this

entry may be obtained via analytic continuation with respect to .Al'·· . , .An.
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B. L. J. Braaksma

Connection problems for some differential and difference equations

We consider differential equations

(D) y'(x) = xP-1A(x)y(x), p = 1,2""

and difference equ~tions

(ß) y(x + 1) = A(x)y(x),

where A is analytic at oo,A(oo) = diag{Ah··· ,An}, Aj f AA: if j f k and in case (ß)

also Aj -# 0, j = 1,,··, n. From the known formal fundamental matrices we construct

actual fundamental matrices in sectors bounded by Stokes rays via Laplace integrals

. f,cp. Here cp satisfies a convolution equation, cp admits a known series expansion near

0, and has singular points outside O. From the behavior of cp at these singular points

we deduce the connection between fundamental systems in neighbouring sectors. This

method is a particular case of Ecalle's theory of resurgent functions and it gives another

approach to results obtained by Baiser, Jurkat and Lutz and R. Schälke.

v. Dietrich

Zur Konstruktion von asymptotischen Darstellungen für ein Fundamental

system von Lösungen einer linearen Differentialgleichung

Ausgehend von einer linearen Differentialgleichung

(*) fJnw = b1 "n-Iw + ... + bn- l {}w + bnw ({):= zd/dz)

oder der entsprechenden Normalform von Frobenius, lassen sich mit Hilfsmitteln der

Computeralgebra asymptotische Darstellungen für ein Fundamentalsystem von Lösungen

von (*) bestimmen. Sie haben die allgemeine Darstellung:

zA:/p In(z)tn(1 + 0(1)) exp(q(Zl/p) + Aln(Zl/p))

mit k,m E No, p E N, A E C und q ein Polynom ohne konstantes Glied. Der hier

zugrundeliegende Algorithmus ist inzwischen implementiert in MAPLE (Version 4.2).

Er erlaubt die Verwendung ·von Parametern, so daß Klassen von Differentialgleichungen

geschlossen untersucht werden können. Wesentlich für den Algorithmus ist u. a. eine

genaue Untersuchung der Koeffizienten b;: Es werden die für das Endergebnis relevanten

Anteile bestimmt und nur diese fiir die weitere Rechnung eingesetzt.
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R.G~rard

Convergent solutions of singular difference and differential equations

We consider operators on the ring of factorial series which are generated by taking aD.

alytic combinations of a finite number of linear lower triangular operators. We seek

conditions that guarantee that the resulting operator D is singular regular. This means

that if Dy = f is satisfied by a formal factorial series and f is a convergent factorial

series, then y must converge, too. The conditions are based on separating the opera- e
tor into terms of the lowest order plus higher order terms. H certain easily verifiable

dominance and non-degeneracy conditions are satisfied we show that the operator has

the singular regular property. This result specializes to a classical theorem of N~rlund

and also includes generalizations to nonlinear cases on difference equations as weil as to

other operator equations.

H. Gingold

Approximation of solutioDs of 1/' = 4>(x, e)y with several transition points and

moving singularities with 4>(x, e) meromorphic

Given a second order linear differential equation y'~ = </>(x, e)y let 4>(x, e) be a mer<>

morphic functioJ;l of two independent variables x and €. x is allowed to vary on an

interval [a, b] and e varies on (0, eo]. The approximation of its solutions, as weil as of

their derivatives as e --+ 0+ are provided for the entire interval [a, b] in the presence

of"8everal·t:OOle8t:ing transition pointtl'. Approximations on clo8ed 8ubinterval8 of [a, b] e
are provided. The end points of those subintervals are allowed to coincide with turning

points.

Our method avoids analytic continuation, Langer transformations and special functions.

The analytic theory of second order linear differential equations can be served by no

more then two formulas. In particular, new approximations for special fUDctions are

given. Ramifications on reßection and transmission coefficients, the connection problem

and oscillation theory are mentioned. Special emphasis will be put on a new mechanism

which simultaneously renders global as weIl as uniformly valid approxi~ations in a half

neighbourhood of a turning point.
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A. Grigis

On the spectrum of the finite Hill's equation

Let - ~2 + V(z) be a HilI operator where V(x) = E~N cn e2i
m: is a real trigonometrie

polynomial with period 11". H 'Yn is the width of the gap in- the spectrum located near

n 2 , then we give an asymptotic formula as n tends to +00 in the foUowing form: 'Yn is

the modulus of a sum of N terms which tend to 0 faster than any exponential. These

terms are eomputable and elosely related to the location of moving turning points of

the equation.

The study of the balance between these N terms is delicate, but it can be shown that

under very simple algebraic conditions on the coefficients en of V, then 'Yn > 0 for

suffieiently large n and all but a finite number of gaps are open.

P. F. Hsieh

Adiabatic invariants of a Hamiltonian system and global analytic simplifi

cation of a matrix

This talk is devided into two parts. In Part I, we will prove that if an n by n matrix A(t)

is analytic on a finite or infinite interval [a, b} and all of its eigenvalues are real on this

interval, it is globally upper-triangularizable in the same interval by an analytic unitary

matrix. The result is to be used to discuss the global diagonalization of a Hermitian

matrix. In the process of proving the m~in result, we have to extend the matrix A(t)

to an analytic matrix Ä(x) in a simply connected eomplex domain D eontaining [0., b}

and devise a constructive algorithm to find the required unitary matrix. More general

results are to be given also. In Part II, a result is to be used to show that the magnitudes

. of all the solutions of a certain Hamiltonian system are adiabatic invariants. (This work

was done jointly with H.Gingold.)
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C. Hunter

Complex valued periodic solutioDs of the van der Pol equatioD

It is well-known that, for each real e > 0, all solutions of vaD der Pol's equation
tPu· 2 du

(1) dt2 - e(l :- u ) dt + U = 0,

other than the trivial solution u =0, tend to a unique periodic limit cycle as t -+ 00,

the form ofwhich does depend on e. Andersen and Geer generated a Fourier expansion

of the limit cycle using long (more than 160 terms) power series in E. In particular, they e
found the period T(e) of the limit cycle to have a complex conjugate pair of branch point

singularities e2 = Re±iP (R - 3.42,ß - 411'"/7). In seeking to understand the significance

of these branch points, we tried to track periodic'solutions of equation (1) continuously

from real values of e through complex e and out to the branch points. However, we

were unable to do this because the complex periodic solutions so generated become

singular along two continuous curves in the complex e-plane, and these curves separate

the branch points from the real e-axis. The singular complex periodic solutions explain

the "moving singularities" of u(t, e), for t fixed that Dadfar, Geer and Andersen found

in subsequent studies of their long power series in e.

An asymptotic analysis of the singular periodic solutions for lellarge can be given using

singular perturbation theory and matched asymptotic expansions. It has a structure

similar to that for the non-singular real case, and likewise involves four different regions.

(This work was done jointly with M. TajdarL)

K.lwasaki

Structure of the moduli space of SL-operators on aRiemann surface and

the monodromy preserving deformation

Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus 9 and let ebe a line bundle over

M with Cl(e) = 1 - g. The SL-operatorä are a certain class of 2nd order Fuchsian

differential operators .M(e) -+ .M(e EB 1t2), where It is the canonical line bundle over

M. Given m E N and 6j E C \ Z, 1 ~ j ~ m, let E be the 'space of SL-operators

wi"th m + n (n := m + 3g - 3) ordered singularities such that the jth singularity has

the characteristic exponents l(l ± 8j ), 1 ~ j ~ m, and the last n singularities are
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apparent and of "ground state". Eisnaturally an analytie space of pure dimension

m + 2n. We have the projection 7r : E -+ B c Mm+n whieh assigns an SL-operator

to its singularities. There exists a nonempty Zariski open subset X of B such that

F := 'Ir-I(X) is a eomplex manifold and 1T : F -+ X is a holomorphic affine bundle

of rank n. rhere exists a closed 2-form n on F defined canonically. The monodromy

preserving deformation determines an O-invariant foliation on F.

D. A. Lutz

Singular operators on factorial series

The structure and properties of various types of operators (e.g . differential, differenee)

acting on the ring of formal factorial series of the form

00

y(x) = E ymm!/x(x + 1) ... (x + m)
m=O

will be discussed. The purpose is to provide the background for the subsequent talk (by

R. Gerard) in which some joint results on operators having the so-called singular_ regular

property will be presented. This par,t will foeus on some basic properties of factorial

series, their convergence, operators on factorial series, and dominance relations. A

central role is played by good operators, which are defined by a certain type of ~ominance

relation.

c. Markett

Convolution structures for eigenfunction expansions associated with singular

Sturm-Liouville equations

In studying the h~monic analysis of classieal singular eigenfunction expansions, most

nota1:~}yof Jacobi series, a convolution arises in a natural way and plays the same role as

ordinary convolution in Fourier analysis. An approach is presented to so-called product

formulas of the eigenfunctions of singular Sturm-Liouville equations .which are essential

for establishing appropriate convolution structures. Ta this end, partial differential

equation techniques are used which generalize Riemann's integration method of solving
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hyperbolic initial value problems. In particular, various aspects of the corresponding

Riemann functions are discussed. Since the approach employs only information given by

the Sturm-Liouville problem, it is accessible, in principle, to more general eigenfunction

expansions. Typical examples which are investigated in some detail are those related

to the J~obi polynomials and to eigenfunctions associated with the confluent Reun

equation.

•R. Mennicken

Expansions of analytic functions in series of special functions

The present lecture deals with ~-nonlineareigenvalue problems of the type

"-1

D"u(z) + E q;(z, ~)du(z) = 0, u(ze2ri
) = e2rivu(z), .

;=0

where the coefficients q;(z,~) are holomorphic in x in a ring region around 0 and poly

nomials in A. Problems of this kind have been studied in detail by Krimmer, Mennicken

and Karl. The main object is the proof of eigenfunction expansions. These expansions

are realized in two steps. In the first step the "formal expansions" are established; the

main tool is a generalization of a theorem of Keldyi. In the second step the conver

gence of the formal expansion is proved; this is ~hieved by a careful analysis of Green's

functions.

Various applications yield a series of expansions of analytic functions in terms of Special

Functions. •
J. P. Ramis

Wild Cauchy theory and applications

It is. possible to build a new theory of infinitesimals for the ordinary complex plane:

infinitesimal neighbourhoods are a lot larger than th08e introduced in algebraic geometry

("nilpotent elements" of Grothendieck). Then it is possible to get a very nice "Cauchy

theory" in these infinitesimal neighbourhoods (that is "wild Cauchy theory") and in

particular a theory of "analytic continuation" along continuous paths. So we get a
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"wild monodromy" related to a "wild homotopy". Then the dream of a lot of people

comes true: it is possible to handle irregular singular equations (linear or not) just

like regular singular equations, we get a "perfeet" theory of resummation of divergent

expansions and an exact theory of asymptotic expansions. As an example of application

we get (r~entwork of C. Mitschi) usual classical Lie groups as Galois differential groups

of generalized hypergeometric equations and more surprising it is also possible to get

the ex~eptional group G2 (for an equation of order 7). So some special functions are

related to G2 just like AirY functions are related to 8 L2 •

A. G.Ramm

Inverse problems

A method to prove uniqueness theorems and solve numerically some inverse problems

is given. Using this method we prove, in particular, that a compactly supported real

valued q(x) E L2(Bo) , q(x) = 0 in RS \ Bo , Bo = {x : lxi :5 a}, x E RS, in the

Schrödinger equation lqu:= [~2 +K2 - q(x)]u = 0 in RS, is uniquely determlned by the

scattering amplitude A(S', 9, K) known at a fixed K > 0 for all S' E S:, e E Si where

51 are open sets in 8 2 , j = 1,2, 8 2 is the unit sphere in R S
•

Similar results are given for inverse problems of geophysics with surface data given at

a fixed frequency. The method that we develop for proving these uniqueness theorems

and also for numerical solution is based on the completeness of the set of the products

of Bolutions to PDE.

R. Schäfke

On formal fundamental solutioDS of irregular singular differential equatioDs

depending upon parameters

Consider a system of n equations
dy 00

(1) Z·+I- = A(e,z)y, A(c,z) = EA,(e)z',
dz '=0

where 8 is a nonnegative integer and A,(E:) are n by n matrices and are analytic near 0 in

several parameters e = (elt ... ,ca). Babbit and Varadarajan (BV) studied the problem
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whether there exist analytie formal fundamental solutions (ffs) of (1), Le. y(g, z)

H(g, z)zJ(') exp(Q(c, z)), where now J(c) and a11 coefficients of z-powers in Q, H and

H- 1 are analytic near e = o. In general this is not possible. With BV we assume that (1)

is weil behaved, Le. for sufliciently many c (1) has a ffs Y(c, z) = H,(z)zJ· exp(Q(c, z)),

where Q is analytic in U, say, ( but no assumption is made on the g-dependenee of

H" J,) and the degrees of qi(c, z) - q;(e, z) are independent of c in U. Then we have

Theorem(BV): /1 (1) i8 weil behaved then it has a analytie ff8.

I give a constructive proof of this theorem using some works of Wagenführer, Lutz-S. e
and S.-Volkmer on ffs. This method also yields an extension of the above theorem:

if all given functions additionally belong to some Henselian subring R of the germs of

analytie funetions then also the eoefficient functions of the ffs ean be chosen in R.

w. Schempp

Serial and massively parallel data compression, high resolution image pro

cessing, and neural computer architecture ror optical pattern reco~nition

Metaplectie harmonie analysis is weIl matched to coherent signal processing with square

law signal deteetion. The metaplectie representation of the symplectie group and its

twofold cover arises when the sympleetie group acts as a group of outer automorphisms

of the irredueible unitary linear representations of the Heisenberg two-step nilpotent

Liegroup. The holographie transforms are defined. as the coeffieient functions of the

infinite dimensional irreducible unitary linear representations of the Heisenberg group.

The talk points out a unified metaplectie approach to eoherent signal processing, and

specifieally, deals with the applieation of holographie transforms to massively paral

lel data compression, high resolution image processing, holographie eoupling of optical

fibers, optieal wavefront eonjugation, aIl-optieal holographie associative memory, and a

neural computer architecture for optical pattern recognition realized by an orientation

selective silicon VLSI retina. In contrast to the usual procedure, the optoelectronic

applications give rise to an unexpected spin-off of results in pure mathematics, to wit,

new identities for the matching polynomials associated to complete bipartite graphs

which put in evidence the combinatorial eharacter of eertain identities for theta-null

values.
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J.K. Shaw

Half-bound states of the perturbed Bill's equation

We consider Hill's equation -y" + q(x)y = ~y, 0 ~ X < 00, where q(x) is periodic,

q(x + 1) = q(x), and the co:rresponding perturbed equation -y" + (q(x) + p(x))y = Ay,

where 1000 (1 + x) I p(x) I dx < 00. Both free and perturbed equations have the same

essential spectrum, namely the bands associated with q(z), but either may have finitelye many eigenvalues for the problem y(O) = 0 in the gaps. The ends of gaps are eigenvalues,

but may be half-bound states of the perturbed equation; Le., the solutions satisfying

y(O) = 0 are bounded but not in ~2(O, (0). We characterize the half-bound states by

studying the behavior of the Titchmarsh-Weyl·coefficient at the ends of the gaps.

Y. Sibuya

Asymptotic solutioDS of a system of linear ordinary differential equations of

higher order

Let V be the ring of differential operators; i. e.
N

D = {p = E al:DI:; al: E C{x}}.
1:=0

We assume that the following facts are known:

1. 0 -t .Ao(O) ~ A(O) ~ C[[x)l -t 0 is an exact sequence of V-module homomor

phisms;

2. Ao(O) is a divisible V-module and hence ..40(0) is an injective module.

Fact 2. implies that there exists a V-module homomorphism J.' : A(8) -t Ao(8) such

that

Set

tp(i) = 1 - 1-'(/), where J(f) = i.

Then cp(i) is independent of the choice of f, and cp defines a V-module homomorphism:

C[[x)) -t A(O). Utilizing tp and J.' and the injectivity of ..40(0), we can treat various

problems of linear systems of ordinary differential equations of higher orders.
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H. Volkmer

The expansion of a holomorphic function in a Laplace series

It is weIl known that a function on the sphere

s = {(x,y,z) E R 3
1 x2 + y2 + Z2 = 1}

can be expanded in aseries of spherical surface harmonies. We show that if the function

is holomorphic on T.., = {(x,y,z) E eS 1 x2 + y2 + z~ = 1, Ixl2 + IYl2 + Izl2 < cosh2'Y}

(0 < 'Y ~ (0) then the expansion is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of T,.,. As

an application we obtain the expansion of a holomorphic function in aseries of products

of Lame polynomials.

E. Wagenfiihrer

Formal series solutions of singular systems of linear differential equatioDS

and singular matrix penells

An n by n system of linear differential equations xy'(x) = X-IJ!(x)y(x) is considered, in

which 8 is a positive integer and B(x) is a formal power series in x. The problem is the

pra.ctical evaluation of a formal fundamental solution Y(x) = H(x)xJ eQ(z). The method

presented leads to the algebraic treatment of certain singular matrix pencils which are

derived from the leading coefficients of B(x). Some algorithms are presented by which

singular matrix pencils are reduced to more specific forms. These algorithms are used

for evaluating all parts of the formal fundamental solution. e
M. Yoshida

Quadratic relations of the hypergeometrie fUDctioDS

Many identities for hypergeometrie functions come from "symmetries" . A symmetry of

a Pfaffian system du = w(a)u defined on X (a E C' : parameters) is a quadrupie

(e,u,g,A) where e = ±1,u E Aut(X),g is a gauge transformation and A E Affin(l) such

that
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if e = 1 then {u·w(a)}(g] = w(Aa), w(g]:= g-lwg + g-ldg,

if E: = -1 then {u·{ -'w(a)} }[g) = w(Aa), -'w is a dual ofw.
Symmetries form a group. Let G be the projection of the group to Affin(l). A sym-

metry (1, u, g, A) gives us a linear identity among solutions of the Pfaffian equation.

A symn;letry (-1,0', g, A) gives us a quadratic identity among solutions of the Pfaffian

equation.

Example: For the Pfaffian system corresponding to the Appell-Lauricella hypergeo

metric function F(a,ßlt 0 •• ,ßn;Ztt··· ,zn), the group G has a subgroup (which is very

likely to be G itself), described as folIows: Affine Weyl group of the root system A n+2
. .

extended by the involution of An +2o The involution corresponds to a symmetry of type

(-1, u, g, A) and gives a quadratic relation of the said hypergeometrie functions.

Berichterstatter: R.Schäfke
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J- MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 15/1989

Spectral Theory of Singular Ordinary Differential Operators

2.4. bis 8.4.1989

The conference was held under the leadership Qf Professor H.-D. Nießen (Essen) and

Pr()fessor A. Schneider (Dortmund).

In the 22 lectu!es given and in the discussion of the 29participants, not only classical

selfadjoint differential operators but also non-selfadjoint ones, indefinite ones and prob

lems with interior singularities were dealt with. The main subjects of this meeting can

be described by the following key-words:

integral inequalities with applications to spec.tral theory,

Titchmarsh-w.ey1 m-functions,

expansion theorems,

properties of the spectrum.

Abstracts

F.V. Atkinson

Estimation of the Titchmarsh m-coefficient in the matrix case

In the scalar case of the eigenvalue problem -(py')' + qy = >..wy on the semi-infinite

interval [a,oo) under the standard conditions there is a family of functions m(>.., x)

defined for Im>.. > 0, x ;::: a, which are holomorphic in the open upper half-plane in

>.., satisfy in x the Ricatti differential equation m' = _p-l - (>..w - q)m2 , have .positive

imaginary part, and are basic to the spectral resolution of the operator concerned. This

Riccati property can serve aB a foundation of the theory of these Titchmarsh-Weyl-
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Krein functions, and yield important information on their values (Argonne National

Laboratory Reports, 1987-88). The talk describes extensions to the case of a matrix

Sturm-Liouville equation, in which the Riccati equation deals with matrices in the

(matrix) unit disc. Modifications for highly singular or highly oscillatory coeflicients

are also discussed.

H.E. Benzinger

The convergence of spectral families

H. Weyl's method of expanding intervals is considered for Banach spaces other tha.-n

Hilbert space. The method is applied to the first-order operators which are the infinites

imal generators of the translation groups of V(-a, a) for 1 < p< 00 and 0 < a ~ 00.

These operators are well-boundable (see Benzinger, Berkson and Gillespie, Trans. AMS,

1983) and thus have spectral families. For fixed p, 1 < p < 00, the spectral family for

(-a, a) converges, uniformly to the spectral family for (-00, (0), as a tends to 00.

R.C. Brown

Weigh:ted higher order Hardy and interpolation inequalities on R

In this lectures based on recent joint work with D.B. Hinton, we develop sufficient

conditions on W,P for the Hardy inequality

{W(t) I u(t) IP dt :$ K { P(t) I u(m)(t) IP dt

to hold. We also study the product or "interpolation" inequality,O ::; j ~ m - 1,

b ( b ) 1-(;+I)/m ( 6 ) (;+I)/mLIV Iu(j) IP:$ K LW I u IP LP I u(m) IP

and note that if m = 1 or if N = W when m > 1 and j = 0 implies a "Hardy-like"

inequality whose domain includes at least the appropriate u having compact support

in the interior of I. We give several examples for which W = Mo I M' IP w and

P = Mi}. I M' Ir w where the functions M, w and the parameters Q, p, 4, r satisfy

various conditiQns and show how to extend the one variable theory to Rn for radial

•
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weight and shell domains. Recent results of Stepaoov and Reyes and Sawyer on Hardy's

inequality are also discussed.

A. Dijksma (jointly with H. Langer and H.S.V. de Snoo)

Hamiltonian systems with .-\ dependingboundary conditioDS and their spec

tral properties

We consider the boundary eigenvalue problem

(

Jy'-Hy=t~y+~fon(a,b) .

BEP Jl(t)yl(a) + B(t)y2(a) = 0, y = ( :: ),

where the 2n x 2n differential system is symmetrie, Hamiltonian, defin~te, regular at a,

limit point at b, and the n x n. matrix funetions A(l), B(l) are locally. holomorphie on

C \ R in the eigenvalue parameter t of the system. The eonditions on A, B are such that

the linearization A of the BEP is a selfadjoint extension in a TI" space K of the minimal

symmetrie relation in ){ = i2(~dt, a, b) associated with the system. Thus, for f E }I,

and almost all lEe \ R, y E ){ is a solution ,of the BEP if andonly if y = R(t)f,

where R(l) is the compressison of (A - t)-l. to H. We relate the spectral properties of

the BEP to-those of A via a model eonnected with the Weyl coeffieient Oft), as 2n x 2n

matrix appearing in the formula of R (t).

M.S.P. Eastham .

Higher-order differential equations with small oscillatory coefficients

We eonsider the asymptotic form of thesolutions of

y(2n) + (Sly(n-l»(n-l) + ... + (Sn-IY')' + SnY =0

as z ..... 00, where the coeffieients 8",(X) have the form

with 0 < Q:5 1 and Pm.(x) has period 211" and mean-value zero. It is shown how to

transform the 2n - th order equation into a first-order system of the type

Y'(x) = {x-ap(x) + x-1C + R(x)}Y(x),
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where P is an 2n x 2n periodic matrix, C is constant, and, R is L(xo , (0). The existing

asymptotic theory of such systems can then be used. The results extend known ones

for the case n = 1. However, certain unexpected features arise when n > 1, and the

, lecture draws attention to these features as weIl as mentioning some open problems.

w. Eberhard

On the distribution ef the eigenvalues ef a class of indefinite eigenvalue prob

lems
•

For eigenvalue problems l(y) = Ar(x)y, U,,(y) = 0, 1 ~ 11 ~ n with a piecewise contin

uous indefinite weight function r we derive asymptotic formulas for the distribution of

the eigenvalues At. Assuming that the boundary conditions are regular '(Le. a general

ization of the weil known Birkhoff-regularity for the definite case r(x) =1) it will be

proved that for n = 2"" there exist two sequences A~) of eigenvalues with the asymptotic

behaviour

A~) = ±(_1)n/2 (t)n [1 + O(l>] (+ for i = 1, - for j = 2) where

~ = f~ ylr±(t}dt,r±(t)= max{±r(t),O}.

An analogous formula holds in the case n = 2"" - 1.

W.D. Evans

Boundary conditions ror general ordinary differential operators and tbeir.

adjoints

A characterisation is obtained of all the regularly solvable operators and their adjoints

generated by a general differential expression M in L~ (a, b). The domains of these

operators are described in terms of boundary conditions involving the L~(a, b) solutions

of Mu = AWu and the adjoint equation M+v = Xwv(A E Cl. The results include those

of Sun Jiong eoneerning self-adjoint realisations of a formally symmetrie M and also

those of Zai-jiu Shang for the J-self-adjoint realisations in the case when M is formally

J-symmetric.
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W.N. Everitt (jointly with W.D. Evans)

Same results in integral inequalities and spectral theory

The lecture discusses two classes of Hardy-Littlewood tyPe integral inequalities on the

realline:

(HELP)

(KZ) (fo wJ"l)2 ~ K EX> w/2L""w/lt2
,

Both inequalities can be represented as problems in the singular theory of second

order functionals in the calculus of variations. The Euler-Lagrange equations,· for both

inequalities, are linear quasi-differential equations of the fourth order. The spectral

theory of these equations, in the weighted Hilbert function spaces L~ (4, b) and L~(4, 00),

gives general results which lead to the characterization of the best p05sible numbers K

and the cases of equality.

G. Freiling

Expansion theorems for non-selfacljoint differential operators

We show that the classical results of L. Fej~r and M. Riesz eoncerning norm conver

gence of trigonometrie Fourier series and that the results of L. Carleson and R.A. Hunt

conceming pointwise convergence of trigonometrie Fourier series can be carried over to

eigenfunetion expansions arising from regular indefinite boundary eigenvalue proh.lems

of the form

yen) +t fll(z)yCn-.II) = Ar(x)y, x E [0,1),
11=2

UII(y) = 0, 1 ::; J/ ::; R;

hete r : [0, I) --+ R \ {O} is assumed to be a step-function.
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H.S.P. Gräs8er (jointly with W.N. Everitt)

Integral inequalities, spectral theory and the calculus of variations

The integral inequalities eoneerned, are of the Hardy-Littlewood type; in partieular,

the ones with monotonie weight factor investigated by Kwong and Zettl, and Everitt

and Guinaud. It is indieated that these ean be considered as well-posed uneonstrained

second order problems in the calculus of variations over infinite intervals, and that the

Weierstraß-Caratheodory field theoretic approach (through Mayer fields) appears to be e
applieable. However, difliculties are pointed out regarding the construetioD of the Mayer

fields in the KZ(~G) case. Henee the theory of quasi-differential equations and speetral

theory seem to provide the best possibility of progress in these singular problems for.

whieh there appears to be DO general theory.

B.J. Harris

An eigenvalue problem with interior singularities

In a recent paper (Argonne National Laboratory, 1988), Atkinson eonsiders the asymp

totie form of the eigenvalues of the linear differential equation

(*) -y" + qy = >..y - 00 < a < z < b < 00, a < 0 < b.

In particular Atkinson considers (*) where q is singular at O. In the ease q(z) = x-K his

results eover the case 1 ~ K < t. We show how to extend Atkinson's results to cover

more singular q, in the power case 1 ~ K < ~.

D. HintOD

Titchmarsh-Weyl m-fuDctioDS

Sturm-Liouville and Dirac operators are considered on a ~ x < 00, and it is assumed

that the coefficients ~e integrable on [a,oo). For such operators, the Titehmarsh-Weyl

m-function is given as the ratio of two series which eonverge on I m>.. ~ o. for I ~ I
sufliciently large. For eoefficients where N th derivatives exist and are integrable on

e
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[a, 00), an asymptotic expansion to order ).-N is derived which is valid on Im). ~ 0 as

). -+ QO. These results contrast with previous work in that the representations are valid

for real as weH as complex )..

R.M. Kauffman

Continuous spectrum eigenfunction expansioDs far differential operators

Eigenfunction expansions for the equations y" + P!I = Ay in L 2 (RI), with p bounded,

continuous and even, are discussed.. A number of recent results about the odd and

even eigenfunctions fl and 9l which actually appear in the expansion are glven; for

example, for any E > 0 {). I (x2 + l)-et+c) fl ft LI} has even spectral measure .zero,

with a corresponding assertion for the odd eigenfunctions. Attention was called to

the remarkable recent result of Naboko, which indicates the difficulties which exist in

classifying spectral measure.

I. Knowles

Sturm-Liouville equation8 and the Riemann hypothesis

There exists a differential equation

(1) ~ (e",-:.)rb(r) dU) + (I' - 8)2c(r) e(~-·)ru = 0 0 ~ r < 00
dr dr

with the property that the Riemann hypothesis holds if and only if (1) has a solution
- f~ [,--(101 ,)-lld,

u(r, 8) that is asymptotic to e , for alt real 8, t < s < 1., and a certain

analyticity condition holds. The connection with the FaddeetJ-Pavlov (1972) results for

the automorphic wave equation, will also be discussed.

A.M. Krall

The dec::ompositioD of M(A) surfaces using NieBen's limit circles

A connection is made between the M(A) matrix of Hinton-Shaw and the 2-dimensional
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subspaces of H.D. Nießen. It is shown that the surface on which the M(~) matrices

He can be represented as a generalization of a sum of Nießen circles, namely ellipsoids,

some of wh05e directions may have collapsed.

M.K. Kwong

Uniqueness of some Emden-Fowler boundary value problems

An' open problem that I am currently working on is:

for any b E (j, 11"), there is exactly one solutionto the houndary value problem

u" + ;u' + u6 + u = 0, u > 0 in (O,b),u'(O) = 0 and u(b) = o.
This was first raised by Brezis and Nirenberg (1983) who established existence hut not

uniqueness of the solution. A survey on two methods of proving uniqueneSs for Emden

Fowler equations of more general forms will be given. Neither is powerful enough to

resolve the conjecture completely. It is only known that for b larger than some number

uniqueness holds.

H. Langer

Some direc:t and inverse spectral problems for strings and canonical systems

Starting from fundamental results of M.G. Krein about spectral functions of astring

(that is the equation dl' + >"/dM = 0 on [O,t), 1'(0) = 0) and of L. de Branges about

2 x2 canonical systems (Jy' = zHy with a trace-normed Hamiltonian H on [O,L)),

eigenvalue problems ofthefonn ~2idD+~/dM+dl'= 0 on [0, 1) with suitable boundary

conditions are considered (D - nondecreasing, M = M + +M _,M± - nondecreasing).The

corresponding·Weyl coefficient is introduced and in special cases where supp(D +M_))

consists of finitely many points some related inverse problems are solved.
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D. Race

Some problems concerning scalar, linear ordinary quasi-differential expres

sions (in collaboration with A. Zettl)

We ask: when do two ordinary, linear quasi~ifferentialexpr~sions (of the type intr~

duced by Shin and Zettl) commute? For classical differential expressions, answers to

this question are weIl known. The set of all expressions which commute with a given

such expression form a commutative ring. For quasi-differential expressions such an

algebraic strueture can no longer be exploited. Instead we use the equivalenee of matri

ces whieh determine the same expression as each other, based upon work by Frentzen

as weIl as Everitt and Rac.e. We thereby obtain a complete elassifieation of all real

symmetrie expressions of both second order and fourth order which commute with any

given real symmetrie expression of second order. We can also elassify p~irs of two-term

real symmetrie expressions of order 2n which eommute. In each case, there is a eorre

sponding result for commuting expressions having complex coeflicients but which are

J-symmetric.

B. Schultze

On singular differential operators with positive coefficients

For real formally selfadjoint differential expressions on I = (a, 00) a E R, n E N

n . ( . lei) . .
My = E(-I)' Piy(l) ,Pi E C"(I,R),Pn > 0

i=O

with positive Pi (i = 0, .., n - 1) it is shown that for the defieieney index all values of

. the set {n + 2i I 0 ~ j < j,i E No} actually occur. This generalizes results of Paris

and Wood on the eonjecture of Mc.Leod that all integers k with n ~ k ~ 2n - 1 oceur as

deficiency index for expressions with non-negative coefficients.
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J.K. Shaw

Half-bound states of the perturbed Bill's equatioD

We eonsider Hill's equation -y" + q(x)y = ~y, 0 ~ X < 00, with q(x) is periodie,

q(x + 1) = q(x), and the eorrespondiJ)g perturbed equation -y" + (q(x) + p(x»y = ~y,

where /:'(1 + x) I p(x) I dx < 00. Both free and perturbed equations have the same

essential spectrum, namely the bands associated with q(z), but either may have finitely _

many eigenvalues for the problem y(O) = 0 in the gaps. The ends of gaps are eigenvalues, •

but may be half-bound states of the perturbed equatioß; i.e., the solutions satisfying

y(O) = 0 are bounded but not in L2(O, (0) We characterize the half-bound states by

studying the behavior of the Titehmarsh-Weyl coeffieient at the ends of the gaps.

H.S.V. de Snoo

Generalized resolvents, Weyl coefBcients and their kerneIs

Let S be a cl08ed symmetrie relation in a Hilbert space N. Let A be a selfadjoint Krein

space extension of S with generalized resolvent R(t) = P)(A - t)-1 IN. Then R(t) ean

be expressed in terms of one fixed (Krein space) generalized resolvent R(t) and the

eharacteristie functions deseribing S, R(t) and R(t). H we suppose that S has equal

defect numbers and we chOO8e a holomorphic basis set) in the null space II(S· - t),
then the above deseription takes the form R(t) = Rc,(t) +s(t)O(t)(., s(l)], where O(t) =
- (U (l) S(t» -1U(t) 9(t) where U(l) are boundary eonditions for R(t), S(t) are boundary

values of s(t) and g(t) is expressed in terms of R(t) and s(t). The kemels for U(t) and •

n(l) are related and deseribe the extension space. Our results are applied to canonical

systems and Hamiltonian systems in the limit point ease, with boundary conditions

involving Stieltjes integrals and depending on the eigenwlue parameter. This is joint

work with A. Diiksma and H. Langer.
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A. Zettl

Computing eigenvalues of Sturm-Liouville problems

In ACM-TOMS 4 (1978) Bailey, Gordon and Shampine describe a software package

called SLEI~N.lt computes the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of regular and singular

Sturm-Liouville problems. In the regular case for general separated boundary condi

tions; in the singular case the code automatically selects aspecial, particular boundarye condition. Here we describe a new code, called SLEIGN e to compute the eigenvalues

for general, separated, singular self-adjoint (" limit-circle") boundary conditions. This

code was developed by Bailey, Everitt and Zettl and is based on a new algorit.hm.

Berichte.rstatter: H. Frentzen and B. SchnItze

e
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT üBERWüLFACH

Tag u n 9 s b e r ich t

p-adische Badge-Theorie

9.4. bis.15.4.1989

16/1989

•

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Berrn Dr. Jannsen (Regensburg) und Herrn

Prof. Dr. Schneider (Köln) statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Arbei

ten über die Bodge-Tate~Vermutungund die kristalline Vermutung. Diese stellen

Verbindungen her zwischen der p-adischen Etalkohomologie und der de Rham- bzw.

kristallinen Kohomologie.und ihren natürlichen Strukturen. Im einzelnen wurden

folgende Themenkreise behandelt:

Tate: Bodge-Tate-Zerlegung für p-divisible Gruppen;

Bloch/Kato: Beweis der Hodge-Tate-Vermutung im Falle guter ordinärer

Reduktion;

Fontaine/Messing: kristalline Vermutung im Falle guter Reduktion für·

dim X < P ;

Faltings: Hodge-Tate-Vermutung.

Nicht behandelt wurde Faltings' Beweis der kristallinen Vermutung.
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Vortragsauszüge

F. Lorenz (Münster): Lokale Körper

Sei K ein Körper mit char(K) = 0 und einer vollständigen diskreten Exp.

Bewertung v sowie mit einem perfekten Restklassenkörper k mit char(k)

p > 0 . Wir normieren v(p) = 1 • Für eine endliche Körpererweiterung L/K

':4'

definieren wir die Differente durch

de zwei Sätze bewiesen:

D(L/K) := Ann(Qo /0 ) . Es wurden folgen- ..
L K .,

Satz (Fontaine): Wir haben einen Isomorphismus von Gal(KlK)-Moduln

K/P-~ ~. zt (1) :;. Q
2Z P ~/oKp

-n 8 (l;m)m -+ dl;n
p a a--

1;n

eine primitive pn_te Einheitswurzel, Ö V(D(K/Knr»
1

+ -p-l

(1;n), E 11m II =: 2Z (1)
+ n p
n p

Der Beweis beruht auf der wiederholten Anwendung folgender Fakten:

iii) Für A ~ B ~ C endliche Ringerweiterungen von Ringen ganzer Zahlen in

lokalen Körpern ist die Sequenz

i)

ii)

o

exakt.

ist ein zyklischer 0L~MOdul für L/K wie oben.

o •
Trickreicher zu beweisen ist der

Satz 2 (Faltings): Gegeben sei ein Körperturm K = K
O
~ K

1
~ . ~. mit

V(D(Kn/K»' = an + b + cn mit Konstanten a > 0 , b und einer Nullfolge

Dann gilt für jede endliche Körpererweiterung L/K mit Ln KnL

c
n

für n-+ CO



G. Harder (Bonn): p-divisible Gruppen

In diesem Vortrag wurden zunächst die ~rundbegriffe aus der Theorie der endli

chen kommutativen Gruppenschemata über einem Basisschema S behandelt. Für

S = Spec(R) , Rein noetherscher vollständiger lokaler Ring, existiert eine

exakte Sequenz

o + + G + o

~ wobei GO die !-Komponente und G
et

ein etales Gruppenschema ist. Diese exakte

Sequenz verallgemeinert sich auf p-divisible Gruppen; eine p-divisible Gruppe

G über R der Höhe h ist ein induktives System G = (Gv,i
v

) , v ~ 0 , mit:

i) G ist ein endliches kommutatives Gruppenschema über R der Ordnung' pvh
v

ii) Für jedes v ist 0 + G
v

exakt.

G
et

kann identifiziert werden mit (m /~ )h , h die Höhe von Get
, versehen

p p
mit einer stetigen Gal(k/k)-Opera~ion..

GO entspricht einer p-dividierbaren formalen Gruppe über R. Als Beispiel wur

de die p-divisible Gruppe assoziiert zu einer elliptischen Kurve bei verschiede

nem Reduktionsverhalten betrachtet.

~

C.-G. Schmidt (Groningen): Galoiskohomologie von K und die Hodge~Tat~-Struktur

von p-divisiblen Gruppen

Für einen IOk~len Körper K operiert G
K

= Gal(K!K) natürlich auf der Komplet

tierung C = K des algebraischen Abschlusses K. Der Satz von Tate und Springer

berechnet die stetige Galoiskohomologie der Tate-Twists C(n) . Er lautet:

für n = 0
sonst

i 0,1

Dieser Satz geht wesentlich ein in den Beweis von Fontaine über die Hodge-Tate

Zerlegung von p-divisiblen Gruppen über 0K:

Theorem (Tate): Es gilt

~ tv (C) EB t*G(C) (-1)
G'
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mit:

Tp(G) der.Tate-Modul zu G

~ der Tangentialraum vom Cartierdualen G

t~ der Kotangentialraum von G.

Dieses Theorem war für Tate der Anlaß, für eine beliebige glatte eigentliche

Varietät X/K eine Zerlegung

ED
j E Zl

d ..
C(-j) ~J

mit d ..
~J

dim Hi-j(X,S1i) zu vermuten.

Tates Theorem impliziert die Vermutung für i 1.

M. Rapoport' (Bonn): Dieudonne-Moduln

Der Ring W(k) der Wittvektoren eines beliebigen Ringes k wurde eingeführt.

Danach wurde die kontravariante Dieudonne-Theorie von Fontaine vorgestellt, die

jeder p-divisiblen Gruppe über einem perf~ten Körper k der Charakteristik

p > 0 einen Modul M(G) über dem Dieudonnering von k

Wk[F,V] / <Fx = O(x)F,xV = VO(x),VF = FV

o vom Frobenius 'induzierte Abb. auf W(k)

p>

zuordnet. Sie liefert eine Äquivalenz von Kategorien zwischen p-divisiblen GruJli.

pen und Dk-~oduln, die über' W(k) _~ndlich erzeugt und frei sind. ·50 führt di~

Klassifikation von p-divisiblen Gruppen bis auf Isogenie zur Klassifikation der

Isokristalle (M(G). m,F) • Sie wurde für k = k vorgestellt. Den Schluß bil

dete ein Liftungssatz.y?n Fontaine, der die' Lift~gen einer p-divisiblen Gruppe

von k zu W(k) in eineindeutige Korrespondenz zu Liftungen von Sequenzen von

k-Vektorräumen zu Sequenzen von freien W(k)-Moduln setzt.



c. Greither (Bann):
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Dividierte Potenzen

Yn(X+Y)

Für eine kommutative m-Algebra A und I ~A ein Ideal erfüllen die Abbildun-

I -+ I Yn(X)
xn

für ::: mit Y = I fünf mehr odergen Yn
: , =ilT n zusammen

0

weniger offensichtliche Identitäten, z. B.

L Yi (X)Yj(Y)
i+j=n

Eine DP-Struktur ist ein Tripel (A,I, (Y
n

» , A ein beliebiger kommutativer

Ring, I ~ A ein Ideal , Y
n

: I -+ I (Y~ : I -+ A) Abbildungen, die den fünf Iden~

titäten genügen. Zu dem Vergißfunktor

(DP-Strukturen) ~ (Ringe mit ausgezeic~netem Ideal)

(A,I,y) (A,l)

konstruiert man einen linksadjungierten Funktor DP zusannnen mit ",einem Morphis

mus von Funkto~en Id -+. V- DP . Das heißt, daß für jedes Paar (A, I) die soge

nannte DP-Hülle DP(A,I) ein universell~s Abbildungsproblem löst. Zum Schluß

wurde das DP-Poincare-Lemma 'bewiesen:

Der Komplex

d
@71 [~.J

I d

° -+ 7l -+ ~ <t> -+ ~ <t>
Q?L [!]/71 -+

'i
mit ~<t> := EB 1L~ ist exakt.

eo i!

A. Scholl (Durham): Kristalline Kohomologie

Für ein Schema X über 'W
n

wurde der kristalline Situs eingeführt, dessen Ob~.

jekte gewisse DP-Verdickungen von Zariski-offenen Teilm~ngen von X sind.

Hierauf de~iniert man die Squkturgarbe 0X/W . Durch Ableiten des globalen

Schnittf~tors r erhält man die kristalling Kohomologie:

i
:= R f(Ox/w )

n

Sei Y/Wn ein glattes Wn-Schema und X ~ Y eine abgeschlossene Wn-Immersion.

Die DP-Hülle 0 = D(X-+ Y/W
n

) ist ein Schema mit dem gleichen zugrundeliegenden

topologischen Raum wie X. Darauf definieren wir den Zariski-Garben-Komplex

no-/w := 0 ~ i-In- . Dann gilt der folgende Vergleichssatz:
n D i-la Y/Wn

Y
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Satz: Es gibt einen kanonischen Isomorphismus

~s genügt zu zeigen, daß für u

Das Diagramm von Topoi

i •Hzar(O,rlD/W )
n

X
cris

+ X
Zar

gilt:

(x/wn)cris I D~ DZar

Ij 11
u

---... XZar

reduziert die Behauptung auf:

~(~) *i) := j*<p (f::) ist u. azyklisch. iii) u*lL (E;) ~ ~ kanonisch.

ii) °X/w
+ lL (n~/w ) ist eine Auflösung.

n n

i) folgt aus der Exaktheit von j* und <p* '

ii) leitet man aus dem DP-Poincare-Lemma ab.

N. Schappacher (Bonn): Frobenius und die Badge-Filtrierung

Für ein eigentliches glattes Schema X/W mit spezieller Faser

nach dem vorhergehenden Vortrag auf

X haben wir
o

N := M ~w K fiD. . (X /W) ~w K ~ ~DR{X/K)
cr.l.S 0

sowohl eine semilineare Operation des Frobenius als auch eine Filtrierung. Zur

Beschreibung dieser Strukturen führt man das Bodge-Polygon für die Filtrierung

und das Newton-Polygon für die Frobeniusoperation ein. Für projektives X wurde

(unter Benutzung von Poincare-Dualität und Hard Lefschetz auf B~ris) gezeigt,

daß die Endpunkte beider Polygone übereinstimmen. Die Vermutung von Katz besagt

nun:

Newton-Polygon ~ Badge-Polygon •

NachLaffaille folgt dies aus der Frobenius-Divisibilität:
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Mazur.beweist diese wiederum unter folgenden Vqraussetzungen:

i) m < p ;

ii) X glatt und projektiv;

iii) alle Br(X/W,n~) torsionsfrei.

E. Nart (Bonn): de Rham-Witt Komplex

Für ein glattes Schema X über· einem perfekten Körper k der Charakteristik

p > 0 definiert man die'Zariski-Garben. W Oi dUrch
n

wobei U eine glatte Liftung einer affinen offenen Teilmenge U ~ X nach
n. .

Wn(k) ist. wnn
e

:= i~O wn0
1

ist eineg~~duier~eAlgebra mit reicher Zusatz-

struktur: Differential, Verschiebung, Frobenius.Sie gibt eine weitere Möglich

keit, die kristalline Kohomologie durch ~ine Zariskik~homologieauszudrucken:

Satz: Es gibt einen kanonischen. Isomorphismus

welcher funktoriell in

men ist.----
x und verträglich mit Produkten und Obergangsmorphis-

Beim Beweis führt man mittels Hyperüberdeckungen das Problem auf ein "lokales"

4IIt zurück, so daß man die Liftbarke~t von X mit Frobenius zu einem glatten Xn/W
n

voraussetzen kann. Die Einführung, von höheren Ca~tieroperatoren liefert einen

Quasi isomorphismus

Die 'Isomorphie von de Rham- und kristalliner Kohomologie im glatten Fall liefert

die Behauptung.
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S. Stienstra (Utrecht): Die Slope-Spektralsequenz

Aus der Darstellung der kristallinen Kohomologie als Hyperkohomologie des

de Rham-Witt Komplexes erhält man zwei Spektralsequenzen:

die "Slope Spectral Sequence"

und die "Conjugate Spectral Seituence tl E
ij
2

:= H
i

(X,Xi (wnx·» => H* . (x/W) •cr.LS

Es seien (pm,i)o::: i::: dim X bzw. (p~)o::: i::: dim X die zugehörigen Filtrierun-e
gen auf gm. (X/W) • Das sind die Anstiege des kristallinen Frohenius F aufcr.LS
pm,i alle ~ i und ~ dirn X hzw. auf p~ "alle ~ i und ~ 0 . Tensoriert

.L
man mit ;, so degenerieren heide Spektralsequenzen schon auf dem Anfangsniveau.

Für eine ordinäre Varietät X (d. h. Hq(X,ani) = 0 für alle q,i) zerfallen

heide Spektralsequenzen (auch ohne die Tensorierung mit m) auf dem Anfangs

niveau und die Filtrierungen sind komplementär zueinander:

H
m

. (X/W)cr.LS

hzw. EB Hm-r(X,wn~)

r5i

und !. operiert mit Anstieg i auf Ifl-i(x,wni) Die Fixpunktmenge von
-i lfl-i(X,wQ~) m-i i

F = p !. in läßt sich darstellen als Het (X,WOx,log) , wobei die

Garbe auf xet durch die exakte Sequenz

o

erzeug~ von den Elementen

~ wai +
X, log

definiert wird. Lokal wird

I-F
wOi +

X

WOi
X,log

wni
X

+ 0

c. Beckmann (Köln): Milnor K-Theorie und etale Kohomologie

Dieser und der folgende Vortrag behandeln die Arbeit "p-adic etale cohomology"

von Bloch und Kato. Der erste Teil ist von "lokaler" Art und verallgemeinert

eine Arbeit von Tate über die Beziehung zwischen K2 und der Galoiskohomologie.

Der Hauptsatz lautet:

Satz. Für einen diskret bewerteten henselschen Körper K der Charakteristik 0 mit

Restklassenkörper der Charakteristik p > 0 haben wir einen Isomorphismus

wobei

q / nHet (K,7l p ~ (q»

Milnor K-Gruppe von K bezeichnet.
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n .

Die Abbildung wird induziert durch den Isomorphismus K'*/K*P :;. B1 (K,71/pn Zl Cl»

und durch das Cupprodukt.

Der Beweis wird geführt über die ~infUhrung der Filtrierung nach höheren Eins

einheiten auf der Milnor K-Theorie,deren Graduiertes man in Zusammenhang bringt

mit der K-Theorie und dem Differentialmodul des Restklassenkörpers F. Die nö-

tige Kenntnis von K!;"F erhält man durch den Isomorphismus

:;. wgq
n F,log

A. Langer (Köln): p:adische Etalkohomologie bei ordinärer Reduktion"

In der Situation eines vollständigen diskret bewerteten Körper K der Charakte

ristik 0 mit Restklassenkörper k der Charakteristik p > 0 ~rde gezeigt,

daß die p-adische Etalkohomologie der generischen Faser V eines glatten eigent

lichen Schemas "X/Spec 0K bei ordinärer Reduktion eine Hodge-Tate-Zerlegung

besit~t.

Sind : V ~ X und i:Y ~ X die Fasern von X, so führt die Leray-Spektral-

sequenz H
S (y,i*Rq j*2Z/pn 7l (q» (-q)=> as+q (V, 7l/pn"2Z ) zu der Garbe der ver

schwindenden Zykel M
q

:= i*Rqj 2Z/pn 2Z (q) • Ist" V + Y der generische Punkt
n *

von Y, so gilt nach dem letzten Vortrag:

Hq(Spec 0x -I.!.] ,2Z/pn 2Z (q»
" ,v TT

~ . KM(L)/p~(L)
q q

1
für L = 0x,vJrr] ." Der Zusammenhang zwischen Etalkohomologie, Milnor K-Theorie

und dem de Rham-Witt Komplex wird nun globalisiert auf die Garbe Mg. Auf Y
n

bekommt man die exakte Sequenz

die garbifizierte Version

ow gq
n y,log

uM'q = lim u1
(M

q ) wobein + n,K ' ,
K'/K endlich

o

Dabei ist

der Filtrierung der Milnor K-Theorie bezeichnet. Für ein ordinäres Y verschwin
-qdet die Kohomologie von UM

n
, so daß der E2-Term der Leray-Spektralsequenz

sich durch die Kohomologie von W~ berechnet. Das Zerfallen der Slope-
n Y,log
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Spektralsequenz liefert zusammen mit Tates Resultat ,über

Behauptung.

G. Tamme (Regensburg): "B
cris

die

Sei 0 der Ganzheitsring von

lim HO . (ö/W) und setzt
+ crl.S n
n

K und o/pe . Man betrachtet

B+ := HO . (O) .~ K
cris crl.S W

+ ! ]B ':= B
cris

[
cris t

wobei t das Bild eines Erzeugenden von ~p (l) unter der kanonischen Abbil

dung log: ~ (l) + HO . {öl ist. B . besitzt eine Filtrierung, einen Fro-
p crl.S crl.S

benius und eine Gal{K/K)-Operation. Für ein glattes ~igentliches K-Schema mit

guter Reduktion besagt die kristalline Vermutung die Existenz eines Vergleichs

isomorphismus

:;. a* . (X) ~ B
crl.S K cris

zwischen etaler und kristalliner Kohomologie. Durch Ubergang zum Graduierten folgt

hieraus die Hodge-Tate-Zerlegung.

Für die Untersuchung des Ringes HO . (Öl bzw. allgemeiner für d~e Untersuchung
crl.S

der Kohomologie H~ris{Ö) wurde folgender, anläBlich der Arbeitstagung entdeck-

ter Satz bewiesen:

Satz: Ist

Cris(A/W
n

)

A eine k-Algebra mit surjektivem Frobenius, so besitzt der Situs

das DP-Schema spec(WDP{A» als finales Objekt.
n

B. Köck (Regensburg): Die syntomische Kohomoloqie

Der Vortrag befaßte sich mit dem von Fontaine und Messing stammenden

Theorem: Für ein glattes eigentliches Schema X über W(k) der Dimension klei

ner als p ist die de Rh~Kohomologiemodulo Torsion ein stark divisibles Git

ter und die Hodge-de Rham Spektralsequenz

Ei j
ai(x,Oj) ==> H~R(X)

degeneriert in Ei .
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Als wesentliches Hilfsmittel für den Beweis wird die Interpretation der

de Rham-Kohomologie Hi(X ,~r) als syntomische Kohomologie gewisser Garben
n

J[r) auf dem syntomischen Situs von X benutzt. Ein zentraler Punkt ist die
n n

exakte Sequenz (0::: r< p , m,n~ 1)

~ 0

auf dem syntomischen Situs von Spec(k) . Zum Nachweis der Exaktheit kann man

zu Ringen mit surjektivem Frobenius übergehen und die Ergebnisse des vorherge

henden Vortrags anwenden.

w. Bauer (Regensburg): Zulässige Varietäten"

Eine endlichdimensionale p-adische Darstellung V von G Gal(K/K) heißt

kristallin, wenn für D(V) := (B , ~ V)G die Bezieh~g ·dimm V = di~_ D(V)
crl.S V! K

P "
gilt. D heißt dann zulässiger gefilterter Modul. Die kristalline Vermutung von

Fontaine besagt, daß für glatte eigentliche Schemata x/W die Etalkohomologie

H~t(X ,m) kristallin und D(H*e#t(X_,~p» isomorph zu g* , (~-) :=
e K p K crl.S --K "

H~ris(Xk/W) ~w K ist. Für dim XK < P gibt es nach dem letzten Vortrag ein

stark divisibles Gitter in ~ris(XK) , woraus nach Fontaine-Laffaille die Zu-

lässigkeit folgt. Für ~~:= lim X und die syntomischen Garben J[r). definiert. d ~ n n

man H*(J,Jlr ) := 1im H*6c ,J[r]) 0 (D • Hierfür gilt nun die Künnethformelcf V! -+- n n p
P n

H*(~,J~rl) = Fr(B;ris ~K tt;R(XK» • Wesentlich ist hierbei die Degeneration der
p "

Hodge-de Rh~Spektralsequenz.Definiert man die syntomischen Garben Sr durch
n

d' ak SO-+- -sr ~ J[r] ~~pr ocris '1l.e ex te equenz n n n' so gl. t:

Theorem: Ist a;R(X
K

) zulä5s~g, z. B. für dim XK < P , so hat man für

0::: m::: r .die exakte Sequenz

o
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c. Deninger (Regensburg): Die Garben S~ und die kristalline Vermutung

Ziel des Vortrags war der Beweis des folgenden Hauptsatzes der Fontaine-Messing

Theorie:

Satz: Sei X/W ein glattes eigentliches Schema. Ist X zulässig, z. B.

dim ~ < p , so gibt es kanonisch funktorielle Isomorphismen

V(~~iS(X»

also insbesondere

und

B . 8 H*
cr~s K cris

Hierbei ist

V(

D( )

Filo(B . ~ ( »~=1
cr1S

(8 . ~ ( » GJ<
cr1S

Setzen wir für einen beliebigen ~-filtrierten Modul 0

V (0)
r

:=

dann lautete das Hauptresultat des letzten Vortrags:

V (Sm. (X»
r cr1S

Die Hauptarbeit dieses Vortrags bestand in "der Konstruktion einer Abbildung

ß ffl(J,sr) -+ ~t(x·,z/pn~ (r» , so daß die induzierte Abbildung
4 n e K

y V (Efl . (X» -+ H~t (X) mit Twistung, Cupprodukt und der ersten Chernklas-
r cr1S e .

se vertauscht. Für X zulässig folgt dann die Isomorphie von Y aus forma-

len Gründen.

K. Wingberg (Erlangen): Die Theorie von Fontaine und Laffaille

In diesem Vortrag wurde folgender Satz von Fontaine und Laffaille bewiesen:

Satz: Sei 0 schwach zulässiger filtrierter Modul mit Filtrierungslänge

~ p-2 • Dann ist 0 zulässig.
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Es wurde der von Faltings wesentlich vereinfachte Beweis vorgetragen: Sei

Mf(V)[~~p-2] die volle Unterkategorie der Kategorie Mf(v)t der filtrier

.ten p-Torsions-V-Moduln M, für die ·19JM < 00 und ~ ~iFiM = M gilt.

Dann, gelten für den Fontaine-Laffaille Funktor i

f Mf
t,f
[O,p-2]

M

-+ ~ - Gal {K.!K) -Moduln
p

mit B
00

HO . (v/pV) die Beziehungen:
cr.l.S

a)

b)

19~ f{M) 19~
P

Ext1 (M,B ~ m/~ )
00 p p o

c)

d)

M -+ Hom
G

(F (M) ,Boo ~ Wp/?lp )
K

F ist treu

ist injektiv

Faltings Idee besteht nun darin, für Moduln M mit pM = 0 das komplizierte

Objekt BcxlPBoo durch V/pV zu ersetzen und d.ann auf elegante Weise

4fHom(M,V/pV) = di~ M zu zeigen. Ein leichter Ubergang zu stark divisiblen

Gittern bzw. schwach zulässigen Moduln beendet den Beweis.

c. Brinkmann (Bann): Differentialmoduln und ·fast unverzweigte Erweiterungen

Der Gegenstand des Vortrages war das folgen4e "lokale" Resultat aus Faltings'

Beweis der Hodge-Tate-Vermutung:

Theorem: Sei V ein diskreter Bewertungsring mit perfektem Restklassenkörper.

Ha b h . I . - . R tal üb [ ±1 ±1]. dn etrac te e.l.nen ntegr.l.tätsr.l.ng , e er V Tl , ••. ,Td '~ V

algebraisch abgeschlossen ist. Sei R der ganze Abschluß von R in der maxi

malen Erweiterung L/Quot{R) , in ·der die Normalisierung von R[~] unver-p
zweigt über R[ 1.] ist. Sei Li Gal (R/R ~ V) • Dann gibt es einen kanonischen

p ---- -
Morphismus von Gal{K!K)-Moduln (mit K Quot(V)

i ~

Bcont(A,R)

dessen Kern und Kokern von einer endlichen p-Potenz annuliert werden.

u. Stuhler (Wuppertal): Beweis der Hodge-Tate-Zerlegung nach Faltings

In diesem Vortrag wurde Faltings' Beweis der Hodge-Tate-Vermutung für den all

gemeinen Fall skizziert. Die wesentliche Idee ist die Konstruktion einer Bilfs-
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kohomologietheorie

zusammen mit Morphismen in die de Rham- und in die Etalkohomologie. Dabei be

deutet:

U. -+ X eine Hyperüberdeckung von X in X
Zar

durch "kleine" Mengen.

C·(6(Ui ),R(U» der Komplex, der die steti~e Gruppenkohomologie der Gruppe ~

rr 1 (Ui ~v V) 6(Ui ) mit Werten in lim RlUi)/pna(U
i

) berechnet.

n
Man zeigt: .

1) Man hat eine vernünftige Kohomologietheorie X -+ H· (X)

2) Man hat

Hr(x) [.!.] EI) a r(J ~
~ H (X, x/v) ~v K(-b)p

a+b= r

3) Man hat eine natürliche Transformation

A <P
H· (X) [.!.]Het (X_'~p)

.~ K -+
~- PK P

4) <P ist ein Isomorphismus.

Berichterstatter: eh. Kaiser (Bonn)
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FLÄCHEN IN DER GEOMETRISCHEN DATENVERARBEITUNG

16.04. bis 22.04.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R..E. Barnhill (Arlzona State
Unlverslty, Tempe), W. Böhm (TU Braunsehweig) und J. Hoschek (TH Darm
stadt) statt.

Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses stand die Entwicklung neuer mathematischer
Methoden und effizienter Algorithmen zur Darstellung von Kurven und
Flächen des CAD. Aus der Vielfalt der vorgestellten Forschungsergebnisse
selen folgende Schwerpunkte herausgegriffen: Qualltltsanalyse, Gillttungs
algorithmen, Scattered Data-Interpolation über ebenen und gekrümmten Be
reichen, multlvarlate SpUnes, Einsatz von Methoden der algebraischen Geo
metrie, R.epräsentation spezieller Flächen, sphärische Splines zum Design
zwangllufiger Bewegungen, geometrisch stetige Überginge, rationale
Spllnes, Interpolation mit BerUcksichtigung geometrischer Nebenbedin
gungen, Polarrormen zum Studium polynomieller Kurven und Flächen, Algo
rithmen zur graphischen Darstellung. Vorträge von Anwendern, 'In denen
auch auf offene Fragen und Probleme der Praxis. hingewiesen wurde, stellten
eine wichtige Ergänzung dar.

Die regen Diskussionen im Anschluß an die Vorträge sowie die zahlreichen
Gespräche Im Verlauf der Tagung lieferten eine Fülle Interessanter Anre
gungen. Als besonders wertvoll fUr die Befruchtung der aktuellen Forschung
erwies sich der Kontakt zwischen· den an Universitäten lehrenden Wissen
schaftlern und den in der Industrie tltigen Mathematikern.
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Vortrags aUBZn ge

R. E. BARNHILL

Geometry Processing and Surfaces on Surfaces

Geometry processing is the calculation of geometrie properties of already
constructed curves and surfaces. We present two geometry processing
topies: Surface-surface intersectlons and curvature analysis. We compare
our marehing algorithm for surface -surface interseetion with a dlvlde and
conquer algorithm. Our curvature analysis concludes that three surface
curvatures, Gaussian curvature, mean curvature and absolute curvature, are •
useful for surface interrogation. Our surfaces deflned on surfacespresent-
atlon includes a comparison of tbe distant-weighted method of Druce Piper
wlth the curved triangular interpolant of Henry Ou. Eaeh of tbe above topics
Is illustrated by color computer graphics.

C. M. HOFFMANN

Surface Operations in Higber Dimensions

Operations such a5 offsets, Voronoi surfaces, and variable radius blending
surfaces seem to require approximation or expensive symbolic computation.
We propose to avoid bath by using a higher dimensional formulation that
considerably simplifies the numerical difflcul ties.

H. POTTMANN

Scattered Data Interpolation Based upon Generallzed Minimum Norm Net-

~

A generallzation of G.M. Nielson's method for bivarlate scattered data inter
polation based upon a minimum norm network Is presented. The essential
part of the new teehnique is the use of a varlational prlnclple for determin
ation of functlon values as weil as cross boundary derivatives over the edges
of a triangulation of the data. We mainly discuss the case of C 2 lnter
polants and present same examples including quality control with systems
of isophotes. Finally, extensions to sp'herlcal scattered data methods are
addressed.

T. FOLEY, R. FRANKE, D. LANE, G. NIELSON, H. HAGEN

Interpolation pf SCllttered Data oler Closed Surfaces

Glven N arbitrary points Pi on a closed surface D and associated real values
F i , we address the problem of constructlng a smooth funetion F(p) defined
for 811 p E D whleh satisfies F(Pi) = Fi , for i I: l, ... ,N. We assume that D has
genus zero, that is, topologically equivalent to a sphere. The basic approach
involves mapping D to a sphere, solvlng a corresponding scattered data inter
polation problem on a sphere, and then mapplng back to, the domaln surfaee D.
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M. J. PRATT

Smootb Blendi", pf Cireular-section Ducts using Piecewise Cyclides

The talk provides a review of recent work by the author and others in the
use of cyclide surfaees for .the creatlon of GC l blends between natural
quadrics, toruses or other cyclldes in general. Tbe concept of the double
eyeHde blend 15 then introduced, and detailes are given of the construction
of a smooth blend between two cylindrical ducts of different diameters, at
arbitrary relative positions and orientatlons In three dimensions. An ex
tension to the blending of conieal or more general cyelidal ducts 18
indleated.

w. BOEHM

On CfeUdes in Geometrie Modeling

Just 125 years ago J. elerek Maxwell gave a niee construction of Dupin's
cyclides by the use of astring. Most of thelr properties can be derived from
this construction. Although they have a very simple Bezler representation
eyclides are more suitable for soUd blending than for patchwork. Some ex
amples are given: the double-cycllde blend of two cones, a solution of the
so-called Cranfield-problem, and the blend of a trlpod.

j. HOSCHEK

GCn-1-Functlonal Splines fpr Interpolation and Approximation pr Cueyes.
Surraces and SoUds

Impllclt curves and surfaces are used for interpolation, approximation,
blending of eurves and surfaces aod for filling holes. The method Is an ex
tension of Limlng's conle section splines by introdueing apower n ~ 2 for
the transversal eurve. The construeted eurves and surfaces can be used fore funetlonal spllnes whleh fulflll geometrie eontlnulty eondltlons.

H. MCLAUGHLIN, B. PIPER

Spiralare.· An InterpQlation Problem

Spiralares are planar eurves wlth monotone eurvature. Daes there exist a spiral
are which Interpolates two points with specified tangent lines and speclfied
centers of curvature at the points? The answer is negative. Does there exlst
an are with not more than one vertex which satisfies the above interpolation
problem? The answer is also negative. It i5 conjeetured that the interpolation
problem can be solved with an are of not more than two vertices.
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M.BERCOVIER

Related IORics In CAD Ind FEM· Isochoric Deformations

U5tng the tbeoretlcal mecbanIcs approach tbe notions of deformation of a
body, deformation gradient and Green Lagrange straln tensor ~ are In
troduced. Let A be tbe (matrix) deformation gradient, an isochoric deform
ation is defined by det ~ = 1. Isochoric deformations happen for so-called
incompressible materials. Ihe definition implies elementary volume pre
serving. However, isocboric deformations cannot be buHt USÜ1g polynomial
or rational deformation functlons. Next one ean relax the lsoehorie con-
diUon. It would be good enough to control the volume of a patch for in-_
stance, without controlling Infinitesimal changes. This leads to so-called
"mixed" type finite element approximation, with a Lagrange multiplier dual
to tbe patch global volume constraint. A simple triquadratlc ease is used to
illu5trate thls approach. As a conclusion it i5 shown that some nonclassical

. thoughts taken from the necesslty of physics ean help set tbe proper back
ground and thus obtain a solvable problem!

D. LIU

Ge· ConditioDs between Iwo Rational Bezier Patcbes

The Ge· necessary and sufficient eonditlons between two adjacent rectangul
ar or two triangular rational Bezier aurface patches are presented. Further
some practlcal aod simple sufflcient conditioDS are developed. There are
many weights in the Gel conditions which are useful to easily compose I
Ge! smooth surface.

T.D. DEROSE .

Necessary Ind S"fflc!ent CaDditions for Tangent Plane Conti»"!t! pf Bezier
Surfaces

Sets of conditlons are derived that are necesslry Ind sufflcient for tangent
plane contlnuity between two integral or rational Bezier surfaces. The
patches may be given in either triangular or rectangular form, and no as
sumptloßs are made coneernlng the relatIve degrees of the patehes; the only
assumption is that the patches share common boundary control points (and
weights in the ease of rational surfacesL The. conditions are shown to be
minimal In the sense that they are, In general, independent.

W. DEGEN

Supplements to tbe Ibeory pr Gk Cootlnuity pr Sürface Patcbes

In a first part, revlewlng the theoretlcal foundatlons, the definItion of C k

contlnulty along a common boundary curve, as recently given by J. Hahn,

•
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CAGD 6(989), i5 compared with the notion of "contact of order Je" used In
differential geometry. Especlally for G 2

, It will be shown that the existence
of a famUy of curves, crossing the boundary transversally with G 2 con
tinuity, Is equivalent to both.
In a second part, the theory is applled to two adjacent rectangular Bezier
surface patches. Reeently, G. Farin's G 1 construetion (CGIP 20(182)), was
Improved by D. Liu and 1. Hoschek (1989, to appear). But their sol ution 15
ImplJclt. Uslng algebraic metho-ds and the prime factorization of poly
nomials, an expliclt solution will be obtained. By slmllar arguments, the
analogous solution for the G2 ease i5 derlved under an additional regularity
assumptlon.

N. LUSCHER

Caleulatlon pf Curyature Cootinuous Cub!c Splines

The connectlon between the recursion formula for B-splines and the de Boor
algorithm 15 weIl. Icnown. Using results of Goodman/Unsworth and Boehm
the analogous connections for curvature continuous cubic splines are pre
sented and special properties are discussed.

T.N.T. GOODMAN

CODstructlog Plecewlse Rational Curyes wltb Frenet Frame Continuity

A simple geometrie coostructlon Is given for the Bezier poInts of two ration
al curves whlch join wlth approprlate Frenet frame contlnuity. Thls Is then
used to glve a geometrie construction, from an arbltrary sequence of control
points, for the Bezier points of a sequence of ratiooal curves of degree n
whlch Join with Frenet frame contlnuity of order at most n-1.

P. BRUNET

Increaslng tbe FlexiblHty of VC 1 Connections of Bezier Patcbes

The problem of connectlng a given patch to a nelghbour (to be defined ) in
a VC 1 way i8 5tudled. In practical applications we would expect some data
on the neighbour to be fixed (for example, boundarles). From a countlng of
degrees of freedorn, It can be faund that this is not posslble. In thls sense,
the algorlthm of Farin' 82 glves the most general solution insplte of the as
sumptlon of llnearlty on the coefficients of the linear and rectangular
unions, and in polynomial or rational patches. After that, a rnethod Is pro
posed that relaxes the one-sidedness of 8equentlal patching by modlfying
one control point In the data pateh. The consequence Is tbat a VC 1 con
nectlon witb a neighbour with both endpoints completely uncoupled 18
always posslble. Also, the modiflcation of the data patch ean be minlmlzed.

/
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H. NOWACKI, D. LIU, X. LU

FItring Bezter Curves witb Some Constrlints

Aplanat parametrie Bezier curve Is constructed from I combination of
interpolation conditlons, end conditions, and integral constraints such as
area under the curve. A vBriational formulation of the problem based on a
second (or higher) derivative fairness criterion is presented. It leads to a
nonlinear system of equatlons for ~he free set of Bezier points, resulting
from a sufficiently high degree of the Bezler curve, and for the Lagrange
multiplier. The resultlng curve meets 811 constraints and minlmlzes the
fairness criterion. The computatlonal effort Is falrly high what suggests
posslble improvements by relaxing some constraints into inequallties.

H. PRAUTZSCH

A Fast Al gorltbm to Raise tbe DeBree of B-Spline Curves

The number of operations existlng algorltbms need to raise tbe degree
nt-n n . 2

of a B-spline curve sex) = I: Ci N. (x) by one is of order O(n m) where m
1=1 1

denotes tbe number of knots the spline sex) depends Oß and n tbe degree
of the spline. A new algoritbm Is presented whleh Is faster than tbe known
algorithms for any degree and where the nubmer of operations needed is of
order O(nm).

J. A. GREGORY, M. SARFAZ

A Rational Cübic Spline with Tension

A rational cubie spline curve is described wbieh has tension control para
meters fot;' manlpulating the shape of the eurve. Tbe spline i5 presented in
both interpolatory and rational B-spline forms, and the behavlour of the
resulting representations Is analysed with respect to variation of the
control parameters.

G. FARIN

Surfaces 0ver Dlric'blet Iessellations

We develop a class of surfaces that are based on the concept of Sibson's
interpolant. This Is a generallzationof one-dimensional piecewise linear
interpolation to the ease of two or more variables. The interpolant Is obtain
ed as the ratio of eertaln areas arising in the recurslve generation of
Dirichlet tesselations. We reinterpret Sibson's Interpolant as the projection
of bigher dimensional Bezier simplices and generallze to arbitrary degrees
of tbose simpllees. An application i5 a Cl scattered data interpolant with
local control and quadratlc precision.
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G. GElSE, U. LANGBECKER

Finite Ouadrie Segments witb Four Conle Boundary Segments

For suitable segments tbe problem is solved how to get a representation as
rational TP Bezier surface which is smooth in the sense of differential geo
metry and wbich has the boundBry curves as u and v lines. The intuitive idea
of sweeping out the surface by one conie may be realized by appllcation of
known facts eoneerning rational Bezier representation of eonies in the view
of stereographic projeetion. The resultlng representation x(u,v) is of degree
m f 6 in u and of degree n f 2 in v. Some special problems are consldered too.

A.WORSEY

Contouring Quadratics for Surface Analysis

We consider the problem of robustly contouring a trivarlate quadratic poly
nomial defined over a tetrahedron. We show how the contour ean always be
descrJbed by a colleetlon of rational quadratic patches. These patehes are
easily parametrized after considerlng the contourlng problem on faces of the
tetrabedorn. A completely robust method for solving this problem Is also
developed which, to withln machlne accuraey, describes these contour curves
as rational quadratics with non-negative weights.

M. LUCIAN

Conyexlty Pre8erying and Curyature Continuous Interpolating Quadrat!c
Rational B-Spline

An algorithm, symmetrie in the input, 18 provided whlch Interpolates a planar
set of data without introduelng inflectio"ns extraneous to the data. The two
main features of the output (eonvexity and curvature continuity) are
independent. A simple extension allows for interpolating .data with
assoelated curvatures .

R. KLASS

Solyed and Unsolyed Surface Problems in ear Bodl Design

o Intersection problems and sol utions
o Qffset surfaees and singular points
o . Collisions problems between algebraic and parametrie surfaces
o Approximation wlth boundary conditlons
o Controlling surface shape
o Design and roHling problems wJth "Multisurfaces"
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N. PFEIFF

Uslnll CAGn Metbods in tbe System CASS for Styling Appllcltipns

C. de SOOR

Multlyariate Polynomi,l Interpolation

Witb M a subset of d-spaee Ind Q a polynomlai spaee, eall tbe pair (M,Q)
e 0 r r e e t in ease interpolation from Q It M Is posslble and uniquely so,
i.e. in ease the map on Q whteh earries the funeion f to Its restrietion to M
Is 1-1 and onto.
The Jo~nt work wlth Amos Ron reported on provides a map whteb associates
with eaeh fInIte subset M of d-space a polynomlai spaee P(M) so that
(M,P(M)) is correet. The map has the following properties: (U P(M) 15 defined
for every finite M. (tU P(M) depends continuously on M (to the extent
posslble). (tIl) (acceptable) coaleseenee leads to osculation. (Iv) P(M) ls
translation-invariant, hence DUfferentiatIon)-invariant. (v) P(M) is scale
invariant, hence spanned by homogeneous polynomla!. (vI) For any invertIbl.e
matrix A, P{AM) = P(M)AT. (vU) P(M)is of minimal degree, in the sense that,
for any correct (M,Q) and any J, dirn Qj :' dim P(M») (with QJ denoting the
spaee of 811 polynomials of degree lI:: j in Ql. (vUiT The map Is monotone
(hence a Newton form Is available for the Interpolating polynomlall . (tx)
P(M x N) = P(M) x P(N) (with M x N the eartesIan· product and P(M) x P(N)
the tensor produetl. (x) P(M) ls eonstruetible from M in finltely many
arithmetie steps.
Any such map must glve the standard polynomlaI spaees In standard
situations. Further, any polynomialln P(M) must be eonstant in any direetlon
perpendieular to the affine huH of M.
P(M) ls constructed as the 'least' of the spaee H := eXPM := the span of all
exponentials em(x):= exp(m.x) wlth m In M. This means that P(M) 18 the span
of all 'Ieast's of functlons in H. One finds the 'lesst' of a functlon f as the
first nontrivial term f k in the Taylor expansion f = fo+ft+ ...+fk +... In which
f k contalns a11 terms of (exact) degree k.

P. ALFELD

MultlyarJate Splines

Splines (l.e. smooth plecewise polynomlai functlons) are used unlversally
throughout problems involving funetlons of one variable. It i5 natural to
contemplate the use of simllar functions in the ease of several variables.
However, problems that are trivial for one independent variable turn out to
be extremely diffleult in the ease of two or more variables. In this talk,
some unsolved problems eoneerning multivarlate splines will be desc~lbed

'and some new results wIll be given.

•



•
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L. L.. Schumaker

Data Dependgnt Triangulation

We CODslder the standard problem of fittIng a surface to scattered data.
Our method 15 based on using Cl plecewJse cubics on the Clough-Tocber
spUt or a triangulation of the data. The maln idea ts to deftne a swap test
for chan.glng the triangulation based on reduclng the energy or the surface ..
Sy uslng thls swap thest, oue can ereate data-dependent triangulations
which provide surfaces with Improved smoothness and better flts than those
obtained uslng the usual Delaunay triangulation. The energy expressions
are obtalned In terms of the BernsteIn-B~zlerrepresentation of the spllnes.

R. WALTER

Differential Ceometr! and Surface Benderin,

We develop a method for generating and employlng contours and (self)lnter
sections of arbitrary.smooth surfaces for the purpose of vislbUity clarifying.
The result relles on differential geometric integer Invariants, called sight
indices which describe the change of visibl1ity. These are the means to
render distinguished curves llke coutours, (self)intersectlons, and boundarles,
lucluding vlslbll1ty. In the same manner, but wlth different types of Index
formulas, arbltrary curves can be rendered. Also, more than one surface 18
allowed. One advantage is that the (visible parts of) curves are drawn In one
stroke. Thus the method Is especially suitable for gnerating high quallty
plots on plotters.

w. DAHMEN

Somg Bemart, on Conyexity Preserylng Interpolotloo

3 .
Glven any finite set of points in IR a method for constructlng a tangent
plane continuous piecewlse quadratlc .surface wlth prescribed topology 18
described. This method tnterpolates the given data wlth prescrlbed normal
directlons. In partlcular when the data come from a cORvex surface, l.e. when
a convex piecewlse triangular interpolant exists, conditloDs are dlscussed
that ensure the plecewise quadratlc interpolant to be convex as weil. Specifi
cally, the rale of a certain free shape parameter in this context 18 U
lustrated by some graphical examples. Efflcient ways of rendering the
quadrlcs are Indlcated.
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N.DYN

Reculsiye Subdlyision Curves Ind Surfaces

A famHy of interpolatory subdivision schemes wlth tension contral for the
design of curves and· surfaces is reviewed. Smootbness propertles of tbe
limIt curves/surfaces are discussed and the performance of the schemes Is
demonstrated by several pictures. In particular, tbe effect ofthe tension para
meters ls tested. All the schemes. above are shown to be perturbations of
known schemes, with the tension parameter controlling the size of the per
turbation. Small positive values of the tension parameter yield a scheme
whieh produces a limit eurve/surface with one more degree of smoothness.

R. N. GOLDMAN

Algoritbms in tbe Style of 80ebm and Sablonnlere

The de Boor algoritbm can be extended to curves whleh are not strictly B
splines by allowing either infinite or deereasing knots. Blossoming can tben
be applled recursively to these curves to compute the dual functionals of
the correspondlng polynomlai bases. Th1s observation leads to change of
basis formulas wh1eh are tbe analogues of knot insertIon techniques for B
splines. These methods are applied to generate transformations between the
B-spllne, 8ezier, monom!al, and power forms of a curve wblch are the
direct analogues of Boehm's knat insertion algorithm and Sablonniere 9 s
aigorithm for eonverting from B-spllne to Bezier form.

H.-P. SEIDEL

Symmetrie Reculslye Al gorithms for Curyes Ind Surfaces

We Introduce the concept of asymmetrIe reeurslve algorithm and show that
In the ease of curves thls leads to B-splines. We then apply thls concept to
surflce5 and construct a new patch-representatlon for blvariate.polynomials:
The 8-Patches share many propertles with B-spllne segments: Besldes thelr
control points they are influenced by a 3-parameter family of knots. If all •
knots coincide, we obtaln the Bezier representatlon of a bivarlate polynomial
w.r.t. ,6,(R,S,Tl. Tberefore B-Patches are a generillzation of Bezier patches.
B- Patches have a de Boor Hlee evaluatlon IIgorithm, and, as In the ease of
B-spUne curves, the control points of a B-Patch can be computed by simply
Inserting a sequence of knots Into the correspondlng polar form. In partlcul-
ar this Implies linear Independence of the biending funetioJis. Furthermore ,
B-Patches can be jolned smoothly and they bave an algorJthm for knot insert-
Ion that Js completely slmJlar to Boehm's algorJthm for curves.
After studylng B-Patches we go back to curves and somewhat relax our sym
metry condltions. This leads to geometrie spllne eurves.· In partlcular we
show that ß- and y-spllnes have a de CastelJau type evaluation algorlthm
that starts wlth the glven spllne control points and computes the function
val ue by repeated linear interpolation. Thls 15 surprlsing since It has been
previously conjectured that no such algorlthm for ß- and y-splines exlst5.
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L. RAMSHAW

Ibe. Progressive ease of tbe de eRsteIla» Algoritb9" for Surfaees

Tbe de Casteljau Algorltbm for eurves bas two varlants. Tbe plain ~
evaluatea a plynomlal curve segment given the coefficients of its Bernstein
expansion, that Is, It8 B~zier points. Ihe progresslye~ evaluates a spline
eurve given the eoefflcients of It5 B-spl1ne expans Ion. It turns out that the
de Casteljau Algorlthm for aurfaees can also be extended from the plaln case
to an analogous progressive ease. Unfortunately, the resultlng algorithm can
not be applied In any straightforward way to evaluate --say--a box spllne
surfaee. Botb polar forms and tbe symmetrie variant of the tensor-product
eonstructlon are useful In studylng thls situation.

M.D~HLEN,T.DOKKEN,T.LYCHE,K. M0RKEN

Almost Best Approximation or Cireies by Curyature-cootinuous B6zler
Curves

We provlde a surprislngly simple euble Bezler eurve whleh glves a 6-th order
aeeurate approximation to a segment of a eirele. Jolnlng the Bezier segments
we obtaln a G2-eontinuous approximation to the eirele. The error 15 approx
imately onetenth of what 15 obtalned by applying tbe general method of de
Boot, H6llig and Sahln to the ease of a eirele.

T.LYCHE

ExponentlaI B-spUnes In Tension

Spllnes in tension were introdueed by Sehwelkert In 1966 as a meaos of
ellmlnatlng wlgg1es In euhle spline interpolation. We will eonstruet a B
spline representatlon for tension splines allowing multiple knots and differ
ent tension parameters Pt and linear B-spUnes for large values of Pt. The
result Is a loeal representation for a elass of functlons which has the
smoothness of a cublc spllne and the shape of a piecewlse linear approx
Imation.

K. HÖLLIG, H. MÖRGELE

G-Splines

We Introduce a new type of spllne 8paees for cOßstructing GCn - t surfaees
for (general) networks of n-th degree Bezler patches. In partlcular,
"G-Spllnes" allow to incorporate singular vertlces (the Bumber of eolncldent
patches does not equal 4) Into a tensor product network. Our approach 15

based on an idea of Goodman for eonstructing biquadratlc GC l tensor produet
patch networks aod a special cholce of the Geometrie Continuity eonstraints.
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J. PETERS

On Smootbness Ind .CompltlblUtv

B. PIPER

FUI-ln Regions for Curyes Ind Surflces

Tbe problem of deslgnlng surfaces by using sectional curves motlvates tbe
consideration of 'curves' Ind thls ean be 'sbaped' automltlcally by use of
fill-In regloDs. Results of an interpolatlon-like Ilgorithm that produces 'fot'
plan~r curves will be presented along wlth a preliminary algorithm to use
"fat" curves 1n the creatlon of surfaces.

R. ·T. FAROUKI

Analytlc. Algebra!, Ind 10Po1olical Propertles or Plane oerset Curyes

•
Although the notion of a "parallel" curve dates back to Leibnltz, such loel
merit ooly passlng mentlon In contemporary differential geometry books.
Recently, however. they have enjoyed a resurgenee of lnterest motivatedby
thelr appllcatlons In areas such os N.C. maehlning, geometry optles, toler
anee analysis, and path-plsnDing. We examlne certaln fundamental pro
perties of offset curves form an analytleal, algebralcal, and topological
perspective. Irregular points arise on an offset whenever the generator
curvature attains a certaln critlcal value, an they may be cusps (sudden
tangent inversions) or extraordinary points (tangent-contlnuous points of
infinite curvature). Further, there exi&ts 0 one-to-one correspondenee
between eertaln regular "characterlstic" points (turning points, inflection5,
and vertlces) on a glven generator curve and elch of its offsets.
From the algebraic perspective, we show that the "interior" and "exterlor"
offsets to a polynomial generator of degree n, taken together, constltute an
algebrolc curve of degree 4n- in gen~ral. A simple closed-form expressIon
for the imp1Jclt equation of the offset i& presented, and It Is seen thBt the
degree 15 reduced by 2 for each "eusp" of the generator. Algebraic methods
also furnlsh an algorlthmlc basis for JdentlfyJng all self-Jntersectlons of the e
offset which are requlred when "trJmming" It.

G. M. NIELSON

Spbere Splines witb Application

Based upon control points on the surface of a sphere, we introduce ,0 new
piecewise, C 2

, curve whlch remalns on the spbere. The constructlon of thls
curve i5 analogous to cubic B-spllnes where the individual cublc segments
Bre represented as Bernstein/Bezier curves. The spherical analogs of the
Bernsteln/Bezler curves are defined by means of a spherical version of the
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de CastelJau algorithm based upon geodeslc Interpolation on the sphere rather
than linear Interpolation. Several of the basic propertiea of these new curves
are establlshed and some examples are glven. Ualng quarternions and a
4D extension of Dur spherleal curve we show how to anlmate rota"tlons.

R. K.E. ANDERSSON

CurIes IS Boundaries or SUffaces wltb Prescribed Shape

w~ wl1'l discuss tbe problem to generate parametrlc polynomial spaee curves,
close to a set of fitting points and satlsfying constralnts. The conatraints are
derlved from desired propertles of the surfaees, to be bounded by a network
of thes~ curves. The need to satlsfy the condltions whlle keeplng the eurve
close to the fitting points gives rlse to quadrlc minimlzation problems wlth
nonlInear constralnts. The solution proceS8 for these problems, however, 15
facUitated by beneflttlng from thelr separable charaeter.

D. FERGUSON

Dlrectigns in CurIe Ind Surflce Design

Curves and surfaces whlch are appropriate for maJiufacturlng are dlffieult
to deflne. In this talk a brief review of the problems will be given. Then, two
approaehea wHI be described. The first approach Ja constralned fitting of
data and can be deaeribed as a success. The second la a variant of tbe TFI
method of curve blending and represents work In progress.

Berichterstatter: H. Pottmann
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 18/1989

Riesz Spaces and Operator Theory

23.4. bis 29.4.1989

Die Tagung ;'·Riesz Spaces and Operator Theory" fand unter Leitung von Herrn Pro
fessor W.A.J. Luxemburg (Pasadena) und Herrn Professor H.H. Schaefer (Tübingen)
statt. In 37 Vorträgen wurden aktuelle Forschungsresultate vorgestellt. Ferner wurde
die Tagung zum Knüpfen von Kontakten, zu intensivem Gedankenaustausch und zur
Zusammenarbeit genutzt.

Das Spektrum der Vorträge war weit gefächert. Ein großer Teil der Vorträge hatte
die Struktur von Riesz-Räumen und von Operatoren zwischen lliesz-Räumen zum
Gegenstand. Ergebnisse zur Struktur vc;>n Banachverbänden und Funktionenräumen,
positiven und regulären Operatoren, Operatorenklassen, Tensorprodukten und Ver
bandsalgebren wurden vorgestellt. Ferner wurden Beiträge zur Ergodentheorie und
zu Operatorhalbgruppen geleistet.

In mehreren Vorträgen wurde über spektraltheoretische Untersuchungen bei posi
tiven Operatoren und in Banachverbandsalgebren berichtet. Darüber hinaus gab
es Beiträge aus der nicht-kommutativen Theorie, zur Beweisbarkeit bestimmter Re
sultate mit und ohne Auswahlax~omund zur Äquivalenz von Darstellungssätzen im
Axiomensystem ZF. .

Schließlich wurden Fragen au~ der Maßtheorie, der Ökonomie, der Topologie sowie
zu invarianten Teilräumen, Sätzen vom Hahn-Banach-Typ, konvexen Funktionen unde der Berechnung vemOperatornonnen behandelt.
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On the Daugavet equation

The following two statements provide a unified approach (ideologically going back
to G. Lozanovsky) allowing one to describe all previously known classes of operators
satisfying the Daugavet equation (DE). Let X be an AL- or an AM-space and let
T : X --+ X be a bounded operator.

Proposition 1. If the identity operator 1 and T are disjoint, then T satisfies (DE),
i.e., 111 + TI! = 1 + IIT II·
Proposition 2. H Xis, additionally, atomless, then each weakly compact operator e
T is disjoint with I.

Corollary 3. (Daugavet, Lozanovsky, Foias-Singer, Krasnoselsky, Babenko-Pichu
gov, Holub, Kamowitz, Chauveheid) If X is atomless, then every weakly compact .
operator on X satisfies (DE).

The following theorem describes a new class of spaces with the same property. Let
Z = L 1(p) EBoo L 1(p) or Z = Loo(p) 6h Loo(Jl), where p, is atomless.

Theorem 4. Every weakly compact operator on Z satisfies (DE).

We conclude with the following result which is a slight generalization of a correspond-
ing result due to Holub. .

The~rem 5. For each T : X --+ X, where X is as above, thereexists / E {-I, I}
such that 111 + I'TII = 1 + IITII.

C.D. ALIPRANTIS

Inductive limits 0/ AM-spaces and the overlapping generation3 model

This work deals with the overlapping generations (OLG) model of P.A. Samuelson.
In this model there are a eountable number of overlapping generations and eaeh
generation.consists of a finite number of finitely lived agents. In the simplest case, a
generation eonsists of a single agent who lives for two periods. Each agent is endowed
with an infinite consumption stream Wt which is zero in every period except possibly
the two periods in whieh it is alive, i.e., w, = (0,0, ... ,w:'w:+1

, 0, 0, ... ). The model
presents a new commodity-prie~ space duality for the OLG model that also allows
for an interpretation of priees as rates of interest.
The eonstruction of the commodity space for the whole economy consists of "glu
ing" together the overlapping eommodity spaces in a eoherent fashion. The natural
eonstruction is to form the inductive limit of the individual commodity spaees whieh
as it turns out are AM-spaees. The priee spaee is then taken to be the projective
limit of the AM-spaees. The main result of this work establishes that if the Riesz
dual system in eaeh period is symmetrie, then the OLG model has a competitive
equilibrium that can be supported by an order continuous positive price.
(This is a joint work with D.J. Brown and O. Burkinshaw.)
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W. ARENDT

S. BERNAU

Archimedean almo3t f-algebra3

It is weIl known that an Archimedean f-algebra is necessarily associ~tive and COffi

mutative, and that these facts have elementary proofs. Recently it has been shown
that if we consider almost f-algebras (requi~ingonly that a A b = 0 implies ab = 0)
the Archimedean property does not force associativity but still forces commutativity.
In the talk I will discuss an elementary proof of this last fact. The discussiop is based
on arecent joint paper with C.B. Huijsmans..

G. BUSKES

Ultrapower3 0/ a Riesz space

We define the ultrapower Fv of an Archimedean Riesz space F over a filter .V. We use
these ultrapowers to show - in ZF - the equivalence of certain extension theorems.
As a result we obtain that some representation theorems are equivalent in ZF. As an
example of the latter we show that the following are equivalent:

Stone Representation Theorem for Boolean Algebras.
Kakutani Representation Theorem for AM-spaces with unit.
Gelfand Representation Theorem for Gelfand algebras.
Gelfand-Naimark-Segal Representation Theorem.
Maeda-Ogasawara for semisimple f-algebras.
Maeda-Ogasawara for Archimedean Riesz spaces with unit.

V. CASELLES

Continuity 0/ the spectral radius in the order topology

Let us suppose that 0 ~ T is an irreducible operator on a Banach lattice E and r(T)
is a Riesz point of G(T). Let 0 ~ Tn be a sequence of operators on E such that
(Tn ) order converges to T and II(Tn - T)+ 11 --+ O. Then r(Tn ) --+ r(T). Moreover if
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o "I- V n ~ 0 is a norm one solution of Tn V n = r(Tn)vn and Tv = r(T)v, 0 :/= v ~ 0,
IIvlI = 1, then V n -+v. To prove this we assurne .that T is AM-compact. We
should not worry to get a solution of Tn V n = r(Tn )vn because we show that for n

. sufficiently large r(Tn ) is also a Riesz point of a(Tn ). In all this work we suppose
that E is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm. Applications are given to
the computations of eigenvaJues and eigenvectors for infinite positive matrices and
integral kerneis.

P.G. DODDS

N on-commutative K öthe duality

We consider~ua1ityth~ (in the sense of Köthe) for (a dass of) symmetrie operator •
spaces L"'( M) .where M is the spaee of T-measurable operators (in the sense of
Nelson) affiliated with a given semi-finite von Neumann algebra M, equipped with a
normal faithful semi-finite trace T.

(This is joint work with Theresa K.-Y. Dodds and Ben de Pagter.)

T. DODDS

General M arlcm inequality

Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, with anormal faithful.
semi-finite trace T. Denote by M the set of all T-measurable operators in the sense
of E. Nelson. For x E M the generalized 3ingular value J1..(x) is defined by:

J1.t( x) = inf{s ~ 0 : T (X (s ,00) ( Ix1) :5 t} , t ~ o.
The following inequality holds: for x,y E M,

sUPIEI:5Q JE lJ.lt(x).- J.tt(y)ldt 5 Jo
Q

ßt(x - y)dt for all Q ~ o.
This generalizes the results of:
(1) A.S. Markus (1964) for the case that M = L(H), x, y are compact,
(2) F. Hiai and Y. Nakamura (1987) for the case that the trace T is finite,
(3) G.G. Lorentz and T. Shimogaki (1968) for the case that M is commutative.

(This is joint work with Ben de Pagter and Peter Dodds.) •

G.GODEFROY

Hypercyclic operator.,

In this joint work with J. Shapiro, we show that large classes of operators, modelIed
on the backward shift on Hilbert spaces, are such that there exists a de"nse linear
subspace such that every non-zero vector in this subspace has a dense orbit. Aß?ong
other results, we obtain a very general result which extends previous theorems of
Mac Lane andBirkhoff.
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J.J. GROBLER

ResultJ about cyclicity 0/ the peripheral spectrum

. Let A be a unital Banach lattice algebra and let z E A+ such that IIzll ~ 1. We prove
that the peripheral spectrum of z is a finite union of non-trivial finite subgroups of the
circle· group if and only if there exists an integer ko ~ 0 such that Ilzn- zn?-l:o 11 --+ 0 as
n --+ 00 and Ilzn

- zn+1:1l = 2 for all k with 1 ~ k < ko and for all n ~ 1. Moreover, ko
is the least common multiple of the orders of the finite groups of which the peripheral
spectrum is the union. In order to do this we prove a necessary condition for a positive
element to have a cyclic peripheral spectrum. The main result is a consequence of
the zero-two law for positive elements in the unit ball of A.

R. GRZASLEWICZ

On extreme p03itive operator3

Let 1 < P < 00. And let 0 ;j; T E .c+{lP, IP). We say that the entries of T are
maximal if Il(Tij + 1 6ii6jj)11 > 1 for every I > O. Put

M(T) = {(Xi) ~ 0: Ltij(LtjkXl:)P-l = xf-l}.
j k

Theorem. T is an extreme positive contraction if and only if
(i) the entries of T are maximal, and.

(ii) M(T) ~ 0 and yr-1tjiXi is an extreme doubly stochastic matrix with respect to
(yr), (xf), where (xd E M(T) and Yj = Ei tjkXk.

W.HACKENBROCH

Bands 0/ invariantly extensible measure3

Let A C 8 denote two u-algebras of subsets of some set fl; G denotes a semigroup
of A- and B-measurable tr~sformationsof 11. For a given IJ E M(A)a ( set of
finite G-invariant measures on A) we study the convexstructure of tbe set M(B; IJ)a
of G-invanant measure extensions of IJ; in particular we ask for those properties of
extensions such that the set of allIJ E M(A)a admitting such extensions farms (the
positive cone of) a band in the vector lattice of G-invariant measures on A.

Theorem. C C M(A)a is a band in M(A)a iff the following two implications hold:
(a) IJ E C => IJ' E C for each IJ' -< IJ in M(Aa);
(b) IJ E M(A)a, (Zn)nEN disjoint sequence in A with union Z, then IJZ E C if all

IJZn E C.

Using this characterization it is shown that the set C of all J.L E M(A)a, admit
ting invariant extensions, such that each invariant extension v E M(8; J.I.)a has a
barycentric decomposition v = JexM(BiP) v'p(dv'), forms a band in M(A)a.
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F.L. HERNANDEZ

On IP -complemented subspaces in Orlicz function spaces

A Banach function space X([O, 1]) == X contains a singular IP-eomplemented copy if
there exists a complemented subspaee H in X isomorphie to IP, and H is not the
span of a sequence of pairwise disjoint charaet~ristiefunctions.
For any p > 1 we prove the existence of an Orlicz function space LF [0, 1] with index
p containing a singular IP-complemented copy. This extends a previous result of
N. Kalton given- for Orlicz sequence spaces [F. For p = 1 there is 00 separable
Orlicz function space LF [0, 1] containing a singular P-complemented copy. Before
we characterize when the inclusion map between Orlicz function spaces is a disjointly
singular operator.
(This is part of a joint work with B. R.-Salinas.) •

C.B. HUIJSMANS

The second order dual of f -algebras

Let A be an f-algebra with separating dual A'. Then the order bidual A" is again
an f-algebra with respect to the Arens multiplication. An essential ingredient of the
proof is the following: if (A')~ denotes the order continuous dual of A' and (A')~ the
singular dual of A', then F· G = G· F = 0 for all F E A", G E (A')~, and hence
F· G = G· F E (A')~ for all F, G E A".
An interesÜng corollary is that G2 = 0 for al1 G E (A')~, so if A" is semiprime with
respect to the Arens multiplication (which is eertainly the case if A, or even A", has
a unit element) then A" = (A')~.

Finally, if for F E A" the mapping VF : A' -+ A' is defined 1?y vF(f) = F· f for all
f- E A', then VF E Orth(A'). The mapping v: A" -+ Orth(A') defined by v(F) = VF
is an algebra and a Riesz homomorphism. It can be shown that v is injective iff A"
is semiprime and that v is surjective (equivalently, v is bijective) iff A" has a unit
element.

A.IWANIK

Multiple recurrence for Markov operators

For a single Markov operator T and its associated Markov process ~n there exists a •
point x in the phase space X (which is assumed metric compact) such that for every
I ~ 1 and every neighbourhood U of x one has Px(~m E U, ~2m E U, ... , ~'m E U) > 0
for some m ~ 1.
If ~ is a family of Markov operators on C(X) then we say that x is multiply recur~ent

w.r.t. cI» if there exists a sequence nk -+ 00 such that for any 0 f:. f 2: 0, fex) > 0,
and any T E cI» the inequality Tnlc f( x) > 0 holds for all sufficiently large k. The above
result shows that multiply recurrent points exist whenever ~ is a cyclic semigroup.
A stronger result, obtained jointly with T. Downarowicz, says that such points exist
if ~ is a commutative semigroup generated by two operators. The main tool is the
Furstenberg-Szemeredi recurrence theorem.
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H. KÖNIG

The abstract Hahn-Banach theorem due to Rode

Mo.re than ten years ago Rode [Areh. Math. 31 (1978), 474--481] fouod an abstract
Hahn-Banach theorem which is powerful and simple and compreheods the familiar
and less familiar "concrete" versions of that theorem. But his praof of the abstract
theorem was complicated "and could not be simplified over tbe years. The actual rea
son for the present talk is tbat the speaker recently found an adequately simple proof
of Rode's theorem [Aequat. Math. 34 (1987), 89-95]. The short talk formulates the
theorem and indicates how the praof proceeds, the~ how to derive concrete versions
from it. As an application which seems to be not attainable by the usual Hahn
Banach versions a result of Kuhn on partially convex funct10ns [General Inequalities

• IV, OberwolIach 1983] is discussed.

S. KOSHI

Dua13 0/ convex functions and convex operators

1. Let (!1,jJ) be a measure space ~d f(.,.) : IRd x n -+ IRU {co} a"function which
is convex on lRd for a fixed t E n. We will show the exact formula of the dual F* of
F which is defined as

F(a) = Lf(a, t)dv(t) for a E ]Rd,

2. Let E and F be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and <P be a convex oper~tor from
E to F. We will define the dual of <p in a reasonable way in accordance with the
duality theorem.

c.c. LABUSCHAGNE

•
Tensor products 01 Riesz spaces

The Riesz tensor product E@F of Archimedean ,Riesz spaces E and F was introduced
by D.H. Fremlin in 1972. We prove:

H h E (E@F)+, then there exists (x, y) E E+ x F+ such that. for every c > 0
there exists V e E E+ ® F+ := {L:~=l Xi ® Yi : Xi E E+, Yi E F+, nEIN} such that
o~ h - V e < cX ® y.

This property improves the approximation of elements in the Riesz tensor product
by elements of the vector space tensor product as was done by D.H. Fremlin, H.H.
Schaefer and A.R. Schep.

S. LEVI

Topologies on hyperspaces

Let (X,d) be ametrie space and consider the hyperspaceof X, cL(X) = {F cX : F
is closed and nonempty}. There are several ways to topologize cL(X). The HausdortI
metric induces a topology on cL(X) that can be split ioto its "upper part" Hf and
its "lower part" Hi. Similarly for the Vietoris topology V = V+ V V-, the Wijsman
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topology Wd = wt v wi and Kuratowski convergence K = K+ V K-. It is known
that V- = Wi = K- and that V+ => Ht => wt => K+.

Theorem 1. i) V+ = sup{W: : p is ametrie equivalent to d} .
. ii) Ht = sup{W: : p is ametrie uniformly equivalent to d}.
Theorem 2. Ht = wt if and only if (X, d) is totally bounded.

Theorem 3. The suprema of Theorem 1 are actually maxima if and only if X is
compact in case i) and (X, d) is totally bounded in case ii).

An open' question is to characterize inf{W: : pis equivalent to d} and we conjecture
that this is the weakest topology on cL(X) which is stronger than upper Kuratowski
convergence.

z. LIPECKI

Ideals' and sublattices in linear lattices and F -lattices

The talk is based on joint work with Yu.A. Abramovich.
Let X be an F-Iattice, i.e., a topologicallinear lattice the topology of which is com
plete and metrizable. Then:
(1) Every ,ideal in X of finite codimension is closed." (For X being a Banach lattice
and codimension 1 this result can be {ound in H.H. Schaefer's monograph, Banach
lattices and positive operators.)
(2) If X is infinite-dimensional, then it contains (a) a prime ideal of codimension at
least 2No (and so non-closed), (b) a dense (linear) sublattice of an arbitrary codimen-.
sion between 1 and 2No • (For codimension 1 part (b) was previously obtained by the
authors jointly with G.Y. Rotkovich)..
Both (1) and (2) fail without the assumption of metric completeness. In particu
lar, every prime ideal of the linear lattice 5(20 ) of all real-valued functions on a set
n with finite range is of codimension 1, and every sublattice of 5(2°) is uniformly
closed. .

H.P. LOTZ

•

On the dual 0/ weaTe LI

Let (X, E, J.l) be a non-atomic "separable measure space. We give a representation
theorem for the dual of the Lorentz space W = L1,/X)(X, E, J.L). Let W:n be the
subspace of W' generated by the maximal elements of the unit ball. W:n is a closed •
sublattice and an AL-space. The ideal generated by the extreme points of the unit ball
of W' is a weak· dense band and lattice isometrie to aspace (2: ffiaEAL/X)(Ya),l(A)
where eard A = 2C

•

W.A.J. LUXEMBURG

Superreflezivity 0/ Orlicz spaces

The standard part or nonstandard huH of an enlargement of a Banach space has
a finite dimensional subspace .structure that is closely related to that of the given
Banach space. For instance, the "nonstandard huH is finitely representable in the
given Banaeh spaee. As a consequence we have the theorem of Henson and Moore,
that a Banach space is superreflexive iff its nonstandard huH is reflexive. This can
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be used. to show that certain Banach function spaces such as Orlicz spaces have
the property that they are superreflexive if and ooly if they are reflexive. A fact
well-known for the V-spaees, 1 < P < 00.

B. DEPAGTER

Norm convergence in rearrangement invariant Banach function spaces

Given a (u-finite) measure space (0, E, Jl) we denote by f* the decreasing rearrange
ment oI I/I for a function / E LO(S1, Jl), i. e.,

f*(t) = inf{'\ ~ 0 : Jl(I/1 > A) ~ t}, t ~ O.

Let p : LO(lI4, m)+ ~ [0,00] (m = Lebesgue measure) be a function norm which is
rearrangement 'invariant (i. e. f* = g* implies p(/) = p(g)) and has the Riesz-Fismer
property. Furthermore we assume that 0 :::; fn --+ f a.e., p(f), p(fn} < 00, implies
that limin! p(/n) ~ p(f). For a measure space (0, E, Jl) we now define L p(!1, E, p.) =
{f E LO(n, p.): p(f*) < oo}, which is arearrangement invariant Banach function
space with respect to the norm li/Hp = p(f*). The main result in this talk is:

Theorem. Suppose in addition that pis order continuous. For /, fn E L p(!1, JJ) (n =
1,2, ... ) the following statements are equivalent: .
(i) 111 - fnllp ~ 0 (n --+ 00).

(ii) In ~ / weakly and pe!: - f*) --+ 0 (n ~ (0).

F. RÄBIGER

Dunjord-Petti& operator.! between certain classes 0/ Banach lattices

We introduce the dass of weak Schur spaces, i.e., Banach lattices in which rela
tively weakly compact sets and almost order bounded sets coincide. There follows
a detailed study of Banach lattices in which every semi-normalized, order bounded,
weakly null sequence contains a subsequence satisfying a lower resp. an upper 2
estimate. As a consequence we obtain that each bounded sequence in a weak Schur
space has a subsequence which either converges or satisfies a lower 2-estimate. This
generalizes a result of D.J. Aldous and D.H. Fremlin. From the previous results we
obtain conditions under which non-Dunford-Pettis operators between certain classes
of Banach lattices fix a copy of 12 • This generalizes results of H.P. Rosenthal and of
N. Ghoussoub and H.P. Rosenthal.

A. VAN ROOIJ

Repre.!entation theoremJ without the axiom 0/ choice

Most representation theorem.s for Riesz spaces, such as the Yosida, Maeda-Ogasawara
and Kakutani theorems, are based upon the Axiom of Choice or the Ultrafilter The
orem. We present a systematic way to obtain consequences of these representation
theorems within the system ZF. To this end we prove a representation theorem·for
"small" Riesz subspaces and then proceed to an inductive limit.
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H.H. SCHAEFER

Dual characterization 0/ order continuity

We ".dualize" the concept of order continuity (or sequential order continuity) for lin
ear operators between lliesz spaces. The general hypothesis is that the range space be
separated by its order continuous (or sequentially order continuous) linear function
als. As applications, we pr~ve rather strong closure properties of the respective sets
of positive and of general order continuous linear operators in L(E, F) and Lr(E, F),
respectively, where E and F are lliesz spa~es. This entails, in particular, a character
ization of one-parameter semigroups on LOO(p.) which are adjoints of Co-semigroups
on L1(p.).

E. SCHEFFOLD

Bidual von F -Banachverbandsalgebren

Es wird berichtet, daß der Bidual einer solchen Algebra wieder eine F-Banach
verbanclsalgebra ist und somit direkte Summe seines Annulatorbandes und dessen
orthogonalen Komplements ist. Ferner werden diese heiden Summanden charak
terisiert. Unter anderem wird gezeigt, daß die Banachverbandsalgebren Co(X) die
einzigen F-Banachverbandsalgebren sind, deren Bidual ein algebraisches Einselement
mit Norm 1 besitzt.

A.R. SCHEP

N orms 0/ positive operators on LP -spaces

Let 0 ~ T : V' -+ Lq, 1 ~ p, q ~ 00, and let IITllp,q denote the operator norm. We
show that solving T*(T/)q-1 = >../P-1 can be used to compute the exact value of
IITllp,q and that solving T*(T/)q-1 ~ >../p-1 can be used to bound IITl!p,q. As an
application we compute the exact value of IIVl!p,q, where V f(x) = fox f(t)dt is the
Volterra operator from LP([O, 1]) -+ Lq([O, 1]). Other applications consist of a new
proof of Maurey's factorization theorem for positive linear operators, interpolation
of positive linear operators, etc.

K.D. SCHMIDT

Daugavet's equation and orthomorphisms

Let E be a Banach space. A bounded linear operator T : E -+ E satisfies the
Daugavet equation if 111 + TII = 1 + IITII holds, where I denotes the identity
operator. It is remarkable that in most of the existing results on Daugavet 's equation
E is actually a Banach lattice, whereas Banach lattice methods have only been used
by Lozanovskii (1966) and Synnatzschk~(1978). The aim of this talk iso to show that
orthomorphisms in Banach lattices provide a useful tool for either extending known
results on D~ugavet'sequation or for unifying their proofs. In particular it is shown
that every Dunford-Pettis operator in an AL-space or an order complete AM-space
with unit which (in either case) is assumed to have no discrete elements, satisfies
Daugavet's equation.

•
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G. SWANEPOEL

Semi-Carleman operators in Riesz spaces

We define semi-Carleman operators in Riesz spaces and consider the duality between
Carleman operators and semi-Carleman operators.

L.M. VENTER

The periphera.l spectrum in Banach lattice algebras

In 1980 Scheffold published the following theorem:

H E is a Banach lattice algebra for which the set M of non-trivial multiplicative
linear functionals on E + iE is modulus-invariant, then M is cyclic.
H E is commutative and unital, and z E E + iE with r(z) = 1, the following holds:
(i) z ~ 0 =} ur(z) is cyclic.

(ii) z > 0 =} Ur ( z) = {I}.
(iii) z has period s => od:+l E u(z), o"k E u(lzl), 0 E ur(z), k E l.

We show· that this result may also be obtained without using representation theory..

J. VOIGT

Approximation 01 multipliers by regular operators

Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, Gits dual group, and A, >. the respective
Haar measures. For 1 < p < 00, let .ei(Lp(G» denote the operators commuting with
translations. Recall .ci(Lp(G)) C .ei(L2(G», and recall that, via Fourier t~ansfor

mation, every operator T E .ci(L2 (G» corresponds to a multiplication operator by a
function t E Loo(G).

Theorem. Let 1 < p < 00, T E .ci(Lp(G», and assume T E .cr(Lp(G» (the

operator norm closure of the regular operators .er = linC+). Then T E B(G) the
(uniform closure of the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra on G).
Example. The Hilb~rt transformation on Lp(IR), Ip(l), Lp(II) (1 < P < 00), does
not belong to' .er.
As a consequence one ohtains that, for any infinite dimensional Lp-space (1 < p < 00),
.er(Lp) is not dense in .c(Lp). .

A.W. WICKSTEAD

Positive numerical range

H E is a (real) Banach lattice and T E L(E) then the positive numerical range of T
is V+(T) = {feTz) : x E E+, f E E+, IIfll = IIxll = fex) = I}, which is a non-empty
bounded interval in IR. The positive numerical radius of T is v+(T) = sup{IAI : A E
V+(T)}. My work on this is still in progress but results include:

1. H T ~ 0 ihen V+(T) ~ IR.;-, hut the converse is false.
2. H T ~ 0 then IITII ~ v+(T) ~ IITII/e. This does not extend to non-positive

operators even if E is 2-dimensional.
3. HT ~ 0 and Eis Dedekind u-complete or an M-space, then V+(T) ~ V+(T*) ~

V+(T).
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4. Wit~ hypotheses of (3) if there exists a > 0 such that A ~ a for all A E V+(T)
then T ~ alE.

5. If E is any Banach lattice, T E L(E), eT ~ 0 and IITII < log 2 then there exists
a > 0 such that eT ~ alE.

6. If A is a real 2 x 2-matrix and e.A 2:: 0 then the diagonal entries in eA are non-zero.

F. WIlD

_Choice fr~e repre8entation8 01 Rie8z spaces

We prove that Yosida's Representation theorem for uniformly complete Archimedean
Riesz spaces with strong unit can be appropriately rephrased to give a Representation
theorem not inclosing the axiom of choiee. We have:

The category of uniformly complete, unital, Arehimedean Riesz spaces is dually equiv
alent tt? the category of completely regular compaet loeales.

. Dur methods are applieable to the other known representation theorems in Riesz
space theory. Applications to tensor products are given.

G. WITTSTOCK

The ideal 0/ completely positive compact maps on non-commutative LP -spaces

This is areport of results due to E. Neuhardt (Saarbrücken).
We show that the eompletely positive compact maps from LP(M) into Lq(N), M
and N von Neumann algebras, form an order ideal whenever p > 1 and q < 00. This
means that every completely positive map whieh is dominated by a compact map is
itself compact. Since a positive map from LP(M) into Lq(N) is already completely
positive if M or N is abelian, this ineludes the abelian result. The main idea to
the non-commutative extension consists in replaeing formulas for the infimum of two
linear operators by representation theorems for algebras and and linear functionals.
The order ideal of completely positive compact maps from M into Lq(N) , q < 00,

is monotone closed. Hence every completely positive map from M into Lq(N) is the
unique sum of two completely positive maps of which one is compact and the other
dominates no other compact map. This can be considered as a non-commutative
analogue of the band decomposition.

M. WOLFF

On the dilation 018trongly continuOU8 semigroups 01 contractions on LP

Let E = LP(O, I-J) where (n, Jl) is a finite measure space, and let (Tt)t~O b~ a Co
semigroup of positive contraetions on E (satisfying an additional hypothesisin case
p > 1). Then there exists another measure space (f2, fi.), a CO-group (Ut)tER oflattice
isomorphisms on F = V(n, fi.), an embedding j : E --+ F, and a positive contraction
P -from F onto E such that the following diagram commutes for all t ~ 0

e·

E

F
VI

E

F
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This theorem answers a question raised by I. Prigogine.

R. ZAHAROPOL

.Ergodie decompositions 01 Banach lattices

We will be concemed with the description and the properties of two ergodie de
compositions which we have recently obtained: an extension of the Hopf ergodie
decompo.sition and another decomposition which we call the OII-decomposition. As
an application, we will discuss a characterization of K B -spaces among the order
continuous Banach lattices; the characterization is stated in terms of subinvanant
elements for positive operators and of the two above-mentioned ergodie decomposi-
tions. .
Let E be a Banach lattice, let E' be the dual of E, let T : E -+ E be a positive
operator, and let T' be the dual of T. We will define two conservative ideals Ie, Be
in E, E', respectively, and two dissipative ideals Iv, Bv in E, E', respectively. It
turns out that E' = Be EB Bv; if E has order continuous norm, then E = 1e ffi ID~
Under fairly general conditions the conservative and the dissipative ideals have all
the properties the conservative and tbe dissipative parts (in the classical Hopf de-
composition) have. .
Given a Banach lattice E and a positive operator T : E -+ E, we will' define two
bands: II(T) and n(T). If E has the projection property, then E = II(T) ffi n(T) .
(we say that E has an OII-decomposition generated by T). The band II(T) plays an
important role in the study of T -subinvariant elements in E and in a characterization
of the K B-spaces among the Banach lattices having order continuous norm.

Berichterstatter: F. Räbiger
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t

Finite Geo~etries
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•

Tbe conference was led by Professor F. Buekenhout (Brussels) and Professor D.R Hughes

(London). Tbere were three riiain strands of interest Many of the questions considered concerned

diagram geometries. Of particular interest was the construction of new geometries with given

groups of automorphisms, far instance using graphs on which such groups are .known to aet or by

construeting extensions of preexistirig g~etries. Another problem associated with diagram

geometries was that of classifying the geometries for a given diagram, usually subject to additional

constraints needed to malre the problem tractable. Further con~butionsestablished the existence or

nonexistence of sttuctures such as block designs and generalized quadrangles with prescribed

parameters and properties. Also discussed were problems conceming various subsets and

configurations in classical geomenies. Throughout the subject there is a rieh interplay between the

methods of group theory and of combinatorics.

Abstracts

A, Delandtsbeer:

Flag-transitive'linear spaces, maximal <V, tl-ares aild semiovals.

Current work of Buekenhout, Delandtsheer, Doyen, Kleidmann, Liebeck and SaxI aiming at

classification of the fmite linear spaces 5 with a flag-transitive automorphism group G provides

presently a complete list of such pairs (5, G) which are not of affine type (i.e., G has no

elementary abelian minimal normal subgroup acting regularlyon the points of S).

We derive from this partial result a classification of

(i) the secant-transitive maximal (v, k)-arcs;

(ü) the thick semiovals transitive on their ineident point-secant pairs in finite projective planes.
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W.Haemers:

Partial circle geometries.

- 2 -

A ~artiaI'circle geometry (tbe name is still under discussion) is a one-point extension of a panial

geometry such that the tripies that are on a circle (= block) form a regular 2-graph.

Examples are provided by some known structures:

- extended generalized quadrangles with s =2;

- half of tbe circles of a Möbius plane;

- the tlnice tI 2-(16, 6, 2)-design.

Our new example can be constructed from the strongly regular graph on 176 vertices having Mn e:
as its gmup of automorphisms. By this example we have a better description of the corresponding

partial geometry (which was constructed earlier ~y the author).

A. Pasjnj:

On geometries which &Te Iocally polar spaces.

I give a sketch of one of the possible ways to prove uniqueness statements 'as the fmal step in the

classification of a given class of geometries.

This method relles on the fact that a 1lag-transitive geOmetty ris simply connected iffAut(I) is the

amalgamated product of the ~tabilizers in Aut(I) of the elements of achamber. I apply this trick to

the case of flag-transitive locally classical C2 geometries. We get a classification of this class of

geometries, putting together contributions by several people (Buekenhout-Hubaut,

Weiss-Yoshihara, DeI Fra-Ghinelli-Meixner-Pasini).

I show ODe way to write a unified version of the proof of tbat classification theorem (being

understood that other ways exist).

D. Ghjpellij

Extensions of<; geometries.

Let S be an extended generalized quadrangle of order (s, t) (i.e., a connected ineidence structure

such that every residue is a GQ(s, t». Recently"it has been proved that the diameter L1 of the

point-graph of S is at most s+1.

We show that L1 =s+l if and only if one ofthe following oceurs:

(i) t =1and S is isomorphie to the Johnson geometry on (2(S+1»)points (s>O);
s+l

(ü) s = 2, t = 2 or 4 and S is isomorphie to the affine polar space of order 2 and type~ or D2-.'

on 32 and 56 points respectively.

(ili) s = 1 and S is campiete tripartite on 3(t+1) points (r> 1).

(Joint work with A. DeI Fra.)
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S·Löwe:

Graups, strongly regular graphs, and stars.

A s~bset P of a finite group Gis called a (k, I, m)-star (ar partial addition set) if

p2 =(k-m)l + (/-m)p + mG

in the group algebra K[G). Let e be the exponent of~ and ~ be a primitive etth root of unity. Set

K:= Q(,;}. If 1t is a prime coprime with e, there exists an automorphismfn : K-+K induced by

~~c;n.

Theorem Let d := «1-m)/2"Y- + (k-m) and assume that P is a union of conjugacy classes.e (i) pllt) = {Pltl peP} = P (::) /J..Jd) = ..Jd ;

(ü) f J"d) = -vd => p[nJ nP = 0.

In case (i), G can be extended by at least the group of squares mod e (if each of them acts as a

morphism or an automorphisrn).

F. MazzoccB;

On (q+(. tl-ares of t)pe (0, 2, t> in PG(2, 12>'

Let T denote a (q+t)-point set in PG(2, q) such that the intersection numbers with respect to lines

are 0, 2, t (t = 0, 1, 2), i.e., a so-called (q+t, tl-are of type (0, 2, t).

Tbe results in the following have been obtained in a joint work with Gabor Korchmaros.

•
A simple counting argument shows that every point in T lies on just one t-secant and,

consequently, t divides q and q is even.

A class of examples is fouod for every q = 2' withr>2, and far every t = 2h with (r-h ) Ir.

Moreover, such examples have the remarkable property that all the t-secants are concurreot. We

conjecture that the same property holds for every T. This conjecture is proved to be true except far

q =2', r =(b+ l)c, t =2h, h = bc+1 with c>2, in which case the problem is still open.

Finally, a canooical representation ofT is provided in case all the t-secants be concurrent. Using

this representation, all sets T are classified for q = 8, 16 and t = 4.

Tbc generalized guadrangle of order (2.2) in an unusual setting.

Let K = Ze,l and M be a free K-module of rank 4. Let t/J : M xM~K be an hermitian fonn such

that there exists a basis (al'••. ,aJ of M with the following properties: t/J(ai, ai) = 2, <KaI'~) =
t/J(a3' a4) =-1, 4J(a2'~) =1+i, and t/J(ai, aj ) =0, for all 1 S i*.j S 4. Tben t/J is positive definite.
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WeputM2 =(m lmeM, ep(m, m)= 2). HmeM, letm· = {em; e a unitof K}, and

M 2* = (m* ImeM2).

In M2* there are pairwise orthogonal systems ofcardinality 4 which are detemrlned by each of their

elements. LetF =(E I E an orthogonal system as described above). Then IFI = ·15 and there is a

natural structure of GQ of order (2, 2) on F.

We deduce from this that 1M2*1 =60, 1M21= 240 and Aut(M, 4» is a nonsplit extension of 56 by

2+1+4*C4 with amalgamated subgroup of order 2.

Ir Hjrscbfeldj

Subsets of a finite plane.

IfP(;t) is the conic in PG(2,q) with equation yz - x2 = Az2, let K(A) = U P(;t) where A is a
A.eA

. subset of GF(q).

Theorem 1: For q an odd prime and 'a nonsquare in GF(q), the set K(A) is a Buekenhout-Metz

unita! when A = 'GF(~q).

Using the idea that P(Ä) is contained in E(Ä) (the internal points of P(Ä» if and only if Ä-jl i.s a

nonzero square and similarly P(Ä) is contained in I(Ä) (the intemal points of P(Ä» if Ä-J1 is a

nonsquare, it follows that, ifB, Aaresubsets of GF(q) with B contained in A and s is sufficiently_

small with respect to q, the set n E(Ä) n n I(Ä) has size -q/2s , where s =IAI. A
.teB .teA\B

disjoint union of such sets gives the following result:

Theorem 2: For every C E (0, 1) and every e>O, there is qO(E) such that, far any q>qo(E), in·

PG(2, q) there is a (k; Ä)-arc where n<cq and b(C-E)q2.

Ce Lefeyre-PemYj

New geometries for finite groups.

Let T be a transversal geometry on a set ß. Let t.O, I} be a subset of L1 and suppose the rank 2

residue Tal is an (undirected) graph without loops or multiple edges. If Tsatisfies some further

(weak) condition then we can construct a new geometry 1(0,1) with the same rank as Tand

whose diagram is derived from that of r.
Furthermore, if G is a chamber-transitive group of automorphisms on r then G also acts

chamber-transitivelyon 1(0,1).

A generalization of the theorem of Neumaier allows us to build from r (0,1) another geometry r',
which is chamber-transitive 1f r (0,1) is.

Some examples of these constructions are discussed.
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',U,yan Linl:

A new design: 2-(28, 10, 5l.

We eonstruct an (up to 1988 unknown) block design 2-(28, 10, 5). Tbe on.ly unknown design

with snialler v is 2-(22, 8, 4). This design disproves the following conjecture: ItIf a quasiresidual

design with k < v{l exists then the corresponding symmetrie design also exists. 11

(Since 2-(43, 15, 5) does not exist, the conjecture is false.)

Our main theorem is: Suppose a 2-(9m+l, 3m+l, (3m+l)l2) design exists, with an automorphism

f of order 3 fixing one point and the maximum number of blocks, i.e., 3(3m-l)nn Then the cyeles

offconsidered as points and the fixed blocks form a 2-(3m, m; (m-l )12) design and the incidence

structure of the nonfixed points and blocks is a partially balanced divisible design with group of

size 3, Al =1 and~ =m+l.

Z,Iankoj

Same new triplanes.

A triplane is a symmetrie design with parameters (v, k, 3). Tbe largest known triplanes have

parameters (71, 15, 3) and in fact with these parameters therre are known exactly 4 triplanes up to

isomorphism and duality and al1 these 4 ttiplanes are non-self-dual (Haemers).

We discuss here the following !wo new theorems

Theorem 1. Let T be a triplane far (71, 15,3) with a Frobenius group oforder 21 as a eollineation

group. Then there exist up to isomorphism and duality exactly 15 triplanes of whieh 13 are

non-self-dual and 2 are self-dual Also, two ofthese fifteen ttiplanes possess an elation of order 2

and four further triplanes possess an involution which has a centre but no axis.

Theoem 2. Let T be a self-dual triplane with parameters (71, 15, 3) on which operates a Frobenius

group of order 21 as a collineation group. Then there are exactly two such triplanes and in each

case the full collineation group is of order 21.

Three of the 15 niplanes in Theorem 1 were known befme.

It is also mentioned that if a triplane with parameters (81, 16, 3) exists then its full collineation

group must be a 2-group. It is very probable that such a triplane in fact possesses an involutory

homology.

T, Bjerbmuer;

A new family of block designs.

Theorem. Let q = 1I,fodd,ft3. Then there is a P~(q)-invariant block design with parameters
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4-(q+l, 6, 10) defmed on the projective line.

Its blocks are the P~(q)-orbitsof the sets (a, I/a, 1+a, 1+I/a, I/(a+I), 1+I/(a+I)} far

a E GF(q)\{O, I}.

Block designs with block size 6 defined on projective planes of even characteristic are also

considered.

Theorem There is exactly ODe PTI..:3(8)-invariant 4-(73, 6, Ä)-de·sign (up to taking the complement

in the complete design). It has Ä = 330.

Families of 3-designs are easily constructed. For example there is a PGL:3(q)-invariant design with

parameters 3-(q2+q+I, 6, 12(q-l)2(q-2)2) whenever q = 1/./= 1 (mod 4)./~ 9. e
One can also use the plane to glue together designs which are defined on the lines. Only ODe

example:

Theorem. Let q = Ll,f= I (mod 4). Ifthere is a 4-(q+l, 6, 3(q-I»-design, then there is also a

4_(q2+q+l, 6, 3(q-I»-design.

Lastly 1 give an easy construction of a 4-(21, 6, 16)-design defmed on the projective plane of

order 4.

M.de Resmipi:

On scattered derivation.

The Lorimer-Rahilly and Jo~nson-WaIkerplanes (LR and JW) share many properties: both are

translation planes of order 16 obtained by derivation from the semifield plane with kern GF(2); in

bath the full collineation group has two orbits on 100 of lengths 3 and 14; both admit shears, and all

shears determine the same involution on 100 and have centres in the shon orbit. 1 have shown that

they share 100 and nine pencils, with centres on 100, The finite points of a line not common to bOtheplanes are the affine points of a Baer subplane in the other plane.

To.get LR from JW and conversely.we may use a procedure similar to classical derivation and

called scattered derivation. Eight sets of five points of 100, none containing the centre of any of the

common pencils, behave as classical derivation sets and each of these provides sixteen Baer

subplanes, the affme points of which become the affme points of the unsh~ed lines in the other

plane. Applying this procedure twice one gets back 10 the original plane.

The link between IW and LR can also be viewed in terms oflatin squares: by "breaking up" eight

of the latin squares for one of the planes and reassembling them in a different way one gets the latin.

squares for the other plane, leaving the remaining squares unchang~
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Sc y. TsaranOYj

Two-graphs, related groUJ)s and root-lattices.

Let. r = (V, E) be a graph having vertex set V = { 1,...,n}; the edge set E will be represented by the

(I, -1) adjaceney matrix E(D with eü = 0, eij = -1 for (i, j)e E and eij = 1 for Ci, j) ~ E. Define the
group

G{l) = (xl""~"': xi
3 = 1, (Xr{ij)2 = 1 (i;t;j».

The following statements hold:

Theorem. (1) G(n is finite iff all eigenvalues of E(n are greater than -3.

(2) IfG{n is finite then it is isomorphie 10 the index 2 subgroup ofeven elements of the Weyl

group of type An' DII, E6, E, or Es·

(3) IfE(rj has unique least eigenvalue -3 then G(D is isomorphie to th~ index 2 subgroup of even

elements of a Weyl group of extended type "0"" "E6, "B, or "Es·

A. BIQkbujs:

ClassificatiaD pr campiere extemal sets.

A camplete extemal set with respecl to a conic einthe desarguesian projective plane Po(2, q), q

oclLt is a set of (q+ l)fl external points such that the line joining any two of them iS an exterior line,

i.e.~ misses the conic. We prove the following

Theorem (A. Blokhuis, A. Seress, H.A. Wilbrink) Ifq :5 1 (mod 4) then a camplete extemal set

eonsists of the (q+l)12 extemal points on an'exterior line~

The restrietion 10 q =1 (mod 4) is·in-,a wayessential since there exist non-collinear complete

extemal sets far q = 7, 11, 19,23,27, 31. However, I conjecmre that far sufficiently large q a11

camplete extemal sets are collinear.

N. PercsY:

zara &mphs and locally polar spaces.

.F. Zara has initiated the study offinite graphs in whieh, far any maximal clique M and any vertex

pe M, the setrrM af vertices adjacent 10p has a constant cardinality (independent ofM and p).

.A main step in the study of these graphs is a theorem of A. Blokhuis, T. KIoks and H. Wilbrink

stating that such a graph is (except far trivial cases) the collinearity graph of some locally polar

space~

New ideas of proof enable us.to.generalize this result and,obtain a unified proof of it together with

the Buekenhout-Shult theorem on polar spaces and the Buekenhout and Johnson-Shult theorem on

incidence sttuctures 5 of points and lines in which pl- satisfies the Buekenhout-Shult axiom for any

point p i! 51.:
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Theorem. Assume G is a (not necessarily finite) connected and non-eomplet~graph with at least

one maximal clique of finite dimension, satisfying the following generalization of Zara's condition:

(GZ) for any maximal clique M and any vertex p e: M such that pl-rM ~ 0, there is a maximal

clique M containing p such dUlt MrM' is maximal in the set {XnM I Xyl:.M is a maximal clique}.

Then apart from trivial canonically described cases, G is the collinearity graph of some locally polar

geometry.

M.Hermand:

Computini intersectiQo matrices with CAYLEY

Intersection numbers have been defined by D. Higman. Let G be a finite transitive permutation

group acting on O. For each a in niet rI(a),..., ~(a) be the Ga-orbits on n, where Ga denates

the stabilizer of a in G. The number r is called the mnk of G on .Q; the notation is chosen so that

for all a in n, ginG, we have ·~(ag)=(~(a»g. The mappings Ti taking a to ri(a) are called the

m:hi1als of G. Far each orbital we define r(a) = (ag-I; ag e r(a)}. Wielandt has proved that r is

an orbital of the same length as r, r"=r anda E nb) iff b e r(a). H T= r' then Tis called a

self-paired orbital. For a particular orbital li we define a (directed) graph on the points of a
(a, b) is an edge iffb e ~(a). This~h is undirected iff Tis a self-paired orbital. Intersection

~ relative to Ti~ defined by: mjk =1~(b)~(a)1 (be Ij(a». Tbe (rxr) maf:rix Mi = (mjk)

is the intersection matrix of Ti.
We have written a little CAYLEY program to compute th~matrices when G and Ga are given.

As an application we have computed all intersection matriceS far primitive representations of the

Hall-Janko group, except when Ga =As (in this case the rank is 191). We faund interesting

semi-linear spaces such as a • (0,',10 • which is very probably
~ ~

embedded in PG(5, 5).

A. Prince:

Pennutations of Qpadratic residues and finite pmjectiye planes.

Tbe problem of constructing a projective plane of order p+1, ~tting a collineation of order p

with three fixed points, is considered.

Let p == 3 (4). Denote by Q the set 01' quadratic residues mod p . Let g be a pennutation of Q. For

each d E Z/p·' let Xd = {(a, b) e QxQ I a-b =d}, so that IXtf =(P-3)/4. Let AJ.g) =
{±(g(a)-g(b», ±(g(a)+g(b» I (a, b) e Xd }, so that l.:4J Sp-3.

Theorem. H tbere is a permutation-g ofQ satisfying both of

(I) IAJg)1 = p-3 far al1 d e Z/p*;

(ll) dCd ~ A,Jg) far al1 d E Z/p·
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then there is a projective plane of orderp+1.

lb.e permutation g(a) ="'a (where "'a denores the unique square IOOt of a in Q) satisfies (I) (but n~t
(ll), and gives rise to the completion of ap2xp2 block in the incidence matrix (which cannat,

however, be extended fully).

Lr SQjeberj

Geometries for Co} and the Suzuki seQJlence m»Ips.

We discuss strongly-connected flag-transitive geometries having diagrams ofthe type

(*)

where ~}4 is the incidence graph of the (7, 4, 2)-biplane. A certain chain of geometries of this type

with diagrams (*) having 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 nodes have respective automorphism groups ~(2):2,

U3(3):2, J2:2, 02(4):2, 3·Suz:2 and Co}.

ArE. BmuWCrj

Shulfsth~on Aphs with odd cocligues.

In a graph r, denote by Xl. = (x}unx) the set ofvertices consisting ofx and all its neighbours.

A subset A is called Qdd wben t.r1rv11 is odd far all i. Consider the following two conditions.

(CC)d Any (d-l)-coclique is contained in an odd d-ccx:lique.

(Cl)d There exists an odd d-eoclique C and avertex x t! C such that~I = 1.

Theorem Let rsatisfy (CC)d and (Cl)dfor some d. Theo Tis known.

More precisely we have

Theorem Let d ~ 3 and let Tbe a reduced coconnected graph satisfying (CC)d and (Cl)tt Then r
is one of the graphs VQE(m, 2), QE(m, 2), TQE(m, 2), S~(2n, 2), NE(2n, 2), or the complement

ofT(n).

Ar Beutelspacberj

Subspaces pr a subspace.

We discuss the proof and generalizations of the following

Theorem Let L be a set of lines in PG(3,q) having the following properties.

(1) Any plane contains at least one line ofL.

(2) If a point P is on at leas two lines ofL then any plane on P contains at least one

line ofUP (:= {/eL IP e L}). Such apeint is called~
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(3) There exists at least one thick point. .

Then ILI ~ q2+q+1 with equality if and only Ü one of two possibilities occurs:

(a) L is the set of lines of aplane, or
(b) the thiek points are the points Po,...,Pq+l on a Une I.and~ is the Union ofthe

penells of lines through Pi in 1Ei, where no,...,1t'q+l are the planes through I.

T, Siemonsj

The spectrum of an ineidence strueture.

Let L = (P, B; I) be a fmite incidence sttucture with point set P, block set B, incidence I and

incidence matrix S. Tbe spectrum ofL is tbe spectrum of ssr. If its distinct values are

Ä..o>".>Ät~O,put.f{x) = (x-Ä1)".(x-Ät). We shall say that L is (r, ~-reguJ.ar ~rovidedeach point

is incident witb r blocks ~d each block witb k points. J denotes the all-on~matrix.

Theorem 1 Let L be (r, k)-regular. Then L is connected.if and only if j(sSf) =lPl-l f(rk)J.

Let T be a ta.etieal decomposition of the points and blocks ofL and denote by C the matrix whose

i'tb row counts the number of blocks' in each elass incident with a point in the i'th point-class.

Define c+ dually and call the eigenvalues of CC+ the sm;ctrum ofT. Letft<x) = (~-Är~".(x-Ät')

where the product includes only those values ~. ~ Äowhich oceur in Spec(D. Let U denote the

matrix of constant rows whose entties are the numbers 'of points in each point-elass of T;

Theorem 2 In a connected (r, k)-regular sttueture let T be a taetical decomJX?si~onwith matrices

c+ and C. Thenf-l.C+C) =IPI-l ft.-rk)N.

We have complete information about spectta1 distributions far subset and subspace incidence

structures (in finite affine and projective spaces) and th~ir taetical decompositions.

A. A. Tyapoy:

On universal covers of certain P-geometries •
The talk: presents joint work with S.V. Shpectorov on flag-transitive geometries G with the

diagram

pm:
p

...-----41110-_8 ..• ----..

& a

where P stands for the geometry of the Petersen graph.

. Result 1 (S.V. Shpectorov) Ifm
J
=1 then G =G<Mn) or G(3·~).

Result 2 (S.V. Shpectorov) If m = 2 then the universal 2-cover of G. is isomorphie to that Qf

G(~3)' G(C02) or G(1J.

The geometries G(M23), G(Co2) and 0(14) eontain subgeometries H isomorphie to G(A7),

G(Sp6(2» andG~ respectively. Let G- be the universal2-cover of G andIr be a connected
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component of the preimage of Hin a-.
Result 3: (i) If G =G(Mn) then G- = G;

(ü) if G =G(Co2) tben either a- =G or Ir"= G(37'SP6(2»;

(ili) if G =G(J4) then Ir =H.

In"tbe case G = G(Co2), a- = G(37·SP6(2» the automorphism group ofG must have the form

323'Co2 (a nonsplit extension). We do not know whether such a group exists.

W.Lempken:

Amalgams of type (Alt6, SymJe

We consider the following group-theoretical situation:

Hyp(P): Gis a group containing two finite subgroups PI and P2 such that

(1) G = (Pt' P2) ~ Pi for i = 1, 2;

(2) B := PI () P2 contains no nontrivial normal subgroup of G.

(3) There exists a prime p such that each p-Sylow of B is also a Sylow of Pi' i = 1, 2.

(4) Qi:= 0p(Pi) contains its own centpllizer in Pi far i = 1,2..

This is the standard set-up far the study ofp-Iocal amalgams ofrank 2. We then prove the

Theorem Suppose that (G, PI' P2) satisfies Hyp(2) sueh that P lQI == Alt6 and P.jQ2 == Sym3'

Then B =Q IQ2 and is a 2-Sylow of both PI and P2' and one of the following occurs:

<p QI == Ex+(27) and QI/Z(Ql) is isomorphie to a 6-dimensional permutation module

over F2 far P11Q1; Bis oftype~ and in partieular IBI =210.

(ll) Q1 is .elementary abelian of order z4 er 25 such that the centralizer in PI of Q1 is

trivial and [QI' PI] == E(24) is an ~~ueible PlQ}-module; in particular, 181 E {27, 28}.

Moreover, the stIucture is known in each case.

U4(3) and U4(3):~ (ATLAS-notation) provide examples offinite completions in case (ll) if PI

splits over QI' We don't know of any finite completions in case (1).

M.Ljebeck:

Minimal degrees of primitive pennutation gmups.

For Ga primitive permutation group on a set nof size n, the minimal degree J1.{G) is

max{lsupp(g)I: g E G\{ I} }, where supp(g) ={m E n: mg ~ m}. Suppose first that G S; Aut (L)

containing L as normal subgroup, for some simple group L.

Theorem 1. H L =L(q) is ofLie~ over Fq then J.L(G) ~ (1-(4/3q»n, with some exceptions

when L =~(q), L4(2) er PSP4(3).

TheOrem 2. H L = ~then either J.L(G) ~ n/3 ar n is the set of k-subsets of m for some k.

Theorem 3. IfL is sporadic then p.(G) ~ n12.
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Corollary. For arbitrary G, either Jl(G);:: n/3 or (Am>' < G ~ Sm wr Sr and n =(~r.

There is an application: if G = (x1,... 'xr) is a transitive subgroup of Sn with x1x2••.xr = 1 then G

is isomorphie 10 the monodromy group of aRiemann surface of genus g, where 2g+2(n-l) is equal

to the sum of the numbers ind(xi) := n-(number of orbits of (xi»' If g = 0 we call G a~

genus u:ro. It can be shown that some Xi fIXes at least n/85 points if G has genus zero, and then

Theorem 1 gives

Theorem 4. IfL =L(q) is a composition factor of a group of genus zero then q < 113 (if

L ~ ~(q» or q< 852 (L = ~(q».

',A Ibas:

New flockSt new Gas. new planes. a Charaelerizalion of aU classieal Gas. the eomplete

classification of a11 minimal eXternal sets and aremark on s.preads arid partial spreads of hennitian

varieties.

Let F0 be a flock of the quadratic cone K of PG(3, q), q odd. Then Bader, Lunardon and Thas

prove that from F0 q flocks can be derived. Applying this process of derivation 10 a elass of

flocks discovered by Kantor, they prove that there arises a new class of flocks fOT q = se, e>1.

Applying derivation 10 other known classes or'flocks, )ohnson discovered a few days ago two

further new classes of flocks, one for q = 34e • By the connection between flocks, planes and GQ

due 10 Thas, there arise new elasses of GQ of order (q, q~) and new classes ~f planes of order q2.

Recently Thas and Van Maldeghem obtained a new combinatorial characterlzation of all classical

GQ. They prove a generalization. to GQ of Baer's theorem on (p, L)-transitivity of projective

planes and then apply the Moufang theorem of Tits. Also characterizations of classes of

non-classical GQ are obtained

I prove that the hyperbolic quadric Q+(5, q), q odd, admits no maximal exterior set (MES),e
achieving the complete classification of al1 MES of the hyperbolic quadrics.

If S is a partial spread of H(3, q2) then I show that the size of S is at most cj3_q2+q+1; it follows

that H(3, q2) has no spread (a well-known result of Bmen and Thas). If S is a partial spread of

H(5, q2) then I show "that the size of S is at most q'2(Ql+q-l), whence H(5, q2) has no spread.

S, Pavue:

Generalized quadrangles of order <q2a.,q1

Let S = (P, B, I) be a genera1ized quadrangle of ord~r (s, t). Ifp, x are distinct points of a line L,

we say an (X, L, p)-symmetry is a collineation 6 of S which fixes each line through x, each point

on L and each line through p and such that if 6 fixes a line M meeting L in same point y then (J

fixes all ~es through y . .Under some additional hypothesis, for example that (s, t) = (q, q2), we

have:
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Theorem. Let L, M be distinet lines meeting at a point p. Assume that for each point x of LrM,

p *x, there is a group H(x) of (p, px, x)-symmetries with lH(x)1 =s. Put A =(H(x): p ;t;x I L), .

B =(H(x): p ~x I M}, G =(A, B). Tbeo

(i) IGI = s2r, G aets regularlyon PyJJ- and fixes eaeh line through p.

(ü) A and B are elementary abelian normal subgroups of G with IAI =181 =st.

(iü) H s>t then C =Ar'\B is the center of G; ICl =1; Cis a group of symmetries about p (Le., C

acts triviallyon p-l); p is regular.

(iv) For eaeh point Z E pl-\(P}, H(z) = {Be G: 6 is a (z, zp, p)-symmetty) is a group of order s.

We say S = (sV'>, G) is a Moufang skew translation GQ.

• Until recently there were known seven infinite families of GQ of order (er, q) associated with

flocks and due to Thas, and one due 10 Tits. For q = 3e ~ 27 we eonsttuet a family not direcly

associated with a flock. FOT q = 5~ ~ 25, Bader, Lunardon and Thas have eonstroeted a new

family by a process of derivation of a flock 10 produce a new flock. N.L Johnson and I have

imitated this process to obtain another new family with q =3e~. Henee thete are now known

eleven infinite families of GQ with order (q2, q).

Ce Heri0e:

On the cardinality pf certain sets of geometrie objects

Many elassieal sets of geometrie objects in finite buildings have a eardinality of the form

where q E N, Wn<x) is the n'th cyclot0r:r»e pol~omial and e, t'"i E Nu{O}. A set of this kind

tends to have exceptional properties if the prime divisors of the numbers (I)n(q) are particularly

small. This leads 10 the following problem: determine all pairs(n, x) of natural numbers such that

• n ~ 3 and (J)n(x) is not di~sibleby any prime larger than 2n+1. We present an algorithm to

determine all integral solutions of

ax2+bx+c =pt,l···psYS

for given integers a, ~, c and primes pp..., ps. This allows to solve the above problem if n is a

power of 2 or apower of 3 er if n E {6, 18, 36}. 'The ease n =5', r>1, can be handled using

results of Nagell (1921) and others on diophantine equations of the form (.ra-1)/(x-I) =y.. By a

result of B. Mühlherr there is DO solution if n = 3'5" where r, s :> 1. If n = 5 OT 15 there is no

solution such that x is a prime power greater than 3.
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D. JUDwickeJ:

Divisible difference sets.

r-

Let.G be a group of order mn with a nonnal subgroup N of order n. A k-subset of G is called a

divisible differenee set with parameters (m, n, k, Ä
I
, Ä,2) if each element of lV\{ I} has exaetly Ä

1

representations as a "differeneen lie-1 witb d, e E D, while each element of GN has exaetly ~

such representations. Then dev D = (G,{Dg: g E GI) is a divisible design with the same

parameters admitting G as a Singer group. An automorphism of G is ealled a multiplier for D if it

is also an automorphism of dev D. We eonsider abelian DDD's far whieh -1 (tbe mapping x~x-l)

is a multiplier. Note that ~s does not necessarily imply that any tnuislate of D is fixed under -1. •

We obtain severe restrietions on the structure of D; for instance, at least one of the numbers k-A..l'

k-Ä"mn is a square and ifpis a prime dividing the squarefree part of k-Ä1 then either p = 2 or p == 1

(mod 4) and n is apower ofp. IfDis in fact reversible (Le., fIXed under -1) then only the ease

p=2 ean arise. We detennine all multipliers of a reversible DDS. A relative difference set with

multiplier -1 (i.~., A.l =0) has parameters m =k =nÄ., m even (and thus belangs to asymmetrie

transversal design); ifDis reversible then m is a perfect square. We also eonstruet families of

examples and partially eharaeterize the eyelie reversible DDD's and the DDS's with k-Ä
1

= 1. Tbe

proofs are mainly algebraic, using group algebras, characters both over the eomplex field and finite

fields, and same algebraic number theory.

E. Sbult:

Geometrie ß..v.per.planes.

Let H be a geometric hyperplane of a point-line geometry r= (P, L), that is, a subspace of rwhich

intersects each line nontrivially. Wesay H arises from an embedding e: r ~P, where

P == PG(d, k), ifHis the inverse image of e(p)ru' where Y is a ~rojective hyperplane of P. JoiJie
werk with B. Cooperstein shows that all geometrie hyperplanes arise from an embedding if ris

one of the geometries A~2' An;J (not over GF(2», Ds.s and E6•1. 1t is also shown that if His a

geometrie hyperplane of a near hexagon with quads whieh meets each quad at a star, then His a

generalized hexagon. H fls fmite with parameters, it is a dual polar space of type 0.(7, q) or

Sp(6,q), q even, and H is the generali~ hexagon of type G2(q).

A.Camina:

On the automomhisms of a <91, 6) regular linear space.

There are four known (91, 6)~regular linear spaces and each has a regular cyelic subgroup of

automorphisms. V.D. Tonchev and Stoichev have calculated their cemplete automorphism groups.
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Two of them are fine-transitive but point -imprimitive. This is a rare phenomenon fer block

designs, as is shown by ~ beautiful result ofDelandtsheer and Doyen. In fact the two (91, 6) linear

spaces are the only known examples of regular linear spaces with this property. Lino Di.Martino

and I have proved that ifL is a (91, 6) regular linear space and G =Aut L is point-primitive then G

is soluble, lFit(G)1 = 91 and G/Fit(G) is isomorphie,to a eyelic group of order 12.

R. Scharlau:

• Combinatorial methods for integral guadratic forms.

Consider an integrallattice L in areal vector spare V, that is, a positive definite scalar produet (xly)

is given such that (xly) is an integer whenever x, y are in L. A primitve vector veL is called a root

of L if the corresponding reflection sv: x --+ x - 2(xtv)j(vlv)v maps L into itself. Tbe set R(L) of all

roots is a root system. L is called reflectiye if its root system lUts greatest possible rank, that 'is, the

sublattice generated by roots is offinite index. Notice that ifL is not unimodular the mots do not

necessarily have length 1 or 2.

It turns out that, although the class of reflective lattiees is much larger than the class of ordinary _

root lattices (generated by vectors of lengh 1 or 2), the reflective lattiees can be classified in a

fashion only depending on the combinatorial type ofthe root system. As an example, consider the

following result in dimension 3, obtained by Britta Blaschke. We use the notatio~ aA." (mots of

length 2a), C%ß,. (short rOOts of length a), ac,. (short roots of length a) for "scaled" root systems.

Theorem. The root systems of the indecomposable 3-dimensional reflective lattiees are

aAlxfJAlxYAl (a</k'YJ, aA1xßJ32 (a= 0 (2), ß~ a_ 2jJ), ac;. «%83 (a=O (4». Foreaeh of

these there is a unique lattiee, except fOT 2aA1XlfJA1XlYAr where there are two.

Tbe point is that the values of a, ß, ydo not play"a role.

• E. MoorhQuse:

Planes, semibiplanes and related complex;es

From a projective plane n with involutory homology 't' one constructs asemibiplane I =1X.fl, 't)

whose "Points" and "Blocks u are the 'Z'-orbirs oflength 2 on the points and lines of n We are

interested in reversing this process: given 1:, what planes, if any, yield Iin this way?

From S we constroct a rank-2 cell complex r= l{2) whose vertices are the points and blocks of I;

its edges are the flags of X and its faces are the digons of X. Let F = GF(2), Ci =O(r, F) the

F-space freely spanned by the i-cells ofG, ö: 0-+0+1 the coboundary operator. We show that .

(i) "liftings" from Ito planes correspond bijectively to "admissi~le" elements of Cl, which (if

they exist) fonn a eoset ofZl =ker ö; cI -+C2;

(ü) if the cohomology Hl(I: F) = 0 then I lifts in at most one way up to equivalence;
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(iii) case (ü) occms if E arises from PG(2, p); and

(iv) the equivalence class of pairs (II, 'r) such that I(1I, 1') == X correspond bijectively with the

'orbits of Aut X on the set of admissible elemnts of Cl, modulo BI = D(CO) S Cl.

Tbe translation planes of order 16 provide examples with dim HI(r, F) = 0, 1,2,4. We also ask

how far these ideas apply if (~) is replaced by some other collineation group, especially one of odd

prime order.

E, Spence:

(45, 12, 3l-designs.

A (v, k, A)-graph is a graph with v vertices and degree kin which every pair of vertices has A

neighbours. Thus a (v, k, A)-graph G may be considered as a (v, k, Ä,)-~esign D(G) where the

points are the vertices of the ~ph and tbe blocks are the neighbours of the points. A

(v, k, Ä.)-design is a (v, k, Ä,)-graph if it possesses a polarity having n,? absolute points. During

investigations into the question of which (v, k, A)-graphs G have the property that

Aut(G);II!:Aut(D(G» (joint work at various stages with F.C. Bussemaker, W.H. "Haemers and

J.J. Seidel) a new family of (45, 12, 3)-designs was discovered. They were found originally by

looking at the adjacency matrix A of a (45, 12, 3)-graph far which Aut(G)~Aut(D(G». It tums out

that there must be an automorphism P of order 3 with either 3 er 9 fixed points, such that PAP =A.

Further examination öf A yields a certain block strocture far A, which, with minor modification,

gives rise to over 2550 designs (up 10 isomorphism) of which 550 have trivial automorphism

group. They all have automorphism group with order of the form 2Q 3bsc•

D.R. Hugbes:

Extended transversal designs and extended nets. •We attempt t~ fmd examples of, and to characterlze, (finite) extended transversal designs and

(finite) exteoded nets.

Theorem. (i) An exteoded 1D(s) is a 2-design or is a m(s+I); (ü) if s =2 then the extension is a

2-(7,4,2) or a 2-(22,6,4) (both unique), or is an extension of a dual affine plane of even order to

a TD(3) (examples exist fer all powers of 2); (iii) if s = 3 then there is no extension.

Nets are more difficult: we resbiet 10 extensions w~ch are partial·geometries.

Theorem. H an extended net is a partial geometry then it is one of the following: (a) an inversive

plane or "half-inversive plane"; (b) an extended TD(2) (examples exist for all prime powers); (c)

an extension of a (n, n-l)-net, havin~ (n+l)2 points (examples exist for all prime powers); (d) one

of an inimite class ofpossibilities extending (n, n-e)-nets (00 examples are known).

. Berichterstatter:.G. Weettnan
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n 9 s b e r i c.h t 20/1989

Generalized Functions and Complex Analysis

7.5. bis 13.5.1989•
The meeting was organized by P. Dierolf (Trier), V.S. Vladimirov

(Moscow) and D. Vogt (Wuppertal). 53 mathematicians from 16

countries had met and 40 lectures in a broad spectrum were de

livered. The atmosphere was described by all participants as friendly

and congenial.

The generalized functions that were considered comprise classical

distributions in the sense of L. Schwartz, ul~radistributions,

hyperfunctions, as weIl as other concepts. Some of the questions

t~at were investigated are the solvability of partial differential

and reiated operators, the continuity of solution operators, the

propagation of singularities, various concepts for products of

g~neralized functions, and many others. The confererice offered
.."": the opportunity for fruitful discussions and exchange of ideas

over a wide range of interesting subjects within the framework of

generalized functions .

•
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Berg, L.
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Die'mehrdimensionale Translationsgleichung

Die monotonen Lösungen der eindimensionalen Translationsgleichung

F(t,F(s,z» = F(t+s,z) mit F(O,z) = 0 haben bekanntlich die Gestalt
(i) F(t,z) = f- 1 (t+f(z». Im differenzierbaren Fall genügen sie den

drei Differentialgleichungen von E. ,Jabotinsky (1963), aus denen man

(i) umgekehrt durch Integration gewinnen kann. Ist tein rn- und Si~
Fund z beide n-dimensionale Vektoren, so hat man es mit einem System

partieller Differentialgleichungen zu tun; wie es in der Theorie der

Lie-Reihen auftritt. Durch Integration dieses Systems entsteht eine

vera~lgemeinerungvon Ci), die gleichzeitig auch die Lösungsdarstel

lung aus dem Buch J'. Aczel, '''Vorlesungen über Funktionalgleichungen

und ihre Anwendungen", Berlin 1961, verallgemeinert. Der Vortrag ist
auch eine Verallgemeinerung des Falls m = 1,-der unter dem Thema
"On nonlinear systems of ordinary differential equations" auf der
Tagung "Generalized Functions, Convergence Structures, .and Their

Applications" im Juni 1987 in Dubrovnik vorgetragen wurde.

Braun, R.W. (reporting on ,joint work with R. Meise and D. Vogt)

Surjectivity of convolution and partial differential operators

on classical Gevrey classes

Let r{d}(mN) de~ote the classical Gevrey class (Roumieu-type) of

order d > 1. It is expained how the projective limit functor intro.
duced by Palamodov can be used to characterize the surjectivity of
convolution operators T on r{d} (m) and of partial differential

{d} N lJ.,
operators on r (m). In the case of convolution operators, the

characterization is given by a condition concerning the loeation

of the zeros of ~ in the complex plane. In the case of partial

differential operators, a "Phragmen-Lindelöf"-condi.tion is stated.
This extends previous results of Cattabriga and Zampieri. "Phragmen

Lindelöf"-condit~onswere introduced by Hörmander when he solved

the analogous problem in the space of real analytic functions.
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Burzyk, J.

The Fourier transform of boehmians

•

Th~ following two theorems are proved:

Theorem 1: If w :IR 4 [O,~J is such a measurable function that:

j W(t1 dt < m, ess sup I w(t+s) - w(t)l< m for each sEm, then

färlä~ "arbitrary locally integrable function f : m 4m such that

If(t)1 ~ ew(t), there exists a transformable boehmian x such

that F(x) = f .
Theorem 2: (~) If F(z) i5 an entire function such that:

(1) For every e: > 0 there exists a constant Ae: such that
(F(z) I < AE e(o+E)lzf

(X) 109+ IF(t) I
(2) I 2 dt <

~(X) l+t

Then there exists a boehmian x such that supp x < [-0, a] and

F(x) = F
(a) Conversly, the Fourier transform of each "boehmian whose support is

contained. in [-0; a] satisfies conditions (1) and (2).

We give some applications of these theorems and prove "a theorem

about the existence of a solution of a convolution equ~tion.

Cioranescu, I.

The abstract Cauchy problem in spaces of almost periodic distributions "

=t o.IRe zf

i1) sup 11
e:>O
sER" .

Application i5 made to operators on L2 coming from the perturbatio~

of the operator d/dt by a potential.

The following result is presented:

Let X be a Banach space and A a linear and densely defined operator

in X, with a non-void resolvent set; A i~ the infinitesimal generator

of an almost periodic distribution group iff the spectrum of A lies

on iR, the set of its eigenvectors is total in X and the resolvent

function satisfies the following conditions:

(i) there exist k e: No and C > 0 such that

IIR(z;A)1I ~ C (l+lzI
2

)k
IRe z I

+m
.f eis t (1+t 2 )- (k+ 2 ) [R ( E+ i t ; A) - R( - e: +i t ; A)] d t 11 < co

•
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Colombeau, J.F.

Multiplications of distributions in engineering and phvsics

We show systems of equations used by ~ngineers and physicists,

in which there appear products in the form of '.'multiplications of
distributions". These products do not make sense within distri

bution theory (qr within classical concepts of generalized functions).

We expose how one can resolve this problem, using a nonclassical

theory of generalized functions. The key lies in that this theory

permits mathematical 'statements of physical laws that are deeper ~
than usal; this permits to resolve ambiguities inherent in such

products in.their classical heuristic formulation. This method

leads at once to (new) algebraic formulas and new numerical methods.

Dimovsk~, I.H.

Solution of the Mikusinski problem in non-Mikusinski'~ operational
calculi

It still remains' open the following problem for the field of
Mikusinski: If f{A) is a differentiable parametrie function in an

interval I, i.e. it is a convolution quotient f{A) = {~(t,A)} /
{$(t,A)} of continuously differentiable functions with respect

. <PA *tP - <P*W Awith f'(A) = . ~--~--~
1lI

2to A, then does the identity f'(A) = 0

imply f(A) = const in I.

We show that if instead of the Duhamel convolution it is taken the

convalution faund by the author and L. Berg .in 1974:
t *

(1) (f*g)(t) = 4>T {! f(UT-a) g(a) da}; 4> E [C[a,ß]] e
then a sufficient condition for a positive answer of the Mikusinski
problem 15 that the endpaints a and ß should belong to the support
of the functional ~ in (1).

Dwilewicz,· R.

Geometry af hvpersurfaces of finite tYpe

Conditions for halomorphic extendability of CR-functions from

hypersurfaces of finite type will be presented. Also qualitative con
ditions for holomorphic hulls of balls of the Nagel-Stein-Wainger

type will be given.
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·Fisher, B. (paper joint with Li ehen Kuan)

The product of generalized functions in m variables

Let p be a fixed infinitely different~able function of·the single

variable x with the properties:

(i) p(x) 0, lxI ~ 1, (ii) p(x) ~ 0,

(iii) p(x) = pe-x),
1

(iv) f p(x) dx = 1.
-1

~ If now x = (xl' ... , Xm)' the function ön(x) is defined by

ön(x) .= nm:p(nx1 ) ... :p(nxm)·

It follows that the sequence {ö n } converges to the Dirac delta

function ö~

The product of two distributions fand 9 in Km '. is defined to be
the neutrix limit h of the sequence {fgo }' provided h exists in the

sense that

N-lim (f~n' ~) = (h,~)
n~CD

for all ~ in Km' where gn = 9 * on. Some results are· given.

Gesztelyi, E.

Generalized functions as carriers of' information in the theory

of colour.recognition

~

We deal here with the modelling of input transformers of infor
mation carried by the light.

Let X = {~' I~ E NBv+(a,ß')} be the set of derivatives in generalized
sense of increasing normed functions on an interval (a,ß).

Let A : X ~ m be a mapping. Then the relation de~ined by
(A) .

x = y(=)A(X) = A(y) will be called X identical with y according

t~ A. We proved previously that, using some conditions correspon

ding to Grassmann's laws, an input transformer may be written in

the form
ß

A(x) = f ~(t) d~(t) (x=~').
a

An element Xo is süd to be recogniz~ble by A if

(~- )VX EX: X X o ~ x = X o •
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An input transformer is called normal if any Dirac-delta function

in X is recognizable by A.

Theorem: An input transformer A is normal iff ~ = (u1 ,u2 ,u3 ) and

u
1

,u2 ,u3 form a Chebichev-system on (a,B).

Gramsch, B.

. Topological algebras of some classes of pseudo-differential operators

For applications and generalizations in. the theory of distributi~

and in complex analysis (in K-theory, in perturbation theory and~

differential geometry) it turned out that it is useful to consider

Frechet algebras $ with the properties I and 11);

I): The group of invertible elements of W is open; 11): $ is a

countable project~ve limit of Banach algebras •.Due also to results

of R~ Beals, Connes, Cordes, Schrohe, Schulze and Ueberberg (cf.

E. Schrohe, Arch. Math. 51 (1988), J. Ueberberg, manuser: math. 61

(1988» many algebras of pseudo-differential operators are Frechet

spaces with the properties I and II).Arecent result of Ueberberg,

Wagner and the a~thor shows that the Hörmander classes wO ö 1
P p,

o ~ ö ~ p ~ 1, Ö < 1, have property 11) (and I». An- L -version
*is also possible. With the concept of W-algebras (i.e. symmetrie

Frechet subalgebras $ of L(H), H Hilbert space, with the spectral

invariance property Wn L(H)-l = w- 1 for the groups $-1 and L(H)-1

of invertible elements, cf. Math. Ann. ·269, 27-71 (1984» it is

possible to g~ve connections to the division problem of distributions

for real analytic Fredholm functions and operator valued distribu

tions (Kaballo and the author, Int. Eq. Op. Th. 12 (1989». The ~

Arens-Royden theorem of Davie (1971) for Frechet algebras can be~

generalized to certain holomorphic Fredholm valued operator functions
*. -

in $ -algebras with property 11). Several problems are mentioned

concerning Frechet algebras, pseudo-differential operators and

characterizations by c~-algebras using group representations.
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Horvath, J.

Convolutions with singular elliptic pseudofunctions

If k i5 an integrable function on the unit ~e 5 n- 1 of Rn, then
the tempered distribution KA 1s defined by

<KA,,> i k( I~I ) Ixl A ,(x) dx
Rn

for Re A > -n and by analytic continuation or Hadamard finite

parts for Re A ~ -ne A classical theorem of Sobolev states that

for k(a) = 1, and -n < ~ = Re A < 0 the convolution operator f ~ KA * f
i5 a continuous linear map from LP into Lq , where _q1 1 - ~ - 1.

p II
The talk will present similar continuity theorems for more general
~unctions k, other values of A, and involving Sobolev spaces ws,p.

Jelinek, J., and Wawak, R.

Solution to a problem of M. Oberquggenberger

We give the answer to the question of equivalence ·of s~veral

definitions of the product of distributions asked by M. Oberguggen

berger during the Internati9nal Conference on Generalized functions,
Convergence Structures and· Their Applications, Dubrovnik 1987.
He considered products of the type l~m (S*~E).·(T*~E) where ~E are

taken from several classes of delta-nets. Several products are

proved to be equal but the Tillmann product is shown to be more
general.

Kaminski, A. (reporting on joint work with S. Pilipovic and J. Uryga)

The convolution and the convolutors in the spaces K'(Mpl-2i
distributions of Gelfand-Shilov

The spaces K(M p ) and their duals K'(Mp )' introduced by I.M. Gelfand

and G.E. Shilov, are considered. It i5 proved that ~he definitions

of the convo,lution in K' (~), .analogous to the definitions of
c. Chevalley, R. Shiraishi and V.S. Vladirni~ov in the case of the

convolution in ~ " are equivalent. Sufficient land, in some sense,
necessary) conditions are given in terms of the supports o'f the

convolution factors.'Several equivalent descriptions of the space

O'cCMp) of convolutors for K'{Mp ) (i.e. such f E Kf(Mp ) that

f* ~ EK(Mp ) for all ~ E K(Mp )) are given. It is proved that O'c(Mp )
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is the dual of the space

° (M ) = U S (M )
c P k=l k P

endowed with the inductive limit topoloqy, where

Sk(Mp ) = {~ E c
m

: ViEN VE>O 3po >ol~(i)(x)I<EMk(X)
o ~E

with the topology given by the pseudono~s

q~(cf» = sup M;l(X) I «p(i) (x) I (i E N).
kER

. Moreover, the equality 0c(Mpr n O~(Mp) = K(Mp ) is shown.

Kaneko, A.

Analyticity of the minimal dimensional locus of singUlarity of

real analytic solutions

•

Let u be areal analytic solution of P(x,D)u = 0 defined outside

a closed set C. If.u cannot be extended even as a hyperfunction

solution to C, we call C "locus of singularity" for u. Our problem

is to determine the possible form of C completely. For that purpose

minimal dimensional ones are ~rtant. If C is of minimal dimension

and is contained in areal analytic non-char~cteristic hypersurface,

we can prove that it becomes areal analytic subvariety.

Komatsu, H.

Ultradistribution semi-groups of operators as inverse Laplace

transforrns

As we showed two years aga, Laplace transforms f(x.) are most

'~aturally defined for the class B[~:m):= OexP(~,[a,m»/oexP(~) of

hyperfunctions fex) (called the Laplace hyperfunctions) on the
extended real line [-m,m]. He~e Oexp denotes the space of holo

morphic functions of exponential type.
A

We give a sufficient (and a1most necessary) condition on f(X.) in

order that the restrietion of fex) to m belongs to·the distributions

D'[a,m) or the ultradistributions D*'[a,m) of class *.

Further, extending the theory to the case of functions with values
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in a Banach space, we reconstruct the theory of abstract

Cauchy problems and, in particular, of semi-groups of operators,

due to Chazarain, Ouchi and others.

Korevaar, J.

Mixed derivatives lemma and applications

1,2, ..•m
k 1= zl

inf IIzk

b jm

Our basic real variables lemma gives an estimate for mixed par
tial derivatives in terms of a family of directional derivatives
of the same order. The sharp "polynomial approximation" constant
S(E) .~n the result is related to potential theory for ~n. The
lemma provides a unified approach to a number of problems in

real and complex analysis.
Definiti~n: For.E c ~n bounded, zk

•
def

Properties: (i) ßm(E) ~ ß(E)

(if) For nonempty open E c sn-1 c lRn one has ß(E) > O.

(iii) ß(E) = ß(E
e

) = o(E
e

), where 0 is a ~~ capacity on

circular compacts in ~n [E = U eie E]. In particular, ß(E) 0
e e n

if and only if Be is pluripolar in ~ •

Lenuna: (K-Wiegerinck). Let E c sn-1 C lRnc t n and let f be of

class C~ around a in lRn ,

kf(a+x) - f(a) - L ckx
Ikl~1

L
m~l

L ~(x).

m~l

Then

~ sup
yEE

1
m!

Applications: 1 ..Recessed edge theorem"of Behnke-Kneser type.

2. Support theorems .for Radon transforms.



The class of partial "differential operators P(D) admitting a
linear continuous right inverse in the space.of tempered
distributions is characterized in the following way: Let Vp :=
{x E ~N I P (x) = 0 }.

Theorem: P(D) has.a right inverse in jf'(]RN) iff P = QoQl .•. Qk'

where Qo E ~ [xl' ... , ~] , vQ 0, and Qj E m[xl' ..• '~] is

irreducible and has a right inv~rse in:t' (]RN) for j ~ 1.

Theorem: Let P E.JR[xl, .•• ,xNJ be irreducible.

The following are equivalent:

i) P(D) has a right inverse in ~(]RN),

ii) P CCO ( JRN) = I (Vp) (]RN) : = {f E· C
CO

( ]RN) If I V 0 }
P

This is the "property of zeroes" of R. Thom.

- 10 -

3. Real analyticity of certain functions in ~n.

4. An edge-of-the-wedge theorem.
5. From analyticity of a function on a family of com~lex

lines to n-dimensional analyticity.

Langenbruch, M.

Right inverses tor partial differential operators in the space
of tempered distributions

Lelong, P.

•

Plurisubharmonic tunetions f with logarithmic singularities or ~

points of density for the dd~f. Application to a theory of the ~

resultant for (f,g) in such classes

In a locally convex complex vector space E, we denote by L(E)

Uo>o Lo(E) the class of the plurisubharmonic functions with
logarithmic growth at infinity: f E La(~) if

sup lf(X'Y) = If~X) = 0 0 < 0 < +
y

where If(X'Y) ='lim sup [f(x+uy)](log lul )-1.
lul-+m
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1°) First we prove: f E La(E) if and only if there exists a

Banach space M and ~ ~ E ~ M a linear continuous projection,

f 1 E La(M) and f = f 1" 0 ~(x). As a consequence if E is an

F-space and E lim Ek , Ek Banach spaces, Lo(E) = 4B La(Ek ).
~

2°) A leading function ois defined in a density point ~ E n for

f E PSH(il) and ~ Eil: f~(X).= lim sup f(~+x~l - vf(~) log I~I.
Z;~O

Same definition for f E Lo(E) at infinity is given.

3°) A mapping (f,g) ~ p(f,g) is defined, which is the true generali-

~ zation of (P,Q) ~.R(P,Q) or (loglpl, loglQI) ~ logIR(P,Q) I,

where R(P,Q} is the Bezout resultant of P(x,S) and Q(x,~).

(See a note to follow in CRAS Paris)

Meise, R.

Generalized Fourier expansion for zero-solutions of convolution

equations

Let w: [o,m[ ~ [o,~[ denote a we~ght which can be used to define

the non-quasianalytic classes c(w)' E{w}, ~(w) and~{w}in the sense
of Beurling. Denote by T (resp. S ) the convolution operator

E' ~ ~.
induced by ~ E *(lR) on t. *(lR) (resp. dJ*(lR». Assume that
~ : Z ~ <~ , e- ixz > has the zero (a.). lN

'
counted with multi-

o x ) JE
plicities. "Then we have:

Thm 1. If'T~ : ~(w)(lR) ~.e(w)(lR) is surjective,tben ker ~ and ker SlJ.

have an absolute basis of exponential solutions and
]N v (X) I(a) ker T" - { (x.). JN E a: I vkEJN: r xJol ~xp(k<l Im a

J
., +

~ J JE j=1

{ (x 0 ) ° :IN E a: JN I VkE lN 3 mElN
J JE

w <I a"j I ») < CD }

OE I xo(exp( :kl Im a.1 -
j=1 J J

m w <I a j I » ~ CD }_

Thm 2. If S~: 02'{'w}{lR) ~ ~~w}(lR) is surjective, then ker T~ and
ker Su have an absolute basis of exponential solutions and

(al ker T~ =r {(xjljElN E a:lNl VkElN 3mElN :' j!l IXjl exp (kllm ajl +

(b) ker SlJ. -
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CX)

L I xJol exp(k I Im a,Jol
j=l

1k W ( I a j I » < Q) } •

These results have been obtained in joint work of the lecturer
together with K. Schwerdtfeger and B.A. Taylor (Thm. 1 (a»,

u. Franken (Thm 1. (b» and R.W. Braun (Thm. 2 (b».

Misra, O.P.

Same spaces of distributions for differential and functional

differential equations •
.l.t: .i.s a ~.e.ll. k.nown fact that opinion of some mathematicians
about f~nctional analysis as a purely mathematical abstraction
is true to some .extent. In response to this question, Dieudonne
[1] has referred to the applications of the theory of distributions
created by the French mathematician Professor Laurent Schwartz in

differential equations. The construction of the present lecture'
is as follows.
First we describe the relation between spaces of SChwartz (see
D and ID' defined in Misra and Lavoine [3]) and the spaces of Gel
fand and Shilov (see S, sQ, sB and S~ defined in [2]). Finally,
we present a method to find out the unique solution of differential
and functional differential equations in Schwartz space as indi
cated above.
References
[1] Dieudonne, J. Bist. Math., 2 (1975), 537-548

[2] Gelfand,I.M. and Shilov, G.E., Generalized Functions, Vol...
Academic Press, 1968 ~

[3] Misra, O.P. and Lavoine, J., Transform Analysis of Generalized
. Functions, North Holland Publ. 1986.·

Oberguggenberger, M.

Regularity of generalized solutions to partial differential equations

in Colombeau algebras

Given an open subset 0 of ]Rn, we construct a subalgebra G (1)( f2) of the

Colombeau algebra G(O) of generalized functions with the property

that
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The concept of Goo(n) allows us to describe'the re~ularity of

generalized solutions in G(Q) to partial differential equations

intrinsically, i.e. without recourse to a corresponding distribu

tional solution (which, as a matter of fact, need not exist):

Proposition 1 (elliptic regularity'): If U E .G(n) and 6U E Goo(Q),
then U E GCD(Q).

Proposition 2 (propagation of singularities): Assume that A,B belong
to G(]Rn) n G oo(]Rn " 5) where S is some closed subset of lRn . Let

U E G(~n+1) be the solution of the wave equation

DU = 0

U l{t=O} = A, dtUI{t=O} = B.

Then U belong to G
CD

off the union of light cones emanating from
S, i.e~ off the set {(x,t) E lRn+1 : 3 y E 5, I X_y(2 = ·t2 }.

Ortner, N.

Applying a multidimensional formula of "parameter integration":

representation of a fundamental solution of'a certain inhomogeneous

elliptic'differentialoperator

By means of the formula
(a2_b~_c2)-1 = (2n)-1 J

B

2 2 '-1/2
(a+Ab+~c)-2 (1-A -~ ) dA d~

o

and using Fourier transforms it is possible to prove the following

Proposition: Let B = {(A,lJ.) E ]R2(A 2 + lJ.2 ~ 1} ~nd let PO(d), P1 (d),

P2 (d) be differential operators with consta~t coefficients

( a = (al' .•• , an»· If Po(iE;) + A P1 (i~) + lJ. P2(iE;) ~ 0 (VE; E]Rn
and V(A,lJ.) E B) then the uniquely determined, tempered fundamental

solution E of the operator p~(a) -p~(a)~p~(d) 'is given by~the formula
1 2 2 -1/2

E = - J E (1 - A - lJ. ) dA d~, wherein E',ll'is the uniquely2 Tl B A, lJ. 1\ ...

determined, tempered fundamental solution of the iterated operator
. (P (a) + AP1 (a) + lJ. P2 (d»2. The proposition al10ws to represent "the"

o 2 2 2 2 2
f.s. of the operator (ax + ay) - a d

X
- b dyaS a simple

definite integral over products of Bessel functions.
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Petzsehe, H.-J.

Extension of ultradifferentiable functions

The. following problem was considered: Let K be a compact subset

of ~N, G(K) a vector subspace of, C~Whitney jets on K, U a neigh

bourhood of K.

Question 1. Is the restrietion R": G(U) ~ G(K) surjective?

Question 2. Does there exist a continuous linear extension operator
E : G(U)~ G(K) ?

For G-we considered C(M~)' c{M~},non-qUaSianalYticclasses of mini~
or maximal type, respectively. r equals 2 or ~, dependtng whether
L2_ or supremum norms are used.

The following theorem was"discussed for various sets K (we put.mp :=

M
p

/M
p

_
1

) :

Theorem: (1) The following assertions are equivalent:
m

(i) (BI) 3k E ]N'lim inf ~> k.
p~= mp

(ii) "

(iii) . t f cco,rE eX1S s" or (Mp).

(2) The following assertions are equivalent:

(i)(ß
2

) !im !im sup lI}ax f( ~) p~j_ L] 0
ß~c:o , p~co . J~ßp J mp

(ii) E exists for co,r
C{MP} •

The Gevrey sequences Mp
piS S .) 1, satlsfy (ß ') and not (.8 2 ) • e. ,

.1

Pflug, P.

Explicit formulae for the Caratheodory distance

In Complex Analysis, invariant metrics as the Caratheodory - or

the Kobayashi-metrics are impo~t, for example, for classi

fication problems. It was known how the Kobayashi-metric looks

like on product domains (due to Royden). The analogous formula

for the Caratheodory-metric is proven. In addition, there are

explicit formulas for the Caratheodory-metric on special Reinhardt
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domains.
The ~ts are contained in a common work together with

M. Jarnieki (Krakow).

Schapira, P.

Analytic wave front- set at the boundary

Let M be areal analytie manifold, n an open subset and X a

complexification of M. Using the functor ~hom (a generalization
of the funetor of Sato's mi6rolocalization) one can define for

a hyperfunetion u on n its "wave front set at the boundary",

SSn(u), a elosed eonic subset of I=lT*M. This set appears as
a natural tool in the study of boundary value problems.

Some open problems concerning the vanishing of c~homology groups,

related to ~hom, are discussed.

Stankovic, B.

Abelian theorems for same integral transformations of distributions

We define an integral transformation of distributions (Sp -trans
formation) which eontains some well-known transformations. In

this way the Abelian type theorems. we prove for the Sp -trans
formation are valid also for many others. For the asymptotic be
haviour of distributions we use the S-asymptotic (shift asymptotic).

First we prove a structural theorem for the distributions having

S-asymptotic. This theorem we use to prove the existence of the

S -transformation for some class of distributions and the Abelian
p

type theo~ems for this elass. At the end we give same examples
which show to what extent our theorems are precise.

Szmydt, Z., and Ziemian, B.

Local regularity of solutions to singular partiai differential
eguations

We studY Ioeal existence and regularity of solutions of singular
elliptic operators on manifolds with corner singularities by means
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of a pert~atidn technique based on the theory of multidimensional
Mellin transformations. We ~sta~lish relations with 2-(micro)
loeal reqUiarity.

Takaci, A.

ASymptotic bounds for integral transforms

We observe the generalized Laplace transfrom as given by Zemanian
(1968) and the generalized Stieltjes transform as given by ~

Lavoine and Misra (1974). Using Landau symbols for distributions idll'
the sense of S.E. Silva (1964) and quasiasyrnptotics (1987), we

.obtain asymptotic bounds for these integral transforms.

Theorem 1. If f E D~ is 0 in S.E. Silva's senseof apower
function pet) = t Q at infinity, then

i) L(f)(~) = O(s-a-l) as s ~ 0.+, provi~ed that f E L~(w),
·w S 0 and a > - 1 ;

ii) Sr(f)(s) = O(sa-r) as s ~ m , provided that f E I'(r),
-1 < a < r

Theorem 2.
regularly

i)

ii)

If f E D~ is 0 in the quasiasymptotieal sense of a
varying function pet) = tQL(t) at infinity,· then
L(f)(s) = O(s- a-l L(~» as s ~ 0+, proviged that

f E "L' (w), w S 0 and a E lR ;

Sr(f)(s) = O(sa-r L(s» as s ~ m , provided that

f E I'(r), a < r.

Remark. Theore~s 1 and 2 remain true if "infinity" 1s replaced
with "zero", (and vice versal and, also, if the symbol "0" 1s

repla.ced with "0". e
Takaci, D.

Approximate solutions of the differential eguations in the field
of Mikusinski operators

We observe the equation (in the field of Mikusinski operators)
m m1
L a (s) X(~)(A) + e- TS L bll(s) x(U)(A) = f(A)

u=O U u=O ~

where n
L

V=O
SV 0, ••. m,
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f(A) is a continuous operational function, and 0 ~ A ~ 1, T > O.

Using the two dimensional operator calculus introduced by
T. Ogata (1982) and the results of J. W10ka for ordinary differentia1
difference equations we construct the approximate solution.

Also, we estimate the error of approximation by using the resu1ts
of J. BU~zYk connected with the convergence of type I' in the

4It Mikusinski operational field.

Taylor, B.A. (reporting on joint work with R. Meise and D. Vogt)

Phragmen~Linde1öf principles on algebraic varieties and"right
inverses for partial differential operators

Let E(]Rn) and 6/)' (lRn ) denote, respectively, the space of

infinitely differentiable functions and distribution on lRn ,
provided with their usual topologies. For a polynomia1 P in n
variables, Fez) t a za, the associated partial differential

lal~m a lai
operator is f ~ F(D)f ="t" a i-a f(a) where f(a) = ~. It

a' . axQ

is we11-known that for P ~ 0, the operator P(D) is continuous
and surjective on [, (]Rn) and 2)' (]Rn).

Theorem: For a polynomial P in n variables, the fo11owing are
equivalent.

- (1)e (2)
(3 )

and

P (D) : t (lRn ) -+ E(lRn ) has a continuous, linear right inverse;
P(D) : c0'.(lRn ) ~ 09J'(lRn ) has a cont..tnuous linear. right inverse;
On the variety V = {z E ~n P(-z) = O} the fo~lowing

.Phragmen-Linde1öf principle is valid:
there exi~ts a constant A > "0 such that for a~l p > 0,

there exists a constant B =)B(p) such that

u(z) ~ Allm zl + B 10g(2 + Izl), Z E V,

for all (weakly) psh functions u on V such that

u(z)~ IIm zl + O(log(l+lzl», Z E V

u ( z) ~ p IIm z I I Z E V.
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Tonev, ~.

Generalized analvtie manifolds in uniform algebra spectra

~opological ~nd algebraic conditions on a unifo~ algebra that
assure existence of global and Ioeal generalized-analytic structures
in algebra spectra are given and some old results due to Stoilow, GI~,
Browder, Bish~p, Bear-Hile and others are extended for generalized

analytic functions in the sense of Arens-Singer.

Triebel, H.

spaces of functions and distributions

1. Brief historical introduction: Sobolev, Hölder, Besov spaces
2. The late sixties and seventies: Interpolation methods in function

spaces, Fourier-analytical approach
3. Some recent developments: Local means, spaces on manifolds~

Vladimirov, V.S.

Distributions over the field of p-adie numbers and some·
applications in mathematieal physics

Some new results on analysis of complex valued functions and
distributions of p-adic arguments are presented: integration,
convolution, Fourier transfo~ation, differentiation, differential
and pseudo-differential operators, a complete and orthogonal
set of eigenfunctions of some differential operators. Applications
for construction of p-adic quantum mechanics with'complex valued e
wave functions and p-adie coordinates, impulses and time. As a
conerete example of the simplest quantum-mechanical system we
consider a harmonie oscillator (and a free particle): the Weyl
representation, evolution operator, vacuum states, p-adic
Schrödinger type equation, spectrum, probabilitY,(Euclidean)
formulation of the p-adic quantum mechanics.
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Vogt, D. (reporting on joint work with R. Meise and B.A. Taylor)

Right inverses for partial differential operators on subsets of
mn with boundary

Let P(D) be a linear partial differential operator with constant
coefficients in n-variables, Pm(D) its principal part. The
following theorem was presented and explained ..
Theorem: For P(D) the following are equivalent

(1) There exists a bounded open setn with c1-boundary such that
P(D) admits a right inverse in D'(n) of cmen).

(2) P(D) is hyperbolic with respect to every non characteristic
direction

(3) P(D) has a right inve~se in D'(n) and Cm(n) for every bounded
open set 0

(4) P and Pm are equally strang and Pm.is proportional to a product
of linear forms with real coefficients.

Wagner, P.

MUltiplikation und Faltung von homogenen Distributionen

Obwohl im allgemeinen die Begriffe faltbar und t'-faltbar für
temperierte Distributionen nicht äquivalent sind (vgl~ (1'», gilt
das, wenn beide homogen sind. (vgl. (2), Satz 8). Bei den verschiedenen
Definitionen des multiplikativen Produktes von 8,T in (3) können
analoge Äquivalenzen gezeigt werden, falls .S,T homogen sind. Ge
nauere Charakterisierungen ergeben sich, wenn zusätzlich S.oder T.
C

m
in mn \ 0 vorausgesetzt werden. Dies verallgemeinert Satz 10 in

(2), der unter der Annahme, daS ·sowohl S als auch T unendlich oft.
in mn.\ 0 differenzierb~r sind, die Faltbarkeit v~n 8 und T durch
die Bedingung «Summe der Homogenitätsgrade von Sund T. < -n) oder
(S(x) · T(-x} = 0 für x ~ 0) charakterisiert.

(1) P. Dierolf, J. Voigt, Convolution and t'-convolution of distri
butions, Collect. Math. 29 (1978)

(2) P. Wagner, Zur Faltung von Distributionen, Math. Ann. 276 (19B7)

(3) A. Kaminski, Convolution, product and Fourier trans~o~ of
distributions, Studia Math. 74 (1982)
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Zampieri, G. (reporting on joint work with A. D'Agno1o)

Existence and continuation of ho1omorphic so1utions of micro
hyPerbo1ic differential eguations

Let M:: lR
n

:3 x, X == ~n 3 z = x+iy, n c M an op~n set,

y c li xi~ an open set with convex conic fibers.

Definition: V c X is a fl -tuboid with profile y iff "tJ y'ccy 3-E E y '

V::> {z E fl xMY' I Iy I < E dis t (x, an) }.

For an operator P = P(x,DI with cW-coefficients and for a point 4It
(xo;iyo) E T~ (xo e: an), we sha11 assume:

. (1) Any exterior conormal 6 to n is microhyperbolic for P at

(xc; iyo) over n.
Or else:

(2) an is CW and P is semihyperbo1ic in the sense of Kaneko
Kataoka (who gave results of type (3) be1ow).

(Both (1) and (2) are non-invariant under CW -coordinate trans
formations)

Let U (resp. W ) be the g-tuboids with profile y in a neighborhood

of Xc s.t.: y ::J n xiin and y 0 iso contained in a smal1 neighborhood
- On X oof y (resp. y ::> n xilR ). Then:o -

•
n

8>a

Theorem: Let (1) or (2) hold. Then:

(3) f e: 1im 6x (V), Pf E lim 6x (W) =~ f E 1im ~x(W).

U W W
(4) Vf E 1im 6 x (V) 3u E 1im .sx(V) s.t. Pu- f E 1im ~ (W).

U U W x

One can rephrase (3)-(4) by saying that P is an isomorphism of

TI-I rg(~) in the sheaf.of microfunctions at the bounda~y by Schapira.

The method of the proof is the Cauchy-Kowa1ewsky theorem and a variant
of the method of the non-characteristic deformation for non-convex

sets (as the U's):

Lemma: Let Vand {Va}O ~ a ~ i. verify:

(i) 'Va C Va for a < B, U Va
8<a'

(ii) aVa ' VI' V ce VI
(iii) aVa is non-characteristic for P on VI ' V.
Then: fe:6x (V), Pf E 6x (V UV1 )=1> fE 6x (V UV1 ).
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Zav' j alov, B. I .

Tauberian theorems for distributions and asymptotic properties
of holomorphic functions

We consider the holomorphic functions in curved tubular domains,
so-called tuboids, with polynomial growth near the boundary
and study the connection between asymptotic behaviour of the
real part of a boundary value of a function on the edge at same
fixed point with asymptotics of the whole function from the

~ inside of the tuboid. The consideration is based on some
tauberian theorems for distributions with supports in cones.

Zemanian, A.H.

Transfinite graphs and electrical networks·

Various physical situations desribed by the exterior problems
of partial differential equations can.be modeled by infinite
electrical networks having finite-valued sources connected
to extremities of the network at infinity. In fact, certain
situations suggest the extension of the network "beyond infinity".
This leads to a new kind of graph, one in which some pairs of
nodes are connected by transfinite paths but not by finite ~aths.

Correspondingly, there has been DO theory for a transfinite
electrical network. The present work establishes one.
An existence. and uniqueness theorem is proven for countable
transfinite resistive networks that have an infinity of voltage
and current sourees, which may connect between transfinitely
separated nodes. The hypothesis of the theorem requires that the
maximum power available from all the sources be finite. An example'
about·well-logging in geophysical exploration is given "to show

how at least some of these new concepts can a'rise from physical

aJ;?plications.

Zharinov, V.V.

Some problems of infinite-dimensional analysis

I

Let I be a countable index set filtrated by its finite subsets

In' n = 0,1,2, Let us put

X = 1im proj X , X = lRP x JRI
n -+= n n
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where p is a natural number."Fbr an open set 0 c X let us define"

the algebra

cm
(0) = lim ind

n",m

where TIn :. X ~ Xn are the natural projections. An operator
F : C~(O) ~ Cm(O) is ealled subordinated to the filtration {I }

m m n
if F(e (TInO» c C (TInO) for every number n and nonsubordinated
in the other ease. Nonsubordinated operators arise in many

problems of the algebra-geometrie theory of nonlinear PDE.

No general results about such ~ordinated operators are known 4It
up to now.

Zsid6, L.

The integrability of absolute values of derivatives

Let f : (a,b) ",.mn be differentiable. One ean elementarily prove:

if (a,b) ~ [a',b'] 3 t ~ If'(t) I is ~iemann integrable then f

has bounded variation vf([a',b']) on Ca' ,b'] and
b'

Vf ( [a' , b' ]) = f 'If' (t) f d t ·
a'

Sinee the Riemann integrability of the component funetions
Ca' ,b']:9 t -+ f!(t), 1 ~ j ;$ n, implie's the Riemann integrability

]
of [a',b'] ~ t -+ If'(t)l, it is natural to ask: does the converse
implication hold or not? The answer iso yes tor n = 1 and no for

n ~ 2!

Berichterstatter: R.W. Braun
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Tag u n g 5 b e r ich t

Informatioostheorie

14.05. bis 20.05.1989

Leitung: R. Ahlswede (Bielefeld)
J.H. van Lint (Eindhoven) und
J. Massey (ETH Zürich)

Folgende Themen standen im Vordergrund:

Modelle für Speichern

Algebraische Kodierungstheorie

"Road blocks" in der Informationstheorie.

Es wurden aber auch Bezüge zur Approximationstheorie (f-Entropie), Statistik (Algorith
mische Beschr~ibung von Ensembles) und kombinatorischer Optimierung diskutiert.
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s. Arimoto

Information Theory and Machine Intelligence

The final goal of our research is to design a pictorial memory somewhat similar to what we
humans have in brain as a human memory. Given a sequence of pictorial patterns, such
a memory should be organized as a form of structured data-base which can be quickly
accessed. In this talk I propose an algorithm for construction of a structured data-base
in a self-organizing way when a sequence of patterns (vectors) are given and a distortion
measure is defined a-priori. The data-base is constructed in a form of binary tree through
comparison of the present pattern with registered patterns at tree nodes. If there exists a •
previously registered patterns in the tree whose distortion from the present patternis less
than a prescribed fidelty criterion € > 0, then the present pattern is not registered in the
tree. Comparison induces abi-partition of the pattern space and the tree yields a partition
of it to various scopes of inference. Finally I point out many interesting problems remain
unsolved in relation to this problem.

Th. Beth

Zero Knowledge Proofs. Secrecy and Authentication

After a short introduction to concepts of information processing the notion of secrecy
is viewed simultaneously under the aspects of complexity and information theory. In this
framework we present a new Zero Knowledge interactive proof system of low complexity and
exponentially small residual error/ cheating probability based on the DL-problem of finite
groups. For the special case of multiplication in GF(2 m

) with normal basis representation,
a very efficient algorithm is being presented.

R.E. Blahut

Channel Capacity

Some Un~nished Busine.ss I~formation theory was ~st formula~ed for purpose of finding.'
the capacIty of communlcatlon channels and for findlng the optimum waveforms for com- w)
rnunication. The capacity of discrete-time and continuous-time additive Gaussian noise
channels was described by Shannon. Since then information theory has moved on to study
many abstract problems. However, there are many problems of practical importance that
have been bypassed. The purpose of this lecture is to survey the many interesting channels
whose capacity is unknown. Specifically no results are known to me about the capacity of
the continuous-time channel with a bandlimiter at the output (which is different from the
discrete-time version of this channel). The capacity of the continuous-time channel with
bandlimiter at the input is unknown. The capacity of continuous-time and discrete-time
additive Gaussian noise channels with multiplicative phase noise is unknown. The capacity
of doppler spread channels in unknown.
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I.F. Blake

Enumeration of Constrained Sequences

Constrained sequences, such as the (d, k) sequences, have been \videly studied over the
past decade. Efficient techniques to encode them, even up to their capacity, exist as \vell
as decoding techniques that limit error propagation. They have been studied both fronl an
information theoretic and a combinatorial point of view and this talk attempts to illuminate
the relationship between the two approaches. Specifically a production rule is given that
leads directly to a generating function for the maximal size catenable (d, k) sequences of
length n. It is suggested that such a production rule should have an information theoretic
interpretation.

A.R. Calderbank, L.H. Ozarow

Non-Eguiprobable Signaling On The Gaussian Channel

Many signaling schemes for the Gaussian channel are based on finite-dimensionallattices.
The signal constellation consists of aH lattice points within a region 'R, and the shape of
this region determines the average signal power. In the limit as N ----+ 00, the shape gain of

the N-sphere over the N-cube approaches ~e = 1.53db. Vve show that the fuH asymptotic

shape gain can be realized in any fixed dimension by non-equiprobable signaling. The
peak to average power ratio of these schemes is superior to that of equiprobable signaling
schemes based on Voronoi regions or" multidimensionallattices. The new shaping schemes
admit a simple stage demodulation procedure.

G. Cohen

Wri te-Isolated Menlories

A write-isolated memory (WIM) is a binary storage medium on which no change of two
consecutive positions is permitted when updating. We prove that the optimal r~te (zero
error capacity) for writing on a WIM is [092«1 +JS)/2) ~ 0.69. We give asymptotic group
constructions achieving 0.6.

M. Cohn

Observations on Lookahead Coding for Input-Restricted Channels

Consider a discrete, lossless channel with constraints on its transitions, represented by a
finite automaton. Shannon showed how to find ideal transition probabilities that allow
channel capacity to be achieved. We interpret a lookahead code to be a technique which
uses upcoming inputs to simulate transition probabilities which allow and encodes to attain
or approach channel capacity.

We also observe that there exist channels that can be coded at capaci ty using lookahead
alone but not state-dependence alone, aod there are channels, that can be coded at capacity
using state-dependence alone, butnot lookahead alone.
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1. Csiszar

Arbitrarily Varying Channels as Models of Memories

Memories with some cells stuck at zero and one can be regarded as arbitrarily varying
channels with three possible states (cell stuck at zero, stuck at one, or good). The capacity
of AVC's, for deterministic codes with the average probability of error criterion, when
the permissible state sequences are known to satisfy certain constraints hut neither the
encoder nor the decoder knowns the actual state sequence, has been determined by Csiszar
and Narayan (1988). Applying that result to memories, when the frequencies of the two
kinds of defective cells are known to be smaller than some Ao and Al" the storage capacity
(under the average probability of error criterion) turns out to be positive iff~O+~l < 1_
An explicit capacity formula is also available hut it is tedious. _

The results reported in this paper were obtained partly with P. Narayan and partly with
tbe student B.V. Than.

S.M. Dodunekov

Optimal Linear Codes

Let Fq = GF(q) be a finite field with q elements and let F:; be an n-dimensional vector
space over Fq• Aspace C ~ F: is called to be an [n, k, d] =[length, dimension, minimum .
distance]~code, if

d = min d(x,y)
x,yEC
x#y

(d(x, y) is the Hamming distance). n, k, d are so-caUed basic parameters of a code.

One of the main problems of the constructive coding theory is the following : given two
basic parameters to optimize the third. More precisely, let us consider th~ following three
functions:

Codes with parameters

Nq(k,d) = min n, 3

Kq(n,d) = max k, 3

Dq(n, k) = max d, 3

[n, k, d] - code;

[n, k, d] - code;

[n, k, d] - code.

[Nq(k, d), k, d], [n, Kq(n, d), d], (n, k, Dq(n, k)]

are said to be optimal.

A sUfvey of same problems and recent results concerning optimal linear codes is presented.

B. Dorsch

Algebraic Maximum Likelihood Decoding of Some Classes of Blockcodes

The performance of algebraic blockcodes is limited mainly by Bounded Minimum Distance
Decoding (BMD), where only up to t = L(do+1)/2J errors can be corrected, do =de~igned
or BCH-minimim-distance. Correcting t + 1 or t + 2 errors as in sorne known algorithms
doesn't increase the performance much. Egon Schulz describes (in this Dr.-thesis 1988 at
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Techn. Hochschule Darmstadt) a new algorithm to decode algebraically much more than
terrors, for some classes even up to any number (Maximum Likelihood Decoding MLD).
The algorithm with MLD can be used especially for such codes of length n, dimension k,
with elements from GF(q), for which each codeword is detennined by a single element u E
GF(qk) in a transform domain, as it is the case for some BCH-codes and the powerful class
of QR-codes (usually with minimum distance D much greater than da). A new improved
estimate of block error probability Pe for a BCH is derived and compared to simulation
results, showing that for AWGN (with antipodal signaling and coherent demodulation) a
signal/noise-ratio Eb/Na ~ 2,5dB can be achieved by MLD (compared to ;:: 5,5dB with
BMD) with binary codes, n ~ 1000, k ~ 250.

G. Dueck

Combinatorial Ootimization in Information Theory

Two new optimization heuristics are presented for discrete optimization: Threshold Ac
cepting algorithms (TA) and the Great Deluge Algorithm (GDA). In this structure they
resemble the well-known Simulated Annealing approach (SA), but they operate with dif
ferent acceptance rules for worse intermediate configurations. Many empirical results show
that TA and GDA perform much better than tbe classical SA metbod. In information
theory, SA was- already used to construct new error-correcting codes. V{e show results
with TA and GDA. Another interesting problem is to compute capacity regions for various
(multi-user) communication systems. These computations were very difficult in the past,
even for small examples. TA and GDA, however, can be used to compute those compli
cated formulas very fast. A main advantage of the new methods lies in their extremely
simple structure. Real implementations of those methods in FORTRAN, say, can be mostly
written using only up to one hundred lines of code.

1.1. Dumer

Nonbinary Codes with Distance 4: 5 and 6, asymptotically exceeding BCH-Codes

We construct linear code Cd, d = 4; 5; 6, over arbitrary alphabet L = GF(q), which has
asymptotical redundancy ,....., 1.5 logqn, ,....., 2.4 logqn and ,....., 3 logqn parity check symbols
respectively instead of f'V 2 logqn, f'V 3 logqn and f'V 4 logqn symbols for BCH-codes with
length n -+ 00. The decoding is also less complex than BCH-decoding and requires f'V

2.4n logqn addittions and ,....., 2.4n logqn multiplica~ions in L for d = 5.

The code Cd is constructed by parity check matrix

with locator set X = {x}, ... ,zn} C L8 and d - 1 numbers )1
qt+d-2 + 1.

Theorem 1 Cd has distance d ~ 4, iff: a) all locators are not proportional over L (i.e.
Xi f. ~Xj for Vi,), i =F) and V~ E L.). Codes es and C6 have distance 5 and 6 respectively
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iff two conditions hold: condition a) and condition b) each two-dimensional L-subspace in
Ls (L-plane) intersects with locator set X in 3 or less points.

We obtain minimal redundancy by choosing 8 and t as: 8 = 2m, t = m - 1 for d = 4;
8 = 2m + 1, t = m - 1 for d = 5; S = 2m, t = m - 2 for d = 6. We use the set of
(qS -l)/(q -1) nonproportionallocators in C4. The set X, constructed in es and c6, is a
cubic manifold in L 6l+1 (i.e. 8 = 6i + 1), generated by locators x = (TO, TI, ... ,Tal) with:

where N2 (a, ß) and N3 (d, ß, ;)-the norms of elements in L2 and L3 respectively as functions _
of their coordinates. _

Theorem 2 Conditions a) and b) hold for locator set X with lXI = q5i.

A. Dür

On the Decoding of Doubly-Extended Reed-Solomon Codes

In my talk I have presented a new bounded-distance decoding algorithm for doubly
extended R~d-Solomon codes. This algorithm is based on BerIekamp's algorithm for
decoding Reed-Solomon codes and always produces a candidate for the error-Ioeator poly
nomial of degree less than or equal to the packing radius of the code. Stated in terms of
shift registers, the algorithm solves the following problem:

Given a sequence 80,81, ... ,Sz in K, find the longest subsequence 8L, 8L+1, .0•• ,8M that
can be generated by a linear recursion from the subsequence So, 81, ... ,8L-l, and the
generating recursion.

Furthermore, I have shown that the covering radius of a doubly-extended Reed-Solomon
code of minimum distance dis either d - 2 or d - 1, and I have determined the exact value
unless q/2 + 3 < d < q.

Symmetrie Functions over Finite Fields

Abasie problem concerning symmetrie functions is: Given a convenient set of power sym
t

metrie functions Sii = l:: X~i, i = 1, ... ,t, to compute the elementary symmetrie funetions
j=1

(7h = l:: Xl ••. Xh, h = 1, ... ,t and the surn is over all possible permutations of the vari
ables. The decoding of linear cyclic codes up to the error correction capabilities is an
instance of this problem. The Berlekamp-Massey algorithm computes (71, 0'2, ..• ,(7t from
SI, 53, ... ,S2t+l and then provides the decoding of BCH codes within the BCH-bound.

Here we obtain the solution of the symmetrie function problem for ab (72,0'3 and 0'4 given
Sb 8_ b 83 , 5_3 and therefore we define the class of 4-errors correcting code
(2m + 1,2m +1- 2m, 9), m even. Algebraic decoding procedures for (33,13, w), (33,11,11)
and (47, 24, 11) codes are also shown, therefore completing the analysis by Bours, Taussen,
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van Aspeidt and van Tilborg concerning the algebraic decoding of every cyclic code with
n ~ 51. .

Th. Ericson

Generalizations of the Johnson and the BassalygerElias Bounds

Theorem 1 (Johnson bound): Let T be the size of a code with constant composition P

and minimum distance d. The distance function is such that .,p{P) ~ L P(a )P(b)d(a, b)
a,b

is concave. Then T ~ d d ( ); m/J(P) < d, where n is the length of the code.-n.,p P

Theorem 2 (BassalygerElias bound): Suppose the alphabet has a group structure änd let
the distance function have the form dCa, b) = w(a - b). Denote by An(d) the maximal size
of a d-eode and let Tn(P, d) denote the same quantity under the additional condition that
all codewords have the same composition P. Define

n!
Bn(P) = n [nP(a)]!

aEX

(provided all quantities nP(a) are integers) when X denotes the alphabet. The following
inequality holds:

P E P(X) is arbitrary.

L. Bassalygo, S. Gelfand, M. Pinsker

Coding for Channels with Localized Errors

The notion of a code for the binary channel with ~ t localized errors is introduced as
folIows.

A configuration E is a subset in {I,. . . ,n}. Denote by &t the set of all configurations with
#(E) ~ t. A code for channel with ~ t localized errors oflength n andsize M is a pair (cp, 'l/J)
where cp : {I, ... ,M} x Et -+ {O, l}n is an encoding mapping a:nd cp : {O, l}n -+ {I, ... ,M}
is a decoding mapping. A code is said to correct all localized errors of multiplicity :s: t
iff 'l/J(<p(m, E) EB e) = m for all m E {I, ... ,M}, all E E Et and all error vectors e =
(e}, ... ,en) E {O,l}n such that ej = °for i ft E; here EB is the mod 2 summation of
binary vectors.

Theorem 1 For any code correcting alilocalized errors of multiplicity ~ t we have
. t

M ~ 2n/~ (:).

Theorem 2 There exists a code correcting alilocalized errors of multiplicity S; t such that
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Corollary. The asymptotic (n -+ (0) rate R(r) of an optimal code correcting :::; t = rn
localized errors (T fixed) is giyen by

R(r) = 1 - her)

where h is the binary entropy function.

•eh. Heegard

Limits on Coding for Computer Memory

The role of error correcting codes in the design of semiconductor random accessmemory
systems (RAM's) is twofold: (1) the problem of reliable storage (i.e., the control of random
errors in the operation of the memory) and (2) the problem of yield (i.e., the control of
defects in the manufacturing process). This talk concerns the latter.

In practice, when a large array of memory cells is constructed, it is often the case that many
of the individual cells are defective. Ta improve on the yield (i.e., the fraction of accej>table
memory arrays) spare rows and columns are constructed and used to replace rows and
columns that are found to be defective (i.e., contain defective cells). For any fixed rate,
R > 0, (R = M/N, M = information size of memory, N = M + X, X =number of spare
cells) and defect density, p, (fraction of defective cells) there is a critical size, M*(R, p), for
which the yield is small whenever a memory of size M > M* is constructed. A study of
M*(R,p) shows row/column replacement is: (1) very effective for small p and large rate
R < 1, R ~ 1 and (2) dramatic improvements are not found for smaller R. In the case of
smaller R (for a fixed p, R smaller makes M* larger) error-correcting codes (e.g. a single
error-correcting Hamming code) in conjunction with row/ column replacement is a much
more effective method of improving yield.

T. Helleseth

Legendre Sums and Codes related to OR codes •This talk will give connections between Legendre sums and the weights of the codewords
in some circulant codes which are related to QR codes.

Let F = GF(p) be a finite field with p elements and let (~) denote the Legendre symbol.
Let C denote the binary circulant code of length p whose top row equals a = (ai) where
ai = 1 iff i is a square (mod p) and ai = 0 otherwise. Then the weight of the codeword in
C whieb is the sum of the rows j 1, . .. ,jr can be expressed in terms of the Legendre sum

r J(t)
where J(t) = n (t - ji) and gk(t) =--..

i=l t - Jk
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The results are proved using methods for solving system of equations in finite fields and by
using Gaussian sums. Generalizations of the above results are also discussed.

R. Johannesson, K.Sh. Zigangirov

A Lower Bound on the Distance Profile for fixed Convolutional Codes

It iso well-known that a good computational performance for sequential coding of a convo
lutional code requires a rapid initial growth of the column distances. This led to the intro
duction of the (m + !) - tuple 4 = (do, d}, ... , dm ], which is called .the distance orofile.
dj, 0 ~ j ~ m, is the j-th order column distance and m is the memory of the code. In the
talk we show that there exists a fix, binary convolutional code of rate R = b/c and memory
m whose column distances satisfy

d j ?:. pc(j +1)

in 0 ~ j ~ m, where p is the Gilbert-Varshaplov par~eter, i.e. the solution of h(p) = 1-R.

T. Kl0ve

Disjoint Distinct Difference Sets

An (I, J)-set of Disjoint Distinct Difference sets (D D D) is a set ~ = {~l' 6.2, ... , 6.]}
where 6.'i"= {aijl! ~ j ~ J} for 1 ~ i ::; I are disjoint sets of positive integers such that
for each ~, alfthe differences aij - aij' with j t= j' are distinct. Usually we assume that the
elements of 6.i .are sorted in increasing order, i.e. 1 ~ ail < ai2 < ... < aiJ. Let

h = h(6.) = max {aii 11 ~ i ~ I, 1 ~ j ~ J},

H(l, J) = min {h(6.) 1 ~ is an (I, J) - DDD}

It is known that H(I, J) ?:. J2 - 2J~.

Clearly H(I, J) - 1 ~ H(l - 1, J). Hence we have

• H(I,J)?:. H(l,J) +1-1.

Counting the total number of elements we get

• H(I, J) 2:: I . J.

For example for J
construction:

3 we have H(1,3) = 31 for l ~ 2 as is shown by the following

6.i = {i, I + i, 2l + 1 + i} for 1 :5 i ~ I

61 = {I, 21, 21 + I}.

In general we have a similar result:
Let aI,a2, ... , aJ be a sequence which satisfies tbe following condition:

(*) if ICj - k) - (r - 8)1 5 1,j > k and aj - a" = a r - a., then j = r and k = 8.
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Let I > 10 = max{(aj - ak) - (ar - as) II(j - k) - (r ~ 8)1 :::; I} and def1ne
~ = {{aij 11 :::; j ~ J} I 1 :::; i ~ I} by

aij == a j + i (mod I) , (j - 1)1 < aij ~ j I.

Then~isa DDD andh(.6)=IJ.InparticularH(I,J)=IJforI>1o.
Sequences satisfying (*) .may be constructed as follows: Let a, b, C be integers such that
a ~ b (mod 2) and gcd(a,p) = 1 where p is an odd prime, p ~ J -1.
Define aj by

aj == aj2 + bj + c (mod 2p) , 0:::; aj < 2p •

Combining these results we get
L(J) ~ 4J

where L(J) is minimal such that H(I, J) = IJ for all I ~ L(J).
Since H(I, J) ~ J2 - 2J~ + I - 1 we get L(J) ;:: J.

Kingo Kobayashi

Marginal Processes of jointly Markov Process.

To probe the essential character in the coding for Markov source, we study the marginal
processes {Xn } and {Yn } of jointly Markov process {Xn , Yn }. In general, these marginal
processes are not necessa.rily Markovian. Here we establish a theorem which gives a suf
ficient condition for a function process of Markov chain (so called sofic system) being
Markovian.
Let M = [mij : i,j E S] = [Mab :. a, bE X] be the transition matrix of a Markov chain with
the output alphabet X and the set of interna! state S, where submatrices Mab correspond
to the output assignment <.p of states.
Then we have

Theorem. If for any a, b,c E X it holds that

Ub·
MabMbcl = Mahl, --1Mbcl,@

Uh'_

then {Xn = ",,(Sn)} is Markovian, where!! = {!!1'!!2' ...•Y..} is the stationary distribution.
of M and 1 = (1, ... ,1)'.
Under some weak condition, the condition @ is also necessary.

J. Körner

A Common Framework for Zero-Error Problems in Information Theory.

Let :F and g be two f~ilies of graphs on the same vertex set. We say that :F is covered
by Q ifVF E:F 3G E g with E(F) c E(G), where E(F) is the edge set of F. Let t(Q,:F)
denote the cardinality of the smallest subfamily G' c Q for which g' covers:F. Many
problems in information theory can be formulated in this language.
Let K n denote the complete graph on n vertices and let :Fk,n be the family of all the
subgraphs of K n on k vertices (with isolated points added). Fbr a graph G with IV(G)I <
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n and 3 f V(G') -. V(G) with

•

n the-graph G' is an n-spread of .G if IV(G') I
(a, b) E E(G') # (f(a), f(b)) E E(G).
Examples:

1) Shannon capacity of graph G
:F = :F2tn g: all the n-spreads of G.

2) Perfect hashing=zero-error capacityfor list codes
:F = :Fk,n
g: all the n-spreads of G, especially for (b, k)-hashing: G = Kb.

3) (i, j)-separa~ingsystems
:F: all the bipartite graphs with color classes of i resp. j vertices
g: all the n-spreads of K 2

4)" qualitatively k~independent'b-partitions
:F: all the bipartite graphs on k ~ertices

g: "all the n-spreads of K b.

Sub-additive functionals give non-existence bounds working reasonably in cases 1 and 2.
Limitations and merits of the technique are discussed. "

K.-U. Koschnick

Coding for Write Unidirectional Memories

Write Unidirectional Memories (WUM's) have been introduced by Borden and Will~ms/

Vinck. They are binary storage devices having the constraint that when updating the
information stored by a WU M the encoder can write l's to some positions ci! the W.U"M
or 0' s to some position of the WU ivf hut is not permitted to write combinations of 0' s and
l' s. .

WUM' s have been studied"intensively by several authors. Some basic results are ·ohtained.
The optimal rate of a WUM-code is known to be log2~ ~ 0.694. The best'known
WUM-code has been constructed by Zhang and has the rate log2 307/15 ~ 0.5508.

An important subclass of WUM -codes is the class of (n, k)-homogeneous WUM -codes.
A homogeneous WUM-code consists solely of permutations of a small number of basic sets
with a certain property. All known good W U M -codes are of this type.

Using Zhang's method of building basic WUM sets hy combining so called WUM patterns
and by using some new ideas for solving the task of finding disjoint permutations of these
basic sets we have constructed two new WUM-codes. The rates of these codes are 0.5525
resp. 0.5637.

A.V. Kuznetsov

Defective Channels and Defective Memories

The general defective channel (GDC) is defined as a finite set of arbitrary deterministic
mappings <PB' SES. It is supposed that the mapping <PB is realized by some physical
channel when it is used for the transmission of some message and has astate sES. We
consider the case when the encoder knows, hut the decoder does not know the mapping
<PB which will be realized by the physical channel during the transmission of the message.
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The capacity of such GDC is determined by the cardinality IY"I of the set of symbols
available at the output of the ehannel when it is in the worst state s, e.g. IYsl is minimum.
From such information-theoretical point of view Write Onee Memories (WOM' s), Write
Unidirectional Memories (WUM's) and some other W-M's can be considered as GDC.
This allows us to estimate the capacity of WOM' s, WU M' s, .... The examples are given.
The GDC with error is considered a.s weIl.

H. Marko

The Controlled Information Source

The bidirectional communication theory, published 1966 in German and 1973 in theIEE~
Trans. of Corno in English, uses the controlled information souree which produces the
present symbol x according to the eonditional probability p(xlxnYn). Here X n denotes n
past symbols of tp.e own sequence and Yn n past symbols of the controlling sequence. Two
entropies are given by:

H(x) = lim E[-logp(xlxn )] as usual, and
n-oo

F(x) = lim E[-logp(xlxnYn)] ~ H(x), called "free entropy".
n-oo .

The directed transinformation y ~ x is defined as:

(1). T(xly) = H(x) - F(x) ~ o.
For a bidirectional communication (dialogue) two theorems hold:

(2) T(xly) + T(ylx) = TShannon

(3) (Tz + (Tp ~ 1, where (Tz ':" ~~:i and (Tp = T~(~» are the stochastic coupling coeffi

cients.

A coding theorem states that the mannel capacity needed to tran~mit all information in
both directions is:

( ) Cz _ y = F(x) + e < H(X)} for noiseless and delayless channels with priority to ful-
4 Cy_ x = F(y) + e < H(y) fill the real-time condition.

The evolution of p(xlxnYn) via a learning process (conditioning) leads to the understandi_
of the semantics or pragmatics of information. Biological examples are given. Possible
extentions and unsolved problems are mentioned.

J. L. Massey

Causality. Stochastic Depen"dence, and Directed Information

A discrete channel is a specification of P(Ynlxnyn-l) for all n ~ 1 and is memoryless if
P(Ynlxnyn-l) = P(Ynlxn), \:In. The directed information from the input sequence X N to
the output sequence Y N is defined (closely following an idea of Marko published 20 years
aga) as .

N

I(X N .-+ y N ) = L I(X n
; Ynlyn-l).

n=l
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The following properties are proved:
(1) For a discrete channel used without feedback, P(yNI~N) = n~=l P(Ynlxnyn-l),

where no feedback means P(xnlxn-lyn-l) = p(xn lxn - 1 ), \In.
(2) I(XN -+ y N) :5 I(X N;yN) with equality if the discrete channel is used without

feedback. .
(3) For a discrete memoryless channel, I(X N -+ yN) ~ E~=l l(Xn;Yn) with equality if

and only if Yl, Y2, ... , YN are independent.

Define now a causa! system of discrete channels and sources to mean P(Ynlxnyn-luk) =
P(Ynlxnyn-t) for every channel and every source Uk , \In, Vk.

(4) In a causa! system, I(UK;yN) ~ I(XN -+ yN).

Properties (3) and (4) give a simple proof of the well-known fact that the capacity of a
discrete memoryless channel is not increased by feedback.

E.C. van der Meulen, K.U. Leuven

Matching and Coding Results in Multi-User Communication

(1) Matching' results (joint with S. Gelfand, IPIT, Moscow).· Necessary and sufficient
conditions are derived for the reliable transmission of a two-component source aver a
multi-user channel in two situations: (i) for the transmission of an arbitrarily correlated
two-component source over a capability-degraded broadcast channel, and (ii) for the trans
mission of a conditionally independent two-component source over an arbitrary discrete
memoryless multiple-access channel. Specifically, we have found

Theorem 1: An arbitrarily correlated source {S, pes, t), T} can be reliably transmitted
over a d.m. capability-degraded BC {X,P(y,zlx),Y x Z} if and only if

H(S, T) ~ min{I(X; V), [(X; YIU) + leU; Z)}

H(T) ~ leU; Z)

for some probability distribution of the form P(u, x, y, z) = P(u)P(xlu)P(zlx, y).

Theorem 2: A correlated two-component source {S, pes, t), T} such that S and T are
conditionally independent given K can be reliably transmitted over a d.m. MAC {X x
y, P(zlx, y), Z} if and only if

H(SIT) $ I(X;Z)Y,T,t.p)

H(TIS) ~ l(Y;ZIX,S,t.p)

H(S,TIK) ~ [(X,Y;ZIK,t.p)

H(5, T) ~ leX, Y; Z)

for some probability distribution of the form

P(q, s, t, x, y, z) = P(q)P(s, t)P(xls, q)P(ylt, q)P(zlx, y).

(2) Coding results (joint with R. Vanroose, K.U. Leuven, Belgium). Vanroose (IEEE IT,
Sept. 1988) investigated the binary switching multiple-access channel and established its
zero-error capacity region. It turns out that uniquely decodable codes for the BSMAC can
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be carried over to obtain UD code pairs for the Blackwell broadcast channel for every rate
pair in tbe capacity region of the Blaekwell BC. Tbis method yields consistently higber rate
pairs than the codes for memories with defects (due to Kuznetsov and Tsybakov (1974»)
or~ginally used by Gelfand to establish the capacity region of the Blackwell BC.

P. Narayan, I. Csiszar

The Gaussian Arbitrarily Varying Channel

The Gaussian arbitrarily varying channel (AVC) with input constraint r and state con-
straint A admits input sequences ± = (x, .... I Xn) of real numbers satisfying •

.!. E:-l ~~ ~ I', r > 0, and stat~ sequences :§. = (SI'.'.' Sn) of real numbers satisfying
n -

~ E~=I s~ ~ A, A > 0; the output of the channel is ± +~+~, where ~ = (VI, ... , Vn ) is a

sequence of independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables with mean
o and variance (12. It is shown that the capacity of the Gaussian AVe for deterministic

codes and the average probability of error criterion is ! log (1 +'-Ar 2) if r > A; and 'is
. 2 + 0"

o ifr'~A.· .. "

H. Noltemeier

Voronoi Trees

A new data structure - Voronoi tr~es VT - are introduced which allows the compr'ehensive
representation of proximity properties of finite sets of an arbitrary quasi-metric space..

Some properties are deduced, furthermore experimental results are reported and same fields
of applications are pointed out.

M.S. Pinsker

On c:-Entropy

We consider epsilon entropy and epsilon entropy rate for s~veral classes for deterministic
arbitrarily varying sourees.

The formula is given for epsilonentropy rate Ht;(a) of a set of functions which is the
response of linear time invariant filter with the square criterion:

bere Ht;{'ET) is the epsilon entropy of tbe class ET of functions which can be represented
in tbe form

L. .1:.

f(t) ~ j 2 ~(T )(1(t'- T)dr, 12

<p2(t)dt ~ PT,
_L _1:.
2. 2

•
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q(t) E L2 ( -00, (0) is given function ~d Pis fixed positive number. Also we give expression
for epsilon-entropy of the class function

~

L ~ {f(t) : i: (f(k)(t)?dt},
2

J.P.M. Scbalkwijk

The 0.63056-Road Block

1 1
f(t) E L 2 ( -2' 2)'

1
f(-) = O.

2

We consider equal rate R = R 1 = R2 transmission over tbe binary multiplying C'bannel
(BMC). Shannon derived a lower and upper bound of 0.61695 and 0.69424, respectively, for
the rate R in bit per transmission. Schalkwijk gave a simple coding strategy that yields R =
0.61914 in excess of Shannon's inner bound 0.61695. By a technique called bootstrapping
tbe author later improved on bis original strategy now obtaining R = 0.63056. Zhen
Zhang, et al., and Hekstra, et al. lowered Shannon's outer bound to, r~pectivelYl 0.64891
and 0.64628. 1t appears that the remaining discrepancy between 0.63056 and 0.64628 can
only be resolved by studying the so called Shannon strategies in detail. In this paper
we make astart with such a study using the author's unit square ~epresentationof these
strategies.

G. Simonyi

Restricted Memories with Uninformed Encoder

Different types of restricted memories were widely investigated in the last few years. We
give a short summary about the lack of knowledge in those cases when the encoder does
not know the previous state of the memory. Two conjectures in extremal set theory related
to WUM's (write-undirectional memories) will be presented.

Recently Ahlswede, Cai and .Zbang introduced new extremal problems for graphs some of
which can be interpreted as "memory problems" witb uni~f~rmed decoder and informed

• encoder. We introduce an analogous problem with uninfo~medencoder..

H. Stichtenoth

Good Codes from Aigebraic Geometry

Goppa's algebraic geometrie codes have been used by Tsfasman, Vladuts and Zink (and
others) for the construction of asymptotical1y good families of codes over F q, using deep
results from algebraic geometry. On the other hand, special curves (or algebraic function
fields) yield some classes of good codes of "finite" lengtb: the rational function field F q ( Z )

yields RS-codes (resp. their generalizations) of lengtb :5 q + 1, tbe HerInitian function field
yV9 - y = xv'i+ 1 yields good codes of length ~ q. vq. We present a new function field
yq +y = xqo(xq+ x), q = 2q~ (joint work with J.P. ·Hansen, Aarhus). It has the maximal .
number of rational points of a field of genus 9 = qo(q·- 1) (bpt "less than the Hasse-Weil
bound q + 1 + 2g,;q), and thc resu1ting codes have length q2 and very good parameters,
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e.g. for q = 32 ·we obtain [1024, k, d]-codes with k +d 2:: 901 for any k. The codes can be
described explicitly, and there is a good decoding algorithm (found by T. Hßholdt).

A. Tietäväinen

Covering Radius Problems and Character Sums

Using a modification of the Delsarte-MacWilliams approach we get an upper bound for the
covering radius R of a binary code of length n and with dual distance d' in the following
form.

Theorem R < i -(.fii - .vuhln - u where u .= ld' ; 2J.
For s~all values of d' apower sum method gives better results. •
B.S. Tsyhakoy

Randomized and Unrandomized Multiple Access Algorithms

We consider packet-data "networks with multiple access algorithms (MAA).: We def1ne a
concept of randomized MAA (RMAA). A special case of RMAA for which probability of
packet transmission in a slot can be only 0 or 1 is called by unrandomized MAA (URMAA).

, Well known examples of RMAA are ALOHA and STACK MAA's. Well known example of
URMAA is part-and-try MAA.

We ask "Is it possible to get more e~cient data trans.mission in the network using RMAA
instead of URMAA in sense of network throughput ör in sense of mean packet delay?"

The answer 15 positive' in general case. There are simple examples of non-Poisson Input
traffic for which network has zero throughput for every URMAA and non-zero for· some
RMAA.

The answer is negative when input traffic is Poisson. We prove even more. Namely for
each RMAA there exists a URMAA equivalerit to the RMAA in sense'of properly defined
mutual distribution of .channel and packet histories: We do not oo1y prove the eqUiValence.
hut also construct eqwvalent URMAA for every gIven RMAA. For example we represent
ALOHA and STACK RMAA in URMAA form.

Main results of the paper were published in "Problems of Information Transmission" vol.
25, N 1, 1989.

. F. Willems

A Partitioning Lemma and its Applications

Suppose we have a 0-I-matrix with MI rows, M2 columns and with E ones. Then the index
sets {I, ... , MI} and {I, ... , M 2 } can be partitioned into M I /2 resp. M 2 /2 2-element cells
such that the number ofproduct-cells with 4 ones does not exceed E(E-l)/2(MI -l)(M2 

1). This can be proved simply by random partitioning. Using this result we can give a
direct .~d simple proo! of the fact that for the broadcast channel the average-error capacity
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region and the maximal-error capacity region are identical. Under certain conditions the
result could be used to obtain a good memory from a (larger) bad one.

A.D. Wyner, J. Ziv

Some Asymptotic Properties of the Entropy of a Stationary Ergodic Data Source
with Applications to Data Comoression

In this talk we will obtain theorems concerning the entropy of a stationary ergodie in
formation source, and use these results to yield some insight into the workings of certain
data-eompression coding schemes, in particular thc Lempel-Ziv data compression algo
rithm.

Let {Xk}~-oo be a stationary ergodic information source with entropy H which takes
values on a finite set. A typical theorem is the following. Let 1= 1,2, ... , and define the

random variable N, as the smallest N > 0, such that

Then ~ log NI -+ H, in probability, as I -+ 00.

·V.A. Zinoviev, S.N. Litsyn

Shortening of Codes

Given some binary block code C = (n, d, N) with length n, minimal distance d and car
dinality N, we want to construct from this code C a subcode Cl = (nI, dl , NI), where
nI $: n, dl :::; d and the cardinality NI is the maximal possible. Op.e of the gen
eral constructions looks as follows. For given C = (n, d, N) let character tPu(C) of C
on vector 1! E {O, l}n, wt(!!.) = h, t/J~(C) = EVEC( -l)(!!J.!U, takes his maxi-mal value
l,pl. Let 5, 9 be natural numbers such that 9 :::; min(h/2, d/2). Then ~here exists a code
Cl = (nl,dI,NI ), nl = n - h - 5, dl ~ d - 2g,

J. Ziv

ABound on the Probability of an Individual Sequence Emitted by a Finite-State Source.
and Applications

A lower bound on - logp(~) is derived where ~ is a sequence emittel by a finite-alphabet,
fini t-state source.

This bound is then applied to universal data compression, universal Hypothesis testing as
weIl as to some estimation problems, yielding universal, asymptotically optimal rules for
the case where the probability measures are not available.
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In all these cases the resulting asymptotically optimal rules are related to the Ziv-Lempel
data compression algorithm.

Berichterstatter: K.-U. Koschnick (Bielefeld)

•
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 22/1989

Formal and Rigid Geometry and Applications to Moduli Spaces

20.5. bis 25.5.1989

Tagungsleiter: S. Boseh, Mü~ster

w. Lütkebohmert, Münster
M. Raynaud, Paris

Ein Hauptziel der Tagung war das Studium arithmetischer Kompakti

fizierungen des Modulraumes A' prinzipal polarisierter abelscher
9 .

Varietäten der Dimension 9 nach Manuskriptvorlagen von Chai und

Faltings. In einer Serie von 11 im voraus geplanten Vorträgen ha

ben wir uns darum bemüht, die Details dieser Konstruktion, die auf

Ideen der formellen und rigiden Geometrie aufbaut, zu verstehen.

Daneben wurden von den Teil~ehmern aueh noch einige freie Vorträge

gehalten, in welchen über eigene Forschungsarbeit berichtet wurde.

Die Notwendigkeit, arithmetische Kompaktifizierungen von Modul

räumen abelseher Varietäten zu betrachten, ergab sich in zwingen

der Weise beim Beweis der Mordell-Vermutung durch Faltings. Inzwi

schen gibt es weitere interessante Anwendungen, und wir haben den

Eindruck, daß insbesondere auf dem Gebiet der Modulformen die Trag

weite der Existenz solcher Kompaktifizierungen noch gar nicht hoch

genug eingeschätzt wird. Auf der Konferenz wurden auch Felder sicht

bar, die noch offen sind: etwa eine analoge Theorie für d-fach

polarisierte abelsche Varietäten oder die Konstruktion von Kompakti

fizierungen unter Einbeziehung nicht notwendig semi-abelscher

Degenerierungen.
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Vortragsauszüge

S. Beseh, Münster:

Intreduetion to the compactifieation of Ag

We gave an introduction to the construction of arithmetic

compactifications a 1a Chai and Faltings of the moduli stack

Ag of principally polarized abelian schemes of dimension g.

Relating the problem of compactifying Ag to the valuative

criterion of properness, the strategy is to add semi-abelian

schemes with abelian generic fibre at the boundary of A
9

Such schemes ean be parametrized in terms of Mumford's

construction and Faltings' improvement of it (mixed case).

Using M. Artin's approximation theorem and working relatively

to a polyhedral eone deeomposition of the cone of positive

semi-definite symmetrie bilinear forms, it was indieated how

to obtain the toroidal eompactification A of A together
9 9

with its stratifieation.

U. Stuhler, Wuppertal:

Toroidal embeddings

In this talk a short introduction to the theory of torus

embeddings was given. Let S be an arbitrary scheme, M ~ ~n

an abelian group, free of rank n; T:= SpecOs[M] the split

torus with character group Homs(T; (Gm) = M(T) (~M of course) and

N(T) = Horns (CGm; T), the group of l-pararneter subgroups, with ~

canonieal pairing M x N --> Zl resp. MmX Nm-~-> m. Associated

with any rational convex polyhedral cone
s

CI ~ Nm' CI = {L A. \). I
i=1 1 1

where \)1' • • • , \)5 E N ,. is a torus embedding T -> X
CI

SpeCOS"ranM], where d {yEMml <y,a> ~O}. This is open, if

CI contains no full lines through the origin. The action of T
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can be extended to an action of T on Xo If l ~ 0 is a

face of ° there i5 an open T -equivariant embedding Xl~ Xo .

This allows to generalize the construction above to the

following situation. A rational partial polyhedral cone decompo

sition i5 a set C = {aal of cones 0a S NlR as above, such that

1) any face l ~ Ga is a 0ß and 2) same local finiteness

conditions (for example finiteness itself or samething weaker) hold.

Then one can associate a torus ernbedding T4 Xc by gluing the

X
Oa

• One can discuss then, as was done in the talk, various

properties of Xc such as normality, properness over S ,

smoothness and also the orbit structure under the T-action.

F. Vogel, Münster:

Cubical invertible sheave5 and biextensions

V L :=
n

In this talk we were considering for a G-torsor Lover A

(A,G commutative groups in a topos E) a G-torsor

t<:l'\ * Gb (-1) n+card I
'C)I (mI L) (mI (~) = Lx.) over

IC{1, ••. ,n} iEI l.

I*~

•

Asymmetrie section cr (fulfilling a coeycle condition) of V2L

over ~2 eorresponds to a structure of a comrnutative extension

of A by G on L, compatible with the structure as a G-torsor.

Such a section l of V3L over A3 is called a cubieal struc

ture on Land corresponds to a structure of asymmetrie bi

extension ofAx A by G on V2L. E.g. each rigidified line

bundle on an abelian scheme 18 carries a cubical structure.

One has adescent theory of cubieal torsors that gives in the

case of an exact sequence 0 ~ T A ~ B ~ 0 of smooth group

sehemes with connected fibres (T a torus) the following result

for a cubical C& - torsor. Lover A:
m

<& -torsorm
descends canonically to a cubicali) L 81 [-1-Ji L

over B.

1i) L descends after etale.surjective basechange to a eubical

<Gm - torsor over B.
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M. Rapoport, Bonn:

Degenerating abelian varieties

Let R be a noetherian normal ring, complete w.r.t. an ideal I.

Let G/Spec R be a semi-abelian group scheme, whose restrietion

to Spec(R/I) is an extension cf an abelian variety Ao by a

(split) torus To and whose generic fibre is an abelian variety.

We indicated the construction of the Raynaud extension

o ~ T ~ G ~ A ~ 0

whose restrietion to Spec(R/I) is the given extension. usine .

(principa~) polarization on Gn we indicated the construction

of a lattice Y c G(Quot(R», as well as an action of Y on the

line bundle r on Gwhich arises through the Raynaud construc

tion from the principal polarization. The proof, which is presen

ted in the manuscript of Chai and Faltings, is based on ·addition

formulae which exist in case R is a discrete valuation ring.

N. Schappacher, Bann:

Mumford's Construction

Inverting, in a way, the procedure described in the talk before,

it was sketched how Mumford obtains a semi-abelian group scheme

G over R as above, from a (split) torus G over Spec(R) and

a lattice Y ~ G(K), K = the quotient field of R. The idea 

very roughly - is to first pass to a IIrelatively complete modelll

P of G. This nation is axiomatized which allows for a certjjf

amount of flexibility when carrying out the construction in ~

cial examples. Then the successive infinitesimal thickenings

of P over the R/ln are divided by the action of Y. The

resulting formal proper scheme P
for

can be algebrised to a

proper scheme pIs in which the desired" G is found as an open

subscheme. - The main features of this construction were presen

ted, following Mumford's original paper: Compositio Mathematica 24

(1972), 239-272. - F~ltings' and Chai's generalisation to semi-
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abelian G, as weIl as the categorial interpretation of

Mumfordls construction - to wit, it gives an equivalence of

categories between the GiS (with certain additional struc

tures) and the GiS (dito) - in Chai-Faltings was briefly dis

cussed.

R. Weissauer, Mannheim:

Kodaira - Spencer Map

Let be the situation as in the last talk. In order to control
1the Kodaira-Spencer map PG :wGI ~ wG --> Os /L for degene-

n. n n n n
rating semiabelian G ~ S ~ L with G

n
~ Sn abelian and

Sn ~ Ln smooth, it i5 explained how Chai-Faltings introduce a

Kodaira-Spencer map for semiabelian (split) extensions

o ~ T ~ G ~ A ~ 0 over S with a map i: Y = ZZr ~ G(S). This

is done via commutative vector extensions of (G,i). This allows

(partially) the computation of P
Gn

in terms of the data of

degeneration.

G. Laumon, Orsay:

Stacks and moduli

Let 9 be an integer and for any affine scheme U let Ag(U)

be the category of principally polarized abelian schemes of pure

relative dimension 9 over U. Then Ag is in a natural way

a fibered category over the category (A~f) of all affine schemes.

We explained that Ag is in fact a stack when we endow (Aff)

with the fppf-topology and eve~ an algebraic stack in the sense

of Deligne and Mumford. We gave some properties of this alqebraic

stack. We explained the relation between algebraic stacks and

algebraic groupoids Xl~XO. We explained how to stratify Ag

by gerbs over algebraic spaces.
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M. Knebusch, Regensburg:

The ~ of positive semidefinite forms

Let B denote the veetor space of real symmetrie n x n - matrices,

P the open cone in B consisting of all positive definite S EB
and C the cone of all positive semidefinite S EB with rational

radical. The group r = GL(n,~) operates on P and C by

(D,S) ~ t USU . By Minkowski 1 s reduction theory a rational poly

hedral cone R in B is constructed (= set of "reduced ll qua

dratic farms) such that R is a nice fundamental domain of -r in_

C and R: = R n P is a very nice fundamental domain of r in P._

I mainly followed Siegel 1 s arguments (cf. Siegel, Einheiten qua

dratischer Formen, Ges. Werke 11). Some extra work is needed to

describe not only R in P but also .its c!osure R in B by

finitely many linear inequalities.

M. Raynaud, Orsay:

Construction of Ag: Formal part

As a first approximation of Ag' Chai and Faltings construct

formal charts of Ag along the strata given by the rank of the

torus part.

Fix X = zzg, s2 (X) = sym2 (X), C the cone in Horn (S2 (X) , m)

consisting of positive quadratic forms with rational kernel.

'Then we choose a polyhedral decomposition of C, rational, inva

riant under GL(X), finite modulo GL(X) and smooth with respect

to the integral structure given by Hom(S2 (X) ,~).• Let E be e
the corresponding toroidal embedding, E(cr) the affine ce!!

eorresponding to the simplex o.

When cr lies in the interior CO

of E(cr) along the elosed orbit,

ate semi-abelian group scheme G.

When cr lies in the boundary we have to modify the construction

to parametrize the extension of the abelian part by the' torus.
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R. Elkik, Orsay:

Compactification of Ag

Once one has ngood" semi-abelian schemes over 'complete rings

(by Mumford's construction), we get "good n semi-abelian schemes

over rings of finite type over ~ by approximation methods

(Artin's Theorem and approximation cf degeneration data).

Then we define a scheme U, equipped with a semi-abelian G

which is abelian over a dense open set Uo etale over Ag.'

This. U will be an etale atlas of Ag. Let Ra Isom(p~ G,

p; G ) over Uo and take R = normalization of Ro over U x U.

We prov~ R is etale over U via the two projections and define

Ag as the "quotient of U by Rn •

L. Moret-Bailly, Rennes:

The minimal compactification

g GI -1If f: G .... S is a semiabelian scheme, put w
G

= (A Lie ( S»

(g = dirnS). In particular, if A is an arit~etic toroidal
9 -

cornpactification of A , and B ->·A the natural semiabelian
9 9 9

scheme, put oog wB and define Siegel modular forms of weight
9 ek .

k ~ 0 and genus g as elements 'of HO(Ag , w ) .

This is seen to be independent of the choice of A and in fact,

if 9 ~ 2, equal to HO(Ag , wek ) (Koecher's prinJiPlel.

4It One proves that wem is generated by global sections for some

m ~ 1. 'This reduces to the analogous statement for wG with

G .... S as above, generically abelian. One proves this by relating

wG to "theta constants", suitably extended to the semiabelian

case, and then constructing enough linear farms on these theta

constants by 'evaluation of sections of finite order.

The preceding result now implies that we have a morphism

:rr : A -->A* proj" (D r (A , w«lk)
q 9 k~o 9

and that the ring on the right-hand side is fin"itely generated I ZZ •
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A* has a 5tratification
9

A* = --l- [A.)
9 o;;;;i~g 1.

where [Ai] = coarse moduli scheme of Ai' compatible with the

natural stratification of Ag by torus rank; the map -
7T aS50-

ciates to a geometrie point x of

the abelian part of (Bg)x.

J.P. Wintenberger, Orsay:

A the isomorphism class ofg

P-adic Hodge theory for families of abelian varieties

For G ~ R a ·semi-abelian seheme with R complete with respeet to

an I-adie topology, R normal, integral, noetherian, such that

G[1/p] --> R[1/p] i5 an abelian scheme, G with L rigidified

and L ample on the generie fiber, one constructs a pairing

H6R(G[1/P]/R[1/p]) x Tp(G(F» --> BoR(R/R)

that is funetorial with respect to R ~ R' not neces5arily con

tinous with I-adie topalogy. As an application, using compactifi

cation of the modular scheme and it5 semi-abelian scheme over it,

one gives a proof that de Rham and etale p-adic components of a

Hadge cycle on an abelian variety are compatible with p-adic eompa

rison theorem. One cites a proof of Don Blasius using the spectral

5equence of the morphism of an abelian scheme.

J.-F.~outot, Strasbourg:

Drinfeld's and Cherednik's theorems

Let D be a quaternion algebra over ~ and 0D its ring of
p ....,."

integers. We explained Drinfeld's description of 0 2 i ~nr
p

(where Q2 i5 the formal modelover ZZp of the np-adie upper

half space") as a moduli space for quasi-isogenies of heiqht

zero p: ~ ~ X of special formal 00 -mod~les (where ~ i5 a

fixed one over IT ).
P

Let 6 be a quaternion algebra over m unramified at 00, 06 ~

maximal order in I!i and Sn the Shimura curve over ~ [1 /n)
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parametrizing special abelian schemes of dimension 2 with an

action of 0A and level n structure. Let p be a prime,
A

not dividing n, where 6 is ramified and Sn the formal

completion of Sn along the fiber at p. We explained how to

·deduce Cherednik's p-adic uniformization of S from Drin~eld's
n

description of 02
•

w. Lütkebohmert, Münster: '

Properness in rigid geometry

Let R be" a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing parameter

n and with field of fractions K. An R-model of a rigid space

X is a formal scheme X over Spf R which is topologically of

finite type and flat over R satisfying X $RK ~ X. Due to

Raynaud, any morphism f: X ~ Y of quasi-compact rigid spaces

is induced by a morphism 6 : X ~ Y of suit~ble R- models

X of· X resp. Y of Y which are quasi-compact.

Theorem. f :X ~ Y is proper in the sense of Kiehl if and only if

6 :X ~ Y is proper in the formal sense.

Corollary. The composition of proper rigid morphisms is proper.

A key tool of the proof is the following

Proposition. Let S be an affine noetherian scheme which is of

finite type over an artinian ring and let "f:X ~ S be aseparated

morphism of finite type. Assume that, for any coherent sheaf F

on X, the first direct image R'f*F is coherent on S. Then f

can be factored into f = 9 0 h where g: Y ~ S is affine and of

finite type and where h :'X ~ Y is proper satisfying the conditions

(a) h*Ox = Oy

(b) {y.E:Y!dimh-' (y) ~ 1} is finite over S.
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B. Edixhoven, Utrecht:

On the Manin eonstants of strang Weil curves

Let ~: Xo(M)m --->.E

Neron differential on

be a strang Weil parametrizatian, w a

E and L anqn ~q the normalised newform
n~1

on Xo(M)m eorresponding to

e • L a qn ~ with
. n~1 n q

E. Then one has:

e E Q*. Manin has conjeetured that c = ± 1 .

Using the model over ~ of Xo(M)~ as constructed by Katz and4lt

Mazur it is easy to show that c E Zl. Mazur has shown that p *2,

Vp(M) ~ ~ p KeIn this talk it was shown that if p > 7 ,

then p K c unless the Kodaira symbol of E at p is 11, III

or IV and E has potentially ordinary reduction at p. In the

last case one knows that vp(c) ~ 1. This result was proved by

applying the rnethod of Mazur to a model of Xo(M) that has stable

reduction at p. Of course, one then has to work over sorne exten

sion of (D. All the details can be found in rny the·sis.

P. Schneider, Köln:

The cahomology of p-adie symmetrie spaees and their guotients

This was areport on joint work with U. Stuhler. Let K be a

Ioeal field with finite residue class field of ehar p. We eon

sider Drinfeld's p-adic symmetrie spaee

Q(d+1) := lPd
lK

.... all K-rational hyperplanes. 4It
Dur main result cornputes the cohomology af O(d+1) in any reasona

ble cohomology theory, e.g., etale or de Rharn eohomology, on

the category of smooth separated K- analytic varieties: If A i5

the coefficient ring of the given cohomology theory,then H5 (O(d+1»

is the A-dual of a certain generalized (integral} Steinberg re

presentation for G:= PGLd +1 (K) if 0 ~ s ~ d and is zero if

s > d.
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Now let r ~ G be a discrete cocornpact subgroup which acts

fixed-point free on

the quotient

n (d+1) .

:= "S1 (d +1)r

According to Drinfeld and Mustafin

is a smooth projective variety.

Under very weak assumptions one has the spectral sequence

Hr (r,Hs (n(d+1)) ~ Hr+s(X
r

) • Using the above result one can

interprete the E2 -terms as Ext-groups in the category of smooth

G-representations.Extending ideas and results of Casselman we com

puted this Ext-groups in the case that A is a field of charac

teristic 0 (e.g. de Rham or ~i -adic cohornology). It turns out

that,apart from the hyperplane section,only Hd(Xr ) is inter

esting: It has a filtration whose subquotients are ~ A~ where

is the multiplicity of the Steinberg representation in

In the case of WI -adic cohomology. this filtration is pure.

Berichterstatter: Ferdinand Vogel, Münster
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLyACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 23/1989

Funktionalanalytische Methoden bei Evolutionsgleichungen

28.5. bis 3.6.1989

Diese Tagung wurde organisiert durch die Herren H. Amann und P. Bess (beide Universität Zürich).

Das grosse Interesse an dieser Tagung spiegelt die hohe Zahl von 44 Teilnehmern aus 17 Ländern

wider (wobei leider etliche weitere Interessenten nicht berücksichtigt werden konnten). In 38

Vorträ.gen wurde ein Überblick über die neuesten Entwicklungen auf diesem Teilgebiet der Mathe

matik gegeben, wobei sowohl abstrakte Fragestellungen in der Theorie der Evolutionsgleichungen

als a.uch konkrete Anwendungen auf nichtlineare parabolische und hyperbolische Differentialglei

chungen behandelt wurden. Das Vortragsprogramm. wurde durch anregende Diskussionen und

persönliche Gespräche in harmonischer Atmosphäre ergänzt.

Der Lei~ung des Institutes sowie dem freundlichen Personal des Hauses danken wir ~ dieser Stelle

herzlich.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

P. ACQUISTAPACE:

e
We study the regularity properties of the evolution operator V(t, s) relative to the Cauchy problem

REGULARITY PROPERTIES OF FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS OF ABSTRACT NON
AUTONOMOUS PARABOLIC EQUATIONS

u'(t) - A(t)u(t) = J(t), t E [0, T], u(O) = x ,

under classical Kato-Tanabe's assumptions (hut the domains of the A(t)'s may be not dense .jn the
Banach space E). We show that if t > s then there exists 1;U(t, s)x V x E E, and study some
features of this operator. We also give an application to boundary control of parabolic equations,
in a Hilbert space setting~ .

F. ALl MEHMETI

GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN "NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUA-
TIONS WITH APPLICATIONS TO INTERACTION PROBLEMS .

Consider n bounded domains of possibly different dimension and nonlinear wave equations on
these domains. We use the interaction formalism of [1] to deseribe many different kinds of infiuence
between the evolution on the different domains, including interface problems and transmission
problems on ramified spaces (e.f. G. Lumer, S. Nicaise, J. von Below, B. Gramsch). This formalism
furnishes a maximal aecretive operator in a suitable Hilbert space, which 3Jlows to transform the
interaetion problem ip.to an evolution equation.

Global existence and uniqueness of solutions are proved for locally Lipschitzian nonlinearities in a
situation applieable to wave equations with damping. More singular nonlinearities are treated .
the case of networks using results of J. Shatah and T. Kato. •

Finally a eommon research with S. Nicaise is mentioned where convex analysis is used to study
nonlinear interactions.

[1] All Mehmeti, F.: Regular solutions of transmission and interaction problems for wave equations;
to appear in: Math. Meth. Appl. Sc.
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8.B. ANGENENT

PARAMETRIC PARABOLIC EQUATIONS OF QUASILINEAR AND FULLY NONLINEAR
TYPE

Let V: R2 X SI X R --+ R, V = V(x,y,8k) be 30 given function which s30tisfies ~r > 0, as weIl
as some more conditions.

Corresponding to this V, one has the following initial value problem: Given a. plane immersed curve
Co, find 30 maximal f~liy of smooth curves Ct(O :$ t < T) which s30tisfy

(1) V·.L = V(x,y,8k)

for 0 < t < T, 30t each point (x, y) E-Ct . Here V.L is the normal velocity of the curve, 8 is the angle
between the tangent to Ct 30t (x,y) and (say) the x-axis, and k is the signed curvature 30t this point.

Under a few technical assumptions (all of which are satisfied by V(x, y, 8) =: k), one can prove
that there exists aglobal weak solution to (1), whieh is smooth except at 30 discrete set of times
t},t2,t3, ••• • (This is our main result.) The proof involves 30 number of geometrie arguments,
based on a. theorem of Sturm's , of 1836. .

w. ARENDT

ELLIPTIC OPERATORS AND POSITIVE SEMIGROUPS

It is shown that 30 degenerate elliptic operator

N

A= L D.ai;D;
i,;=1

generates a. positive semigroup on LP(O) (1 :$ p :$ (0) if ai; E Wl,oo. We treat simultaneously the
ease where n is an open bounded set in Rn (and Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed), or
0= RN or where n is 30 Lie group. .

• PH. eLEMENT

COMPLETELY POSITIVE MEASURES AND FELL-ER SEMIGROUPS

We consider the problem li [bo u(t,x) +[toob1(t - s) u(~,x)dsl =

Coo ßu(t, x) + li[t
oo

Cl(t - s) ßu(s,x)ds + J(t,x), t E R, x E fl with the boundary. condition

u(t,x) =0, t E R, x E 0, where 0 is a bounded domain in.RN with smooth boundary. We assume:

b}'Cl E Ll(R+) nonnegative, nonincreasing, bo +100

b1(z)dz > 0, Coo > 0, Cl(O+) < 00.
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We prove that if f E LP(R; Lq(n», 1 < p, q < 00, then problem (P) has one and only one solution
u E LP(R, Lq(n)) satisfying ßu E LP(R; Lq(n», u E LP(R; w~,q(n)), Cl * ßu E W1tP(R; Lq(!l»,
bo + bl * u E W1tP(R; LP(!l)), (where * denotes the convolution).

For the proof we use an extension of a theorem of Dore and Venni, due to.Prüss and Sohr, on
the closedness of the sum of two closed operators, and an estimate on the norm of the imaginary
powers of the negative generator of a semigroup on LP(R; Lq(n)) "induced" by a FeIler semigroup
on R. (This is joint work with J. Prüss.)

G. DA PRATO

FLOQUET EXPONENTS FOR PERIODIC PARABOLIC SYSTEMS

We g;ive some result on stabilizability of parabolic systems with coefficients periodic in time.

w. DESCH

ESSENTIAL GROWTH RATE OF HYPERBOLIC PDE's ON AN INTERVAL

The essential growth rate of a semigroup is the infimum of growth rates that can be obtained by
finite dimensional feedback, thus it teIls hpw much the system may be stabilized.

If the hyperbolic PDE

Ut{t,x) = A(x)ux(t,x) + B(x)u(t,x) (+ suitable boundary cond.)

is transformed to diagonal form (A(x) is a diagoI;lal matrix), then the essential growth rate of its
solution semigroup depends only on ACx) and the diagonal elements of B(x).

G. DORE

MAXIMAL REGULARITY FOR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS IN HIGHER ORDER SpACES

We study the homogeneous IBVP for a parabolic equation such as u' = ß u + f in Sobolev sP.
through functional analytic methods.

The main tool is a theorem that allows to obtain -maximal regularity for the abstract equation
Au +Bu =f in spaces related to D(AN ), starting from maximal regularity in the space in which
A and B are defined.
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H.O. FATTORINI

SEMILINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS WITH NON-SMOOTH NONLINEARITIES

This work is motiva.ted by the control theory of distributed parameter systems of the form

{
Yt(t,x) = ßy(t,x) + ~(t,Y(t,x)~u(t,x))

y(t,x) = 0 (x E T)

where x E ft, ft a domain in rn-dimensional Euclideon spa.ce Rm with boundary T.

For physical reasons, it is better to treat as an abstract differential equation in LOO(ft). However,
there are three diffi.culties:

(a.) The semigroups S(t) generated by ß (with the corresponding boundary condition) is not
stro~gly continuous 30t t = O.
(b) The nonlinear control term, a.s a function of t with values on LOO(n) m30Y not be strongly
measurable. ·Exa.mple: the system

Yt(t,x) = yxx(t,x) + u(t,x)

in 0 ~ t :5 1 with n = (0,1); if, for insta.nce, u(t,x) is the characteristic function of the triangle
o~ x ~ t 5 1 t ~ u(t, .) is not strong1y measurable.

(c)Linear functionals in LOO(O) (used in control theory) are difficult to chara.cterize.

However, some of these difliculties are essentia.lly due to the smoothing ·properties of the semigroup
Set). We develop here a theory based on an abstract "two-spaces" scheme introduced in H.O.
F3ottorini, The time-optimal problem in Banach spaces, Appl. Math. 'Optimization 1(1974) 163-188:
the two '!paces here are C(n) and LOO(t.!). The theory applies without changes to the spaces LI(n)
and z::(n) (regular Borel rneasures on n with the total varia.tion norm).

B. "FIEDLER

COMPLICATED DYNAMICS OF SCALAR REACTION DIFFUSION EQUATIONS WITH A
NON-LOCAL TERM

e We consider the dynamics of scalar -equations

11" = 'Uxx + l(x,11,) + c(x)a(11,), 0 < x < 1 ,

where adenotes a weighted spatial average and Dirichlet boundary conditions are assumed. Pre
scribing I, c, a appropriately, it is shown that complicated dynamics can occur. Specifically, lin
earizations at equilibria can have any number of purely imaginary eigenva1ues. Moreover, the
higher order terms of the reduced vector field in an associated center manifold can be prescribed
arbitrarily, up to any finite order. These results are in marked"contrast with the case a = 0, where
bounded solutions are known to converge to equilibrium.

The above results are joint work with Peter Pola.cik.
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H. GAJEWSKI

ON NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE CARItIER TRANSPORT
IN SEMICONDUCTORS

Evolution equations modelling the transport of charge carriers in semiconductor devices were pro
posed already 1950 by van Roösbroeck. These equations form the basis of the numerical simulation
of the behaviour of semiconductor devices, which nowadays is a powerful tool of device obsigners.

Inspite of their physical and technical relevance the device equations received relatively little at
tention from the side of the mathematical analysis for a lang time. It is the aim of the lecture to
direct the attention to these interesting equations and to state some basic results about existence, _
uniqueness and asymptotic behaviour of solutions. _

J .A. GOLDSTEIN

SPIN-POLARIZED THOMAS-FERMI THEORY

This is joint work with Ph. Benilan and G.R. Rieder. Consider a quantum mechanical system of
N electrons and Z protons with Z ~ N and an external electric field. We establied the ,existence
and uniqueness of the ground state electron density in" the appropriate version of Th. Fermi theory.
The ground state is spin polarized, i.e. the densities of the spin up and spin down electrons differ.
One of our tools i~ a new method for solving the elliptic system

- ßu + ßl(U) + ß2(V) = 1
- ßv + ß3(U) + ße(v) = 9

where ßi is a nondecreasing continuous function on R with ßi = 0 on (-00,0], and 1,9 are finite
measures on R3 •

G. GREINER

WEAK SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREMS FOR FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUA
TIONS

For a Co-semigroup (T(t» on a B-space X one can characterize the resolvent set of a single operator
T(t) in terms of the resolvent of the generator A as follows: "e- lSt E p(T(t)) iff J.L + (~Z E p(A)
and {(,\ - A)-l : ,\ E J.L +i~Z} is bounded in L(X)".

We sketch the proof 'of this result and'give two applications:

1. One can give a simple proof of a result of Henry on neutral differential equations (J. Diff. Equ.
'15 (1974). In this result the spectrum is described as zeros of a characteristic function.

NO'

2. For retarded equations x(t) = ~AiX(t - r) + IrA(S)X(t + s)ds one obtains a similar result

by studying the associated Co-semigroup in the space L 1([r, 0], Cn ).
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M. GROBBELAAR

THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS WITH DYNAMIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN L2
AND LP

When a symmetric body performs a rotation in a viscous incompressible fluid, the system of gov
erning equations consists of the conservation laws of linear momentum of the :fluid (Navier-Stokes)
equations and angular momentum of the rigid body. The la.tter equation wruch is of a dynamic
nature can be considered as a boundary condition for the Navier-Stokes equations. In trus Navier
Stokes problem with dyna.Dlic boundary conditions the unknowns are v, wand p with v the velocity
fie1d for the fluid, w the angular velocity of therigid body and p the pressure field. Existence and
uniqueness results are obtained by following a Hilbert space approach and using as main tools. the
theory of B-evolutionsand the theory of fractional powers of aclosed pair of operators.

We also report on the progress ·made in LV.

A. HARAUX

ANTI-PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF SOME NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

Followinga recent work of H. Okochi in the monotone setting, we point out that many quasi
autonomous evolution equations of non monotone type associated to odd nonlinearities have some
anti-periodic solutions provided the forcing term is anti-.periodic. This comes from the fact that
thespace of anti-periodic functions is transversal to the kernel of the linear part and stahle under
the action of odd nonlinear operators. The proofs of our results combine strang a .priori estimates
independent of the nonlinearity with an application of Schauder'sfixed point theorem to some
related dissipativeequations.

N. KENMOCHI

NEUMANN :PROBLEMS FOR PARABOLIC-ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS; STABILITY OF
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS

• We treat a. nonlinear evolution equa.tion of singular and degenerate type

(1) Ut - /i.ß = /,ß = ß(t,x) E ß(u(t,x», in Q = (0,+00) xn

with Neumann boundary condition

(2) Onß =h on E = (0,+00) Xan.

Here n is a bounded domain in RN(N ~ 1) with smooth boundary -an, ß is a given maximal
monotone graph in R x R and /, h ar~ given data. In this talk,assuming that the domain of ß is
bounded and not a singleton, Le.

D(ß) = [r., r·] for some - 00 < r. < r· < +00,
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we show: (a) for any Uo E LOO(O) with r. ::; Uo(x) ::; r* and

r.< ,~,{Luo+[Lf+ [!eoh}<r' Vt~O,

problem (1)-(2) has a unique solution u such that u(O,·) = Uo; (h) if f and h are T-periodic (Le.
periodic in time with period T) and Co is a number with .

r. < I~I {CO +[ Lf +[ !eo h} < r' Vt E [0, T]),

then problem (1)-(2) has a T-periodie solution w with

Lw(O,x)dx = CO;

(e) any solution of (1)-"(2) converges to a certain T-periodic solution as t tends to +00.

"G. LUMER

ApPLICATIONS OF NONSTANDARD ANALYSIS METHOnS TO THE APPROXIMATION
AND REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS OF EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

•

One establishes (easily) the following nonstandard e~ponentialapproximation formula (for a stable
familiy of generators):

Lemma. Let X be a standard Banaeh space (with standard norm), {Ak} a standard stable family
of semigroup generators in X convergjng strongly in the (Kato) generalized sense to a densely
defined operator. Then

etA. ~ (1- ~Ak)-N

on the standard elements of X, for all k, 0 5; t limited, 0 < N infinitely large integer. Also

( t )-n1- JiA k ~ 1

on the standard elements of X, for 0 ~ t infinitesimal, al1 integers k 2: 0, n 2:: 1. •

We derive several classica.l eonsequences: (i) Very short proofs of the Trotter-Kato semigroup
eonvergence theorem (and its usual variants); (ii) A necessary and sufficient condition for the
eonvergenee of a very general abstract discrete approximation scheme, whieh is essentially gjven by
the following result.

Theorem. Let {Ak} be a stable sequence of generators in X, A a generator in X. Then
(1 - ~Ak)-n -+ etA stro~gly on X, uniformly in t on t-compaeta, as n,k -+ 00, iff R('x,Ak ) -+

R(A, a) strongly on X for one (all) A> w.
t .

(iii) Using1(1- t -; s A) -NF(s)ds, .5 > 0 infinitesimal, N as in the lemma above, we give a very

transparent and simple proof of a known regularity result (*), which sheds additional light into
further regularity matters.
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(*) Theorem. For A a generator in X, du/dt = Au + !(t), u(O) = UO, t E [O,a], has a unique
classicaJ solution V uo E D(A) if FE WI,I(]O,a[,X).

A. LUNARDI

STABILIZABILITY OF INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL PARABOLIC EQUATIONS

We consider the stabilizability problem for an abstract parabolic integrodifferential equation. Under
suitable hypotheses, we give a necessary and suflicient condition for stabilizability, generalizing
the well known Hautus condition. Then we apply the abstract result to a classicaJ parabolic
integrodifferential equations in bounded domains, including the heat equation with memory. (Work
written in collaboration with G. Da Prato.)

K. MASUDA

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOME REACTION-DIFFUSION EQUATIONS

I consider the reaction-diffusion system of the form:

(1)

•

where dj > 0, e;, b; > 0, a;,k are given constant.

I am concerned with the asymptotic behavior of (1) with the homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition.

J. MIERCZYNSKI

THE KREIN-RuTMAN THEOREM FOR SEMIFLOWS ON BANACH BUNDLES AND ITS
APPLICATIONS TO PARABOLIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Assume that <p = {<pt} is a flow on a compact metric space M. Let B be a Banach space, partially
ordered by a closed normal cone B+ with nonempty interior Int. B+. Let ~ = {~t} be a: linear
skew-product semiflow on a Banach bundle M x B, covering Cf' and such that for each t > 0, ~t
takes B+ \ .{O} into its interior. Under some additional assumptions, it is proved that there is an
invariant direct sum decomposition of the bundle M x B = VI ffi V2, where VI is one-dimensional
and contained in Int B+U (-Int B+) U {O}. A spectral statement is proved which is analogous to
the Krein·Rutman theorem.

The above abstract theorem can be applied to the case where the semiflow {~t} generated by a
linearized parabolic partial differential equation of second order. .
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E. MITIDIERI

ESTIMATES FROM BELOW OF THE SOLUTIONS OF A CLASS OF SECOND ORDER
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

Let H be areal Hilbert space. Let F: H --+] - 00,+00] be a I.s.c. proper convex function. If

F(tz) = tPF(x) Vt > 0, P > 2, x E D(F)

then the solution to

.1.1." E 8F(u)

u(O) = Uo E D(F)

supllu(t)1I < +00
t>o

satisfies
lIu(t)1I ~ K(Uo)(l + t)-i6 t ~ to

where Ko, to are positive constants depending on tLo.

R. NAGEL

SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

We ~tudy systems of linear evolution equations which can be written in the form

ü(t) = Au(t), 1.1.(0) =Uo

where u(t) E En, E a Banach space, and A = (Pij(A»nxn, A a fixed closed densely defined
operator on E and Pij E C[x]. It is characterized under which conditions on the operator A and
the polynomials Pij the operator matrix A generates a strongly continuous semigroup on En, resp.
on appropriate "energy spaces". The results have been obtained jointly with K.J. Engel. .

J. NAUMANN

DIFFERENZIERBARKElT SCHWACHER LÖSUNGEN PARABOLISCHER SYSTEME MITe
QUADRATISCHEN NICHTLINEARITÄTEN

In einem zylindrischen .Gebiet des Rn+l betrachten wir pa.rabolis~he Systeme der Form

8au
i

~ -aOAi(x,t,u,Vu) =Bi(X,t,u,Vu) (i = l, ... ,N)
t XOt

mit IBi(x, t, u, e)1 :S c(l + leI2). Es wird gezeigt, dass für jede Hölder-steti"ge schwa.che Lösung u
gilt: Vu E Ltoc. Dieses Resultat basiert wesentlich auf dem Nachweis einer gebrochenen Differen
zierbarkeit von Vu bzgl. t. Die lokale quadratische Integrierbarkeit der zweiten verallgemeinerten
Ableitungen von u bezüglich x folgt dann mit Standardargumenten.
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S.OHARU

THE FRÄCTIONAL STEP METHOD FOR ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION EQUATIONS

Anisotropie diffusion equations of the form

are diseussed from the point of view of the approximation theory for nonlinear eontraetion semi
groups in the Banaeh lattiee X = L1(R N ). Here ~i : R ~ R are supposed to be nondeereasing and
loeally Lipsehitz eontinuous on R. A notion of generalized solution to the initial-value problem for
(ADE) is introdueed and a nonlinear eontra.ction semigroup G == {Set) : t ~ O} which provides
the generalized solutions is eonstrueted in -X. The generators A of G represents the anisotropie

N

diffusion operator L 0;. ~i(U) and satisfies the range eondition R(I - AA) = L1(RN) n LOO(RN
)

i=l
for ;\ > O. The method is based on the use of produet formula.e for nonlinear semigroups and a
system of one-dimensional finite-differenee approximation of the form

•
(ADE)

N-

Ut = L 8;. ~i(U),
i=l

•

un+1(x) = U~ll(x), uö(x) =un(x), i = 1, ... ,N, n =0,1,2, ....

Consequently, two types of fraetional step methods for eonstrueting the generalized solutions of
(ADE) are obtained.

J. PRÜSS

AN EXTENSION OF THE DORE-VENNI THEOREM AND APPLICATIONS

We present an extension of the Dore-Venni theorem on the closedness of the sum of two eommuting
operators, and discuss some of the tools needed for the prcof. The result is illustrated by means of
several applieations to elliptic and parabolie PDE's as well a.s to Volterra convolution equations a.s
arising in the theory of viseoelastic materials.

P. QUITTNER

VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES

We investigate the stability of stationary solutions of inequalities of the type

du
u E K: (dt - F(u), v - u) ~ 0 V v E K, u(0) = Uo,

whereK is a closed eonvex set in areal Hilbert space V, (".) is the duality between V and its
dual V, and F : V ~ V, is a (semilinear) map fulfilling some additional properties. We introduee
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conditions which are sufficient for the stability or the instability of a given stationary solution and
we show that these conditions are in some sense optimal and that they can be in many applieations
easily verified.

R. RACKE

ASYM~TOTIC BEHAVIOR OF (NON- )LINEAR DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS

We deseribe the deeay behavior of LQ-norms, 2 :$ q :$ 00, of solutions u to parabolie resp. damped
hyperbolic systems of the following type: ~t + Lku = 0 resp. Utt + Lku +Ut = 0, where L =-6.
or L = -ai aik(X)ak elliptic with L = -6 outside a ball, in an exterior domain n c Rn, togethe
with initial and suitable boundary conditions. We use a generalized eigenfunction expansion and
are led to the study of pointwise estimates of solutions of exterior boundary value problems· for the
operator L. - As further motivation we diseuss the importance of these estima.tes for corresponding
nonlinear systems.

B. SCARPELLINI

SINGULAR SOLUTIONS OF SINGULAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

The following singular boundary value problem 1s investigated, which goes back to Brauner and
Nicolaenko.

(*) 6u = }..f(u)u- k where x E sn ={xix ERnIlxII :$ I}, u = 1 on aSn.
An additional notion, due to Brauner-Nicola.enko, is introduced:

Definition: A function 11. E C1 ([0, 1]) is a singular solution of (*) iff 11. E Cl ([0, 1]) n C 2([ro, 1])
for some ra E [0,1) (== singularity radius), u == °on [O,ro],(rn - 1 11.r )r = }..f(u)u- k on (ro, 1]' and
u == 1 on aSn'
Theorem: Under mild assumptions on Ul, U2, U3 : if Ul, U2, U3 are three distinct classical solutions
of (*) for some ).. > 0, then there exists a singular solution of (*).
[Remark:-.j is supposed to be smooth, and to satisfy f ~ Jlo > c for some /.Lo, and fu :$ c, fuu ~ 0.]

P. E. SOBOLEVSKII

INVESTIGATION OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THERMOELASTICITY •
We consider the boundary value problem
,,-1 ~~ _ 68 + '11; div v = _x-1Q

p~ - /.Lßii - ().. +p) grad div v+ "y grad e = pF, 0:$ t :$ T, x E 0;
a = 0, v =0, 0:5 t :$ T, x E an,
8(0,x) = eO(x), v(O, x) =VO{x), x E 0,
which describes the motion and the temperature change of a homogeneous isotropie elastic medium
occupying the volume n with density p, Lame's constants }..,p and thermal coefficients."}', K, 1].
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Here e is a. devia.tion of temperature, V = (VI, 172, VJ) is a vector of elastic displacements, Q is an
outward flow of heat, F = (F}, F2,F3 ) is a vector of volume density of outward forces, n is the
domain of R3 with boundary an and n= nu an.
Problem (I) is reduced to the Cauchy problem ·for the system of two differential equations of
parabolic and hyperbolic types in Banach spaces. In this way the existence and uniqueness theorem
of solution of problem (I) in tlie dass

•
ae {Pe
7ft, {)Xi{)Xk E Lp ([O,T],L2[{lD (p> 2);

a2v a2v a2v
at2 ' ataxä' {)Xä{)Xk E C([O,T),L2[n]); [x = (Xt, X2,X3)]

was obtained under the problem data conditions which are elose to the necessary conditions.

J. SOLA-MonALES

INERTIAL MANIFOLDS AND THE SINGULAR LIMITS HYPERBOLIC-PARABOLIC AND
ELLIPTIC-PARABOLIC

We have been interested in the dynamici .defined by the equation

. eUtt +- Ut = U:z::z: ~ f(u)

(for e > '0, for x in a bounded interval, and with boundary conditions 30t the ends); near the
parabolic limit e = 0. We have proved that this limit is no more singular when one restricts
the fiow to a suitable finite dimensional globally attra.cting (smooth) invariant manifold of finite
dimension, embedded in the (function-) spa.ce of states (Le., an inertial manifold).

We h30ve also an example of nOD-existence of such a manifold for e large.
This work can be considered a.s one part of 30 larger study developed by our group in Barcelona.

A. STAHEL

THE WAVE EQUATION WITH SE.MILINEAR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

in [O,T) x n
on [O,T) x an
in n

Theorem:

We present ä. joint work with Irena Lasiecka.. On a. bounded smooth domain n in Rn(n ~ 3) we
consider the initial value problem

{

uu-ßu+u=O

(P) /;u = g(u)

u(O) =UQ, tl(O) =Üo
" Using aresult"of Miyatake (1973) we obtain

3
9 E C3 (R, R), 2 < 8 ~ 2
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and tL is a solution of (P).

If we assume an HI energy estimate and some growth conditions on 9 we also obtain global solutions.
This second result is based on arecent regularity result of Lasiecka., Triggiani.

H. TANABE

CONTROL THEORY FOR LINEAR DELAY-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN A HILBERT
SPACE

Let

(1) du(t)/dt =Aou(t) +A1u(t - h) +LO" a(s)A2u(t +s)ds •
be a linear delay·differential equation in a Hilbert space H. Here, Ao is the operator associated
with a sesquilinear form defined in V x V satisfying Gärding's inequality, where V is a Hilbert
space such that V eHe V*. At and A2 are bounded linear operators from V to V*, and a is a
real valued Hölder continuous function in (-h,O]. Let Set) = etA and F be the solution semigroup
and structural operator for (1) respectively considered as an equation in V·. Then, it is shown
that FS(t) = Sf(t)F, S*(t)F* = F*ST(t), where ST(t) is the solution semigroup for the adjoint_
equation. In the special case At = 7Ao and A2 = Ao with some real constant '1 it can be shown
that the generalized eigenvectors of A are complete in H x L2 (-h, 0; V). Some applicat~ons are
given.

B. TERRENI

BOUNDARY CONTROL FOR NON-AUTONOMOUS PARABOLIC SYSTEMS OVER INFI
NITE TIME-HORIZON

We consider a boundary control problem over infinite time horizon for a dass of linear nonau
tonomous parabolic systems. We use a Hilbert space approach and some results from the theory of
evolution operators. The cost functional is quadratic and we get a feedback formula for the optimal
pair by a dynamic programming argument after a direct study of the Riccati equation relatedt.
the problem.

P. VUILLERMOT

INVARIANT MANIFOLDS FOR NONLINEAR KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS ON
R2: SOME RECENT RESULTS

Recent results concerning the existence of spatially localized almost-periodic oscillations to semi
linear wave equations on R2 will be discussed within the framework of nonlinear functional analysis
and dynamical system theory. .
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w. VON WAHL

THE INSTATIONARY NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS ON EXTERIOR DOMAINS

We consider the problem

over a-cylindrieal dömain (0, +00) x'n:C R4,. where n is unbounded. This is precise1y the situation
where a body n c is surrounded by a fluid with ve10city u and pressure 'Ir. First we eollect some
a-priori information for any weak solution, in partieular we show that 'Ir E LS/ 3 (O,T) x Q),.T > 0.
Making strong use of this information we can eonstruet· a particular weak solution fulfilling a
localized energy inequality and being bounded outside a compaet region around the body (provided
the external force dies out if t -+ 00). Thus all possible singularities are eoneentrated in this eompaet
region. Moreover this solution is stable in the sense that lIu(t)IIL2(o) tends to 0 a.s t -+ 00. There is
almost no hope to carne by a singularity by numerieal or physi'eal experiments. The reason is that for
any T > 0, any smooth f and L8(O,T),Lr(n»)~neighbo~rhoodof f with radius c > O(~ + ~ > 4)
there is a smooth fe, lying in this neighbourhood, such th30t (1) (with' f replaced by .Je) has 30
smooth solution on [0, Tl x.o. The work rep?rted was d~ne jointly with ;H. Sohr and M. Wiegner.

•
(1)

{

u' - Au +u . V'u +V''Ir
V'. u

u(O)

ulan

f,
0,

tp,

o

E. ZEIDLER

NONLINEAR SYMM~TRIC HyPERBOLIC SYSTE.MS

Let us eonsider the following general nonlinear symmetrie hyperbolJe system of .~rst order

(1)

where

du'
dt = F(u), u(O) = Uo

(Fu)(x) = j«x,u(z),ou(x»).

• It is possible to prove a theorem for (1) co~cerning
(i) existence and uniqueness;

(ii) regularity, and

(iii) well-posedness.

The solution lives in the space

G([O,Tl, H') n G([O, Tl, H '-1),

where
s ~ [nJ2] +3 and H' = B'(Rn ,Rm

).

(In the quasilinear ease we only need s ~ [n/2) +2. )
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The fairly simple proof of this theorem due to M. Günther (Leipzig) is based on a substantial
generalization of arecent abstract theorem by Kato and Lai (J. Funet. Anal. 1984) and on a new

. theorem about nonlinear interpolation. The detailed proof along with applications will be provided
in the book Zeidler, Nonlinear Functional Analysis, Vol. 5.

It was discovered by K.D. Friedrichs in the 1950's that a large dass of problems in mathemati
ca! physics can be reduced to problem (1). For example, this concerns magneto-hydrodynamic,
compressible fluids, and general relativity.

ZHENG SONGMU

GLOBAL SMOOTH SOLUTIONS TO NONLINEAR EVOLUTIONS WITH DISSIPATION •

This talk is concerned with the global existence of smooth solution to the following initial boundary
value problems of nonlinear hyperbolic system:

n

Ütt = L8i (äi(Aü) = fo(x,t),
,=1

n

Lv,äi (A11) + b(x,8t iI) =h(x,t),
i=1

ü(x,O) =11o(x), 11,(x ,0) = 111 (x)

in {} x (0,00)

on r x (0,00)

in {}

where {} is a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundry r, ü = (Ul' ... ,Ut)T with I = n or
I = 1; Aü =(ci;) with Eij = !(8iUj +8jUi).
Let b= (b1 , ••• ,b2 ), bij = 8b i /8(ot'Uj).

Under the assumption L: bijeiej ~ 61el 2 with 6 > 0, which physically means that then{is a da.mping
force depending on the velocity, and other reasonable assumptions on äi, bit is proved jointly with
Shibata that the problem admits a unique global solution provided the initial.data and 10, h are
sma.ll. Two applications to nonlinear elastodynamic systems and nonlinear acoustic wave equations
with damping boundary conditions are also shown.

BERICHTERSTATTER: H. Amann und P. Hess
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 24/1989

Ringe und Moduln

4.6. bis 10.6.1989

This meeting was organized by Gerhard o. Michler (Essen) and Lance W.

Small (San Diego) : it was attended by 38 participants from eight

countries.

since the last Oberwolfach conference on Rings and Modules in 1986,
there has been progress in some well-established areas as weIl as de

velopments in new directions. Recent results on embeddings of rings,

the localizations of rings, rings with polynomial identities and enve
loping algebras of Lie algebras were presented. Several reports were

given on group actions, crossed products and Hopf algebras and their
connection to Gälois theory and other parts of ring theory. Further
more, same talks were devoted to new results on finite dimensional

algebras and orders. The organizers also gave emphasis to recent pro

gress in ring theory with applications to other fields in mathematics

or to physics. In particular, we mention the investigation ?f rings
of differential operators, the study of quantum groups and the new

contributions to rationality problems. The Russian colleagues gave a

survey on recent research on ring theory in the USSR.

The informal discussions formed an invaluable part of the meeting

which deepened .the insights gained ·by the lectures and sometimes led

to new results. The success of the conference was supported by the

friendly atmosphere of the, institute.
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Vortragsauszüge

M. van den Bergh: Cohen-Macaulayness of invariant modules for tori

Let T be a torus, W a finite dimensional representation and ~

be a character of T Let R = k[W) and define

R (f € R I Tef = ~(T)f) Then R $ R defines a grading on R
~ ~ ~

with X(T) · e,
stanley gave a complete answer to the question when R

~
is Cohen-

Macaulay in terms of certain polyhedral complexes of dimension

O(dim W) • We also give a complete answer in terms of certain .

spherical complexes with dimension ~ dim T - 2 . We analyze the

cases dim T = 1, 2 and we give some consequences for the functional

equation.

C. Bessenrodt: Modular representation theory cf finite groups and

the Auslander-Reiten quiver

Let G be a finite group and F a field of characteristic p > 0 .

We consider the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver for FG. In 1982,

P. Webb gave a list of possible tree types for its connected com

ponents, namely the (finite or infinite) Dynkin diagrams and the

Euclidean trees. Later Okuyama proved that for p ~ 2 the tree class

is never Euclidean. For p = 2 , the Euclidean diagrams A~2 and'-'

were known to occur. We show now, that.in fact these are the only

possible Euclidean trees. Moreover, the block containing such a com

ponent has a Klein four group as adefeet group. As a corollary we

obtain that the heart of a projective indecomp~sable FG-module decom

poses into at most 3 indecomposabl~ summands (this bound is sharp).

Furthermore, the methods used can also be applied for obtaining the

main results about the modular representations of blocks with cyclic

defect groups.
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Some new re'sults in ring theory

1. A positive solution of Restricted Burnside Problem (RBP) (E.I.

Zel'manov)

2. Local Specht problem over a field of finite characteristic (A.R.

Kemer)

3. Some new results on embedding into matrix rings (A.Z. Anan' in,

N.G. Nesterenko)

4. Groups with standard basis (the diamond lemma in group theory)

The Zel'manov result consists of two parts - a reduction of RBP for

primary order pk to the problem of local nilpotency of any Lie a1

gebr~ with Engel identity, and a proof of the last result. The. method

of the proof of this last result may have influence on the study of

identities of Lie and associative algebras of characteristic p > 0 .

New A.R. Kemer results (§ 2) show that the main problem about identi

ties of associative alg~bras of characteristic p (the analogy of

specht problem) can be reduced to the question - is it"true that all

identities of associative algebras of characteristic p follow from

identities with finite number of variables?

K. Bongartz: A geometrie version of the Morita duality

Two basic observations on the schemes of n-dimensional repre-

~ sentations of a finite-dimensional algebra Aare proved.

Theorem 1 Let A and B be two finite-dimensional algebras over a

commutative field k .Then the following are equivalent:

a) A and B are isomorphie (as k-algebras).

b) For all the k-schemes Modn and n isomorphie in an ,
A

Moda are

c)

GLn-equivariant way.

For n € {dirn A, dim B} , the'reduced k-schemes n
(ModA)red and

are isomorphie in a GLn-equivarian~ way.

Theorem 2 Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over an a1ge-
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braically closed field. Then the connected components of nModA are

fibre bundles (with respect to the Zariski-topology in a schematic

sense) over the smooth scheme of semisimples having as typical fibre

the corresponding bound representations of the·Gabriel quiver of A.

Same e~sy corollaries and examples are given.

In characteristic 0, theorem 1 can be deduced easily from procesJii

. work. In characteristic p, the results are new. Moreover, the ~

proofs are direct and based on elementary facts from the representa

tion ·theory of finite dimensional algebras and on hase change in the

sense of linear algebra!

A. Braun: Accessible points

The notion of accessible point in maxspec

R = F{X1, ••• ,Xp } is a prime affine P.I.

ring. Two basic questions are raised:

R is discussed where

(polynomial identity)

Problem 1 A recognition question, namely what ring theoretic'pro

perties determine the accessibility of a point M in R.

Problem 2 Find so~e good properties of accessible points.

Partial answers to these questions are discussed. A major techniq~

in sqlving them seems to be the nation of completion at a maximal~

ideal M of a ring R. This technique seems to shed same l~qht on

related questions in Ug, 9 is finite dimensional solvable /~ •

K~A. Brown: The finite"dimensional algebras associated with

differential operators on singular curves

The ring O(X) of differential operators on the affine curve X has

a unique minimal non-zero ideal J(X) , and H(X):= D(X)/J(X) is a

finite dimensional C-algebra, with
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H(X) = };ED H(X,x) ,
x € Sing x

with each H(X,x) indecomposable. We describe how H(X,x) is deter-

mined by the singularity x , and how the structure of H(X) in-

fluences the structure of D(X)

• c. Dean: The ideal structure of the enveloping algebra

of the Virasoro algebra

The .enveloping algebra of the Virasoro algebra is discussed, and a

new family·of irreducible representations for the Virasoro algebra is

constructed.

P. ·Dräxler: On indecomposable modules over directed algebras

Let k be a field and A a basic finite dimensional k-algebra which

i5 representation directed. The following result is due to Bongartz

in the case k is algebraically closed and to Dlab and R!ngel if A

is hereditary.

Theorem If U is a not simple indecomposable A-mödule then there

is an exact sequence 0 ~ U
1
~ U ~ U2 ~ 0 such that the A-modules

Ui are indecomposable and U
1

or U2 are simple.

We give a proof of this theorem which works for any field k with

more than 2 elements.

A.W. Goldie: Embeddings in artinian rings

It 1s known (Blair-Small) that the theorem of Schofield can be

applied to show that a noetherian ring R has a flat simple artinian

extension provided that R has an exact additive rank function. This

requires the assumption that Ass Ra consists of minimal primes. In

this talk the relationship between such functions on Rand Gabriel

topologies with artinian clqsure is pointed out (a theorem due to
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Günter Krause) and the extension ring S = li~ Ho~{F,R) , where the
F€g

right ideals F € S form such a topological set of right ideals, is

studied. The structure of S is obtained by using the injective hull

VR of ~, its endomorphism ring Hand the bicommutator T,

which is the dense or maximal ring of quotients of R. It is shown

that -

Theorem HV is an artinian module. H is a semi-primary ring Wi'lt

index of nilpotency ~ the length of the ~-closed 1attice of right

ideals.

For any extension ring S Rs it is proved: -

Theorem Any right ideal I of S has the form 1 = eS $ (l-e)l ,

with (l-e)l nilpotent. Consequent1y, S is a semi-primary ring

(which contains R).

In discussion it was noticed that counter-examples existed which

showed that the maximal ring of quotients T need not be artinian

even when R is artinian! Whether there exists g such that ~

has the required properties (artinian and RS flat) is 1eft un

settled.

K. Goodearl: Avoiding infinite sets of primes

We shall discuss aversion of Prime Avoidance for infinite sets X

of prime ideals in noetherian rings R, namely the Intersection Con

dition studied by Jategaonkar, Müller, and others: given a one-sided

ideal 1 that contains no elements regular modulo all primes in X,

there should exist P in X such that I contain~ no elements re

gular mod~lo P. Most known cases of the Intersection Condition for

infinite sets of primes have been proved using an uncountable central

subfield; however, Müller has verified it for arbitrary cliques of

primes in affine noetherian P.l. rings. We shall present a varia

tion on his method which yields the Intersection Condition for
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~

cliques of primes in a ciass of iterated differential operator rings

including smash products R#U(g) where R is a commutative noethe

ri~n algebra over a field k of characteristic zerp and q is a

finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra over k.

Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field k and let M

be an A-bimodule. Let Ae be the enveloping algebra of A. Then

the Hochschild cohomology groups Hi(A,M) are defined as

Exti (A,M) , where A and Mare considered as left Ae-modules.
Ae

Let H(A) be the Hochschild-cohomology-algebra, which is a Z~graded

algebra. (The low dimensional cohomology groups are interpreted in

terms of derivations, extensions and deformations.)

Some results to compute Hi(A) = Hi(A,A) are presented:

•
D. Happe1: Hochschild cohomology of finite dimensional algebras

Theorem: Let P be a finite poset and r(p) be its incidence alge

bra. Let ~p be the simplicial complex of chains in P. Then

Hi(I(P» = Hi(~p,k) .

(Compare also an article by Gerstenhaber-Schack.)

Theorem: Let A be·as above and let AN be a finite-dimensional

left A-module and let B = A[N] be the one-point extension algebra.

Then there exists a lang exact sequence

o 1 HO-(8) 1 HO(A) 1 EndAN/k 1 8 1 (8) 1 8 1 CA) 1 ExtiCN,N) 1 ••••

This implies that a representation-directed .algebra satisfies

Hi(A) = 0 for i ~ 2 •

Theorem: Let A be as above and AM be an r-tilting module with

B = EndAM • Then H(A) ~ H(B) as Z-graded algebras.

The proof of this result makes use of the fact that under the assump

tions of this theorem the derived categories of bounded complexes of

A-modules and B-modules are triangle-equivalent.
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T. Badges: Noncommutative K1einian singularities

A family of algebras is studied whose associated graded r~ngs are the

commutative algebras C[X,Y,Z]/(XY-Zn,. • The main structure theorem

states that these algebras are the intersections of copies of the

rings of twisted differential operators on the projective line "glued

together" along a copy of the Weyl Algebra A1(et) • Aversion of the

Bernstein-Beilinson theorem for U(sl(2» is proved for these alg,..

bras and from this result, facts about the global dimension and thll'

Grothendieck group are deduced.

R.S. Irving: Categories of Harish-Chandra modules like the

category 0

~:Z(g~) ~ et • There is a computable finite

6 E D one can associate a "generalized

M(6) in HC~ with simple top L(6) .

poset D such that for

principal series" module

Let G be areal, semisimple linear Lie group with Lie algebra g.

Form the category HC~ of Harish-Chandra modules with generalized

infinitesimal character

Langlands classification is that (L(6) I 6 ~ D) are all of the

irreducibles in HC~ • We search for a full subcategory HC~ of HC~

which has properties of the category 0: projective covers, BGG re

ciprocity, finite global" dimension, etc. Such a category would allow

us to interpret the Lusztig-Vogan polynomials of G via ~

Ext~, (M(1),L(6» 's for instance. The list of requirements on HC'I'
He ~

~

leads-to the restrietion that G has 1 conjugacy class of Cartan

subgroups; e.g." G is complex or SLnCrn) • Work of Bernstein-

G~lfand, Joseph, Enright yields a solution for G complex, that

doesn't generalize in any obvious way. Using a different approach,

David Collingwood and I construct the desired HC for all groups G
~

with 1 conjugacy class of Cartan subgroups.
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Same criteria for deciding when an ideal is induced

Let 9 be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. We discuss some results

concerning the set primcU(g) of completely prime, primitive ideals

in the enveloping algebra U.(g) • First a positivity property of

Goldie ~ank polynomials implies that any I € primcU(g) , with inte-

gral and regular central character, is induced. Secondly we show that

for I € Max U(g) one has I is induced ~ the associated variety

of I is induced (in a suitable sense). Here one should like to

rep~ace the hypothesis I € Max U(g) by I € primcU(g) and thereby

'obtain what should be the correct formulation of Moeglin's theorem

(valid so.far for 9 ~ sl(n) ). Finally let L(A) be a homomorphic

image of a Verma module and I(X) the annihilator of its canonical

generator. One easily shows that gr I(X) being prime implies

Ann L(X) € primcU(g) • Moreover gr I(A) is then the 1deal of defini-

tion of an orbital variety and one can ask if all such ideals so

occur. In sl(6) a student of mine E. Benlolo' (Haifa) has shown that

this fails (in just two cases) if one imposes that L(X) be simple.

P. Kasch: The total in modules and rings

•
Let R be a ring with 1 € R,M,N unitary R-riqht modules and

S:= En~(N) • Then f € HOma(M,N) is called a total nonisomorphism

~ VO ~ AlM, BIN, f(A) C B : flA : A ~ B is not an isomorphism.

This i8 equivalent to:

Vq € HO~(N,M) (fg is not an idempotent ~ 0 (in S)] .•

If f i5 not a total nonisomorphism, then there exists a

9 ~ HO~(N,M) such that fg i5 an idempotent # 0 (in S) . We

call then f partial1y invertible (= pi).

First question: For which M,N is Tot(M,N):= set of all total non

isomorphisms f € HO~(M,N) , closed under addition? lf

ToteM) := Tot(M,M) i8 closed under addition,' then M i8 ca11ed a to

tal module.
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Theorem ([3]) M is a total module ~ M has d2-exchange property.

The d2-EP is weaker than the 2-EP hence each 2-EP module is a

total module. Total modules can be considered as qeneralizations of

LE-modules. For the special case that ~ = ~ , we identify End(~)

with R. It is easy to see that Tqt{R) is independent of the side.

Theorem ([1]) Rad(R)+Tot(R) ~ Tot(R) , hence Rad{R) C Tot(R) •

Theorem ([1]) If Tot(R/Rad(R» = 0 and idempotents can be lifted

from R/Rad{R) to R, then Rad(R) = Tot{R) ".
•

Ex.: 1) Semi-perfect rings

2) F-semi-perfect rings (Oherst-Schneider)

(Nicholson).

serni-regular rings

There are more results in the special case of rings and also in the

general case. Especially there are relations between pi~elements and

regular elements (def. by fgf = f ). The total is also a good notion

to construct ideals in the category of all R-right modules.

Lit.: [1] F. Kasch, Algebra-Berichte 60, München 88

[2] F. Kasch, The total in the category of modules, Report on

Conf. in Krems 1988, will appear Wien 1989

[3] W. Schneider, Algebra-Berichte 55, München 87

v. Kharchenco: Actions of groups and Hopf a1gebras on rings ••
"Def.: The set of skew derivations (6 1 , ••• ,6k ) is called reduced if.

a) different automorphisms corresponding to these derivations are

different mOdulo X-inner subgroup

b) if 6. , .•• ,6. are different s-derivations (corresponding to the
1 1 1 k

same automorphism s) then they are lineary independent modulo sub

space int Ls of inner s-derivations (recall that s-derivation

x ~ ax-xsa is called inner) for Martindale ring of quotients.
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Theorem 1: If prime ring R satisfies multilinear generalized iden-
· h. 6 k h. ) 0 h 6 d d ft1ty of the form F(Xj 1 'Xj 1 = , w ere {k} - re uce set 0

(i,k)skew.derivations, F(Zj 'Yij) - generalized polynomial with non-

commutative coefficients. from Martindale ring of quotients. Then the

ring R satisfies the identity F(Zj(i,k) 'Yij) = 0 •

Theorem 2: Let us suppose th~t the base automorphism acts trivially

~ on all skew derivations of reduced set {6 1 , ••• ,6k } and {6 1 , ••• ,6m}

the set of all right products (in Lie sense). Then if given prime
h .. 6

kring R satisfies multilinear identity F(Xj 1 ) = 0 ~ then it

satisfies an identity F(Z.(i,k» = 0 •
J

These theorems were proved by A.Z. Popov and V.R. Kharchenco. In con

ference there was also discussed the 'question on algebraic dependen

ces between skew derivations in general case (when group acts nontri

vially) with the help of Hopf algebra language.

L. Le Bruyn: On stahle rationality of centers of generic division

alCJebras

(Joint work with Christine Bessenrodt)

A representation theoretic method is given to determine whether a1

~ most free actions of PGLn on a vectorspace have ?table rational

quotient varieties. In particular, stable rationality is proved for

such PGLp-quotients for· p = 2,3,5,7 •

H. Lenzing: Homological epimorphisms of rings

A ring homomorphism ~:R ~ S is ca11ed a homological epimorphism if

(a) S eR S ~ S , i.e. ~ is an epimorphism and

R(b) TOri(S,s) = 0 for all i ~ 1 •
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It is equivalent to assume that for all !eft (resp. right) S-modules

M,N the mapping ~~:Ext~(M,N) ~ Ext~(M,N) is an isomorphism or to

assume that ~*:Mod(S) ~ Mod(R) induc~s a fu!l embedding

~b(~*):~b(MOd(S» ~ ~b(MOd(R» •

Theorem 1: Let R be right noetherian, ~:R ~ S a ring homomor

phism, which is injective and a homological epimorphism, SR finite-

ly generated. ~:R ~ End(R(s/R»OP = T induced by multiplication. ~
Then

_1) S • SIR 1s a tilting module in modeR) •

2) ~*:mod~S) ~ modeR) , ~*:mod(T) ~ modeR)

are full embeddings inducing an isomorphism

Theorem 2: Let A,A' be tame hereditary connected finite-dimensional

algebras over an algebraically closed field. There exists a homologi

cal epimorphism from A into an algebra Morita-equivalent to .AI if

and only if the Dynkin type of A dominates the Oynkin type of AI •

Joint work with W. Geigle.

E. Letzter: Noetherian ring extensions and Lie superalgebras

This talk examines an abstraction of the injective homomorphism of

associative algebras U(go) ~ U(go • g1) arising from a comPletel~·

solvable Lie superalgebra 9 0 • 9 1 • The results obtained are applied

to give adetailed description of the prime spectrum of the envelo

ping algebra of a finite dimensional nilpotent Lie superalgebra. A

p~rtial description is qiven for the non-nilpotent completely sol

vable case.

T. Levasseur: Lifting differential operators on orbit spaces

Let G be a reductive group (over ~) and

mensional representation of G. Oenote by

G ~ GL(V) a finite di

O(V)G the ring of
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invariant differential operators on V, and by D(V/G) the ring of

differential operators on the orbit space V/G. We qive some
sufficient conditions for the natural map D(V)G ~ D(VjG) to oe
surjective.

L.S. Levy: cancellation an~ direct summands in dimension 1

~ Let A be a module-finite algebra over a commutative Noetherian ring
of Krull dimension 1. We extend Roiter's direct-summand theorem to
arbit~ary finitely generated A-modules, obtaining a sharpened form
of Serre's direct-summand theorem in this setting.
We also obtain a cancellation theorem that extends Bass's and Drozd's
cancellation theorems, in this setting.
A co~ollary is that, over commutative Noetherian rings, cancellation
holds in every genus of finitely generated modules. In the noncommu
tative case, cancellation is shown to be a condition involving divi
sion algebras.

11. Lorenz: crossed products: characters, cyc1ic homology, and

Grothendieck qroups

~

Let S = R*G gtG 8g be a crossed product of the group G over the

ring R'"= S In this survey talk, we explain how the cyclic homa-1

loqy of S and Moody's indu~tion theorem for GoCS) can be used to

derive ring theoretic information on S.

is a separable k-algebra (k same commu-

Cyclic homo1oqyi By work of Feigin and Tsygan, the cyclic homology

HC.CS) of a skew group ring S = RaG (aiG ~ Aut R) decomposes as

[g] runs over the conjugacy classes$ HC.(S)[ ] , where
[9] g

of- G • In the case where R

tative ring) and order(g) m, one has

HC.(S)[g] =H.(~G(g)/<g>, SglfS
9 ,S1]) • As a consequence, it follows

that for f.g. projective modules p. over the group ring S = RG ,

where R is a separable k-algebra with ~ ~ k and" G is a
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torsion-free solvable group with hd~(G) < m , the Rattori-sta11ings

character ~(P) can be computed by ~(P) = ~(P/PwG 8 R S)

(~G = augmentation ideal).

Moodv's induction theorem states that, for S = R*G a crossed pro

duct with R righ~ Noetherian and G polycyclic-by-finite, Go(S)

is generated by the images of all Go (R*X) under induction, where X

ranges over the finite subgroups of G. This leads to a formula ...

the Go1die rank of S in the case where S is prime. As another

application, one obtains a formu1a for the rank of GO(kG) which ex-

tends c1assica1 results of Frobenius and Brauer for finite groups.

s. Montgomery: Crossed products of Bopf algebra~ and Galois

extensions

H is a finite-dimensional Ropf algebra, with dual H* • We review

the notion of H-Ga1ois extensions as defined by Kreimer-Takeuchi: ff

A 1s an H-comodule algebra via C:A ~ A 8 H , the map

l:A 8 H A ~ A 8 H given by l(a. b) = (a • l)C(b) i5 bijective.
A

CO

As an example, arecent theorem of B1attner-Montgomery is that any

crossed product AluH is H-Galois over A#l ; this uses the fact

that such extensions are cleft. As a coro11ary, we prove a duality

theorem: (AlaH)'H* ~ Mn(A) , for n = di~H. Next we discuss re'ltt

joint work with Cohen and Fischman:.

Theorem: AI H i5
A

a • b ~ (alt) (bll)

H~~Ga1ois ~ the map A 8 H A ~ A#R given by
. A

, for t € Jh ' is surjective ~ for any 1eft

A#U-module M A • H M" - M as left A#H-module~.
A

Corollary: If A#R is simple, then A/AR is H*-Galois.

Theorem: If A#H is simple Artinian, then A/AH has the normal

basis property. These results are applied to determine when a divi-
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sion ring 0 is Galois over OH namely O/oH is Galois ~

has a normal basis ~ D _ oH i H*
o

a crossed

product ~ OiH is simple.

This extends classical results for fields.

F. van Oystaeyen: Global dimension, regularity and Gabber's Purity

Theorem for f~ltered rings

For Zariskian filtrations the global dimension of a filtered ring may

be ca1cu1ated in terms of the global dimension of the assoeiated

graded ring; under a suitab1e finiteness eondition this relation may

also be obtained for more general filtrations inelu~ing a.o. FUchsian

filtrations on'the Weyl a1gebras. Simi1ar resu1ts may be studied in

connection with Auslander regularity. A somewhat stronger resu1t con

eerning Auslander regularity of the Rees ring of the filtration has

been established by Li Huishi, F.V.O., giving a positive answer to a

question of J.-E. Björk and allowing to obtain an extension of

Gabber's "purity" result to the case of Zariskian filtr~tions.

Throughout the use of the Rees ring has provided a unifying too1 for

·studying filtrations e.g. in order to establish equivalence of seve

ra1 properties hitherto considered to be different in the literature.

•
B. pareigis: Canonical generators of group rings under faithfully

flat descent

Faithfully flat descent can change group rings to more general rings

called twisted group rings which are not isomorphie to group rings.

The group itself gives rise to canonical generators for these twisted

group rings, which are also new generators for the group rings in

question. This construction will be studied and the way how the new

relations arise from the group structure and descent data. These

techniques give also a construction of a left adjoint (free construc

tion) Kr Groups ~ Algebras for the functor

U(L ~K -) Algebras ~ Groups, where L:K is a (free) Galois

extension and U denotes the group of units.
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Three simple observations

We diseuss three unrelated problems.

1. E.A. Whelan posed several questions on modules induced from a pri

mitive ring to its Martindale ring of quotients. We settle two of

these in the negative.

2. Hales-Luthar-Passi obtained an interesting inequality on th~
eoeffieients of algebraie elements in complex group rings of finite

groups. We extend this to the infinite ease.

3. S. Montgomery asked whether prime skew group rings could be

terized in terms of the action of the qroup on the hereditary sub

rings of the ring. We diseuss this question, but do not settle it.

D. Quinn: Inteqrality questions for noncommutative rings

The Pare-Schelter result that a matrix ring is ScheIter integral over

the coefficient ring of bounded degree (depending only on the size cf

the matriees) has been extended in several ways. This has led to some

interesting applications. Here we give abrief account of some of

these and some new results on integrality questions. In particular we

consider subnormalizing extensions, algebraic automorphisms and fi

nally Hopf algebra actions, where same obvious questions still lack

answers. ~

C.M. Ringel: From representations of quivers to quantum graups via

"Hall algebras and Hall polynomials

Let R be a representation-finite hereditary ring, say of type 6

(a Dynkin diagram). Let H(R:A,q) be the Hall algebra of R with

coefficients in A and evaluation at q € A , where A is same ccm

mutative ring, thus H(RiA,q) is the free A-module with basis

(u[M])(M] indexed by the isomorphism classes of R-modules of finite

length, with multiplication
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finite) fil-

u u M
[Nl ] [N2 ] = I .pN N (q)U[M] ,

[M] 1 2

is a polynomial counting (forwhere .pM € 7l[T]
N1N2

trations of M with factors N1 and N2 • Let Sl' ••• 'Ss be the

~imple R-modules. There are derivations 6 i on H(RiA,q) defined by

6 i CU[M]) = (dim M)iu[M] , and we form the twisted polynomial ring

H'(RiA,q) = H(RiA,q) [Ti ,6 i ]i •

Let g be the complex semisimple Lie algebra with trianqular decom

pQsition g = u_ $ h e u+ • Then H(Ri~,l) ~ U(u+) ,

H'(Ri~,l) - U(b+) , where b+ = h $ u+ • Finally, consider
A m

H'(R):= !im H'(RiC[q]/(q-l) ,q) .
m

Then H~(R)·~ Uq(b+) , the quantization of the enveloping algebra of

b+ in the sense of Drinfeld.

S.P. Smith: Dua1ity for quantum 0q(SL(n» and UqCsl(n»

(Joint work with J.T. Stafford)

There is a non-degenerate pairing <,>

such that

*1) the image of the induced map 0q ~ Uq equals

{f € U; I ker f ~ Ann v"k for some k»o} where V is "the"

basic n-dimensional simple Uq(sl(n»-module i

2) the image of the induced map U ~ 0* is contained inq q

{~ € 0; I ker ~ ~ an ideal of finite codimension} i

3) the induced map Uq ~ EndCOq makes 0q a uq-module algebra with

Uq acting as "right invariant differential operators".

One key step in the proof is that 0q(SL(n» satisfies a certain

universal property with respec~ to quantum n-space. The algebra
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. -2
Aq ~[Xl, .•. ,Xn] with XiX j = q XjXi for 1 ~ j < i ~ n • The re-

sult allows Uq(sl(n» to be defined as the full continuous dual of

0q(SL(n» for a suitable topology. Sinee 0q(SL(n» is defined (via

the universal property) in a natural way from quantum n-spaee, it

follows that Uq(sl(n» may be defined in a natural way from quantum

n-space.

N. Vonessen: Actions of linearly reductive groups on affine

PI-algebras

Extending the theory of actions of finite groups on non-commutative

rings and commutative invariant theory, I am studying' actio~s of a

linearly reductive group G on an affine PI-algebra R. One of the

major results is that the fixed ring RG is affine provided that R

is Noetherian. Other topies include loealization and a "lying over"

result for RG ~ R • Many of the results actually charact,erize

linearly reductive groups and are in particular in prime charaete

ristic false for actions of reduetive groups which are not linearly

reduetive.

Berichterstatterin: Christine Bessenrodt
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Die Tagung wurde geleitet von H.O. Cordes (Berkeley), B. Gnunsch (Mainz), und H. Widorn

(Santa Cruz). Sie setzte 4ie erfolgreiche Tagung gleichen Titels vom 2. bis 8. Februar 1986 fon

(vgl. !/J~-9~~Proceedings Oberwolfach 1986, SpringerLecture Notes in

Mathematics.l2S.6, Berlin, Heidelberg, New Ymk, Tokyo 1987). Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses

standen zum einen natürlich die aktuellen Entwicklungen auf dem Gebiet der Pseudodifferen

tial.operatoren unter Einschluß der Füurierintegraloperatoren. Insbesondere spielte die Untersu

chung dieser Operatoren auf nichtkompakten und singulären Mannigfaltigkeiten sowie auf

Mannigfaltigkeiten mit Rändern, Ecken und Kanten eine zentrale Rolle, häufig in Verbindung

mit einem Kalkül vom Boutet de Monvelschen Typ.

Darüber hinaus war aber auch die gegenseitige Beeinflussung der Theorie der Pseudodifferen

tialoperatoren und aneIerer Disziplinen ein wichtiges Thema. Beriihnmgspunkte ergeben sich in

natürlicher Weise im Bereich der Operatomlgebren und in der theoretischen Physik, besonders,

wenn es um Schrödingeroperatoren oder semiklassische Grenzwene geht, aber auch bei der

Betrachtung singulärer Störungen.

Es war den Veranstaltern gelungen, wIederum eine große Anzahl exponiener Vertreter aus den

.verschiedenen Gebieten für die Konferenz zu gewinnen, so daß sich viele Möglichkeiten zur

Diskussion und zum Austausch mathematischer Ideen ergaben. Darüber hinaus wurden vor 45

Teilnehmern 38 Vorträge gehalten. Schwerpunkte waren unter anderem:

Operatoren auf nichtkompakten und singulären Mannigfaltigkeiten, sowie Mannigfaltig

keiten mit Rändern, Ecken und Kanten

Pseudodifferentialoperatoren in Gevreyklassen

Banach-, Frechet- und 'P*-Algebren von Operatoren

Störungstheorie und Stetigkeitseigenschaften

Mikrolokalisation, auch höherer Ordnung

Anwendungen in der theoretischen Physik.
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Auf Grund des besonderen Charakters und der ausgezeichneten Resonanz unter den Teilneh

mern wird eine Fortsetzung dieser Tagungsserie' ins Auge gefaßt.

Vortragsauszüge

F. ALl MEHMETI. InteractioO Problems for Waye ·Eguations on Ramified Spaces

We consider wave equations on n domains Oi of possibly different dimensions. FlOm the spa-

n ·
tia! parts we construct a selfadjoint operator by taking any elosed subspace of n H1(O.) as

i=1 1

domain of its square root (interaetion space). In this way we can describe various kinds of in

fluence between the waves on the domains as interface problems, but also integral, pseudodif

ferential and Fourier integral conditions. Special cases are also transmission problems on rami

fied spaces (c.f. G. Lumer, S. Nicaise). Tbe CCO-operators with respect to an interaction opera

tor form a 'I'-Algebra (notion qf B. Gramsch '84) and are thus candida~es for 'generaliied

pseudodifferentia! operators'. Local or global existence for nonlinear evolution equations with

(nonlinear) interaction is treated using abstract results of Kato, Brezis, Shatah, Minty. Fourier

integral operators are used to construct parametrices for interface problems with Fourier

integral transmission conditions (c.f. leI. Nosmas, S. Hansen).

J. ALVAREZ. HP Continuity Pro.perties of Pseudo--differential QpeDl1m1

Tbe titel refers to the typical continuity properties to be expected from a Calderon-Zygmund

type operator.

In order to apply the standard techniques, two types of information are required Locally, some
p CIo ~.

L 0, L continuity. At infinity, some decay of the gradient of the distribution kernel.

Tbe purpose here is to follow this pattern with a pseudo-differential operator L having symbol

or amplitude in the Hönnander class S;,~, me IR, 0 ~ a< 1, 0 < p ~ 1, and distribution kernel

k(x,y). Typical results are

Ifm + n + la + ßI > 0, there exists C =Cap ~ 0 such that

l a p I C
Dx Dy k (x,y) ~ m+n+ Ia+fS I

Ix-yl p

This estimate is proved to be optimal at least when Ia+p I =O. Also, integral estimates of the

Hörmander type are obtained.

Concerning continuity, L is continous from LP into itself if 1 < P < .., m ~ -n «(1--P)·I~ -
1 &-0 .
!!+Ä), where Ä. = max (0, 2). .

All this implies pointwise estimates for the sharp maximal function and HP, Lq contunity

properties for some p,q > 0, which extend known results.
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Tbe above estimates are also used to show that an operator having a distribution kernel worse

than a standard one will not satisfy in general the T(I) Theorem.

*M. ARSENOVIC. C -Algebras pr Sin~lar lote&rnl Operators 00 the foinem Plane
*Tbe structure of a cenain C algebra ~ of singular integral operators on the Poincare plane n

={(x,y) Iy > O} is describ~d. Tbe algebra Ais a penurbation of a translation invariant algebra

on ll. Tbe commutator ideal 6 of it is strictly larger than the class of compact operators K.

Two symbol maps, a and "f, are defined on A. a is scalar valued, "'{ is operator valued. They

suffice to characterlze Fredholm operators in- JI, ker a fl ker 'Y = KInessence, this gives ae calculus cf S.1.0. in "" modulo K. Results on essential spectra of (pseudo)-differential

operators and Fredholm properties of (pseudo)--differentail operators on TI can be obtained

from this calculus.

e

E.L. BASOR. Toeplitz Operators 00 Weig-hted I Spaces and Associated Asymptoticsp .

Consider the operator T"'{ defined 00 ~(ll.+) by

(Tln(a»k-= L fPk-n ao k = 0,1,...
T -0=0

1 1t -ike
where a =(aO,a1,···) aod CPk = 77t Jcp(e) e deo

-1t

Tbe finite Toeplitz matrices are of the fonn

(cpj-k) j,k= O,...,n.

These operators can also be considered on lpJl, weighted lp spaces, where

lpJl = {xl IIxllP = L IXn IP(n+l)PJ.1 < oo}.

On these weighted spaces f:he spectrum of Tcp can be precisely described for a function cp

having one jump discontinuity and piecewise Cl. Tbe spectrum depends on p and 1.1.
Using this result, it can be shown that the eigenvalues of the finite matriees for large n lie near

the range of the funetion cp.

B. BOJARSKI. Reill1ar aod IrreIDIlar IOtenor Boundary Value Problem a B V P,)

Tbe study of interior boundary value problems for elliptie equations was initiated by Sobolev

(1937) with the variational treatment of the Dirichlet problem for the polyharmonie equation

!lM U = 0 in a domain n eRn, whose boundary an =r consists cf subinanifolds cf codimen-
2m-l

sion v, 1 ~ v s 2 m"":'l, r = u rn-k in correspondence with the Sobolev traee theorems for
k=1

funcrlons in Wm;l (0). In the talk I gave a shon review of resulü on LB.V.P for a general

class of elliptic operators aeting on vector bundles on closed manifolds M, based on papers by

Ste~, Stemin-Novikov and myself. Special classes of distribution spaces Hf<M>, adapted to
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the study of generalized potentials P('t ~ a(~» were defmed (P is a pseudodifferential operator

on M, 8r the Dime distribution of r, 't E D'(I); also ~eir analogues in the context of veeter

bundles. Tbe generalized potentials are used to reduce the elliptie I.B.V.P. A =(A,Br ), (A is a

differential operator on M, Br is a differential operator defming the boundary conditions) to a

system X(A,B) of elliptie pseudodifferential operators on r and express the index fonnula for

A, ind A =indMA + indrX. These I.B.V.P are called regular. Another elass of I.B.V.P. arises

if the self-adjoint extensions of a symmetrie differential operator Ao are studied, where Ao is

the restrietion of a selfadjoint operator A in L2(lRn), or L2(M), to the domain DO(M\l).Bye

recent results of Popov for eonstant coeffieient operators in IRn, (Mat.Sb. 1988) the extension

process, of von Neumann-Krein-Naimark type, may lead to asymptotie type tlboundary eondi

tions" on r, which cannot be formulated in terms of Sobolev traee theorems and which are

called irregular I.B.V'pIS. Tbis type of problems arises in quantum modelling of various

diffraction and seattering processes in crystalic, polymerie and superconductor phenomena.

Many of these models are explicitly solvable. An important problem arises of describing the

elass of irregular LB.V.P. in terms of mieroanalysis. Also a broad class of explicit solutions of

regular I.B.V.Pls for the equation Amu = 0 in the ball or half space in IRn was described.

L. CATIABRIGA. Global Analytie and Gevrey Surjectiyity of tbe Mizohata qperator

~~2kDXl
Let E{ s}(lIf). s SI, be the space of all C

OO
functions f on IRn such that for evety compactsubset

K of lJtl there exists A > 0 such that .

sup sup A-Ialat-s la~ f(x) I < + 00.

xeK ae71.n
+

.'
.L. COBURN. Ioe.plitz Operators. Quantum Mechanies. and Mean QscillatiQD in the Berpnan

Mc1Ik
Fer n a bounded domain in (n with nonnalized volume measure or n = (D with Gaussian

measure, consider the L2 spaces and the associated subspaces, H2, of holomorphic funetions.

Fer P the orthogonal projectiOD operator from L2 onto H2 and Mf the (densely-defined) opera-

tor of multiplication by a fixed L2 function f, the ThlQililz operators on H2 given by Tf =
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PMflp and the HilnkI:l operators on L2, Hf = (I - P')Mt are of considerable interest I discuss

recently obtaiDed results on the boundedness, compactness aild symbol" calculus far these
, --

operators and their relation to pseudo-differential operators. .

R.G. DOUGLAS. Elliptic Qpemtors on Manifolds with Boundmy

A cycle in the K-'homology Ko(M) of a comp~t manifold M without boundary isdertermined

by an elliptic differential operator D following Atiyah. H aM ~ 0 then D dertermines a class in

the relative group ~(M,aM). Based on joint work with Balim and Taylor, I described a con-

crete approach, \1(hose principal advantage is an explicit boundary map in the long exact
•sequence fer K-theory Whicb takes the form o[Dl = Ker D - I<.er D with the appropriate

interp~tations. .

Applications of this work include a .generalization of the index theorem for ·Toeplitz operators

of Boutet de Monvel, the t:eduction of the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem to the case of Dimc

operators, and a new proof that operators cobordant to zero·Qaye index· zero.

A.D~. Pseudodifferentiat Operators on Open Riemannian Manifolds

qeodes.ic compactifications of open (~mplete or not) RiC!mannian manifolds ofte~ have a na

tural Tbom strätified structure. Theymay be cf arbit;rary finite depth and not nessecarily conor

inally conical.

Basic examples are regular pans cf many singular spaces and SBB-eompactifications of local

ly symmetric spaces.

I introduce a class of pseudodifferentlal operatOrs with stratmed symbols on ,such manifolds.
. . '. . '.

They generate a C ~gebra. Tbe main results ~ its solvability and a complete description of

all irreducible representatiens, both' reflecting the geometry cf the underlying ma.niiold.. " .. . .. ,

Many Cordes comparison C -algebras on open manifolds as weIl as PlamenevskiJ~enichkin..

C -algebras o~ manifolds with compound conica! singularities are special ~ases of the deve-

loped theory.

Y.V.. EGOROV. Generalized EunctiQns

Tbe main deficiency of the Schwanz distribution t~eory consists in the impossibility of the

multiplication of distributions, which is very important for physics. In the recent works of J.F.

Colombeau a" new approach was proposed, helping in the solving of this problem. Unfortunate

ly bis theory is too complicated, what does malre its applications difficult and restricted

I would like to state same new theory, more clear and transparent and at the same time More

general. It is possible to defin.e not only the products of the generalized functions, but any fun

etions of thelD, even generalized.- Very general theorems on the existence and the uniqueness

of the solution for the Cauchy problem can be proved. Moreover this theory ean be considered

as the natural retlection of the real process of computations.
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A. ERKIP. Boundaty value Problems rOT Non--O>mpact Boundaries

On non-<:ompact manifolds ellipticity may no longer be sufticient for Donna! solvability as can

be observed in the case of the Laplacean, .1: H2(IRn) ~ L2(IRn). Similar behavior occurs in boun

dary value problems. To obtain Fredholm eriteria we construct a class of non-eompact mani

falds with non-eompact boundary of the SG-type of Schrohe. Roughly speaking for such a

manifold the coordinate maps extend to conic neighborhoods and changes of coordinates are of

linear growth. A Riemannian metric satisfying certain growth conditions is chosen so that COlD

patible normal coordinates can be iotroduced in a conic neighborhood of the boundary. Tbe

Calderon pmjector method ean be applied via Schroheis results on '1100's of the SG-class, and

we obtain a sufficient condition for the normal solvavility of the boundary value problem wi4
weighted L2-Sobolev da18. The sufficient condition turns out to be an md-version of the usual

ellipticity condition. By the md-eoncept we refer to a global parametrix constlUction of Cordes;

a 'lido of order (m,O) in the class SO(IR°) is md-elliptic if

la(x,~)1 ~c(l + 1~l>m forlarge Ixl+I~I.

This in turn is necessary and sufficient for a(xJ) to be Fredholm: Hs+m (IRD) ---t If<.Uf).
As a step towards showing the necessity, we prove that if the manifold contains a cone and the

symbol p(x,~) vanishes at some finite ~ as x -+ 00 within that cone, no BVP (P(x,D),b1,..,bm)

can be normally solvable. Tbe cone here seerns necessary, as the Dirichlet problem far A on

the strip S = [0,1] x IR is invertible as a map 8 2(S) ---+ L2(S) x H312(aS). Even though the

boundary as is of SG-type, the strip does not satisfy to the cone condition.

L.S. FRANK. Coerciye and Pispersiye Sjn&"lar Penurbations

Tbe coerciveness concept far one parameter families of singular petturbations was introduced

in 1976 and the equivalence of this algebraic condition with the validity of two-sided apriori

estimates (uniformly with respect to the small parameter) was proved. It tumed out that the

same coerciveness condition guarantees that any coercive singular perturbation can be reduced

10 a regular perturbation by consttucting explicitly a reducing operator SE, which far each va-

lue of the small parameter e e (O.fol belangs to the class of operators. intmduced by L. Boute_

de Monvel (joint work with WD. Wendt). As same direct applications of the constructive re

duction procedure for coercive singular perturbations, one should mention the following anes:

1. Asymptotic formulae far their solutions with smooth or non-smooth data.

2. Asymptotics far their eigenvalues and eigenfuntions under the assumption that the reduced

operator has only a discrete spectrum.

3. Asymptotic analysis of the bifurcation phenomena for coercive singular perturbations.

Recently estimates of the error term in the reduction of a coercive singular perturbation J' '10

a regular perturbation of the reduced operator ..Jl was improved (joint work with J. Heijstek)

and it was shown that one has:

SE vi = ..Jl + O(E), E ~ 0,
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where Se is the reducing operator mentioned above and O{e) is interpreted in the 'corresponding

operator norm.

Dispersiv~ singular perturbations (introduced in 1986) are special classes of singular. perturba

tions of strictly hyperbolic first order systems.

For dispersive singular perturbations mixed problems are well-posed {UDÜonnly with respect

to the small parameter),.provlded that it is so also for the'reduced hyperbolic system.

Construction of a parametrix, based upon Fourier Integral Operators with singularly perturbed

amplitudes and phase functions with real and complex values, is given. Singular support of the

corresponding Green and Poisson I:cemels, is desetjbed (sorne. of them being spread over on one

side of the characteristics of the reduced hyperbolic system and some of them having a locali

zed singularity of boundary layer type).

Some applications are indicated (e.g. asymptotics of the spectral function of a 'self-adjoint el

liptic singular perturbation .under various assumption on .the relation betweeo the spectral

function of ,a self-adjoint elliptic singular penurbation undervarious assumptions on the

relation between the spectral and small parameters.

D. FUllWARA. Feynman Palb Integral as an Impro.p«r InteuaI on the Falb Space

.Let L('Y) = im 12 - V{'Y), where 'Y E H Ö(O,T).. Let {ev}~ = 1 be a c.o.n;.s~·in H Ö:(O,T) such

that {e~}~ = 1 is Haar's c.o.n.s. in .L2(O,T). We use coordinates
'. . ." .' -,- 1 . . :

"v =('Y,ev)' (tbe inner product ~ ~ U(O,T), v ~ 1,2,...

We denote by N(dx,O,Q) the Gaussian ·measure on BÖ (O,T)~.with mean 0 and variance Q(x)

::;; i Äv 2. (A. < 1). Following K.Ito, we consider" the integral: .' '." "
v=1 "v

00 _'1 v ih-I'fT L('Y)dt . ~
In = I1 (1 + ~)1/2 f e 0 ,N(dx,O,nQ).

v=l BÖ(O,T)

Theorem Assume tbat the potential Y is real valued and satisfies the following estimates:

sUPx I y(a)(x) I <: 00 , (V a ~ 2).

And assume that T is small. Theo I =1imIn exists.
0-+00

This gives a matbematical meaning to the Feynman path integral.

. -
B. GRAMSClL Analytic Functions with Yalues in Cenain Al&ebras of Pseudo-=pifferentiaJ

Operators

Tbe spectral invariance of many Frechet algebras of pseudo-differeotial operators is a useful

tool 10 understand manifolds of Fredholm and semi~redholmoperators. R.esults on the mero-
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motphic inversion and division of operator distributions are presented (work together with w.
Kaballo, 1989) in the context of 'P'*-algebras. Connected to results of Davie (1971) the

Arens-Royden-oka-principle is applied to Fredholm operators in submultiplicative Frechet

algebras of "do's. An approach of Satinas (1988) and others to the existence of geodesics far

the manifold of symmetries in C*-a1gebras can be used 10 define same geodesics far the

standard Frechet manifolds in the perturbation theory of 'P*-algebras. This is related to some

work.of K. Lorentz.

A. OREENLBAF. Estimates &Dd Composition Calculi for Sin&J1lar Fourier Inte&W Operators

The CompositiOD of FIOs. which are singular in the sense that they are associated withLa~
gian manifolds which are not local canonical graphs, is in general not an FlO. Since such

operators Brise naturally in integral geometry and in the study of pseudodifferential operators

with multiple characteristics, it is of interest to obtain a good description of the composition of

such opeators. We will describe joint work with G. Uhlmann on same particular classes.

S. HANSEN. Computation of Amplitudes Atona Rays

Far systems of real principal type in the sense of N. Dencker, e.g. the system of isotropic

elastodynamics, we consider solutions which are Lagrangian distributions. Their principal

symbols, which we eall amplitudes, satisfy transport equations on the Lagrangian manifold, A.

Far a given way 'Y in A we want to compute numerically the amplitude of a solution along 1. A

method for this is proposed. It consists in the following:

(1) Compute the tan~ent spaces T')'(t) A This involves the solution of ontinary differential

equations of Ricatti-type far symmetrie matrices L(t), the coordinates of Tl<OA. L(t) blows up

when T'Y(t)A leaves the coordinate pateh in the Lagrangian Grassmannian. A numerically stable

algorithm, developed by the speaker, is used 10 perform the necessary change of cOOIdinates.

(2) Express the Lie derivative of the amplitude, a, with respect to the Hamilton-field in terms

of L(t). Solve the resulting differential equation far a 0 "{.- The Maslov index is correce
accounted far, too.

The method is hoped to be useful in the numerical computation of high-frequency waves.

Similar methods are used in geophysies far computing synthetic seismoirams (Cerveny,

Hanyga).

]. HOUNIE. Locallnte&J1lbility of Systems of vector Fields

Consider L 1,...,Lm' m linearly independent vector fields in a nbhd. Cl c ~+1 of the origin,

with smooth, complex eoefficients. We assume:

i) there exist smooth functions ajkl such that
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n
[L.J - ] =~ a·ki Li (Frobenius condition)
J~k/;=l J

ü) Tbe origin is not an elliptie point for the sys~m and the Levi form of the system is non-de-

generate, having eigenvalues of the same sign (strong pseudo-convexity), .

then if n ~ 2, the system is locally integrable, Le., there ex1sts a funetion ~ in a nbhd. of ~e

ori~ such that
LjZ =0, j = I,...,m

dZ(O) ~ o.
(This ispart of a joint work with Malagutti)

M. LANGENBRUCH Continuous Linear Ri&ht Inverses fOT Partial Differential Qperators

Tbe problem cf rlght inverses for partial differential operators is solved in the space SI of

tempered distributions OD 1Jtl: P(D) has a right inv~rse in SI ifI P = Oo..Qk' where Qj is real,

irredueible and admits a right inverse in SI, while 00 has Da real roots.

~t p be irredueibl~ Md real. Tbeo P{D) has a right inverse in SI iff pcoo~) = I(P)~):= (f e
e~): flv ~ O}. .
. P

This is the property of zeroes of R. Thom.

.Tbe proof is based on the eharacterization of the Thom property by J. Bochnak and on Bier

. stone's division theorem, whieh is proved via Hironaka's ~eorem on the res~lution of singulari

ties and Glaeserls theorem on composition cf C
OO

-funetions. For polynomials in two variables a

eonsiderably simpler proof c~be given.

o. LlESS. Hilber Microlocalizationand Conical Refraetjon ._.~ .

Thc set-up from whieb we s~ is: let lJtl = Mo ~ MI ~ ... ~ ~+l ~ (O) be a sequenee of

linear subspaces in ßtl. denote by ni ßtl .. Mj the orthOg~nal projection and by J.lP)~ =t.nj~

+ (1 - nj)~ if te IR. A funetion is ealled polyhomogeneous of po~ydegreem =(tno,...,mk- 1) if

m.
f(J.Lj(t)~) = t J f(~. mj E IR. andwe:write m '< m' if Mo < rnf,. or if there is s with mi = m'i for i

< s, ms > m's. The resul~ presented refer to a caleulus of wave front sets which localize to sets
- . '. 1+~ ~ . ,

'of the form A = {~: nj~ e Gj , Ini+j ~I > c .Inj ~I !lni-I~I, In~1 ..> c(l +

Ini _1~ /)8). where the Gj are open cones in Mj' 8 < 1. P> O. Further we consider analytic

pseudo-differential operators for which elliptie polyhomogeneous symbols cf polydegree m

dominate polyhomogeoeous symbols of polydegree m l on sets of type A ~m f < m. As.a conse

quence we obtain a result on conieal refraction.
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K LORENTZ. Jordan Operators in 'P*-AI&f<bras

Recent results show that many algebras 'P of pseudo-differential operators of order zero are

'I'*--algebras, Le.
1) 'P c L(H), Hilbert space, 'P is a Fr6chet-*-algebra, continuously embedded in L(H)

2) L(H)-l n'l' =~1 (property of speetral invariance).

Following the explieit algebraie methods of B. Oramseh, we have

:Ihm-ll Tbe similiarity orbits of Jordan Operators eontained in 'I' are locally 'I'-rational

homogeneous maDÜolds:

This is even new in the Hilben~pace case (Le. 'I' = L(H), far whieh we further have

~ . If for T ~L(H) the~ exists a narm eontinuous_local cross section far the map a
7CT: L(H) 1 -t (gTg 1: g e L(H), 7tT(g) = gTg 1, then this can be chosen 10 be •

rational.

Thm. 2 is a generalisation of a th~orem due 10 D.A. Hemm.

R. MAZZEO. Spectral Theot)' of fuperbo1ic Manifolds

Let M = tf/f' where r is a geometrically finite group of isometries aeting (freely and) properly

diseontinuously on hyperbolie n-space. It is possible 10 give a fairly complete description of

the spectrum of the Laplacian Ak = d8 + 8d acting on L2 differential k-forms: the essential

spectrum occupies the same region as in the ease of all of If, namely it fills out th~ intervals

[(n-2k+1)2/4,00), [(n-2k-l)2/4,oo) and also {Ol when k = n/2. If M has infinite volume, the

only eigenvalues embedded in the continuum oceur in tbe interyal [~(n-2k±1)2/4,
max(n-2Id:l)2/4).

Finally, tbe dimension of tbe eigenspace at 0 is' given by a purely topologieal quantity (i.e.

there is a Rodge theorem).

Tbe tools used are a calcnlus of degenerate pseudo-differential operators developed joindy

with Richard Melrose,' and far the embedded eigenvalue problem a unique continuation

theorem far certain degenerate operators was also needed. Patt of the Hodge theory (in tbe case

when r bas parabolic elements) was done joindy with Ralph Phillips. e
G. MENDOZA. Laplacians on Strictly Pseudoconyex Manifolds

Gointly with C. Epstein and R. Melrose) Let M be a compaet manifold with boundary, let 8 e. -c;(aM,T MI aM) have nowhere vanishing restrietion e 10 aM. Let p be a defining funetion for

oM and extend 8 10 a form 9 on M. Tbe space V9 = {V e C
OO

(M,TM) 19(V) E p2e (M)} is a

Lie algebra independent of the extension 9 of 9. Differential operators based on thi's algebra

form a natural context in which to study Laplacians with respect 10 Kähler metries on smooth

strictly pseudoconvex domains 0 in (nt n > 1 with the potential given by a strietly psh func

tion ~ blowing up at the boundary as l~g dist(y,an). Give~ sueh C, let M be the manifold with

boundary which is topologieally Ci and for wbich the identity map I: M -+ fi in local cOOrdina-
. .
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tes is (Yl' ...'Y2n-l'P) .... <Y1'... 'Y2n_l,p
2
).Let r be'a defining funetion for an. Let· 9 =

I·(~) on aM. Then the Laplacian- with respect to r is an ele~ent in Diff~. .

There is a natural vector bundle 8 TM and v.b. map 8 TM .... TM which converts every C
OO

seetion of 8rM to an element of Vo. Each fiber 9.r M, P E aM, is a Lie algebra naturallyto p .

which in the case of a strictly' pseudoconvex domain correspondS to a semidirect product of the

Heisenberg group tf-1 and IR+ aeting nonisotropieally ~n . un-1• 8 TpM acts on TpM as

vector fields.

The normal operator Np(Ä),p e aM, which is obtained by freezing the coefficients' in the

uright" way, aets on TpM+ and is in fact equal to the Bergman Laplacian ÄB for the ball in (D

under certain indentifieations. Tbe precise knowlegde of the resolvent fOT AB can riow be used

10 obtain meromotphic extension and Fredholm properties for the resolvent o~ Ä.

s. MELO. A CompariSQD AlWJbra on a C,ylindet with Semi-periodic MulriplicatiOns
•A necessary and sufficient Fredholm-eri~rion is found for operators in a certain C -algebra

ofbounded operators on L2(0), where 0 is the product of"a compact Riemannian ~old

and IR. This algebra contains the operators of the fonn LAN, whereL is an N-th order differen

tial operator on n with asymptoticallyperiodic'coefficients and A = (i~ÄO)-lll.

T. MURAMATU. BQundedness of Pseudo-differential Operators on Besov Spaces

As a continuation of Muramatu (Springer Lecture Notes .12S.6 (1987», we have fQund boun

dedness results under minimal assumptions on regularity of symbols:

MAIN THEOREM. Let (J be areal number, l:S;pSco, 1SqSoo, l/q+l/q'=l (q'==o Ü q=1 and q'=1 if

q::oo), ~Sl, OSpSl, X and Y Hilben ~aces, and set _

(0 I) A. = n . 1tw 11 = _ n(l--p) + n(l--6vp)
.. pv!' ,. ~ pV2

where sVt =max(s,t), sAt =min{8,t}

Then the 'pseudo-differential operator A with symbol a(x,~) is bo11l1d.td from Bp~CI (IItl;X) to

Bp~q~;Y) if one of the following conditioDs is sati$fied;

(l) <DO and a(x.~) e S~,ÖB~~)~)~~ ~; ~.Y», with the exception ofthe ease where

O<O'=Ä., 0'=0, q>1;

(ll) 0<0 8<1 and ~(x ~) e S J1R(Ä,-<J/(l~)tn/pA2) (lR~. c'vY»o, ," p, a-(co,co), (q' ,1) ,-,\~ ,

(llI) a=O and s(x.~) e S~.aB~~~~~~.l)(IR~; .1(X,Y» With additional eonditions that ö <I,

p<l, l<p<oo, and pV2 S q.

Here Sp~öB~~:~~,(q.1)~; .J(X.Y» denores the Besov-version of the operator-valued

symbol class. In this notation adenotes the order of regularity with respect 10 x, while ~ denD-
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tes that with respect to;. .J(x,Y) denotes the space of all bounded linear operators from X into

Y.
Sugimoto has proved the Main Theorem when symbols are numerically valued, l<p<oo and

O'd. He also proved it far the case where 1<p<oo, a=O and a>Ä er a=A, p<l holds. Dur me

thod is rather different from Sugimoto's, and it does not depend on the theory of Hardy spaces

and Fourier analysis except the Hausdorff-Young inequality.

M NAGASE. ESsential Self-=-tUijointness of Pseudo-DifferentiaJ Qperators and QuanhJm

Hamiltoniaos

We give a class of essentially self-adjoint pseudo--differential operators, and also we givee

some applications 10 the proof of essential self-adjointness of quantum Hamiltonians of relati

vistic (01' non~lativistic) spinIess particles in magnetic fields.

N. PEYERIMHOFF. Tbc <H>.perator on Alßbraic Curyes

(with J. BrUning and Herben Schröder) Let M be a Kähler manifold, m = dim( M and

nI(i1<M) =(s e C"(AP,qM)I IM lsI2<." IM läs l2 < "1·

One can consider the complex

O a nO'O (M) a nO,l (M) ä ä nO,m (M) 0
--. (2) --t 116(2) --t••• -----i "~(2) ~.

Hits cohomology vector spaces Itli~ (M) are of finite dimension, ODe calls

,m k. -Jl,k
X(2)(M) =k~O(-1) dim H(2) (M)

the L2-arithmetic genus. H M is compac~ this definition coincides with the lIonünaryti arith

metie genus.

We considered irreducible algebraic cmves· M c ~ with singular set 1:. M - I obtains a

metric by inducing the Fubini-Study-metric of the~ onto it. Using methods of BrUning and

Seeley we obtained the following result: Let M, I be as mentioned above and·ll: Q: -+ M~

desingularisation of M. Then Itli~ (M-I) and Itli~ (M-I) are always of finite dimension

and (a) ind ämax = X(Q), (b) ind ämin =X(2)(M-l:),

.ämin and ämax denoting the minimal and maximal L2-elosed extensions ofä: o.°Ö°(M-l:) ....

0°01(M-1:). Moreover there is an explicit formula far- the dnrerence ind ä
max

- ind ä
min

only depending on the branching 'orders of the branches of the desingularisation near the

singularities I. This result yields a negative answer to a question of McPherson in the case of

algebraic cmves, which he asked in the. paper "-Global questions in the topology of singular

spaces".
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B.A. PLAMENEVSKY. On Solvable C*-AI2t<bras of PseudcHtifferential Operators

This report considers C*--algebras generated by pseudo-differential operators on a smoo~

m.,umen~onal manifold. Tbe operators aet in spaces~ with weighted narms. Tbe symbols ~f

the operators are allowed to have discontinuities along submanifolds. All irreducible represen

tations (to within equivalence) are given for such algebras and the topology on the spectrum is

described

D. ROBERT. Hip Ener&.\' Asymptotics rOT Scanerine Phases rOT Perturbations of tbel,aplace

~

In this lecture we present extensions, to non eompact support perturbations of the Laplace

operator on of, of results proved about ten years aga by several people: Buslaev. Colin de

Verdi~re,' Guillop6, Popov, for - A + V, V e CO .(lIf) and by Majda-Ralston far the Laplace-

BeItrami operator, -Ag' associated to ametrie g = {gjk} such that gjk"= Sjk outside a compaet

of of. Let us denote: LO = -A and L aperturbation of LO ; L - LO being small enough far

defining the scattering Matrix at energy Ä > 0: S(Ä.) and the scattering phase O(Ä) by
(1) det S(1) =e2i9(Ä.).

Binnan-Krein theory defmes the spectral shift function s(Ä,) by:

(2) tr(f(L) - f(LO» = - I f'(A.) s(Ä.)dÄ, f e Cö(IR).

We have the remarlalble fact: 9(1) =-1t s(Ä), Vi... > O.

Let us consider the following perturbations of LO:

L =.L(g,A,V) = - 0-1/4 1: (a.+iA.)Gl/2". gik (a + iA ) a-1/4 + V,
ISj,kSn J J k . "k . . ,

where g= {gjk}' gik. = .(g}-1 • G = det(g), Aj • V aresmooth on mn. witb values in Hennitean
mattices in a complex Hennitean space Ern of dimension m, A = (A1,...,Am) : aj = aJaxj"

Assume: .
(Hp) (p > n) For every a e Ilf there exist Ca > 0 such that:

laQg(x) -Idl +·laaA(~)1 + laOV(x)I sCa(l+lxl~-{p+I~.D/2

far every x· in 1R'l.
(N-T) The Riemannian metric g is non trapping, i.e. al1 the geodesiccurves leave every com-

. pact set of ort. .
Dur result is:
Theorem: Under the assumptions (Hp)(p>n) and (N-T) we have:

d . n/2+1 .aI (1) = Ä. a:j~QjÄ -J) as Ä. ~ + 00.

The a j depend on g,A,v. In partieular. 00 = 2IrrJC112+1Jr(7+1)·J(,ü(x)-I) dx. It 1s .possible
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to compute (!1 and ~. Tbe aj are connected with the usual spectral invariants appearing in

spectral geometty. (See Gilkey).

~ This theorem answers an implicit question raised by R. Schrader in 1980 (Z. Physik

C. Particles and Fields 4 (1980) 27-36).

L. RODlNO. Pseudo-J)iffcrential Qperaton in Geyrey classes

Tbe calculus of Gevrey infinite order pseudo-differential operators a(x,D) is presented, with

symbol a (x,~) in the classes S~:8 (L. Zanghirati 1985).

As an application, results of hypoellipticity are obtained for operators of the type •

P = (DXt ±~~l+ R(x,D),

where h ~ 1, t ~ 2 are positive integers and R(x,D) is a classical analytie pseudo-differential

operator of order i-I, with x = (xl'~,•••.xn). Precisely (L. Cattabriga, L. Rodino, L. Zanghira-

ti): the (non)hypoelliptiCity of D
Xt

± ix'lho~ implies the (non)hypoellipticity ot P in 'the

analytie class and in the Gevrey classes 0 1, 1 < s < Q(l-1), independend)' of tbe tower order

terms R(x.o).

R. SCHNEIDER. Tbc Reduction of Order rOT PseudcHtiffereutial Operators on Lipscbitz

Damaios

Tbe reduction of order for a pseudo-differential operator on a Lipschitz-domain

Pl:a(x,D): as(I,) -+ HS--ID(1:),

(PI. denotes the restrietion to 1:), requires the construction of 'l'do's, whieh are isomorphie

between ßS(1:) and ßs--r(I) (resp. HSQ:) and If--r(I». It tlD'Ds out that it is sufficient in the

local ease, 10 consttuct convolution operators whieh are alliptic of order r ~ 0 lIld the convolu-

tion kernel is supported in a cenain cone. By this means one can construet a vdo ~d(x,D)

equivalent (up 10 smoothing ops.) 10 PI.a(x,D), which is of order zero acting on L2(I.). AB an.
application, the Fredholm propeny of a special class of operators on a Lipschitz domain occur-

ing in many applications, is proved by means of reducti.on of order and oirdings inequality.

ELMAR SCHROHE. Boundary VaIue Problems on NODcoxnpaCl' ManifQJds

A classical resuIt states that on a compaet C
OO

manifold X witb boundary, a system (P.B1,..•,

Bm), consisting of a differential operator P of order 2m and m boundary operators of orders

r1,···,rm' defines a Fredholm operator .

1 m m .
(p,B ,... ,B ): ~(X) -+ Ho(X) x.n ~m--l'.-I/2(aX)

1=1 . J

if and only ü P is elliptic and tbe system satisfies tbe Lopatinski Shapiro condition. This result
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extends to the ease of ellipti~ elements in the Boutet de Monvel algebra over X.

On the other hand, the Fredholm property generally falls 10 hold ü the manifold (and

particularly. the boundary) is noncompact. In order to recover it, a class of weighted symbols

and Sobolev spaces tagether with a stronger notion of ellipticity was introduced for a suitable

elass of manifolds [Erkip & Schrohe: Normal Solyability of ~lliptie Boundary Value Problems

on Asymptotically Flat Manifolds. preprint Mainz 1988].· It was shown that this concept is

compatible with the usual framework. In particular, the geometrically defined normal

derivative is a pseudodifferential operator within the ~ew class. This gives. all ~e ingredients·to

construct "tbe analogue of the Boutet de Monvel algebra with pseudodifferential, Green,_poten

tial and traee operators of ~e above type [E. Schrohe: A Boutet de Monvel Type .Ca1culus far

Bo~daryValue Problems on Manifolds with Asymptotieally Flat Boundary, in preparatjon].

B.-W. SCHULZE. Pseudo-ilifferential BOundaty Yalue Problems 00 Manifolds with PARS

A manifold with edges is locally described as X" x IRq with X being a elosed compaet e
manifold (tbe base of the model e~ne). X" ~ X X IR+ the (~~te~ed) modei cone, ~d ~q th~

edge. If X = {point}, then ·we have'a manifold with bo~dary, loca1ly described- by the half

. spaee IR+ x IRq with IR+ as inner normal to tbe boundary IRq. This makes it natural to establish

on X" x IRq (ar globally on a (stretehed) manifold W with edges) a pseudo-differential caleulus

analogous 10 Boutet de Monvel's algebra with extra traee and potential eonditions along- the

edge and a Wdo part alang the edge Z. whieh are matrices

[
AK] . WS;'Y(W) Ws-r,y-r(W)
T Q' + .... . + (1)
. - HS(Z,G) .. Hs-r(Z,G+)

with liwedge Sobolev spaces" WS.'Y(W) cf smoothness s ima weight 'Y. and finite--dimensional

vector" bundles G± ~ver z. Ais a 'lido with symbol ot the f~ t;J.a(x,t,y;~.ti:t1l),(x,t,y) eX~

x IRq. Algebra and parametrix aspects show that in gene~' we have -~ 'left Up~~r alsOe opemtors A+M-tO with M being a sort of MeUin 'l'da and G a Green operatOr. A admits two

leading symbolic levels (J~(A) (x,t,y.~,'t.Tt) (= th~ usual 'l'do symbol of A) and an ~ge, symbOl

~(A) (Y,11) as an operator family

~(A)(y,T1): KS'Y(XA) + G_,~'" Ks-I',y-r~A) +G~,y, . .. .
(y;rl) e T. X.O , with 'Ks'Y(XI\) being weighted Sobolev spaces on X". Ellipticity means

bijectivity ofboth symbol components. Under·this eondition (1) is aFredholm operator for all

s E IR, and there is a parametrix B of analogous structure witli G;t(B) = G~A)-l,Gt-(B) =

~(A)-l. A special case of this caleulus is the theory of VelO -bowidary problemS ~without

transmission property whieh contains in particular Boutet de Monvel's theory as a specialease.
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M.A. SHUBIN. Weak Bloch Pmperty and Weipu Estimates rOT Pseudp-differential Qpemtors

OD Non=compact Manifolds

Tbe weak Bloch propeny (WBP) for a differential operator on a Riemannian manifold is the

following implication:

{there exists a bounded'P such that A'I' = Ä'P} ~ Ä e a(A),

where a(A) is the spectrum of the closure of A in L2(M).

Theorem: Let M be a Riemannian manifold with bounded geometry and subexponential growth

of the volume, A a uniformly elliptic differential operator "with CO-bounded coefficients. Then

WBPholds.

Tbc same statement is true also far same appropriate pseudo-differential operators. •

Tbe theorem generalizes a result of T. Kobayashi, K. Ono and T. Sunada (1989) who introdu-

. ced WBP and considered the case of Schrödinger operators with potentials wbich are invariant

with respect to a free action of a di.screte group of isometries with a com.paet quotient mani

fold.

Tbe proof uses the ideas developped by G. Meladze, Ju. Kmdjukov and the author. We deduce

WBP from the exponential decay of the Green function off the diagonal. Tbe coincidence of

spectra in al1 spaces LP(M) automatieally follows.

T. UMBDA. Tbc Weyl Ouantiz.ed Hamiltonian tOT a Relatiyistic Spinless Particlc in 80
Electromapetic Field

Let H be the Weyl quantized Hamiltonian far a relativistic spinless p~cle in an electromag

netie field The Hamiltonian H depends on the velocity of light c, and on the mass of the

particle m. First I show that H - mc2 converges to the usual Schrödinger operator in the strong

resolvent sense as e--. From this fact I conclude that a solution of the Schrödinger equation far

the Hamilto~ H converges 10 the solution of the usual Schrödinger equadon. In "addition,. I

discuss the pure--Unaginary time Schrödinger equation. Next, I show that H converges 10 a

- Hamiltonian Ho in UDÜorm operator topology as m ~ O~ This implies that e-itH converges 10

e-itHo in uniform operator topology as m ..... O. •

A. URIBE. Some ReSWiS on the Sem.i=Oassical Limit
The following new result exemplifies what one means by the semi-elassical limit Let V e

. e(llf), V ~ 1. Pick E > 0 such that E2 < liminf V(x). It is known that for small c > 0, the

i x 1--
spectrum of the Schrödinger operator - h A + V in (O,E2 + c) consists of finitely many

eigenvalues. (Äj(h)}. Let (cjltl denole the Hamilton flow of H(x.~ = JI~12+V(~) on the

energy surface (8 = E).

Theorem: Under a generle condition on (<I>t)' and assuming E is a regular value of H, one haSt
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1\ 00

V'<p E @(IR) such that <p E Co (IR),

~m jAj(h)=E
L.T(Y-~-li--) - 1: cj(cp.h)h--d+j
j h~Oj~

Moreover, the right-hand siele is governed by the geometry of the flow {<Pt}.

CoroIhu:y Under generic assumptions Vc > 0

#01 I~EI ~ cl =2c Val {H=E}h-ß+l + o(h-ß+l).
J

These results are proved using the Hönnander theory of Lagrangian distributions. ,

In the previaus results; the phase space (lR2n, I.dpl'dq)is considered as T*~. It could 8lso be

considered as (n, and the symplectic form the imaginary part of the standard Kähler structure

on (n. In geneml, it is an interesting question to study the semiclassical limit on Kähler mani

folds. Let (X,co) be a Kähler manifold, where [co] E H2(X,7l). (Assume X eompae\, for simplici

ty). Then there exists a holomorphic line bundle L -+ X with a hennitian structure with eurva

ture i 0). V'm ~ 0, let H
m

= H°(X,Lm). Theo one ean develop an analogue of the Hörmander

theory, in the following sense. To every Lagrangian A c X satisfying a quantization condition,

one ean' associate spaces Jk(A) of sequences {<Pm E Hm, m ~ I} such that its asymptotie beha-

vier as m ~ 00 is govemed, ,by a symbol of A. Here 11m plays the role of Planek's eonstant.

Using this theory, one ean effectively study the semi-classieallimit on Kähler manifolds. Tbe

theory is based on the Boutet-de-MonveVGuillemin theory cf Hermite operators.

XUE PING WANG. Asymptotic Expansions of Widths of Resonances rOT Scbrödin&CT Opera

tors with Stark Effect

This werk is a continuation of our previous one on bounds of widths of resonances in Stark

effect. By consttucting precise asymptotie solutions in fonns of complex oscillatory integral (in

sense of J. Sj6strand), we obtain eomplete asymptotic expansions for widths of resonances for

two particular classes of potentials: V(x) == 0, (x1,x') E IR x nf-I , XI < -R, fer some R > 0 and

in the one dimensional case: V(x) - ! (J (cO + 1: Ct--:i). X+-«>. cO;!(), 0>0. Our results show
lxi j~1

that the leading term of the asymptotic of widths depends on quantum wave funetions through

the vanishing order of the partial Fourier ttansfonn (in x' variables) of eigenfunetions of - A +
V(x), at ~. = O. The proof of these results is based on a priori energy estimates far distorted

Stark Hamiltonians, which are non-selfadjoint and non-semibounded.

M. YAMAZAKI. Noo-$Pwaleyskian Partial Differential Egpations

We are concemed with the singularity of solutions of dispersive partial differential equations;

namely, non-kowalevskian differential equations of evolution whieh are globally well-posed

in both directions of time. Typical examples are the Schrödinger equation and the KdV equa

tion. It is known that these equations admit aversion of microlocal analysis, but it teUs only
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the location of singularity of solutions .restricted to same fixed time. That is, it does not tell the

. time evolution of the singularity.

On the other hand, several authors found that the decay of the initial 0018 implied the local

regularity of the solution after a finite time.

Here we are going to show,that the decay of thp. initial data in some direction gu~~~tees the

microlocal regularity of the solution of such equations.

B. ZIEMIAN. SecQod Micm1ocalizatiQo aod Asymptotic Expansions

In my talk I am interested in the behaviour of the multi-dimensional Mellin traJ'tsforms of

solutions 10 linear PDE's with smooth coefficients Ru =w where R =R ("2.···~n. Xl ~(..,x.ri •

~ ) is a singular operator with regul~ singularities (in the sense of Kashiwara), elliptic in
n

some sense. I study 2-microlocal regularity of such solutions which amounts to the studY,af

the growth order of the Mellin transfonns along the pure imaginary planes.. Further, I show by

means of explicit examples that Mellin transforms cf solutions extend 10 large sets in (D and it

is possible to compute· their jumps on the complements of those sets. It tums out .that outside

certain singular points the jumps are analytic fm!ctions which extend 10 holommphic functions

with certain singularities. This is the phenomenon called "resurgence" by I. Ecalle. Finally I

comment on "continuous asymptotics" of solutions at the point zero.

Berichterstatter: Elmar Schrohe
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 26/1989

Reelle Analysis

18.6. bis 24.6.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von D. Müller (Bielefeld) und E.M. Stein (Princeton)

statt. Insgesamt wurden 32 Vorträ.ge über neue Ergebnisse aus dem Bereich der Reellen

Analysis gehalten; natürlich wurde die Tagung auch für Diskussionen über neue Ideen

und Methoden und zur lebhaften Zusammenarbeit genutzt.

Ein großer Teil der Vorträge behandelte Probleme der Fourieranalysis auf euklidischen

Räumen (Konvergenzprobleme, singuläre Integrale, oszillierende Integrale, gebrochene

Integrale, Transfer, Wavelets, ... ), mehrere Beiträ.ge beschä.ftigten sich mit der Analysis

auf nilpotenten Gruppen, insbesondere der Heisenbergschen Gruppe. Ferner wurden Er

gebnisse aus dem Gebiet der Partiellen Differentialgleichungen (Schrödinger Gleichung,

KdV Gleichung,... ) sowie der Pseudodifferentialoperatoren vorgestellt. Schließlich gab es

auch einige Beiträge zur komplexen Analysis (8-Gleichung) und deren Behandlung mit

reellen Methoden.e Die folgenden Vortragsauszüge sind chronologisch zusammengestellt.
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• We could work with a Poialcm. meunre or an abetract Gaulian meuare. To be ahm1 we will1lle
the Wiaaer mell1ll'e:

x(r) := rGo +Ea.(lini.,.)(,.}-l, ,. E [0,1],

G. iDdependem Gaulim ftriablea, de8nee~Wiener meunre p on X = 0([0, 1)). B will deno&e
the apace of fanctioDl Ia with 1(0) =0, Ae V ((0, 1)). Thm b, die Cameron-ManiD theorem
tnDIlaäcm by B traDaforma " into ID equivaIent meuare.

~
• Sobo1eY lJ*e: •

W1
.. = {I e ~(X) : 3VI e Y(X; Ii} :t V- 6m f-

1 [/(s + €A} -/(s)] = (Vlila), VA e H} ,

ß/IIw·.. =0111". + ßVIIJ"·(%Ill)·
Inboduce GD B. · · · • B the Bilbed-Schmidt DOnIl. Thm

ß/ßwr.. =U/ß". +···+OVr 10".(x"'•...,,).
• Cauchr operator: Jet Ca = orthogonal oE '.-1 in P., .here P. 1ft polpomiala of depee R.
The Caut.hr operator C ia de&ned on I} br CIc.=Ji IdeDtitiJ.
• Thm C ia a cloeable operator GD IJI aud

Wl .. = {I E L· : (1 +C)I E V} .

• DeSDe .00 =nW.,r, ,,-00 = (.00)'.
p,r

ThmV-ia_aIpbra.
• Djn:d Imm Theorem. Let, e lf-(Xjlla). Deflne det, = y1dei(viVfI) aud lIIlIDle
(det,)-l E n9. Thm

\:

r(lI) := P(II) = ,.(",) e 0-(0), 0 = lJlipp ,.p. ..,.Jj •
• Puah back of dilbibuüODl. üt.8 ee'(0). Thm er8 e V-·. In partieular if CI e 0 8D.d 6.
is the Dirac mname, Ir(6.) e ..-cD. What ia thia diatributiaD?
• RedefiDmcm. Let 0 be 111 opeD subeet of X. De6ne

er..(O) = iDf {ßulJwr.. ; u> 0, o(s) ~ 1a.e.• e O}.

A ia Iaid to be thiD if er..(A) =0, V" r.
ThcomD. GiYm I e 11-, 3r, r = I a.e.lDd r ia comiJmoul outIide a 1ft of arbitl'll'J lDlIIl
(p, ,)-eapacitiy.
• l'aDdiaD with cOlllp8Ct support. 3u. E 1ICD su.ch that {s : u.(s) > O} iI reIatift1J compad in
X lDd 01- u.1Iw•.• --+ O. .
• POIitift didributio~
Theorem. Let S E 11--. Allume (S,n > 0, VI > 0, I e 1IGD

• Then 3, Borelian mellUre
lUCh that (S,n = Jr d,.
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• GiftD n < 00 it ja poIIIlDIe to de8D.e on X a lIauJdorI meuore such tha& the followiDl Pederer
coaift formula holda:

I 0(8)u(,(a») (det ,)(s) cl" = I u(f)d( /, .,(s) clltoo-(a).Jx Je ,-l(f)

• DeBham Complez of a etilermtial form 8 E lI-(X; A.B).
Theorem. 368 of degree (, -.1) nch l1W

/(681,)••-14,.= /(8Itbp)'••

• Stobs formula holcla Uue.
RefereDce for thia aDd other raulu: B. Airault, r.M. MallisriD, Bull. Sei. Math., 1988, p. ~ 61

w....

Let U be a ft1diftIJ compact open mbBet of Ra aud, for nerJ I E C(U·) , let lluI :..... 'iu(n
deaote the~ pmnIised eoluticm of the Diric:hld problem. A sabeet A of the set U~
of irreplar bouDdarr poiDta iI caIled regulariIiDg if, giwa IDJ 1eC("'), the relaticm

Iim llu/(s) =1(.).-..
holda for nerr • E U· prorided it hoIda for eYer1 • E A. In 1988, G.Choquel plOftd dW eYer1
'piquelap faible' , te., eYer1 cleme mbIet A of U~ BUCh dW DO • e~ ~iI6a

1iJI!..II!! .. '!u =f.,
....·I-eA

iJ~, lDd he niaed lhe problem if the COllftlle holda u well.
Joint work with LNetub (Png) showed:
1) Tbere 1ft~.. wbich 1ft DO .piquetap faible' •
2) A sabeet A of Ub. ja~ if aud cmIJ if there ja 110 proper mbIet B of Ubw ccmtabdul
A such that .

tim BI!' =f ••~., -e

for nerJ • e B\B lIId thia iI tnIe for ., U in .., harmcmic Ipace _iSfJing (fu (U"") = 0 for
eftrJ .eU.
3) There are open setB in the p1aDe BUth that the equiftlence above ja BOt valid for thehat equation.

z. PndJaI

AImDIt ...,.,... con'_.eDeI for IDIDI OICIIIatorr bdtIrali ad radial raaalDDl

(We CODIider hIo problema GI a.e. CGütdpllCe of sequeDCeI of operUora. Ja. both cuee - shaI1
app)J them '" ndiaI fuDcticma azad with düa .-ampticm we haft aharp raultl. rint _ CODIider
spherical partiall1llD8 for rourier iJdesnIa

§iii(() =XD(I,II) «()/((), ( e Ra, n ~ 2;
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seccmdJr we CODIider

u(S, t) = j, efaCe".'.· j(f)tI(, t > 0, n~ 1, , e S(Il-)>>
a-

a aoIuDcm ofthe 8chröcIiDpr equaäon i"= Au with iniäal data u(s,O) = ,es). The operaton
81/(s) IDd 2'l'(S) =u(s,l) caD be tboU8b' to belcmg to the same famiIr. In fad SI/(S) ellD
be wfttteD • a lUDl of a DeltiPDle term azul a CODYoh1ÜoD with the follcnriDg 0ICiIlat0lJ kemel
K(s) =ei"·-Usg-aA(s), 1& E er, A(€) =1 wheB 0(11) t, A(e) =0 .heB 11(0 S 1, for a =1
aDd G=Bfl. SimilarIJ for 2'I'(S) with a =2 aDd G=O.
Let 111 UIUDle that I ja radial. We hin the foIlowiDc
Thgcm.1. Let S-/(a) = lUpa>o ISa/(a)l. Thm

ßS·/O. s 0,1111I. ..

Theorem I. Let;

r,(s) = lUp If, eiaCei·.'.-j«()dtl·
0<.<1 a-

Thm tor eftl7 • > 1 _ haYe

urfl.lR"o("~l) ~ C.ln.o = c. (1 Ihell
l

(1 +O,ßI
)- de)1

~ , ~ ~.

Theee theoIema impIJ a.e. CCllftlpIICe GI 8a/(.) to /(.) • R ..... 0 and of a(s,t) to ,(s) •
I ... 0 tor / aDd , in the appropria&e spaceI. In caee / BDcl, not neceuarilJ radial, abarp renka
Me 1IOt; bowD.

Caalider a domaiD 0 c Ra, n ~ S, boaDded with lDlooth bcnmdarJ. On thia domain _
cCllllider dlellc:lDöcliDpr eqaatiCm 4u+~.l = O. Oll die 1JoaDduoJ we deS. die Diric:hlet-to
NemDaIIIllIUIp A. siftIl b, A.(n = I: u ... the Dirichlet problem Au +w(a)u =0 in 0
BDd ulttQ.=I. 'lhemap A. :gl(80)~ .-1(80). WellOW recaI1 the de8DiÜODofO. reIermaD
aad D. rJlllll(. J'ie., "E'. iI .~

'f(~Llo~) t 1011 =OoU,_ < 00,

.bae Cl ia a cabe. We BOte V/2(O) c '. aDd l/IJ2.I- C ' •• The theomD we prote iI
Thcomp,. Let n-in,. :S (n) , , > (n -1)/2, aud A.. = Je•. TheD fll = tI2 in O.
ThIn•• immecIiUe appIicaticm to the ccmdactmtJproblem ofA. P. Oalder6n:~ the equation

. V(,(.)Vu) =°in 0 where 0< G:S ,(s):S' .heIl does the sarface map !-r(n =,,~ determiDe
1, lIId where u aom. the DirithIet problem V("Vu) = 0, ullO =I.
Thcomp,. Let'i E W2--fjnL-, with n'il....'. ~ f(n), i = 1, 2, lDd suppoee A-r. =A-r•. Thm
11 =12 iD D.
The renlt prmo. to tbia .. br BeDkin, NoribY, NIthmm, SJIftster IDd Uhlmm where the
UlUllLpticm 1i E 0 1,1 ..made. .
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G.W'"
TtaadtKeace for • ca- aI ..,.aion ud dImmalOD-ftee eRlmat. (WOR wlib P.
A1IIChe and M. J. Curo)

B. M. Stein showed lha& lhe BieI. tnDaform Yedor B =(BI, .. . ,Ra), U ID operator GD ver),
1 < , < 00, haa a DOI1D that ia bcnmded bJ a ccmataJd that ja indepeDdmt of ttimeDlicm. Be
and Strömbers showed that the aame is trae for the ceatered BardJ-Litdewoocl mazimal ftmcticm
operator. Br makiq 1IIe of-traDlfermee- (81 inVocluced br Coifmm. WeiD), in 8D appropriMe
eeöinI, Olle C8D UDifr these renltl lDd pIKe~ Da a cI- of eIItimMeI far a mach 1arger d_
of operaion.

G.MmeHl

Week &,pe (1,1) edlma.. fDr laut kemeI mglnwl faJaetI-. GD LIe.... (wort wltb
M. Ccwlb!c, G. ~1IdrJ aacl 8. GlullDl)

ror a Lie pvap G with a 1eft·iJm&riam BUr meuure and aaociated Lebesp.e spaceI V(G), we
cCllllider the heBt bmeI <Pt}.>o· ariaiDs from a rilht-iImriaDt LaplaciaD A GD Q. We establish
weak lJpe (1,1) sm" for the maimal operdon 14.1 = 11JPt>a!Pt -li aad for ftlued 1IudJ
Liö1evJoocl JDUimaI operUon in • wide nrie&J of COJlteDI, inducIiDI BodideaD mcmcm poupe,
DiIpotem poupe lDd a JIIUIlber of c1IIIeI of Iwuawa AN groupe. We aIao atudr the local maximal
operüon 1401 =1RJPo<t<llPt -/I lDCl relaiecl Budr-Litt1ewood~ for aIl Lie poupe.

8.W....

DDatIDD reIat.d to lat~ 11I 112 (JoIDt work _Mb A. CarberJ, M. CbrId,
J. V... aacl D. WatloD)

Let f(i) = (i,.,(i» be a C1IIft in 8.2 with .,(0) =1'(0) =O. Our objeeu of smd:r 1ft

1
1 tIt

Br/(s) = _1/(s - f(e)) ,

~r/{.) =~ (llf{a - r(i»I"'.
"";l}O .

We ....e .,(i) odd lDd 1(i) COJIftX for , > o. Our resalt iI Bta&ed in termI of 6(') =i,l{t)-1(').
Theorem. H '(C.) ~ 21&(.) for IOJU C > 1 aud~ I > 0, d1m

OHr10". S c,U/11"., 1<, < 00

D.Nr10". :S C,O/1l"., 1 < , < 00.

A feature mthe profi ja dlat it .. DOrmalilltitm argamentl baIed Oll dilMicmI D,. adIpted to
r(t). The matricee of these dilaticml 1ft of the form

(;1) 1a(°1»)'
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B. M. ....lNnn

~ ja a DUuial coDformallr iJmIriam nouon for the cauacitY ur ccm.deDsen cm the compactiled
BeiIeDberI poup iI or, eqaift1altlJ, on dte sphere S C G-+i. The implicaticma of the fo1lowiDg
capacitJ eRimate for the theorr of qaaaiccmformal JIlIPPiDp 1ft diacuNed.
Theorem. There aiat. a poeitiYe CODItam 1 nch dla&

Cap(CO,Cl) ~ 1mjndiamC/",
for lIlJ ccmdeDIer an the Iphere CODIidiq of diajoim compact conmma Go lDd 01 •

•
Jndicmal iDt.... occur ofteD in 1Da1Jsia, especialIJ in problems ccmcerIIiDI SoboleY iDeqaalitia.
Geometrr plap a eritieallOle in1DldentaDctiDgestimatea for fracticmal iDteInJa. Jour pmblema 1ft

diIcaaed whae die ccmformal poup on Ir' determiDeI in a ftf1 Datanl war emelDll faDdiaDI
for the _ ftriaticmaI iDequalitiea. The cirde of icleaa for düa 'Jpe of proof... iDitiated
br work of B. Lieb lIDd B. 0D0fri.
1) MultiliDer fnetioDal iDteInJa (motiftted bJ A. CarbelJ):

If nA(..) Tl 1-. - ail-r 81·.·cis.IS CnI/.U".(a-),
Ja-x...xa-~ 1~A1:SN ä

2n N 2n
1 = (R - 1); , ~ > N - 1 ' °<1 < N·

2) 1Icobar'. Sobo1eY waee iDeqaalit,.
Suppoee r ia a cxmimIoua DOIl-neptin falKtioDaI homogmeou of clepee I in No ftriablee,

U E $(lDlI!+l), :'1) u() _ I(n +1) In
--+ ~. = .,0, 11- n-l' '="-1' udn>!.

Thm:

, { OUO"'(JI;+I),OUU".(JI-) } SCr Jarl IVu12
da Il,

.here e, ja determined bJ CODIideriD, faDdiODl of the form

u(a,,)= (I + lap +I,P +2"r(lIfL)
for • E "-, ,> 0.
3) IIardr-Liölewood-Sobo1eY iDequalitr an •oppoeite domlliJWl:

If 1(8)18 - WI-~'(W)tlstll.1l s An/n".(It.+I)n,u".(a~+l),
JR++IXR~+l ...

. .l= 2(n;l) , 1<,<2, i+~=I.

•
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(1) On theJme~ tifOUP B{Q~ the~~.

. f~ IInp +litr1 0 f. l = ll{va; 11 .
Q9 Qm~ fiom lP(JHO) to lJJ'(JBlO). B mI1 b2 Gb.otJD~~ fuDeticms exist for thi9~
~ in the C~ ohae the ftmdiamg ~ fGGtrietJad to hßV'e eithei Q cme-dim~ pmjeetive
gymmeby 01' &\ U(w) gymm~ ~~ f1meticmg ~ da~ explicitly. Sur.b~~

eotioled bl ~tMmcl~~ cm 1l.t:3+1. ~~ to~ Sobolev ~tiGJ cm
the~sL(~, (l)/SC?(l)~ F(C).

m.o~

~~~~ i?@I?ßIIDo~~ca!1~ ~~ 0IQ1~ ~GSOoo~
~ .

We CfIa~ (i) CDlutioDJ of tha~G~ J1[ == nfm»~ S C ~8 , ob.eie the
p~etriß~ , fm S mgiven ~ QD immemäoD BI : 1 --0 at&,~ 1 is Q!l Opal (poR 0'1. Q)
Bicam.~~Gf~ OJ~the~ 1=,(1)~ (~O+l)b~~.
'Ehe G&\Dlle in da.ue (ö) foz~!cm ~ c (ls, ohich~~emood cm 1'''!J1~ h&:sw (go +1)
b~ 1iDsJ. Tb2~ of ~ itJ piIxM:hßd~ l!a = 1 in clI~ pomm eil ~.
(i) itJ~ oith~ im.pIieit~~,~ CD thta fett~ J:-1lA13 iD Q~

~ cm ~(1), t'!oo if J: ~ 0~ in~b~~.
(ö)i9~ bi~o~~~~btbra~~ion" , = EtJPb[eoght+
oiD&l), t:7~ thta 1PrJ ~eIe~ in ~~~mCG]$~mW~(1). J1mt thta~
GI ell,6 w;a~~ l/}-vamcm, , = <1, GI (i)~,~ clth~~ thooiy for &\ cm 1 9d
tm ernv~ of tha~ implieit faDeti«m~(N~~, J. Sdro~).
At the amd~ gehle~ whn2pro~ foz~(~ )( 8) er (S)( 4) gygtemiJ of~
probleno 01 the Mcmge-~ie • ~nmmc.lm~ ~pticmg cm tb1a cbte-

l?~

.~~m~lbB~~ Irdb~~~C3~(~~~ DD
~)

Ghia 0 m~ 8 E O1,&{m,ll.), ODe fOfmlW th2~ p:rodud G =lBIfi3X1s(l, i:7here Ho mthra
JBI~ ßiOUP. 'ö.e difk~~

ca = E~~'i+~ll1

\jh!are VI = Xl, .•• , Va = Xe, Vc+l = l!'1, ••., V~=Vc , [.%ö, Yt'j] = 6öjU, (T, ~J = S1Ii, tl'Wi
A =SI jg ovmmetrie, is theDbi-~ CD G.
We CODBtnlet fnndPmmtd aoIuticm.G fw Ila ~ ooIutiaWJ to th2 Coochy prroblem of the form

(1) {~/=O
f(n, M,O) = 0(8, m) E V(lBb),

w~thee~ QR rm.dl tJwl; (B,@,4) = ~EniV; +~)egp(iä'). The CCBWtiueticmofth:a
~ to (1) UDaJQcmta-~~of~~om cm tJ(Bc ) (d2btad in temw of S )
ohit1\ memmected trith lL ~'g~~Jt1a.d cith the me~~ie ~ßticm.
0Dee (1) m~ ODe ca thal obttm Q ~altc! solution to Da. Dbr geDtaic S, thW jg
gupporitad an ~~ e!P.d~ some~ tlith the colution of the W'iWe equeticm in
odd-dimawiODQ)~ GpQCeS.
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A. .....

11' rar lbarIer W....openion (Jolld woB w1ib C.....ud ~.M. Sia)

We CCJDIider die CCIDYOIuiicm openkJr T., cle6Ded bJ

fJ«() =(1 +1(12)-./2ap(i.«(»!(f),

.here , ja homopaeoua of depree 1. Sappoee

a(p) = (n - 1) li-~I·

Tbm T...) iI bo1mded GD LP if 1 < , < 00 lDd bcnmded an the BudJ spaee 1l' if 0 <, :S I.
ThiI nn1t ja pIOftd bJ a ftriaDt of the Calda6D-Z,pmnd theorr. B ezterada udim~
eutier resaltl b, J. Penl, M. BeaIe lDd A. Mipchi. The method C8D be eDeDded to obtaiD~
V .-i... for I'ourier imesnl operatmI, which impIJ lIharp LI-replarity resaka for atrictIJ
hJperboIic PDB.

A lIUhIet S of 6 ia caDed • A(P)-_ prorided ID iDequali"

I~..eiltt S 0 (~ ,..ftr
hoIda far aIllCaIar leqIlfSlCeI (")iEB.
Here , ia asumed > I. H 8 iI a A(,)-eet, cme hat a cIeDsi'J esmn.

18 n(I,NJI :S C'l(J/•.

UsiDg probabiIiatic methoda, _ plOft the ezil&eDce of A(,)«t11UisfJin1

18 n (I, NJI N Ni'·,
thM Ire DOt A(,)... for ." , >,. 0DlJ the cue , = eRD iDtepr > 2 ... bown. Ta
aqamelli • Iocal aDd ja bued cm a resaIt about pu.enI (lIDiformIJ bo1mded) ordqaDaI.,..-
K. DiIdmdI

Lf......... r. B (Jobd wen wlth P. lIoJmeau)

Let D ce ca be. _ domaiD Wh G--lIIlOOth boUDdarJ. We 1IIe a modi8caticm of
Ul imesnl zepraaltatioD formala of ADdenaD-BemdUcm for (r,q)-forma I with (]CO coel.cimta
GD D of the form .

(t) 1(.) = I B/(€) A K(f,.) +B. I lee) A K(f,.) + I fee) A P«(,.)JeED JCED l(ED
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for eoJyjq the equaticm Ba =1 if BI =o. The 1aIt term in (t) ia cauaed bJ the UR of certaiD
IlOD-holom.orphic Lnor aectiaDa in the ccmstrudioD of (t). It iI haDdled in the followiDlWIIJ.
Suppoee the nmk of tbe Lm form of 8D ia nerrwhere larger or equal to r - 1.

Id caae: 'l > n - r. TheD P == 0 10 that (t) sme &ha& u := 11 AK IOme Ba =I. Thia u
Atida the beet pouibIe LJ-estima&el.

pi cue: ,= n-r. TbeD cme dill hu B.P(€,_) = o. A 6De ftrIion ofthe V-theorJ of B ia d1m
uaed '0 101ft • flnt I.W(f,.) = P«(,.) Wh goocl estimates.C~, u =JI A (I+W)
aoIfts Du == I. B .... - goocl' estimatea in Le -DOftIl for 1 S • < 2. If 8D ia e- there ia a
pin in the replaritJ of u.

pt cue: ,< n- r. Thm P haa to be ~ecl br a B.-e1oIed 1«(,.) (anIJ pouibIe for BI = 0
). Aftenrarda, we proceed • in the pd CIIe. The remlDnr u AÜIfJ estimUel with lipitkam
la.ee in replaritJ.

A.1IoumI

Let 0 be a bouD.ded peeadocOllftZ domaiD Wh lDlooth bcnmderJ, giftIl br 0 ==. {, < O}. Thm
it ia equiyaIem, for a lOIuticm u of the 8-equaticm Bu = I, .here I ~ LfO,I)(O) 11 B-cfoeed, to
.. vhSher u hu bcRmdarr nIueI in 1,2(80) or u beloap to~ SoboleY space W1/2(O). In
~, if 0 ia dridlr pudoeoutea:, the CSDODical80hRicm SeNf haa boundarY ftIuea in
V(IO). If, ~Oft paenJIJ, , IDIlJbechoem_, tha 'eN ,-,-"':)(0) iDto
Lf,.f.-l)(80), uullhe Berpum projecticm ja botmdecl GD W1/2(o).

Let.O ce (J2 be a lIDooth _ domaiD of tiDite tJpe, lUd let , be a de8DiDr fuDeticm.
Let N be tbe Neamum operUor, whaIe aiII&eDce BIld V replaritJ pzaperties wae edabliahecl
br J. J. KohD. roJlowiDg the work of GreiDer BIld Stein in the ltraDgIJ peeadocCDlla CIIe, we
ccmdruct a panmetriz for N in order to be ahle to pron V azul Lipechitl replaritJ raalta. In
particular, - pron:

Thcqmp.

,(L.,I,.)N: 11(0)0,1 ---t 11(0)0.. ,

.hae La, Lt are dae '1IDpIltial CauchJ-1liem1lDD opera&on cm 80 lIDd , iI aD1 quadruic apre&-
siaa.. .

In order to pmre düa theorem, Ria DeCeIIII'J to nudJ the CODUlmtUor properties of certaiD -DOll

~ operakn on 80 widllD arbikarJ ftdor &eld T. Thia ia dcme br fint eetabtiabing goocl
commuWQr properties for the SIelÖ projectiora.
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A. Cubery

Oa BUben traaatiJnM aloq~

Let E : B. ---+ R" be an odd C11lYe of cl888 C" on R\{O}. Let BD/(s) = JI(s - E(e)f be the
Hilben tnmsform along E. Let r(e) = E(e'). Then BE/(z) =JR{/(z-r(e)- /(z+f(e)}dc whieh
we call Sr. The problem IIHr111. S 011/11. ia GL(n, R) invariant of r. Aaume {rl(t),···, r(It)}
lpaDI R", ve. De&ne

.(e) _ deti I"(e), ... , rU-I) (e), f(e), rü+l) (e), ...., r(n)(e)
P, - detI"e, ... ,rn e ·

These are GL{ra, Il) invariBDb of r and d.etermine r up to GL(n, Rl if "" :1= 0, aDd the com
ponmtlof r form a fundamental set of solutiODl to the o.d.e. "",(-r +... +Plv' -, = o. Let
s(e) be the solution operator to this o.d.e. & a corollllJ of recent joint work with Christ, VlIlCe,
WaiDpr aDd Wabcm, the followiDg remlt ia obtained. . _
Prqpoeition. If IIIi(e)1SO, IIs(e + .)-18(e)1I S 02-U for , > 0 md r(R) • w chBDgel ..
botmd.edly maDJ times in [." + 1), V. e R, Vw E S--I, then Sr ja bouDded on V.
StBDdard estimates from the stability theo17 of o.d.e.'s ahow that if lIi e Lip 1 with small cODItaDt,
1",,1 ~ f> 0, aDd if the roote of ,..(e).\" +... +111 (e).\ - 1 = 0 have UDiformlJ poaitim real parts,
thm 118(e + .)-18(e)1I S 02-ce holds. MoreoYer (Ymograd), ema1lnea of the Lipl CODItant is in
general neceaary. However (CCVWW), if 0 < K(i) SO, then -Kr" +(1 +K)v - r = 0 hu the
desired Itability property.

J. Gamett

A Llpacblts deeo~ltloDof mlnlJMI .urlaeea (JolDt wort wlth P• .JOD. ud D. Mn
abaß)

Let r be a reclifiable Jordan curve in Rn, let D be th.e UDit diak ud let' : D ---+ Rn aatisfy
~1'D :BD ---+ r homeomorphically BIld 'ID e (;2 and if /i = ('i). - i(l'i), then E f/ = 0 and
f/ = o. Then '(D) ia a miDimal~e wi~ 1xnmdarJ r.
Say r ja an Y-Lipachitz curve if there are baIIa B(zi,'j) t 1 S; SM, lUCh tbat rn B(zj,'j) ja
the rotate of the graph of an AI-Lipschitl functiOD.
Theorem. There.u. AI = M(n) such dlat there Ire IUbdomaiDa Dj C D 10 that
(i) Dj 8ft limply cODDeCtied,

l
~' D./nDi=8, ;;:i, .
w D=uDi ,ivl F(Di) ia a miDimalllJlfKe with M-Lipechits bouDdary F(8Di). and
v)

GO

~ 1eDght F(8Di) SM leqht r.

P. Glowackl

&01DOl_801II 1eßIIIraa.. of 1DIIlI1INI GD nDpoitlllt LI. pan..

Let {Pt} be a 8JDUIletric homogeneous semigroup of meuures on a nilpotem Lie group N endowed
with a family of cIilatiODl. Denote by JI its Levy meuure and by Q the characteristiic ezponent.
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~/(8) = :g01 0 ~(8)ß

io o'l~ ~ (1,1)~ oftype (pd») for 1<, S 00.

If thta~ l!a Cfe~Iy ccmtim!ouo W'ith~ hc oith~t to the R~~
ds of PI, thaa the~

(0) ke(s) S SO (fsr) Isl-q-

cith 0 E D?(E), 1< JlI S 00, is~em to 11 E ~(N\{O}) (ioim wm tJith W. BebWth).
If 11 E LloaL(N\{O}) loe~, th.al (0) holds~ b , = 1 (jcint tJOfh oith W. JmebWth). It jg
caxqeetar2d~ the~ hoJdg MIe, too•

1D>o~

~~~~~~C§/J~~~ftm~oIl~
~

c~

fto~~~ JE lIP (§i/~~ ~flrnn .

rrh2 dnub!a~~Oiiil ~ Q Dce~~ tJith th2 eme-dim~ am2,~

if!D~V·~~ b<a~~~~ dffOiDJ in prodact~,
piOWd in the ecmteIIt of~~~~~.

IiW 1P ~ ~, thabo~ Gi thta doub12 lBIilbeit ~1rm m.~ JfjJ i9 ~oIokd fiom
thra t7ä~ K} ~t,~ tIn2~ofu-~~~m18~ ~tieaiJ.

~ 0« the IBIebm.-S.~ to thta bidim.emmomc! tcmw, ~ waD ~ _ cf
pcimdlm~ for t:7hich the~~~rem i9~fioEilll/J(~) to IlJ(u),~
iDlB~~,~~

~~tliJ hold for~ ck6med in Pl, the~ of th2~ @iVUP B.

IBl.~

~~~ flmu» ßThn~ _ <D2~ CG:i'b @nil~ x,!:J~~
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and Xl the d1aracter of 1 e G. Tlms G~ A, Ac it· the dominant weighta. Let , = 1Eo>o 0

(Bhalf IUID of the poeitive rootsB). Let ~ : A --+ 0 be imariIDt under the Weyl group Wand of
eompaet support. si :LI(G)~ O(G), R > 0 and 1 SI' S 00 ia defined bJ

S~/(s) =~dl~ (.1; ') (Xl. I)(z).

Let Le(G) deDO~ the subepace of ceDtral fondiODl in LP(G) .

. (I) Let ~(.1 +,) := (1 +~):. Thm Si:= si are the Bodmer-Riesl meaDI. On U(G) ,

'S2,I'<~ weprove

IlsAlip ~ GR......-I-t, (R -+ 00).

runhermore there ia DO &.e. ecmvergence for I = dimT = 1, 2.
(D) rix 11 e tF (-dual Weyl chamber') and put ~0(1) = (1- (A, 11)2);, 0 ~ O. Then SJ :=S~
are the polyhedrallUllllllatiOD operators. ••

LaIma. Let p> lf:, md weB) := Ino>o o(H)12
-J1. Then w E .4,(t) and for all 'P E Set)

/'Irp. /l'wdIl s c.J.I/l'wdIl..

Theorem Qoint wom with G. MockeDhaupt).
i) Let; '0 =f{o e i,- : a & posit;iTe root, (a,lI) ~ o}. Then {4} eonverges in «(G) if BDd
OD1yif,E (2-W..2+~).
ö) HEN+l~N' N = 1, 2, ... , .hefe-EH ={l E A: ~(y!)::J: O}, (RN / (0), ecmt:aiDa at mod
ODe poiDt, then there ia an f e U(G), (P S ~) for _hieb Sif doea not COJIYerp for a in 8Df
set of posit;iYe meuure.

G.DavId

SIquIu bdfJIfal oper.ton OD anbiete 01 8.- (Jobd work wlth S. SeDIID8I)

Let S c IR- be a eloeed, tI-dimeDlional set; deDote by da the remidiOD to S of the BaUlldorff
d-dimeDlianai meuure. We want to &nd geometrie conditiODl on S that imply the boundedDea
OD P(S,a) of singular int~ operators de&ned by

T/(s) = ,.0. f, K(s· ,)/(,) df. •

.here K: a"{O}~ a is odd (for cancellation), iaCOO, and sw:h dW IViK(u)1 S 0ilzl-4-i for
all ;. Coifmm, McIDioah aDd Mqer's eelebrated rault OD the b011Ddednea of the CauchJ integral
OD Liplchitl cunea euily implies the bcnm.dednesa of T for all Lipechitl graphs; we'll take thiJ aa
a starting point.
We ahaIll&J that S ja w-'" if there emu 8D Aao(R.I) _eight w, uui a parametrization
r : 8,. --+ 8," with $ = C(R·) , IVrl:S ewl, BIld w(r-I(B(."r») S~ for aIl ., e R· aud
r > o. It is bowu that T ja bounded for such a set S.
The followiDg minor modification of P. Jcmes numben '0 helps UI dMe quantitative veniODl of
recti&ability propemea: far a e $ md r > 0 set

~

'p(a, r) = im {r-. ( [,-ldi1t(" P)]' tls}· .
Pa.-plae JsoS (_,,)

\
\
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Theae ll1DDben aIlow ODe to meume how weil S' ii _ bJ d-p1aDea. ,. Yer'f Dice use of
them iI made bJ P. Jcmea in hia 'traft1liDg salesman theorem'.
%ÄCmIIl (G. Dsrid, 8. SeIllll1f!l). Let S C R8 be nch thaIi

~r' ~ 1$ nB(.,')1 ~ er' mulla e $ lIIUl , > 0 (.Ä.hIIoII regularit)').

Thm the foJ1owiDg Me equiftlem:
1) Aß hmeJa K abore sm bouDded opera&orI T GD I}(S, tU). .
2) rar a1l X e S ancl R > 0

/.
(~I(.,,)2•• :s er.

-d(x,II) }O<r<B. ,

I) The same u 2) Wh ',(.,,), for 1:S, < jI!J .hm d ~ 2, lUd 1:S,:s 00 whm d = 1.
4) SeS J for lOIIle w-replar set; SJ IUJbe COIltaiDed in II.N+I.
The pIOOfheq relia GD a COftJlla.etJpe~ lDd aIIo 1IIeI the fad that; t) md S) an uue
for Lipach.its pwpha (P. JODeI lDd ruac). Note that 2) ~ 4) could be leeIl ...hisher-dimeDlicmal
ftniOD GI P. JODelt traftIliDc lIÜesmaD theorem in • special CaIe.

'lIe Itadr the tnIII1aäcJD..iDnrilDt bouDded liDear operUon cm the Lorems spate LI" in R or T
with 1 < , < 00. Ir • tbeorem due to N. Kaltem, md1an operator ia .siftn br / ....... IJ-I J••here .

. ,. iI • 8Dite liDd diDcnte meanre, ,,= EWIi~ with ..=(Bi) eil . We" which IJ ariIe in düa
WIIJ. Thia tuIIII out to be related to m operator CBlIeq1lf1DCe sp&CeI de&ned bJ

P.1jIIIIa

Loc8I NIIIIuItJ GI lOIIdIoBa of non......r _ eqaattoa.

We.. &he Iocal recaJuitJ 01 eohdicma of • DODlinev SduöcliDpr eqaatioD

i ~ = -Au+'(a) , t ~ 0 , • er.
Bere A deDotes die LapIKe operator in the s-ftriable lIDd we UIUIIle thM u(., 0) be1cmp &0 &he
Soboln lp8Ce Bl(R8

) or .,(R8
).
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M. CbrIIt

DllpenIcm of low-ampIltade IOlatlODI af the ....aJiHd KdV ....*IoD Oobd wort
wlihM.W.....)

CCJIIIider the initial ftlue problem

{
Btu + B:u +8.'{u) = 0
u(O,a) =,(al

for a e IR, C~ 0, with 'Cu) = lul- or _1_1..-1 • Auome that a lO1uüan u aiata for aIl ame and
ia suflicieDtly regular--thia haa been pIUfeCl br Kato and othen UDder saitable aaumptiODl OB ,.

Theorem 1. If, > 4 there exidI E > 0 lAlCh tha& for aIl , e LI n BI with 11,11". + II,IIB. <.a
Uu(t)ll". -+ 0 • t -+ 00. _

Theorem 2. The lame holda for aIl , > 2l=fI! P$ 3.86 prorided that 11.11". + 118.,111,. +11,11_. ja
I1IIlcieatJr 1DlIll.

Thia implOftl the rau.ge of • obtaiDed bJ prm01ll authon, moet receDiIJ Pcmce and Vega. ham
iDaticm. of cerbiD aolitcm aoIutioDl ahowa that the caDChuicm faila for , S 3.

1.ldard

The pmblem niIed ia to eAiJIlMe the poiDhrile replaritJ GI a fmldion br canditioDl CBl the moduli
of ia wuelet coet1cimU. The COJIJI.edicm ja made through the 2-microlocal 1p8Ce8 (]O,-a tha&
weft iDtroduced for the mulr of propaptioa 01 aiDplaritiee in DQD-1iDear IDeiD-Gordcm. eqaUiODl.
TheIe apaces CID be d1aneteriad br dleir WIIftlet c:oeIlciema. H the fmldicma .fi,A de8Ded br
.i,.(S) =ti/Jf(ti • - A) form 811 orthcmormal baIiI 01 I} t tbm

I e 0-'-(_) ~ 1(/••;,6)1 :s ar(.....) (1 +2'"i I~-_I)·
TheIe lJ*eI c:an be compared to 0°(_) br dle foJlowiD« theorem; here

%IIaam. If I E CO(_), tbm I e Oo,-a(_). CauftnelJ, if I e 00,-°<_) uul I • oe
11DifonaIJ "elJWhere for an E> 0, &hell

Y. Mqer pIUfeCl the DeCeIIitr of the ce .-umpticm lDd the opämaIitr of the reault.

ThiI reault can be applied to PrcJft a poiDtwiIe replarity rault for eolutioDl of el1iptic eqaaticma
aimilar to thaIe obtained br Calder6n and ZJpnmd 1IIiDg Tl dUIeI of faDdiODl.
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B. Lmtwller

OD the _ wnloD aI.&u M..... .,.um

Let ca cleJde the C1iford alpbra pnera&ed br the elemema 'I t •• • t e. nbject to the re1Uicma
cf =-1 and ctiCj = -'iet t (i ~ ,1. We studJ IOIutiaDa 1= UO +UI'I +... +u.e. ofthe foIlowing
IJdem: .

Bao 8UI 8..." - 1
~-~_ ... - cr::-+-u. =0. aso OSI Os... '

(8)
BtJo BUi •
~ = -Jiö' 1.= 1, ... , n, .

Bua ~Bu. •• 1 . ..J. •
~ = t S, ,= ,···t n, 1 r ,.
a.j Si

PrgpoIitjon 1. If I ja a solution of (8) t ~ ia 1;, for i = 0, ... , n -1 and

, = -/+/-+ (sä - af - ... - .i!.).:!- + taoSI.:!- +.. ·+s.oa..:!-.. oso 081 0"

A. a COIIIeq11I!Dce _ pt d1at for ubibwJ i E N the power a' , _bete s = SO +Sl'l +···+a.e.,
ia a lOIutioD af (8). .
PrgpoIitjonI. H I ia a IOIuticm GD the upper half space a;+l BIld ,. =(u +6)(e. +4)-1 ia a
MöbiullraDIformatian mappiDg a;.+l 01d0 itlelf then

, = (es + tl)-l/(,s)[(a +d).]-I

iI apin a solution of (8), pmnded • deDOtel a cenain iJmduÜOD of G".
LocaI1J III,J lIOluticm I of (8) ja l'epftlMIIiable in the form I =!":!!Je1 - • • • - ~... wlleft
u deDoteI .1Oluticm of the Laplaee-BeJtnmi eqaatian Au =0, ltIOCia to the~ metric
tU =:;10_0 GD B;+I. CcmsequentIJ the comj)ollalb 110, ••• , "'-1 of aDJ IOIuticm I of (8)
aatiIfJ the eqaaticm Au =o. The compoDeDt ... hcnrner ja. an eipDfmu:ticm of the Laplace-
Beltnmi operator A. -

P.KrIpre lDuIaace of CDIl. md CDJIIPIIdIcm ..... far q1I88IIbMu puaboUc eqaaiIaDI

CODIider a aeetmd-order liDear panboIic dileleDtial operUor ;, Oll B. x Il'_with UDbomaded co
eft1ciema. In order to fiDd upper bomuIa for soIutiODl of the equaDon " = Lu, we show &hat for
appropriate majoriIiDg cHereatial operUon L the foJ1cnriq holda.
PropcwitigA. ,,= Lu for t!ftrt t lIld u(to,.) CQIIYS for lODle to ~ u(t, .) CODftZ for "ffrJ
,~ 10·
TUiDI imo acccnmt lhe majorisUicm LI S LI for "er'f caDYG fuDctiaD I on 8,', we obtaiD. the
followiDg nsalt.
Theorem. SuppoIe .. = tü"au.d 11 = Lu for f!'Ierr t. Thm ü(Co,.) S u(1o,.) md u(to,.)
COllftZ imp)y ü(c,.) S u(c, .) for "er'f t ~ Co. .
In teh aecand part of the taIk we pron Iimilar resulta for qneaiJinear ditrereatial operUon GD a
botmded CODYS domaiD in r with sero Dirir.hlft 'bo1mdarr ecmditiaD.
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T. StanD

Let Al be • complete C· -mUlifolcl with dimemian " lIDd Ricci curntare bounded from be~

br -(n - I)K with lODle K ~ o. The aim of lhe taIk iI to derift eetim.ateI for the fundamental
eoIuticm , J(a, ,) of the parabolic Sc:hrödiD.ser eqaaIion

(~- ~~(a))u("a) =0

Oll .... )( M. U 9 a 0 ft haft ID upper boUDd due to I. B. Dmea (1988): 3C, f, 6 with f or
6 arbiVarily small poeiÜft such &hat

,.(a,,) S CVol-l (B~a))ap(-~t~rL)ap (6 -111),) e
.here 1,. =- ma..... t IOC (Ip.02,2 ia the bottom GI dle V -apectnun of -lA on M. We dedace
• Iimilar 10wer bouDd.
PrppositioJL 3C, f, 6 (eidler f or 6 arbitrarr small) 10th that

,.(a,,) ~ c-1Vol-l (B,ffls)) ap ( -(1+ f) .:'(;;,)) ap ( - (6 +l,.,i)&)

.wida l,.,i =._,1).K if n2:: a, 12,i = f.
Now let q be a Kato fuDdiaD, i.e.

~:rU·lf(a.)''''l =0.

Let; 1t == - -..... +loc IIPIU.,. be die bottom of the L- -epecUum of -lA+q cm M.
Thcqmp. 3D, f, 6 (either f or I arbiuar, amaIl) mda that

,(a,,) S CVol-1 (B,ffls)) ap (- tr~rL)ap (6 -111 - .\')&).

ComUm. 30, f, a, ,:

1
OPt/(l+c)(.,'),-a S ,I(a,,) S C"(l+c)(a,')e-t.

N. Jaeob

DIddIW ..... ud ,........-dllr...... opRatan

Let a2, PI, Qj, 1:S i, i S tno be comiJmoua nepbye defiDite ft8l-ftlued fancUoDa lIId
GtJ E L-(R-). Under appropriate condiÜODl Oll 0, ~, Qj BDd GiJ we diIcua the foIlowiDg
resultI.
TJacomp,l. ,#eCr(Il-), Re{a, ~, Qj}, f>O ~

U[B(D), ']ullo S fß(1 + R2(D»lfJulio+e(f)lluUo, Vu e sl,a(O).
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Thconm t. Let 0 c B,(O) open. H

I~(€)I, IQj(e)l:S C(l +02)1/2, ve er,
IGiJ(a) - Gy('») S ,(la - ,n, ä,(i) =0, Va" e Ba,(O),

•EGiJ(a)~(€)Qi(€) ~ coa2«(), Vz e ~(O), ve larp

thm

ao 1 2•.E (GiJ(·)Qj(D)u,~(D)u)o ~ (,co - f)OI +&2(0)00 - e(f)OuUB, Va e cr(RD
).

1,,=1

-0

B(u,.,) =.E (GiJ(·)Qj(D)u, P,(D)o)0 + O(u''')o, 0 laqe.
.",=1

Theorem 3. Allume 1'0 > t, , ="'!2 Vt, I e V(Il-) , B the Dirichlet form and u IOIvea

B(u,,,) =(/, p), Vf/J E 0;0(11.-).

DuDl" S O(B(u,u) +DuOI) , Va E 1lJ"(O).

TheD "E LOD(O).
ThiI renh hu implicaäcma for the traIIIimD probabilitiee for the Rum procellJ ueociated wi.
B.

I. Nounipi

Some appJIcaÜODl af lIIIpoteJd pou.. io pariW dUruailal ......t1oDI

We preeem in thia taIk lODle applicUioDl of repraentatioDl cf DiIpokDt- poupe in hro 8elda.
1. ScbrödiDrer openton with polJnomial elecUic aDd mapetic flelda.
U.m, the tec1miques of our book'with B. Reifer, _ obbiD:
a) The _ cl. tbe domaiD 01 theIe SdarödiDpr operators. -
b) The iDduiaD. of thia domaiD in a -eisb*ed L2 space, .hich implies tIW tbe spectram ja alwap
diacrete UDI.. the electro-mapetic tlelcl ja iDdepeDdant af aome direetion, lDd _hieb mahle U8 to
estima&e &he Iower bouncl of the spectram. .
c) The d1IdJ GI the exponential dec., of dle eipafandiODl at iDfInity.
t. SubellipUc eaüm.. for BJ*ma 01 (peeado-)cliIereDäaI operaton. .
We prote snbelliptic eRimuea for BJ*ma of operaton Xl, ..• ,x. aaäsfriDg eome »sood' po
memcl1 ccmditiODI (mth 11 the ccmdiuan , 01 NirmberI·Trfyee wflen, =t). The Im Rep ja to
plOft the iJüectiritJ of moclelspteml, gmeratinc a·DiIpotem Lie a1pbra, uul aatiafJing the ADle
geometrical conditiOD. Thm.., 1IIe our pnenI theorem of redueticm to derive the estima&e for the
BJ*m Xl, ... ,X. itlelf.
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In 1979 Reinhold Baer suggested to ODe of the organizers that he should apply for an

Oberwolfach conference on Abelian groups. Like Irving Kaplansky, Baer realized that this field 

after same yearB of stagnation - had acquired new momentum due to new connections with set

theory and model theory. In 1989, after another decade, Abelian group theory is still a very

fruitful area, intedacing with group theory, module theory, ring theroy, model theory and set

theory. Four years after the last Oberwolfach conference, progress is visible to experts and

non-experts alike. Abelian group theory was proved to be advanced enough to solve problems in

other areas of algebra. Old questions in noncommutative group theory (for example, a question

of Philip Hall from 1966) and questions in ring, field and general module theory have been

answered using reeently developed techniques from Abelian group theory.

Infinite rank Butler groups have tumed out to be a most attractive field since our last meeting in

Oberwolfach. Classical results originating in representation theory, together with refined

combinatoria! and algebraic methods, raised this subject to a high level. Re~ults on

endomorphism rings from around 1980 have been improved. They are used to construct ~belian

groups and can be applied to different questions.

Classification theory in the spirit cf UIrn·s theorem broke new ground through results on global

Warfield groups, and the systematic exploitation of methods used in their st udy contributed to

making extensions of Ulmls theorem a {ruitfu} area of investigation.

The following abstracts of the talks indicate the extent of these developments.
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D. M. ARNOLD:
Representations of partial}y ordered sets and Abelian groups

M.C.R. Butler showed that the quasi-homomorphism category of Butler groups with types in a

fIXed finite lattice cf types is equivalent to the category of Q-representations cf a finite partially

ordered set. With Butler groups as a model, complete sets of invariants are given for several

classes of indecomposable representations of an arbitrary finite partially ordered set over an.

arbitrary field. Applications to finitely generated modules aver finite dimensional algebras an~o
finite valuate4 groups are given. The latter application ~rovides a setting for a correspondence

from generalized Ba.er invariants to generalized Ulm invariants.

eh. VINSONHALER:

Numerical invariants for Butler groups

Let Ab... ,An be subgroups of the rationals, Q, and denote by G(A., ... ,An) the kernel of the

summation map Al e ... e A --+ E A.. Complete sets of numerical invariants are' given which
n 1 . '

classify groups of the form G(AI, ... ,An) up to quasi-isomorphism, respectively, isomorphism.

This class~cation is extended to direct sums of such gr~ups and then to a large class ?f mixed

groups containing the Warfield groups. This work also has implications in the theory of

representations of partially ordered sets and the theory of valuated p-groups.

A.J. GIOVANNITTI:

Cobalanced subgroups cf vector grouos •
We say that a sh9rt e~act sequence of Abelian groups is cobalanced if each rank 1 torsion free

groups is injective with respect to the sequence. These sequences.can be used to form a suhgroup

of the group of extensions denoted Cobext(A)C). The injectives with respect ot these sequences

are precisely the vector groups. We then show that Cobext(T,A) = 0 for each torsiongroup T

if and only if A is a pure subgroup of a vector group. This is equivalent to A being a

cobalanced subgroup of a vector group.
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10 the couotable c~ (i. e. A is countable) this is true if and ooly if A is locally completely

decomposable. Thus the solution to the Bican-8alce dual problem is a much larger class than

their solution to tbe original quest ion in terms of Bext(C,T).

as. PIERCE:

Carriers of E-rings

The groups and rings under discussion are assumed to be torsion-free of finite rank. The carrier

of a group A is C(A) = {p e n: pA # A}, where II is the set of all primes. A ring R is an

.~ing 1f EtR+) = Ea,(AR). Such a ring must be commutative. The study of E-rings reduces

to the case in whieh R+ is strongly indecomposable, or equivalently, QE\R) is a field. Problem:

For an algebraic Bumber field K and E, TI , does there exist an E-ring R such that

QE{R) ~ K and C(R+) = E? Let K/Q be normal, 0 = integers in K; fOI p e n,
TI (p) ={P e max 0 : peP}; for P e U llk(P), C(p) = {O' e Gal(K/Q) : O'P = P}; and for
~ pell

P e n, N(p) = n C(P).
perk(P)

Theorem. With the above hypotheses and notations

(1) If R is an E-ring such that QEtR) ~ K, then n +N(p) =.{1};
. peC(R)

(2) For "most" choices of E t TI such that n N(p) ={I}, there is an E-ring R with
peE .

QE{R) ~ K and C(R+) = E.
the cases in which (2) is valid, include: Einfinite; Gal(K/Q) abelian or not solvable and E

intludes a prime that is unramified in K.
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c. SENGELHOFF:
Representations of posets

We regard representations .X ~ (V,U i I i E J) of a poset (J,~) where dirn V ~ m and

•
o

o

T· T
T 0

T
io

oo

ooo

End(X) = {ep E End V I Ui rp h Ui' i E J}. Let (J,~) be one of the following posets

T T T T T 0 i i.T
T T i 0 0

·i·

II III IV

and let V be a vector space with w ~ dirn V ~ IK I, then there is a representation

X = (V,U j I i E J) of (J)~) such that End(X) = K.

Now we want to know, how far these orderings are "minimal". Define

J(J,5) I = I{(a,b) la 5 b} I· We can show

(a) Let (J,5) be either I or II and V a vector space with dirn V ~ 4.

Let (J,5.) J (J,5) with I(J,5.) I ~ I<J,~) I + 2. Then

End(V,U j I i E J) +K for any representation cf (J,~l)

(h) Let (J,5) be IV) then replace 2 by 3 in Ca).

(c) Let (J,5) be III, then repla.ce 2 by 5 in (a).

J. HAUSEN

The quasi-summand intersection property

Let M be a fight R-module such that (M,+) is torsion-free as an Abelian group. H the •

intersection cf any two (quasi-)summands of M is a (quasi-}summand, M is said to have the
(quasi-)summand intersection property, or (Q)SIP for short.

THEOREM 1. Equivalent are:

(1) MR has the QSIP;

(2) ER(M) has the QSIP as right ER(M)-module and for all 1'"i = '1 E ~ GD2 ER'

""1M n 1r2M ~ (1f"IER(M) n 1l"2ER(M))M.
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COROLLARY 2. If M is flat as left ER(M)-module then MR has QSIP,

iff ER(M)ER(M) has QSIP, iff Q 8z ER(M)Q8zER(M) has the SIP.

If G is a finite rank torsion-free a.belian group withaut proper fully invariant subgroups and G
has QSIP then either G is strangly indecomposable or G ~ An where the quasi endomorphism

ring of A. is a division algebra. Conversely, if A is a finite rank torsion free abelian group with

An QSIP for every natural nuber n then ~ 8z EZ(A) is a light semi-hereditary ring. These

results parallel results.on modules with the summand intersection propert~ obtained by

G.V. Wilson, D.M. Arnold and the anthor.

J.D. REID

Irreducible graups

The strongty indecomposable irreducible groups occur aB folIows: G is a (lert) R-module over a

K-order R in a division algebra 11 with the left multiplications Rl = EndR(G) = EndK(G),

K a (Dedekind) E-ring. If GIR is reduced as abelian group, we call G a regular irred\lcible

group. A generalized version of Warfield duality holds for these and examples may be

constructed by generalizing Butler-s construction to modules over DedekiIid Rings. In the general

case define Go t G by Go/R =div(G/R). There is a decomposition G/R) Go/R. H/R of

R-modules. Go is·(with respect ta K) q.d. while H is a regular irreducible group~. In favorable

cases H is determined up to quasi-equality: Go always is. In general, so~e contrat over H is

achieved through the exact sequence with (GI = H/R),

O~ HomR(Ga,D)~ ExtR,(G.,R) ~ Extft(Ga,Go) -t O.

In any case, G is determined by the R-modules Go aod H as the pushout

o
o
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R. OÖBEL

Applieations of Abelian Group Theorv

We give a summary of som~ joint work with M. Dugas, carried out in the last 4 years; sorne

specifie questions concerning the proo{ of one of the results are given in the talk by Dugas.

The major aim of this research was the following. Abelian group theory has advaneed rapidly

within the last 11 years. Apparently this remained unobserved by many mathematicians even

warking in related areas as IIreal ll group theory or algebra in general. In order to overcome this

strange situation, the present author devoted same time to solve problems in algebra but outside

abelian grou~s) using reeent methods and results from abelian group theory. Here are sorne •

examples which fit under B.I. Plotkin IS ["Groups of automorphisms of of algehraic systems",

Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen 1972] statement (p. 87): G. Birkhoff proved (1964), that every

group is the group of automorphisms of~ algebra. "It would be interesting to kno~ what

classes of better-known algebraic systems have this property.11

Example 1: (Field theory, answering a question going back to W. Krull and repeated by R. Baer,

E. Fried, C. Jensen). Let K be a field and G be a monoid with right cancellation. If
N .

~ = IK I-No and A is any cardinal with AI' = A 0, then there exis~s a field extensio~ F) K

N
with IF I = ~ 0 'and End F = Frob( F) "G asemidireet produet where Frob(F) are the

Frobenius homomorphisms of F. If G is a group, then Aut F = G; and if Gisinfinite then

FixGF = K.
N' .

If K = ( and G = I, then we find a rigid field extension F with IF I = (2 0)+, answering

Krull-Ba.er-Jensen IS question.

Example 2: (Ring theory)

. If G is a group, then we find a ring R with End R+ = R[G] and Aut(R+-) =G. Moreover,
N

R+ can be chosen to be cotorsion-uee and IR I aily cardinal A ~ IGI with A 0 = A.
Remark: If G = 1) then R is an E-ring.· ,

Example 3: (uReaI" group theory, answering questions of Philip Hall, Kegel, Wehdritz, Ziegler

(a) torsion-free groups.

Recall sorne terminology of Hallis. If 1l is a class of groups,then {Es,L}ll denotes the smallest

class of groups closed under split extension (semidireet product) and loeal op~ration L. A group

belongs to Li if all its finitely generated subgroups are in 1l.Let H,B be groups and

. .c ={Es,L}{H,B,71}. Then we can find G E.c with Aut G = Inn GM H, and tB =BeG (is

malnormal in G). Moreover, cardinal restrictions can be obtained as in example 1,2.
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(h) p-groups.

Let H, B be groups IH I = No and .c = {Es,L}{H,B,Z n : n e w}. Then we can find G e.c
p

with Aut G = Inn G" H. If H = B = 1, we fmd (many) complete loeally finite p-groups of
N . . .

cardinality (2 0)+, answering Hallls quest ion.

(e) ULF-groups

Universallocally finite p-groups were introduced by Philip .Hall, they are treated in the book by

Kegel-Wehrfritz.

If H is a countablegroup and B is locally finite, then we find an ULF~oup containing B

with Aut G = Ion" H. This answers a question (VI, 5) io Kegel-Wehrfritz, that virtually

nothing ean be said about the automorphism group of ULF-groups.

M.DUGAS

Applications of Abelian Gronp Methods 11

We use essentially self~mall, separable abelian p-groups and iterated wreath products to
}{

construet complete, locally fmite p-groups of cardinality ~ (2 0)+ and complete ULF-groups.

In eantraest to earlier, related work of S. Thomasi , our construction works in ZFC.

M. DROSTE

Universal structures and homogeoeous grOUPS

. Let K be a category in which a11 morphisIDS are monie, and let Kfin denote the full

subcategory comprising all finite objects of K. An object U e K is called universal, if far eache A e K there is an arrow f: A -+ U, and homogeneous, if far any A e Kfin and f,g : A -+ U there

exists an automorphism h of U with f = h 0 g. Let us say that K is algebroidal, if:

(1) K contains an initial object,

(2) every object of K is the eolimit of an w-chain in Kfin ,

(3) every w-chain in· Kfin has a colimit in K, a.nd

(4) Kfin has, up to i80IDorphism, ooly countably many elements, and between

any two finite objects there are ooly countably many arrows.
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Theorem. Let K be algebroidal. Then K contains a universal homogeneous object . if and only

if Kfin has tbe amalgamation property. This result generalizes the Fraisse-J~nsson--theoremof

model theory and has applications in the area of denotational semantics of programming

languages. As a further consequence, we obtain Ulm's 'theorem for countable abelian p-ßroups.

(Joint work with R. Göbel, Essen.)

K.EDA

Applications of set theory to abelian gorups and abelian grouDs to algebraical topology •Let Sn(X) be the usual singular chain groups for a topological space X. Since C(ßn,X) has

compact open topology, we can regard Sn(X) as the free abelian topological group over

C(~n)X). Then the boundary maps become continuous under this topology. Let

HT(X) =Ker iJ .,jIm a +1' where th~ closure is taken under the above topology. Then HT(X)n n n n

is obviously a factor of the singular homology group Hn(X). We shall state applications of this

'factor.

W.MAY

Endomorphisms over complete discrete valuation rings

All modules are over a complete discrete valuation ring R. An isomorphism theorem

for EndRM for certain mixed modules M is given, similar to well-known results oI

Kaplansky (195,4) and WoHson (1962).

Theorem. Let M be reduced and neither torsion Dar torsion-free. Assume every full submoda

of M contains a nice submodule B with M/B totally projective. Let N be any module.•

Then every isomorphism of EndRM with EndRN is induced by an isomorphism of M

with N.

Consequently, many M have the property that every automorphism of End M is inner.

Kaplansky conjectured that this was true for every M. A counterexample of rank 1 with

separable trosion submodule is given.
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B. ZIMMERMANN-HUISGEN
Finitistie dimension algebras and granps of integer-vaJued matrices

The fmitistic dimension conjecture holds fot finite dimensional algebras with vanishing radical

cube. In fact, given such an algebra A, find in A{i.e., the supremum of the projective

dimensions of those finitely generated left A-modules which have finite projective dimension)"is

bounded abover by d+2m+l, where d is the maximum of the finite numbers among the

projective dimensions of the simple lett A-modules, and m is the number of simples of infinite

projective dimension (joint work of the speaker with E.L. Green).

In subsequent work, the speaker exhibited bounds on fin dirn A depending only on the number of

~omorphiSm types of simples.

In each case, integer-valued matrices Me used to keep track of certain simple composition

factOIs in the syzygies of the modules under consideration; this yields tight bounds on fin dim in

terms of the ranks of certain matrix groups.

Th.G. FATICONI
Torsion-free abelian grouns of finite rank as modules over their endomorphism rings.

Let A be an abelian group and let f = Endz{A). The Arnold-Lady Theorem states that the

category of projective right f-IIlodules ia equivalent to the eategory of direct summands of direct

sums of copies of A. An extension of this theorem has lead to the classification of ideal theoretic

properties of f in terms of the subgroups of A. For example let S( f) be the category of right

~odulesof finitely generated free right f-iIlodules and let S(A) denote the categ~ry of

A-generated -subgroups of direct sums of finitely many copies otA.
. Theorem: If A .is f-4lat (A is a flat lett f-IDodule), and if A is a faithful group {i.e. IA #A

for each max~al right ideal I ( f) then Hom(A,·) induces a category equivalen~e horn S(A)

onto S{ f).
Corollarv: If A is a faithful e-flat group, then the lattice of right ideals of 8 is isomorphie to

the lattice of A-generated subgroups of A. An attempt to suppress the faithful hypothesis on

A fo~ces one to consider Gabriel Filters of right ideals on fand the Torsion Class of right

f-iIlodules M such that M 8
f

A = O. As an application, we elassify the torsion-free finite rank

rings R such that each group A with R ~ EndZ{A) is a faithful group.
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A.W. HALES

Group rings of locally finite grOUPS

Let F be a field of characteri~tic zero and G a locally finite group. If a lies in the group

algebra FG, then Q can be written uniquely as a == as + an where as is semisimple, an 18

nilpotent, and asan = an aso This 'follows from the usua! Jordan decomposition in linear

algebra.

Suppose now that R is a subring of Fand a lies in RG. Must as and an lie in .RG? If

so we say that Jordan decomposition (JD) holds in RG. •
Theorem: Let 0 be the ring of all algebraic integers.

Then JD holds in OG iff G is abelian.

Theorem: JD holds in 7lG iff either

(1) G is abelian

(2) G = H x A with H quaternion of order 8, A abelian, A2 of exponent 2

and, for p odd, IAp I > 1 :} Ordp(2) odd

(3) G ~ D2p with p odd (i.e. G_ dihedral, order 2p)

This is joint work with 1.8.S. Passi.

K. KOW~LSKI
The exchange properties from the endomorphism ring point of view

In 1987 S.R. Mohamed and B.J. Müller showed that con"tinuous modules have the exchange

property using arguments specific to continuous modules. As we shall see same of these

arguments are consequences of a more general consideration which is due to A.L.S. Corner and

leads to the following result: e
Every semiregular endomorphism ring with central idempotents modulo

Jacobson radical has the so-called idempotent and coidempotent property.

This containes the above result and extends it in the following way: Whenever a continuous

module M occurs in a direct decomposition M fD C = EB A. there exist submodules A! t A.
ieI 1 . 1 1

exchanging Mitself, that is EB A! $ C .= $ A..
ieI 1 ieI 1
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1..J. ALBRECHT

Quasi-deeompositions and endomorphism rings

Let A be a torsion-free abelian group. We say that A has the (finite) quasi-Baer-eplitting

property if every exact sequence 0 ---t B~ G --+ P :-. 0 of torsion-free abelian groups, which

satisfies a(B) + SA(G) ~ G and in whieh Pisa quasi-eummand of an A-projeet ive graup (cf

finite A-I"ank) quasi~plits. Dually, A has the radical splitting property if every exact sequence

0--+ p~ G quasi-eplits provided P is A;>Iojective of finite A-I"ank and

a(F) nRA(G) =O. We deserihe torsion-free groups A of finite rank having one of these

properties in terms of the endomorphism ring E(A) of A and the E(A)--qlodule structure

of A. In partieular, every strongly indecomposable torsi0ß:-free abelian group A of finite

A-rank has the finite quasi-Baer-eplitting property and the radicalsplitting property, and the

same holds if QE(A) is semi-fiimple Artinian. However, there exist groups wich have one hut not

the other of these properties.

T.H. FAY

Comoact locally nilpotent groups

Herrlich, Salierop and Strecker (Top. Appl. 27(1987» have developed categoneally the

connection.between the topologieal notions of IHausdorffl
, ·closed·, ·perfect l and ·compact·,

showing that the relationships hold in a more general setting. In this work we characterize

compact objects io various subclasses of the category of all groups wh08e torsion elements form a

subgroup.

A group G belonging to a class Q is compact provided for each group H E a, and normal

subgroup K ~ G Je H with G Je HfK torsioo-free, Hf1"2(K) is torsion-free, where 1"2 denotes

. the second projection map. If Q is the class of all abelian groups, nilpotent groups, hypercentral,

Fitting or Baer groups, then G is eompact if and ooly if G/rtJ is complete, where 1'0
denotes the torsion subgroup.

If Q is a class closed uoder subgroups, images, and finite products) torsion~~ee a--groups are

R-groups (xn = yo ~ x = y) and if all abelian groups belong to Q or Q E n and subgroups are

periodie in their isolators, then an a--goup G is compact if and only if every torsion-free

homomorphic image has a divisible center (equivalently a complete hyperceoter).

This is joint work with G.L. Walls.
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L. FUCHS

Infinite Rank Butler GrouDs I

This is a survey on eertain results on infinite rank Butler groups. A new idea is to use the notion

of prebalaneedness to obtain homologieal maehinery. With the aid of this, several proofs in the

literature ean be simplified, and same lemmas slightly generalized. A couple of theorems needed

in .the study of Butler groups are presented.

K.M. RANGASWAMY

Infinite Rank Butler GrouDs 11 •
This talk gave a survey of reeent results on uneountable Butler groups that included a

characterization under eH, of Butler gorups of size S}{was being B2""""ßfoups.. A Brgroup is the

union of a continuous well-ordered ascending ehain 0 = Bo < B, < ... < Bv < ... of pure

8ubgroups Bv such that, for each 11, B11+1 = Bv + G 11 where G11 is a suitable finite rank

Butler group. A similar characterization was given for locally Butler groups. It is also shown

that, under eH, separable pure subgroups of Butler groups of size ~ ~w are again ButJer. This

implies, in particular, Bext2(G,T) = 0 fot all torsion T and for all torsion-free G with

IGI ~ ~w·

C. METELLI

~ On a (lass of Butler groups

Let B(l) bethe dass of torsioilfree abelian groups that can be realized as quotients of a fie
rank completely decomposable group over a pure subgroup of rank 1. In collaboration with L.

Fuchs) a complete classification is given of the st~onger) indeeomposable groups in B(l) (up to

quasi isomorphism) by numerical innvariants; and necessary and suffieient conditions for

isomorphism.
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H.P. GOETERS

Torsion-free Abelian Groups

Two results are presented:

(1) If A has full C--5ocle and C has full A~ocle then A and C share a

nonzero quasi~urnmand;

(2) If A has zero C-radical and C has zero A-radical) then A and C

share a nonzero quasi--5ummand.

As consequences we <;:an answer problem 43 in L. Fuchs ' book and give acomplete set of

numerical quasi~nvariantsfor finite rank groups.

P.C. EKLOF

Almost Free Modules (I)

This survey talk concerns set-theoretic methods as applied to two problems. The main theorem

described in each case shows (in ZFC) that the group-theoretic problem is equivalent to a purely

set-theoretic problem. The first problem is: for which uncountable cardinals ,. are there "IW-free

abelian groups of cardinality ,. which are not free; this is equivalent (as proved by Shelah) to a

problem for whicb ,; is there a family of countable sets of size "which does not have a transversal

but such that every subfamily of size < K. has a transversal. The second problem concerns the

vanishing of Ext. Here it is the case that there exists a non-free group A of cardinality ".)

such that Ext(AJl} = 0 if and only if there is a stationary subset E of AI, and a ladder system

on E which has the property that every 2--eoloring can be uniformized.

A. MEKLER·

• Alm05t Free Modules II (Dual Groups)

•In the past 5 years the st udy of dual groups) those of the form Hom{ A»l.) = A » has become weIl

developed theory. In this talk several classes of dual groups were surveyed. It was argued that

the correet way to study dual groups is to consider the sequences
•CIl., AI, A2, ... ; ( ») where AI = A ,

*An+1 = An for some group A, and (a,b) = b(a) for a E An and b E An+1·

It is possible to characterize these sequences up to Loow~quivalence by simple invariants. As

weIl it is understood which invariants can be realized.
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A. BLASS
Abelian GrouDs that arise in Set Theoty

This talk was a survey of se.t-t.heoretic ideas related to the consistency proof for the statement

(*) There are only {our slenderness classes of abelian groups.

This statement implies filter dichotomy:

(FD) Every filter (on N, proper, containing all cofinite sets)

is sent by same finite-to-one function to either an ultra

filter or the cofinite filter,

(NCF) For every two filters (as above) there is a Iinite-to-one •

function sending them to filters whose union generates a

filter.

(*) follows from a combinatorial principle ("U<g") that summarizes the crucial porperties of a

model constructed by Shelah. It turns out that u<g is actually equivalent to a rather natural

strengthening (due to Laflamme) of the set-theoretic translation (due to Gäbel and Wald) of (*).

It is open whether any of the implications, from u<g to (*) to FD to NCF can be reversed.

w. HODGES (with D. EVANS, I. HODKINSON)
Model-Theoretic Interpretation in Abelian Groups

Given an abelian group B = ll(pn)(k) and a subgroup A =7l.(pl)(k) with n > l, when is B

first-order interpretable in A in such a way that (*) the interpretation recordshow A lies with

in B? The question is equivalent to: Is there a group homomorphism s: Aut(A) --+ Aut(B) such

that each aS extends a? (This reduction uses a result of EVaI1s: If G is a countable abelian

group of finite exponent and H is a subgroup of index ~ No in Aut(G), then H contains the

pointwise stabilizer of a finite subgroup of G.) The answer is Yes in the following cases:

k= 1 2 3 ~4

p=2 1~2 I ~1 I ~1 No

3 1~1 I S1 No No

~5 1~1 No No No

when k is infinite, Poizat. has proved model-theoretically that B is not interpretable in A,
even ignoring (*).
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O. MUTZBAUER.

Mixed modules over discrete valuation domains

A dass '1 of mixed Inodules over a discrete valuation donlain R is defined by G E 1 if

O:f tG is a direct surn of cyclics with Ulrn invariants bounded by the torsion-free rank of G

and 0 f G/tG divisible. Each lllixed R-module G has a homomorphic image G/F which has

a summodule H/F with G = tG + H, H/F E 1 and G splits if HIF splits.

~~odules in the dass f are described by genera.tors and relations and classified this way, .

i'ncluding a splitting criterion.

This is a joint work with Elias Toubassi.

J.IRWIN .

On pure Subgroups of TI Z. (with Manfred Dugas)
.f{

o

A discussion of pure subgroups of J) was given with special reference to the notion of their basic

subgroups. A basic subgroup B of a torsion subgroup G is a pure subgroup of Gwhich is {ree

and such that GIB is divisible. Many examples of groups are given in which an uncountable

subgroup is not free. Pinally we ha.ve a metatheorem

Metatheorero: The question of embeddability of all NI--6eparable groups H o{ cardinality f{l in

rr is undecidable.

J.D. O'NEILL
Decompositions of Mo(fules

• Let C be a commutative domain with a countable set P of principal ideals such that, in the

p-topology) C is Hausdorf{, non-discrete and not complete. Let er be an infinite

non-measurable cardinal number. then there exists a cotorsion-free slender indecomposable

C-module M such that M EB M ~ M( a), the direct SUffi of a copies of M.
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A. MADER
Extensions of order p. (with Lee Lady)

For torsion-free groups C and A there is a sllort exact sequence

_H_om_<.....C-'-,A....} ----+ Hom[pg, t&] -----H Ext(C,A)[p].
p Hom(C,A) P P

This has appeared in various versions previously but has not been thoroughly exploited. We first

. derive a large number of dimension {ormulas relating Ext(C,A){p] and Ext(Ct,At)[p} where

CI, AI are various subgroups and quotient groups of the corresponding groups C) A. Then we

study the case Ext(C,A)[p] == O. Assumptions on ranks are made only when necessary. Almos....

all results in the literature are obtained naturally and generalized in the process. •

W.J. WICKLESS

An eguivalence relation for torsion-free finite rank groups

Let G)H be tOlsion-free finite rank. Define G::= H if .lG = .lH) where

:LX = {Y I Hom(Y,X) =O}) X,Y tJ.f.r. Dually) define G:: H if .lG = .lH.

We find a pure subgroup GI (epimorphic image Gi) of a group G) with GI (GI) unique" up to

quasi-isomorphisID, such that, for t.f.f.r. G)H, G ~ H (G :: H) iff GI is quasi-isomorphic 10 H'
(G# is quasi isomorphie to Hf).
We consider some dual re·lationships between GI and G#.

B. GOLDSMITH

Endomorphism rings of modules .over a e.d.v.r.

The realization problem for modules over a complete diserete valuation ring R, Le. given a •

reduced torsion-free R-algebra A. find a redueed torsion-free R-module G such that

ER(G) =A. Eo(G) (where Eo(G) is the ideal of finite ran~ endomorphisms)) has been solved

by Dugas, Gäbe} and Goldsmith in 1984, and subsequently simplified by Corner and GÖbe!.

However IIsmallli realization i.e. with eountable rank basic submodule eannot be obtained by

either of the above methods. The main purpose of this talk is to indieate how reeent work of

Göbel and Goldsmith fiUs in this gap.
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R. DIMITRIC

Characteristic and Type in Module Categories

We define new notions of chara.cteristic XM(a) and~ tM(a) for an element a in an

R-module M. The applications of this important notion are manifold. A few are as follows:

•
1.

2..

3.

We define rings (GCD-nngs) with the property that the interseetions of

characteristics of elements of such rioglJ equal to the chara.cteristic of

a single element in R. This is used then to give necessary and

sufficient criteria for the product of t-homogeneous modules -ta be

t~.omogeneous. ~

We chara.cterize classes of madules for whieh the following isomorphisms

hold:

I -a HOIDR(I,M) ~ M, HomR(I, I -a M ) ~ M,

HomR(I,M) -rt HomR(J,M) ~ HOIDR(I -a J, M -a N).

Using the notions of XM(a) and tM{a), we define balanced exact

•

sequences, balanced projective dimensions and obtain sorne results

concerning these.

4. We use the nations of characteristic and type to give a short proof of a

long standing problem in modules over valuation domains and we announce

it at this conference.

eh. MEGIBBEN

Mixed Groups (joint work with Paul Hili)

Using the eoncepts of *-valuated coproduct and primitive element, we introduced in our last

Oberwolfach lecture (1985) the notion cf a knice subgroup of a global mixed group. Building on

the foundations of that earlier paper, we prove that a global mixed group is a Warfield group

(i.e., a direct summand a simply presented group) if and only if it satisfies Axiom 3 for knice

subgt:oups. As an application of this characterization, we establish the following fact: If H is

isotype and knice in the Warfield group G and if IG/H I ~ NI, then. H is also a Warfield

group. This paper also ineludes a purely group-theoretical proof of the fact that summands

inherit the property of possessing a deeomposition basis.
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F. RICHMAN

General p-valuations

We look at valuations on dynamical systems taking values in an arbitrary value domain D. Let

Jn be the equivalence elasses ~f D-valuated trees. Then Jn is also a value domain ) and every

D-valuated is a JD-v~luated group via the height function ..The main theorem is that any

Jn-valuated group has a JD--embedding in a. D-valuated group. Under certain cirucumstances,

this can be made functorial. •W. LIEBERT

Isomorphie automorphisffi granDs cf priolary abelian grOUPS

Let A)B be redueed abelian ~oups. Leptin proved in 1960 that Aut A ~ Aut B implies

A ~ B provided p ~ 5. In 1985 we could extend this result to the classe p ~ 3. This was

a(:complished by a group-;-theoretic characterization of transvections within Aut A using

intensively the involutions in Aut A. To include the case p = 2)" an involution-free method is

needed. In the talk such a method ia presented for the spe~ial case pA = 0) A finite and

IA I ~ p3. It ia entirely different from the classical method used for linear group.

G. VILJOEN

The Extensions of Butler Groups

In terms of a nation called prebalancedness (and called semi-balancedness by Richman) those

extensions of aButier group by a Butler group are characterized which are again Butler groups.

It is shown that the prebalanced extensions of torsion-free abelian groups form a divisible •

subgroup of the group of extensions.

(Joint work with Laszlo Fuchs)
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L. BICAN
Butler Graups and Modules

Let u =(~5) be a heredit,ary torsion theory for the category R-mod of unitary left

R-modules over an associative ~ing with identity. An u-torsionfree module M is said to be

u--cocritical if all its proper homomorphic images are u-torsion. 1}. submodule N of a

u-torsionfree module M is called u-pure if M/N is u-torsionfree. Let .9 be the class of all

u-pure submodules of finite direct sums of u--cocritical modules and .!ß tbe class of all

u-torsionfree homomorphic images of such direct sums. If (f is the ordinary torsion theory ~ver

• a commutative Prüfer domain, then .9= J Let (1 be t he Dickson·8 torsion theory (Le.

9= {M e R-mod I Soc(M/N) f 0 for each N ,M} and 9= {M E R-mod I Soc(M/N) f O}),

and let R be not torsion in q (Le. R is not left semiarlinian). If every maximalleft ideal I of

R is of the form I = Rp =pR for sorne p E IJ then .9= ~

P.KEEF
Same isomorphisms of Abelian p-groups involving the Tor functor

An important result in the study of the Tor functor states that for any p-group A there is an

isomorphism A ~ Tor(A,Z 00)' The purpose of this work is to explore the cl~ of groupsthat
p -

result when Z is replaced by sorne other group, i.e., given a group G, find all groups A such
pm

that A ~ Tor(A,G). We are primarily concemed with reduced G. Our most impressiye result

occurs when G is separable, in which case A must be a direct surn of eyelie groups. We also

'canstruet examples of groups A which are Tor-idempotent, i.e., A ~ Tor(A,A).

K.HONDA
Existence problem of abelian p=-groups

In my paper, presented to the Proceedings of the Perth Conference on Abelian Groups, 1987, I

wrote a conjecture of the existence of a reduced abelian p-groups whose socle· coincides with the

given valued vector space over 7l./p when the space satisfies certain conditions.

Recently I have affinnatively proved tbis conjecture J and will give a sketch of the proof.
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Kh. BENABDALLAH
Minimal pure subgraups in primary abelian graups

The problem af purification of subgroups has attra.cted attention in the 60's when a few reaults

were obtained hut it remained essentially unsolved. Reeently, T. Okuyama and myself have

obtained new reaults by introducing the nation of the n-th overhang of a subgroup. The n-th

overhang is a functorial invariant of subgroups and provide new neeessary eonditions for a

subgroup to be embeddable in a minimal pure subgroup. When pure envelopes K cf a subgroup

A ex.ist~ they give rise .to certain subgroupsJ namely K = M tB N where M[p] = AG and N is

~unded..The subgroups N are calJed residual subgrou;s of A. The residual subgroups are •

1S9IDorphic and are caused 'hy the overhang of A. Relations between the overhang and the

Ulm-invariant of K/M exist and allaw for the isomorphism of all pure envelopes of a given

subgroup in many interesting cases. The vanishing of the overhang funetor leads to a new class of

subgraups we call vertical. The nation af verticality turns out to be an essential component of

purity.

R. BEHLER

Realizing Rings

By using methods similar to those used by ShelahJ Dugas, Gäbel and Corner, we prove the

following:

Theorem:

Let .t\ be a limit ordinal with cl,\ = w.

If Ais' a ring with 1 and A+ a torsion-free, p-reduced

algebraically-compact group, then there exists a"reduced p-group G of

length A such that End G = A • X-Small G,

<1k k
where .t\-Small G = {~E End G, Vk < w 3ak < ~ : p G[p]~ = O}. •With the same A and A we can show that there exists a .mixed group G of length A such

that End G = A tB A-Bd G, where A-Bd G = {rp E End G, 3a < A : paG~ =O}. An

application of the above theorem is: by taking A = J , Aany limit ordinal with cl · = w wep

get a p-group of length .t\ which is .t\-essentially indecomposable. As in the separable case we
also get counterexamples of length A to Kaplansky·s test proble'ms.
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D. CUTLER

A problem in the structure theory of abelian P=ß!oups

There exist separable abelian p-groups that contain unbounded torsion complete subgroups but

have DO unbounded torsion complete summands.

Ph. SCHULTZ

Automomhism groups cf abelian p-groups

Liebert proved: if p I: 2) A and AI are abelian p-groups, and Aut A ~ Aut AI, then A ~ AI, and

he classified the isomorphisms (J: Aut A ~ AutAl.

I would like to introduce a new method for·dealing with such quest ions, which does not depend

on p. The method is to extend (J to a subring of End A which is large enough to determine A.
. .

Let I be the ring af p-a.dic integers, and I its unit graupe

Lemma 1: If 9: End A ~ End AI is a ring isomorphsID, it is an I-algebra-isomorphism. QQI of

'I' : Aut ·A --+ Aut AI extend to a ring isomorphism strong enough ~o determine A, f/J must be.. . ,

an I -operator i80IDOrphism.
•Lemma 2: If Aut A ~ Aut AI 3 an I -isoIDorphism (}; Aut A --+ Aut AI.

Lemma 3: If 9: Aut A ~ Aut AI extends to an I-i80morphism of the aubring of End A

generated by Aut A, it alSo extends to End A, and hence is induced by an iSOIDorphism

f:A--+AI.

Lemma 4: 9: Aut A ~ Aut AI induces an I-isomorphism lAut A --+ I Aut AI (group rings) and

extends to End A iff for every relation Erioi = 0, Eri( ai 8) =0 is also ~ relation.

Lemma 5: Every relation Eriai = 1 in the group of units of lAut Adetermines a relation

~i(Qi l1) =1 in the group of units of lAut AI.

Main Theorem:, If the following Conjecture holds, Liebertls Theorem is true for all p.

Conjecture: Let V be the group generated by the relations Mi0i =1 in the unit group of

lAut A. Let K"be the ideal generated by the relations Er.a. =0 in lAut A. Then
1 1

K =,(V -1).

Berichterstatter: Claudia Böttinger
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t ~8/1989

Quadratische Formen

2.7. bis 8.7.1989

This conference was the fourth one on quadratic forms in Oberwol-

fach . It was organized by Knebusch' (Rege~sburg>. Pfister (Mainz) and

Scharlau (Münster). The tal ks showed that the interests af mathema

ticians working on quaqratic forms have spread in many directions. On

the one hand talks concerning classical problems within the aJgebraic

theory of quadratic farms Qver fields a.nd rings were presented . on the

other hand one cauld natiee a grovling interest in non-commutative

algebra and Witt rings and orderings of higher level. Another main

theme of the eonference were the relations between quadratic farms

and algebraic geometry. Advanced methods from algebraic geometry

were crucial far Merkurjev's exciting recent results on the u-invariant

of fields. Those were presented at the conference by Suslin (LeningradL
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D. LEEP:
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Pairs of quaclratie forms over finite and ioeal fields

Let a .0 be auadratic forms defined over a field F . char F : 2. Let
'1 -::! •

f(t) = det(tq~ - qt) and assume Q::! is non-singular. The main question

is when is (Ql. Q :!) isotropie Qver F . Le. Ql(X) = q::!(x) = O. x + O. Assume

F is a nondYddit.: local fiel cl and al so assu,nle f(tl is irreducible in F.

If deg f(t)= ~m.l . m-:1. then qt. q :! vanish on an rn-dimensional

subspaee over F. If deg f(tl = 4m+:! . rn-:1. then {ql.q~} are isotropie.

Suppose deg f{t) = 4. If F'" ,z K:: . where K = F{e) . 8 a root of f(tl.

then {Ql. Q2] is isotropie::::::" same form in the F-penci] of {Ql. q ::!}

t.:ontains a hyperboiic form. If p" ~~ ,K
4

: • then {ql,qZ) is isotropie

=J eaeh form in the F-pencil is hyperbolie.

R. ELMAN:

Witt rings and Galois eohomology

F den 0 t es a f ie I cl 0 f c ha r. i 2. an cl K ase m i s i m.p lee0 m mutat iv e F- a] ge 

bra". Suppose far any 2-extension k of F 01' eonstituent cf K that

e;.k: IrTlk -_. H~ k . (:'(1.-a j >1-- ~: (aiL

is well-defined fCI" m-n anrl ker e lTl
k = I ß1

+
1k . far m ( n.

q.

Here H~k = Hß1(Gal(kq.kl.Z/~Z) and k q is the q~adratic elosure ~f k.

Suppose also that K satisfies

a) I "F -_.,, I"K 'is surjective

b) IO+)(K/F)= kerf I"+)F _. 1"+l K ) = 21"(K/F)

cl 1"+) (KIF) is torsion-free.

Theorem: Let ElF be a finite 2-extensian and L = E@FK . Then

1) L/E satisfies eonditions al.bLc);

2) L/E satisfies conrlitions a)~bLe) with H
q

replacing land v(-1)

replacing 2:

3) H ~ ( KIF) = (-0 ~-" ._' e ~ .F (I n F) fa r a]l m'~ n :

4) i feIn L _ i 5 we 11- d e fi ne d a nd ha s kerne I I m + 1 K f 0r a] I mi. n t h e n t h e
q ......

same is true far e:;.E
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A p p lic at ion S: 1) ifIS F = ~ I~' Fis tor s ion - fr e e t he n G\VE =$ I nE ,/ I n + 1E

'= H- E far every finite ::!-extension ElF:
q

~) If WF is in the smallest class closed under group ring format.ion

and product. containing those WL that

15 L = ~ 14 L an cl 14 L / 15 L == (< 1. a >,?,! + 15 L; a ': L·, : ~ 14 L 1

an cl ElF isa f in i t e :! - e x te n s ion. t. he n G \V E =-~ H ~ E .

B. JACOB:

Indecomposible division al gebras

If p is an odd prime. then far any r there exists a fjeld Fand a cen

tral simple F-division algebra 0 with index(O) == pr ~ exponent(D) == p.

and with D indecomposible. The examples are generalizations of di

vision algebras constructed by J.-P. Tignol in the case r == 2.

M. KNESER:

Discriminant algebras for non-regular guadratic forms

(.from the Diplomarbeit of Ulrich Haag)

If (M~q) is a regular quadratic R-module. the discriminant algebra

D(M) is defined as the cent-ralizer in the Cliffo'rd algebra CCM) of the

even subalgebra Co(M) . This is a separable algebra for regular forms.

In case of non-regular forms this definition of D(M) would not be

appropria~e because of examples of a non-degenerate qu~dratic R-mo-

dule M and a ring homomorphism ~p: R--- R' such that for M'=

M@.Ie?R'theinducedhomomorphismD(M)--·D(M')iS not surjp.ctive.

The appropriate definition of D(M) in general is the following: First

consider the generic case Rn = ![al.bJk ] with algebraically indepen- e
dent ai's (l~j::.:n) and hjk's (ls.'j'· k:ö.n) . Mn =i~l Rne i with g.eneric qua

dratic form qn given by qn(ei) == al' b n (ej,ek) == b Jk . Define D(M n ) as

above. For a general quadratic R-module M with basis (et .... en)

defined a ring homomorphism rp: Rn -- R by IP (ai) = q(e i ) . Ip (b jk ) ===

b(ej.ek) and put D(M) == DCM n ) ~p R .
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B. PAREIGIS:

'Vitt rings of forms of higher degree

(joint work with Harrisonl

We co nsi der t he f 0 r m sE>: V X ... X V -' K 0 f .. h ig her cl e g re e .. . i. p. .

symmetrie. multi linear. non-singiJlar mappings . Their isomorphism

c!asses form a semiring. Far a subgroup He K* IK· r the H-spaces'

are defined as t.he fixed forms under the act.ion of H . The !somor

phism classes -of forms modulo H-spaces form a "Witt ring" W r(R. H)

whose properties are studied. For: srr one has 'reduction homomorphisms

o : W r(R. H). ~ W s(R.H) . An interesting class of forms are the trace

. forms of separable field extensions.

M.A. KNUS:

Pfaffians and guadratic forms

(joint work with R.Parimala and R. Sridharan)

The construction of the pfaffian of an l~zumaya algebra of order 2 in

the Brauer group is given. One gets as special cases the pfaffians

constructed independently hy fröhlich. Jacohson and Tamagawa

for central simple algebras with involution of .the first kind.

For algebras of rank 16 . the pfaffian yields a quadratic form

of rank 6 with trivial signed discriminant. and every such form is

a pfaffian. The pfaffians are used for the classification of quadratic

spaces of rank 6 and 5 over arbitr:ary commutative rings and for com-

puting the group of special similitudes of a quadratic space of

rank 6. This computation puts in a general set-up classical computa

. tions of Dieudonne. The pfaffians are also applied to study Azumaya

algebras of rank 16 with involution.

A. SUSLIN:

Merkurjev's construction of fjelds with~ even u-invariant

The basic theorem due to A.S. Mer~urjev states:

Theorem 1 . Far any even n ~ 4 one can construct a field F with

u -invariant n and cohomological dimension 2.
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The proof is based on the following observation: if f is an even di

rn e n s i 8 na I f ~.~ r m w i t h w i t h ~H f) = 1 . t h e n C (f) == ~1:2 CD (f» . wh er e l) ( f)

~ s a certai n central siro pie al ge bra (jn fact a tensor product of ";2
quaternion algebras . where n = rank f) . It is easy to see that if D(f)

is a division algebra then f is anisotropie. Moreover. one can pro

duce easily f8rms f as above. such that. D(f) is a division algebra.

The maiß st.e p in the proof shows ~t D(f) remains a division alge

bra after splitting any form of rank n + 1 . This follows from the

fal lowing theorem:

Theorem 2 [Merkurjevl . Suppase that g is an odd-dimensional form

and D/F is a division algebra. Then the following conditions are

equivalent:

a) l)F(X
g

) is nat a division algebra.

b) 1).~ Co(g) .~ T far some T .

M. ROST:

••

••

~how~ of some guadrics

Let "0 be the category ~f smooth prajective varieties aver a field F

with the correspondences as morphisrns . Le. Horn (X. Y) = CH~inl y (X·~ Y) .

Taking the pseudo-abel ian completion of U yields the category '"

of Chow-motifs o'ver F. Several eohornoi ogy functors. especially

Chow-groups or more generally K-eohomology groups extend to ad

ditive funetcrs on jH.
One can use the motifie language to give a natural description of

Chow- groups of quadrics X ..p assoeiated with Pfi ster farms cp and

re Iate d f 0 r rn s. F0 r an y' Pfis te r f 0 r rn cp i t tu rn sou t t h ci t X.p ;;:; Mp x P d

in the category of motifs . where d =kdirn X and 'M is the rnotif_ rp <p

uniquely determined by cp.

Using same geometrie arguments one can show that rank CHp(M f;;) S 1

f 0 r all pand C H p CM f;::) =0 f 0 r p i 2k - 1 .
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A.R. \\'ADSWORTH :

The transfer ideal of Witt rings ~ and ~ Hasse norm theorem mod

squares (joint work with D. Leep)

For any finite-degree extension of fields KIF Cchar F i 2) . the image

of any non-zero Scharlau transfer map s.: WK --~ WF is an ideal

t]~/F of the Witt ring WF which' depends only on the fields K and

F . In a number of cases OK/F is eomputed ,

Concerning 0, Shapiro's question whether there is a loeal-global prin

ciple far QK/F when K and F are global fields. it is shown that .

this is equivalent to the question whether there is a "Hasse norm the

orem mod squares", Le .. a loeal-global principle for the image of the

norm map N: K- /K·
2 -~ F- /F·

2
, It iso proved that the Hasse norm

theorem mod squares holds if K is a multiquadratic extension of

a global fjeld F. but does not hold for all abelian 2-extensions. By

contrast. for p an ~dd prime. the Hasse norm theorem mod p does

not hold for all Galois extensions of type lp '< Zp .

R, PERlIS:

Matching Witts Globally and loeally

(joint work with Szymiezek . Co"nner. and litherland)

The following theorems are proved:

Theorem 1: If W(K) ~ W(Q) as rings. for agIobai field K.

then K =Q .

Theorem 2: If W(K) ~ W{l) for global fields K. l . then K and L are

reeiprocity equiva]ent .

Here. two global fjelds K and L are said to b~ reciprocity equiva

lent if there is a group isomorphism t: K" /K-
2--_'L"/L-2 and a bi

jection T: °Jr,;.--...:,. 0L between the non-trivial p!aces of K and L

such that the Hilbert symbols (.ta.tblTpand (a.b)p are equal for

all a.b in K+/K·~ and al1 P in 0K

Necessarily the bijection T maps a dyadic place to a dyadi~ place .

a .real p!ace to areal place and a complex place to a co~p!ex one.

Hence. if K is a number fjeld. so is L. and in that case

rK:Ql=rL:Ql.
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K. SZYMICZEK:

Symbol ie eguivalence of neids and Weak Has1i~ Principle

Denote by Symb F the set of all Steinberg symbols with target. group

{.:.1}. If s is a symbol on Fand G s its radical then (F+.-'Gs.s.~::l) is

a quaternionie structure defining a "Ioca'" non-degenerate abstract

Witt ring WF s . Symholic WHP relative to the subset "'B : Symb F is

dis c u s sed (i. e. whe t her k er CW F--~. n{\VF s: S ~ 5 y m b F }) = 0 >. T here

are two theorems given:

Theorem t :. If "BF :: Symb F ~nd "BE": Symb E are sets af symbol s in F •

and E. resp .. and the symbolic WHP holds far Fand E w.r.t. "'BF

and '"'Be resp .. then symbolic equivalence af Fand E w.r.t."'BF and

"RE' impl ies Witt equivalence of Fand E.

Theorem 2 : Let Fand E be two fields and assurne that F has a set

of symbols O(F) satisfying (j)-(jv) below. If Fand E are Witt equi

valent. then E has a set of symbols OCE) satisfying (i)-(jv) and there

is a bijectjve map T: O(F)-~ OCE) such that WFs ~ WETs for every

5 f OCF) . Mor over. Fand E are symbol equjvalent w.r.t. OCF) . OCE).

Here O(F) satjsfies: (i) alt symbols coming from orderings belong to

O(F) ;

( ii) [ F· : G 5 ] ::c f 0 r e very S E 0 CF) ;

(jji) if s.s·~O(F). then S~SI ~ Gsi Gs '

(i Y ) k e r (W F--~ W F s) =Js = ({ <1, - g >:g ~'G s })

CE .g. (i)-(iY) are satisfied by any global fjeld Fand O(F) the set of

Hilbert symbols on FL

R. BAEZA :

The norm theorem far guadratic forms in characteristie .2
Let F be a fjeld with 2 =O. One" proves that for any nonsingular qua

dratic form rp over Fand any manie irredueible polynomial n (t) in

F[ t 1. t he iso met r y / :rr (t) >tp ?i'P (över F (t) ) is e q u i val e nt t 0

'p ® F(rr) ,"" O. where F(ir) ;;: F[ t] / bt (t) L The crucial idea of the proaf

of (e-) is to choose a henselian discrete valuation ring A of charaete

ristic 0 with maximal ideal 2A and residue class fjeld A/2A = F.

After lifting n to Tf(t) ,; A[ t] and ~ to a form ~p ( over A).
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one has t.he analogaus problem to salve but now ove,. the field KCiL

where K =Quot(A). Since char K = O. the uSlIal norm theorem can be

lIsed. E\·entually.some redllction back to the field F gives the reslIlt.

J. ~1INAt :

Quadratic [orms and Galois theory

Suppose that F is a field of characteristic not ~: Let F(2) denote

the compositum uf all F( ·la) . for ·a ~ F· and let F(3) denote the cam

pos i t um 0 fall F (2) ( .,Iy) s uc h t hat y ~ F(:! ) an cl F (2 ) (,fr) / Fis Ga10 i 5 .

T he n. if Ft an d F2 are t w 0 fj e I cl s w i t h s (F
1

) = 1 = s (F2) 0 r s (F 1) =

2 = s(F2) o~ s(F 1) :: 4. we have '1Ft ~ '1F2 iff W(F 1) .~ W(F 2} (here

lIiFi = Gal ( F i (.3) / F i) ; i = 1. 2 ). The tal k discus~ed this fact together

with some consequences of the injectivity cf the map k ... CF} ~ Br ... (F).

W. SCHARLAU :

The representation !..Y..Q.g cf guadratic [arms over proiective manifol ds

( joint werk with B. Rellermeyer )

Let k be a fjeld and Jet X be a projective k - manifold.

Theorem. If X is not a curve of genus 0 or 1. then the category of

vector bundles over X is cf wild representation type. (This means

that fcr every finite - dimensional k - algebra A there is a bundle

E / X such that End ( E) =: A >.
An analogue for quadratic forms holds:

Theorem·. Under the same assumption the category of quadratic

forms over X is of wild representation type. ( This 'means that for

every algebra A with k - involution 0 there exists a regular bili

near form b: E -~> E·. b = b" such that A ~ End CE) . and the invo

lution corresponds to that defined by b ).

E is constructed by an extension O-_>7'n_->E-->7'·n_-,:: 0 .

where 7·,7" are suitable simple bundles such that Hom(7-' .7"):

Hom(7".7') = O. dimExt J (7'.7-'t) -.3. The last conditicn allows to

uembed"' the representation theory of the quiver .==~. in the

category of vector bundles.
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P. JAWORSKI :

The Witt rings of fjelds of guotients uf two~'dimensional regul.ar

lucal rings

The main result is the construction of the analogues of the Scharlau

:ind Milnor exa~t sequences far a regular jocal r!ng R of dimension

two and with 2 invertible.

Theorem 1. There exist an exac:t sequence

o--'. \V ( R ) --:> \V ( R ) --) <~.~ \\' (R / P )-- '> \\' (R / m)--> 0 .

prime ideals p of R of height 1.

Theorem 2. There is an exact sequence

0--'> \V (;-:-1 R) --> \V (R) --> ~ \\T (R7p) --> O.

where x is one of the regu lar parameters of R. and the sum ranges

Qver a) I prime ideal s p of R except the one generated by x.

where means the field cf quot.ients and the sum ranges aver alt •
K. KOZIOt:

Constructing quasi-pythagorean fields

!\ fjeld F !s called (after Kijima and Nishil quasi-pythagorean iff

DF <1.1> = R(F) ("=' I2 F is torsion-free),

For a 2- extension K of an algebraic numher field M ther'e is the

criterion fur this property: K is quasi-pythagorean iff it cannot be

imbedded into any finite extension of some p-a~ic field Qp' As

Q U (-1) ~-n: n (!N}) is quasi- pythagorean the fiel cl MC ar.- n
.... ~aT- n

n t= iN) is quasi - PYt hag 0 re an whe n - t E g P (a t .... ~ an) in M....

On the other side if cosets of -1 and a are independent in ~r'/M· 2

then M (a:!-n: n ,;: IN) is not quasi-pyt.hagorean.

J. VAN GEEL :

Quadratic forms over function fields of~

Let. k be a field of characteristic not:! and let C he an elliptic

cu rve over k.

•
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T hp. 8 re ln. I f "? isa qua d rat ic: f () r mn\' e r k (C ) {) f r tl n k n = :! r an d

1) a2 . y ('f) '.. O. f 0 r all y": C . :!) a1. Y 0 ( ;f' ) O. f 0 rat Ie ast 0 ne rat ion a I

p n i P.. t. '( 0 (C . t he Tl :;"~' a
1

•••·• a •.. PI' .... ;3._' w j t. haI' .... a r .: k.

Remarks: 1) From the relative version of the Rienlann - Roch Theorem

( due to Roquette) lIsed in the proof one can get the foJ lowing re

s u I t ( cf Arason a nd Harder ): if Cis a curve uf ge nu s zero and ,p

is a form over k(C) which lies in im(\\,(C)-->W(k(C». then

.~ (:p 0 ) k (C) . wh e r e 'p o. isa f 0 r m 0 ver k: 2) t he an al 0 g u e s res u I t S .

for division algebras Qver C were ohtained by Van Den Bergh and

the author <Israel J. Math. 52 (1985>. 33 - 45) .

B. KAHN:

Nilpotent 2.=~ and guadratic mappings in characteristic ~

Let 1-->W-->G-->V-->1 be a central extension. where Vand

Ware elementary abel ian 2 - groups. This extension is characterised

by the quadratic mapping q: V--> W induced by squaring.

In this talk the following problem is investigated. Let G be a 2 - group

which has the property that d CH) < cl CG) for alt H < G. where d (G) =

cl im !F~ G / G2
. I s i t t he n t r u e t hat t h e cl ass 0 f ni Jpote n c e of Gis :... :! ?

The main result is'that the answer is yes when d(G) ::. 4.

C. RIEHM :

The guaclratic Schur subgroup

T h e Sc hurs u hg r 0 ups S CK) . S ( K. c.J ) • S ( (1) an cl 5 ( (1 • r~) are dis c u s s e cl .

where K is a local or global fjeld of characteristic 0 and (1 is a ring

o f S - i nteger s in t he n u m be r fi e Icl K . an cl CJ) isan in v 0.1 u t ion 0 f K

( resp. ~ ). Let Kc = K 1-\ QC • where QC is the fjeld of all cyclotomic

nu mhers and let K be the subfield of K fixed by the compositionc
.c~_). where" denotes the usual complex conjugation.

Then 1) SCK.w) = K:;:>S(K,c~K)' 2) 5 (K . wl. K ) ~- S(K) is onto.

This enahles one to give a complete description of S (K.(:»

in terms of SCK) when K is loeal 0 .. global. Analogous statements

hold. more or less. for the integral counterparts S «(:1) and S (0.cJ.l).
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R. SCHULZE~PILLOT:

··ArithT!letic. ofguate'T~ion orders and modular forms

(joint' work with. S ,·',Böcherer)

Linear c:omb-inations of theta spries (of any dpgree) of integral qua

t ~ rri-ä-ry p o'~ .i\ i ve d e f in it e qua cl rat ic f () r m S 0 f s qua re fr e P. Ie veIN . dis-
:. '. ~ .

crimlriäht·- 'N2 . an is otropic at the primes pi N. are st ud ied.

One considers (following Yoshida)

- (" ) • )"' cp (Y i) (+' (Ii.!. ., (")
): .J (rp .;.v) = L ~e-:- l1 ij

i.j. 1 .1

where 'p. i~j. are functions on D·\D~A/R·A' choosing <p. IV to be ei-
v

genfunctions of the Hecke operators T (p) rp(Yi) =I Bij(p) cp (Yj) if pi N

and of certain involutions w p if p)' N.

By using methods from the theory of Siegel modular forms. one ob

tains the following results:

1) Y(v) ( ep •l+i ) i 0 f 0 r \i ~ 3 if f 'F an cl r.v ha ve t he same w p - e igen val ues

f 0 r a11 p! N. ~) I f Y (3 ) ( cp • ~~) i O. t h e n Y (2 ) ( ;p • :!:) i 0 uni e s s :p =1

and 4J corresponds to a cusp form.

The I inear relations "between theta series in question are also deter

mined and a criterion for &1(J
2

) = B-~~) is given.

O. HEDDINGA :

•

Unimodular integral orthogonal~ with Jarge Z,::part

The mass of the genus of a positive definite Z -Iattice L 'is defined as

titel) = I: :O<l.) 1-1 • where L. ranges over a full representative system
1 1

for the classes in the genus of l. Für L = I n := i~l <1: Igusa showed

that ,M(ln)IO(In)1 is a 2-adic unit. The explanation far this fact ,is

the following theorem: If L is a unimodular positive definit.e n - di-

mensional l-lattice with v2 'IOIL)I) ,- v2 '!Olln)1). then L -'" ln- •

A similar situation occurs in the even case. Let e1 ... qe n be an ortho-

gonal basis of In' Set On = .: 0 E In: (0.0) = 0 (mod 2) } and

!I
n

= 1/; (2: e i ) 1-. + D n . Then II n is even and unimodular for any n == 0

(mod8). It is known tha~ ,M.<II n ) IO<lI
n

)i is a 2-adic unit and the

following theorem is an explanation for this fact: If L is unimodular

an d e ve n 0 f d i me nsi 0 n n w i t h v 2 ( I0< L ) :) ~. "::! <I 0 (an) I) . t he n L ';:': :1 n .
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R. SCHARLAU :

Classification of arithmetic reflec~ion~ Q!l hvperbolic ~.-:~pace

If W is an arithmetic (discrete) group of isometries of a hyperholic

3 - space with non-compact fundamental domain. then We-. W(l) (O(l)

is of finite index. where L is an integral quadratic lattice over l

of signature (3.1). isotropie over land W(L) denotes the subgroup

of the orthogonal group Oll) generated by all reflections respect.

ing: L. The full classification of the maximal groups W with non

compact fundamental domain is presented by giving an explicit list

of 49 lattices L such that W(L) is of finite index in O(L). maximal.

and W(L) represent all conjugacy classes of such groups.

H.-G. QUEBBEMANN :

lattices from algebraic~ over finite fjelds

Given an ...algebraic curve over !Fq with a set of n+1 rational points.

the divisors of S - units in its function field form an n - dimensional

lattice A. Sequences of CUTves (fOT fixed q ) with genus g-> co

and n/g -> a ') 0 lead to asymptotically dense sphere packings

min(A)/det(!\)l/n !y 2n/(g+1)(g+1+a)z/n. n->·:'o.

Rosenbloom and .Tsfasman have discovered the same constr~ction

and obtained still better packings from sublattices of the above A.

R. PARIMAlA:

Witt~ of real varieties

Knebusch raised the following question : If X is areal variety; is

W( Xl finitely generated ? This is ipdeed the case for smooth affine

varieties of dim~nsion ~ 2. (dirn X := 1 . due to Knebusch and dirn X = 2.

due to Ayoub)·. It has been proved that for a smooth affine 3-fold X.

W( Xl is finitely generated if and only if CH 2
(X) /2 is finite. CH

z

denoting the group of codimension 2-cycles modulo rational equiva

lence. This equivalence is achieve~ using the finiteness of the unra

mified cohC!mology groups HO (X.+t. 4 ) . This is a consequencp. of a mo

re general theorem on the finiteness of the unramified cohomologies

HO (X.+td + t ) for d-dimensional varieties. This latter result is a. joint

work with Colliot-Thelene.
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L. ~1AHE:

.0\ n eJ ement.arv proof of Bröcker-Scheiderer' s theorem

l. Bröcker and C. Scheiderer have independently proved that any set

of simultaneous polynomial inequalities f t . 0 ..... f n . 0 in an affine

R-variety of dimension d is eqiuvalent to a set gl~' 0 •.... gd ·0 (R is

areal closed field). Their proof makes use of Marshall 's spaces of

orderings and Becker- Bräcker' s fans theory.

We give an elementary proof of that theorem. obtained by

generalizing to "regular function rings" some theorems about

Pfister farms. very well-known in the field case.

A. StADEK:

•
Witt -rings of skew fields

let A be any ring wit.h 2 ~ A· and let T be any subgroup of A· con

ta in in g (A·
2
). T he W it tri ngof A w. r . t . T istherin g'A W ( A •T) =

Z [.'\-/Tl I/P(T). where peT) is the ideal of Z[A· /T] generated by

[lT+dT-(l+d)T-t1+d)dT!d.l+dEA+}' The following results are ab

tained:

T he 0 rem 1: I f Ais a s k e w fi e·1 d e q u iP P e cl w i t haT- c 0 m p a t i b Ieva lu a

tion v then W(A,T) 9:W(A,U~::;-T) [r/v(T)].

Corollaries: 1) If A=F«x))«Xt.at)) ... «xn.an)) is an iterated power se

ries skew fjeld with variables twisted with help of 31 •...• an f: F· . then

W(A) ~ W(F.{l,at}. .. {1.an }F+::!)[Z:f+ 1].

2) There exists a skew fjeld A such that isometry of forms does not

impJy chain isometry.

Theorem 2: Let A be a finite dimensional division algebra over a glo-

bai f ieid F = Z ( A) 0 f 0 cl cl in d e x (.~) ." 1 . andie t () 0 (A) = ~ P E () (F)! pis •

finite. non-dyadic and A C3l Fp is a sk.ew field L Then the canonical ring

homomorphism W(F) --~ W(A) is suriective and its kernel equals

:--: ~ ker (\V (F)--~'W (F~» : .p E On (A) 1- ..-\ 12 F .

Corollaries: 1) The canonical ring homomorphism

'''{A) --~ TI W(A @ Fp ) is injective. 2) W(A) '= LJ W(A ~ F p >I_i R
. p.; (HF) .p~ Oo(A) .

for some radical abstract Witt ring R.
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D.W. lEWIS:

Sums of squares in Witt rings and levels of Wilt rings

The question "which elements of the Witt ring W (F) of quadratie

f 0 r m s 0 ver a fi e Icl F are s 11 m S 0 f squares in W (F) T". is co n s idere cl .

The a~swer is given in the c ases : (i) F is not formally real:

(iil F is an SAP-fjeld and 13 is torsiun-free (here. 1 is the fundamen

tal ideal in W(F)).

The level of the ring W(F) is also caleulated and it is shown that it

takes only the values 1.3.6 and and it is completely determinerl

by the level of the fjeld F.

T.-Y. LAM:

The fourth Pythagoras number of .!R(x)

(joint work with M.D. Choi and B. Reznick)

For any commutative ring A. the 2 k th pythagoras number P2k (A) is

d e f ine d tobe mi n ~ n: L A 2 k = LnA 2 k 1~ tD. T he p resen t wo r k i S co n 

cerned with these higher pythagoras numbers for polynomial rings

!R(Xl .... xn] and rational functian field !R(xl .... xn).

For rational funetion fields. Pfister has shown that P2 (1R(xt •... x n ») ::::2 n

and Becker has shown that P2k(IR(xt .... xn» ~f(n.k) .~(X) far same fune

tion f in n and k. On the other hand. if n~ 2. we have shown that

P::!k (IR [ Xl .. ·. xn]l =(l) far polynomial rings.

In the one variable case. it seems to be unknown whether P2k (IR[ x]l

is finite far k::: 2 . The only result we can prove is P2k (IR[ x])::. 2k .

The main part of this talk deals with P4(IR(x». Known t"esults in this

direction are: P-t-0R(x»::,.. 36 (Becker .1980 and P 4 (IR(x» ~ 24 (Schmid .

1(88). Im pro vi n g u po n t he se b 0 u n cl s. wes h 0 w t h at P 4 (IR (x) s 6. 0 n

the other hand. P:!k(!R(X)) ~ 3 V k:::. 2. so the possible vaJues of

P-t-(!R(x)) are now down to: 3,4.5and 6. The methods used for"the

proof depend heavi lyon the geometry of the complex numbers. as

weil as on the speaker' s (apparently widely accepted) claim that

36:;: 6 .3 2 .
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M. MARSHALL :

Orderings and real places on commutative rings

Suppose R is a commutat!ve ring with 1 and k is a formaJly real

field. A k-place on R is a pair :x = q.>.&). where 5: is a k-place on the

residue field F(ll) of R at a primp. peR. T.he k-place cx is Manis if

cf - t (k) . R/ p =F(p). T wok - pi ace s ,:(. ~ 0 n Rare s a id tobe e q u iv ale nt

( rJ. .,.. ß) if t he y in cl u c e t he same pi ace fun c t ion 0 n t he ]0 ca li zat ion R~

of R at 1 + LR2. One proves that the following sets are in 1-1 corres

pondence: 1) the set of k-places on R which are .Manis.

2) t he set o.f e q u i val e nc e cl ass e S 0 f k - p Iace S 0 n R .

3) the set of pi ace fu nctions C(: R~ --~ k \_' ~ CI) } •

Denote by X R . X~ the space of orderings (resp. maximal order-ings)

for R. For PE X R ~ P=(.p.PL set A(P)=(p.A(P» where A(P) is the

IR-place on F(.p) associated to P. Let M R denote the set of all place

functions C(: RI:-~ R u {(I)}. Thus we have a surjective map

A : XR-~ M R which factars through X~. M R has ~ natural str-uc

ture as a compact Hausdorff space and A is continuous.

V. POWERS:

•

Noncommutative real algebra

The talk concerns the following facts on orderings and preorders of

rings:

T he 0 rem 1 ~ I f 0 isa s k e w f ieid a ilcl T isa p re 0 r der 0 f Ie veIn ~ !N .

then (X T . D- / T·) is aspace of orderings .

Theorem 2: Let R be a ring and let n =2 s
. Then R has an order of le

vel n iff -1 fjl Ln (R) ~ where Ln (R) stands for the set of su ms of ele-

ments which are products of neopies of elements of R. •

Theorem 3: If R is a ring then the set X R of orders of level with

the usual Harrison topology is eompact. Moreover. C c X R is irredu

cible iff C is theclosure of some P ~ X R .
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P. SALBERGER:

Arithmetic on intersections of two guadrics

Manin has introduced an obstruction to the Hasse Principle (HP) and

Weak Approximation (WA) based on Brauer groups and the reciprocity

law in class field theory.

Theorem 1[Salberger]: Let k be a number field and X c P: be a

smooth complete intersection defined by two quadratic k-forms 4>.

'l'in 5 variables. Suppose that t· is of rank 4and that the discrimi

nant of the regular part of lf is a square. Then the Manin

obstruction is the o·nly obstruction to the Has'sePrinciple for X.

Theorem 2 [Salberger-Skoroboyatov]: Let k be a numher field and

X c P: be a smooth complete intersection of two quadri~s. Suppose.

that X (k) ~ <2> • Then the Manin -obstruction is the onl y obstruction

to Weak Approximation for X.

E. 'BECKER:

Higber reduced Witt rings of infinite level

Let Kdenote a formallyreal field: for a give,n n E!N set

X n = (x. :K+ -~. w(2n) I ker X .is additively closed} L char (K·>.

To X n we attach the Witt ring of level n as folIows: W n' is by de

finition the subring of C (Xn.<C) generated by the' evaluation func

tlons a: X n -~ <C • XI-~~ X'(a) . where a ranges over K+. If nl m

then the restrietion mapres: C (Xm. t C) ------. C (X n • ce) induces an epi

morphism 1tn.n1:Wrn~Wn and W(K) :=w'!!lWn(K). In order to stu

dy this ring. Xcv = l,j X n and X tor ;:: { X : K· --: ~t I kerx is additively

closed } are introduced (X.:c c Xtor a.ndboth a.re not compact in ge

neral). The closure of Xtor is described as follows "tor::;::
( X : K--~ S1 ! A (X) is a val uation ring. I (X) its max imal ideal and

X = sgnp for same ordering P on A (X) /' I(X) } . The subring Wo of

C (X tor • C) . generated by a has a dense image in W. Its spectrum

has been fully described by using the Harrison-leicht-lorenz result

about Spec W l' If K,I IR .is a function field then:

(j) Xtor::;::tJX~~ ; (ij) Wo -~ W is injective . so W is a comple-

,..,
tion of Wo .
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N. SCHWARTZ:

Witt rings uf lattice ordered~

The Witt ring WeG) of a lattice ordered group G is defined.

As principle application one eonsideres WT(Q) = W(Q /T). where Q

consists of all non-zero sums of squares in the formally real field K

and T. is the grollp of totally positive elements in the real holomor

phy ring H (K) . (Q /T is isomorphie to the ideal group of H (K) ).

This is a subring of W T ( K) . the "Witt ring of infinite level associa

ted with the preordering T".

WT(Q) can be described explicitely as a faetar ring of the group ring

Z[ G] and there is a representation theorem giving WT(Q> as the

ring of global sections of a eertain sheaf.

The extension WT(Q) c WT(K) is a subject of further studies.

M. OJANGUREN:

Witt~ rletect rationality

The title is an exageration~ Still. a paper written in colla~oration

with J.-L. Colliot-Thelene contains the following simple example of

a unirational non-rational fjeld K of transcendence degree 3 over ([.

Pu t L =([ (x . y ) andie t gl =0 andg::! =0 be t he e quati 0 n s 0 f t w 0

smooth pi ane quartics. each bitangent to the coordinate axes. hut 0

t her w isei n generalp 0 si ti 0 n. Pu t f =x! y . 'p =<1. f . gl g 2 > an cl let K =
L (C ..p ) be the function field of the conic C 'p .: pi defined by Cf> = 0 .

Obviously K is unirational (adjoin -Yf !). but the "non-ramified"

Witt-group Wnr(K) can be shown to contain more than 2 elements.

whereas W nr( CC(tl .....1:n)) =W (tC) =Z // '2 . Hence K is not rational .

Berichterstatter: A. Sladek

•
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich.t 29/1989

Freie Randwertaufgaben, insbesondere numerische Behandlung
und optimale Steuerung

9.7. bis 15.7.1989

Die'Tagung wurde organisiert von K.-H. Hoftinann (Augsburg)
und J. Sprekels (Essen).

Im Mittelpunkt des wissenschaftlichen Programms standen insgesamt 34 Vortragsbei
träge zur mathematischen Theorie, Numerik und Steuerung verschiedener Klassen von
freien Randwertproblemen, die bei der Modellierung physikalisch-technischer Vorgänge
auftreten. Insbesondere handelte es sich um folgende Problemkreise: Hysteresis-Phäno
mene bei thermomechanischen Phasenübergängen in Festkörpern, nicht-isotherme spi
nodale Dekomposition, Phase-:-Field-Modelle, Stefan- und Muskat-' Probleme, Spritz
guß, KristaJIzucht, Strangguß von Stahl, Oberflächenwellen, Oberflächenspannung, Ka
pilla.rflächen, Überscha1lströmungen und Strömungen durch poröse Medien.

Die Tagung wurde mitgeprägt durch eine intensive Diskussion der Vorträge und an
grenzender Problemstellungen, die insbesondere auch während der Abendszeit im klei
neren Kreis stattfand.

Die angenehme Atmosphäre der Tagung, die nicht zuletzt der exzellenten Bet'reuung
durch die Mitarbeiter des Instituts zu verdanken ist, sei noch besonders erwähnt. Im
Namen der Tagungsteilnehmer danken wir Herrn Prof. Dr. M. Barner und seinen
Mitarbeitern herzlich dafür. .

vortragsauszüge

H. W. ALT:

Non-isothermal phase separation in binary systems 11

We prove the existence oi a weak solution (u,v,w) E L2([0,T]; H I •2 (fl; Iß.3» of the
phase-separation model presented in the first talke Here we assume that K. =const. The
dift'erential equations are

-v + <P.u(u,w) - "V. (ItW "V u) = 0,

8t u + "V .J= 0, where; = -(lu \J v -112 'V w),
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-Otft',w(U,w) + 'V. q+ 9 = 0, where q= 122 'V w -ln 'V v,

with boundary conditions

8;iU=0, J.ii=O, q.n=p(u,w).

The main difliculty which arises is the absence of a maximum principle for tempera
ture, therefore the inequaJity w > °must be a result of the construction of a solution.
We achieve this by imposing a side condition ~ ::; w ::; : {or the time discrete problem
with step size T. By the physical &5sumptions on the potential ft' we obtain in the limit
f -+ 0 that w > °a.e., and that the variational inequality in fact is an equality..A
compactness argument in time then enables us to go the limit T -+ o.

M. BROKATE:

Optimal control of shape memory alloys

We consider an optimal control proble~ tor the shape memory alloy eq';ations

Utt - (8F:(f) + F~(f))z + U zzzz = 1

8e - SF;(f)Ee - Szz = 9, f = u z ,

where 1,9 and the boundary temperature Sr are the controls. It is proved that the
map (/,9, Sr) -+ (u, 8) has a directional derivative in appropriate. function spaces, and
that necessary optimality conditions in form of a variationalinequality and an adjoint
equation hold. (joint work with J. Sprekels, Essen) .

G. CAGINALP:

The phase 8eld model - theory and numerical computatio~..

The sharp interface that anses from any of the major phase transition problems (clas
sical or modified Stefan, etc.) ean be smoothed using the phase field approach as a
numerical too1. The computations in one dimensional space and n-dimensions with ra
dial symmetry indieate that this in an efficient method tor dealing with stifF equations
and results in a very accurate interface determination without explicit tracking. The
technique also provides a numerical verification of the concept of an unstable critieal
radius of solidification.

J. N. DEWYNNE - J. R. OCKEND"ON:

Nu~erical.solution of the co~tinuoWicasting problem

The process of continuous casting has considerable technological importance, but in
practice the solidification is liable to lead to imperfeetions and instabilities. A thorough
understanding of these problems is not 'yet .available, but they are commonly believed
to originate in the region of the easter where the solidification ürst takes place. For a

,...
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simple one-phase model, with everywhere constant casting velocity, an explicit classical
solution is available in the case that cooling is (effectively) a Dirichlet boundary condi
tion. This solution exhibits upstream influence, in which the freezing begins upstream
of the point where cooling starts in the mould. ,For relatively weak cooling, however,
there is no upstream influence and the possibility of sensitive dependence on the data
(even though for quite general cooling existence and 'uniqueness of a weak' solution is
known). A numerical investigation is needed to c1arify the matter, and because a fine,
unbiased, resolution of the phase boundary is necessary, a boundary integral methode has been proposed and implemented.

R. B. GUENTHER:

Damping or surface'water waves

The problem of shallow water, edge waves incident on a sloping beach is discussed. A
nonlinear model for the wave heights is proposed and a numerical example is given.

J.. HASLINGER:

Numerical solution of optimal control problems, governed by variational
inequalities

Let neo) = {(Zt, Z2) E 18.210 < Zt < a(Z2)' Z2 E (0, I)}, a E UGd, where

Ud = {a E CO,t{[O, 1])10 < Co ~ a(z2) ~ ~h la'(z2)1 ~ C2 , meas O(a) = C~} =10

is aspace of control variables. In any n{a), a E Uad, we assume the unilateral boundary
value problem:

1
-ß u{a) + u(a) = /
~u(a) = 0 on r t

u(a) ~ 0, :: ~ 0, u~ = 0 on r(a)

~ :vher~ r(a) = {(Zt, Z2) E IR.2IZt ~ a(z2)' %2 E ~O, I)}, r t = an(a) - real. Let l(a) =
• 211~II~t/2,80(a) be a cost functlonal. We conslder the problem

{
Find Q. E Uod such that
l(a·) :5 l(a) Va E Ud.

u. HORNUNG:

N~ericalcalculatioD of capillary surraces

If a volume n of liquid fi11s partially a container ~ and is at rest a free surl'ace r will
separate the liquid from the rest of the container. The equilibrium configurations are
minimizers oi the energy functional .
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with the constraint V = 10 dO =prescribed. Here B is the Bond number, z the vertical
coordinate, R the rotational Bond number, r the distance !rom the &Xis Gf rotation, and
ß a factor describing the adhesion to the wetted part E of the container walls 8~. A
finite element method is 'presented that allows to calculate solutions of this variational
problem. Several numerical examples are shown.

L.-S. JIANG:

Perturbation ofan interface to a difFraction problem and a two-dimensional _
approximating Muskat problem _

In my talk. two subjects are talked about. The first one is the perturbation problem
of interface to a diffraction problem, and the second one is an approximating Muskat
problem.

A new straightening transformation has been found to introduce the perterbution of
interface to aperturbation of coefficients of equations and boundary values, then the
optimal estimates in space 0 2+0 have been obtained.

We use this perturbation theorem to consider an approximating Muskat problem.
The existence and uniqueness of the solution for this second order evolutional elliptic
free bound8.ry problem are proved in local by the fixed p'oint theorem.

B. KAWOHL:

Regularity, uniqueness and numerical experiments far a relaxed optimal
design problem

Consider the problem or" designing a cylindrical bar' of maximal torsional.rigidity out
of prescribed proportions of two different elastic materials. Moreover, the cross-section
(} of the bar is prescribed. An energy approach leads in a canonical way to a relaxed
variational problem, whose solution displays a free boundary. There are subdomains
0., i = 1,2,3 of n in which I\l ullies in certain ranges. The Euler equaiions are elliptic
in 0 1 and 0 3 , but not in O2 • The lecture contains recent results on numerical experiments _
(joint work with G. Wittum), uniqueness (open problem posed by Murat and Tartar; _
joint work with J. Stara) and regularity of solutions. The proofs use rearrangement
techniques, variational arguments and the coarea formula. In particular the uniqueness
proof is nonstandard.

N. KENMOCHI:

A new proor of the uniqueness 0"( solutions to two-phase Stefan problems
ror D«;)nlinear parab.olic equations

We consider the uniqueness' of solutions to two-phase stefan problems for adass of
nonlinear parabolic equations. Our dass includes parabolic equations of the form

· r

(*)
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where 2 ~ p < +00, p(.): IR -+ IRis a bi-Lipschitz continuous and increasing function
and g(.) is a maximal monotone graph in IRx IRwith 0 E 9(0) and bounded range R(g)
in [Il In general, the strong maximum principle, which is the most standard tool in the
uniqueness proof for one-dimensional Stefan problems, does not hold for equation (*).
Also, we consider the Stefan problem with nonlinear flux conditions such aB unilateral
boundary conditions (Signorini boundary conditions) on the fixed boundaries z = 0, 1.
In such cases, the uniqueness of solution to the Stefan problem is not obtained in the
weRk (enthalpy) formulation of S. Kamenotskaja. In this talk we give a new proof ofe the uniqueness for Stefan problems without using the strong ma.ximum principle.

K. KIRCHGÄSSNER:

Surface waves under small surface tension

It is a long standing open problem whether solitary waves exits on the surface of a
liquid if the Bondnumber is less than one third. A proof is p~esented, via normal form
theory, that, for any order of algebraic approximation, the answer is affirmative. The
persistence for the full vectorfield is conjectured and arguments are given. (Joint work
with 9. 1005s, Nice)

P. KNABNER:

Travelling wave solutions or reactive ftow problems in porous media

We study travelling wave solutions (u,v,c), u ~ 0, v ~ 0, of

(TW)

atU + 8ttP(u) +atv - D8:n :u + qozu = 0
8tu = kf(u,v)
11.(-00)=11.·>0,
v( ~oo) = v· > 0,

in "IR

U{+oo)=0
v(+oo) = 0

e This is a model for solute transport in porous media, where the substance reacts with
the grain surface (adsorption). (D > 0, q > °are constants)

'1' and f need not be Lipschitz continuous up to 11. = °or v = 0; this leads to a
degeneration in (TW).

Besides existence and uniqueness we investigate the finiteness of the wave, i.e. the
vanishing of u cr v for finite dOWDstream values. For j(11., v) = tpt(u) - v and f( 11., v) =
11. - ep2(v) we characterize this situation. Finally we analyse the 1imit processes
k·-+ 00, D > 0; k < 00, D '\, °and k -+ 00, D '\, O.

D. KRÖNER:

About a new upwind scheme ror the Euler equation in 2-D

In this lecture we present a new upwind scheme for the compressible inviscid Euler
equation in 2-D. The most frequently used sche~es to approximate this kind of systems
are the dimensional splitting (or fractional step) schemes. They reduce the 2-D problem
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to two 1-D steps in the direction of the cartesian coordinates. Although they are
used very often to simulate flows in 2-D, for some special cases you may run into
problems. This may happen for instance if you will compute a shear flow or if you
look at the stability conditions for a strongly unisotropic problem. Therefore people
tried to deve10p some new algorithm for the Euler equation in 2-D. Qur approach is
based on the selection of a locally prefered direction. This one is used to diagonalize the
system in order to get a single equation in 2-D. This is then solved with a finite volume
method and an upwind dicretization. Finally we show the results of some numerical
experiments.

M. KUBO:

Periodicity of saturated-unsaturated ftow in porous medium

Unsteady saturated-unsaturated flow in porous medium is described by an equation
of paräbolic--elliptic type. The boundary of the porous medium is suvposed to be in
contact with the atmosphere, reservoirs and an impervious layer. We have obtained
the eDstence and uniqueness of the solution of this problem for any prescribed initial
data. And the solution is to be proved to have a strong time derivative as an L2-valued
function. The second result is concerned with the large time behaviour of sölutions. We
have proved that there is one and only one periodie solution which is asymptotically
stable, provided that the given data are periodie in time.

F. KUHNERT:

Numerische Lösung von Aufgaben mit &eien Rändern aus der Praxis

Das Spritzgießen und Pressen von flachen Kunststofferzeugnissen wird mathematisch
durch die Hele-Shaw-Näherung für zähe Strömungen beschrieben. Die Transforma
tion in Variationsungleichungen führt dazu, daß der freie Rand (Fließfront) nicht mehr
explizit in der Aufgabenstellung vorkommt. Für die dabei entstehende Klasse von
Variationsungleichungen vom Volterraschen Evolutionstyp werden Existenz- und Ein
deutigkeitssätze formuliert. Im Falle linearer Aufgaben werden numerische Algorithmen
aus der Variationsformulierung abgeleitet, um eine iterative Korrektur des freien Randes
zu vermeiden.

X.LIU:

Frechet difFerentiability of the &ee boundary operator ror a Muskat-type
problem

We consider the one-dimensional Muskat problem. It is wel1 known that there exists a
unique global classical solution u',8 under the assumptions upon the data

11(t) and 12(t) E CO,1[O,T], u,o(z) E 0°,1[0,1],

11(0) = uo(O), 12(O)=u,o(l)·

•
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We prove that under the same assumptions the solution operator S which to each pair of
boundary data (/1,/2) assigns the correponding free boundary, is Frechet differentiable
and that the F-derivative is Lipschitz continuous. We give the boundary value problem
which represents the F-derivative of S.

A. MEIRMANOV:

Principles ofsimulating the models ofphase transitions in multiparametrie

• media

The paper suggests the principles of simulating the mathematical models of phase tran
sition in multiparametrie media for the case when the different phases are described by
the same number of independent thermodynamical parameters. The main attention is
paid to the conservation laws in a divergence form, convenient for calculations, and the
axioms of equilibrium thermodynamies.

G.H. MEYER:

Free boundaries with curvature

This talk will be concerned with front tracking for parabolic free boundary problems
which contain a curvature term in the free boundary condition. A method of lines dis
cretisation is applied to obtain a coupled system of ordinary differential equations which
is solved iteratively. An essential feature in tbis approach is the algebraic elimination
of derivatives orthogonal to the front tracking directio~ from the normal and tangen
tial. derivatives on the free boundary. The method is then applied to the undercooled
two phase Stefan problem with a Gibbs Thomson interface condition. We shall con
clude with comments on a new convergence proof for this approach for problems with
a globally defined free boundary condition.

H.D. MITTELMANN:

• Energy stability ofthermocapillary convection in a model ofthe ftoat-zone
crystal growth process

Thermocapillary convection (TC) is a fluid motion driven by surface-tension gradients
on a liquid-gas in·terface. This type of convection plays an important role in materi
als processing, particularly in crystal growth. The main reason for instability of TC
appears to be the onset of time-dependent oscillatory TC. This causes material imper
feetions in the produced crystal. First, the steady state is computed. Then using the
Marangoni number Ma as governing parameter, energy stability is applied to determine
sufficient conditions for stability, i.e. the flow is stable for Ma < MaE. The computation
of MaE is a highly nontrivial numerical problem, for which a complex method is pre
sented inyolving several nest~d nonlinear iterations. The core is a nonstandard inverse
iteration procedure to compute the sm8.llest positive eigenvalue of Az = ABz, where
A, B are both symmetries but indefinite. Extensive numerical results are reported which
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show remarkably good agreement witb model experiments for Prandtl numbers of size .
0(1). Tbe method, bowever, allows to compute for tbe materials actually used, as sili
con with Prandtl number 0(10- 2

), both in terrestrial and microgravity (sp"ace shuttle)
environments.

I. MÜLLER:'

The size of the hysteresis in pseudoelasticity and its dependence on temper
ature

Many mathematical models for hysteresis phenomena produce non-monotone cha
racteristics. This is the case for instance for pseudoelasticity, where the load-deformation
curve is as shown in the figure.

•
One may then argue that such curves imply a hysteresis that is bounded by the two

dashed horizontallines in the left figure. Actually, however, there are cases when the
. break-through occurs reversibly along an intermediate horziontalline, see central figure.
That raises the question whether there CRD be a case in which the size of the hysteresis
is as shown in the right figure. In this research it is shown that this is indeed the ease.
The area enclosed by the hysteresis loop is equal to 2A, where A is a eonstant that
determines the interfacial energy Az· (1 - z) of aphase mixture where two phases are
mixed in the proportion z / (i - z).

In the Landau theory of phase transitions the load-deformation curv~s are simple
analytic functions, whose downward sloping region becomes less pronounced at higher
temperatures. It eRD then be shown that - as a result of this behaviour - the height
of the hysteresis nrst grows with increasing temperature and then ·decreases. This
behaviour finds some support in tensile experiments with shape memory alloys in the
pseudoe1astic temperature range.

M. NIEZGODKA:

Coupled-8eld models of the dynamics of phase transitions in shape mem
oryalloys

We consider phenomenological models of coupled thermomechanical proeesses aeeom
panying structural phase transitions in shape-memory alloys. These are systems alter
nating between one-Ioop, non-monotone constitutive relations at low temperatures and
the double-Ioop relations at high temperatures. The proposed models are eonstructed
within an erlended Landau-Ginzburg tbeory of phase transitions, with surfaee effects
taken into aceount. For tbe one-dimensional model, discrete approximations .are con
structed. Results on the numerical stability of tbe discrete approximations are reported.

•
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. We also give some results on the convergence of the discrete solutions, uniform in case
of regular initial and boundary data. (Joint work with J. Sprekels, Essen.)

P.D. PANAGIOTOPOULOS:

Free boundary value problems expressed in terms of hemivariational in·
equalities

In mechanics there is a variety of vari~tional formulations which arise wh~ ~ateri~
laws and/or boundary conditio~s are derived by nonconvex, generally nondifFerentiable
energy ~ctions in terms of th~ generalized gradient of F.H. Clarke - R.T. Rockafe11ar.
They have a precise physic81 meaning: they express the principle of virlual work (or
power) in its inequality form.. The materia11aws. and the bOw1d~ eonditions are
generally multivalued and no~onotoneand give rise' to free BVPs. The coresponding
variational formulationsare ealled hemivariational inequalities, because they differ due
to the laek of eonvexity nom the classieal variational inequalities. This presentation
deals with the eDstence and approximation theory of the solutions of hemivarlational .
inequalities in Sobolev spaces and in BD-spaces. Some numerical results illustrate the
theory.

M. PAOLINI:

•

An adaptive 8nite element method ror two-phase Stefan problems in two
space variables: implementation and numerical results

A descnption of the implementation of a local refinement strategy for two phas.e Stefan
problems on planar domains based on linear finite element approximation iso given. The
strategy is based on equidistributing interpolation errors obtaining a typical triangu
lation which is coarse far nQm the free boundary, where the discretization parameters
satisfy the usual parabolic relation, and refined in its vieinity in orde.r to obtain the
hyperbolic relation. Theoretical results campel that a mesh cannot be modmed tor a
number of time steps, so that a prediction of the movement.of the free boundary is nec
essary. Moreover we decide that subsequent meshes are independent !rom each other,
thus forcing the use of an efticient mesh generator tor general planar domains, which is
based on the advancing front technique. At eaeh time step a number of tests are per
formed in order to ensure that the computed free boundary does not escape nom the
refined region and that the locar mesh size still satisfies the various constraints arising
fr:om the first and second derivatives of the computed solution. Finaily three numer-
·ical experiments are presented illustrating the various features of the implementation
including the presence' 'oi mushy regions and the developping of cusps along the free
boundary.
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I. PAWLOW:

Non-isothermal phase separation in binary systems I

A mathematical model of non-isothermal düfusive phase separation in binary systems is
proposed. A typical situation· there is that the system, initi8.lly in one-phase thermody
namical equilibrium state, upon rapid cooling transfers to a non-equilibrium state within
the COeDstence region of its phase diagram. Activated by a fluctuation, the system
evolves towards a new equilibrium state with spatially non-homogeneous structure that
locally" separates different phases. The model is constructed within the general Landau- e
Ginzburg theory of phase transitions and is simultaneoulsy based on non-equilibrilPD
thermodynamics approach to desription of coupled mass and heat transport processes.
In the case o~ one space dimension, a method for solving the resulting nonlinear initial
boundary value problem is presented and numerical results are discussed with data that
correspond to specifi.c metallic alloys. The simulation experiments deliver information
on the kinetics of phase separation at vanous stages, on the driving lactors and the
impact of the thermal treatment.

J.-F. RODRIGUES:

Aremark on the optimal control oC a Steran problem with C°-observation
oC the free boundary

Motivated by the continuous casting Stefan probem, in several space dimen~ions, we
describe two recent results which allow to prove the existenceof an optimal control
for a cost functional involving the CO-norm of the free boundary: first, we justify
the asymptotic model, as the Peclet number v ~ 00· (high velocities of extraction),
based on the parabolic two-phase Stefan problem (where time is identified with the
extraction spacial direction); second, we give, for tbis' problem in a known degenerate
case considered by Nochetts (1987), a new sharp estimate for the continuous dependence
of the fr~ boundary with respect to the variation oi the data. Tbis results is applied
to the optimal control with the observation of the nondegenerate free boundary.

J.C.W. ROGERS:

Numerical solution oC hydrodynamic free boundary problems

A generalized formulation of hydrodynamies as a system of conservation laws subject
to a one-sided density constraint has been used to solve underwater explosion problems
and free surface problems without applied pressures. Numerical results are shown, and
are compared with theoretical predictions in some benchmark cases.

•
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T. "ROUBICEK:

A 8nite-el~ment approximation oC SteCan problems in heterogeneous me
dia

The nonlinear heat transfer problem with phase transitions in heterogen~us,but piecewice
homogeneous medium is investigated in the enthalpy formulation.A regularization
of the contaet conditions between the homogeneous subdomains is employed, and af
terwards the problem is approximated numerically by means of the backward Euler

eformula in time and linear finite elements in 8pace, using also the linear interpola
tion and a numerical integration to obtain a scheme readily implementable on comp~t

ers. The convergence of the approximate solutions is proved under the conditions that
p -+ 0, h -+ 0, T -+ °and" in addition, T2

/ P -+ °and hIT is bounded, where h is the
mesh parameter, T is the time-step length, and p is the thermal resistivity of the surfaces
between the adjacent homogeneous subdomains (p is the regularization parameter).

J.L. VAZQUEZ:

Free boundaries, uniqueness and asymptotic behaviour of slow diffusion
with strong reaction

We consider the reaction-düFusion problem

zE mtN,t>O u(z,O) = uo(z) ~ 0 for z E mtN

with exponents m > 1 > P which imply slow dül'usion (since the diffusion coeflicient
, mum

-
1 -+ 0 as u -+ 0) and strong reaction (R{u) =' uP/u -+ 00 as u -+ 0). The

effect of the diffusive term on, say, compactly supported initial data leads to compactly
supported solution. On the other hand the ODE ü = up"has solutions branching away
from u = 0, i.e. ii = c.tG,a = 1/{p - 1). When both terms are combined the result
depends critically on the number p + m - 2 = q If' q ~ 0 there are infinitely many
solutions, ranging from a minimal solution with compact support to a positive maximal

_solution. On tbe contrary for q < 0 either Uo ~ 0 in which case there is only a solution
"u (&nd u > 0) or Uo == 0 and then you may the homogeneous solutions u. A travelling

wave analysis is performed and shows (in N = 1) minimal speed of propagation c > °
for m + p = 2 and finite interfaces for m + p > 2 (p< 1,m > 1). (Work in
collaboration witb A. de Pablo, V.A.M.)

c. VERDI:

An adaptive flnite element method ror two-phase Stefan problems: sta
bility and error estimates

Based on equidistributing interpolation errors, a loca.l mesh refinement strategy is pre
sented. A typical triangulation is coarse away!rom the discrete interface, where dis
cretization parameters satisfy a parabolic relation, whereas is locally renned in its vicin
ity for the relation to become hyperbolic. Numerical tests are performed on the com
puted solution to extract information about first and second derivatives as weIl as to
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predict discrete free boundary Iocation. The resulting scheme is stable ~d necessi
tates Iess degree of freedom than previous practical methods on quasi-uniform meshes
to achieve the same. asylnptotic accuray. An O(ql/2) rate of convergence nolds in the
natural energy spaces.

R. VERFÜRTH:

Aposteriori error estimators and adaptive mesh re8nement for flnit~ el
ement dis"cretizations of the Navier-Stokes equations

We present two ä. posteriori error estimators for the mini~ementdiscretization of the
Stokes equations. -One is based on a suitable evaluation of the residual of the finite ele
ment solution. The other one is based on the solution of suitable Ioeal Stokes problems
involving the residual of the finite element solution. Both estimators are globally upper
and locally lower bounds for the error of the finite element discretization. Numerical
examples show their efliciency both in estimating the error and in controlling an auto
matie, se1f-adaptive mesh-rennement process. The methods presented here ean casily
be ge~eralized to t~e Navier-Stokes equations and to other discretization sch~mes.

A. VISINTIN:

Surface tension efFects in two-phase systems

Consider a solid-liquid system of a homogeneous suhstance in a domain {} E fR3. In
stationary eonditions one can assume that temperature 8 E LI(n) is given, and then
look for the phase field X(z)(X = -1 in solid, X = 1 in liquid). Accounting for sudace
tension effects, we introduce the free enthalpy functional

'l,(X) = ~C fn[8X + 8(X' -l»)dz +i fn IVxl tor lxi ~ 1 in (l,

where c, 8, q are constants > O. Absolute and relative minimia of Ws ~ LI(O) are then
interpreted as states of stahle and metastable equilibium, respective1y. It can also be
shown that such states do not have any mushy region (i.e., lxi = 1 a.e. in 0). In the
evolution problem, the Euler equation

8tPs(X) 3 0

is coupled with the Stefan equation

{JB 8x
Cp 8t + L 8t - V . (kV9) = f;

. eDstence of a weak solution can be proved.

A.F. VOYEVODIN:

Peculiarities of applying tbe Crac~ional step method to the numerical so
lution of the Stokes system

The paper deals with consideration of a system of equations for viscous incompressible
fluid. To solve numerically the boundary-value problemsby the fractional step method,

•

•
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. the use is made of a special method of solving the difference equations that excludes a
necessity in iteration methods of determination of the vortex function on the domain
boundaries.

W.L. WENDLAND:

Transonie flows around airfoils

The two-dimensional compressible, steady, inviscid How around an airfoil with given
constant subsonie travelling velocity Voo at 00 develops pockets of supersonie fiow with
a free shock boundary !rom supersonie to subsomc velocity. Here, we consider the model
of the second order full potential equation for irrotational, isentropic fiows which admits
weRk solutions with diseontinuous gradient. Circulation is induded and the Kutta
Youkowski condition at the trailing edge. The fundamental questions of existen~e and
uniqueness for this problem are still open.

Here we present a finite element conjugate gradient method which is based on an opti
mal control problem aso~atedwith the Bateman principle where a nonconvexfunctional
is minimized on a convex admissible set of functions. The weak solution is not unique
without an additional selection principle which here is model1ed by a mesh dependent
penalty term penalizing large positive accelerations exc1uding expansion shocks. Berger
proved recently that this finite element method converges in W1.p for any p E (0,00),
provided the transonie "entropy" solution to the full potential equation would exists
and be unique. This is the completest convergence result currently known. As a con
sequence, one would also have uniform convergence of the approximate shock curves.
Several numerical test computations are shown.

Literature:
[H. Berger, G. Warnecke, W. Wendland: Fimte elements for transonie potential fiows.
To appear in "Numerical Methods for Partial Differential EquatioDs"]
[H. Berger: A convergent finite element formulation for transonie :ßow~ To appear in
"Numerische Mathematik"]

s. ZHENG:

Global existence and stability of solutions to the phase 8eld equations

The global existence of solutions tp the phase field equatioDs which were proposed
by Caginalp to describe the phase transitions with finite thickness is proved which
improved corresponding results by Caginalp. The asymptotic behavior of solution and
the corresponding stationary problem are also extensively studied.

Berichter.datter: J. Sprekel&
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 30/1989

Dynamische Systeme

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J. Moser und

E. Zehnder (ETH Zürich) statt.

Die Tagung brachte eine Fülle von neuen

Ergebnissen, neuen Phänomenen und neuen.Forschungszielen

von lokaler und auch globaler Natur für Systeme endlich

vieler Freiheitsgrade wie auch für partielle Differential

gleichungen. Schwerpunkte waren die Entdeckungen auf dem

Gebiet der symplektischen Geometrie und deren Zusammenhang

mit globalen LS~ungen von Hamilton'schen Systemen,

Weiterentwicklungen der KAM-theorie und deren Anwendungen

auf Stabilitäts und Bifurkationsprobleme, die

Weiterentwicklung der Mather-theorie, Probleme der

Rigidität und Regularität in Anosov systemen. Behandelt

wurden auch spez~elle Resultate in der Himmelsmechanik,

Ergodentheorie und im Problemkreis der adiabatischen

Invarianz.
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Vortragsauszüge

S .. ANGENENT:

, .

Parabolic Eguations for Curves on Surfaces

2Let (M ,,9) be·a complete surface wi th bounded curvature ,

and let V S(M) x R ~ R be a smooth function with

~ (~,k) > 0, (S(M) is the unit tangent bundle of M). I

discussed the initial value problem for families of smooth

immersed curves ~t:s1~ M, Qst<T, which satisfy

~at = V(T ,k)N , where T and N are unit tangent and
~ 1S 1S ~ ~

normal of ~, and k
1S

is the geodesie curvature of 1S. For a

certain class of VIS (which includes V(~,k) E k) one can

show that there exists a global weak solution which can

become singular at most a finite number of times.

L. BATES:

•

Life outside a Darboux chart

We give a simple technique that produces explicit examples •

of exotic symplectic structures. Furthermore, we can produce

examples invariant under the action of a torus group. These

give examples of completely integrabel Hamiltonian systems

whose phase space is exotic.

Ph. BOYLAND:

Dual billiards, constrained oscillators and flow eguivalence

This talk presented an equivalence between the dynamical

system associated with exterior (or dual) billiards on a
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convex curve in the plane and a forced, simple harmonie

oseillator which has elastie collisions with a rigid wall.

Some simple conditions implying the nonexistence of

invariant circles (and thus "crash" orhit.s in the mechanical

problem) near the eonvex curve were given. Smooth flow

equivalenee was also discussed and applied to tilt maps to

construct examples with various rotation numbers on

invariant curves.

H. BROER:

Bifurcation aspects of parametrie resonance

(Joint work with G. Vegter). Consider the parametrically

forced oscillator ~+(a2+e p(t»V'(x)=O, where x,t e R,

with p(t+2n)~p(t) and V(x)= i x 2 + ..•. Special are the

reversible cases where either pe-tl = pet) or both

p(-t)=p(t) and V(-x)=V(x) holds. Regarding the trivial

2n-periodic solution, x=x =0, in the (a,ß)-plane zones of

instability exist. These are "resonance" tongues emanating

from the points (a,S)=(k/ 2 ,0), k e N. The linearized

equation governing these is ~+(a2+ ß p(t»x=O, which for

pet) = const is the Mathieu equation. Considering a and a
as parameters we view the above tongues as part of a

bifurcation diagram. Our problem is to find a "complete"

deseription of the corresponding bifurcations. We allow

generic conditions on the functions p and V.

2 2Let Pa,s :(R ,0) ~ (R ,0) be the family of 2n-return

maps. With help of normal form theory averaging- and

(equivariant) singularity theory we find, up to flat pertur-

bations, an integrable approximation P ß: (_Id)k N a.2.a, a,w, Tl

Here Na,a is a planar family of Hamiltonian vector fields
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with Na ,S;2n as its 2n-flow. Phase portraits of Na,S

are obtained in generic cases.

I. EKELAND:

Homoclinie orbits, a global approach to Melnikov-theory

Consider the boundary value problem in R2n

H. ELIASSON: •
x1 and

such thatsuch that for all k e Z there exists a t

x,et+kT) ~ x2 (t) ~ o.

{
x=J(Ax+R'(t,x»

x(t) ~ 0 where t~ ± m

where J* = -J = J-1 and A* = A. It is assumed that all

the eigenvalues of JA have non-zero real part, and that

the nonlinear part Ret,x) satisfies

(a) Ret,.) is convex for all t

eh) Ret+T,x) = Ret,x) for et,x)

(e) Ret,x) > Ret,O) 0 for x ~ 0

ed) There exists an a > 2 eR'et,x),x) ~ a Ret,x)

(e) There exists a k > 0 Ret,x) ~ kl lxi la
Then the problem has at least two solutions,

Floguet solutions for the guasiperiodic Schrödinger eguation

we study the equation -y"(t) + qe~t)y(t) = E y(t) with a

real analytic potential q: Td~R and a diophantine

frequency vector w. We prove the following results:

1) there exists an EO such that for almost every

E e lEO' m[ the equation has two independent Floquet
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solutionsi i.e. there exists an exceptional set SE ofo
measure zero outside of which two such Floquet solutions

exist.
2) for a generic potential q this exceptional set SE is

o
not empty for all EO•

3) there exists an EO such that for all E E lE O' + m[

the equation has no localized solutions.

These results have consequences for the spectrum of the

self-adjoint operator corresponding to the above equation:

the point spectrum is bounded from above, and for a generic

potential q the upper part of the spectrum is a Gantor

set.

B. FIEDLER:

Bifurcations of homoclinic orbits of flows

Consider generic two-parameter vector fields x = f(a~x),

a e R2 , x e R2 . We discuss some steps towards a global

continuation theory for one-dimensional paths of homoclinic

orbits. In particular, a homoclinic doubling bifurcation" is

presented. Roughly speaking, this describes period doubling

at infinite period. These results are joint work with S.-N.

Chow and B. Deng.

S.GOLIN:

Hannay angles
The Hannay angles were introduced by Hannay (1985) in order

to draw attention to an anholonomy effect in classical

mechanics closely corresponding to the Berry phase in

quantum mechanics. We use averaging theory to prove a

theorem on averaging of phase space functions in the case of
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multi-frequency dynamical systems which establishes the

almost adiabatic invariance of the Hannay angles. Dur method

consists in finding an L1 -approximate solution of the

fundamental equation of perturbation theory (the so-called

homological equation); an idea going back to Kasuga,

Neishtadt and Baldtrin. Moreover, the experimental

verification of the Hannay angles are discussed. Certain

difficulties lying in dynamical angles can be resolved in

the case of (i) one-dimensional systems and (ii)

multifrequency systems whose unperturbed part is time

independent.

B. HASSELBLATT:

Regularity of invariant foliations of Anosov-systems

The Anosov splitting into stable and unstable manifolds of

hyperbolic dynamical systems has been known to be Hölder

continuous always and differentiable under bunching or

dimensionality conditions. It has been known, by virtue of a

single example I tha t i t is -not always differentiable. High

srnoothness implies some rigidity in several settings.

We show that the right bunching conditions ean guarantee

regularity of the Anosov splitting up to being

differentiable with derivative of Hölder exponent

arbitrarily elose to one (lta-bunching • Ca,,). On the other

hand we show that the bunching condition used is optimal.

Instead of providing isolated examples we prove generieity

of the low-regularity situation in the absence of bunching.

This is the first time a Ioeal eonstruction of low

regularity examples is provided. We show that in the set of

symplectic Anosov systems having a periodic orbit whieh is

not a-bunched there is an open dense set (in the

cm-topology) of systems whose splitting is not C
m

•

Based on this technique we indieate how horospheric

foliations of nonconstantly curved symmetrie spaees can be

•
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made to be nondifferentiable by a smoothly small

perturbation.

G. HECKMAN:

Quantum integrability for Calogero-Moser systems

The Calogero-Moser system is given by the Hamiltonian

n

H p.2 + V( q) ,
J

non-periodic case
2 E -2

I
9 i < j ( q i -q j )

2 E .-2
9 1<J 51n (qi-qj) periodic case

Moser"proved the complete integrability of this system by

rewriting it as a Lax-pair L = [A,L] with

V(q)

L P
1
~
qi-qj ] , resp. L

.. Pn

ig

The integrals are given by tr(Lk ) , k=1,2 ••• ; in particular

they are rational funetions. We have proved that if one

replaees H by the Sehrödinger operator

• s 1 n
-- 1:

2 j =1

a2
aqj2 + V(q)

then there exists a eommuting family of partial.differential

operators, with eoeffieients whieh are rational in q and

Scontaining S, isomorphie to the algebra R[P1 •.• Pn] n •

Ref: G. Heekman 1) ARemark on the Dunkle differential

differenee operators. 2) ~n elementary approach to the Opdam

shift operators (both submitted to Math. Annalen).
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M. HERMAN:

Dynamics on invariant tori of svmplectic diffeomorphisms

On the cotangent bundle T*(Tn ) = Tnx Rn of the n torus

n nlT =R zn we put the canonical symplectic form, and, on Rn

2 , 12 .
the norm I (x j ) I = (1: xi) • Let L ( ", r) = (l,)+r, r) ,

(~,r)eTnxRn. We consider w" a small C' uniform open

neigh. of L in Cm{T*(Tn),T*(Tn » and W = ( Fe w" F is

an exact symplectic diffeomorphism of T*{Tn ) }. We fix

nof ~=ry c T*{T) is invariant by F, F

conjugated to a translation of Tn that satisfies a

diophantine condition, 1'1 0<6).
C

Let U = (F e W, ym{F)~empty set). By KAM U ~ empty set

and U is open in W for the C
m

uniform topology on U.

The generalization of Birkhoff's inequality for positive

monotone symplectic diffeornorphisms implies that

IDYlcO ~ 6, where 6,>0 depends only on w,.

Let Y(F) be the closure of Y~(F) in CO(Tn , Rn) for the ~
cO topologYi Y(F) 1s compact. By Ascoli's theorem every

torus r y is invariant by Fand we note

fY,F = P, (F{",.{"»~ p,(~,r)=" i f.,F e Homeo (T
n

).

We fix wi : R; R, i=',2 two increasing continuous

functions such that wi{O)=Oi

, -,
W2{t)~(Log Log t) when t~O+.

t-ew,(t):se and
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measure.

O<llx-yl,<l.

has an infinite number of

IID~(x)-D"(y) 11

w2 ( I,x-yll)
supi.e.

p + <k, a> I < W1 ( I Ik I ,-1
)

measure of Tn •

3) generalizes a remarkable result of J.C. Yoccoz.

solutions p e Z , k e Zn_{O}.

4) Y e Cl.

2) When n~2 fY,F is ~Y weakly mixing.

H. HOFER:

-3) fY,F has a rotation vector a e Rn and this vector is

a Liouville vector that satisfies: the inequation

6) The measure ~"v is singular with respect to the Haar

Topological properties of symplectic maps

We study the following question: Given a bounded subset

S c R
2n we are interested in the amount of energy needed

to separate S from itselfl Ta be more precise let

"

H"·= sup H - inf H be the socalied enerqy
• [ 0 , 1 ]x R2n [ 0 , 1 ] xR2n

variation for a smooth compactly supported function

H : [0,1] x R2n ~ R. We define the energy of a symplectic

map • (which is genera ted by a H of the above form by

Theorem. There exists a dense Go' G c U for the

c~-topology (U is a Baire space) such that if F E G then

there exists a dense G6 , G1 c Y(F), for the cO-topology,

such that the following properties hold when y e G1 :

1) fY,F is a minimal and uniquely ergodic homeomorphism of

Tn and we denote by ~. its unique invariant probability
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EC~) = inf <I IKI I, ~ = 'K>· It is shown that EC~»O for

~ ~ Id. For S as above we define

dCS) = inf EC~), .cS)nS=empty set}. One of the results

says that dCB2n (1» = n. Moreover d satisfies the axioms

of a symplectie eapacity. Several applications to symplectic

geometry and dynamical systems are outlined.

A. KATOK:

Rigidity of Anosov systems

A survey of various recent results concerning rigidity of

volume-preserving group actions on compact manifolds is

given. Most attention is paid to Anosov diffeomorphisms and

flows. We mention entropy rigidity for geodesie flows and

Anosov flows on 3-manifolds rigidity of the Godbillon-Vey

class for the weak-stable foliation of the geodesie flow on

a negatively curved surface and rigidity of geodesie, Bowen

Morgulis and harmonie measure classes at infinity. We

describe in more detail results for rigidity of symplectic

Anosov systems with smooth stable and unstable foliations

beginning from the definition of Kanai's eonnection and

Kanai's theorem for geodesie flows whieh asserts that it"

that eonnection is loeally symmetrie then the geodesie flow

is diffeornorphic to the one for ametrie of eonstant

negative curvature. The conditions for that theorem have

been verified for any metrie with strict 1/4-pinching and

for manifolds of odd dimensions. Another result asserts that

any symplectic Anosov diffeomorphism of a 4-dimensional

torus with smooth foliation is

algebraic one.

m
C conjugate to an
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A. KNAUF:

Closed orbits and converse K.A.M.

The motion of a classical particle on a Riemannian Manifold

(M,g) under the influence of a potential is studied. It is

assumed that dim(M»1 and that the energy shell is compact.

Then for energies smaller than the maximum of the potential

the energy shell is not foliated by invariant tori. If (M,g).

is a flat torus and any energy shell i5 foliated, then the

potential is constant. The last statement, which may be

considered as a generalization of a result of Hopf about

two-tori without conjugate points, becomes wrong whe? a

magnetic field is added.

M. LEVI:

Motions in time-periodic potentials

We give sufficient conditions for the motions in

superquadratic potentials V(x,t) = V(x,t+1), x E R1 , to be

bounded for all -m<t<m. The main difficulty is to express

the near-integrabilit~of the flow of

near infinity (i.e. for large 1 22 t + V(x,t»

in terms of conditions on V(x,t). These conditions are

stated in terms of the quantity VV Iv 2 and itsxx x

derivatives, and are satisfied by a much wider class of

potentials than the previously knawn polynomial anes. For

instance, exponential growth in x is allowed, as weIl as

some oscillatory behaviour for x~e.
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J. MATHER:

Minimal Action Orbits of Lagrangian Systems

Let M be a compaet manifold, and L:TM x R ~ R a

Lagrangian which is periodic, i.e. L(~,t+1) L(~,t), has

positive definite fiberwise Hessian, has fiberwise

superlinear growth, and whose assoeiated Euler-Lagrange flow

is eomplete. We seek invariant probability measures ~ on

P = M x (R/
Z

). We set A(~) = L d~ and if A(~) < m

define a rotation vector p(~) E H1 (M, R) by

JAd~ = <[A], p(~», for every elosed 1-form A or M,

where [A] denote~ the cohomology class. For every

w E H1 (M, R), there exists an invariant measure ~~ which

minimizes A(~) subject. to

let Ae(~) = A(~)-<e,p(~».

p(~)=~.

Let Mc

For e e H1 (M, R),

denote the set of all

probability m~asures whieh minimize Ae(~). Then Me i5 a

compact subset of P, its projection on M x (R/Z) is

injective, and the inverse map is Lipschitz.

R. MOECKEL:

Central configurations. ~
The eentral configuration problem concern5 self-similar

solutions of the Newtonian N-body problem. The question

goes back to Euler and Lagrange. This talk presented some

geometrical results about possible shapes of such

configurations, estimates of the number of positive and

negative eigenvalues associated to them, and eounterexamples

to someodearly held conjectures. As an application, same

unexpeeted total eollapse orbits of the N-body problem were

constructed.
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M. MROZEK:

Conley index for discrete timedynamical systems

The discrete time analog of the Conley index is the shape

index recently constructed by Robbin and Salamon. This index

is defined only for diffeomorphisms on compact smooth

manifolds. There is, however, another, cohomological

construction, which works for semidynamical systems in

purely topological setting with Rybakowski type assumptions

on isolating neighbourhoods instead of loeal compactness.

Additionally the index carries an isomorphism, which allows

to distinguish, for instance, between n hyperbolic fixed

points and a periodic trajectory of period n. This means

that the index is in same cases, very useful in

applications.

P. RABINOWITZ

has an unbounded sequenee of critical values. If V blows

up less rapidly, a limit argument gives the existence of a

generalized T-periodic solution of (HS). (This isOjoint

work with A. BAHRI)

~=O,

and thed=1,2,3

Periodic solutions of problems of 3 bodv type

We study Hamiltonian systems of the form

(HS) q + V (t,q) = 0
q

where V i5 singular in q, T-periodic in t. We assurne

that

3
E

ijll!j

functions V.. satisfy assumptions of "3-body type".
J.]

Assuming that v .. (t,~) blows up strongly enough at
J.]

we prove that the functional assoeiated with (H S) :

u =•
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D. SALAMON:

Floer Homology and Maslov index

In 1965 Arnold conjectured that the minimal number of

1-per~odic solutions of the time-dependent Hamiltonian flow

(1) X = XH(x,t) = XH(x,t+1)

on a compact symplectic manifold (M,~) is the sum of the

Betti-numbers provided that the periodic solutions are

nondegenerate. In 1987 Floer proved this conjecture under

the assumption that over n 2 (M) the cohomology class

[w] e H2 (M) is proportional to c, (TM). The proof is based

on the fact t~at for a generic almost complex structure

J e End (TM) the solutions of the perturbed Cauchy Riemann

equations

(2) ~~ + J(u) ~~ + VH(u,t)=O and u(s,t+1) = u(s,t),

with u(s,t) converging to x±(t) as s tends to ± m form a

manifold M(x-,x+) of dimension ~(x-)-~(x+). The Maslov

index ~(x) of a periodic solution x(t) of (1) can

roughly be described as the number of eigenvalues "crossing

1" for the linearized flow along x(t). This leads to a

chain complex over the periodic solutions of (1) graded by

J,1(x). That its "Floer" homology groups agree with the

singular homology of M proves the Arnold conjecture. An

iterated index formula and a perturbation argument yield:

Theorem. If n 2 (M)=O and every 1-periodic solution of (1)

has at least , Floquet multiplier not equal to then

(1) has infinitely many periodic solutions of integer

period (joint work with E. Zehnder).

•
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C. VITERBO:

Maslov number of embedded Lagrange tori

The talk is mainly an account of the authorls paper IIA new

obstruction to embedding Lagrangian tori ll
• The main result

is the

Theorem: Let . n ( 2n E dJ : T -+ R , xi be a Lagrange

( 1 )

~ embedding. Then there exists a loop ~:s1; Tn such that

f i
(1) ~ E xidy > 0

(2) <~(j),~> e [2,0+1] where ~(j) is the Maslov class

of j.

We sketch the idea of the proof which is based on comparing

the Conley Zehnder index of a closed characteristic of

~E = { (q,p) e T* (T
n

) I Ipl = E } with the Morse index of

the corresponding geodesic.

E. WAYNE:

Non linear wave eguation and Newton iteration

We consider whether there exist solutions of

a2u a2u 3(x,t) = + v(x)u(x,t) + u (x,t)
et2 ox2

uCO,t) = u(n,t) = 0 ; O<x<n, t eR,

which are periodic in time. Let {oo2} be the eigenvalues of
n

the Sturm-Liouville operator Lv d 2
--- + v(x), with
dx2

Dirichlet boundary conditions, which for simplicity we

assume are all positive. One then has:

Theorem: Suppose that v(x) is periodic, odd about x=O

and analytic in a strip about the real axis. Suppose further

that there exists C>O and ~>2 such that
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-~
In~1-~rnl 2 Cln+ml for all m,n>O except m=n=1

Then there exists a smooth curve e(Q), with e(~1)=O and a

set n eR, with measure (n»O such that if gen, (1)

has a periodic solution of frequency g and norm e(g»O,

which is analytic in x and t.

Remark: The rnethod of proof consists of deriving a non

linear equation which the Fourier coefficients of the

solution roust satisfy and then solving this equation by a

Newton iteration scheme. The inversion of the linear

operator in the Newton method is accomplished using ideas

developed to study the Andersson localization phenomenon in

condensed matter physics. (This is joint work with Walter

Craig. )

H. WEISS

Smoothnes of topological entropy

(Joint work with A. Katok, G. Knieper, and M. Pollicott).

We study the regularity of topological entropy for Anosov

_ flows. We prove via several theorems that for a Ck+1

perturbation of a ck+1 Anosov flow, the topological

entropy is at least ck (as a function of the perturbation

parameter) for 1sks real analytic. We also find explicit

formulas for the first derivative of the topological

entropy.

We apply these results to a) classify the critical points

of topological entropy in geometrical cases and b) show

that the Bowen-Margulis measure is "weakly smooth" as a

function of the perturbation parameter.

Berichterstatter: J.Moser, E. Zehnder
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Tag u n g s bel ich t 31/1989

Dirichlet Spaces

23.7. bis 29.7.1989

This conference, worldwide the first one completely devoted to the theory
of Dirichlet spaces, was organized by Prof. H. Bauer (Erlangen) and Prof.
M. Fuk~shima (Osaka). There had been 44 participants from twelve
countries (including France, Japan, Norway, the People's Republic of
China, Portugal, Rumania, Spain, Switzerland, tbe United Kingdom,
the United States of America and Vietnam), 35 of them gave lectures.
In seven survey leetures an introduction to those fields was given in which
Dirichlet spaces now play a significant role.

The lectures covered the whole scope of the theory: oI Dirichlet spaces
with particular emphasis to the connections with partial differential
equations, symmetrie Markov processes, complex analysis, analysis in in
finite dimensional spaces, analysis on fractals and mathematical physics.
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MASATOSHI FUKUSHIMA

Vortragsauszüge

:4.... '!}_

Dirichlet forms in the spectral analysis on fractals

Brownian motion on the Sierpinski gasket has been eonstrueted by Kusuoka and
later by Barlow and Perkins, who also derive a detailed bound of the transition
density. On the other hand, Rammal and Toulouse diseovered "the deeimation
method", relating the eigenvalues of the discrete Laplaeian Hm on the rn-th step. _
pregasket Vm to those of H m +1 by a quadratie map ~. •

lIi this talk, I first show, that. the Diriehlet norm on the gasket ean be very
simply defined as an increasing limit of a renormalized sequenee of Diriehlet norms,
eorresponding to Hm • This gives us a shortest aecess to the Brownian motion
on the gasket. This approach, combined with the decimation method, makes it
possible to determine the eigenvalues of the Laplaeian on the gasket completely.
The distribution of eigenvalues is shown not to be varying regularly. The integrated
density of states is also deseribed explieitly, whieh turns out to be purely diserete.
Every jump point of it is then proven to be the eigenvalue of the Laplaeian on the
infinite gasket with infinite multiplieity.

ZHIMING MA

On the Perturbation of Dirichlet forms

Consider a regular Dirichlet form (E, F), defined on L2(X; m), where X is a
secondly eountable Hausdorff spaee and m is an everywhere dense Radon measure on
X. We denote by S the totality of smooth measures (in the sense of M. Fukushima's
definition). For p. E S - S ,define Q~(f, I) := (I, I)~ := J12 p.(dx) and eonsider
the following perturbation:
E~(f, I) := E(J, I) +.Q~(f,J) VI E:F~ := :F n L2(IJlI). (E~, ,r1J) is in
general a quadratic form. If p. E S (i.e. p. is nonnegative), (E~,:FIJ) is again a _
Dirichlet form. We remark that therefore there are smooth measures which are •
nowhere Radon. (A measure p. is said to be nowhere Radon, if p.(G) = 00 for all
non-empty open sets G.) By this perturbation we get non-regular Diriehlet forms
and this fact"'enables us to study non-regular Dirichlet forms with concrete examples
in mind (e.g. consider the eonstruetion of Markovian processes assoeiated with noo-
regular Diriehlet problems).

In the ease ~hat Jl is not nonnegative (i.e. perturbed with a negative poten
tial), the most important thing is the criteria for lower semiboundedness and for
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closability. We obtained several eriteria for the lower semiboundedness. In partic
ular, (EIJ, FIJ) is lower semibounded, if and only if the corresponding Feynman-Kae
funetional forms a strongly eontinuous semigroup on L2(X; m). The eriterion for
lower semiboundedness and closability is also obtained under the condition that the
eorresponding operator domain is eontained in FIJ. Various results, eoneerning the
eore of (EIJ, FI-') (when it is bounded from below), are also studied. (Joint work with
S. ALBEVERIO.)

STEFAN RICHTER

e A formula for the local Dirichlet integral

The loeal Diriehlet integral of an analytie function on the unit dise D is defined
by

D{(f) = ~J If(e
it

.) - f(~)12 dt = rr 1j'(zWpz(e)dA(z) .
21r elf - ~ 110

Here I~I = 1 and Pz(~) denotes the Poisson kernel for z at~. An analytic function
f must be in H2, if D{(f) is finite for at least one e.

I diseussed a generalization of a formula of Carleson for the Diriehlet integralof
f:

The loeal Diriehlet integral of an H2-function f equals the sum of three
nonnegative terms.

eorresponding to the Blasehke, the singular inner, and the outer factor of f. (Joint
work with eARL SUNDBERG.)

NIELS JACOB

•
Dirichlet spaces and pseudo differential operators

Let a: Rn ~ R be a continuous negative definite function and L(x, D) =
Eij=t Pi(D)(aij(x)Qj(D)) be a pseudo differential operator with Loo-coefficients.
We assurne that Pi and Qj are also eontinuous negative definite functions ~nd

bounded from above by a 1/ 2. We consider the bilinearforrn B(u, v)=
LiJ=l (aij(' )Qj(D)u, Pi(D)v)o and give criteria in order that it is bounded from

below in the Diriehlet space H~,al/2(n) := Cgo(f!)IHI1 •Q l/2 ,where lI u llt.a1 / 2 =
11(1 + a1/2(D))ull o • If further B turns out to be a Dirichlet form on H~·al/2(f!),

then we find Loo-bounds for solutions of a generalized Dirichlet problem associated
with L(x, D) in the space H;·a1

/
2
(0). These Loo-bounds do imply, that the tran

sition probabilities of the Hunt process assoeiated with the Dirichlet form B have
densiti~s.
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HIDEO NAGAI

Ergodie eontrol and symmetrie diffusion processes

Let us consider the following quasi-linear equation:
-a.ßvec + blV'vec l2 +O'va = V(x) on RN , where a and bare :fixed positive constants,
Q is a positive constant and V(x) is a given function, such that V(x) ~ '0 and
V(x) i 00 as lxi -+ 00. We consider the asymptotic behaviour of the positive
solution Va of the equation, as 0' -+ O. We have the results, that O'Va --+.A1 as
Q' -+ 0 and Va - I Va~2 dx --+ - t log<) + t I <1)2 log <) dx as Q -+ 0, where .Al is

the principal eigenvalue of the Schrödinger operator -~.ß+ V in L2(RN
) and ~

is the principal eigenfunction normalized as I <)2 dx = 1. The convergence is in the .'
space {/: I /2<)2 dx + I IVf1 2<)2 dx < oo} strongly.

DOMINIQUE BAKRY

Dirichlet forms and "operateurs carre du champ"

Let. E be a Dirichlet form on a measure space (E, E, J.l). In many cases, one
can express E(f, /) as the integral over E of r(f, f) = ~[Lf2 - 2fLf] , where L is
the generator of the semigroup attached to E. This operator r, called 'operateur
carre du charnp', allows us to give ametrie structure on E, namely d(x, y) =
sUPru,J):51[f(x) - f(y)] .

In the :first part of our talk, we give examples of this metric for various Markov
chains on a finite space. In most of the cases, we cannot embed isometrically these
Markov chains in a Euclidean space.

Then, we present some of Davies' results, relating a Sobolev inequality with upper
bounds on the heat kerneIs in terms of this metric. We show that, if we have a weak
Sobolev inequality of the form V/ E D(E): f /2 log /2 dp. ~ II/II~ log II/II~ +
~II/II~ 10g[1 + c~fR,~)] with a measure p., being a probability measure, then c ~

4 din~~E)2 , where diam(E) is defined in terms of the distance associated with E:
diam(E) = sUPrU,J):51 ess supExE 1/(x) - f(y) I .

FRANCIS HIRSCH

On exponential martingales of measures

Let (0, P, (Bt )O<t<l) be the standard one dimensional Brownian motion and,
for t E [0,1], :Ft ~ ~(B8; 0 ~ s ~ t). Let T be a Watanabe distribution on n,
which is positive and, therefore, can be considered as a positive measure. Suppose
f dT = 1. The distribution T admits an adapted gradient in the sense of J.A.
Yan (Sem. Proba. XXI, 86) denoted by DadT. Let (,t)O<t<l be a measurable (:Ft )
adapted process, satisfying same weak integrability conclition W.r.t. T, and Lt be a
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space of Fcmeasurable continuous "test~functions".The main result, which can be
considered as' an extension of the Girsanov theorem, is the following:
Theorem: The following are equivalent:
(I) For a.e. t in [0,1] Vcp E .ct (cp, (DadT)t) = f CP,t dT
(11) For T-a.e. w, fJ ,,,(w) ds can be defined, for every t in [0,1]' as a semi-convergent
integral so that (B t - f~,,, ds )O~t~1 is an (Ft)-Brownian motion \v.r.t. 'i.

In some examples, T is singular w.r.t. P, and (Bt ) is not a semi-martingale
w.r.t. T. This is the case if T = y'2;60 (f~ h(s) dEs) (60 = Diracmeasure at 0,
f~ h2 (s) ds = 1, the composition being in the sense of Watanabe) for same choices
of h. (These results were obtained in a joint work with N. BOULEAU.)

e
EUGEN POPA

•

Morphisms of Dirichlet Spaces

Let Sand T be two cones from a good theory of potential (e.g. H-cones, hut
also standard spaces of balayage, superharmonie positive functions on a harmonie
space, or potentials from a Dirichlet space). cp: S ~ T is called a H -morphism,
if it is additive, increasing and continuous (i.e. Si i S => CP(Si) i cp(s». \Vhen
the elements of Sand T are functions (real, positive) on some sets X and Y, then
cp: Y ~ X is called H -map, if sES => s o'{J E T . Clearly, each H -map induces
an H-morphism, which has the properties:
(*) cp(s 1\ t) = cps 1\ cpt, Vs,t E T and <p(I) = 1 .
Conv~rsely, if X ha.s :' sufficiently" many points, then any morphism satisfying (*)
is induced by a H-map.

When Sand T are H -cones, or cones of potentials from a Dirichlet space, then
there exists a good dtiality theory, i.e. Sand T have duals of the same kind, denoted
here by S* and T*. Moreover, some morphisms admit adjoints: cp*:' T* ~ S*.
such that: cp*(p) (s) = J.L{e,ps) , Vp. E T*, sES.

The aim of the talk is to give a characterization for the property of heing induced
by a H-map, in terms of the adjoint. In the case of Dirichlet spaces, this reads as
follows:
Theorem: cp*(JlI\ v) = cp*p. 1\ cp*v, VJl, v E T* iff Vs E S Vt E T such that
t ~ <ps, 3s1 ES, SI ~ sand CPSI = t .

(Here s ~ t means: 3u E S such that s + u = t ). The main point in the proof
is a simultaneous extension result, based on a lemma of Choquet.
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SHINTARO NAKAO

Stochastic calculus associated with Dirichlet spaces

LE?t (E,:F) be a regular Diriehlet space on L2(X;m) and let M = (Xt,Px ) be the
Hunt process associated with (E, :F). Here X is a locally compaet separable metric
spaee. We consider a eontinuous martingale additive funetional Mt of M, satisfying
that Jl(M) ~ 711 and dJ.l(M)/dm is bounded. Set dPx = exp{ -Mo - t(M} } dPx •

Theorem 1: The Dirichlet spaee (non-symmetrie) (E,:F) associated with (Xt , Fx ) is
the following:
E(u,v) = E(u,v)+JxvdJ.L(Mlul,M) foru,vEj: , :F=:F.

From now on we assume that (E,:F) is irredueible. Let v be a smooth Radon •
measure on X and let At be the positive continuous additive functional associated
with v. The support of v is denoted by Y and the fine support of At is denoted by
Y. Let 's consider the extended Diriehlet space (E:,:F:) of (Eil, TII) ,where Eil =
E(u, v) + (u, v}v and TII = :F n L2(X; v). The projeetion operator from T: onto
{u E T:; u = 0 q.e. on Y}.l is denoted by P.
Theorem ~: The Diriehlet spaee (t, F) on L 2(Y; v) associated with (XA-I, Px ) is
the following: C

f(Puly,Pvly) = E:(Pu,Pv)-{Pu,Pv}1I foru,vET:
j: = {Pujy; u E T:} .

MASOYOSHI TAKEDA

On a martingale method for ·symmetrie diffusion processes and its appli
cations

In the study of symmetrie Markov processes, T. Lyons and W. Zheng proposed
a useful formula, which refiects the symmetry of Markov proeesses faithfully. By
using this formula, we obtain the eonservativeness eriterion for diffusion proeesses
associated with general Diriehlet forms with the strongly·loeal property.

To give examples, we deal with more eonerete Diriehlet forms. Let E(u, v) =
~ Lt.i=1 fRd aii (x) ::i ;:j dm :F = C~EI C L2 (Rd

, m) ,where the coefficients
aii are loeally integrable Borel measurable funetions, satisfying i) aii = aii •
ii) Lt.i=1 aii(x)eiei ~ 0 . Then, by the applieation of the abov~ criterion, we have
the following examples, that eorresponding diffusion proeesses are conservative:
Example 1: m = dx (Lebesgue measure),

Lti=1 aii(x)eiei ~ k(2 + Ixl)210g(2 + Ixl)Iel2
•

Example~: m(lxl S; r) S; ekr2
, E1.;=1 ai;(X)eiei ~ ,,\lel2

•

(Example ~/): Let (M,g) be a eomplete Riemannian manifold. Then, if vg(Bp(r)) ~
ekr2

, the Brownian motion on M is eonservative. Here Vg is a volume element and
B p ( r) is a geodesie ball with radius r.
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Finally, we have also the tightness criterion for some class of symmetrie diffusion
processes.

E. BRIAN DAVIES

Pointwise bounds on Heat KerneIs

A survey of reeent results eoneerning the heat kerneis K of seeond order uniformly
elliptie operators on RN, and of Laplacians on eomplete Riemannian manifolds.
Typical bounds are:

in the first ease, and

in the seeond case, when the Rieei eurvature is non-negative. In the first ease
d = d(x, y) is a eertain metrie defined from tbe second order eoeffieients, and in the
seeond ease d is the Riemannian metrie. Such estimates ean often be transferred
from one metrie to any other metrie whieh is Lipsehitz.equivalent to it, since they
are proved by establishing equivalences between the heat kernel bounds and certain
Sobolev or log-Sobolev inequalitie"s ..

PAWEL KRÖGER

Comparison of heat kerneIs on piecewise smooth mariifolds

Take a simply connected smooth Riemannian manifold N" of non-positive curva
ture with ametrie tensor (gij). We establish heat kernel bounds for Riemannian
manifolds M, which are obtained by replacing the metric tensor (9i;) by ametrie
tensor (9i;) with (1 - e) (gij) ~ (9i;) ~ (1 + e) (gi;) for some 0 < e < 1. Our
estimates ean be considered as perturbations of the estimates given by Debiard,
Gaveau and Mazet in 1976. In order to take care on the large time behaviour of the
heat kernel (in particular, the drift term corresponding to the curvature), we give
estimates with constants tending to the constants of Debiard, Gaveau and Mazet
for e 10.
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SANTIAGO CARRILLO MENENDEZ

Properties of the resolvent associated with elliptic operators degenerated
on the boundary

Let Lu = - 2: a~. (2: aij :~ + diu) + L bi ::. + cu be a differential operator,
defined on an open set E ~ Rm (m ~ 3), relatively eompaet, in the sense of
distributions. We suppose that E = U~ En , where En ~ En+1 ••• are open sets
with regular boundary, and that L, on each E n , is a uniformly elliptie operator,
whose resolvent, i.e. the resolvent assoeiated to the Diriehlet form on H~(En)

defined by the restriction of L to En , is noted by (v.\n; A ~ 01. Let V.\I = SUPn v.\n I
for I E Ct(E). Weshow that, if c-E~ ~ 0 and c-E~ ~ 0, (V.\; A > 0) is a •
strongly continuous resolvent on L2, submarkovian, borelian, such that 11 AV.\ 11 ~ 1
on eaeh LP spa~e (p E [0,00]); moreover, V.\ maps L2 on H,~c and V.\I is a solution
of (AI + L)u = I in the sense of distributions and, also, V.\ maps LQ/2, q > m, in
the spaee of functions whieh are Hölder continuous on each eompact set.

A consequence is, that (V.\; ). > 0) satisfies the Kunita-Watanabe eonditions for
construeting the Martin boundary, if c - L:~ ~ Co ~ 0 and c - L ~ ~ 0 .
Moreover, (V.\; A > 0) is tbe resolvent of a diffusion proeess, whose killed proeesses
on BEn have (vAn; A > 0) as resolvent.

YVES LE JAN

~ongitudinalenergy for isotropie stoehastie flows

We consider the class of isotropie stationary measure preserving Hows on Rd
•

They define a field of unstable direetions, defined by a random field of projectors
A~(x,w), whi~h appears to be the limit of a field of matrix valued martingales
A?(x,w). .

The longitudinal Diriehlet form is defined as J A:Io(x,w) Dif(x) Djg(x)dx , and
appears as the limit of Dirichlet forms, defined by the At 's in the same way. The
closability of the form can be proved and the generator computed. It should be
viewed as the generator of a diffusion on the unstable foliation. The law of the
normal drift (curvature) can be computed. •
Remark: For a conservative Dirichlet form, it is easy to prove, that the two following
properties are equivalent:
(L) VfEE, e(/+, f-) = 0 . (D) VfEE n Loo, 4e(f3, I) - 3e(/2 , I) = 0 .
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THEO STURM

Gauge Theorems for Compact Resolvents with Application to Perturba
tion of Markov Processes

Let V = (VO)o>o be a family of kerneis on aRadon measurable space (E, f),
satisfying the stro~g resolvent equation: Vß = E~l (ß - a )n-l (va)n for all
o $ ß < a < 00. For example, let va = f;' e-at . Qt dt with some measurable
semigroup Q = (Qt)t~O of kerneis on (E, E) (not necessarily bounded or sub
Markovian).

We ask for criteria, which imply IIVII := sUPxEE Vl(x) < 00 . Our essential
assumption is, that the kernel va for some a ~ 0 defines a compact operator on the
set Eb of bounded, f-measurable functions on E. For simplicity we also assurne that
V is irreducible.

If in this case there exists at least one V-excessive function, which is not
V-invariant, then IlVIl < 00.

We apply this result to resolvents UM = (U~)a~O' arising from perturbation of
right processes (Xt , PX) by multiplicative functionals M (not necessarily bounded
by 1 or supermartingales), i.e. U~: f t-+ E·[JJ Mt· e-at . f(Xt ) dt] . If UM satisfies
the above compactness and"irreducibility assumptions, then IIUM II < 00 under each
of the following conditions:

• {non-recurrence} 3/ ~ 0: 0 ~ UMf ~ 00

• (gauge condition) 0 < r(x) := EX[Me . l{«oo}] < 00 for some x

• (conditional gauge condition) 0 < j(x,s) := EX/"[M( ·l{«oo}] < 00 for some
x and some U-excessive function s .

This generalizes the gauge theorem of K.L. Chung and M. Rao and, moreover,
contains one direction of the conditional gauge theorem of R. Williams, N. Falkner,
Zh. Zao.

• NICOLAS BOULEAU

The algebra of Dirichlet structures

By a Dirichlet structure, we mean a term (n,F,m,f,D), where (O,:F,m) is a
measured space with m u-finite and positive, and where E is a Dirichlet form with
domain 0, i.e. a positive quadratic form with dense domain in L2(m), which is
closed and on which the unit contraction operates. We recall basic properties and
give equivalent definitions for the locality of the form and the existence of a 'carre
du champ' operator. We state the results already obtained about the functional

9



calculus associated with local Dirichlet forms and the EID (Energy Image Density)
property.

Then we show, that there is a. na.tural notion of image structure of a Dirichlet
structure, and we give properties, which are kept by this operation, especially, under
which assumptions is the EID property preserved by image. We state a theorem
about the generator of the image structure and show numerical computations of
image structures of Wiener space by functionals of the 2d chaos.

The notion of tensor product of Dirichlet structures is introduced, as well as
infinite tensor product, which always exists. I(each finite product satisfies the EID
property, that is also true for the infinite product, and that gives rise to examplas
of non gaussian infinite dimensional Dirichlet structures in which the EID property •
holds. An example of a projective system of D-structures is given, which has 'no
limit, whereas systems obtained by images of the same D-structure always possess
limits.

D-independence of functions defined on the same D-structure isdefined by anal
ogy with probability structures, examples are given. The notion of convergence in
D-law is then exposed and a Dirichlet version of the centrallimit theorem is proved,
and also of the Gateaux-Levy theorem. Dirichlet sub-structures and conditionning
is then studied. Finally these notions are illustrated by introducing D-stationary
processes and the analog of Wiener filtering theory. (This work was made in collab
oration with F. HIRSCH.)

ANA BELA CRUZEIRO

Diffusions in Infinite Dimensions

We consider second order differential operators on the classical Wiener space
and give a construction of the associated 'diffusion' processes . Let X = {x E

C([O; 1]; R): x(O) =7= O} be the Wiener space and p.. the. Wiener measure. We
consider Sobolev spaces 9ver X in the sense of Malliavin calculus; namely, for F:
X -+ G (G Hilbert space), and h E H (the Cameron Martin space), DhF(x) =
lim t-O :[F(x+ch)-F(x)] is the directional derivativeof Fand V F(x) E L(H; G)

(a..e.)

the linear operator associated. The Sobolev spaces are defined by Wf(X) = {cp E •
L~: ViF E L~( X; .ciH.S.(H; R)) V' 1 ~ i ~ r} (H.S. = Hilbert-Schmidt class).
Since there are no immersion Sobolev lemmas in infinite dimensions, a functional in
W,!' is not necessarily continuous. Operators of the form:
LI = ! Li,j(bij + Aii)DeiDejf + BiTV f , where ei is an orthonormal basisof H,
are studied. The hypothesis on B (functional with values in R) and (Ai j ) (matrix
operating on H) are, that they belong to the Sobolev space. The operator is also
supposed to be elliptic and verifying the condition Jf LI dJ-L ~ 0 Vf. Remark
that the coefficients of L are not only supposed not to be continuous, bu~ they don't
even have to be bouncled.

10



In the situation above, and given .1:0 E L~ : f ko dIJ = 1 , we prove the existence
of a process Xi taking values in C(R+; X) with initial distribution given by ko dp.,
whose law at time t is absolute continuous w.r.f. the Wiener measure IJ and that
solves the martingale problem of Strook and Varadhan, namely: t(Xf ) - f(Xs )

f: Lf(XT ) d, is a Ps-martingale.

ARMAND DE LA PRADELLE

Sobolev Spaces in Infinite Dimensions

Let E be a locally convex space with a regular centered gaussian measure p.. For
any eylindrical function of class CJ. of finite rank we define
Varp(f) = ff I(f'(u), v}IP.dJ.l(u) dj.L(v) and the p-energy of f: ep(f) = Varp(f) +
f IflP dj.L . The completion with respeet to IIfllt,p = (ep(f»)1/p is Wt,p(E, J.l) . By
reeurrence we define (p > 1): IIfll~+l,p = IIf'Il~,p + f IflP dJ.l , where the norm of
f' is relative to E xE, p. ® J.l. The completion is Wn'P(E, JL). For cp eylindrical
continuous, Cn,p(<p) = inf{ IIflln,p I f ~ I'PI} is the capaeity. We then study these
capaeities and the "quasi-continuous functions. A key result is, that any seminorm
~ +00 and borelian, finite J.L-a.s., belongs to W1tP(E, p,) and to all Riesz-Banacb
spaees associated to Cn,p for n > 1. (This work has been done with D. FEYEL.)

HELENE AIRAULT

Factorization of the Wiener space and Dirichlet forms

Let J.l be the Wiener measure on tbe space X of continuous functions from [0, 1] to
Rq, vanishing at zero; let L, be tbe Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on X and define the
Dirichlet form on X: V(f,g) = f L,I· 9 dIJ . For a regular map p: X -+ Rn and a
me~sure von X, denote by p.v the image measure on Rn (Le. p.v(A) = v(p-1(A)))
and let d(p.v)/de be its density with respect to the Lebesgue measure d{ on Rn.
The map p induces a Dirichlet form on Rn:
Vp(j,g) = V(j 0 p,g 0 p) = JApl(e)g(~) k(~) d~ .
One has k(~) = d(5ep

) and Ap = (jij ae~~ei + pi a~i is a symmetrie operator
with respect to the measure k(e) de. The coeflicients (jij and ßi are given by
k(~)(jij(e) = d(P.(VpiIVpj)p)/de and k(~)ßi(~) = d(P.(L.Pi)p,)/d~. (VpdVpj)
is the Malliavin covariance matrix. The Diriehlet forms V p are closable.

Now, iet V be a Coo-differentiable manifold and p: X -+ V be a regul~r map.
For j and gin COO(V; R), define the Dirichlet form on V: Vp(j,g) = V(fop,gop) .
Theorem: The map P induces on V a riemannian metric such that

iJp(j,g) = Iv j(v) (Apg)(v) k(v) dv ,
where Ap is a differentiable operator on the manifold V, dv is the riemannian
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volume indueed by P on V and k is the density of p.j.L with respeet to dv; moreover,
A p = ~~v + Vii ,where ii = ~grad(log k) .

On the other hand, let ~: X -+ Rd and V( = ~.-1({) be a submanifold of
finite codimension in X. [Malliavin-Airault]. On ~, one defines the Diriehlet forms

V~((I, g) == Iv( (VI(x) IPHz Vg(x)) A(x) [Det(;:;I~lj »)112

where A: X -+ R ; da~ is tbe area measure on ve and PHz is the orthogonal pro
jeetion in the Cameron-Martin space H of funetions of X onto the tangent subspaee
Hz at x. These Dirichlet forms on ve are closable.

PATRICK J. FITZSIMMONS

General Theory.of Symmetic Markov Processes

The rudiments of a potential theory for symmetrie right Markov processes is
presented. Sin~e no hypothesis of Co-regularity is made, it is possibl~ that there are
no continuous functions in the Dirichlet spaee of such a process. Consequently the
fine topology plays a crucial role. The methods are more probabilistic than those
in the Co-regular case. In particular, the statiollary (Kuznetsov) proeess associ
ated with asymmetrie right proeess is used to prove an "essential downerossing"
estimate which yields a new proof of the existence of quasi (finely) continuous modi-

. fications of elements of the Diriehlet space. This result in hand, one constructs
the natural fine outer capacity, and from this base one recovers all of the elements
of the theory of Fukushima and Silverstein (martingale and zero-energy additive
functional decomposition, smooth measures,ete.). Of note is an absolute eontinuity
result (Vj.L, 1000 PPt dt « m => p.Pt « m Vt > 0) whieh extends a theorem of
Fukushima. (Portions of this work joiJ?tly with. R. G ETO.OR.)

MARTIN L. SILVERSTEIN

Normal derivative and the extended approximate Markov process asso
ciated to a symmetic Markov process

Let X C Rn be bounded and open, no smoothness of the boundary is assumed. •
(Eoo , noo ) is the symmetic approximate Markov proeess associated to the absorbed
Brownian motion on X. The class B is defined as the set of all funetions <p on an
abstract boundary whieh are "restrictions" of funetions with finite Diriehlet norm;
H<p is harmonie and minimizes the Dirichlet form. Let f have a finite Diriehlet
norm Ix dx IV112 and ßI E L2. Then
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where u· is the birth time, X = UDK, each DK is open and DK C X is compact,
D 1 C D2 C ..., exists and corresponds to the integral of r.p against the classical
normal derivative on the boundary, when f and ax are sufficiently smooth. As an
application one finds: An element f in the reflected Dirichlet space p-ef belongs to
the domain of the reßected generator Are! iff ßj E L2, ~(r.p) = 0 for a11 r.p E B.

YOICHI OSHIMA

On a criteria of conservativeness of Markov proc.esses

Let M = (X" P2:) and M = (Xt , P2:) be Markov processes which are in duality
with respect to a positive Radon measure m. Let (VP)p>o and (WP)p>o be the
resolvents of M and the killed process of M by the PCAF IJ Ic(Xs ) ds. Define (VP)
and (WP) similarly with respect to M. Then we have the following criteria: M is
conservative [resp. recurrent] if there exists a sequence {un } such that 0 :5 U n ~ 1,
lim U n = 1 a.e. and liIIln_oo E(un , v) = 0 for some v = VP j, P > 0, f E Cgo
[resp. v = Wof,/ E C«f]. By using this criteria, we can give conditions which show
the conservativeness or recu~renceof the process M corresponding to the generator
L = ~ {E a~i(aija~j) + L:bia~i}' Let V(r) = Js,.«(An, Vv)-(b,n)v)dSforasurface
Sr' Ifthe domain with boundary Sr increases to the whole space Rd, then a sufficient
eondition for M to be conservative [resp. recurrent] is liIIlr_oo V(r) = 0 for V = VP j
[resp. V = WO f]. By using Schwarz inequality, we can give a condition which covers
the Ichihara's test. The Khasiminskii test can be covered by this method.

TERRY LYONS

Some infinite dimensio"nal and multi-parameter Martingales

Uniform inequalities of Gaussian type relate the tail behaviour of areal contin
uous martingale to the value of its bracket. Less satisfactory results exist for vector
valued and discontinuous martingales. One imagines results can be improved for
multi-parameter martingales. An application arises in statistics. Suppose J.L maps
M (parameter manifold) to a family (J.Lm) of dominated probability measures on
(E, E): J.L : m ~ p(m, e) v(de). Impose regularity so that the likelyhood funktion
p(', e) exists as a function (e.g. in Wl,n), is v-integrable and f-measurable. The
likelyhood function descibes the frequency with which e aceurs for different sam
pling rules. Let t : E --+ E' descibe an aspect· of ethen we can introduce pt
in the same way. Then pt = Ev(pIEt) where Et C E is the algebra generated by
t. So (pt) is a v-martingale with values in Wl,n indexed by the aspects t of inter
est. If one had fuH confidence in the model J.L one could aHow t to range over an
possible aspects of E. In practical situations one never has fuH confidence in J.l;
but tbe discribtion one has can usually be specified by describing pt for a specific
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dass of statistics t. The attractio~ is, that using any (nice) specified family (pt)
one can obtain uniform estimates without further reference to the original model.
These estimates can be sharp. The basic observation is if Lt = log pt and dlt is
the derivative of 1 as a form on M (restriet to t E R, dLt weakly continuous) then
dlt + (dlt, It - [t (m )} is a Jl.m Ioeal martingale for each m and acts as a near pivotal
random variable. For example if X E (AM)* then one may obtain uniform esti
mates PILtn(IX dlt + (X dlt,[t _[t(m)}12) > .x2 'l1((X dlt,X dlt }) with sharp gaussian
behaviour in A. One can thus generate confidence intervals, metrics, flows etc.

MICHAEL RÖCKNER

Dirichlet forms on topological vector spaces and applications to infinite
dimensional stochastic differential equations
(joint work with S. ALBEVERIO)

A classical Dirichlet form is a quadratic form on L2 (E; J.L) of the type
(1) E = fE{Vu, VV}HdJ.L ;
u, v smooth bounded cylinder functions, where E is a Souslinean locally convex
vector space, J.L a probability measure on its Borel sets and H is a Hilbert space,
deIisely and continuously imbedded in E. The first part of the talk consisted of a
survey on recent results on classical Dirichlet forms, i.e. a (necessary and) sufficient
closability criterion, construction of the associated diffusion and a partial integration
formula to determine the corresponding generator. In the second part applications
to oo-dimensinal SDE's were discussed. It was shown that the diffusion (Xdt>o
corresponding to the closure of (1) satisfies an SDE of type
(2) dXt = dwt + ß(Xt ) dt on E
under q.e. starting ~asure Pz , z E E. Here (Wt)t>o is a Brownian motion on E
and f!.. : E --+ E is obtained using the above mentioned partial integration result.
(2) means that (Xt)t>o can be interpreted ·as a "distorted Brownian motion" as
in the finite dimensional case studied by M. Fukushima. Finally, applications to
quantum field theory were discussed. As a special case of (2) we obtain a solution to
dXt = dWt+ :X; : dt on 5'(R2) (where": 3:" means "renormalized" third power)
which is the stochastic quantisation of the : 4J4 :2-quantum field.

JÜRGEN POTTHOFF

White Noise Analysis: A Framework for Infinite Dimensional Dirichlet
Forms

The White Noise Analysis of T. Hida and his followers was presented in a form
which is particularly usefull for the construction and investigation of Dirichlet forms
over S'(Rd). The two main ingredients are
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the introduetion of spaces of test and generalized functionals on S'(R~)

- the development of an effieient calculus on the spaee of test funetionals

Using Yokoi's theorem, whieh asserts that positive generalized functionals are mea
sures, one arrives at a rieh class of forms which - if elosable - can be identified as
"classical Diriehlet forms" in the sense of Albeverio-Röekner. As a consequence, all
their results apply. The presented framework is specially suited to study Dirichlet
forms arising-in quantum field theory. The talk was areport on various collabora
tions with S. ALBEVERIO, T. HIDA, M. RÖCKNER, L. STREIT AND J.A. YAN .

LUDWIG STREIT

Energy Forms - White Noise Analysis - Quantum Field Theory

The Dirichlet strategy for quantum dynamies is highlighted. For the purpose of
quantum field theory Diriehlet forms are defined in terms of positive Hida distribu
tions. It is shown that this framework is adequate: Gibbs and vacuum states in the
standard models of canonieal QFT are all given as positive generalized functions of
White Noise. In particular the ground state functional of any canonical QFT with
a "cp-bound" ±<p(f) :5 H + Q 1/12 + ß is always a Hida distribution. (Joint wor~
with S. ALBEVERIO, T. HIDA, J. POTTHOFF, M. RÖCKNER)

SERGIO ALBEVERIO

A survey of some interactions of the theory of Dirichlet forms and physics

This is a survey leeture, complementing those by J. Potthoff, M. Röckner,
L. Streit in tbe same session. We mention in particular interaetions of the theory of
Dirichlet forms with quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. After mention
ing the basic relations between dynamics in Schrödinger quantum mechanics and
in "Dirichlet quantum meehanics", we show the advantage of the latter approach
both in diseussing singular perturbations as weIl as the infinite dimensional ease.
We discuss recent developments as weIl as prospects and open problems coneerning
basic aspects of the theory and its quantum mechanical correlates like elosability 
(in particular recent results of J. Brasche, M. Röckner, U. Spönemann, Zhiming Ma
and myself), uniqueness of Dirichlet forms (N. Wielens, M. Takeda), approxima
tions, perturbations, ergodie and spectral ·properties. We also report on recent
developments of tbe tbeory of quantum fields, stressing classical Dirichlet forms
as a tool to construct tbe relevant Hamiltonians and processes (recent results by
M. Röckner and myself, as weH as witb T. Hida, J. Potthoff, M. Röckner, L. Streit,
the latter concerning the "white noise approach"). We mention the solution by
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H~egh-Krohn, Zegarlinski and myself of the problem of the global Markov property
of polynomial fields. We discuss the role of probability theory and more specifically
the theory of Dirichlet forms in discussing basic constructive problems of quantum
fields. We mention the recent obtained construction of simplicial approximations of
quantum fields on manifolds (B. Zegarlinski and A.) as weIl as the construction of
certain quantum fields in four space-time dimensions, exploiting the isomorphism of
R4 and the quaternions (based on joint work with R. H~egh~Krohn,K. Iwata and
T. Kolsrud). We close by mentioning some other aspects of the theory of Dirchlet
forms in its numerous interactions with other domains.

MASAO NAGASAWA

Can Schrödinger's equation be Boltzmann's one?

Yes for d = 1 and open for d ~ 2. The idea is to combine Schrödinger processes
which are equivalent to Schrädinger equation and the propagation of chaos for seg
regated systems of interacting particles. Let Pt(x) = \l1t(x)'Wt(x) be the distribution
density where '11 t = eO'c+ißc is a solution of Schrödinger's equation. The drift of
McKean~Vlasov'slimit process (Boltzmann's equation) should agree with the drift
of Schrodinger process. Therefore ~V log Pt + V ßt = b[o, Pt]. One can find b[u, u]
solving the above equation in d = 1 and show the propagation of chaos.

JUTTA STEFFENS

Integral representation for excessive measures

Let (Vo)o>obe a substochastic resolvent on a measurable space (E, E) where E
is separable and such that the potential kernel V is strictly positive and proper.
Let q > 0 5.th. ~ < 00. We give a simple elementary new proo! of the following
weH known re5ult: The set K of excessive measures m s.th. m(q) ~ 1 is a simplex.
Proofs of this fact under stronger assumptions are given by Dynkin ('71) and Rogers
('83). Our proof relies on the fact that the set K can be embedded into a cap C of a
metrizable lattice cone, and the unique integral representation in Cinduces one on •
K. (The lattice cone consists in the positive cone p1Y of the order dual of an order
unit space V := P - l' where l' is a certain suitably chosen separable potential cone
of excessive functions.)
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KLAUS JANSSEN

Integral representati.on of polysupermedian measures

Let J be an index set, let (pI) t>O for each j E J be a submarkovian sernigroup on
a measurahle space (E, E) such that pIP: ~ P6

k pi Vs, t,j, k. A a-finite measure m

on E is called supermedian (i.e. m E S) if m(I - pi) ~ 0 Vt > O,j E J. m is called
polysupermedian (i.e. m E S5) if for any finite H C J we have m( x (I - PI.)) ~ 0

jeH 1

for all (ti) C]O,oo[H.
Theorem: a) The set 5S of polysupermedian measures is a lattice.
b) Assume that (E, E) is a U-space, and that J is at most countable. Then every
m E 58 admits a "unique" integral representation m = Ja pdTJ(p), where 6. is the
set of extreme points of {m E ·5S : m(g) < 00, m(gh) ~ 1} for suitable functions
g,h. .
Moreover, same applications and relations with known special cases were discussed,
e.g. separately excessive functions in a product setting (c.f. Gowrisankaran, Cairoli),
and completely excessive measures (c.f. M. Ito, Beznea).

JÜRGEN BLIEDTNER

The Röle of Simpliciality in Potential Theory

The notion of simplicial cones is used to characterize the main property of po
tential cones:

Let ..:l{ be a locally compact space with a countable base and P C C+(X) be a
function cone such that

RJ := inf {p E P : f :5 p} E P for aU f E Cl'(X) := {/ E C(X) : 3p E P : I/I ~ p}.

Then the following holds:
Theorem: The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Vp, q E P => p - R,,-q E 'P (i.e. 'P is a potential cone)

• (2) Vp E l' => S(p) := l' + Rp is a simplicial rone.

The proof mainly reHes on results obtained jointly with W. Hansen in the context
of balayage space.
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SETSUO TANIGUCHI

Applications of Dirichlet spaces to Complex Analysis

Let D be a bounded domain in Cn • We call a diffusion process M = (Zt, (, Pz )

a holomorphic diffusion process, simply, if it is a C~(D)-regular symmetic diffu
sion with the life time ( such that h( ZtI\TK) is a Pz-martingale, M-q.e. z for every
holomorphic function h on D and compact K CD, where TK is the first exit time
from ](. Such diffusion processes connect holomorphic functions and martingales
and hence give us a way to consider topics in complex analysis in the probabilistic
terms. In this talk, several attemps in this direction are reviewed. First we revisit
thin sets in complex analysis - analytic sets and pluripolar sets from the probabilistic •
point of view. We give the stochastic characterization of pluripolar sets. It is seen
that a pluripolar set is a common exceptional set for suitable holomorphic diffusion
processes. Next we consider the solution to the complex Monge-Ampere equation:
(ddcu)n = f dV in D. This is solved by taking advantage of the minimum prin-
ciple: if u and v are both bounded, plurisubharmonic and (ddcu)n ~ (ddcv)n and
liminf(_z {u«() - v«()} 2:: 0, Vz E 8n then u 2:: v on D. The third topic is the
stochastic approach to the Silov boundary, the smallest closed subset of 8n where
the maximum principle holds for any holomorphic function continuous up to an.
Using the exit distribution of holomophic diffusion processes, the Silov boundary is
studied. The 4th object concerns with the relationship between domains of holo-
morphy and the conservativeness of holomorphic diffusion processes. First seen is
that there is a conservative Kähler diffusion process if D is a domain of holomor-
phy. Secondly seen is that D is a domain of holomorphy if the Kähler diffusion
process associated with the Bergman metric is conservative and an is nice. Finally,
the boundary behaviour of plurisubharmonic functions along the sampIe path of
holomorphic diffusion processes is studied.

HIROSHI KANEKO

A stochastic approach to a Liouville type theorem

It is well known that any plurisubharmonic function on cn increasing slower
than of logarithmic order at infinity must be constant. This kind of the Liouville •
type property has been extended to certain complex manifolds. The aim is to
prove assertions of this type by using weakly recurrent holomorphic diffusion. It
will be shown that a Liouville type theorem for plurisubharmonic functions holds
on a complex manifold of dimension n possessing a plurisubharmonic exhaustion
function \11 such that (ddc\If)n tends to zero in a certatin sense as \If --+ 00. By these
observations, one can justify the following assertion: Let M be a Kähler manifold
with a pole of dimension n 2:: 2 and r be the distance from the pole. If the radial
curvature k satisfies Ikl ~ S/(r +a)2 log (r +a) on {r > O} for some 6' <: 1/(9n - 2)
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I(ARL DOPPEL

xEO
x E 0 1 X a02 , lall ~ 1
x·E an1 x O2 , 1021 ~ 1

f(x)
o
o

Xl E n
"

1= 1,2.(iii) Ci( x,) ~ 0

Define on n := n1 x fh = {(Xl, x2)lxl E n"l = 1, 2} the product operator
P(·, Dx ) = P1 (·, Dxt ) P2 (·, DX2 ) and pose tbe following boundary value problem: To
f E C(n) find u E C2,2(0) n C(IT) such that

where 0 = (01,02) E Nö, .01 = (ap), ... ,o~;»), 02 = (O~~)+1, ... ,a~~)+n2)· The
following theorem is stated:
Theorem: Take f E Coo(O) =* Problem (1) has a unique solution u E COO(IT).

(This is a joint work with R. Hochmuth and partly contained in his thesis.. )
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(i) ajk(xz}, bi(XI); i, k = 1,2, ... ,n, 1= 1,2 are sufficiently smooth functions,

be given, where

. sUPr(z)<s u(z)
hm =0.
8-00 log log s

We'd like to mention that Professor K. Takegoshi gives tbe proof independently, by
establishing a certain energy estimate.

and a > exp {2(1+26)}, then there exists no non-constant plurisubharmonic function

u on M such that

A regularity result for a boundary value problem defined bye non-hypoelliptic partial differential operators

In fh x fh C Rn! X Rn2 , n, c Rnz , 1= 1,2, open, let the elliptic partial differential

operators



BERNT 0KSENDAL

Weighted Sobolev inequalities and harmonie measures for quasiregular
functions

Let U be an open set in Rn and let 4> : U ---+ Rn be a quasiregular (q.r.) function
on U. Resetnjak (1966) studied properties of such functions 4> by proving that each
component of 4> is a solution of a certain quasilinear elliptic differential equation. In
this talk a different approach is given, based on the fact that each component of 4>
is a solution of a linear second order degenemte elliptie partial differential equation.
More pricisely, it has been proved by the lecturer that if we define the form

[(11,11)= ~fu "VuT J~.(.p')-l«.p')-l)T"Vvdx

for u, v E Cgo(U) C H = L2( JtjJ dx) (Jtj> = the Jacobian of 4>, ,p' = [~] the deriva

tive matrix of 4»
then E is closable and the corresponding diffusion ....Xt is mapped by 4> into a Brown
ian motion in Rn. This opens the way for the use of stochastic methods in the study
of quasiregular functions.
A question which is important for the applications of this result is the existence
of )(, := limt'_, X t on {( < oo}, where ( :::; 00 is the life time of Xt. The

existence of the limit is proved under the assumptions that 1) Iu J;-: dx < 00

and 2) Vol(rjJ(U)) < 00. This means that the harmonie measure associated to t/J,
Jlx(F) = PX[X, E F], exists. The proof is based on the following weighted Sobolev
inequality.

Question: Are JLx and J-Ly mutually absolutely continuous? This would follow if one
could establish a Harnack inequality for positive solutions u of Au = 0, where A is
the generator of X t -

Berichterstatter: W. Hoh und G. Robe (Erlangen)
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Tagungsber c h t 32/1989

Konstruktive Approximation

31.7 bis 4.8.1989

Tagungslei ter: C. de Boor (Madison)
R. DeVore (Columbia)

The conference brought together researchers from approximation theory and related
areas ~uch as computer aided geometrie design, finite elements, harmonie analysis, mathe
matical statistics, mathematieal physics, and nonlinear differential equations. This resulted
in many stimulating leetures and informal discussions. Some of the themes addressed
were: generalizations of Bernstein polynomials in one and more dimensions; applications
oi approximation to the computer generation of curves and surfaces; approximation in
the complex; approximation methods in mathematical statistics; multivariate polynomial
interpolation; nonlinear approximation methods and their application to nonlinear differ
ential equations and image compressioD; multivariate splines; n-widths; smoothness spaee~;

wavelet deeompositions and their applieationsj Pade and rational approximation.
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Vortragsauszüge

Bob Barnhill:

COMPUTER AIDED GEOMETRIe DESIGN

Computer Aided Geometrie Design is the representation and approximation of eurve,
surfaces, and 5ülids in an interactive computer graphics environment. This survey of the .
use oI approximation theory in CAGD includes intrerpolation methods for surface design
and representation aod a mention of applications of such methods. Open CAGD questions
with approximation theory aspects condude the presentation.

Hubert Berens:

ON BERNSTEIN-DURMEYER POLYNOMIALS WITH JACOBI WEIGHTS

This is joint work with Yuan Xu. In 1967, J .L. Durmeyer introduced modified Bern
stein polynomials on LI [0,1] which show some remarkable properties. The operators were
brought to the attention of the mathematical community by M.M. Derriennic in 1981 who
made a first systematic study. A second paper of interest is arecent one by Z. Ditzian and
K. Ivanov who study the approximaton behavior in greater detail.

Let w(o,,ß)(x) := xO(l - z)ß, a,ß > -1, aod let L~(O,l) be the (equivalenee dass)
of Lebesgue measurable funetions ! on (0,1) for whieh 1I!IIt,w .- J I/lw is finite. For
! E L:O(O, l) and n E No,

V~",,6)(fi x) := ~ a~",:)(!)Pk,n(Z) where a(o,ß)._ J !Pk,nW

L.J k,n .- JPk,nW
k=O

and PIo,n(X) are the Bernstein basis functions. For Cl = ß = 0, we have Durmeye.
original definition. The sequenee {Vn}~=o shares many of the properties associated with
the Bernstein polynomials, e.g., they form an approximate identity of positive eontractions
on ~(O, 1), 1 ~ P < 00, and 0[0,1]. One special property is that the Jacobi polynomials

Q(o,ß) k 0 1 h . f t· f V9 (o,ß) . h· alIc , = , , ... , n, are t e eIgen une Ions 0 n Wlt elgenv ues

A _~ r(n+a+ß+2)
Ic,n- (n-k)! r(n+k+a+ß)·

It follows that
n

V(o,ß)(f.:c) = '"" A(o,ß) A(a,ß)h(a,ß)Q(o,ß)(x)
n , LJ k,n k k Ic

Ic=O
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where {A~Olß)}k==O are the Jacobi coefficients of I and {h~oIß)} are the normalization

factors; Q~o,ß) is uniquely determined by setting Q~OIß)(O) = 1. Setting

{f E L~(O, 1) : I, f' loc. abs. cont. on (0,1), [W(O+l,ß+l) f'](x) -+ 0, Z -+ 0,1,
DP (0 1) =
w' and [W(O+l,ß+l)I']' /W(Olß) E L~(O, 1)},

we characterize the approximation behavior of {V~OIß)} via the Peetre K-functional
K(-, l/n, L~, D~) and for 1 < p < 00, via a weighted modulus of smoothness of Dit?lian
and Totik.

M.M. Derrienic, J. Approz. Theory 31(1981), 325-343.
Z. Ditaian - K. Ivanov, J. Approz. Theory 56(1989), 72-90.

Wolfgang Boehm:

SPLINES IN CAGD WITH AN APPLICATION TO CAR DESIGN

A short historical review is given: the change from the classical design inethods over the
Bernstein-Bezier method to the spline method. The dominating algorithm in the .spline
method is the "inserting algorithm" of a new knot. It allows to construct points and
tangents of a spline curve as weIl as to pass over to the well-known and popular Bernstein
Bezier method. Tensor product surfaces are easily built. Some pict~res from some steps
of a car design illustrate an application.

Carl de Boor:

MULTIVARIATE POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION

In joint work with Amos Ron, a map e t--+ 11"0 from finite subsets 0 of Rd to linear
subspaces 11"0 of polynomials is constructed, with the following properties:

(i) The pair (8, 11"e) is correct in the sense that it is possible to interpolate, uniquely,
from 11"9 to arbitrary data on 8, i.e., the map f t--+ Ile on 11"€) is invertible.

(ii) The map e t--+ 11"8 is continuous (where possible), and (iii) leads to osculatory
interpolation (where possible) as points in 0 coalesce.

(iv) 11"8+(1 = 11"8; (v) 11"oe = 1re; (vi) for any invertible matrix A, 1rA0 = 11"0 0 AT.
(vii) For all correct (O, P) and all j, dim(11"j n1re) 2:: dim(11"j np), i.e., 11"e is of minimal

degree.
(viii) 11"9 C 11"8' for e c 0', leading to a Newton form for the interpolant. (ix) 1r0x8' =

11"e ® 1r8'·

(x) 11"9 is constructible in finitely many arithmetic operations, as the least (exPe)! of
eXPe := span(ee)sEe, with es : :z: t--+ eSz

, with H! := span{t! : 1 EH}, and I! the first
nontrivial term in the expansion 1 = 10 +11 +12 + ... of 1 into homogeneaus polynomials
fj of degree j.

3
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Peter Borwein:

DENSENESS QUESTIONS IN .MARKOV SYSTEMS

I prove the following theorem:

THEOREM. A Markov system is dense in C[a, b] iE and only iE the zeros oE the associated
Chebyshev 'Polynomials are dense in [a, b].

Len Bos:

ON MARKOV'S INEQUALITY IN N-SPACE

This is joint work with P.D. Milman. Suppose that Eis a compact subset of Euclidean n
space. We will say that E admits a Markov inequality if, for any polynomial p, the uniform
norms of the first partials of p are bounded by a constant times apower of deg(p) times
the uniform norm of p. We discuss the relationship between a set admitting a Markov
inequality, the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (from the theory of Sobolev spaces), the
extension of smooth functions, and bounds on the uniform norm of polynomials orthogonal
on E.

Zbigniew Ciesielski:

APPROXIMATION' BY POSITIVE SPLINE OPERATORS

To define the operators, tensor product B-splines corresponding to the.uniform mesh are
used. In the B-spline expansions of the values of the given operator, the coeflicient func
tionals are represented by (possibly different) B-splines but such that the linear functions
are invariant. Direct, inverse and saturation theorems are obtained for the approximation
process defined by such operators ( as the mesh size goes to zero.) The results are used
by the author for the non-parametric density estimation in the muItivariate ease.

4
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Antonio· Cordova:

THE MAXIMAL RANGE PROBLEM FOR POLYNOMIAL SPACES IN THE
UNIT DISK

Trus is joint work with Stephan Ruscheweyh. Let n c C be a domain in the complex
plane, and w E O. For the family of complex polynomials P::(O) := {p(z) = L::=o aA:z· :
p(O) = 0, p(O) C O} with 0 the unit disk, we define the maximal range of this family ~s

n:: := U p(D).
pEP:(O)

We calculate explicitly the maximal ranges n:: for different types of n such as: half
planes, strips, interior and exterior of disks, and the slit domains C \ « -00, a) U [b, (0)),
a, b > 0. We also calculate the corresponding extremal polynomials, i.e., the ones with
p(C) E an;: \ an for some CE 80. For the general problem, all the extremal polyn.ornials
have al1 the zeros of the derivative on 80. As applications, we obtain sharp estimates fe
lating IIpIID, liRe pIID, 1l1ni pllD, minz Ip(z)l, etc. and a subordination theorem for complex
polynomials.

w. Dahmen:

MONOTONE EXTENSIONS OF BOUNDARY DATA

This is joint work with R. DeVore and C. Micchelli. Given any set r c R' a function
f : r -+ R is called monotone on r if for any z, y Ersuch that :z: - y E R+ ·one has f( z) ~

/(y). Given any bounded domain n c R' with continuous boundary an. and any function
/ which is monotone on ao, any function F that agrees with / on ao and is monotone on Ö
is called a monotone extension of / to 0. After pointing out that there is no linear mapping
L such that for all monotone boundary data /, Lf is a monotone extension of / to fi,
several nonlinear constructions of monotone extensions for essentially arbitrary domains are
described. The common drawback of these constructions is that regardless of how smooth
the boundary data / are, the extensions F will generally only be Lipschitz continuous. For
the case n = [0,1]2, however, we prove that for boundary data f(t, 0), f(t, 1), /(0, t), /(1, t)
with strict1y positive slopes and any givendegree of smoothness, there. exists a monotone
extension with the same degree of smoothness. . .

R. DeVore:

SURFACE COMPRESSION

In tms joint work with Björn Jawerth and Brad Lucier, we present an algorithm for
surface and image compression based on wavelet decompositions iI).to box splines and Haar
functions. By a wavelet decomposition, we mean a representation

5
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where ep is a function defined on Rd, lf'I(X) := lf'(2i x - k) is its dilate associated with the
cube I := 2-i k +2-i O, 0 := [0, l]d, and V is the set of dyadic cubes. In some cases, such
as the representation in Haar function in more than one variable, one uses more than one
funciion 'P. .

To compress a surface or image, we write it in a wavelet decompostion and choose a finite
expansion LIEA aI'PI among all such finite sums with at most n terms. Dur algorithms fo.,:
selecting the sets A and the coefficients a/ are based on earlier work of DeVore, Jawert
and Popov. Examples are given for compression of images using box splines and Haa.r

functions (in two variables) for 'P.

Zeev Ditzian:

THE LAPLACIAN AND THE RELATED K-FUNCTIONAL

The boundedness of the Laplacian of I(:c), x E Rd (given in the weak sense) is equivalent
to the boundedness of the discrete Laplacian. A new K-functional given by

K(/, t 2
) := inf(ll! - gll +.t2 1I Llgll)

is shown to be equivalent to the modulus

d

w(!, t):= sup 112df(:c) -'L(f(z + heil + f(z - hei))1!
. O<h~t i=1 . .

where ei is a fixed orthonorm~ basis of Rd and the norm is one for which translation is a

conti~uous isometry.

Nir.a Dyn:

OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTION OF KNOTS FOR TENSOR-PRODUCT SPLINE
APPROXIMATION

This joint work with Itai Yad-Shalom deals with optimal asymptotic distribution of
knots for various types of spline approximation. Known results on the optimal distribution
of knots, which asymptotically minimizes the Lp [O, l] error in spline approximation of a
sufficiently smooth function, are extended to the following cases:
(1) An optimal distribution for a simultaneous Lp [O,l] approximation of a finite set of
functions or a set which depends on a continuous parameter, e.g. a bivariate function.
(2) An optimal distribution on .each axis for L2 [O, 1]2 tensor-product spline approximation.

This result extends to L 2 [0, 1]" ," n > 2.

6
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A method of knot placement for tensor-product spline approximation is proposed, based
on the theoretical optimal distribution.

Willi Freeden: .

BEST APPROXIMATION BY SPHERICAL BLENDING FUNCTIONS

Let n be the unit sphere in three dimensional Euclidean spaces and let P.,. be the
set of all linear combinations of spherical harmonics of order ~ r. Then the following
approximation problenl is considered: Given a function h defined on n x n of suffieiently
high order of differentiability, ealeulate (bounds of) a best approximation to h with respect
to tbe space Pr<&> C(O) + C(O)@P" in the LP norms (1 ~ p ~ 00.) The main tools are
tbe Green 's functions of iterated Beltra~-operatorsand· eorresponding (blending type)
integral formulas on tbe unit sphere. As an applieation, blending type representations of
geophysically relevant kernel functions on the sphere are eonsidered in m~re detail.

Manfred von Golitschek:

APPROXIMATION BY SEPARABLE FUNCTIONS

Let Sand T be eompaet real sets and let C( S x T) be the space ·of continuous functions
on S x T. Two finite dimensional subspaces U C C(5) and V C C(T) are given, with
tbe basis functions {Ul, ... ,Um} and {VI'.'.' V n } respectively. They generate tbe linear
subspace

n

W := {w E C(S x T) : w(s, t) = E u;(s)z;(t) + E Y1:(S)Vk(t)}
;=1 k~l

where z; E C(T) and Yk E C(S) are arbitrary functions. The function classes W a~e called
"Tensor Product Subspaces" or "Separable Functions" or "Biending Functions". We shall
aproximate functions f E C(S x T) by the elements of W in the uniform norm on S x T
and denote the infimum (distance) by

dist(f, W):= in! 11/ - wllsxT.
wElV

We shall talk about the size of dist(J, W), the existenee and computation of a best
approximation for f from W.
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Klaus Höllig:

BOX-SPLINE TILINGS

Let / : Rd -+ R be areal analytic function such that, for i E Zd, I/(x + i)1 -+ 00,

as Ijl -+ 00, for almost all x E Hd. Then the translates of the set {x E Rd : 1/(z)1 <
"(z + i)l, j E Zd \ O} over the lattice Zd generate a tiling (i.e; an essentially disjoint
partition) of Rd • Such sets anse in box-spline theory and generate rather interesting
patterns.

Arieh Iserles:

ORTHOGONALITY AND APPROXIMATION IN SOBOLEV SPACES

We consder polynomials p~).) which are orthogonal with ~espect to the Sobolev inner
product

(I,g)>. =Lfgd<p +"L1'9'#,

where .\ ~ o. Let {Pl:} be the OPS w.r.t the distributio~"d'P(in the classical sense.) It can
be demonstrated that , stibject to an extra condition on {Cf',,p} (whose specific formulation

is that JRP~p'md1/J is a function of min{m,n} foi m,n ~ 1), it is possible to expand p~).)
in {Pn} such that

n-1

p~).) = L rl-1 (.\)pl(X) + un(.\)Pn(x)
l=l

where the rl's are independent ofn. Moreover, each rl is a polynomial of degree f. and {O"l}
is an OPS w.r.t. some distribution Q. We identify some instances whereby our condition
holds and single out the underlying 'distribution Q.

The framework is generalised to eater for the case when P~).) is of the same parity as~
- this caters for the case of both Cf' and t/J being Legendre distributions. We identify th<w
underlying a's with atomic measures linked with Bernouli numbers.

Finally, we present an applieation of Sobolev orthogonality to spectral methods for linear
parabolic PDE's with variable coeffieients .

Kamen Ivanov:

BETWEEN FREE KNOT AND FIXED KNOT SPLINES

A characterization of the order oI approximation by free knot spines in terms of Besov
spaces has recently been obtained by P. Petrushev, while the eorresponding characteriza-
tion for fixed knot splines has been known for years. ..
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We link the free knot and fixed knot splines by splines whieh ean be represented as linear
eombinations of dyadie B-splines with controlled behavior of their supports. Direet and
converse theorems for the approximating properties of these spline families are proved.

Thus, we get a unified view of free knot and fixed knot splines and give an answer to a
question of J. Peetre posed at the US-Swedish Semin~r in Lund, 1986.

Björn J awerth:

THE fP-TRANSFORM AND WAVELETS: A SURVEY

In joint work with M. Frazier we have shown that for a large dass of funetions <p and 1/J
it is possible to write a general function f on Rn as

f = L L (f,epv,k}tP~,k.
IIEZ kEZn

Here <Pv,k(Z) = 2vn /2<p(2vz - k) and similarly for tPlI,le. The operator f ~ {(f, f/'v,Ie)} is
ealled the <,o-transform. Furthermore, for most of the elassieal distribution spaees F there
is a eorresponding sequence space J= such that f E F if and only if {(/, <P1I,1e)} E :F. The <,0

transform includes eertain spline expansions and, when {""v,le} forms an orthonormal basis,
the so-called wavelets. The tp-transform and the wavelets have a number of interesting
consequences in theoretical mathematics and applieations.

Rong-Qing Jia:

MULTIVARIATE DISCRETE SPLINES, PARTIAL DIFFERENCE EQUA
TIONS AND LINEAR DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS

In this talk, we c;lemonstrate the elose relationship between multivariate discrete splines
and linear diophantine equations. On the one hand, we use linear diophantine equations
to investigate the algebraie properties of discrete box splines. In particular, we obtain
neeessary and suffieient conditions for the multiinteger translates of a discrete box spline to
be linearly independent. On the other hand, we use multivariate discrete truncated powers
to study linear diophantine equations. In particular, we salve a conjecture of Stanley
coneerning symmetrie magic squares. The link between linear diophantine equations and
multivariate discrete splines is certain systems of linear partial difference equations, for
whieh we establish a general existence and uniqueness theorem on the solutions.
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Iain Johnstone:

MINIMAX ESTIMATION IN NON-PARAMETRIC REGRESSION

We survey recent work by subsets of Donoho, Liu, MacGibbon, and the speaker. In the
first problem, data y = 8 + € is observed, where the unknown signal 8 is to be estimated,
but is contaminated by white Gaussian noise of standard deviation Cf. Prior information
that 9 belongs to e is available. We compare minimax risks of linear and non-linear
estimators for estimating 8 under squared error 1055. For linear estimators, these are
approximately determined by Kolmogorov linear n-widths, and for non-linear estimates.•
certain Bernstein n-widths. Precise asymptotic evaluations of minimax risk are availatW
when e is an lp ball in Rn as (j -+ 0 and n -+ 00. In the second problem, approximation of
bivariate functions by ridge functions ("plane waves") is compared with kernel smoothing.
A duality is exhibited between the two methods. Function classes are constructed in which
the methods respectively aehieve faster convergence rates than polynomial approximation.
This illustrates quantitatively the heuristic that multivariate regression proeedures ean be
tailored to prior informaiton about the structure of the regression function.

D. Leviatan:

ON THE MÜNTZ-JACKSON THEOREM

We are interested in obtaining estimates of the Jackson type in the approximation of
f E Lp[O, 1], 1 ~ p ~ 00 (where L oo denotes the space e[O" 1]) by means of Müntz
polynomials 2:;=0 aA:zl• where the ,\ are taken from a sequence A = {~A:}~o of distinct
real numbers satisfying

o= '\0 < '\1 < '\2 < ... < '\n < ...
Let the Blaschke product B~(z) be defined as

and let

I
B~(z) IEp(An) := max -_ ..

3lz=1 Z

We prove

THEOREM. For each 1 ~ p ~ 00 and integer r 2:: 1, there exists a constant Ap = Ap ( r)
such that if A satisfies'\A: = k, k = 0, ... ,r -1, then for 311 f E Lp[O, 1] and a11 n ~ r - 1

Ep(f, .\n) := i~.f Iit -~ ar.z"·ll
p

~ Apw;(f,Ep(;\n))p

10



where cp(z) = (1 - z)t and w;(f, ')p is the Ditzi~n - Totik r-th modulus of smoothness in
Lp •

Rudi Lorentz:

BIRKHOFF INTERPOLATION IN AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF DI
MENSIONS

The author and G.G. Lorentz have concentrated their work on Birkhoff interpolation
primarily to bivariate polynomials. Same of these results have now been geileralized to an
arbitrary number of dimensions.

One of the results is the characterization that a Birkhoff interpolation is regular if and
only if its incidence matrix is an Abel matrix. This immediately implies the regularity of the
Kergin interpolation in Micchelli '5 formulation and allows a large dass of generalizations.

Another result which ean be generalized to an arbitrary number of dimensions is a
suffieient condition for regularity of Birkhoff interpolation with preseribed knots~ This is
used to strengthen a theorem of Severi on the minimal total degree of a sp'ace of polynomials
in which given Hermite interpolation functioqals are linearly independent.

Finally, singularity results for Hermite interpolation with a small number of knots are
given. Even in t~o dimensions, these results are new.

Bradley J. Lucier:

APPROXIMATING DISCONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS OF HYPERBOLIC CON
SERVATION LAWS WITH FREE-KNOT.SPLINES

The solution 11.(%, t) to the differential equation

Ut + f(u)z = 0, zER, t > 0,

ean develop discontinuities (called "shoeks") even when the flux land the initial data
u(z,O) = uo(z), zER," are smooth. Ho.wever, it has been k'nown since the fifties that
regularity is preserved in the spaee BV of functions of bounded variation, that' is, Uo E BV
implies that u( . , t) E BV for all positive t and /Iu( . , t) IIBv ~ lIuo IIB~' Therefore, the best
rate of approximation to the solution 11.(" t) in LI (R) by splines of any order with uniformly
plaeed knots is O(I/n), where the grid spacing-is I/n.· .

The situation is different when one eonsiders approximation with free knots. It was
shown by Petrushev and DeVore and Popov that same of the regulari ty spaees associated
with approximation by free knot splines are Besov spaees. In particular, u E BQ := B;(LtT)
with (T = 1/(0: + 1) if and only if n Q E:;(uh E ItT(1/n), where E~(uh is the least error in
L1 (R) when approximating 11. by pieeewise polynomials of degree < r (er < r) with n fre~

knots. One might hope that by moving the knots with time one ean approximate to high
order solutions 11.(z, t) even after diseontinuities occur. This is indeed the case:

11



Theorem (DeVore aod Lucier). Assume I" ~ C > 0, f E C r +I
, and a < T. Then

Uo E BV nBQ implies that for alilater times t, u( " t) E BV nBQ
•

The proof is constructive for Q < 2; in this case one generates piecewise rational approx
imations (linear in z) to u(z, t) and piecewise algebraic curve approximations to the shock
curves in z-t space. For Q 2:: 2 the proof relies on a new Bernstein inequality for free knot
approximation in LI(R) with piecewise algebraie curves of a partieular form.

Joho Masoo:

APPROXIMATION BY FUNCTIONS OF LINEAR FORMS •
We consider the approximation of a given function or data set y by a form f( L) where

f is a chosen function and L is a linear form (and in partieular a polynomial), using two
linearisation 8.lgorithms based on eomparisons between a true err~r € = Y - f( L) and a
linearized error ~* = w· [f-I(y) - L], where w = {f-l(y)}'. The first algorithm, based on
ideas of K. Appel, minimises IIE*II and the seeond, an iterative proeedure based on ideas of
D.G. Carta, minimises IIf;+1 - (fi - fi)lI. The eonvergenee properties of these algorithm
are discussed for I.p norms, and it is shown that, although best appr~ximationsmay be
obtained in 1.00 , non-best approximations (of Galerkin-type in the ease of polynomials)
are obtained in 1.2 • We also discuss the known existence and characterisation theories for
best approximation, especially when f is monotonie. Applieations of the algorithms are
diseussed for f = L -r (for integer r) and f = eL , and numerieal results are given.

H. Michael Möller:

MAXIMAL LINEAR FUNCTIONALS FOR SYMMETRIe POLOYNOMIAL
APPROXIMATION PROBLEMS

Assume that a function f E C(B) has eertain symmetries. We want to approximate it
uniformly by polynomials having the same symmetry. Using group representation theory,
we speeify symmetries whieh allow this symmmetry preserving approximation. Onei~
portant example is given by the functions whieh are invariant under all transformation JW
a finite transformation group.

We study the maximal functionals whieh vanish on the (finite dimensional) polynoIDial
spaces having one of these specified symmetries in the bivariate ease'. We give bounds for
the number of point evaluation functionals involved in these maximal funetionals and try
to describe the geometrie configuatrion of these points.
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Günther Nürnberger:

THE STRUCTURE OF NONLINEAR APPROXIMATING SETS AND SP
LINES WITH FREE KNOTS

An important property of certain nonlinear families is that loeal and global best uniform
" approximations are the same. The set 'R.p,q of rational functions has tbis property, while the

set Sm,1: of splines with free knots fails to have this strueture. Therefore, given a nonlinear
family, we restriet our eonsid~rationsto a subelass of best approximations, and show that
loeal and global strongly unique best approximations coincide if and only if strongly unique
best approximations ean be characterized by properties of the linear tangent space. Since
splines from Sm,"- with simple' koots satisfy these properties, we qbtain an alternation
eharacterization 01 strongly unique best approximations. In addition, it is shown that
"many" unique best approximations from STn,Ic are strongly unique. Finally, we give a
stability result for strong unicity and eontinuity results for the set-valued metric projection
onto Sm,k'

J. Nuttall:

HERMITE-PADE ASYMPTOTICS - INTRODUCTION

For funetions !;(z),j = 1, ... ,m, analytie near infinity, diagonal type 1 (Latin) polyno.
mials p;( z), j = 1, ... ,m, of.degree n, are defined' by

L p;(z )f;('z) = O(z-(Tn-1)(n+l»), z ---. 00.

;=1

We survey their history and mention various special eases and applieations, in partieular
the case 01 Pade approximants, m = 2. A basic problem is to determined the asymptotics of
the polynomials as n ---. 00. For m = 2, for funetions with branch points, it is indicated why
most of the zeros of the polynomials approach an appropnate set of minimum capacity. We
show the importance of a eorreetly chosen Riemann surface in deseribing asymptotic results
by discussing the example of Dumas. A general conjecture, proved for some functions,
gives strong asymptotics of HP polynomials in terms of the solution of a certain Hilbert
problem (in the sense of Muskhelishvili) on the appropriate Riemann surfaee: A recently
discovered integral equation promises to lead to a proof of the eonjecture for an extended
class of funetions.
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Peter Oswald:

FUNCTION SPACE TECHNIQUES FOR SPLINE APPROXIMATION PROB
LEMS AND PROBLEMS OF GRID GENERATION IN NUMERICAL DIS
CRETIZATIONS

We report on some recent results concerning spline representations in various functions
spaces. Especially, Besov spaces turn out to be a proper basis for dealing with Lp (0 <
p < (0) and Sobolev space estimates for spline and similar approximation schemes. The
concept developed applies to hoth linear and nonlinear approximation by one-dimensioa
and multivariate splines or by finite element functions. Possible applications to e.
estimates aod grid generation for numerical meihods are discussed.

Pensho Petrushev:

UNIFORM RATIONAL APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS WITH FIRST
DERIVATIVE IN THE REAL HARDY SPACE H 1

Denote by Rn(f) the best uniform approximation of f by means of rational functions of
degree n. The following result is obtained together with E. Moskona:

THEOREM. Jf the function / is absolutely continuous on the rea1line and /' is in the real
Hardy space ReH 1 , then

(1) n = 1,2, ....

•
Moreover, for each individual fun~tion / with f' E ReH1

, we have Rn(f) = o(n-1 ), i.e.
the "sma11 0" effect appears.

The Jackson estimate (1) and the corresponding Bernstein type inequality· proved by
V. Russak provide a characterization of the uniform rational approximation. A similar
theorem for approximation on the unit disk was proved by A. Pekarskii.

Ted Rivlin:

THE REPRESENTATION OF FUNCTIONS IN TERMS .OF THEIR DI
VIDED DIFFERENCES

Let B denote an infinite triangular array of complex numbers whose n-th row, n

0,1, ... is bn := (b~n), ... ,b~~l)' If fis a function defined on the.entries in B, let 1,,/,
k = 1,2, ... be the divided differences of f with respect to bk-l Since lkf = 0 for f(z) =
x m , m < k - 1, and lm+1 xm = 1, it is easy to see that there exist uni'que monic basic
polynomials, Pn(x), ofdegree n, n = 0,1, ... , such that 11c+1Pn = Dktn, k,n = 0,1, ... ~

Thus {Pn(x),lk+1}~ois a normaIized biorthogonal system, and, given B, each f defined
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on B has the biorthogonal expansion, L(Ij !)Pj - 1 (z) associated to it. In a long paper,

j=l

"The Representation of Functions in Terms of their Divided Difference at Chebyshev Nodes

and'Roots of Unity", by K.G. Ivanov, T.J. Rivlin, and E.B. Saft' (preprint: ICM-USF #

89-014), polynomials were exhibited for the following choices of bn : (n+ l)-st roots of unity;

extrema on [-1,1] of the Chebyshev polynomial, Tn(z)j and zeros of Tn+t(z). In this talk,

we consider the case that the entries of B are b~n) = (j - l)/(n + 1), j = 1, ... ,n + 1,

n = 1,2, ... ; b~O) = 0, and we present an explicit expression for the coefficients of the basic

polynomials. .

Amos Ron:

ON THE INTEGER TRANSLATES OF A COMPACTLY SUPPORTED FUNC·

TION: DUAL BASES AND LINEAR PROJECTORS

This is jointwork with Asher Ben-Artzi. Given a multivariate compact1y supported

function t/J, we discuss here linear projectors to the space S( c/J) spanned by its integer

translates. These projectors are constructed with the aid of a. dual basis for the integer

translates of </>, hence nnder the assumption that these translates are linearly independent.

Our main result shows that the linear funetionals of the dual basis are loeal, henee makes

it possible to eontruct local linear projeetors onto S(<p). We then discuss, for a general

compact1y supported function, a scheme for the construction of ,such Ioeal projectors.

In the second part of the paper we apply these observations to piecewise-polynomials and

piecewise-exponentials to obtain a neeessary and sufficient condition for a quasi-interpolant

to be a projector". The results of that part extend and refine recent constructions of dual

hases and linear projectors for polynomial and exponential box splines.

Pani Sablonniere:

BERNSTEIN QUASI.INTERPOLANTS I~ QNE AND SEVERAL VARI·

ABLES -

Let {br} he the Bernstein basis of polynomials of total degree at most. n over a simplex

or a hypercube. We study Bernstein Quasi-interpolants B~Ic)f = ~i 1L~~~(f)br, where the

coeflicients are combinations of Dirac measures on the regular lattice associated with the

domain. These operators are intermediate ones between ,elassical Bernstein approximants

and Lagrange interpolants. Results are given on their norm and their speed of convergence

when n tends to infinity together with some practicaI applications ..
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Ed Saff:

DISTRIBUTION OF EXTREME POINTS IN BEST POLYNOMIAL AND
RATIONAL APPROXIMATION

'.
.4 0 (/) := {z E K : !f(z) - p~(f; z)1 = 111 - p~(/)IIK},

Let K be a compact set in the complex plane having positive logarithmic capacity
and conneeted complement. For any f continuous on K and analytic in the interior of
K we investigate the distribution of the extreme points for the error in b.est uniform
approximation to f by polynomials. More precisely, if

where p;(!) is the polynomial of degree ~ n of best uniform approximation to ! on K, we
show that there is a subsequence {nk} with the property that the sequence of (nk + 2)
point Fekete subsets of An. has limiting distribution (as k -+ 00) equal to the equilibrium
distribution for K. Analogous results for weighted polynomial approximation are also
given. In the special case when K = [-1,1] and 1 E C[-I, 1] is real valued, we give some
sufficient conditions for the denseness of extreme points in best rational approximation.

Robert Sharpley:

EXTENSION OPERATORS FOR BESOV SPACES: 0 < P < 1

In joint work with R. DeVore we eonstruet an operator E whieh extends funetions from
domains having possibly rough boundaries to all of Rn while preserving smoothness in
appropriate Besov space norms. These norms are defined in terms of the modulus of
smoothness by

. ( [I dt) l/q
IIfIlB:(LP(n»:= Ja (wr(f, t)p t-al

qt + IIfIlLP.

In the case 1 :$ p ~ 00 these resu1ts are weH known and follow by ~pplying interpolatiA
theory to the corresponding extension operator for the Sobolev spaces. When 0 < P <.,.,
the Sobolev spaces are not available and the operator must be constructed using the loeal
polynomial approximants. As corollaries of this result and its proof, we extend various
characterizations and properties of Besov spaces (where n is either a cube or all of Rn)
recently given by DeVore and Popov to this setting. In particular, atomic decompositions
of the functions and interpolation properties of these spaces are provided.
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Herbert Stahl:

DAS ASYMPTOTISCHE VERHALTEN ORTHOGONALER POLYNOME
UND RATIONALE APPROXIMATION

Der Zusammenhang zwischen: orthogonalen Polynomen und Kettenbrüchen, beziehungs
weise Padeapproximierenden ist klassisch, und viele Systeme orthogonaler Polynome wur
den erstmalig bei Kettenbruchentwicklungen spezieller Funktionen systematisch unter
sucht. Wir beschäftigen uns mit Polynomen, die orthogonal sind bezüglich eines posi
tiven Masses mit kompaktem Träger in C. In dieser Klasse entsprechen die Polynome
mit regulärem asymptotischen Verhalten am ehesten den klassischen Systemen orthogo
naler Polynome (wi~ z.B. Legendre, Chebyshev oder Jacobi). Im Vortrag werden neuere
Ergebnisse zu diesem Themenkreis vorgestellt, und aufbauend auf diesen Ergebnissen wird
die exakte Konvergenzgeschwindigkeit für interpolierende rationale Funktionen und ratio
nale Bestapproximierende bei Markov-Funktionen abgeleitet. In analoger Weise werden
dann, falls es die Redezeit erlaubt, die genauen Konvergenz- und Divergenzgebiete für
nicht-diagonale Padeapproximi~rendebei Markov-Funktionen bestimmt.

Joachim Stöckler:

CUBATURE FORMULAS FOR PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

We investigate the problem of minimizing the error for multivariate integration rules

where f lies in a subset of a reproducing kernel space of smooth periodic functions. Given
fixed nodes t ll , 1 ::; v ~ N, tbe optimal weights can be computed hy solving a linear
system of equations involving the reproducing kernel. We develop estimates for special
cases, when the kernel is a multivariate Bernoulli-spline.

An introduction to the nonlinear problem of placing N nades in [0,21r)d in order to
minimize the interpolation error is given, and differences between the univariate and the
multivariate case are demonstrated.

JoszeC Szabados:

FINE AND ROUGH THEORY OF INTERPOLATION

A new norm is defined for the r times differentiated Lagrange interpolation operators. By
.u~ing this norm, we are ahle to extend tbe so-called fine and rough theory of interpolation
introduced by Erdos and Turan in 1955, to the case of the differentiated operator. A
simultaneous approximatio~theorem for several consecutive derivatives is also considered.

17



Vladimir Tikhomirov:

SMOTHNESS AND APPROXIMATION

In this lecture, we present some results of the participant's of the author's seminar on
approximation theory at Moscow University (including the author, E. Galeev, A. Buslaev,
G. Magaril-Iliyaev and A. Hodulev.)

The first part of the lecture is devoted to asymptotic results on n-widths in the sense of
Kolmogorov, Fourier n-widths, linear n-widths and n-widths in the sense of P. Alexandrov,
for the classes Hr(II) := UO/p,o)ErH;(II), r c I x R.

In the second part of the lecture, we discuss some problems of nonlinear analysis con
nected with generalized differential equations of Sturm-Liouisville type (the spectral num-
bers of such equations are the n-widths of corresponding Sobolev classes.) .

Finally, the problems of mean N dimensions of spaces in Lp(R) or Gi(R) were considered. e
Vilmos Totik:

POTENTIALS OF SIGNED MEASURES AND RATIONAL FUNCTIONS

For two disjoint compact sets A and B on the complex plane and a weight function
Q on A U B, we minimize the logarithmic energy in the presence of the external field Q
for signed measures with mass 1 on A and mass -Ion B. The optimal measure will
be supported on a subset A * U B* of A U B, and the correspondiI1;g weighted pot~nÜal

is constant (quasi-everywhere) on A· and on B*. The difference F of these constants
is closely linked to the problem of finding rational functions of degree n such that their
modulus multiplied by the weight exp( -nQ( z)) be as large as possible on A under the
condition that their weighted norms on B (with weight exp( -nQ{z)) ) is at most one. In
the unweighted case this in turn solves the problem on the rate of rational approximants
to the function f that is 1 on A and 0 on B (the n-th root of this best approximation tends
to exp( -F/2»). Asymptotically optimal rational functions can be obtained by dicretizing
the weighted energy (Fekete points, Leja points). When A and Bare connected sets, then
the potential of the extremal meaSllre is just the real part of a conformal mapping of the
complement of AUE onto a ring while exp( -IFI/2) equals the ratio of the radii of this ring.
Therefore, we get a (numerical) method for finding conformal. mappings of ring domains
onto rings. .. •
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Lars Wahlbin:

POINTWISE STABILITY OF CUBIC SMOOTHING SPLINES WITH NONUNI
FORM DATA POINTS

The cubic smoothing spline Sn ( z) is the solution of

In this joint work with R.S. Anderssen and F.R. de Haog, a general technique is develaped
for analyzing the pointwise stability of the above minimization problem when the mesh
points are unevenly spaced. The technique applies e.g. to the cases of (i) meshes which

"look quasi-uniform on the scale of ).,~/4", and (ii) meshes which are systematically ref1ned
or thinned around a point.

The technique also applies to analyzing pointwise convergence when data di = D(Zi) +
errar for some function D(z).

e-mail addresses:
Hubert Berens: mpma12@derrzeO (bitnet)
Wolfgang Boehm: I1120101@DBSTUl (bitnet)
Carl de Boor: deboor@cs.wisc.edu
Peter Borwein: PBORWEIN@cs.dal.ca (Canadian net)
Len Bos: LPBOS@UNCAMULT (bitnet)
Dietrich Braess: p lS0204@dborubOl (bitnet)
Antonio C6rdova: math022@dwuuni21 (bitnet)
Wolfgang Dahmen: dahmen@fubinf.uucp
Ron DeVore: N410099@UNIVSCVM (bitnet)
Nira Dyn: niradyn@taurus (bitnet)
Arieh Iserles: na@mhd.amtp.cam.ac.uk (janet)
Björn Jawerth: N410117@UNIVSCVM (bitnet)
Kurt Jetter: hu277je@uuiduLuucp
Iain Johnstone: iainj@playfair.stanford.edu
Rudolph Lorentz: GMAP27@DBNGMD21 (bitnet)
Dany Leviatan: LEVIATAN@TAURUS (bitnet)
Brad Lucier: LUCIER@math.purdue.edu
H. Michael Möller: MAIOS@DHAFEUll (bitnet)
Sherm Riemenschneider: SRIEMENS@UALTAVM (bitnet)
T. Rivlin: RIVLIN@YKTVMV (bitnet)
Amos Ron: amos@cs.wisc.edu
E.B. Saff: DKGVAA@CFRVM (bitnet)
Bob Sharpley: N4100S9@UNIVSCVM (bitnet)
Grace Wahba: wahba@stat.wisc.edu
Lars B. Wahlbin: WHALBIN@MSSUNZ.MSLCORNELL.EDU

Berichterstatter: C. de Boor and R.A. DeVore
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 33/1989

KOlumutative Algebra und algebraische Geometrie

61 8. bis.12. 8. 1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von E.Kunz (Regensb':lfg), H.-J.Nastold (Münster)
und L.Szpiro (Paris) statt.

In den Vorträgen wurden neuere Ergebnisse aus der kommutativen Algebra und al
gebraischen Geometrie dargestellt und es wurden Fragen diskutiert, die sich aus beiden
Gebieten gemeinsam ergeben. Dabei wurde eine Vielzahl von Themen angesprochen und
"auch Verbindungen zu anderen Gebieten geknüpft. So wurd~ die I<lassifikation der end
lichen einfachen Gruppen verwendet, um Fundamentalgruppen algebraischer Varietäten
in Charakteristik p zu .berechnen (Abhyankar). Ein Vortt~ag beschäftigte sich mit Be
ziehungen zwischen Quantenfeldtheorie und Deformationstheorie (Buchweitz). Techni
ken der algebraischen Topologie fanden Verwendung, wn die Anzahl der definierenden
Gleichungen von determinantiellen Varietäten abzuschätzen (Bruns). Ferner waren Prob
leme aus der arithmetischen algebraischen Geometrie (Lütkebohmert) und der reellen al
gebraischen Geometrie (Ischebeck) Gegenstand von Vorträgen. Als weitere Themen seien
erwähnt: Cohen-Macaulay~rvloduln,exzellente Ringe und Approximationseigenschaft, pro
jektive Moduln und Vektorbündel, Topologie projektiver Varietäten (Lyubeznik).

Die im Institut aufgestellten pe wurden von den Teilnehmern so stark genutzt, daß es
zeitweilig zu Engpässen kam. Eine größere Zahl von Computern wäre vielleicht wünschens

..~ert. Von David ~isenb.udwurde die neueste Version des algebraischen Programms "Macau
-'·lay" auf den pe Instalhert.

Das große Interesse an der Tagung zeigte sich auch an der hohen Zahl ausländischer
Gäste. Erstmals waren S.S.Abhyankar und S.Kleiman zugegen. Von den Teilnehmern
kamen 19 aus Deutschland, 10 aus europäischen Ländern, 11 aus Nordamerika, 2 aus
Japan und je einer aus Saudi-Arabien.und Brasilien.
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s.s. Abhyankar
FUndamental Gronps of Algebraic Varieties

In my 1957 paper on "Coverings of Algebraic Curves" in the American Journal of
Mathematics, I considered the fundamental group 1r}(Lp ) of the affine line Lp in nonzero
characteristic p, where by 1r}(Lp ) we mean the set orall finite galois groups of unramified
coverings of L p , and I conjectured that 1r} (Lp ) coincides with the set of all quasi p-groups,
where by aquasi p-group we mean a finite group which is generated by, all of its p-Sylow
subgroups. So in partieular, it was conjectured that 1r}(Lp ) eontains all simple groups
whose order is divisible by p. Hence in partieular, it was conjectured that 7r}(Lp ) eontains
the altemating group An for all n ~ p. In support of this conjecture, in the 1957 paper,
I had written down the following two examples of unramified coverings of L p :

Fp+ t = yp+t - XYP + 1 = 0 with t ~ O(p) and

F~ = yn - yr + X r = 0 with n == O(p) and r = 2 or 3 according as p > 2 or p = 2

and r had suggested that their Galois groups Gp+t and G~ should be caleulatecl. Now
with Serre's encouragement and with the help of CT I have proved that Gp+t = Ap+t ' for .
alt t > 1, except when t = 2 & p = 7, and I have also proved that G~ = An for al1

n == O(p). Here by CT we mean the recently proved classification of finite simple groupes.

•

L. Avramov
Comptete intersection local homomornhisms

The purpose of the talk is to present that part of a theory of homomorphisms of finite
flat dimensions -to a large extent worked out jointly with H.-B.Foxby- which qeals ~th
the complete intersection (e.i.) property. The definition for such a homomorphism .is:
cp: (R, m, k) -+ (S, n, I) is loeal (i.e., cp(m) C n), the S-module R has a finite resolution
by Hat R-modules (fdRS< 00, and the cotangent (or Andre-Quillen) homology fundors •
Tä(S/R; 1) vanish for i ~ 2. These homomorphisms satisfy most of the "standard"· pro- .
perties of the other homologically defined classes of loeal homomorphisms (Gorenstein and
Cohen-Maeaulay): a composition of loeal c.i. homomorphisms is one; if R has c.i. formal
fibres, and cp is c.i. then for any q E Spec S the homomorphism Rqns -+ Sq is c.i.;'if cp
is flat, then cp is e.i. if and only if SImS is c.i.; if cp is surjective, then cp is c.i. if and
only if Ker cp is generated by a regular sequenee, etc.

One of the main open problems is the following: if fdRS < 00 and Tä(S/R, I) = 0 for
i >> 0, then ep is c.i. This has been proved wben R is essentially of finite type (a eonjecture
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... of Quillen) and also for S Hat, and for R an algebra over a field of characteristic zero,
or -more generaly- 'Yhen k C 1 is a separable field extensions. In this cases the following
strong decomposition result holels: if t/J: Q -+ R is a local homomorphism, and fdRS < 00,

then e.pt/J c.i. implies both <p and 1/J are c.i.

M. Boratynski

The curves of contact on the surfaces of P 3

The problem we dealt with is the following:' Let C C Fn C p 3 wher~_ C is a smooth
curve which passes through at most a finite number of· singular points of a degree m

Aiurface pm, and let t 2:: o. When does there exist a degree n surface Gn such· that
_pm n Gn = (t + l)C? Put I = the ideal sheaf of C c P 3. For any.s ~ 1 we define J, by

the formula Ja/O( -P) = (I/O( -P»(,) -the s-th symbolic power.

Theorem Let C C pm C p 3 verify the above assumptions and let t 2::. O. Then there
exists Gn c p 3 s.t. Fm n Gn == (t + l)C if and only if

1) (t + 1) deg C = m . n (Bezout),

2) Jt /Jt+1 ~ wc(4m - n), Wc a canonical b'?ldle on C',

3) HiJt(m+n-4)=O (H1Jt(i) =.0, i~m+n-4).

Corollary: (simple contact case). 2C = Fm n Gn if and only if

1) 2 deg C = m . n,

2) Oc(D) ~ wc2 (2m + n - 8) where D is a divisor associated to J2 / Tl + O(-F),

3) H 1(Ic (i)=O for i~m+n-4.

The second part of the talk was dedicated to the contact curves passing through the
rational double points. As a resuli the description of all cubic surfaces admitting rational
double points which contain the curves of contact was obtained.

J.F. Boutot

Formal groups and the "v=adic· upper half-plane"

_ Let K be a local non archimedian local field of char 0, ring of integers 0 and residual

-characteristic p. Let D be the quater;nion algebra over K, 0 D its ring of integers.

The p-adic "upper half-plane" n.= pl(C) - pl(K)has a formal model Ö over 0
whose special fiber is a tree of projective lines over the residue field k intersecting at their
k-rational points. We explained Drinfeld's description of s1®Dnr as a moduli space for
certain p-divisible groups: the quaternionic modules. Quatemionic modules are smooth
commutative formal 0 -modules of dimension 2 and height 4 with an action of .0 D ,,
which are special i.e. the action of the unralnified quadratic extension .0 of D splits the
Lie algebra into the direct SUffi of two one-dimensional pieces.
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This description is the key to Drinfeld 's proof of Cherednik'8 p-adic uniformization of

certain Shimura curves.

M. Brodman
Generalized Castelnuovo Regularity

Let k be an algebraically closed field, let dEN, and let :F be a coherent sheaf over
pd. Put dim(:F) := dimSupp F, IF := inf{dimlin.span {~} \ x E Ass (F), x non closed},
6,:= inf{depth(F%) \x E pdclosed, x fj Ass(:F)}, hi(:F(n»:= dimkHi(pd,.r(n».
1.THM: Let e, i E N with e ~ i. Then, there are functions
De,i: N 2 X N ~-i+I X Z ~-i --+ No and Ce,i: N 2 X N g-i+I -+ Z such that for any coherent _

sheaf .r over P d with dimeT) $ e: -
a) hi(:F(n» :5 Be,i(max {1, I,}, max {1, 6F}; hi(F(-i», ... , he(.1"(-e» ;n),Vn ~ -i.
b) hi (.1"(n»·= 0, Vn ~ Ce,i(max {1, I;},.max {1, 6;} ,hi(F(-i), .. . , he (.1"(-e»).
For a coherent sheaf .1" over pd the Castelnuovo-regularity is defined by

reg(F) := inf{m E l \ Hi(P d, F(m - i» = 0, Vi > O}

2.COR.: For all coherent sheaves :F over pd with dim(:F):5 e we have

reg(F) :5 Ce,I{max {1, I;}, max {1, 6F}, hI(F( -1», ... , he(F{-e») + 1

w. Bruns
The number of equations defining a determinantal variety

Theorem: Let K be an algebraically closed field, L = HomK(Km, Kn) ,
1 :5 t :5 minem, n), and V = {c.p E L: rk<p < t}. Then V can be defined set-theoretically
by mn - t 2 + 1 (homogeneous) equations, but not by fewer equations.

The inequality ":5" has been known for some years (see: W.Bruns and U.Vetter, Deter
minantal rings, SLNM 1327), whereas the inequality "2::" is recent joint work with Roland
SChwänzl. The main point in proving it is to establish a. topological obstruction to the e
number of equations being smaller than mn - t 2 + 1: It is shown that
H 2mn-t'{L \ V, Z/ql) = l/qZ where H denotes singular cohomology for K = C
or etale cohomology in characteristic p (prime to q). The computation of the cohomo
logy group uses standard techniques of algebraic iopology (Poincare duality, Leray-Serre .
spectral sequence).
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·R.-O. Buchweitz

Quantizations and Classical Yang-Baxter eguation

After giving the definition and elementary properties of the Classical Yang,..Baxter equa
tion (CYBE), which are mainly due to Belavin & Drinfeld [1982], we wanted to make
the following point: Let A/K be a commutative algebra over a field K and consider the
K-linear derivations of A into itself, e = Der(A/K,A). Let HHeCA/K,A) denote the
Hochschild-cohomology of A with coefficients in A. Then we have the following commu
tative diagram

I
Tl

[
HH 2 (AIK,A)

1

qcomm.
----+

q ,-oc.

---+

Jacobi-iden&;j&;y

HomA(O~/KIA)-~----+JHomA(O~/KJA)

~l· 1 "cup-product 0 0 cup-product

Ai-e........ CYBE tor e ...........A~e

where q_ is the obstruction map in deformation theory, T1 = commutative 1st order de
fonnationsof A over K, HH2 (A/K,A) = associativedeforrnationsand HomA(n~/K,A)=
pre-Poisson struc~ures 0!1 A. .

1t follows that solutions of the CYBE yield 1at order deformations of A' which can be
lifted to 2nd order. As particular examples we mention the Moyal-bracket for the Weyl
Wigner quantization 'of the cotangentspace of affine space [1946] and Gerstenhaber's work
[1968], which in modern terms dealswith the quantization of fields.

O. Eisenbud

Ribböns and a formula for the socle (Joint work with Dave Bayer, Mark Green,
Joe Harris).

A ribbon on plis ,a scheme C such that Cred = P 1, and such that if I = [plle is
the ideal sheaf of Cred in C, then (l = 0 and I is a linebundle on P 1. The ribbon has
genus 9 iff I ~ O( -g - 1). Ribbons of genus 9 are classified by giving a regular sequence
(F, G) E k[s, t] of homogeneous forms with deg F + deg G ~ 9 - 1; Oe is then defined a.s
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the pull-back of

oe-a) ffi O(-b)

(d = universal derivation)

Philosophy: If a 5 b, then C is a curve of Clifford index a. In the direction of Green's
Conjeeture on canonical curves, we have proved that every non-hyperelliptie ribbon has a
canonical embedding, and the canonical curves of given genus and Clifford index all have
the same betti numbers in their free resolutions. .

In studying the linear series on ribbons, we have needed and proved the following famulaa
(also in a generalization to n variables): •

Let (F1 , ..• , Fm) C k[s, t] = S be an ideal of forms, all of the some degree «5 E Z. Let
J = (a1~h) be the 2 x m Jacobian matrix, and let <p be any map making the following
diagram commute:

5(-2)

11

Opl

(~s)
52(-1)

(",t)
S 5/(8, t)0 ~ ---+ ---+ --+

T~ TJ T6
5m (-6)

(F1t.··,Fm )

S SI(E)0 ~ M. ~ t --+

11
sm-l

where the lower row is a free resolution of S/(E). Then: Soele S/(E.) = (E.) +<p(M(/(E).

E.G. Evans
Betti numbers for modules of finite length over regular local rings

Let R be a regular local ring of clim d and M a module of finite length. The conjecturea
(Buchsbaum-Eisenbud) is that ßi(M) 5 (~). Re~ntly Evans-Griffith & Santorn haveW
showed this is true if M is multigrade. Charalambous showed in this ca.se either
1) M ~ RI(maximal sequence) or

2) Pi(M) ? (f) + ( d 71 ) Vi or

3) Pi(M)? (~)+ (~=:)Vi..
Thus if M '# RI(max sequence) then Eßo ~ M2d + 2d

- 1 and 00 ßi(M) = (f) except for
i = O· or d.
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For general M one needs further possible sequenees e.g. (1,5,5,1) from the 5 generated
height 3 Gorenstein ideals. Up through dimR = 4 one knows a short finite list of possible
sequences such that every finite length module is either Rj{f.!1~ seq.) or has all betti
numbers bigger than one of the list. The key method of proof is linkage and strueture of
Gorenstein ideals to handle the almost eomplete interseetion case. This is joint work with
M.Miller and H.Charalambous.

D. Ferrand

Families of cocyeles
A method is given to eonstruct families on groUPS of the type HR(X, Gm). It uses the

simplieial eomplex assoeiated to an etale eovering Y -+ X , say
(Yj X), = ( ...=t y X X Y.::tY), and some prop~rties of the integral cohomology of the
simplieial set of the conneeted eomponents of the schemes (YjX)w. For the group
Br(X) C H2(X, Gm), the method gen~ra1izes the eonstruetion '~f eyelie algebras.

H.-B. Foxby ,
C~hen-Maeaulay [respeetively, Gorenstein] loeal homomornhisms ot,loeal ring~ (Joint
work with L.L. Avramov).

The purpose is to introduee Cohen-Maeaulay [respeetively, Gorenstei?] loeal homomor
phisms in such a way that it covers the known eases: 1) Flat Case. 2) Surjeetive C~e. 3)
Essentia1ly of Finite Type Case. 4) Absolute Case·. The key 'ingredient is the not'ation of
dualizing complexes of loeal homomorphisms. A loeal homomorphism 'ep: (R,.m) ~ (S, n)
is Cohen-Maeaulay [re~peetively, Gorenstein] if there is adE Z such that Hi(D(ep)) = 0
for i # d [respeetively, Hi(D(cp)) = 0 for i # d and Hd(D(ep)) ~ S] when D(ep) is a
dualizing eomplex of <p. Some of the proofs in the Gorenstein ease use differential graded
homologieal methods.

J. Herzog
Maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules over eomplete intersect10ns (Joint work with
J. Backelin and B. Ulrich).

We apply the following general matrix factorization' theorem to construet linea:r maximal
Cohen-Maeaulay modules: Given a eommutative ring R, an ideal I, an integer d > 1 and
an eleme·nt f E [d , then there exists an integer m and square matrieeS Ql, •.. , ad of size
m with coeffieient in R such that

~) f E m = 0'1 •.. O'd

2) The coefficients of each of the ai generate [ ..
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As an application we have: Suppose R is a local Cohen-Macaulay-ring admitting alinear
maximal Cohen-Macaulay module. Let f ERbe an element whose initial form Ja in
grm(R) is a non-zerodivisor. Then R/f admits a linear maximal Cohen-Macaulay modUle
as weIl.

G. Horrocks

An invariant for algebraic defonnations of vector bundles

In order to study this invariant we consider the case of bundles over the punctured
spectrum X of a regular local ring with eoefficient field. Thus the usual ehern class
invariants for deformation are absent. In this case I showed two years ago how to construce
a vector bundle on the affine quadric over the punctured spectrum which ia an invariant for
algebraicdeformations. This vector bundle can be described more explicitly now. In fact
any bundle on the affine quadric becomes trivial on each of two affine open sets covering
the quadric and can thus be described by a double coset in a. group of matrices over a
coordinate ring. This approach suggests the investigation of what kind of representatives
the double cosets can have: for example what can be said about those representable by
matrices with constant cha.racteristic polynomials?

"F. Ischebeck

Strongly algebra.i:c vectorbundles over R d

Define 5 := {f E R [X}, ... ,Xcd/ f(x) ~ 0 for a1l x ERd}. Bhatwadekar, Ojanguren,
Sclladhuiser and I proved: Every projective 5-1 R [Xl, ... ,Xd]-module of rank ~ d/2 is
free.

S.L. Kleiman

The double point cycle of a finite man of codimension 1

Let f: X n
- yn+l be a finite map between smooth vaneties of dimensions n ae

n + 1. The double-point set of f on X consists of the points x of X at which f is not
an isomorphism. The double-point set carries two natural scheme structures. The first is
defined by the conductor; the second by the oth Fitting ideal of the residual scheme of the
product X x y X with respect to the diagonal. Assume that f is generically an embedding
and that there are DO 52 -singularities in codimension at most 1 (that is, dim n}(x) :5 1
if codim x :5 1). Then the two scheme structures coincide off a nowhere dense subset of
double-points. That theorem was proved last May in co~aboration with J.Lipman and
B.Ulrich, 13 years after the theorem was conjectured.
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H. Lindel
On a question of Suslin concerning stably fTee modules

In 1977, Suslin has asked whether unimodular vectors of length r + lover a poly
nomial extension R[X] for a commutative Noetherian ring with ~ E R" can be com
pleted to an invertible matrix. This can be extended to a cancellation problem for pro
jective modules P over such polynomial rings, where now r = rank P. Recent work of
R.A.Rao showing that the original Suslin question has a positive answer if dim R ::; 3
was discussed and it was shown, in particular, that andby which reasons any unimodular
vector (va, v}, V2) E Um3(R[X)), dim R = 3, is completable. Moreover, following Rao, it
was shown that in case of a regular local ring R of dimension d, the elementary group
Eld+l(R[X)) acts transitivelyon Umd+l(R(X)). That was used by Rao to settle Quillen's
conjecture on projectiv~modules over R[X], R regular local, if charR 1= 2,3.

M.Lütkebohmert
Degenerating Abelian Varieties

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, let B be a formal abelian variety over R,
and let B' be its dual. Keep only their generic tibers and consider the following situation
of analytic groups

M

T ~

I
E

'\,~.

----+ B ~ cp' : Z r = M' -+ B'
q

A:~E/M

where T -+ E -+ B is an extension of B by a split torus of rank r corresponding to
a morphism cp': Z r -+ B' and where M is a lattice. Such a set-up was introduced by
Raynaud (1970 at Nice). Corresponding to the above situation there is the dual one

M'

T' ---+ E'

1
~ B' ~ cp: M --+ (B') ~ B

A' :=E'/M'

E' represents the functor «M-linearizations on rigidified linebundles on B which are
invariant under translatjons". The following points were discussed:
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1) A' is the dual of A.
2) Description of linebundes on A via M -aetions on pull-baeks of linebundles on B to E.
3) criterion for ampleness of linebundles on A.
4) description of polarizations of A in data of (E, M).
5) relationship with the toroidal compactifieation of Ag,l' the work of Chai and Faltings.
(Report on a joint work of S.Bosch and the speaker)

G. Lyubeznik
The topology of algebraic varieties of small codimension in projective spaee

Let V c P c be a closed irreducible algebraic variety of eodimension c. We prove' that _
the higher relative homotopy groups 1T;(P C, V) vanish for i :5 m, where m depends on n,.
c and various other properties of V. One eorollary says that if V is normal and c :5 ~ ~ 1 ,
then the Pieard group of V is generated by a hyperplane seetion.

K. Nishida
Cohen-:Macaulay and Gorenstein properties of symbolic Rees algebras

First we show that for any ideal I of an unmixed loeal ring A the symbolie Rees algebra
n = En>o [(n)t n C A[t] is Noetheri~ if [(k) is equimultiple for some k. The eonverse

is also t~e if AII(n) is Cohen-Macaulay for large n. The next purpose of this talk is
to explore the problem when n and the extended symbolie Rees algebra 'R' = 'R.[t-1 ]

are Cohen-Maeaulay or Gorenstein algebras, in the ease where A is anormal domain and
ht I = 1. For that we prove in partieular a relation between the canonical elasses of A, 'R.
and' 'R' , whieh gives a eondition for 1?. and 1?.' to be Gorenstein.

J. Nishimura
Some examples cf Noethenan Rings

Generalizing a standard construetion of "bad" loeal rings due to Rotthaus, Ogoma,
Brodmann-Rotthaus, Heitman, we give a new example of Iocal rings a.s follows:
1) (A, m) = a 2-dimensional nonnal local domain of any characteristic, which is note
analytieally reduced.
2) (A, m) = a 3-dimensionallocal domain of any characteristic whose integral closure is
not noetherian.
3) (A, m) = a 3-dimensional faetoriallocal domain, which is not universally catenary.
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P. Roberts
Closure Operations on Modules and Hilbert's 14th Problem

The Monomial Conjecture of M.Hochster states that if X, Y, Z is a system of parameters
in a local ring, then Xtyt zt f/:. the ideal (X t+1 , yt+l, Zt+l ). One approach to this prob

(XC+1 ,yC+l ,ZC+l)
lern is to consider the complex A6 --+ A4 I A, where the map A 6 -+ A 4

. d2 d1

is <:lefined by divided Koszul relations. H ker d1 = Z is integral over Im d2 = B, then
the monomial conjecture would follow. In studying this on~ is led to the algebras gene
rated by B and Z in SymA(A4 ). Let S(B) be the set of elements 0 of SymA(A4 ) such
that (x,y,z)k o is contained in the algebragenerated by B. H A = K[X,Y,Z] for K of
characteristic zero, this gives a new counterexample to Hilbert's 14th problem which. ans
wers some new questions on this subject. In general, this leads to a new closure operation
called "homological closure" which has better properties than S(B).

eh. Rotthaus
Rings with approximation property

Theorem: Let A be a local noetherian ring with approxima.tion property. Then A is
excellent.

The theorem is the converse of the wellknown Artin conjecture and was conjectured by
Kurke and Pfister several years ago.

R. Sharp
Geoeralized ideal transforms aod geoeralized Hughes complexes

Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring (with identity). A system of ideals of A is
a non-empty set 4l of ideals of A such that, whenever Q, QE ~, there exists g E ~ with
g ~ Qf. Such a ~ leads to the functor D~ := limHoIDA(Q, ), called the generalized- .

ideal transform determined by ~.

This talk presented the construction, for any A-module M and any family S = (4lä)ä>O
of systems of ideals of A, of a complex

h- 2 h- 1 hO . h ß

o----4 M ----4 K O --+ K 1 -+ ... -+ KR ---+ K n +1 -+ ...

of A-modules and A-homomorphismswith the property that, for a1l n ~ 0,
KR ~ D~n+l(coker hn

- 2 ). Special cases of this complex include (i) the Cousin complex
of Grothendieck, studied by the speaker in Math.Zeit 112 (1969) 340-356, (ii) the grade
theoretic analogue of the Cousin complex studied by K.R.Hughes in Quaestiones Math. 9

(1986) 293-300, and (iii) certain complexes of modules of generalized fra.ctions (studied by

the speaker and H.Zakeri, L.O'Carroll, and others).
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J .R. Strooker

Homological properties of complete modules (after A.-M.Simon)

Throughout, (A, m,~) is a d-dimensional noetherian local ring. It was proved by
Bartijn & Strooker (Springer LNM 1029) that if a system of parameters Xl,"••• ,Xd of A is
a regular sequence on a complete module M, then every system of parameters iso Though
this is true and weH known for finitely generated modules, the Cohen-Macaulay property,
it certainly fails in general which led to an erroneous statement in Bourbaki. .

In his" thesis (Utrecht 1985) Bartijn found other instances in which modules which are
complete (and separated) in their m-adic topology behave like finitely generated ones.
Anne-Marie Simon at the Universite Libre de Bruxelles pursued this line öf investigation
and it is on a few of her results that we report. a

Using the existence of basic submodules for arbitrary flat modules established by Bar.
tijn & Strooker, loc. cit., Simon proved that in the category of complete modules the
flat modules are the projectiv"e objects and that every module has a minimal projective
resolution.

Theorem. Let I- = 0 ~ FJ ~ [I ~ ... ~ [8 ~ 0 be a Don exact complex of injective
modules with complete homology. HAis equicharacteristic, then d ::; s.

In view of the fact that the injective dimension of a complete module equals the depth of
A (proved by Bass for finitely generated modules but not true in general) we immediately
obtain

CoroHary. Suppose A is equicharacteristic and possesses a" nonnull complete module of
finite injective dimension. Then A is Cohen-Macaulay.

This slightly extends a result which affirmatively answers an old question of Bass to this
effeet.

B. Ulrich

Parafaetoriality and smatl divisor class groups

Let R be an equicharaeteristic zero regular local ring, let I be an R-ideal in the linkage
class of a complete intersection, and let A = R/[ . The local ring A with punctured
speetrum X is ealled parafaetorial if depthA ~ 2 and Pic(X) = o. •
Theorem 1. If dirn A ~ 5, or if A is Gorenstein and dim A ~ 4 then A is paraIaetorial.

Corollary If Ap is factorial for all p E Spec (A) with dim Ap ::; 4 or if A is Gorenstein
and Ap is factorial for all p E Spec (A) with dim Ap ::; 3, then A ia faetorial.

Theo~em I and the Corollary have been shown by Grothendieck in the special ease where
I is "a complete intersection, but without any assumption on the characteristic.

Theorem 2 If A is a complete rigid algebra, then the divisor class group of A is small, i.e.,
it is a eyclic group generated by the class of the eanonieal module. Moreover, this group
is infinite cyelic in esse A is not Gorenstein.
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I. Vainsencher
The Hilbert scheme component of ellip"tic guartic curves

An ellitpic quartic curve in P 3 (rl for short) is a complete intersection of 2 quadric
surfaces. Let H := closure {r~} in Hilb4T p 3. We show H is smooth" and equal to
{n(2, 2)} UZ" U W", where Z", W" are smooth divisors with transversal intersection and
n(2,2) is short for proper intersection of 2 quadrics. A general point in Z/\ (resp. W")
corresponds to the union of aplane cubic and a unisecant line (resp. aplane quar-tic with 2

embedded points supported at a singularity). Denoting by G the Grassmannian of pencils
of quadrics, we have in fact H presented as a double blowup H -+ G' -+ G along (explicit)
smooth centers. This enables us to compute the Chow ring of H (e.g. Pie H = Z 3)
and perform some calculations of numbers such as #{r~meeting 16 generallines} or
#{rl in P 4 contained in a general quintic threefold}.

w. Vasconcelos

The commuting variety of a Lie algebra

For a subspace L of a Lie algebra of (char = 0), we consider the variety C(L) of
commuting pairs of elements of L. -There is a module E, over the ring of polynomial
functions on· L, R, with the property

C(L) ~ Spec(SymR(E»red

E may have arbitrary projective dimension hut in several eases (e.g. L = all symmetrie
n x n matrices,or L = Borel subalgebra of a s.s. Lie algebra) p.d.RE = 1 and C(L) is
an irredueible complete intersection. The more interesting case is L = 9 .s.s. There is a

complex (exact)

o-+ C = R! -+ 9 (8) R ~ 9 (8) R -+ E -+ 0 (i = rank g)

with C generated by the gradients of the invariants of the adjoint group on R. This has
several consequences hut yet missing is the expected Cohen-Macaulayness of SymR(E)
except for rank = 2 which has been ehecked by computer.

R. Waldi

On the Grothendieck grOUP of quotient singularities (joint work with J. Herzog and E.
Marcos).

Let A = C [[Xl, ... ,Xn )) be the formal power series ring in n variables over the complex
numbers, and let G he a finite abelian group acting linearlyon A.
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We describe the Grothendieck grotip Ko( mod R) of the category of finitely generated
modules over the invariant ring R = AG in terms of generators and relations. In special
cases we are able to compute the order of the torsion subgroup of Ko(modR).

A. Wiemers
Projective Modules Over Discrete Bodge Algebras

. Theorem 1: Let B be a discrete Hodge algebra over A, B = A{xt, ... ,xn]/I with I
generated by monomials, A noetherian, dimA = d < 00, and P a j.g.-projective module
over B.
i) If rank (P) ~ d + 1, then P has the cancellation property.
ii) If rank (P) ~ d, 1/d! E A, and for another B -module
B® Q ~ B ®P, Q/X1Q + ... +xnQ ~ P/X1P+··· +xnP then P ~ Q.
iii) Ifeither rank(P) ~ d+2 or rank(P) ~ d+l and lId! E A, then P has aunimodular
element.

i) and iii) give answers to questions, which were posed by Vorst and Mandal.
Theorem 2: Let I C J be ideals generated by squarefree monomials over R = A[Z1 ~ ... , xn] ,
R poetherian, dimA = D, and P a j.g.-projective module over R/I. If either P is free

or rank(P) ~ d + 1 or rank(P) ~ d and lid! E. A, then the natural map Cl =" J/I)

AutR/I(P) -+ AutR/J(P/IP) is onto.
Theorem 2 generalizes results of Vorst and Bhatwadekar/Mandal.

Berichterstatter: R. Waldi
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

•
Tag u n 9 s b e r ich t 34/1989

Kombinatorische und reell-algebraische Geometrie

13.08. bis 19.08.1989

The purpose of this conference, under the direction of E. Becker

(Dortmund), A. Dress (Bielefeld) and J. wills (Siegen), was to

bring together mathematicians specialized either in combinatorial

geornetry or in real algebraic geometry. In combinatorial geometry

there is an increasing need for methods, results and efficient

algorithms cf real algebraic geometry. Real algebraic geometers,

on the other hand, should become acquainted with possible appli

cations to combinatorial geometry. Accordingly, several talks

covered recent results in real algebraic geometry with special

emphasis on algorithms and complexity questions. Topics in combi

natorial geometry ranged from matroid theory, incidence polytopes

to convex geometry and geometry theorem proving. The talks and

many fruitful discussions resulted in finding out the areas of

mutual interest and where the one theory can be applied to the

other. Evidently, in the next years one will see further and

deeper interrelations between combinatorial and real algebraic

geometry.
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Vortragsauszüge

E. BECKER:

Semi-algebraic geometry and the real spectrum

If Adenotes a commutative ring with unit then the real spectrum

Sper A (SpecrA, X(A) or R-Spec A) is, by definition, the set ~

Sper A = {a = (p,P) Ip E Spec A, P an (linear) order of

k(p) = quot(A/p)}

endowed with a topology .given by the subbasis {D(f)}fEA where

D(f) = ~alf(a) = f + P > 0 relative to P in k(p)}. The nation of

the real spectrum was introduced by Coste and Coste-Roy in 1979.

Since then, the fundamental importance of this nation for real

algebraic geometry has become evident. In this talk several appli

cations of this nation were explained. For a detailed study of

real algebraic geometry ane should consult the book "Geometrie

Alg€:brique Reelle" by Bochnak, Coste and Roy.

J. BOKOWSKI:

On the algebraic chirotope variety

New algebraie varieties ean be defined in elose relationship to t~
Grassmann variety. They form the basic tool for the following asser

tions:

- Matroids and oriented matroids differ exactly by the underlying

field.

- New basis exchange theorems can be obtained by algebraic methods.

- A simple algebraic proof for Las Vergnas' theorem is possible

which says essentially that already 3-term Grassmann-Plücker poly

nomials are sufficient to define oriented matroids.

- The oriented matroid variety over the reals characterizes oriented

matroids also in the nonrealizable case. Its dimension is bounded

by the number of points and by the dimension of the Grassmannian.
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u. BREHM:

On the topology of the power complex

•
To each simplicial complex K with n vertices is associated

canonically a subcomplex 2 K of the cube [O,l]n, called the

power complex of K. For each simplicial complex K and each

i ~ 0 holds for the homology groups of 2K:

Hi (2
K

) - $ Hi_I(L),

where the sum is taken over all induced subcomplexes L ~ K.
Moreover the fundamental group TI I (2 K) is generated by'rank

HI (2 K) rnanyelements.

L. BRöCKER:

Topological types of semialgebraic s~ts

•

Let S c~n be semialgebraic, say S = U(nf .. 0 .. ) where
1) 1)

f ij E ]R[X], X= (Xl' .•. ,Xn) and 0ij stands for > 0, ~ 0, = O.

Call the formal expression ß = (n,U(nkijo ij » a diagram for S

and write 5 ~ Ö where k .. stands for the complexity k(f .. ),
1) 1)

k may be the deg~ee or the additive complexity. More generally,

the fij may be taken from an algebra An of analytic functions

f : mn ~]R with complexity and some Bezout-property. Then S is

global semianalytic.

We use ,,<tl for "effectively bounded in terms of", B. = i th Betti
l.

number and B* = L Bi. Then we discuss the fo1lowing statements:

finitely many spaces 5 1 , ,5e , e ~ß

6 one has 5 = Si' i E 1, ,e.

S :S 6 ~ BO(8) -< ~

S :S ß ~ B* (5) -< 6

For given !J. there are

such that for all S :s

1. 11 algebraic, S :s 6 ~ BO(5) -< Ö

2. !J.closed, S:S!J. ~B*(5)-<~

3.

4.

5.
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1.-5. hold, if k = degree and 1.-4. hold for the additive complexity

in the semialgebraic case.

In general, 1. for dimension 0 is the Bezout-property, which implies

1.-5. and also 5. for dirn $ 3.

R. CONNELLY:

Generic global rigidity •

•

Given a realization of a graph in three-space, a fundamental

question is to be able to tell when there is no other non-congru

ent configuration of the vertices with the same edge lengths for

the corresponding graph. When this happens we say that the graph

is globally rigid. It is natural to conjecture that if the con-

-figuration is in generic position, the graph is rigid even with

the removal of any single edge, and the graph is vertex 4-connec

ted, then the graph is globally rigid. We show that there is a

counterexample to this conjecture.

H. CRAPO:

The isotopy problem for projective lines

Given two indexed families L = {L1 , ..•.,Ln }, M = {M1, ..• ,Mn }, each

consisting of 'n mutually non-intersecting lines in real affine

(or projective) 3-space, can the lines Li be moved simultaneously,

in a continuous manner, and in such a way that at no time two of

the lines intersect, until they arrive at the positions of the

correspondinq lines Mi' for i = 1, ..• ,n? If so, we say the fami

lies L,M are affinely (or projectively) isotopic. There are how

many distinct configurations of n lines, up to affine or projective

isotopy?
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We show that the affine problem has a trivial solution: any two

familiesofn lines are affinely isotopie. The projeetive problem

is, however, interesting. The produet of exterior produets of the

three pairs formed from a triple of lines

XABC = (A v B) (A v C) (B v C)

is a projective invariant whieh does not change sign under per

mutation of A,B,C or under re-eoordination of any line. Its sign

GABe = sign (XABC ) = +1 or -1

is isotopy-invariant, symmetrie, and orientation-invariant. For a

family of n lines, the chiral signature is the assignment

a : ABC ~ 0ABe of signs +1,-1 to the tripies of these lines. The

only known restrietion on the values of these signs is that for

any four lines A,B,C,O,

XABCXABOXACOXBCD = 1.

We investigate certain simple configurations of lines, and show

how the problem can be modeled as a problem concerning linked

circles in 3-spaee.

L. OANZER:

Some reeent results and aspects of guasi-periodiety in E2 and E3

In 1984 SHECHTMAN et ale discovered alloys with a novel kind of

struct~re, intermediate between crystalline and amorphous. These

alloys, now ealled guasicrystals, exhibit long-range orientational

order but no translational symmetry. Sineefivefold and even ieosa

hedral symmetry is observed, several authors eonjeetured that the

socalied "golden rhombohedra" yield a geometrie explanation, in

analogy to the PENROSE pieces in the plane. N. G. de BRUIJN and

others developed the "strip projeetion method", using cubie lat

tices in higher dimensions to obtain guasiperiodie tilings with
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the golden-rhombohedra. Guided by the idea that the long-range

order of the quasierystals must stern from same loeal eonditions,

I have sought families of prototiles ("protosets") whieh foree

quasiperiodieity when .subjeet to appropriate matehing eonditions 

as do the PENROSE pieces.

In this talk I first shall give a semi-axiomatic approach to the

subject, and then deseribe a family of four tetrahedra that may

serve as a protoset and realizes the "axioms". 1'11 also consider e
the relationships among the three most .important methods: Matehing

rules '- inflation/deflation principle - strip projection.

A. DRESS:

Geometrie algebra for eombinatorial geometries

Given a combinatorial geometry (or "matroid") M, defined on a finite

set E, one can associate with M in a canonical way a certain abelian

group TM whic~ eontrols many important properties of M and, in par

ticular, turns out to be the (abelianized) multiplicative group of

the coordinatizing (skew-) field if M is a"projeetive space. Cross

ratios for appropriate subspace configurations and determinants of

automorphisms of M- 1I 1ive" naturally in TM' leading e.g. to a new

construction of the Dieudonne - determinants over skew-fields. A

paper with the same title, explaining all this in detail, will ap~.

pear soon in the "Advances in Mathematics". ~

J. E. GOODMAN:

The cornplexity of order types

There are several natural rneasures of the "spread" of a configura

tion S of points in general position in md . The one we prefer is
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the following, which is invariant under affine transformations:

maxPO,···,PdESVol<PO,···,Pd>
0(5) = . ·

m1nPO,···,PdESVol<PO,···,Pd>

If we consider all configurations S' - S having the same order

type (i.e. oriented matroid, or chirotype, structure) as S, we

define the instrinsic spread 0 (S) by

o(S) = mins'_so(S).

The problem we consider is: how large ~an o(S) be for configurations

S of n points in the plane?

We rel~te this to the problem posed by Bernard Chazelle several

years aga of how large a grid is needed to accomodate all n-point

planar configurations in general position, up to order type.

The result is the following theorem, proved in joint work with

Richard Pollack and Bernd Sturmfels:

THEOREM. Let f(n) be the smallest integer N such that every con

figuration S of n points in general position in the plane can be

realized on the grid {(i,j) ~ - N s i,j SN}, and let

gen) = max o(S) 'over all configurations S of n points in general

position in the plane. Then there exist constants c
1

,c
2

such that
cin c 2n

22 s f(n) ,gen) s 2 2

H. HARBORTH:

Ganzzahliqe Abstände in Punktmengen

The diameter D(d,n) i5 the smallest of all largest distances for

point sets of n points (no three in line) of Ed with pairwise

integral distances. -D(2,n) = 1,4,8,8,33,56,56 for 3 s n s 9;

D ( 3 , n) = 1, 3 , 4 , 8 , 13 , 1 7 , 1 7 for 4 s n S 10; D (d , d +1) = 1, 3 s. 0 (d , n) :s 4

for d+l:sn s2d, D(d,2d) = 4, D(d,d+2) = 3 for d = 3,6,8.- If na
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d+1 points are in a hyperplane, and no d+2 points are on a d-sphere,

then the diameters are 8,73,174 for n = 4,5,6 (d = 2), and 3,16 for

n = 5,6 (d = 3). For n ~ 6 even the existence of integral point sets

is not known. - For special graphs in the plane with all edges of

integral length the diameters are determined for all graphs with up

to 6 vertices (connected, degrees ~ 3), and for small regular

graphs. - The platonic graphs have diameters 4,1,7,1,8, and in plane

drawings (without crossings) 17,2,13,2,159 for tetrahedron,cube, ~

octa~edron, dodecahedron, icosahedron. - Special regular graphs w~

unit distance edges anly are also discussed. Does a 4-regular plane

graph with edges of unit length only exist with fewer than 52

vertices?

T. F. HAVEL:

·Distance geametry and molecular biology'

Same applications of Mengers theory of distance geometry to problems

of contemporary interest in molecular biology are presented. These

include the determination of protein structure from Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance data, and the rationalization of structure/activity re

lations observed for drug molecules. It is shown how these diverse

applications can all be reduced to the problem ·of determining the

three-dimensional realizability of distance and oriented matroid in

formation, and a numerical algorithm which finds such realization~
is described.

A. IVIC-WEISS:

Chiral polytopes

In the past ten years rnuch work has been done on the construction

and classification of abstract regular polytopes P (inc~dence poly

topes) . Here regularity means that the automorphism group of P is
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transitive on the flags of P. Abstract regular polytopes are symrne

trical by reflection and thus rnay be called reflexible. In recent

years the term "chiral" has been used for geometrical figures which

are symmetrical by rotation but not by (hyperplane) reflection. We

discuss, and characterize, the groups of abstract chiral polytopes.

In particular, we give a canonical construction of a chiral polytope

fram its group. Various problems on universal chiral polytopes are

discussed.

w. KUHNEL:

Manifold structures on abstract regular polytopes

This reports about joint work with U. Brehm and E. Schulte on the

following problem: How can we associate a (d-l)-dimensional manifold

with a given regular d-incidence-polytope PE <P 1 ,P2>?

In the classical case of reflexible regular honeycoffibs {p,q,r}t the

manifold structure is clear because the facets are 3~balls and the

vertex figures are 2-spheres. For examples such as 2{3,4} and 2{3,S}

(Danzer's construction) compare U. Brehm:s talk at this conference.

Here we deal with the particular case of 4-incidence-polytopes where

PI is a regular map on an orientable surface and P2 i5 one of·the

Platonic solids. In a paper in 1977 Coxeter and 5hephard have found

that P = {{4,4}3,O,{4,3}} leads to a 3-sphere if the facets are

interpreted as toroids in a certain way. We find that

{{6,3}1,1,{3,4}} becomes a 3-sphere or real projective 3-space

depending on the c~oice of the toroids. Similarly {{4,4}2,O,{4,3}}

and {{6,3}1,1,{3,4}} be~ome connected sums of orientable handles

51 x 52. In other cases it is possible to compute the fundamental

group or the homology of the manifold.
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H. M. MÖLLER:

Gröbner bases as a tool for solving algebraic equations

I consider a system of equations and inequations

f i (x1 , ,xn ) 0, i=l, ,m,

gj(X1 ' 'Xn ) ~ 0, j=l, ,s,

with n-variate polynomials f i and 9j. In the talk, I will de~cri~

two methods which decompose this system into a finite nurnber of ~

systems

0, with

polynomials F .. provided, the given system has only a finite nurnber
1J

of solutions. The methods use syrnbolic manipulations, esp. Gröbner

basis techniques. One of these methods is already installed in the

Computer Algebra System REDUCE.

B. MONSON:

Finite incidence polytopes of type {3,3,p}

Recently, McMullen has described, for each odd prime p, a regular

rnap of type {3,p}, whose automorphism group has order p(p2_1 ).

Using a related but quite different construction, we have dis

covered a regular 4-dimensional incidence polytope P of type ~

{3,3,p}. The tetrahedral cells of P are circurnscribed to the nul~

cone in a certain 4-dimensional orthogonal space over GF(p). For

p = ±1 (mod 4), the automorphism group of P has order

p2(p2_1 ) (p2+1). When p = -1 (mod 4), the rotation group is PSL
2

(p2).

When p = 1 (mod 4), certain edges of the polytope form a kind o~

finite Hopf fibration.
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T. RECIO:

Some computational aspects in real algebraic geometry

I consider, as a measure for the complexity of a semialgebraic set

S ~mN, the minimum height h of any algebraic computation tree

(a.c.t) (in the sense of Ben-Or) ·describing S. Given a semialge

braic set there is an algorithm to compute its complexity; more

over one can show that the number of topological types of semial

gebraic sets in mN with bounded complexity is also bounded by a

function depending on N and the complexity; similar results hold

for the complexity of the images by semialgebraic functions, tri

angulations, etc. Concrete computations of complexity can be per

formed using as an intermediate step an extension of Een-Or

techniques for non-scalar complexity plus a generalized notion of

degree-intersectingof a semialgebraic set with a quadratic hyper

plane. In this way we show that the Largest Empty Circle problem

has n(N log N) as a lower bound in a.c.t. model.

M. F. ROY:

Algorithms in real algebraic qeometry

The following problems are known to have an algorithrnic answer:

• a) decide whether a semi-algebraic set is empty,

b) elimination of quantifiersin a formula of ordered fields,

c) computation of connected components.

In the few last years a lot of progress has been made in the

definition of new algorithms leading to simple exponential c~m

plexity bounds instead of doubly exponential ones. (Grigor'ev,

Vorobjov, Canny and others). The situation is not completely

clarified for topological problems.

For th~ moment these very general algorithms do not give concrete

answer to problems arising from applications.
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M. F. ROY:

Complexity of semi-algebraic sets and Tarski-Seidenberg principle

The following results have been obtained in collaboration with

Joos H~intz, M. F. Roy and P. Solerno:

a) Complexity of semi-algebraic sets: a new algorithm based on

linear algebra, and thus weIl parallelizable, for testing

whether a semi-algebraic set is empty or not in sequential

simple exponential time.

b) An algorit~~ for quantifier elimination in the real case, doubly

exponential only in the number of alternations of quantifiers,

and also weIl parallelizable.

E. SCHULTE:

Hermitian forms and locally toroidal polytopes

Abstract regular polytopes are combinatorial structures resembling

the classical regular polytopes. Traditionally polytopes are 10

cally and globally of spherical type.

We discuss the classification of the finite universal locally

toroidal regular polytopes. For example, the universal polytope

{{6,3}m,O,{3,3}} is finite if"and only if m ~ 4. The basic techqllWe

is to associate with the polytopes a Hermitian form which govern~

the structure. The polytopes are finite if and only if the Hermitian

forms are positive definite.

:
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A. M. VERSHIK:

Classification in projective and convex geometry and universality

of the stratifications

Classification of the convex polytopes as geometrical objects, and

configurations as finite representation of matroids.

Universalities in categories of algebraic varieties and others.

Spaces of polytopes, linear 'programs, configurations etc.

Representation theory of posets and the scale of classifications.

Problem of the eomplexity of optimization problems and singularity

theory.

N. L. WHITE:

Cayley (or Grassmann) faetorization

An important problem in computer-aided geometrie reasoning is to

automatically find geometrie interpretations for algebraic ex

pressions. For projective geometry, this question can. be reduced

to the Grassmann faetorization problem. A Grassmann factorization

of a homogeneous bracket polynomial P is a Grassmann algebra for

mula (using only the join and meet operations) which evaluates to

P. The main result of this paper is an algorithm which solves the

4It Grassmann factorization problem in the special case that P is

multilinear. The straightening algorithm of classical invariant

theory is used repeatedly as a subroutine, and we describe several

variations which are relatively more efficient (although still

exponential in complexity) and hence more useful in the Grassmann

factorization algorithm.
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J. M. WILLS:

Lattice polytopes in convex geometry

For a convex body K "in Euclidean d-space Ed let V. (K), i=O,l, ... ,d
1

be its intrinsic volumes (or normed querrnassintegrals). We investi-

gate algebraic and geometr~c properties of the polynomial

d i
W(AK) = L V. (K)A , A E ~ and its zeros Al, ... ,Ad . Various

i=O 1 ~

relations between W, the Steiner-polynomial and the lattice-~oin~

enumerator G(K) = card(K n Zd) are considered.

In particular we show that a Fenchel-Alexandrov-type-inequality

implies the existence of complex zeros of W(AK); and we show in

equalities between successive minima and the zeros of w.

In the analogous problem for the Steiner-polynomial (first investigated

by B. Teissier) it might be helpful to introduce the series of in

radii r i of largest i-dimensional ballsinscribed in K and the

corresponding series of outradii Ri of smallest circumscr~bed

cylinders.

Berichterstatter: E. Becker
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 35/1989

Combinatorial Convexity and Algebraic Geometry

13.8. bis 19.8.1989

This year's Oberwolfach conference on combinatorial convexity and algebraic geoII)etry was
the first of this kind and led by G. Ewald (Boehum), P. McMullen (London), and R. Stanley
(Cambridge, MA). It took pl~ in the same week as the conference on" "Kombinatorische
und reell algebraische Geometrie". Each day of the meeting there were joint lectures in the
forenoon giving surveys on topics of both meetings, and on the other hand there were more
speciallectures in the aftemoon separately for each conference. This report contains the
abstracts of lectures of participants, who formally belonged to the meeting on combinatorial
convexity and algebraic geometry - the other ab.stracts can be found in the report of the
parallel meeting=
One main aspeet of the meeting - also discussed in talks giving some survey - was the
question how the theory of tonc varieties and the theory of convex polytopes are related
and what results can be stated by u~ing this connection. Considering this problem there
were lectures on homology, intersection homologyand f-,h-, or g-vectors; homology, com
binatorial invariance and Minkowski-addition, intersection numbers and mixed volumes.
Furthermore there were lecturesabout using linear transforms in the birational geometry
of tone varieties and about classification of polytopes with few vertices and the question
of projeetivity of the associated torie varieties.
A second field of interest consisted in problems of convexity and combinatorics which are
interesting both from the point of view of combinatorics and of convexity and algebraic
geometry. There were further talks on f-vettors of special classes of cell complexes, on
piecewise polyoomial funetions, which are related to the homology of tone varieties, on
arrangements of hyperplaIies, whieh in two ways are connected to varieties, on the Erhard
polynomial countiog lattice points in polytopes, whieh are connected to global sections on
the assoeiated variety, on the Generalized Lower Boimd Theorem and on difference bodies
of polytopes.
The third aspect of the conferenee was that of applications of the theory of tone vaneties.
Besides a lecture about a coneept geoeralizing the theory of tone varieties there were talks
about investigation of singularities, elassifieation of special singular spaces, 00 divisors,
and on the question of compactification.
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Vortragsauszüge:

Margaret M. Bayer·

2 -

Flag Vectors of Polytopes and Intersection Homology

The f-vector of a simplicial polytope can be obtained from the homology ranks bf th_
assoeiated tone variety. Stanley used this to prove that the f-veetors of simplicial polytopes
satisfy the McMullen eonditions. For nonsimplicial polytopes the relevant ranks are the
middle perversity intersection homology Betti numbers. These depend on, but do not
determine, the Hag vectors of the polytopes. This talk surveys what is known about the
connection between the Betti numbers and Hag vectors. We diseuss the convolutions of 9S
(introdueed by Kalai) and the cd index. Both are attempts to extend the Betti ~umbers

to a set of parameters that in·corporates. all the Hag vector information.

Louis J. Billera

Algebraie, Geometrie and Combinatorial Properties of Piecewise Polynomial Funetions

We consider the ring sr (6) of all er piecewise polynomial funetions over a d-dimensional
polyhedral eomplex 6 ~ R d. If S;;' consists of an elements of degree at most m, we consider
-the generating function Lm>o dimR S:;' (6)tm

, describe some of its properties and show
how it can be computed by ibe methods of Gröbner hases. "
We then specialize to the case ~ = ~p, the complete fan associated to a convex d-polyto~
P with 0 E intP, and show that SO (Ep) ~ Ap, the face (Stanley-Reisner) ring of P, in the
case P simplicial. Thus in the simplicial case we get another geometrie deseription of the
Betti numbers of Xp, the projective torie variety assoeiated to rational P. We eomment
that results of Eikelberg show that the Hilbert senes of S° (Ep) yields ß2 (Xp) in the
nonsimplicial case as weil.
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Anders Björner

On j-vectors, Betti numbers and combinatorics

Joint work with G. Kalai was described, giving eomplete charaeterisations of the pairs
of f-veetors and Betti-number sequenees arising from simplieial eomplexes and various
elasses of eell eomplexes. The eombinatorial methods used, involving various eompression
and shifting techniques, were reviewed.

Wolfgang Ebeling

Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams and the Zeta-function of the monodromy

Let f : (Cn +1
, 0) =} (C,O) be the germ of an analytie funetion with an isolated singularity

at O. A Coxeter-Dynkin diagram of f is a graph with· two types of edges, positive and
negative ones, which deseribes the interseetion matrix ·of f with respect to a (strongly)
distinguished basis of vanishing eyeles of f. It is eonjectured that the minimun over all
Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams of j of tbe number of negative edges is equal to the modality
of f. A similar conjecture was stated by D'yuta (Russ. Math. Surveys 42 (1987». 1 have
almost completed the proof that this conjeeture and a related one hold for the 0-, 1-, and
2-modal singularities. F9r the proof certain numbers related to the zeta-funetion of the
monodromy and the Newton boundary of f are used to derive necessary combinatorial
eonditions for a graph to be a Coxeter-Dynkin diagram of some singularity.

Markus Eikelberg

On the Pieard group of a compact projeetive tone variety

Let XE be a compaet projeetive tone variety, given by a fan ~, whieh is spanned by
a convex polytope 6,* and let X~ be the assoeiated eomplex analytie space. We prove
that the Pieard group Pie XE is isomorphie to H2(X~,Z). Following T. Oda this implies
H2(X~,Z) ~ SF(N;E) / M' SF(NjE) / M denotes the group of on the elements of E linear
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functions as defined by T. Oda.
H H S (ß) ist the semi-group of translation classes of summands of the convex poly
tope ß with Minkowski-addition, ß denoting the polar polytope of ß*, we define S (6)
a.s the group generated by the elements of H S (ß) and ;\ (ß) := r k S (6). We prove
SF(NjE) / M @R ~ 5(6) from which we get H2(X~,Z) ~ PiCXE ~ SF(NjE) / M ~ Z.\(a>.

;\ (ß) can be calculated by a formula of P. McMullen (proved anew by Z. Smilansky). As
special case we obtain PieXr; ~ zn-d for simplicial fans with n one-dimensional cones and
PieXE ~ Z for fans spanned by simple d-dimensional polytopes with d ~ 3. We present
classes of non-simplicial3-polytoptes, for which Pie XE is determined by the f-vector of
ß, and classes, for which PiCXE is not even determined by the combinatorial type of ß
(generalizing results of M. McConnell). . •

Günter Ewald

Mixed volumes and intersection numbers

First we present an introduction into the relationship between mixed volumes of lattice
polytopes in Rn and intersection numbers of varieties associated with the polytopes, called
toric varieties.
In a second part we give a new characterization of Alexandrov-Fenchel's inequality and
base on it the following contribution to the problem of discussing the equality case (which
is open since more than 50 years): H all convex· bodies are n-dimensional polytopes, a
conjecture made by R. Schneider on the equality case is true. In the lower-dimensional
case the conjecture is false.

Jonathan Fine •
On Intersection Homology from a combinatorial point of view

METHon FORMULA

Weil conjectures, counting points E fi( -1 + t)i

-/1- Ep(L6)(-1+t)dim6

Mostly, this talk was concerned with formulae for betti. numbers. (Intersection homology,
in the singular case).
CASE

smooth toric variety

general tonc variety
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general 6.

general 6.

f 6. linear combination of
polytopes in I and C

truncation and Mayer-Vietoris /
Inclusion-Exclusion

I(a; bj Cj bj a) =
(aj a + bj b+ Cj C + bj b+ a; a)

C(a; bj Cj b; a) =
(ajb;c;c;bja)

associated fonnula
not written down

X isolated singularities analogy to ß isolated
singular

analogy to previous X and
Mayer-Vietoris /
Inclusion Exclusion

X general

Theorem (Fine + Raa)
hX=hX

-(1 - C)hE(1)
-(1 - C)2hE(2) ...

Conjecture (Fine): X=
E(_l)dim Ei(I - J)dim Ei Ei
sum over a1l faces
of exceptional locus

Also, Mayer-Vietoris / Inclusion-Exclusion was stated and proved, and the construction
of H (ß) for ß isolated singular sketched.
Also the join construction J~ was introduced and defined.

•

Pierre Goosens

On generalizing the Stanley-Reisner ring construction

•
The numbers of fares of a simplicial complex ß can be studied by· considering its
so-called Stanley-Reisner graded ring, whose Hilbert series is in the form
(ho + h1 + ... + hdtd)(l - t)-d. The h-vector (ho, hI, ... , hd) of 6. is linearly determined
by its f-vector, and conversely.
I consider the question oI generalizing these niethods to polyhedral complexes. A partial
answer is provided by Stanley's generalization of the h-vector to lower Eulerian posets. Is
it possible to generalize the Stanley-Reisner ring itself, so that its Hilbert series would be
given by this generalized h-vector through the same formula? I specify the properties that
such a ring should idealistically satisfy. I stress an inverse limit property stating that the
ring associated with a complex should be obtained by "glueing up" those associated with
its faces. This property; together with a general construction giving the ring associated
with a face given the one associated with its boundary, would be enough to determine the
wanted ring.
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Takayuki Hibi

The Erhart polynomial of a convex polytope

Let P C RN be an integral convex polytope, i.e., a convex polytope auy of whose vertices
has integer coordinates, of dimension d. Given a non-negative integer 0, we write i(P, n)
for the cardinality of the finite set nP n ZN, where nP := {nQ.; Q. E P}. It is known
that i(P, n) is a polynomial in n of degree d, called the Erhard polynomial of P. In the
talk, after reviewing the algebraic background of i(P, n), a combinatorial self-reciproeity •
theorem for i(P, n) will be stated. Moreover, from a view point the calculation of i(P, n), .
we will present the concept of toroidal posets via the theory of algebras with straightening
laws.

Masanori Ishida

The stellation of polyhedral cones and invar1ants of toric divisors

Anormal crossing divisor of a complex manifold is said to be a tone di1Ji3or if its irre
ducible components are toric varieties. Torie divisors appear as the degenerate fiber of a
one-parameter family of abelian varieties, the exeeptional divisor of the toroidal desin
gularization of a Tsuehihashi cusp singularity and the anti-canonieal divisors of some
non-Kähler eomplex manifolds.
By using Vinberg's theory of discrete groups generated by reßections of cones, I will give
examples of Tsuchihashi cusp singularities obtained by polyhedral cones with stellations.
As important invariants of a toric divisor, there are "the arithmetic genus defect" Xoo by
Ehlers and Satake and the value at zero of the associated zeta function by Ogata.
I will discuss on the calculation of these invanants of tone divisors especially of those.
obtained by polyhedral eones with the stellations.
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Jerzy Jurkiewiez

r-jets of I-parameter subgroups at torie singularities

Given a (singular) T-fixed point p of a tone variety consider for r = 1,2, ... , the set
J(s) (whieh is always finite) of r-jets of I-parameter subgroups at p. The question is:
how far can the singularity be described by the sequence {J(r)} ? The resulting problem
eonceming polytopes: given a rational polytope PeR' X R m search the set

K(r) = {x E Z': exist y E zm such that !(x,y) E Z'}.
r .,

Result: The sequence J(I), J(2), ... is a finite disjoint union of "borded polytopes" of
Erharcl.
It follows in particular that E~l #{J(r)}t r is a rational funetion. The surface case is
studied in more details.

Gi! Kalai

Aigebraic Shifting and f-vectors

Shifted simplieial complexes are defined by the property that their vertices are positive
integers, and their k-fae~s form an initial·set with respect to the natural partial ordering
on (k + 1)-subsets of positive integers. A shifting-operation C -+ r in which map an
arbitrary simplicial complex C into a shifted complex r is described. r and C have the same
number of k-faces, k ~ 0, and homological properties of C are translated to combinatorial
properties of r. We describe a recerit result which asserts that Cohen-Macaulayness is
preserved under shifting. An important step is the computation of' certain generalized
homology groups which give global description to loeal homological properties (of links
of faces). The shifting method imply good description of f-vectors of certain families
of simplicial complexes. Results, hopes, speculations and frustrations concerning more
applications are given in the lecture.
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Peter Kleinsehmidt

Projeetivity of smooth tone varieties

ada eonstrueted a eomplete smooth nonprojective torie 3-variety with Pieard number 4.
We show that his example is minimal in the sense that every complete smooth tone variety
with Pieard number at most 3 is projeetive. In addition we prove a loeal projeetivity
criterion for eomplete smooth tone varieties with arbitrary Picard number.
Using the theory of linear transforms and Helly's theorem we show that our proof ean b.
redueed to the 6-dimensional ease whieh is then solved by a complete classifieation.
(Joint work with B. Sturmfels (Cornell»

CarlLee

Winding Numbers and the Generalized Lower-Bound Theorem

Let W be a collection of at least e + 1 points in Re such that no hyperplane contains more
than e points of WU {O}, where 0 is tbe origin. Cboose an integer 0 ~ k ~ (n;e). For X a
subset of W of eardinality e, let us say that X (or eonv (X» is of type k if tbe byperplane
H = aff(X) partitions tbe remaining n - e points. into two sets, one of whieb, say F, has
cardinality k. For such a subset X, define the sign of X, sg(X), to be +1 if F and 0 lie
on opposite sides of H, and -1 if F-and 0 lie on tbe same side of H. Finally, define o:(X)
to be tbe measure of the solid angel with vertex 0 determined by X. T~e value a(X) is
normalized to equal the fraction of the surface area of a unit sphere centered at the origin
that is intersected by tbe cone determined by X. Set Wk = Ex sg(X)a(X) where tbe surn
is taken over all X of type k. Then one can prove that this kth winding number Wk is in
fact a nonnegative integer. In the case· that W is a sealed Gale transform of some simplici.
(n - e -l)-polytope P the result follows,~yproving tbat Wk = gk(P) = hk(P) - hk-l{P).
The result for general W then follows readily. A new proof in the ease e $ 2 has been found,
and as a eonsequence one obtains another simple proof of the Generalized Lower-Bound
Theorem for simplieial polytapes with few vertiees.
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Ralf Lehmann

Singular Complex-symmetric Torus Embeddings

A compact complex manifold is called eomplex-symmetrie if each point is isolated fixed
point of a holomorphie involution. These manifolds are a generalization of the Hermitian
symmetrie spaces. Examples are the Hirzebruch surfaces and certain Pl-bundles over
eompact complex tori.
It is shown that anormal complex-symmetrie space with a reduetive automorphism group
is the produet of a Hermitian symmetrie space and a normal torus embedding satisfying
some additional conditions. Among these torus embeddings the smooth ones are classified.
Here we will answer the question what might happen in the case that singularities are
allowed. Using root systems of Coxeter groups we show that al.l singular examples are
obtained as quotient of a smooth example by a finite subgroup of the torus.

Horst Martini

On difference bodies of convex polytopes

E. Makai Jr. (Budapest) and H. Martini (Dresden):
Let P be a convex polytope (d ~ 2) with n vertices. The vertices Xi, Xj of P are called
antipodal (strict1y antipodal), if there are parellel different supporting hyperplanes BI, H"
of P with Xi E BI, Xj E H" (with {Xi} = P n H I, {Xj} E H1.
Now let a(P) (sa(P») denote tbe number of antipodal (strietly antipodal) pairs of vertices
of P. (Tbus sa(P) gives the half vertex number of the differenee body DP = P + (-P)
of P.)
Dur interests are devoted to upper and lower bounds for a(P) and sa(P). For example, in
3-space (d = 3) one obtains

n 2 n2 ~3" - 0(1) ~ max {sa(P}} ~ 3" + 0(n 2 )

and
:- { (P)} { 6 for n E {4, 5, 7, 9}

Inln sa = r~1 otherwise

where rX1denotes the smallest integer not smaller than x.
We shall give relate~ bounds for general finite point sets in a eorresponding sense, too.
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Mark MeConnell

The rational homology of tone varieties is not a combinatorial invariant

The rational homology Betti numbers of a torie variety with singularities are not necessarily
determined by the combinatorial type of the fan E which defines it; that is, the homology
is not determined by the poset formed by the cones in E. This holds in all dimensions
n ~ 3. I will give an algorithm for eomputing the Betti numbers of a complete tone variety
of dimension 3, to use it to prove the stated result.

Peter MeMullen

On the f-vectors of simplieial polytopes.

The necessity of the known eonditions whieh determine the f-vector of a simplicial poly
tope at present admits only the deep proof by Stanley. However, a careful check of the
details of the proof enables the final polynomial ring, whose numerical invariants yield the
conditions, to be expressend in terms of the Gale diagram. The challenge is thus to derive
the numerieal information about the ring direct1y from the Gale diagram.

Tadao Oda

Birational geometry of tone varieties

Birational geometry of projeetive tone varieties is weIl unterstood thanks to the works of
Miles Reid on the tone analog of Mori's theory.
I would like to speak on what possible results we can get for non-projective but complete
torie varieties.
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Franz Pauer

Spherical varieties and "painted fans"

Let G be a eonneeted reduetive algebraie group over C and let H be a elosed subgroup.
The homogeneous spaee GIH is "spherical" iff a Borel-subgroup of G has a dense orbit in
GIH. An "embedding of GIH" is an algebraie variety with G-action, containing a dense
orbit isomorphie to GIH.
Generalizing the theory of torus embeddings, normal embeddings of spherical homogeneous
spaces are elassified by finite eombinatorieal data ("painted fans").

Lauren Rose

The Jacobian Ideal of a Hyperplane Arrangement

(The following is joint work with H. Terao.) Let A be finite eentral hyperplane in Kd, K
a field, and let J in S = K[Xl' ... ' Xd] be the Jaeobian "ideal of the union of elements
of A. S. Yuzvinski eonjeetured that for a generie arrangement the depth of the S-module
SIJ is equal to o. Equivalently, the homologieal dimension of SI J is equal to d. We
prove this eonjecture by eonsidering D(A), the module of logarithmie derivations (veetor
fields) along A. The study of D(A) was initiated by K. Saito, and many results about the
structure of D(A) as an S-module have been proved by Terao. Dur main result is that
when A is generic, the homological dimension, hd D(A) = d - 2, the maximum possible.
In addition, we exhibit a minimal free resolution of D(A) as an S-module and thus obtain
its Hilbert senes. It turns out that the modules D(A) and SIJ are related in such a way
that hdD(A) = hd(SIJ) -2. This proves the above eonjecture, and the relation also gives

__ an explicit minimal free resolution of S/J extending that of D(A).
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Riehard P. Stanley

On f -veetors and tone varieties

Let fi be the number of i-dimensional faces of a (d - 1)-dimensional polyhedral eomplex.
We survey.what ean be said about the f-veetor (fo, fl' ... , fd-l), espeeially in relation to
the theory of tone varieties. In partieular we diseuss (1) the proof of the Upper Bound Con
jeeture for Spheres using Cohen-Maeaulay rings, (2) the proof of MeMullen's g-eonjeeture
using torie varieties, (3) generalized h-vectors of nonsimplieial polytopes and the intersecA
tion homology of tone varieties, and (4) eombinatorial aspects of shellings of polytop~
related to non-compact torie varieties.

Bernard Teissier

Introduetion to torie varieties

1) An intuitive deseription of the construction associating a projeetive torie vanety to
an integral convex polytope in R d, starting from the obvious eorrespondence between
monomial ideals on polynomial rings and subsets E of Z~o such thai E + Z~o C E.
2) Some examples of the dietionary between prob~ms in oommutative algebra / algebraic
geometry and problems in combinatorial convexity: The integral closure of a.monomial ideal
I eorresponds to the convex hull of E. Then the Brian~n-Skodatheorem for monomial
ideals corresponds to a eonsequence of Caratheodory's theorem.

Klaus Wirthmüller

Root Systems and Symmetrie Jacobi Forms

Let R c V be a elassical root system, Q its root lattiee. For each elliptic curve
E = C/(Z + TZ) the Weyl group W acts on the abelian variety A = Q ®z E. The
quotient morphism of this action has been described by E. Looijenga 1974 with the help
of the essentially unique minimal ample line bundle ~ on A on which W also acts.
In this leeture T E H is allowed to vary and the natural action of r = SL2(Z) ·on the
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resulting family AR ~ H taken into account. A toroidal embedding technique is used to
compactify the quotient by r. The further quotient by W is (in all cases hut R of type
Es) described in terms of invariant sections of certain line hundles on A. These sections
generalize classical Jacohi forms.

e Berichterstatter: Markus Eikelberg
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 36/1989

Differentialgeometrie im Großen

20.8. bis 26.8.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Ballmann (Bann), Herrn Bourguignon
(Palaiseau) und Herrn Klingenberg (Bonn) statt. Es wurden aktuelle Entwicklungen in
der globalen Differentialgeometrie. behandelt, wobei vor allem die Anhänger von Man
nigfaltigkeiten nichtpositiver Krümmung und die der Spektralgeometrie auf ihre Kosten
kamen. Daneben ermunterte die angenehme Atmosphäre die Teilnehmer, sich im persön
lichen Gespräch neue Anregungen zu holen.

Vortragsauszüge

• I.G. NIKOLAEV (Inst. Math. Novosibirsk)

ALEXANDROV'S SPACES OF BOUNDED CURVATURE AND LIMIT SPACES IN GRO
MOV'S COMPACTNESS THEOREM.

The metric spaces of bounded curvature were introduced by A.D. Alexandrov more than 30
years ago. The restrietions of bounded curvature are given by means of purely synthetic
methods. Due to Gromov's compactness theorem it is useful to consider metries being
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limits if CO:; - Riemannian ones having uniformly bounded curvature IKa I ~ 1\. One
easily observes that the limit spaces in Gromov's compactness theorem are Alexandrov
spaces of bounded curvature. Dur principal result states that conversely, each metric
space of bounded curvature can be dL - approximated by CO:; - Riemarmian manifolds
with the same restrietions upon curvature: IKul ~ 1\. Hence the natural elosure of the set
of all CO:; - Riemannian manifolds consists excact1y of Alexandrov's spaces of bounded
eurvature. As an application of this approach we get metric versions of the well-known
sphere and Schur's theorem.

P. SCHMUTZ (Zürich / Lausanne)

ON THE NUMBER OF SMALL EIGENVALUES ON RIEMANN SURFACES •
We treat eigenvalue problems of the Laplace Operator on compact, connected Riemann
surfaces" R.S. of curvature K == -1. In 1977, P. Buser obtained the ~ollowing results:

Theorem 1: Given any c > 0 and integer 9 ~ 2, there exists a R.S. of genus 9 with 2g - 2
small (that is < ~) eigenvalues. (0 'is also a small eigenvalue.)

Theorem 2: A closed R.S. has at most 4g - 2 small eigenvalues.

I proved an amelioration of Theorem 2:

Theorem A: A closed R.S. has at most 4g - 4 small eigenvalue&.

To prove this decompose the R.S. in 29 - 2 Y -pieces (lliemann surfaces of signature (0,3)
such that the boundary components are closed geodesics), then the Theorem A"follows
from

Theorem B: A V-piece hat at most 2 small eigenvalues (Neumann boundary condition).

To prove Theorem B, I showed first that a reetangular hexagon has at most 2 smal.l...
eigenvalues. •

Then I proved: If a Y -piece M has 3 small eigenvalues, then the reetangle H has 2
small eigenvalues for Neumann boundary' conditions and 1 small eigenvalue for Neumann
boundary conditions and 1 small eigenvalue for mixed boundary conditions.

Then I showed that this situation is impossible for all rectangular hexagons.
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M. TROYANOV (Ecole Polytechnique - Paris)

A CONCENTRATION - COMPACTNESS PRINCIPLE FOR SEQUENCES OF RIEMANNIAN

SURFACES

The problem treated is that of understanding divergent sequences of metries on a compact
surface. If the curvature stays pinched between two negative constants (-Cl ~ K ~ -C2 <
0) then a sequence of metries will diverge if and only if the conformal structure diverges
(this is a weIl understood theory).

In the presence of positive curvature, the same behaviour does not necessarily occur, the
reason being that some positive curvature may concentrate: .

Theorem: Let {g j r be a sequence of metries on a compact surface S such that the
associated contormal structure stays bounded. Then .
either {gj} has a convergent subsequence (in the Lipschitz topology)
or there is a point p such that

lir.n supJK t ~ 211"
)-00

u

for all neighborhoods U of p.

The above holds true under the two following assumptions:

(1)

(2) (0 <)a ~ Area of (S, gj) ~ a~.

K. FUKAYA (Tokyo, Japan)e (Joint work with J. CHEEGER and M. GROMOV)

A SYMMETRIZATION THEOREM FOR RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

For each Riemannian manifold M with IKM I ~ 1 and p E M we can find Up 3 P s.t.
Up:JBp(EM,M)={xld(p,x) <EM} and Upisdiffeomorphicto N/AiRk,whereNisa
nilpotent Lie group, A C Ni Aut N a discrete subgroup with [A: An N] < kAl • Here
€ M depends only on M.

In this talk, it is discussed how these structures are patched on Up n Uq =I ·0.
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Theorem \JE > U, n E N 3 p> 0, k > 0 s.t., if dimM = n, IK(M
t
9)1:::; 1, then

we ean find a metrie g~ on M S.t.

1)

3Up -+ Up. Up = Up/Ap, Ap C Np as above,

and the action of Ap on (Up, 9~) is extended to an isometrie action of Np.

2) The injectivity radius of Üp at p is greater than p.

3) 19 - g~lcl,a < E.

•JENS HEBER. (Augsburg)

HADAMARD MANIFOLDS OF HIGHER RANK

The talk deseribes joint work with Patrick Eberlein (Chapell Hill, North .Carolina).
We eonsider a eomplete , simply connected Riemannian manifold M of non-positive cur
vature, i.e. a Hadamard mfd. For such spaces the rank rk(!VI) is defined as the maximal
integer k such that every geodesie is contained in a totally geodesie RI: in !VI. We present
a proof of the rank rigidity theorem: Let M have a large isometry group in the sense of
duality eondition (e.g. if a quotient of finite volume exists). Then, if rk(!VI) ~ 2,

!VI is a Riemannian product spaee
or symmetrie of non-compact type and higher rank.

The first proofs of this theorem were given independently by Ballm~ and Burns /
Spatzier under the additional assumption that k ~ -b2 • Our short proof in the general
case is essentially based on Gromov's Tits-distance at infinity.

VIKTOR SCHRÖDER (Münster)

EXISTENCE OF FLAT TORI IN ANALYTIC MANIFOLDS OF NONPOSITIVE CURVATUtt

A k -Hat in a complete Riemannian manifold M is a totally geodesie and isometrie immer
sion F: RA: -+ M of the Hat RI:. F is closed if it is periodie with respeet to a coeompact
lattice. The followi~g theorem answers a question raised by Yau:

Theorem (Bangert, Schröder): Let M be a compaet real analytic Riemannian manifold
with nonpositive seetional curvature. If M contains a k-flat, then M contains also a closed
k-ßat.
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As a eorollary one obtains immediately:
Let M be as in the theorem, then M is a visibility manifold if and only if every abelian
subgroup of 11'"1 (M) is isomorphie to Z.

The proof of the theorem is very involved and uses methods from

(i) synthetic geometry of nonpositively eurved manifolds,

(ii) the theory of subanalytie sets,

(iii) the theory of dynamical systems.

We give a short outline of the proof:

In the first step we construet flats with an additional strueture of singular subspaees similar
to the case of symmetrie spaees. This allows us to define an R"-.operation on the set ·of all
ßats. U!3ing the theory of subanalytic sets we ean show that R" operates on an analytic
submanifold and this operation is normally hyperbolie in eertain direetions. Using a elosing
lemma from the"theory of normally hyperbolie systems we finally obtain a elosed Hat.

URSULA HAMENSTÄDT (Calif. Inst. of Teehnology)

RIGIDITY OF GEOMETRIC MEASURES

On the unit tangent bundle Tl M of a compaet manifold M of negative seetional eurvature
there are two natural Borel-probability measures which are invariant under the geodesie
flow ~, : The Bowen-Margulis measure J.I. and the harmonie measure v. Both are ergodie
with respect to 4»t, henee either they eoineide or else they are singular. We show that
if these measures eoineide then the mean curvature of the horospheres in the universal
eovering M of M is constant.

PATRICK EBERLEIN (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

• MANIFOLDS OF NONPOSITIVE CURVATURE

Let Mdenote a eomplete manifold, simply conneeted, K:$ 0 and let M denote a eompaet
quotient of M. For M one defines integers reM) = the geometrie rank and r(11'"lM) =
algebraie rank of 1l'lM and one can prove that these integers are the same. It is known
that if M is irreducible and reM) = k ~ 2, then M is symmetrie of rank k. (Ballmann
and Burns-Spatzier).

As corollaries we obtain

Cor. 1 Let M be compact such that
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1) r('rrl M) = k ~ 2

2) 7rI(M) contains no finite index subgroup of the form A x B.

Then M is symmetrie of rank k

Cor. 2 Let M be eompaet, K ~ 0, without Euelidean faetor. Then M has a finite cover
M* with

M* = Ms X MI X .... X Mk

MB loeally symmetrie, Mi rank 1 for 1 ::; i ~ k.

A diseussion of rank 1 spaees followed, presenting results of Ballmann, ineluding the solu
tion of the Dirichlet problem on M(oo), and the theorem of Bangert-Schroeder presente<a
also in this eonferenee. . •

BRUNO COLBOIS (Lausanne)

(Joint work with GILLES COURTOIS, Grenoble)

CONTROL OF THE SPECTRUM OF A CONVERGING FAMILY OF HYPERBOLIC 3
MANIFOLDS

Let X be a complete, eonneeted, hyperbolie 3-manifold of finite volume. It follows, from
a result of Thurston, that X is the limit for the pointed Lipschitz distanee, of a sequence
(Xi)~1 of eompaet, hyperbolic 3-manifolds with

.lim Vol Xi = Vol X; Vol Xi < Vol X.·
1-00

Consider the spectrum of the Laplace operator on X and Xi:

Spee X = {O = J-lo < J-ll ~ •.•. ::; J-lN} U [1,00[.
Spee Xi = {O = AO(Xi) < AI(Xi) ::; .... ~ Am(i)(Xi) < 1 ~ Am(i)+I(Xd ::; ... i oo}

•Theorem

(1) If i is suffieiently great, m(i) ~ N

(2) Ak (Xi) ~ JJ k as i ~ 00 for 0 ~ k ~ N

(3) If there exist arbitrarily great i with m(i) > N, A,,(Xi) ~ 1 for N < k ::; m(i).
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IVAN STERLING (Technische Univ. Berlin)

CONSTANT MEAN CURVATURE TORI AND SOLITON THEORY

Constant mean curvature (CMC) tori were classified in 1988 by Pinkall + Sterling. Based
on this work Bohenko gave explicit formulas in terms of theta functions for CMC-tori in
R3 and CMC + minimal tori in 8 3 . Ferus + Pedit classified equivariant Willmore tori and
Ferus + Pedit + Pinkall + Sterling classified (1990) all Willmore tori. Pinkall + Sterling
classified curves in R3 by analyzing the smoke ring fiow. Videos of deforming soap bubbles
and smoke rings were produced in 1988/89. CMC cylinders with embedded cylinder ends
and CMC proper planes in R3 were found .

VALERY MARENICH (Novosibirsk)

THE GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE OF OPEN MANIFOLDS OF NONNEGATIVE SECTIONAL
CURVATURE

It is a well-known theorem by Cheeger and Gromoll which states that every open manifold
V n of nonnegative sectionaJ curvature admits a convex exhaustion V n = Ut>o Ct which
converges to the totally geodesie submanifold 8 : Cf "\, S, t -+ 0,88 = 0(5 = soul V n );

and the whole vn is diffeomorphic to the normal bundle v8. In the report we sketch the
proof of Cheeger-Gromoll and Toponogov conjectures for analytical manifolds. Namely:
if dirn 8 > 0, so V n is not diffeomorphic to euclidean space Rn, then in every point in
V n there exists a two dimensional direction ~f zero curvature. These direetions may be
construeted in the following way : take a point p on S, any veetors e tangent to 8 and
v normal to 5 at p. Let Iv{p) = expp(pv) and e(p), v(p) be the parallel vector fields
along Iv such that e(O) = e, v(O) = v. Then K t7 (p,v,e,p) == 0 where u(p, v,l, p) is the two
dimensional direetion generated by e(p), v(p).

In the second part of the report we consider the holonomy operator of 1/5 and derive some
statements of the following type : if the holonomy of 1/S is trivial, then the whole V n is

isometrie to the direet product: V n . i~o S x W, w ~ff Rk .

J. DODZIUK (Flushing)

SMALL EIGENVALUES OF HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLDS

I reviewed results about eigenvalues ofLaplace-Beltrami operator in the interval (0, (n~1)2)
for a complete Riemannian manifold of n ,dimensions, finite volume and. with sectional
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eurvatures in [-a2 , -1]. The talk eonsisted of some answers to and conjeetures eoneerning
the following questions .

- What is the signifieanee of eigenvalues in this range?

- How elose to zero ean the smallest positive eigenvalue be?

- What· is the number of eigenvalues in (0, (n - 1)2/4)?

- What is a good upper bound for the f~nction # {A I A an eigenvalue ~ x}?

The new results diseussed are joint work with P. Buser and B. Colbois.

•ROBERT BAR!,NIK (Bonn)

GEOMETRIe QUESTIONS ARISING FROM THE POSITIVE MASS THEOREM

Let (M, g) be a complete 3-~anifold, asympt. Hat in the sense there are coordinates near
00 s.t. 19ij - 6ij l ~ c/r, 18g1 + rl82g1 ~ c/r2

••.• and having scalar curvature R(g) ~ o.
The ADM mass of (M,g) is defined by

1 i .mADM = -16 (8j gij - 8igjj ) ds'
1r 5(00)

This quantity is well-defined, indep. of the AF coordinates, or of the limiting proeess used
t<:> deli"ne 18(00)' the integral over the sphere at 00.

The positive roass theorem proves thatmADM ~ 0 and that mADM = 0 iff (M, g) is Hat.
Recently I have used this do define the (quasi-Iocal) mass of a bounded region n c M:
First define

PM = {(M,g) : (M,g) satisfies the conditions of the positive mass theorem, and,
(M, g) contains no horizon (stahle minimal S2) }

Then for n c ME PM with an connected, define

m(O) = inf{mADM(M) : nC ME PM}

Then m(!l) is weil defined, ~ 0, and monotonie: if n1 C O2 C M, then m(Ol} ~

m(n2 ) ~ m ADM(M) . Apart from spherical symf!letry, I can say almost nothing about
this definition:

~ Is m(f!) > 0 for some O?

Q2:. Is there ametrie (not C2 ) which reaches the inf?

8
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I conjecture yes, and that this extension is a static (spacetime) metric. I do not
understand PM very weH, so I ask

~ Construct (or prove existence of) (M, g) E PM s. t. (M, g) has a metrically flat open
subset «M, g) =F (R3

, Hat) !).

PATRICK FOULON (Palaiseau)

ANOSOV FLOWS WITH DIFFERENTIABLE LIAPUNOV DISTRIBUTIONS

We prove a result of differentiable rigidity for contact Anosov flows on a compact manifold.
Ergodie theory applied to ~his contact shows that there exists a fuil measure inv~iant set
n s.t. -

for every x E n there is an invariant decomposition

For Zi E E"Yi: lim! log IIT<P t (Zi)1I = ii (i th Liapunovexponent).
t-±oo t

If we assume that the decomposition (*) extends to a C3 decomposition then we show
that such flows are C3 orbit equivalent to algebraic flows on homogeneaus spaces.

Theorem 1. (-, Labourie). Let ~t be a C3 contact Anosov flow on M 2n+1
, a compact

nlanifold without boundary. If the decomposition (*) is everywhere defined and C 3 then
<Pt is C 3 conjugate to our algebraic flow in the following sense.

1) There exists a _C3 diffeomorphism "p : M -+ r \ G/ H

2) The group G is semi-simple, H is a closed subgroup, r c G x R is discrete .

3) The Lie algebra 9 contains a semi-simple element X with real eigenvalues. The
corresponding graduation is:

9 = 9-8 EB ... EB 9-1 EI) go EB 91 .... EB (;3

<:d(X)/fii = lild/fii

4) The subalgebra 90 decomposes in 90 = RX EB 1i.

5) The subalgebra

is maximal parabolic.
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Theorem 2: Under the same assumptions there exists a C 3 diffeomorphism such that ~t is
orbit equivalent to an algebraic flow. But now r is a discrete subgroup of G.

DENNIS DETuRCK (Philadelphia)

DIFFERENTI~L SYSTEMS WITH EXTRA SYMBOL INVARIANCE

•When trying to prove existenee for geometrie systems of Partial Differential Equations,
one introduces a gauge-group-valued unknown to overcome degeneracy induced by the

. invarianee of the system. Often this does not work beeause the symbol of the system is
"more invariant" than the system itself. Even in this case, the degeneracy can often be
overcome. This is illustrated for the system Rc(g) - 2(n

l_I)Sc(g)g = T, for the prescribed
curvature of a eonnection problem, and for the inhomogeneous Yang Miles equations.

JÜRGEN JOST (RuhrW1.iv. Boehum)

HARMONIC MAPS AND GEOMETRY

Let M, N be Riemannian manifolds wi.th isometry groups I(M), I(N) resp. f : M -+ N is
ealled harmonie, if trace V df == O.

We always assume that N has nonpositive seetional eurvature and is complete, and 1-.
eonneeted. Let r be a diserete, cocompaet subgroup of I(M), p : r -+ I(N) a homomor
phism. This question of the existenee of a p-equivariant harmonie map f : M -+ N, i.e.
J('"Y x ) = p( '"Y )f(x) Vx E M, '"Y E r was studied in special cases by Diederich - Ohsawa and
Donaldson and in general by Corlette, J ost-Yau, and Labourie. Such a map exists if per)
is not contained in a para1?olic subgroup of I(N) or if per) eentralizes a totally geodesie
flat. If N is symmetrie this holds if the Zariski elosure of per) is reductive.

In the seeond part, various applications of the existenee of harmonie maps to Kähler
geometry are given, based on work of Siu, Jost-Yau, and Mok. These results partially
overlap with ones obtained by Margulis by a different approach.
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MARC BURGER (Basel)

BEHAVIOUR OF SMALL EIGENVALUES ON GEOMETRICALLY FINITE RIEMANNIAN

SURFACES

Let M(g,p, f) be the moduli space of Riemannian surfaces of signature (g,p, f). The set

{S E M(g,p,f): Inj.rad.(S) < c}

can be covered by a finite union of neighborhoods ~(g,m) each one associated to a finite
graph 9 with weight function m on the vertex set of g. A surface S E V~ (g, m) puts on 9
the structure of a weighted" graph (11, m, L).

Theorem: For E < 0:1 and S E V~(g,m) we have:

1 Ai(S) 1
-(1- o(~» ~ A ( L) ~ -(1 + o(clnc»
'Ir i g, m, 1r

for all 1 ~ i ~ N. Here all implied constants only depend on (g, p, f).

Corollary: There is a con~tant c = c(g,p, f) such that for all A2(8) < c:

JÜRGEN EICHHORN (Greifs~ald)

THE SPACE OF RIEMANNIAN METRICS ON AN OPEN MANIFOLD OF BOUNDED
GEOMETRY.

For Mn open all the IlJ.ethods of E~in break down. One has to start with a completly
newapproach. We consider M(B",I) = {gig complete, injrad > 0, lV'iRI ~ Ci , 0 ~

i ~ k}. We endow M(B", I) with a very naturallocally metrizable topoJogy such that
each component has a natural Banach manifold structure. Consider 6b,"+3 D(M) = {f E

DiffMI I 'Vm df I s Gm, 0 ~ m ~ k - 2 , infx I dflx > O}. Then 66,"+3 D(M) has
the structure of a completely metrizable topologieal" group, acting on each component of
6,"+2 M(B", I) n C"+2 M.
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VLADIMIR GOL'nSHTEIN (Novosibirsk)

Lp-COHOMOLOGIES OF NONCOMPACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS AND ITS APPLI

CATIONS

My leeture is a survey about the eyele of ·works related with Lp-theory of integration
(in the Whitney sense) and Lp-eohomologies. Lp-eohomologies are the eohomologies of
the differential eomplex (W;, d). Here W; is the spaee of forms w E L; with dw E

L;+l (lIw llkit = IIw lliit + IIdwll~it+l)' Except the traditional cohomologies we investiga~
P P Jl •

its reduced variant 1:1;CM) = Ker dk /[Im dk - 1 ] where [Im dk - 1 ] is the elosure of Im dk - .

My talk eoneernes the following questions:

1) Theorem about ehange of variable for W; and elasses of differential {orms on
LipscLitz manifolds;

2) Lp-integration theory, "imbedding theorem";

3) Lp-cohomologies of compact manifolds;

4) Poincare duality in Lp-sense;

5) Lp-cohomologies of warped produets.

THOMAS WOLTER (Univ. Zürich)

HOMOGENEOUS MANIFOLDS OF NONPOSITIVE CURVATURE •
Homogeneous Hadamard manifolds correspond to a class of solvable Lie groups, which
have been classified by Azeneott-Wilson in 1976. Their geometry resembles in many as
pects the well-known picture for symmetrie spaees of noneompact type; however, in the
nonsymmetrie case, the isometry group is small, i.e. it fixes points at infinity. One ean find
many nonsymmetrie Einstein metries on these groups, some examples even with nonposi
tive sectional curvature. The algebra of invariant differential operators is commutative if
and only if the space is symmetrie; but there may be nonsymmetrie examples with volwne
preserving geodesie symmetries. .
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G. THORBERGSSON (University of Notre Dame)

ISOPARAMETRIC SUBMANIFOLDS AND THEIR BUILDINGS

In the talk we associate a topological Tits building to any isoparametrie submanifolds in a
Euelidean space. A consequenee of this eonstruetion is the following theorem that answers
a question of Hsiang, Palais and Terng:

Theorem: Let Mn be an isoparametrie submanifold in Rn+r that is compact irreducible
and full with codimension r ~ 3. Then there is asymmetrie spaee X = G/ K and an
isometry A : Rn+r -+ T(K)X that carries Mn i~to a principal orbitof the isotropy
representation of.,~ .

GILLER COURTOIS (Univ. of Gre!?,oble)

(Joint work w{th B. COLBOIS)

TH·E.SMALL EIGEN,VALUES OF THE p-FORMS

The geometry of compact manifolds which have a very small first non zero eigenvalue
for functions is weIl deseribed by the following Buser-Cheeger inequalities: h2 (M)/4:::;
A1(M) :5 C1(6h2(M) + h(M)) where h(M) is the Cheeger isoperimetrie constant, Cl a
constant depending on the dimension of M and 6 a lower bound of the Ricci curvature. In
particular, a compaet manifold whose curvature and diameter are bounded cannot have
very small first eigenvalue for functions.

The case of p-forms, pE]1, n( is very mueh different:

Theorem 1: In any dimension n, there exists an n- dimensional compact manifold Mn
and a family of metricsge on it with bounded eurvature, diameter and Cheeger's constant,
such that the first non zero eigenvalue for the ,rforms is going to zero when e goes. to zero,
for 1:5 P :5 (n - 1).

The examples of theorem 1 are eonstructed using collapsirig manifolds, and they' are the
only ones in the following sense. Let M (n, A, B) be the set of all compact Riemannian
manifolds such that the sectional ~ur~ture is bounded by A and the diame_ter by B.

Theorem 2: 3 e(p, A, B, n) > 0 such that if -M E M(n, A,B) has its first non zero
eigenvalue for p-forms less than e(p,.A, B, n), then M mustadmit collapsing.·
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K. SUGIYAMA (Kanazawa Univ.)

AN INEQUALITY BETWEEN eHERN NUMBERS OF MINI!\1AL VARIETIES

In this talk, we generaJize the following Miyaoka-Yau's inequality in the higher dimensional
case.

Fact (Miyaoka)

Let S be a surface of general type. Then we have the following ineq:uality:

and " = " holds if and only if K s is ample.

Fact (Yau)

Let M be a n - dirn. projective variety with ample canonical divisor. Then we
have

(-1)n{nCl(M)2 - 2(n + l)c2(M)} . cl(M)n-2 ~ o.
And moreover " = " holds if and only if the universal covering M of M is a unit
ball in en . .

Now our result is as follows.

Theorem: Let M be an n - dim. projective minimal variety of general type. Then we
have

(1) The regular part Mreg of M admits an Einstein-Kähler metric.

(2) Let N ~ M be a desingularization of M. Then

The idea of the proof is as follows. We first show that (1) implies the tangent circle JN of
N is p,.KM-semistable, and then, using algebraic geometrie arguments, we shall show (2) .

v. TOPONOGOV (Novosibirsk)

(joint work with S. AKLABAROV)

COMPARISON THEOREM FOR TRIANGLES

•
We define a new class of Riemannian manifolds for which the triangle comparison theorem
holds in the followi"ug sense. If the triangle ABC is sufficiently large then it has angle not
less than the angles of the comparison triangle A'B'C' . We compare the manifold with
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the surface of constaht curvature, hut the condition on the curvature of the manifold is
expressed in terms of integrals.

Berichterstatter: C. Bär
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 37/1989

Special complex varieties

27.8. bis 2.9.1989

Die 'Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn W. Barth (Erlangen) und Herrn A. Van
de Yen (Leiden)' statt. Es nahmen 40 Mathematiker aus 8 Ländern teil. Die Tagung
repräsentierte nur einen Ausschnitt der gesamten Forschungsativität in der Algebraischen
Geometrie, denn um sie möglichst produktiv zU gestalten \var der Kreis der Eingeladenen
bewußt begrenzt worden. Gleichzeitig wurde aber darauf geachtet jüngere Mathematiker

.einzubeziehen. So konzentrierten sich die Vorträge vor allem auf Eigenschaften algebrai
scher Untermannigfaltigkeiten des projektiven Raumes kleiner Dimension.

Vortragsauszüge

P.Wilson:

The Kähler cone of Calabi-Vati manifolds .

For V a Calabi-Yau rnanifold (3-dirn.), it is conjectured that e(V) = 2(h1t1 (V) - h1,2(V))
lies in sorne bounded range. We observe that known exampies with high Picard number
p = h~,lall arise as resolutions of singular 3-folds with relatively small p. Anormal projec
tive 3-fold is a Calabi-Yau manifold if it has a Calabi-Yau manifold as desingularisation
(the singularities of such a model are necessarily rational Gorenstein).

Theorem 1: Any Calabi-Yau manifold is the resolution of a Calabi-Yau model with p ~

19.

In particular it follows that a Calabi-Yau manifold with p > 19 roust contain rational
curves.

The proof of Theorem 1 splits into two parts, the first of which is valid withol:lt restrietion
on p and gives useful rationalty information concerning the Kähler cone 1C (the cone of

. Kähler classes in Pic(V) ® IR) for a Calabi-Yau manifold V. As a byproduct, we also get:

Theorem 2: The Kähler cone of a Calabi-Yau manifold does not move in H2(V, IR) jf we
deforrn the complex structure.
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The second part of the proof of Theorem 1 consists of analyzing points on the boundary
aK of K, (the nef cone) which are non-singular points of the cone W· = {D E Pic(V) ®
IR s. t. D3 = O}. Except for points on the hyperplane defined by the linear form C2 (V), any
rational such point will give rise to an elliptic fibre space structure on V over some normal
rational surface; such fibre spaces are investigated. Letting W C pp-l (R) be the cubic
hypersurface corresponding t~ W·, the theorem follows by using results of Davenport to
show that the rational points are dense in W for p > 19.

C.Okonek:

Instanton homology of Seifert fibred homology 3-spheres

Let E be a closed, oriented (smooth) manifold of (real) dimension 3. E is a (Z- )homology
sphere if H.(E, Z) ~ H.(S3, Z), i.e. 1rl(E) is a perfect group. For every such hmology
3-sphere E Floer has defined the instanton homology I.(E), a Z/8 graded, finitely gene
rated Abelian group. These groups, which are the natural target of relative Donaldson
invariants, are defined via gauge theoretic techniques and are therefore hard to compute
in general. For Seifert fibered E, i.e. for Z-homology spheres which occur as links of Bries
korn complete intersections, it is possible to calculate I.(E) by studying the representation
space

R(E) := H om·(1rl (E), SU(2))/conj.

Theorem (Bauer/Okonek): Let E be a Seifert fibered homology 3-sphere. Then R(E) is an
algebraic variety over ( s. t. every component R>. is complete, smooth and rational. There
exists an algorithm for computing the Betti numbers bi(R>.), in particular b2i+1(R>.) = o.

This result "solves" a conjecture of Fitushel/Stern "up to torsion". Together with the
work of Fitushel/Stern and the main result of Kirk/Klassen it yields an algorithm which
computes the instanton homology for all Seifert fibered E. The proof uses a translation
into a question about moduli spaces of stable bundles over certain algebraic surfaces and
the Weil conjectures (applied to these moduli spaces).

•

S. Verra:

Trisecants to Enriques surfaces •

Let X be an Enriques surface over (; IGI a Fano polarization on X. Then 4>lcl embeds X
in pS as a (smooth) surface of degrree 10 and sectional genus 6. IG + K x I has the same
property. We say that IGI is a Reye polarization in the special case 4>lcl ~ G a smooth
quadric of ps (the Grassmannian of lines in p3).
We want to study the variety Tris(X) of trisecant lines to 4>lcl(X), One obtains:

(a) IG + Kx I is not a Reye polarization: Then L E Tris(X) if and only if L is trisecant
to one of the 20 plane cubic curves contained in <Plcl(X),
(b) IC + Kx I is a Reye polarization: Let E C IOp3 (2)1 be the 6-fold parametrizing rank

2 quadrics of 1P3
. Then X = E n A (A a 5-dimensional subspace of ICp 3(2)1). A is a
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linear system of quadrics of P3. For all p E p3 let Ap be the sublinear system of quadrics
singular at p. Then dirn Ap = 1 (except for 20 points p s.t. dirn Ap = 2). Now L E Tris(X)
if and only if L ~ Ap for some p. Projection of tPICI(X) from a general one of its points
yields a smooth surface in p4 whose existence was previously conjectured.

S.Katz:

Varieties whieh are the base locus of a Cremona transformation

Let V C IPT be a smooth, irreducible variety. Let pr be the blow-up of pr along V. Let
E, H E Pie (pT) be the classes of the exceptional divisor and the pullbaek of a hyper
plane. When is there a base point free linear system InB - mEI such that the morphism
cPlnH-mEI : pT -+ (pN is birational with N = r?
In joint work with Bruce Crauder, a complete elassifieation is given if dirn V :5 2:

-dimV = 1, V C p3,deg(V) = 6, genus(V) = 6, Vartihmetically'Cohen-Macaulay,
n = 3, m = 1 (classieal eubo-cuhie transformation)
- V C Ip4 is an elliptie normal curve, n = 2, m = 1
- V C 1P4 is a quintie elliptic seroll, n = 3, m = 1
- V C lP4 is the zero loeus of the maximal minors of a general 4 x 5 matrix of linear forms,
n = 4,m = 1
- V C (ps is the Veronese surfaee, n =, 2, m = 1
-V C p6 is ruled over an elliptic curve.with invariant e = -1, embedded via IGo + 3/1
where Co is a seetion with CJ = 1, and 1 is a fiber, n = 2, m = 1
-V C lP6 is rational, the blow up of p2 at 8 general points, embedded via 14H - E7=1 Eil
where Eiarc thc exceptional divisors, n = 2, m = 1.

It is also proven that if Hartshorne's conjeeture on complete intersections is true, then
m=l.

F.O. Schreyer:

Construction of surfaces in tp4

Only finitely many components of the Hilbert scheme of smooth surfaces in lP4 contain
surfaces which are not of general type by a theorem ofEllingsrud and Peskine. This poses
the problem to find these eomponents.
One eonstruction method of surfaces is given by the Eagon-Northcott complex, i.e. we
define S = {rk cP < rk F} where </> : F -+ 9 is a morphism between appropriate vector
bundles F, 9 on lP4 with rk F = rk 9 - 1. We illustrate the strength of this method by
constructing a11 known families of surfaces of degree d ~ 10, including Enriques surfaces
of degree 10 and sectional genus 1r = 8 and a second family of rational surfaces with d =
10,1r = 9 (tbe two cases whose existence remained open in arecent paper of Ranestad).
Except for the abelian and bielliptic surfaees of degree 10 suitable bundles :F and 9 can
.be found easily from the Beilinson spectral sequence applied to 38(4). The method seem's
to be still powerful for larger degree, e.g. we get a rational surface with d = 11, 1r = 11.
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A. Beauville:

Jaeobians of spectral eurves and eompletely integrable Hamiltonian systems

In Tata leetures on Theta 11, Mumford deseirbes an explicit construction of the Jaeobian
of an hyperelliptie eurve (originally due to Jaeohi), and uses it to show that a classi
cal completely integrable Hamiltonian system, the so-ealled Neumann system, can be
linearized on these Jaeobians.
The Jacobi-Murnford approach is eomputational. I propose a simple geometrie interpre
tation of this eonstruetion, whieb moreover extends to a more general elass of eurves, the
so-ealled spectral curves (hy tbis I mean a covering Cp --+ pI defined hy an equation
of the type P(y,x) = yr + sli(x)yr-l + ... + sr(x) = 0, with degsi ~ id for some fixed _
integer d). This gives a eoncrete deseription of the Jaeobian J(ep ) in terms of polyno- _
mial matrices wh~se characteristic polynomial is equal to P, whieh coincides with the
Jaeobi-Mumford eonstruction in the case r = 2. Then I compute the holomorphic veetor
fields on this Jacobian using this description. By varying the polynomial P, I obtain a
completely integrable system whieh generializes the Neumann system. Tbe Hamiltonian
flows are given by Lax-type equations

i.A(x) = [A(x), Ai(a)]
dt x - a

. for a E IP I and 1 ~ i < r.

C. Peters:

Generalizations of Castelnuovo-De Franchis' Theorem

The generalizations alluded to in the title are the following:

Theorem 1: (M. Green) Let X be a cornpaet n-dimensional Kähler manifold, ß E HO(O~),

w E HO(!lk) with ß 1\ w = O. Then either ß = "'Y Aw, "'Y E HO(n~-l) or there exists a
morphism f : X ~ Y, dimY ~ k s.t. w = f*w,w E HO(O~) and if dimY = k then
ß = f*ß,ß E HO(!ly).

Theorem 2: (C.Peters, M.Green, F.Catanese) Let X be as in Theorem 1, and Wl, ... ,Wk+l

E HO(!lk) linearly independent S.t. WI 1\ .•• 1\ W k+1 == O. Then there exists a torus T and_
a holomorphic map f : X -+ T s.t. dirnf(X) ~ k and Wi E HO(O}) S.t. f*Wi = Wi.

Both theorems speeialize to Castelnuovo-De Franehis' Theorem if n = 2, k = 1.
There is a topological eharacterization for the existence of non-trivial maps f : X -+ T,
T a torus, dirn f(X) = k (k optimal) whieh ean be proved as a eonsequenee of theorem
2.

J. Spandaw:

Picard numbers of linked surfaces in p4

The following theorem is an analogue of a classical theorem of Noether, Lefschetz and
Deligne.
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Theorem: Let S c· p4 be a smooth, irreducible, nondegenerate surface of degree d.
Suppose S' is linked to S via two sufficiently general hypersurfaces of degrees m' ~ m ~ d.
If 2m + m' ~ 5d + 1 then Pic (P4) -+ Pic (S') is an isomorphism.

This is almost a special case of a theorem of L.Ein about tbe Picard groups of certain de
generacy loci of general linear subspaces of the vectorspace of global sections of sufficiently
ample vector bundles on projective manifolds.
I showed that his arguments were still valid in our special case and obtained the explicit
bounds on m, m' with the help of a theorem of R.Lazarsfeld on the regularity of the
idealsheaf of surfaces in p4.

e J. Winkelmann:

Automorphisms oJ complements of analytic subsets in (n

W.Kaup has shown that X = (2 \ (Z x {O}) is homogeneous in the sense that Auto(X)
acts transitivelyon X, although no real Liegroup acts transitivelyon X. We show that
there are more such examples. In particular the same statement is true for X = (n \ A
with A algebraic and codim (A) ~ 2 and for X = (2 \ {zw = I}.
Furthermore we describe obstructions for homogenity: Assurne A is analytic in (n. Let
X = (n \ A and assurne that Auto(X) acts tran~itivelyon X, and let f : X -+ Y be a
holomorphic map to a manifold Y which is hyperbolic modulo an anlytic subset S C Y.
Then f is constant or f(X) C S.

Consequences: 1. If A is a union of hyperplanes, then A is homogeneous if and only if A
is the union of at most n = dirp~X hyperplanes in general position.

2. If f is a non-constant holomorphic function on (n and X = (n \ {f = 0, I} then X is
not homogeneous.

S. Bauer:

Parabolic rank-2 bundles on pI

Parabolic structures on bundles over a curve C essentially describe bundles with vanis
hing Chern classes on elliptic surfaces X over C. If the Euler characteristic x(0 x) is
nonzero, then the notions of (semi-) stability of parabolic bundles on C and of bundles
with vanishing Chern classes actually coincide.
This can be used to compute the moduli spaces of semistable bundles with parabolic
structures on the projective line. One starts with a projective space pn ·where C is
naturally embedded as a rational normal curve. Any component M(a), with fixed weights
0', will be obtained by a sequence of blowing up embedded projective spaces pi and
subsequently blowing down the exceptional divisor (~ pl.X IPn-l-l) onto the second
factor. The embedded pi are strict transforms of joins Sec (C) *PI *... *Ps. Here {Pi} c I
is contained in the set of points I where the parabolic structure is concentrated.
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C. Viosin:

On the Chow ring of the surface of conics of a Fano threefold

Let X be a Fano threefold. We assume that the variety of conies of X is a smooth surface
I:. Let W: Alb(~) -+ J X be the Abel-Jacobi map. We study the following questions:

i) Is <P an isomor·phism?
ii) Is the following diagramm commutative:

A2 Hl(E,Z)
i

H2(E,Z)--+

A2 D: A2 H1 (E,Z)*
i

H2(E, Z)* e
where D : Hl (I:, Z)* -+ Hl (E, Z) is the duality map given by the pull-back of the
interseetion form on H3(X, Z).

For this we introduce two incidenee relations on E:

a) D : CHo CE) -+ Pic(E), s.t. for C E E, D{C) is the curve of conies touehing C.
b) I : C Ho (E) -+ C Ho (I:), s.t. for C E E, 1(C) is the zero-eyde of conics touching C
twiee.
We prove then the following relation: Tbere exist eonstants R E Pie (E), K ECHo (E)
s.t. for all C E E, 2(C +1{C)) = Db - RDc +K in CHo(E). From this we deduce that
<P has finite kernel and the answer to .ii) is positive, when I is empty, whieh is the ease
for many Fano threefolds.

T. Peternell:

Ample veetor bundles on Fano manifolds

The following two theorems are discussed:

Theorem 1: Let X be a projeetive manifold,· n = dimX, E an ample vector bundl~ of
rank n + 1 on X with cl{E) = Cl(X). Then X ~ pn and E = O{l)n+l.

Theorem 2: Let X be a projective manifold, n = dimX, E an ample vector bundle of
"rank n on X with cl(E) = Cl(X). Then

{

(pn, 0(2) ffi 0(1 )n-l)
(X,E) ~ {pn, Tpn)

(Qn,OQn(1))

Here Qn is the n-dimensional smooth quadrie.

F. Bardelli:

Intermediate Jaeobians and their maximal Hodge subtorus for some special threefolds

We let JM(X) be tbe maximal Hodge subtorus of the intermediate Jacobian of a smooth
projective threefold X. Let 1r : X -+ U be a family of threefolds, smooth and with trivial
canonical elass KXt = 0, 1r-1(t) = Xt. Then, if the family 1r depends on d moduli, we prove
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that at the general point t E U we bave dirn JM(Xt ) ~ dirn J(X) - d - 1. Furthermore if
there is a finite.group G acting freely on tbe fibers of'Ir and 1'; = Xt/G, p : X t -+ 1'; the
n"atural quotient map, p : J(Xt ) -+ J(1';) the induced map of Jacobians and if we assume
'Ir+(Xt ) = 0 we have that for a general t E U

We apply the results above to compute JM(Xt ) for the family of complete intersections
of four quadrics in p7 admitting a fixed point free involution Cf. In this case we explicitly
construct a family of algebraiccycles that parametrizes JM(Xt ) for t general, tbus checking
tbe generalized Hodge conjecture for the general threefold of this family.

C. Peskine:

Decomposition of the normal bundle of smooth surfaces in p4

We prove (with B.Basili) the following results:

Theorem 1: Let S be a smooth surface in 1P4
• If the normal bundle Ns of S splits then S

is a complete intersection.

Theorem 2: Let V be a smooth threefold in IPs. If there exists a locally complete inter
seetion double structure on V, then this double structure is a zero section of a rank two
bundle on ps; furthermore if this rank two bundle is decomposable then V is a complete
intersection.

Corollary: If a smooth projectively Cohen-Macaulay solid of ps has a locally complete
intersection double structure it is a complete intersection.

Main lemmas for the proof of theorem 1:
Lemma 1: Assume N s = LI EELC2 • Let SI, 8 2 be the double structures Induced by LI and
L2. If.c is a line bundle on 8, the following conditions are equivalent:
1) The classes of Land H (tbe byperplane section) are dependent.
2) There exists n s.t. tbe class of Ln in Num(8) lifts to Num(51 ) and Num(52 ).

Key Lemma: o~(5) lifts to SI and 52 (and is therefore numerically dependent of H).

Main lemma for the proof of theorem 2:

Lemma 2: If"Vi is a locally complete intersection double structure on V then a line bundle
lifts to Vi if and only if it is a multiple of H.

C.T.C. Wall:

Singular DeI Pezzo surfaces

These surfaces X have a long history and are weIl understood. One can construct a
moduli space for pairs (X, E) with E a smooth hyperplane section (elliptic): It consists
of Hom(L, JacE), where L = ](j c PicX. If R c L is the set of roots and for <I> : L-+
JacE,~= RnKer~, the root system~ determines the singularities on }[4t. From this
one obtains an algorithm: Ro is obtained from R by ~ 9 "elementary transformations" .
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Write Lo for the sublattice spanned by ~, T = Tors (LI Lo), R1 = Rn (Q ® Lo), LI = t

L n (Q® Lo). Then R 1 spans LI. ~ is obtained by ~ 9 elementary transformations if
and only if T admits 9 generators.
Individual surfaces X~ have interesting geometry. For n = 5, X~ is the intersection of two
quadries in 1P4 and our list of cases corresponds bijectively to Segre symbols of pencils.
For n = 6 we have cubics in p3 and interest centres on the geometry of the 27lines, which
are listed by images in PicX~ = pick ILo of classes { with !(e =e2 = -1. For n = 7, X
is a double eover of p2 branched over a reduced quartie r. We find that r is a union of
2 conies if and only if Z2 c T. "Lines" give bitangents to r. For n = 8, X is a double
cover of a quadrie cone C in p3, branehed over a sextie r. The above have anlogues here;
also, blowing up the vertex gives an elliptic surface. T is the group of torsion sections.e
The cases A~, A~ give universal elliptic eurves with eertain level structures.

C. Birkenhake:

Cubie theta relations

Let X be an abelian variety over ( and L an ample line bundle on X. Then Ln, n ~ 3
embeds X into pN with image X. Aecording to a theorem of Kempf the ideal Ix of X
is generated by quadries if n ~ 4, and by quadrics and cubics if n 2:: 3. If n is even and
n ~ 4, the qudratie equations deseribing X are the well-known Riemann theta relations.
In the case that n = 3m, m ~ 1, explieite cubie theta relations were presented, which
describe X eompletely.

A.T. Huekleberry:

jAut(X)1 ~ ~1 for X a surfaee of general type

Theorem: (A.T.Huekleberry, M.Sauer) There is a eonstant k s.t., for ~ a surfaee of
general type, IAut(X)1 ~ k~l

- u
Remarks: 1) we actually prove IAut(X)1 ~ k (logc2) ~3. The log-part oceurs for a

real reason, but the ~ ean certainly be lowered by looking more eiosely at the strueture
of eertain finite groups.
2) The eonstant k arising in the proof is roughly 1045 • Since the result is eertainly not
sharp, i.e. the exponent, we did not worry too much about minimizing the constant. _
3) At arecent eonferenee in Göttingen, Catanese explained to us geometrie methods.
(completely different from ours) which also give a polynomial estimate ::::= ~3. This will
appear in a paper of Corti.

Idea of the proof: The onIy geometrie ingredient is the

Centralizer Theorem: Let A be an abelian group in Aut (X) and suppose that Fix (A) #- 0.
Let Z(A) be the eentralizer of A in Aut (X). Then IZ(A)I ~ c~.

The proof of the estimate for Aut (X) goes by applying the centralizer theorem to various
group-theoretic situations. The ease which requires the most work is where we must
estimate lEI for E a simple group of Lie type eontained in Aut (X) ..
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Remark: After the lecture Beauville called our attention to a result on abelian subgroups
of Aut (X) (lAI :5 C2). Using this, our results now read: IZ(A)I :5 4 and Aut (X) ~

{log C2)~.

M. Mulase:

Infinite dimensional Grassmannians, veetor bundles on curves and eomrnutin-g differen
tial operators

The study oi comm~tative algebras eonsisting of ordinary differential operators has a
long history in mathematies; it started in 1903 by Wallenberg. Sinee then there have
been many contributions by various mathematieians ineluding Schur (1905), Burchnall
Chaundy (1923), Kriehever (1977), Mumford (1978) and Verdier (197~). In this talk, I
gave a eomplete geometrie classification of all commutative algebras of ordinary differential
operators. Namely, let B be the category of all such algebras amd 9 be the category whose
objects are quintets (C, p, I, 1r, cI» consisting of an arbitrary algebraic curve C , a point p on
it, a torsion free sheaf of any rank satisfying hO(I) = h1(I) = 0, a local covering 1f defined
near p and a local trivialization cI> of I around p. Then there is a natural functor between
Band 9 which m~es them categoricallyequivalent. The proof of this theorem involves
the theory of pseudo-differential operators and infinite dimensional Grassmannians.

w. Hoyt:

Neron-Severi groups and intersection products for twisted Legendre surfaces

Let W = {(a, b, c) E (3 with disticnt a, b, c =F 0, I}, and let X be the minimal resolution
for (*) y2 = (t - a)(t - b)(t - c)x(x -l)(x - t) with (a, b,c) E W.

Problem: Determine the Neron-Severi group NS(X) for various (a, b, c) E W.
Partial results: I)X is a K3 surface with an elliptic fibering over the t-:'sphere and with
Picard number and Mordell-Weil rank related by p = r + 17 = 17, ... ,20.
2) There are countably many irreducible surfaces ~ c W s.t. P > 17 if and only if
(a, b, c) E Wi for some i. The W j can be defined as components of algebraic sets consisting
of (a, b, c) for which (*) has a (t)-rational solution (x, y) of height ~ various n.
3) Several W j and also some components of W j 0 W j can be described by configurations of
six lines with suitable extra contact with rational curves of degrees ~ 3; self interseetions
and intersection products can be computed for algebraic cycles in some cases
4) The K3 lattice A is spanned over Q by representatives relative to suitable isomorphisms
H2(X, 7l) ~ A, of sections and components of fibers for at most five different choices of X.
This may make it possible to determine all W j by repeatedly applying chord and tangent
operations to pairs of sections correspondig to ~ n Wj • •

5) There are rational maps A -+ X from abelian surfaces A which induce i) isogenies of
transeendentallattices, ii) an algebraic correspondence between Wand the Siegel modular
threefold, iii) algebraic correspondences between the Wi and generalized Hilbert modular
surfaces.
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M.Schneider:

On two conjectures of Hartshorne's

The object of the talk was to report on joint work with D. Bartlet and T. Peternell
concerning the following two conjectures of Hartshorne's:

Cl: Let Z be a smooth projective variety and let X c Z be a submanifold with ample
no~mal bundle. Then kX moves in a large family, k ::::P O. .

C2: Let Z be a smooth projective variety and let X, Y C Z be submanifolds with ample
normal bundle. Then X and Y intersect if dimX + dimY ~ dimZ. e
Cl is false in general, hut we have:

Theorem 1: Let C be a curve and let E be an ample 2-bundle on C. Then kC moves in
a family covering IP(0 E9 EV), k ::::P O.

This is used to prove the following

Theorem 2: Let Z be a p2-bundle over a- surface. Let X, Y C Z be submanifolds whose
normal bundles are positive (in the sense oI Griffiths). Then X and Y intersect provided
dimX + dimY ~ 4.

U. Persson:

Torsion groups of elliptic surfaces

Consider a Jacobian elliptic surface X -+ C with non-constant j-invariant. If T denotes
the torsion of the Mordell-Weil group, and r its !ank we are interested in bounding the
possibilities of T in terms of the genus 9 oI C, the Euler characteristic e oI X and T.

In a joint work with H.P. Miranda we define a Size oI abelian groups with at most two
generators arid prove the formula

. 1 R 2(g - 1)
Slze(T) > - + - - ---

- 6 e e'

where
. 1 N p-l

Slze(ZN X ZM) = N II(l +expp (M) --).
plN p + 1

The idea is just to consider the translation of a section, to note its fixed points (nodes
of certain singular fibers) and make an elementary Euler computation (lI the section has
order p, then there are P~l fixed points) and to combine this with a lower estimate of the
number oI singular fibers.
The formula gives exactly the 19 possible torsion groups determined by Cox and Parry,
over C rational; all possible information on Mordell-Weil groups for rational and K3
surfaces determined by Cox, and the bound on the order oI torsion groups for l~rge e as
obtained by Hindrey and Silverman.
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C. Schoen:

Detecting non-trivial elements of Chow groups by reduction mod p

Joint work with Jaap Top extending Bloch, ereHe vol. 350

1) Survey eHr, CH'hom and 'Beilinson-Bloch conjecture: [k : Q] < 00, rankCH'hom{W) =
ords=rLk(H2r-I(W), s)
2) In order to check the conjecture - for very little evidence presently exists - one needs
a method to show that certain null-horn. cyeles are not rational equivalent to o. We
take for W the motive Sym3 Ht(E), E elliptic curve without complex multipication. For
the cycle we take C - i.C, C C E3 a eertain genus 3 curve. We extend tbe metbods of
Bl~eh to this situation. The main point is that Sym3 Ht(E) splits off an "algebraic" pieee
when End :# Z. This is always the case when the base field is finite. For a projector
Q : H3( E3) -+ Sym3 HI (E) the elass of Q(C - i.C) E H~t (Gk , Sym3Bt (E)) is studied
by reduetion mod p. The class Q(C - i.C) E H:ont(GF ,Sym3BI (E)) ean be shown to be
non-zero in favorable instances by classical geometrie techniques. The class will in most
instances have infi'nite order since H:Ont(Gk , Sym3 HI(E, Z)) is usually torsion free.

Berichterstatter: M. Miele
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MATHEMATISCHES FORS·CHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t -38/1989

Topologie

3.9. bis 9.9.1989

The meeting was organized by M. Kreck (Mainz), A. Ranicki (Edinburgh) and

·L. Siebenmann (Orsay). !baut 40 participants maiDly from North America, the

Sovietunion, and Europe attended tbe conference. The 21 talks dealt with a

wide range of topies in algebraic and geometrie topology.
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VortraqsauszQqe

K. ARKOVITZ

The Grou» of Romotopy Self-Equivalences - A Survey

Let t (X) be the group of homotopy classes of based homotopy

self-equivalences of X. Two methods are giveD f~r determiniDg teX): (1) A

cellular method, (2) A Postnikov methode The latter can be given by an

exact sequeDce due to Numara

1 ~ Iso(l) ~ Im(p*: BD(XD- 1•• ) ~ Sn(Xn;K
n

», n

~ t(Xn) ~ t(Xn- l ) x Aut 7
0

wher. p: Xn ~ xo- 1 i8 tbe Postnikov fibration, r i = ri(X), and Iso(l) is

the isotopy subgroup of 1 of the action of BD(Xn; • ) 00 [XO,XO]. Results
o "

are presented which give conditions for teX) to be finite,

finitely-generated, and solvable. There i8 tbe Sullivan-Vilkerson

"Theorem: If X is nilpotent and a finite complex or aspace with finitely

. many homotopy groups, then teX) i8 finitely-presented.

Some computatioDs of t (X) are presented "ben X is Sn, (pD, 1fp2, K(r ,On)

II(A,n) (a lIoore space), p • Si U e2 (a pseudo-projective space), SU(J),.q q

Sp(2). A discussion of a homotopy action of G on aspace X is given. This

i8 defined as a homomorphism a: G~ t(X)f' "bere tbe latter group is the

group of free (i.e., Don-based) hoaotopy classes of homotopy equivalences.

a is ealled topologieal if it factors tbrough Romeo(X).
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Theorem (Cooke) a is equivalent to a topological "action (=> there exists e

B

~_Etf

K(G,l)~ K(l(X)f,l), where B is the classifying space

functor E(X)f the space of homotopy equivalences, and r the projection onto

patb-components.

Corollary (Zabrodsky) If X is a CV-complex, there is aspace Y of the same

homotopy type such that every clas8 in '(Y)f contains a homeomorphism.

St. BAUER

Representation spaces of aenus zero Fuchsian groups

d.
Let r ~ (Xl' ••• ' xr ' xr+1' •.• , xn I xi J. = 1 for i Sr, ßx. = 1> be a

1

•

Fuchsian group of genus zero. Tbe subspace Ra C Rom (r, SU(2»/conj

consisting of representations with fixed weight a E [0,1]n, i.e.

[

tJ. 0 ]
p(x.) N exp(2r. oJ ), can he interpreted as moduli space of semistable

J 1 -aj

parabolic bundles over C p1. An explicit constr~ction C8Q be obtained for

these moduli spaces. One starts with a projective space pD with Cnaturally

embedded aa a rational norm curve. Ra will be obtained bY a sequence of

blowing up embedded projective spaces pI and then blowing down the

exceptional divisor ~ pI x ,l-n-1 onto the second factor. The .embedded pI

are tbe strict transforms of j oins Sec (C) * P1 *... * ps. Bere IPi I CI,

.where I denotes tbe set of points wbere the parabolic structure is

concentrated in.
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K. BOILEAU

Beeaaard SplittinGs of Tl and minimal surfaces

(This i. a joint work with J.P. Otal)

1 Heegaard Surface in a elosed orientahle 3-manifold 1(3 is a closed

orientahle surface dividing 1(3 into two bandlebodies.

Ve classity leegaard surtaces in Tl up to isotopy: ~

.Dl2I.ul.. Any Beegaard surface witb a given genus g ~ 3 is unique up to

i.otop~ in T
J

•

Is cODsequences, usiog V. Meeks' results we abtain:

Corollary l:~J elosed orientahle minillal surfaee of given genus g ~ 3

emhedde4 in a flat J-torus T3 is unique up to isotopy•

. Corollary 2: Any triply periodie mini.al surface in I~ is unique up to

ubient isotopy.

!his l ••t result bas beeD previously and independently ohtained by

C. FROIDWf.

T. toa DIECIt

Algebraic curves &pd acyclic 4-manifolds

•An acyelie affine variety V is ealled a I-(resp. ~) bo.ology plane if its

reduced bomology with l-Cresp. fr) coefficients vaDisbes. BomoIogy. planes

.ri~e aB co.ple.ents V = X\D of suitable curves D in rational projective

varie~ies x. Contractiog I to p2 hy p: X~ p2 gives the plane divisor C =
p CD) of V. Curves C whieb arise as plane divisors of hOlDology planes

usually arise from an infinite family. Among tbe hasic plane divisors are

e.g. a quadric witb three tangents or four lines in general position. Tbe

latter ODe produces two infinite families of ~bomology planes with
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Seifert-sphere boundaries .hieh appear as faailies III and IV in the list

of Casson and Barer ud aDe" fuily. By rea~iziDg incideDce structure,

e.g. tbe structure p2(f2), as iDtersection strueture of 2-spheres in p2 ODe

ean eonstruct a large aaount of aeyelie slIooth 4-manifolds, also "i th

Seifert-aphere boundaries. Bigher dimensional analogues lead to affine

space forms. Simple ODes ean be constructed from Brieskorn polynomials .

D. DIIfOVSKI

A Geometry of ho.otol!eaII! trivial links

The main result is a geometrie characterization of homotopically trivial

links in s3. An m-coaponent link in s3 is homotopically trivial if and only

if esch of 1ts . ,e'ollponents 1s the boundary of an embedded, compact,
;..1:;.9....

orientable, CODnected (Seifert) surfaee, such that the possibble

interseetionl Dong these surfaces are geometrieally "nice" , as ShOlfD in

the figure •

•
F .

.1.

. .

B
r
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R.D. EDVARDS

Aspects of the Bilbert-Smith Conjecture

The Bilbert-Smith conjeeture asserts that a compact (or even locally

compaet) topologieal group which acts effectively on a manifold is

necessarily a Lie group. A well-known series of reductions attributable

primarily to Peter-Veyl. von Reumann and !t.B.A. Renan. sbow tbat tbiS.

conjecture can equivalently be stated: The p-adic integers cannot act

effectively on a manifold. In this talk some recent work by !laden Bestvina

and myself related to. this conjecture was described, and some related

questions were raised.

Let A = lim (I/p ~ Ilp2 ~ Ilp3 ~ ••• ) denote the p-adic integers.pt--.

Our primary goal has been to construct and understand classifying spaees

whieb are relevant to the B-S conjecture. ror example, we exhibit a eertain

natural free action of Ap on the classieal n-dimensional (stable-range; D

arbitrary) Henger cOIlpacta ~, and show, after reealling' that If is the

unique coapact metric space whieh 18 n-dimensional, (n-l)-connected,

locally (n-l)-co~nected and has the disjoint n-cells property (Bestvina's

. Characterization Theorem), that this action"ia classifyinCJ for any free Ap

action on any spaee such that the quotient has dimension ~ D. RegardinCJ the

B-S conjecture, this leads to several key questions, the prillary ODe Of.

n D-1whieh i8 perhaps: Is there an Ap-equivariant map fram K to K ? (If the

ans.er is NO, as we conjecture, then the B-S conjecture for free actions

with finite dimensional quotients would follow.)
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C. BOG-ANGELOIfI

On the (simple-) homotopy type of 2-complexes with a free product (- witb

amalgamation. an lNN-eltep~ioD) as fundamental group

I give a survey on results and open problems in this topic and discuss in

particular

a normal form for homotopy types of 2-complexes as in tbe title

- examples of nonsplittahle homotopy types witb r
1

a free product

(both joint wort witb' H. Lustig and V. Ketzler)

- obstruetions to simple-bomotopy equivalenee

(which apply e. g. to Metzler' s examples where (2 ::: VK:+(2 A VIc~I
(joint work with P. Latiolais and V. Metzler)

- a sbort topologieal proof of Cohn's theorem whieb states that finitely

generated free modules over Q'p (Q a field, Fn tbe free group on p

generators) are free. This theorem has as a eonsequenee tbat (.1 (K2) is

free =) [2 ~ Vs1 VVS2)

- tbe ease of a free produet of cyclic groups: Tbe chain eomplex of thp.

universal covering i8 shown to be isomorphie to tbe one of a standard

2-complex modelied on

ord a1 ord ar
<al,···ag I a1 , ••• ,ar ' ar+l,···,ak, 1, ••• ,1)

provided ODe passes to field eoeffieients.

v .11. KllARLAMOV

Topologyof smootbings of real plane singularities

A siloothing 'of a singularity f: (rD,O) --t (1,0), df 1
0

= 0 is, by

definition, a family f t : ~ --t I, t E [O,f], f o = f sueh that tbe equatioD

f t = 0 for t # 0 has DO singular points in the Milnor ball B. Tbe problem
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is to investigate topologieal properties of a pair B, B n 1ft = 01 for a

given finitely deter.ined singularity. Tbi. problem posed by V.I. Arnold

(1976) i8 the local analogue of the 16th Bilbert problem.

Apart .of the talk was devoted to the local version of the Rokhlin-Gudkov

congruence (the joint result with o. Va: Viro). Only the ease n=2 was

discussed. The notion of an I-smoothing and the notion of an informative

1'2-quadratic space were introduced. Soae lI2-quadratic space (V.o.q) was4lt

asaoeiated with a singularity.

Theore~. If f t = 0 is an M-smoothing and the asaoeiated quadratic space is

infor.ative then X(B n 1ft ~ 01) -1 =B(q) .od 8.

Th. other lubject discussed in the talk is the existence of I-smoothings in

the case n-2. !wo definitions of K-s.ootbings were compared: one proposed

.bf V.I. Arnold and J.-J. Rialer and the other mentioned above. According to

the first· one a saoothing ia called to be an M-smoothing if the singularity

has no iaaginary branches and r+2l 1+~ (r-number. of non-closed

eoaponents, l-nuaber of ovals, p - the Milmor nu.ber; in all cases

r+2l ~ 1+~ an4 r+2l c l+p iaplies that all branches are real); according to

the second one - if r+2l = 1+p - 2a, where 1+a+1 is the nuher of

co.ponants ·of the 1-di.ensional manifo1d

(8 n 1ft , = 01) U (1f t = 01 n ö(B)/eonj (always r+21 ~ 1+p-2a).

Ixamplea of .ingularities without iaaginary branches were viven where ther~

exist no B-.aoothings in the sense of the first definition and there exists

an B-smoothiDg in the sense of the second one.

~. Any singularity without imaginary branches has an M-smoothing in

the sense of the second definition.

1. V.I. Arnold, Some open problems in the theory of singularities, Proc. of

Sobolev seminar 1, Novosi~irsk, 1976 (translated in Proc. Symp. Pure Math.,

40 (1983), Part 1, 57-69).
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2. J.-J. Risler, An analogue local du theoreme de Barnack, Invent. Kath.,

89, 1987, 119-137.

3. V.M. Kharlamov, O.Ya: Viro, Extensions of the Gudkov-Rokhlin congruence,

Lect. Hotes Math., 1346 (1988), 357-406.

D. LIMES

Surger! . formulae for Casson' s invariant and extensions to bomology lens

GKII..

(witb S. Boyer)

To a framed link L in a I-bomology 3-spbere E we associate an algebraic

.expression D(L) involving the Casson invariant A(E) of E and tbe

derivatives of the Alexander polynomials of sublinks of L. If tbe surgered

Ilanifold X(L) is again a I-homology 3-sphere, we prove tbat. A(X(L» - D(L)

i8 a framed link bomotopy invariant. Tbis enables us ~o extend the

../ definition of Casson '8 invariant to manifolds witb cyclic first bomolon

group, so that properties analogous to those of Ca8son's invariants still

hold. Ve apply this extended invariant to show that:

There exist 3-manifolds K such tbat B1 (H) is cyclic, r 1 (!) has weight

1 hut K cannot be obtained by surgery on a knot in s3.

If K i8 a knot such that ~"(1) # 0 then the manifolds obtained hy

surgery on K are all distinct.

If M is an amphicheiral manifold with cyclic first bomology group of

odd order, tben ~(M) =0 (16)
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M. LUSTIG

Generatina systems of groups and Reidemeister-Vbitehead torsion

In joint work with Y. Koriab a connection has been established between

(a) the classical notion of Nielsen equivalence of generating systems of a

group G, and

(b) the functor K, over tbe quotient ring IG modulo the (minimal)

ideal I G•

The goal of this talk is

(1) to explain a new "torsion"-invariant (an abelian group N(G»

Fox

(2) to show that it is computable and that it takes non-trivial values in

a very general range tor G, and

(3) to present a "stabili ty theorem" and, more generally , give a formula

fwhich derives N(G * B) from N(G) and N(H).

As an application inequivalent Heegard splittings are exhibited for

3-bridge knots K and many of the surgered 3-manifolds M(k).

. M. HABOVALD

On the homotopy of s3

There bave been several efforts in tbe last 8 years to do computer assisted

calculations of the E2-term of the Adams spectral sequence for spheres. The

tbeory behind these algorithms is described rather completely in [T]. There

his calculations are given. In [CGHMl extensions are given.

It is interesting to look at what these calculations say for s3. In [CM]

the complete Adams spectral sequence for 53 is worked out for bomotopy

through dimension 52. In the report at this conference an effort was made

to extract from all this data patterns 'which could produce a conjecture

e·
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about tbe entire structure of E~j. In addition the construction of some new

periodic families was presented.

[T] M. Tangora, Compu~ing tbe homology of the lambda algebra, Mem. AMS

337 (1985)

[CGKM] Curtis, Goerss, Mahowald and Milgram, Calculations of the unstable

Adams E2-term for spheres. SLNK 11 286 (1987) 208-266

[CII] Curtis and Kahowald, The unstable Adams spectral sequence for S3",

Contemporary Math. Series AMS 1 96 (1989).

R.J. HILGRAII

The Geometry of Linear Contral Theory

Tbe flinear control equatioos are systems of non-bomogeneous linear

differential equations

x = AX + SU

y = CX + DU

wbere A,B,C,D are matrices with entries in (, U = U(t) is a vector of D

"input functions called the input, and Y is a vector of m functions called

the output.

~ Two (n,m)-systems are equivalent it tor each n-vector ot inputs the outputs

are the sa.e for each. ror example, if A is r x rand G E GLr «(), then

(A,B,C,D) N (GAG-I, GB, CG-l , D). The resulting set of equivalence classes

is a topologieal space - the moduli space of D - input, m - output control

systems.

A basic result in control theory is tbat tbe subspaee of "observable"

2systeas is equivaleDtto the space of based holomorphic maps 801.(S , Gn,m)

where G is the complex Gras~.annian of n-p1anes in ~+m.o,m
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Theorem 1: (Joint with B. Mann) Suppose m ~ n. The natural map

801.(S2, Gn,m) ~ 02
Gn,m

is injective in homology with all coefficents. Moreover, there is an

independently giveo bigrading of so that the image of

d 2 2
8. (Hol. (S,G » c......... H. (0 G ) consists of precisely those terms withn,m n,m

second degree ~ d.

Example 1: If n = 1, G = (pm andn,m
02(pm-l = I x 02s2m-l

!Xl
~ I x II F{(,k) x (S2m-1)k/N

1 Pk

"here (zl'···'Zk' "l'···'''t) IV (zl'···Zi,···zk' w1' ••• 'Wi' •.. "k) if and
d

ooly if -1' = 1. Then BOI~(S2, Gl ) ~ II F«(,kl x (S2m-l)t/ N , m ) 2. For
,m 1 Pk -

.m =1 there is a homology equivalence .(Joint with r. Cohen, R. Coben, B.

Mann).

Example 2: For fixed n as

image lim (BOl~ (S2 , G ) ~
m~ D,m

m~ m the image 02 G ~ 0 U(n), and then,m

o U(n) gives the dth-Mitchell Filtration of

o U(n).

RemarJt: For n ) 1 there is a stratification of Hol. (S2, G ) by openo,m

manifolds wbieb are iterate fibrations witb fibers H01:i (82,G
l

). These,m
strata all have trivial normal bundles in Bol.(S2, G ). This provides the.D,m

key to the proof.

H.R. MORTON

Invariants of satellites and J-manifolds

An invariant in l[q*I/ 4 ] for a framed link L in s3 can be found, following

Kirillov and Resbetikhin, for each a~sigDment of aU-module Mi to the
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cOilponents Li of L. Bere U = Uq (SU2) is a Bopf algebra whieb is a

deformation of the universal enveloping algebra.of tbe Lie algebra"of SU2•

fbere is one irreducible U-module I j of each dim~nsiqn j, and tbe

aslignaent of V2 to each co.ponent of L gives the Jones polmo.ial of L, up

to a tactor depe~diDg on the framing.

DuriDI the talk I 4iseussed a formula deterll~Dincr the invariante of a

satellit. tnot K tor each choice of module in teras of tbe invariants of

the coapanion and pattern link uaed in forming K.

I show~d, using this aatelli te formula, how a aui table corabination of

invariants of u}' fraaed link could be chosen, _hen the parameter q is

8pe~iali8ed to a root of unity, so as to be unaltered by Kirby's moves on

fraaed links. Tbis eoabination of invariants gives aversion of Reshetikbin

.ud Turaev' 8 invariants of the 3-manifold construeted by surgery on tbe

link.

P. IIROZI~

Shape Tbeory V.rsus Strang Sbape !heory

It i8 well-bown that tbe canonical functor SSb --t Sb from tbe strong

~ ahape category in4ucea a surjection ( : SSb(X,Y) --t Sh(X,Y) for arbitrary

coapact aetr1c apaces X,Y. A conjeeture by S. "ardesi~ and J. Segal says

that € even i8 a bijectioD provide4 Y is movable. To discuss this problem,

we translate it into pro-haaotop! tbeory and abtain a representatioD of

each·fiber (-1(+), +E 'Sb(!,Y}, as a derived limit li.1_
1

(,) for a suitable

invers. aequ8nce of eountable groupa -1<+). Explicit coaputations show then

tbat 1. tbe above conjeeture 18 false, 2. some partial positive results are

available for 1-shape connected movable Y and eertain elasses of x.
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J.P. OTAL

Tbe lenath spectrum of neqatively curved manifolds

Let K be a compact n-manifold with' ametrie m of strictly negative

curvature. Denote by C the set of conjugacy classes of ~l(K). One defines

tbe marked lenqth SDectrum of the metric m as the element L(m) = (lm(7»1~•E Re where Im(7) i8 the length of the closed geoclesic in the conjugacy

. claS8 1. It is conjectured that the element L(m) permits to reeover m up to

isotopy.

Ve prove that it is the ca8e if n 2.

A. V. f PAZ8lTNOV

On the exactness of Novikov inegualities for the case cf free ahelian

fundamental aroup

It's weIl known that given a clas8 { E e1 (M,I), M a manifold, one cannot

always repre.ent it by a fibration K~ Sl over a circle (Browder-Levine,

Farreli, etc.).

In the early 80'. Rovikov suggested an analogue of Morse theory in this •

setting and ohtained the Morse type estimates for the number of critical

points of such a map. Farber proved the exactness of these estimates for

the case ~lKn = I, n ~ 6.

Tbe suhject of the wort presented i8 to prove the generalization of the

result for the caS8 ~lKn = zm, D ~ 6. It occurs that the exactness cannot

hold for all cohomology clasaes € but it holds for all € hut helonging to a

finite union of integer hyperplanes ri C 81 (K,I) (under some restrietions

on the manifold M).
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v. SIHGBOF

A Bodge theorem for 8impli~ial manifol4.

(joint work with Christopher DeniDger)

Ve study simplicial cOilpact manifolds X., i.e. (selli-)si.plicial objects

over the category of SlIlooth compact manifolds; the face operators are

assume4 to be submersions. Such ohjects arise iD the construction of

classifying spaces of compact Lie groups and, mo~e importantly, as smootb

resoluti~ns of singular complex projectivce varieties.

There 1s a natural notion of an elliptic complex l* of differential

operators on X.; examples are the de Rham (or Dolbeault) complexes on all

*the Xn• Associated to, 1s a double coaplex and its total coaplex (~n,D)

whose! cohomology groups are denoted byaD(l*) •

.~..D * * *Let K (e ) a Iw E ~n I (DD + D D) w = 0) he tbe suhspace of "harmonie"

eleaents. !ben it can be ahoWD ~hat dia ~(t*) < m an4 that the natural map

wP(t*) ~ aD(t*) is aD isoaorphisa.

R. SCaRlBZL

~ An extension ot the Grayson=Gillet construction

(joint work witb: Tb. AmmersoD, R. Vogt, F. Valdhausen)

Gillet and GraysoD gave a combinatorial cODstructioD G on exact categories

K and proved that the realization of GM 1s a model for [-!heory of M in

Quillen's sense.

Tbe cODstruction has the advantage that subsequently Grayson could give a

coahin&torial deacription of K-Tbeory operations using tbis model. Tbat was

the motivatioD to ask whetber the analogue wG for categories witb
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eofihrations and weak equivalences gives Valdhausen K-theory (Operations

there are diffieult to work with). It turn~ out, that there' are some

limitations to tbis: Property (P): Tbere exists a ehain of natural

transfor.ations with values in weat equivalenees hetween X U AX and X U XII

for a cofibration A in X.

For eategories C witb (P) tbe extension works as expected (Thm 1). This

includes categories of finite prespeetra on an arbitrary C and trivially

tbe eXlet else. Tbe problem disappears wbeD ODe a110w5 iDteraetioD of tbe 4It
cODstr~ction: actually IWGOOCI i8 a model for (-Tbeory in Waldhausen's sense

always (TU 2).

St. STOLZ

Kanifolds of positive sealar curvature

Generalizing a result of Lichnerowicz N. Bitchin showed tbat if " is a spin

manifold with ametrie of positive scalar curvature then the bordism clas9

of " in the spin bordislD group (fpin i8 the kernel of the homomorphism
D

1: (fPiD--.. 10. Gro.ov ud La"son proved that the question- whether a. n n

aiaply CODDec:ted spin aanifold of dimension ~ 5 abits a positive scalar

eurvature aetric 4epends only on its spin bordis. class and eonjectured4lt

that it admits ametrie of positive scalar curvature if its bordism class.

i8 in the kerne1 of A.

Theorem: A simply connected spin .aDifold of dimension ~ 5 admits ametrie

of positive acalar curvature if and only if its bordism elass i8 in the

kernel of 1.

ror tbe proof we mate the following observation: Let E be tbe total space

of a fibre bUDdle witb fibre rand structure group G such that F has a
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.etrie of positive sealar curvature on .•hieh G acta by isometries4 !heo we

ean find a .etrie of positive scalar eurvature on E. Tbe theorem follow5

fro. this and the followiog result, whieh i8 proved by traoslating ioto

stable hoaotopy theory and applying Adams speetral sequenee teehniques.

~: Let K be a spin aanifold.whose bordism elass is in the kernel of

the A-hoaoaorphi.a. !ben 11 18 spin bordant to the total spaee of °a fibre

bundle whose fibre i8 the quaternionic projective plane Bp2 and whose

strueture group i8 the isoaetry group of 8p2.

u. TILLIWfR

. Ass8abl! map ana eherp eharaeter for topologieal arouR a~qebras

lovikov's eonjeeture on higher signatures follows from the rational

injeetivity.of lasparov's K-theory asseably aap

1: K. Br ~ K. c;(r>
. * • 0

.here f 1s a diserete group and er(f) is the redueed C -algebra.

*Instead of C
r

Cf) the group algebra ([11 with the 1nduetive limit topolon

i8 cODsidered, its K-theory 4efined. Thep p faetors through

a: K. Sr~ I. ([f]

and Karouhi.'s ehern character for Banach algebras g~neralizes to (ln.

Usiog foraal properties of the ehern eharaeter ODe shows that the follo.ing

diagr.. is rationally eo..utative

H.Br • K.( K.Br~ 1.«(11,
1 1C1c:h

H.Bf • BC.(

!his proves that the a8sembly Ilap tI for topologieal group algebras is

rationally iDjective.
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V.VOGILL

Boundedly controlled alqebraie l-theory of SPIees

Ve c:onstruc:t a boundedly controlled version of the algebraic K-theory of

spaces functor X~ A(x). "Boundedly cODtr~lled" .eans that everything in"

sight is equipped with a reference aap to a .etric spaee B whieb 1s used to

aealure distanees. Ve obtain -. functor (X,B) ~ A(XiB). Let P denote a

finite sub-polyhedron of ~, and let o(P) denote the open cone on P. Tbis

is a metric space with .etric induced from mn. Ve obtain:

~: Tbe fUDctor P ~ A(XiO(P) i8 a aeneralized reduced ho.olou

theory.

In particular, if P • sn-l, o(P)

A(x).

!heore.: Tbe spectrua [n] ~ A(x;mD) is non-conneetive, and

.11 (Xilß) = li-n(I[.lx]), for i ~ D.

These theoreas are generalizatioDs of results of ',derBen-Ieibel and

~nderson-.uDtbol •. who treat th, case of algebraic K-theory of rings.

Berichterstatter: r. Berabach
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 39/1989

Transformationsgruppen

10.9. bis 16.9.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Renn ProtTammo tom Dieck (Göttingen)
und Herrn Pro' Ted Petrie (New Brunswiek) stattlm Mittelpunkt des Interesses
standen' algebraisdle Gruppenoperationen auf algebraischen Varietäten.EiDige der
Vorträge standen im Zusammenhang mit dem Linearitätsproblem,ob jede algebra
isthe Operation' einer Gruppe G auf O" zu einer linearen Darstellung konjugiert
ist? Gegenbeispiele zu dieser Vermutung wurden kürzlich von G.Schwarz konstru
iert (siehe Übersiehtsvortrag von Prof Kraft).Weiterhin wurden die möglichen Or
biträume solmer Operationen untersucht. .

vortragsauszüge

Orbit s.pace~ ~f Algebraic Group'Actions .

Andrzej Biälynicki-Birula

The aim oE the talk is to sketeh a prool 01 the lollowing result:

Assume that the ground Seid is algebraieally closed 01 eharaeteristie' O.Let a
reduetive group G aet on anormal algebraie variety X lf there enst good quotients
11'0 : X --+ XllTa for all one-dimensional sulrtori Ta C G,then there exists a good
quotient 11' : X --+ X//G,where X/IG is an algebraie spate.

The result. above is analogons to th~ Bilbert-Mumford eriterion.However,on one
band quasi-projec:tivity of the quotient sp&ce is ~ost,on' the o~her hand applicability
01 theresult above is mueh wider.
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Action of a Toros on a Projective Aigebraic Variety

Michel Brion

Let G be a reduetive group aeting linearly on a veetor spaee V wer th.e hase
field of eomplex numbers C.Let X be a G-stable elosed subvariety of the projeetive
spac:e P(V).Mumford has defined an open G-stable subset X" of X ,with a morphism
11" : xea ---+ Y sueh that : Y is projeetive,tr is affine and G-invariant,(1r.Ox.. )O =
Oy ,i.e. 1f is a good eategorial quotient. Moreover he defined 8 G-stable open subset
X· of X" such that fr Ix- is a good quotient in the usual sense. . e

I report on some joint work with C.Proeesi,where we tried to deseribe these
quotients in the ease where G is a torus T .Let V =$xVx be the deeomposition of V
into weight spaees of T ,&nd n= {X IVx #: {O}} be the set of weights of the aetion.For
z e X de&ne the set TIz C TI of its weights.Then xes (resp. XS) is {z e X I 0 E
eonvex huB (resp.interior of the eonvex hull) of- TIz}.For eaeh p in the eonvex hull a
of ß,define xr;) (resp. x(,,)to be {z E X I p e eonvex ·hull (resp.interior of the
eonvex hull) of JIz}.Both are T-stable open subsets of X and depend only on the
position of p with respeet to a eertain snbdivision of 0 into elementary open convex
polyhedra (ealled "faces"),defined by the finite set JI C O.For eaeh sueh faee F ,one
has then X"(F),XS(F).

Proposition :
i.) Tlaere i, a ,ood quolienl 1fp : X"(F) --+ Y(F),and il, eale,oritJl re.criel;on to

XS(F) i. a quotient in the Ulool ,en.e. .

;i.) LeI Fand F' 6e ttDO fcue • •ueA fAaf F c F'. Then fAere are inelunon.
Xa(F) c xe(F') c X"(F') c X··(F) tlllaieh indgee a morplU,m
frp.F' : Y(F') ~ Y(F).

iii.) 1fp,p,;' lirolionol ;1 F i, not ;n IAe 6oundar, 010.
IV.) frp,F' i, (J ji.6raf;on il F ;, ;n tAe 60uradarp -01 O,Gn4 X i, .mootll.

One cu show that Y(F) has only quotient singulari.ties by diagonalizable ei

groups whose dimension is smallerthan codimc(F)Jn partieularwhen F' is open,then
Y(F') is an orbifold,and trp,F' : Y(F') --+ Y(F) is a partial desingularization for eaeh
F C F',as in "iü.)

We ean deseribe the morphisms 1fp,F' in the following ease: F has eodimension
1 and is eontained in the elosure of two open faees F_ and F+.

Theorem: Let Z le IAe fi6ered ,rod,"t Y(F_) XY(F) Y(F+). Then ;n lhe 101lotD
in, tÜagram tP+,tP- and t/J are 61o. up' fII;th fhe ,arm eseptjonal tÜfll,or..

2



tP+

z
tP-

Y(F~)

Y(F)

•

There i, a loetJI deBeripfion o/IIU, diagram tuing a linear aelion 0/ a one-dimenaonal
torutl.Similar re.all, tiere oilained 6, V.Guillemin (lad S.Sfein6err,;n tAe /rtJI1lefDori
0/ redut:fion 0/ .,mpleetie ,arietie, milh an ael;on 0/ llu ein:le. .

We have begun to develop these ideas (with more teehnieal problems) to study
quotients by reduetive groups.· - .

Holomorphic Transformation Groups : Same Relationships to the
Aigebraic Theory

A.T. Huckleberry

Goal : OutJine several direetions where there has been same reeent progress.
Attempt to give an idea of the methods and relationship to the algebraie theory.

1Divisors in non-eompaet eomplex homogenous spaees (automorphie forms)
Early results of Buekleberry and Margulis;Margulis examples.

./ Typieal reeent result (Berteloot-Oljeklaus) : S semi-simple (eomplex),H <complu S,
X:= S/H.Then : Xis hypersurfaee sepai-able -==> H algebraie.
Main point : Here we iuvest strang anaJytie methods,but the interes'ting manifolds
are indeed &1gebraie.
Open questions on disc:rete groups in affine groups.

2.Automorphism groups of surfac:es of general type
MaiD result (Huek1eberry-Sauer) Let X be a su:rfue of general type with topological
Euler eharac:teristie x.Then : IAut(X) IS X8

Main point: After proving an estimate for c:entnillzers of abelian groups,a 'general

3



group-theoretie tactic yields the desired result.
Open Questions : Higher dimensional case,can topological methods be applied1

3.Representations of compact groups on Hardy-spaces /Geometrie QuantizatioD
Typieal result (Huekleberry-Wurzbacher) D ce O", K c A1d(D), H := OLl (D).The
K-representation on H is mult. free +--+ D embeds K-equivaliantly in X,where KC
aets on X and X is spherieal in the sense of Blion-Luna-Vust.
Main point: Hone approaehes this analytically,e.g. as Guillemin-Steinberg,there are
extreme diflieulties and no results except under very strong assumptions on aD Due
to many results on the algebraic side the problem is handlab!e.

4.Aetions of eomput groups on Stein spaees.
Early results of H. Cartan.
Reeeilt developments due to' P. Heinzner : The existenee of a eategorieal quotient,the
existenee of a universal complexitication,application to classification and lineariza-
tion. .
Main point: One uses plurisubharmonic funetions combined with algebraie invariant
theory,e.g. Luna slice.
Open question : ComplexificatioD for other real forms.

On the Geometry of Homogeneous Spaces

Friedrich Knop

Let G be a connected, reductive algebraic group defined over the field of complex
numbers C and let X be a smooth G-variety. The moment map on the cotangent
bWldle 1[" : Ti -+ X is defined as folIows: .

~ : Ti -+ g* := (LieG)- : 0' t--+ (~~ O'(~1r(Q»)).

•

Let \l1 : Ti -+ g* //G := Spec C[g·lG be the composition of ~ with the quotient map.
By Chevalley's restrietion theorem the quotient g* //G is isomorphie to t- /W where •
t ~ 9 is a Caxtan subalgebra and W is the Weyl group. Let now C be an irreducible
component of the fibre product

Denote by N the stabilizer of C in W, and by Z ~ N the subgroup of elements which
act triviallyon C.



•

•

Definition: The group W x := N/Z is called the Weyl group of x.
One can show that Wx acts on a certain subspace ax of t.

Theorem. The Weyl group acts on Qx a.s a cri3tallographic reflection group.

In case X is asymmetrie variety the Weyl group Wx coincides with the "little"
Weyl group of X.

There is a close connection of the Weyl group with the compactification theory
of X: Let Z(X) be the set of all G-invariant, discrete Q-valued valuations of C(X)
which vanish on the subfield C(X)B (B=Borel subgroup of G). One can embed Z(X)
into same finite dimensional Q-vectorspace with a natural Wx-action.

Theorem. Z(X) i3 afundamental domainfor Wx .

R.EFERENCES:

F. Knop: Weylgruppe und Momentabbildung. To appear in Invent. math.

G~VectorBundles and Non-Linearizable Actions

Hanspeter Kraft

In the following the base field is the field C of complex numbers. G denotes a
reductive algebraic group (over C), and all actions and representations of G are
algebraic and defined over C.

LINEARITY PROBLEM. Is every action of G on affine space e n linearizable, i.e., is
there a G-equivariant isomorphism e n -::+ V where V is a representation of G?

There are a number of positive results for small n (e.g., all actions on C 3 are
linearizable), and also in case the dimension of the quotient V/IG is $ 1. (See
[Kr89a] for areport and related questions. )

Recently, Gerry Schwarz has constructed the first examples of non-linearizable
actions ([Sch89]):

THEOREM. There exist non-linearizable actions of O2 on C 4 , of SL2 on C 7 , and
oE 503 on e8 .

In order to construct these actions we study G-vector bundles on representations
(see [Kr89b]).

DEFINITION. Let X be a G-variety. A G-vector bundle on X is a vector bundle
p : E -+ X together with aG-action such that: (a) p is G-equivariant, and (b) the
action is linear on the fibers.

EXAMPLE. Let W be a representation of G. Then pr : X X W -+ X is a G-vector
bundle on X. It will be denoted by 0w and will be called a trivial G-vector bundle.

EQUIVARIANT SERRE-PROBLEM. Let V be a representation oiG. Is eve.r:y G-vector
bundle on V trivial?

5



This problem is strongly related to the Linearization Problem, as shown by the
following proposition:

PROPOSITION. Let E be a G-vector bundle on the representation V. Then E has
a natural C· -action by scalar multiplication on the Ebers.

(a) ([Kr89b]) E is trivial if and only if the G x C· -action on E is linearizable.
(b) ([BH87]) If E ffi Sv is non-trivial, then the G-action on E is non-linearizable.

(e· denotes the multiplieative group C \ {O}.) .

In general, one eannot expeet that a G-veetor bundle on X can be trivialized by
a G-stable open covering of X. Nevertheless, for representations this is true, even
in a strang sense:

PROPOSITION. Let V be a representation of G. Denote by 7r : V -+ V //G the
quotient. For every G-vector bundle E on V there is a (Zariski-) open covering
V//G = UUi such that E!,,-,(U;) is trivial for all i. . •

Let us denote by VECv(W) the set of isomorphism elasses of G-vector bundles
E on V whose zero fiber Eo is isomorphie to the representation W.

The proposition above shows that every G-vector bundle on V is obtained from
trivial bundles 1r-1 (Ui) x W by glueing over the interseetions, using G-equivariant
morphisms +

aij : 1r-
1 (Ui n Uj)~ GL(W).

Clearly, the aij form a cocycle, and we obtain a bijection

VECv(W)~ H1(V§G, 21)

where 21 is the sheaf of groups U .-; Mora(1r-
1(U), GL(W». (Mora denotes the

G-equivariant morphisms.)
In case dim V//G = 1 one can make explicit ealeulations. (We remark that for

dirn V //G = 0 every G-vector bundle on V is trivial, as a consequence of the loeal
triviality.)

THEOREM. Assume dirn V§G = 1.
. (a) There is a bijection cr .::. VECv(W), a 1-+ Ea , such that Eo ~ 8 w aild

E a (f) Eb ~ E a+b (f) 8w.
(b) Tbe Whitney sum induces a surjective homomorphism

VECv(W1 ) EB VECv(W2 ) ~ VECV(W1 ffi W2 ):

(c) Every G-vector bundle on V is analytica1ly G-equivariantly trivial.

Gf course, tbe main point now is to find examples with r > O!

EXAMPLE. Let G = O2 = C· ·Z/2 and denote by Vm the irredueible representation
of O2 of dimension 2, where C· has weights m and -m and the generator a of Z/2
interchanges the weight spaces.

THEOREM [Seh89]. (a) VECvl(Vm ) ..:::. C m
-

1 for m ~ 1.
(b) VECv

2
(Vm ) ..::. Cm;l for odd m ~ 1.

(e) For E E VECv.(Vm ), i = 1,2, the sum E EB Sv! is trivial.
(cl) Themap E 1-+ EEB0V2 induces a bijection VECV2(Vm)':+ VECv2 (VmffiE>v2 ).
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7-Dimensional Homogenous Spaces

M.Kreck (joint work with S.Stolz)

There exist three infinite families of 7-dimensional homogenous sp~ees GIH (G
'compact conneeted Lie group,H a closed subgroup),the Wallach spaces

the Witten spaces

SU(3) x SU(2) X U(1)/i k,l(SU(2) X U(l) X U(l» =: Wk,l

and
Da,l,c := SU(2) X SU(2) x SU(2)/ia,6,c(U(1) x U(l»

They have remarbble geometrie properties:They all admit Einstein metries (Wang,
Wary-Ziller).The Wallach spaces admit a metric of positive sectional curvature (Allof
Wallach).They are all links of isolated singularities (with appropiate signs of eoeffi
cients).

Besides the obvious invariants like cohomology ring,eharaeteristic classes,...
there are three delieate invariants 8i which ean be deseribed in various ways.For
example,if X is Spin and H4(X, Q) ={O},

s.(X) := BI (X, g) =
h,,(Hirz, O) + l(dim(Ker(D» + ,,(D, 0» - ~ Ixp.(g) " h e R/Z

. where Hirz is the signature operator,D the Dirac operator,,, the speetral a.symmetry
of Atiyah,Patodi,Singer and he nl(X) with dA =PI(') the Pontrjagin form of the
Riemannian metric.

Theorem: .
i.) TfDO Wallaeh spaee, (Willen 'JHUes) X and Y are d;Jfeomorphie if and onl,
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ill Hf(X; Z) 1=1 H 4 (y; Z) I and ,,,(X) =,,,(Y) lor i =1,2,3.
i;.) For homeomorplU,m eltUnfieation repltUe '1 6, 28 . '1 (X).
iii.) Esplie;' numier ,laeore"eal eondj"on, tor diJfeomor,,/&i,m (hormomorplU,m)

ela,iJüa';on. .

In the c:.ase of Witten spates it is easy to deduc:.e the following c:.orollaries.

OoroDary: Thtre ea" AomoeomorplUe 601 no' diffeomorplUe Willen ,patt,
(,IH,e ClR tAe ji.rd eSClmple, ofAomogenow .poee, ",j'h ,Ai. properl, di,proein, CI
eonjee'ure 01 W. Y.Nnan,).

Corollary : For eatA W;lIen 'paee ,At modul. 'poee 01 Einlfein meine, Atu •
infinitel, mtUI, eomponent,..

The number theory in the c:.ase of Wallach spac:.es is muc:.h more c:.omplic:.ated
&Dd a c:.omplete solution is not known.But

Proposition (D.Z.gier + Computer) : q 1H f
( ; Z) I< 2955367597,tJun ''-0

Aomeomorplaie Walloeh IfHUt' tJre d,iJ1eomorplUe.BaI N-18788,IJ'If ;, hormomorplaie
la' raDI tliffeomorpAie 10 N -4J8I1.8111'.

These are the Irst examples of "exotic:." manifolds with positive sec:.tionu c:.ur
vature.FinaDy the Wal1aeh spaees aD8Wer negativety a problem of W.Y. H&iang.Is
it trae that only non-trivial aetion of G on G/ H (G simple,c:.onn~cted,H #=- {e}) is
the tr&DSitive acti.on.Sinc:.e the c:.onjugacy dass of a stabilizer is an invariant of the
ac:.tions,the negative &DBWer follows from

Corollary : ;-48188s1,68J816(81) j, AO' eonjuga't 10 i-16"149,606msa(81) in SU(3)
im IM eorrc,poradin, Walltuh 'JHUt' an dilfeomorplUe.

The third family mentioned above was a:nalyzed by my Ph.D. student F .Berm.
bac:h who proved

Theorem (F.Bermbach) : Do,.,c i, diffeo..,morplUe 10 Di,i,i ;/ Grad onl, ,Ae order_

01 H4( ;Z) GI"e, or,equi'.tn"" 1tWc 1=1 d6i Il&olth. -

References :
M.Krec:.k-S.Stolz : "A diffeomorphism dassific:.ation 01 7-dimensional homogenous
Einnein manifolds with SU(3) X SU(2) x U(I)-symmetry" ,Annals of Math. 127
(1988)
M.Krec:.k-S.Stolz: "Same homeomorphic:. but not diffeomorphic:. homogenous 7-mani
folds with positive sec:.tional curvature" ,preprint 1989
F.Bennbac:h: Thesis,in preparation (Mainz)
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Analytic and Topological Torsion rar Manifolds with Boundary and
Symmetry

Wollgang Lück

Let G be a finite group acting on a Riemannian m&nÜold M by isome
tries.We introduce analrfie lo"';on

p;ft(M,MI;V) ER

PL·torBion

Poinearl lornon
p~d(M,MI; V) e KI(RG)Z/I

and the Ewer ehartulerin;e
XG(M, MI; V) e R

for 8M the disjoint won of MI and M, and V an equivariant c'oeßieient system.For
trivial G our nation of analytic torsion reduees to the one of Ray and Singer.We
define an _isomorphism

and show nnder mild eonditions

p<;" (M,M1i V) .= rl(p~(M,Ml;V» - ~rl(p~,,(M,Ml;V» + ';2xG(8MiV)

and
r,(p~(M,MJ;V» =r,(p~4(M,Ml;V) =0

If G is the trivial gronp,this reduces to the equation in R

p•• (M,M1i V) = In(pp/(M,M1i V »+ ';2X(8M) · ~im.V

The last equation was proven for (non-equivariant) manHolds without 'boundary in
dependentJy by Müller and Oheeger.Their proof is extended by Lou and Rothenberg
to the case of & dosed orientable G-manifold.Our proof is based on their results.As
an application we establish a sum formula for analytic torsion which is useful for
eomputations.Analytie torsion plays for example a lole in Quillen'8 eonstruetion of
the metrie OD the detenmnant line bUDdle of a family of operators, in estimating
the length of dosed geodesies iD hyperbolie manifolds (D.Fried) and in Witten-Jones
quantum leid theory.One may interpret our result as Kt-anaJogue of the Atiyah
Patodi-Singer-index-formula far manifolds with bOUDdary.
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Non-linear actions on on
Mikrya Masuda (joint work with Ted Petrie)

Linearization problem: Is every attion oE a reduetive group G on 0" lineariz
able,i.e. is there a G-equivariant isomorphism from on to a representatioJi V of
G1

G.Sehwarz gave a eounterexample to this problem for varies G of positive di
mension.One of bis examples is &8 follows.

Notation 0, =C· x. Z/2
Vi(= C') : O,-representation with weights I,-I,Z/2 permutes the eoordinates of 0'
VEOvl (Vm ) : Isomorphism classes of algebraie 0, vector bundles over VI with Vm as
the zero fiber.

Theorem (Schwarz) :
i.) V EGv1 (Vm ) =:: C m - I

;i.) q E E V EOv1 (Vm ) i, JIOn-friwal,Ulen tAe 0, x. C·-aetiora on E i, non-linear,
.Aere C· oet. on E 6, 'talar mulf;plitation on eacl/ihr.

Remark : Each element of V EOVI (Vm ) is trivial if we forget the action,in par
tieular isomo~hie to C' (This follows from the solution of the Sene eonjeeture).

Theorem (Masuda-Petrie,Kraft)
i.) { Isomorphism dasses of elements in V EGv1 (Vm ) &8 O,-varieties } =:: cm-I/O·
ü.) (Masuda-Petrie) Let I ~ ~ and Ic ~ 2.Then
{Isomorphism dasses oE elements in VEOVi (Vm) &S D'm X Z/Io-varieties} ~ Cm-I/O·

Here the C·-action on Cm - 1 is

•

To prove the theorem we use invarinats to distinguish aetions.The invariants an •
"chara.eteristie" subvarieties of C·.

A Survey on Non-Complete Aigebraic Swfaces with ApplicatioDS to
Quotient Spaces

Masayoshi Miyanishi

Let X be a smooth algebraie variety defined over 0 and let X t....+ V be a smooth
eomplexiticatioD sueh that the boundary divisor D := V - X is a divisor with simple
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erossings.Suppose HO (V, Ov(n(D + Kv ») =# 0 for some positive integer n = N.Then
dimHO(V; Ov(nN(D + Kv») is asymptotieally equal to en" with a nOD-zero eonstant

. e and an integer 0 ~ IC S dimX,where Kv is the eanonieal divisor of V.We define
the Kodaira dimension IC(X) of X to be the quantity " above if for some n > 0
go (V, Ov(n(D + K v») ~ 0 and IC = 00 otherwise.Then,by Itaka,IC(X) is independent
of the eompa.etifieations X'-+ V of the above kind,so IC(X) is intrinsie to X.The
foBowing are useful inequalities when we try to find IC(X) for concrete examples :

1.) Let f : X ---+ Y be a dominant morphism of smooth algebraic varieties.Then
Ie(X) S IC(Y)

2.) Let f : X ---. Y be a dominant morphism of smooth algebraie vaneties such that
the general fiber F is irredueib~e &Ild reduc:ed. Then ,,(X) S ,,(F) + dimY. -

3.) (Kawamata) Suppose,in the situation of 2.) that X is a surfac:e and Y is a
eurve.Then ,,(X) ~ IC(Y) + dimY.

If X is a smooth c:urve,IC(X) =-00 if and only if X = Cpl or C,IC(X) =0
Ü and only ü X is an eDiptie eurve or C.,and Ie(X) =1 otherwise.The dassißea
tion of eomplete smooth surfaees is made aee~rdinglyto the Kodaira dimension and
due essentially to the Italian school.We just reeall that,if X is a eomplete ~ooth
surfa.c:e,IC(X) = 00 Ü and only if X is birational to Cpl x C and Ie(X) = 1 implies
the existenc:e of an elliptie funetion I : X ---+ Olf X is a non-eomplete smooth sur
faee,we have a elassifieation theory similar to the eomplete ease.Call X aßine-ruled ü
X eontains a Zariski-open set isomorphie to C x U where U is a c:urve.This implies
It(X) =00. Conversely,we have the following :

Lemma: Lef X 6e G non-eomplefe .moofA ol,e6rGie .ur/tue ",ifA It(X) =oo.Sup
pole X i, nof affine-ruled. Then 'lure ea.f (J Zari.ä-ope_n .ef U·c X and a proper
"ralional morpl&i,m t/J : U --+ P' .aI;,/,in, Ihe /ollo.;ng eontÜfion, :

1.) X - U IalJB pure dimen,;on I.

!.) P' ;. an open .el.o/ a ,moofh G1,e6raie Bur/tue P .illa dim(P - P) :S o.
9.) P =O'/G - (0) fDitA a finife .ulgroup G c GL(2, C) il D i, nof eonfraeIi61e,i.e,

llae ;,aler,eef;on malns on Ihe irreduti61e eompontnI, 0/ fhe 60unda,., di"i,or D
i, not negal;fle-definilejP =S - Mn,(S),fDMre S ;, a "logaritlamie dei Peuo
,ur/aee 0/ ranll ",e.,. S = OpIIG,G c PGL(2,C),i/ D i, eonlraeli61e

This result ean be applied,for example,to obtain the next two results.

Theorem (M.Miyanishi;Gurja:r.Shastri) Lef X 6e a normal affine .ur/aee g;IIa
G finife morplai,m / : Ci --+ X.Then Xe: O'IG

Theorem (A generallzation of Kempf's result) LeI G 6e a eonneeled linear GI

ge6raie group OfJer C ael;ng on Cft (nol neee••anl, 'inearl,).Suppo,e G= {I) and
dimOn IIG =2. Tl&en on II ~ C'.

11
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The Chow Ring of Smooth Complete SL(2)-Embeddings

Lucy Moser-Jauslin

An SL(2)-embedding is a 3-dimensional algebraic SL(2)-variety over C having an open

orbit isomorphie to SL(2). The srilooth complete SL(2)-embeddings ean be elassified by

eombinatorial diagrams eontaining information about loeal rings of stable subvarieties.
One would like to know how to read off the geometrical properties of an embedding from

its cliagram. In this direetion, I show how to caleulate the Chow rings direet1y from the

diagrams. The Chow ring will be shown to be isomorphie to the cohomology ring. •

The method to determine the Chow ring is as follows. One starts by showing that the

ineducible stable divisors of the embedding are smooth rational ruled surfaees, and they

generate the Chow ring. The relations between these generators are not easily read from

the diagrams. This is the case because they depend on much of the global structure of

the embedding. ~or this reason we introduce an additional generator, which is th.e closure
of a certain Borel subgroup of SL(2). Now we ean give a set of relations which can be

described by simple geometrie properties of the stable divisors. Fina1ly, we show that we
have enough relations by eomparing dimensions.

The determination of the Chow ring is an important aspect of the study of geometrical
properties of an embedding. For example, it can be used to show that certain varieties are
non-projective, by finding an effective one-eycle which is rationally equivalent to O. In fact,

this method eRD be used to find all smooth eomplete non-projective SL(2)-embeddings.

•Arrangement of hyperplanes

Peter Orlik (joint work with L.Solomon) ..

Let V be an l-dimenmonal veetor spaee over C. A eodim 1 subspace H is ealled
a hyperplane.A finite set of hyperplanes A is ealled an arrangement.Let
M =V - UHEA H be the eomplement.In this talk we eompute the trace on g·(M)
of an action on A.Let L(A) be the lattice of interseetions of elements of A partially
ordered by reverse indusion and let .(A, t) =EXEL p(X)(-t}'(X) be the Poincare'
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polynomial.Here pisthe Moebius funetion on L and r(X) =codimX the rank fune
tion.Suppose G a.cts on A by permutationlf 9 e G let L' ={X E L IgX =X} be the
lattiee of stable elements.While L(A) is a geometrie lattiee,v is in general not.Let
P, be the Moebios function on LI.

Theorem : Ep~otr(g IHP(M»)tP =Lxeu p,(X) (-t)t(X).

The proof involves the Hopf tra.ee formula and an identifieation of the eohomol
ogy groups of M with the order eomplex eonstrncted from L(A).

Equivariant non-isolated singularities

Richard RandeIl

Let! be a homogenous polynomial of degree n and suppose that the singular
set cf {/ =O} has dimension s.One then has the Mllnoi" .fi.bration

F ---+ C' - {! =O} --L C - {O}

where F =,-1(1) is an (1- tJ - 2)-connected open real (21- 2)-dimensional manifold
having the homotopy type of an (1- 1)-dimensional GW-eomplex.We are ·conterned
with the homology and homotopy groups of F,whieh of tonse depend on the degree
and the singular set.A typical result,a version of which we state for 1=3 a.nd 8 = l,is

Theorem: Wi'" n == ±1(mod6),Iuppo.e 'he eUM7e a = {I =~} c CpJ Aas r
ifTeduei61e eomponen.l, Grad oral, ftngultJrifie. 01 f,pe At,A"A"D4 • Then
H1(F; Z) ~ zn-l

Another tase 01 interest is that of arrangements of hyperplanes (I a product oE
ß linear forms).

Theorem : Let m., m" ...mk tknofe ehe mulfipl;ei'ie, 0/ 'he eodimene;on 'wo
;nfer.ee,ion, olla,perplane,.I/ ged(m;, n) =l/or 611 m; > 2,fhen H1(F; Z) =zn-I..

Finally,define an arrangement to be genent if auy conec:tion of p hyperplanes
(p S I) intersects in an (1- ,)-dimensional subspa~e.

. Theorem For a ,enene GmJ"fement 01 ß Ia,perplane, in C',

a.) tri(F) ~ Z·-1

6.}Hf(F)~Z(~1), OSqSI-l

13



6 =n (n-,) +. (n-,)'-I '-I
Part a.) is of couse due to Zarlski,while b.) and c.) we proved in discussions

with P.Orlik,UBing a result oE Ratton.

Deformations,circle actions on rational homotopy types and
symmetries on manifolds

Martin RauBen

.The &im of this researt.h proj~ct is to show that large classes of manifolds do
admit non-trivial group actions.In work of P LöfBer ud M.Raußen free actions were
produeed on highly...eonneeted manHolds with certain vanishing eharacteristic num.
bers.In this talk,we extend the method and the elass of manifolds by eonmdering
non-free actions.

The prlncipal method is to start with & circle action on & manifold rationally
homotopy equivalent to the given oD;e and then,while loosing eertain primes,to shuflle
the aetion to the manifold of mterest.We will be mainly eoneerned with the tirst step
whieh iDVolves new ideas.

C.Allday showed that the rational model of the Bore! spate XT of a T = 51...
aetion on X ean be interpreted &S a I-parameter deformation between the models
of X and ,XT.Under additional assumptions,this proeedure can be inverted:An alge
braic deformation can be pertubed to give rise to a semifree action on a maDifold
in the rational homotopy type.While,in general,this leads to the dif6.cult problem of
finding such deformations it allows in partieular t&Ses to show that certain cla.sses of
manifolds are symmetrie.

Analytic and Combinatorial Torsion

Melvin Rothenberg

In this talk we motivate through & discussion of combinatorial torsion the follow
ing definition oE analytic torsion for G a finite group aeting via orientation preservingC>
isometries on eompact odd dimensional manifold M.
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Let p: G ~ O(n) be a representationoLet

t, = :IILo r;lI) .fO ttt-l· t,. (-l)FFne-·A') dt

where

1.) A is the Laplaclan on Rn valued forms on M and e-tA' = e-f4 - p(H) where
p(H) is the projeetion on the ha.rmonie forms. .

2.) TI is projettion of all forms into G-invariant ones.

3.) F resp. (-l)F is operator whieh multiplies & k-form by 1: resp (-1)1f.

Theorem: Suppose one varies metric through G-invariant metrics via a para
meter t:oThen :

dtp =-tr (-l)F n(d* 0.-1)1 )
dc Je h,A

where * is the Bodge star operator determined by given metric.Now define

t(M,G,p) =e-f(p). det'H(.cu)

where det'H(••u) is metric indueed on determinant line oE H;(X; R) by even Bodge
star.Then theorem implies that t(M, G, p) is independent of metrie.This &lang with
earlier caeulations of Ray gives a purely analytie proof oE

deRham's Theorem: 1111»0 linear repre,enfatioB' 01 Gare e.quioariantl1l di/feo
morphie tI1heB. relfnoefed '0 'he unif ,phere',IIu, are linearI, equ;f1alenf

On the Topology of a Moduli Space of Stable Vector Bundles.

Wilhelm Singhof (joint work with G.Trautmann)

We consider moduli space M(2) oE stable holomorphit rank 2 veetor bundles on
OP' with Cl = 0 and c, = 2.M(2) is smooth and has eomplex dimension 13.Aecording
to Hartshorne,there is a fibration '

F --+M(2)~ B

The base B is the homogenous space GIH with G = GL(4, C) and
H =GL(2, 0) 0 GL(2, O).The ihre F is a Zariski-open set in the Grassmannian
G, (W) of 2.planes in W,the 4-dimensional spaee of homogenous polynomials of degree
3 in 2 variables.The group H operates on F by

(4 (8) 6,L) H a(L)
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It ean be shown that M(2) is isomorphie to G XH F.This ean be used to eompute a1l
the eohomogy of M(2),thus completing earlier work of Newstead.

One applieation is the foUowing : Let M,(~) be ·the moduli spaee of SU(2)..
instantons on 8" with e, =2.Then the indusion Mr(2) C-+ M(2) induees an epimor-
phism in eohomology.

Free holomorphic O-actions on on
Jörg Winkelmann

We showed by several examples that in general the geometrie quotient (orbit
spaee) of a free holomorphic (O,+)-aetion on on need not to be Cn-'.In partieular:

_ There is a proper algebraic C-aetion on o· such that the geometrie quotient is a
non-afline variety.
(the same quotient arises also as geometrie quotient of an afline-linear aetion of
(C', +) on C8.)

- There is an a1gebraic action on C" sueh that the quotient is not Hausdorff.

... There are holomorphie &Cti"ons on C' sueh that &.) some orbits are not closed
b.) the ring of invariant functiODs is isomorphie to 0(0') .

... There is an holomorphic action on Cl such that the· quotient is a complex manifold
containing a eompaet Complex torus.

Berichterstatter: Wollgang Lück
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 40/1989

Effiziente Algorithmen

17.9. bis 23.9.1989

The Oberwolfach Conference on "Efficient Algorithms" was organized by K. Mehlhorn

(Saarbrücken), W.J. Paul (Saarbrücken), and H. Walter (Darmstadt). The participants

came from the following countries: France, FRG, GDR, Israel, Netherlands, Sweden,

and USA. The goal of the meeting was to bring together researchers working on the

design, analysis and implementation of eflicient algorithms and data structures. There

were given 24 lectures concerning the following fields:

• computational geometry

• data structures
e gra.ph algorithms

• numerical algorithms

• probabi1istic methods
• parallel and distributed computation

Vortragsauszüge

H.ALT

Approximation of Polygonal Shapes

We consider the problem of approximating planar figures which are bounded by

polygonal curves by simpler figures using methods from computational geometry. The

simpler figures are, e.g., axes-parallel rectangles, arbitrary rectangles, circles, or k-gons

where k is some constant. As measure for the quality of the appro?,imation we use the

area of the symmetrie difference of both figures, es, or the Hausdorff-metric, eH. We
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obtain the following results, where the figure to be approximated is a eonvex n-gon

P: With respect to 65 the axes-parallel reetangle optimally approximating P can be

constructed in O(log3 n) time. With respect to OB, an approximating rectangle for P,
whose Hausdorff-distanee differs from the optimal only by a constant factor, can be

construeted in 0 (n) time. A k-gon, whieh is "pseudo-optimal" int this sense, ean be

found in O(n2 log n) time using a result by Melkmanj0 'Rourke. This is joint work
with J.B. Blömer, M. Godan, and H. Wagener.

B.BECKER

Computations over Finite Monoids and their Test Complexity

We consider the test pattern generation problem fo cireuits, whieh perform eomputations

over finite monoids. Two important eomputations, "expression evaluation" and "parallel
prefix computation" are considered. The relations between algebraic properties of a

monoid and its test complexity (with respect to these problems) is studied. The test

eomplexity of a monoid with respeet to a problem is measured by the number of tests

needed to check the best testable circuit (in a certain computational model) solving
the problem. It is shown for both types of computations that the set of a11 finite

monoides partitions into exactly three classes with constant, logarithmic an4 linear test

complexity, respeetively. These elasses are characterized using algebraic properties.

For example "groups" are exact1y the monoids with constant test complexity. For each
class we provide cireuits with optimal test sets and efficient methods, which decide the

memhership problem for a given finite monoid M, Le. determine the test complexity

of M.

T.BETH

Galois Engineering for Algorithms

The principles of algorithm engineering based on specification and modeling abstract

data types are being investigated from the point of view of modern algebra. In
several practical applications in areas like digital signal processing, Fourier analysis

and polynomial arithmetic the role of group theoretie modeling is demonstrated using

representation theoretic methods to derive effieient algorithms. Following Jonssen

. (1981) and Engeier (1981) the coneept of a Galois theory of problems is introdueed.

We show that for a homogeneous elass of problems the inverse Galois eorrespondenee

•

.'
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of finding a problem suited to a automorphism subgroup can be solved. Examples

of applications are the (retrospectively) automatie generation of praetieally all known

FFT-algorithms. As a new result of algorithm engineering we present the automatie

derivation procedure for the so-called Fast Hartley Transform algorithm.

R.COLE

Conjectures for Splay Trees: recent advances

e The splay tree is a data structure, devised by Sleator and Tarjan, which implements

a dictionary and is eflicient in an amortized sense. For instance, n accesses (searches,

inserts, deletes) to a splay tree, initially of n nodes, take time O((m + n) log(m + n)).
Various conjeetures, due to Sleatro and to Tarjan, are reviewed, including:

(i) The Dynaniic Optimality Conjeeture: The splay tree is·as efficient, up to a constant
factor, in an amortized sense, as any other algorithm which manipulates'a binary

search tree by means of rotations.

(ii) The Dynamic Finger Conjecture: Let i j be the i-th item accessed in a sequence
of m searches, where i j denotes the rank of the item in sorted order. Let

dj = lij - ij-ll + 1, for 1 ~ i ~ m, where i o is the item originally at the root of the

splay tree. Then the sequence of m searches take time O(m + n + Ej:1logdj ).

Cole's bound of O(m + n + Ej:l [log dj + log log na(n)] + n log log n) is reported.

(iii) The Scanning Theorem [Tarjan]. H the n items of a splay tree are accessed in left

to right order, the time taken for tbe accesses is O(n). A new, simple proof due
to Sundar is described; it provides a slightly tigbter bound than Tarjan's proof.

(iv) Tbe Deque Conjecture. Suppose a deque is implemented using a splay tree ( in

the natural way). Then n operations ~n a deque, initially of n items, take time

O(m + n). Sundar'~ bound of O«rn + n)a(m + n)) is reported.

P.FLAJOLET

Automatie Analysis of Algorithms

The problem is to find some weIl defined class of algorithms and data structures whose

analysis in the average case is "decidable". From combinatorial analysis we know a
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' ..
catalog of combinatorial constructions that have translations into generating functions.

We can extend those translation mechanism to certain program construction. In this

way one obtains a (fairly!) weIl defined class of programs whose specification can
be ucompiled" directly and automatically into functional equations over generating

functions. We can then try to categorize those class cf functional equations, the

ultimate problem being to extract asymptotic forms of coefficients several routs are

open (Darboux's method, Haymann-Harnis-Schoenfeld saddle point methods, Flajolet

Odlyzko for singularity analysis). A mixed strategy based on saddle point methods and

singularity analysis has been implemented in the computer algebra system Maple: It

reHes on an implementation of Hardy scales (in "orders of infinity") and makes it possible
to extract a "non-null" class of problems that are solvable automaticaIly. Extensions

to implicitly defined functions and singular differential systems seem possible. They •

suggest the possibility of developing a theory of "statistical combinations". (Based on

foint work with B. Salvy and P. Zimmermann.)

T.HAGERUP

A Randomized Algorithm for Network Flow

We propose a new algorithm for the problem of computing a maximum fiow in a directed

network. The new algorithm, called the PLED or Prudent Linking Excess Diminishing

algorithm, i3 randomized and achieves an expected running time of O(nm + n2 1og3 n)

on networks with n vertices and m edges. For networks that are not v.ery sparse,
it compares favorably with the best known deterministic and strongly polynomial

'algorithm (GoldbergjTarjan), whose running time is O(nm log(n2 Im)). The algorithm

combines the excess scaling technique of Ahuja and Orlin with the use of the dynamic

tree data structure, and several new ideas are introduced in its analysis. In particular,

the running time is shown to be related to the total number of so-called PTR events,

and the number of PTR events is demonstrated to be sufficiently small with high

probability if all adjacency lists of the network are randomly permuted regularly during •
the execution. (Joint work with J. Cheriyan.)

J. HASTAD

A simpl~ lower bound far the depth of monotone circuits computing clique

We prove an O(J/C) lower bound for the depth of a monotone circuit re~ognizing

whether a graph contains a subgraph which is the complete graph on k vertices. The
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bound holds for k :5 n2
/ 3 where n is the Dumber of Dodes in the graph. This result

was already known since it follows frorn the lower bounds for the size of such circuits
by Alon and Boppana. However our proof is much simpler.

M. JÜNGER

Convex Bulla and Euclidean Matching

In the first part of the talk I outline our algorithm for finding the CODvex hull of a set A
of points in the Eucledean plane. The idea is to apply any convex huH algorithm eH
to a small subset S ~ A such t~at S contains o(log n) points and conv(S) = conv(A)

with high probability. H the n points are independently and uniformly distributed in

the unit square the average case analysis shows that the method has linear average
case time complexity provided that eH has polynomial worst case time complexity.
In the unit disc, the small set S ~ A contains O(~ points and we get linear average
case time complexity f CH has O(nr ) worst case time complexity, where r < 3.

In the second part of the talk I present an O(n log n) approximation algorithm for
perfect matching og npoints in the Eucledean plane. The matching is determined by
a recursive decomposition technique using a minimum length spanning tree of the n

points. At the same time, the algorithm computes a lower bound for the totallength of
an Eucledean perfect matching by finding a feasible solution to the linear programming

d:u.al of the perfect matching problem.

M. KARPINSKY

Fast P~allel Algorithms for -GF[2]-InterpolatioD and Counting

We design fast parallel algorithms for interpolation of boolean functions f in their

RSE-representation (t-terms Galois polynomials in GF[2][Xt, ... , x n ]). We study also

computational difficulty of computing the number of solutions (or satisfying assignments)
of f. The interpolation algorithm works over a "slight" field extension GF[2r21og(nt)+31

and runs in O(log3(nt)) parallel time and O(n2t5 Iog2 (nt)) processors. This gives the

first polynomial time (and NC3-algorithm for the boolean RSE-conversion problem

(conversion of any boolean function, given by arbitrary boolean circuit such that
IRSE(f)1 ~ t), into the equivalent RSE-formula. We give also a fast parallel algorithm

(NC2
) for counting the numberof satisfying assignments(solutions) of 9.uadratic

polynomials over GF(2). This can be generalized to arbitrary finite fields andused

for determining NC-simulations of (XOR, AND)-depth-2 AND-Fan-In-2 randomized
circuits.
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D.KORTE

Polynomial Time Algorithms for CODvex Sbellings in the Plane

Convex shellings are combinatorial structures which are special cases of antimatroids,
which agam are a su~class of greedoids. In an earlier paper we could give a polyhedral

characterization for all but one antimatroids. The exception is convex shellings.

However, h we can show that the validity problem for convex shellings can be decided
by a polynomial time algorithm. Using a linear ordering of the candidates for· a
recurrence we could demonstrate an 0 (n3) resp. 0 (n5) algorithm.. This question is •

related to "the famous happy-end problem of Erdös and Szekeres [1953]. Unfortunately
we were not able so far to improve the lower bound of the Erdös-Szekeres problem.

This is joint work with Laszlo Lovasz.

J. VAN LEEUWEN

Structuring NC algorithms

The interconnection pattern in a (boolean) N C .circuit can differ from layer to layer
arbitrarily. From a practical viewpoint one would want to restriet to boundeil-degree
single-stage networks. This leads to consider SNCIe (k ~ 1) : the class of .probl~ms
solvable by networks that are 0 (logle n) iterates of a bounded-degree single-stage
(boolean) network. Clearly NC Ie ~ SNCIe+1 , but direct simulations also affect the
width of a circuit. It seems that the increase in width is not needed when the extra

logarithmic factor in depth is allowed, and the extra factor in width can remain small

(- wE
) if it is not. Same weil known N~ pro~lems (for example, n-bit binary addition)

can be solved by stroctured circuits without requrring the extra factors in size and

depth, hut it is open whether this can be achieved for all NC problems.

E.MAYR

Parallel Approximation Algorithms

We study the parallel complexity of approximating solutions to some P-complete as

weil 88, N P-complete problems. We exhibit typical representatives for various types of

•
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NC-approximation schemes, among them list scheduling (strongly NC approximation
schemel, the high degree-subgraph problem (approximation up to a factor of 2 unless

P = N C), and various discret~zation based pro~lems which are high.1y ineflicient in
practice (bin-packing, makespan optimization, subset sum).

K.MEHLHORN

On the Complexity of aGame Related to the Dictionary Problem

We consider a game on trees which is related to the dictionary problem. There are

two players A and B which take turns. Player A models the user of the dictionary
and player B models the implementation of it. At his turn, player A modifies the tree
by adding new leaves and player B modifies the tree by replacing subtrees. The cost

of an insertion is the depth of the new leaf and the cost of· an update is the size of

the subtree teplaced. The goal of player A is to maximize cost and the goal of B is

to minimize it. We show that there is a strategy for player A, which forces. a cost of
n(n log log n) fot an n-game, Le. agame consisting of n turns of both players, and
that there is a strategy for playet B, which keeps the cost in O(n log log n). (Joint
work with S. Näher and M. Rauch)

F. MEYER AUF DER HEIDE

How to Distribute a Dictionary in a Complete Net~ork

A dictionary is a data structure which supports the instructions lookup, insertion,

and deletion. We implement a dictionary on a complete network of some number p of

processors. Each processor can be fed with instructions. This distributed dictionary
is based on a randomized hashing strategy. It is the first known optimal disttibuted
dictionary, Le., we achieve an O(n/p) expected time bound for executing n instructions,

ti/p per processor, and expected constant lookup time. Our novel hash functions for

distributing the data items among the processors can be evaluated in constant time,
but, with high probability, they behave like random functions on the up to n keys

currently considered in the operations. This property is basic for the analysis of the
algorithm. (Joint work with M. Dietzfelbinger.)
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B. MONIEN

On the Inftuence of Rounds Necessary to Disseminate Information

We study how emciently information can be spread in a communication network and

investigate the number of rounds necessary tospread all the pieces of information to
a11 processo~. We use the "telegraph communication mode" , when in each round each

processor is active only via one of its links and the communication is one-way, i.e., each
processor can either transmit or receive , but not both. We prove upper and lower

bounds. The two bounds are related to Fibonacci numbers and differ by, at most, an
additive constant of 1. Our lower bound technique uses elments from matrix theory,

specifically matrix norms. T!tese results show, for the first time, that in the two-way
mode information can be distributed faster than in the one-way mode. This is joint
work with S. Even.

S.M. MÜLLER

"The bifiuence of Startup-Time on the Performance of Parallel Computers
in Numerical Applications

•

We first looked into the parallelization of numerical algorithms (basic numerics, ODE's
and PDE's) with regard to the inftuence of startup-time on the parallel runtime.
Normally the startup-time is very large. One startup takes as long as 500 - "300 floating

point operations. The computing model is p processors with private memory, crossbar

network, single program multiple data mode. We have seen that 3 methods will be
enough to parallelize many numerical algorithms. 1. Simulation Method: In theory

many processors can be used but to get a better efficiency one uses less processors

than possible. Each processor has to simulate some theoretical ones. 2. Separation
Method: Strongly sequential algorithms must be separated into nearly independent •
subproblems in a mathematical way using spanning sets or renumbering of the variables.

3. Pipelining Method is used for strongly sequential but iterative algorithms. One

iteration is divided into some stages. Stages of different iteratjons will be overlapped.

# processors « # iterations. With regard to the ~tartup-timewe get the result: H

granularity h is large, h = 100S we get good efficiencies eil = 70%. One also gets a

condition for the size of memory: G = 105 , S = 103 then memory must be larger than

8 Mbyte. Then we regarded the Triangle Method, which is used to save startup-time
in te N-S-E-W kind (after each iteration the borders roust be exchanged with those of

the direct neighbours). It is sometimes bette:r to compute as many values of different
time--stages as one can do without transfer and than transfer data.
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s. NÄHER

LEDA, a Library of Efficient Data Types and Algorithms

LEDA is a library of effieient data types and algorithms. At present, its strength is

graph algorithms and related data struetures. The eomputational geometry part is

evolving. The main features of the library are

1) A clear separation between (abstract) ~ata types and the data structures used
to implement them: The data types currently available are stack, queue, list, set,
dictionary, ordered sequence, priority queue, directed graph and undirected graph. The
most difficult decision, which we faced, was the treatment of positions and pointers.

For the efficiency of many data structures it .is crueial that some operations on the

data .structure take positions in (= pointers into) the data strueture as arguments.
We have chosen an item concept to cast the n~tion of position into an abstract form.

2) Type parameters: Most of our data types have type parameters. For example, a
dictionary has a key type K and an information type I and a specifie dictionary type

.is obtained by setting, say, K to int and I to real.

3) A comfortable data type graph: The data type graph allows to write programs for
graph problems in a form elose to the way the algorithms are usually presented in text
books.

4) Ease of use: LEDA is written in C++ All data types and algorithms are precompiled
modules which can be linked with application programs.

(Joint work with K. Mehlhorn)

J. B. ORLIN:

Two Algorithms rar Network Optimization

We first considered the minimum eost flow problem on a network G = (N, A) with

n = INI nodes and m = lAI ares. We developed an algorithm that solves the minimum
cost flow problem as a sequence of O(n log n) shortest path problems. This is the
best known "strongly polynomial algorithm" for the minimum cost flow problem. (An

algorithm is strongly polynomial if it is polynomial in the dimension of the problem and

not in the number of bits of precis.ion for the data.) We next eonsidered the maximum
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flow problem on a network G = (N, A) in which U is the largest (integer) capaci~. of

an arc. We gave an O(n2 Iog(m/n) log U) time parallel PRAM algorithm us~ng m/n
parallel processors. For parallel algorithms with a small number of processors this is

nearly the best time bound. (The best time bound is due to the author with Ahuja

and Tarjan.)

J. REIF

Optimal Size Integer Division Circuits

Division is a fundamental problem for arithmetic and algebraic computation. We

contribute an improved method of high order iterative formulas. Theses techniques

yield boolean circuits (of bounded fan-in) for integer division that have size O(M(n))
and depth O(lognloglogn) where M(n) is the size complexity of O(logn) depth
integer multiplication circuits (M(n) is known to be O(n log n log log n)). Previously,

no one has been able to devise a division circuit with size O(n loge n) for any c, and

simultaneous depth less than O(log2 n). Our circuits are log space uniform, that is,

they can be constructed by a Turing Machine in space 0 (log n) .

R. REISCHUK

Parallel Algorithms for Graphs

Our goal is to design divide-and-conquer strategies to solve various kinds ofcombinatorial

problems on graphs efficiently. This task splits into two parts: the decomposition of

graphs and the combining of partial solutions on components of a graph into aglobai e
solution. To find separators of a graph we study the k-fiow problem: given a graph G

with special nodes s and t, find k node disjoint paths or a separating set of size at most

k -1 between sand t. A simple O(k logn) time parallel algorithm is presented. We

then discuss how all separating sets of a given size can be found efficiently in parallel .

From this one can derive an NC2 algorithm to completely decompose a graph into k 

connected components. We have constructed a suitable algebraic framework to express

optimization problems on graphs. Applying this on can derive fast parallel algorithms

for a large number of graph problems for all graphs that have a decomposition into

k-connected components of at most logarithmic size (in the number of total nodes) for

small values of k.
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L. RUDOLPH\

A Complexity Theory of Efficient Parallel Algorithms

We outline a theory of parallel algorithms that emphasizes two crucial aspects of

parallel computations: speedup and efliciency. We define six classes; One of particular

interest, EP, is of algorithms that achieve a polynomial speedup with constant efficiency.

The relations between these classes are examined. They are very robust over a wide

range of models of parallel computation. For example, the class EP is invariant across

the PRAM models of CRew, CREW, EREW, CRCW + Read-modify-write and

complete networks of processors. This is proved by simulations. A more restricted

model can simulate a less restrictive model by ilsing P / log P simulati~g processors for

the P simulated processors. Each processor roust simulate log P processors. During

this time, the processors can integer sort the referenced addresses and therefore avoid

any memory conflicts.

A. SCHÖNHAGE:

The Division of Complex Numbers

The standard reduction of complex division to real operations by

(a+ib) ·w _ A+iB
(c + id) . w - u + iv

(1)

with the choice of w = c-id. (thus v = 0) requires 8 real mnlts/divs. With w = 1-i·d/c

(assuming 0 ~ d ~ c, w.r.) this factor relating real and complex division can be reduced

to 6. Lickteig s~owed that this 6 is optimal in the algebraic model, but for implementing

multi-precision software (processing binary rationals of N bits up to errors 2N ), more

favorable methods do exist. Asymptotical bounds (for N ~ 00), based on fast

integer multiplication mod{2N + 1) in time ~ p.{N) ,..." Co • N . 19 N . 19 19 N, are like

~ 10J.'(N) for complex division versus ~ 5J.'(N) for real division. For numbers of
moderate length (n 32-bit words, n ~ 300, say), elementary real roul or div take

,..." 1/2n2 inner loops of the form "word * word + word --+ word". Compared to this,

complex division is possible by ,..." 2n2 loops (giving the factor of 4 instead of 6). The

decisive idea is to use (1) with w = 1- i8, e = f /232 ~ dlc with a one word integer

f, so that v becomes smaller than u by.about one word, and then to perfortil ordinary

division steps by the leading word of tL to find the word of the real and the imaginary

part o~ the quotient alternatingly.
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E. UPFAL

Time-Randomness Tradeoff For Oblivious Routing

Three parameters characterize the performance of a probabilistic algorithm T, the

run-time of the algorithm; Q, the probability that the algorithm fails to complete
the computation in the first T steps and R, the amount of randomness used by the

algorithm measured by the entropy of its random source. We present a tight tradeoff

between these three parameters for the problem of oblivious routing on N-vertex

bounded degree networks. We prove a (1- Q) log N /T -log Q - 0(1) lower bound for
the entropy of a random source of any oblivious packet routing algorithm that routes •
an arbitrary permutation in T steps with probability 1 - Q. We show that this lower

bound is almost optimal by proving the existence, for every ef log N ~ T ~ v'N, of

an oblivious algorithm that terminates in T steps with probability 1 - Q and uses

(1 - Q + 0(1)) log N /T - log Q independent random bits.

u. VISHKIN

Deterministic Sampling for fast Pattern Matching

Consider the following three-stage strategy for recognizing patterns in larger scenes:

Mimic randomization deterministicallr: Sampie several positions of the pattern. Search

for sampIe: Find all occurrences of the sampie in the scene. Verify: For each occurrence
of the sampie, verify occurrence of the full pattern. We show how to apply this

intuitive strategy for matching patterns in strings: Given any pattern, we select

(deterministically) a sampie of its positions, whose size is at most logarithmic. Trivial

processing of occurrences of the sampie positions in the text sparse verification. This

approach ~nables to perform the text analysis in o(log· n) time and optimal speed-up on

a .PRAM. This improves on the previous fastest optimal speed-up result. It also leads

to a new linear time serial algorithm for string matching. \Ve expect the approach to be

applicable for pragmatic pattern recognition problems. In some sense our algorithms

are based on degenerate forms of computation, such as AND and OR of a large
number of bits. However, traditional machine designs do not take advantage of such

degeneracies, and usual complexity measures do not even enable to refiect them. This

led us to conclude the paper with some speculative thought$ on desirable capabilities

that would enhance computing machinery for some pattern recognition applications.

Berichterstatter: S. NÄHER
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~1ATHEMA TISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 41/1989

Kryptographie

24.9. bis 30.9.1989

The lat Oberwolfach conference on cryptography was organized by A.M.

Odlyzko (Murray Hall. C.P. Schnorr <Frankfurt) and A. Shamir (Rehovot>. There

were 32 participants coming from 10 countries. 16 participants came from North

America and Israel.

The 29 lectures covered a broad range of actual cryptographic research.

Some lectures dealt with traditional subjects such as secret sharing schemes

and random number generators using shift registers. Many lectures were given

on various types of secret communication such as oblivious transfer, zero

knowledge protocols, hit commitment schemes, multiparty protocols, fault

tolerant computation and playing arbitrary games using envelopes. Some lectures

presented remarkable new algorithms for factoring large integers and for

computing discrete logarithms by sieving in algebraic number fields. A great

topic was the construction of pseudo-random generators via hard-core predi

cates, given any one-way function. This result became possible by a joint effort

of a whole .group of researchers. Exciting progress has been reported on the bit

security of the 'discrete logarithm. Algorithms were presented 'for factoring

large integers using lattices. for finding integer relations via lattice basis

reduction and for identification based on linear codes. Practical solutions were

given for efficient signatures by smart cards and for the generation of unifonnly

distributed prime numbers. Number theoretic solutions were proposed for

signatures and key exchange based on quadratic number fields and elliptic

curves.

There were vivid discussions during the lectures and active work was going

on between the lectures. It was quite a stimulating and active conference.
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G.Simmons:

How to set up shared secret and/or shared control schemes without the
assistance of a mutually trusted party
(joint work with Ingemar Ingemarsson)

In a11 shared secret schemes devised until now a trusted party was necessary

to construct the private pieces of infonnation <shares, shadows etc.> which when

brought together in any authorized concurrence would pennit the secret to be -.

reconstructed. In the absence of a trusted party, noone can know the secret and

hence it has appeared to be impossible to construct the private pieces of informa-

tion. We describe a protocol with which a group of participants who clon"t trust

each other and don't trust anyone else either can set up by themselves any shared

control scheme that could be set up by a mutually trustecl party if one existed. In

addition they are able to do this without having to accept any greater risk of

their interests being abused than they would have had to accept if a trusted party

did set up the scheme.

E.F. Brickeil:

On Ideal Secret Sharing Schemes
(joint work with D.M. Davenport)

In a secret sharing scheme, a dealer has a secret. There is a finite set P of

participants and a monotone set r of subsets of P. A secret sharing scheme with

r as the access structure is a method which the dealer can use to distribute

shares to each participant so that a subset of the participants can determine the

secret if and only if that subset is in f. The scheme is perfect if a subset of the

participants that is not in r cannot determine any information about the secret.

The share of a participant is the information sent by the dealer in private to the

participant. Aperfeet secret sharing seheme is ideal if the set of possible shares

is the same as the set of possible secrets. Shamir and Blakley constructed ideal
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secret sharing' schemes for the case \vhen r ={p C P : IPI ~ k } for some fixed k.

In trus paper, \ve construct 'ideal secret sharing schemes for more general access

structures. \Ve also sho\\' that an ideal secret sharing scheme can be vie\ved as a

matroid and that any matroid that is representable over a near Held can be used

to construct an ideal secret sharing scheme.

R.A. Rueppel:

Stream Ciphers

Stream ciphers encrypt each data unit with a time-varying transformation

E
Z1

under the control of the keystream. The main problem in stream cipher

design is to construct running-key genera.tors (either synchronous or '~elf

synchronizing) that efficiently produce sequences which are indistinguishable

from coin tossing sequences.

Four approaches to the solution of this design problem are distinguished:

(1) information-theoretic, (2) complexity-theoretic, (3) system-theoretic, (4)

provable security, <without unproved hypothesis). The four approaches (and their

limitations) are discussed and illustrated by examples.

H. Niederreiter:

• Probabilistic results on the linear complexity profile of random sequences

The linear complexity profile measures the extent to which the initial seg

ments of a ~eystream sequence can be simulated by linear feedback shift register

sequences. To provide a benchmark far the assessment of keystream sequences,

a probabilistic theory of the linear complexity profile of randam sequences is

needed. We present a method based on combinatorics and probability theory for

establishing probabilistic: results far sequences of elements of a finite field. This

yields not only a simpler approach to earlier results of the speaker, hut also

information on sequences of finite length which is of relevance for practical
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stream cipher applications. We also extend earlier work of the speaker on frequen

cy distributions to joint frequency distributions.

S. Micali:

Card games are universal
(joint work with joe Kilian)

We call agame with partial information a card game if its "requirements" can

be met by using a stock of cards equal on one side and by "shuffling". Poker is

a card game. Card games, at first, appear to be a proper subset of games with

partial information.

Consider, for instancp, the following game: New Poker. Its requirements are

the same as in Poker, except that the players should also know wh~ther or not

from the union of their hands it could be extracted a royal flush. It would appear

that there is no way to manufacture cards so that the players may find out this

bit of information without revealing each other much more information, or even

their entire hand. In short, it would appear that they have to rely on an external

trusted party - person or machine - to figure that out, or on cryptography, or

same other extemal help.

We show that New Poker can actually be played by the players themselves by

only using cards and shuffling. That is, New Poker also is a card game.

More generally, we show that~ game with partial information is a card

game.

G. Brassard:

Bounded round perfect zeroknowledge
(joint work with Claude Cre peau and Moti Yung)

A perfect zero-knowledge interactive protocol can be used by ODe party to

convince another party of the validity of a statement without disclosing additional

c
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information. Such protocols take place by the exchange of messages back and

forth between the parties. An important measure of efficiency for these protocols

is the number of rounds in the interaction. In previously known perfeet zero-

knowledge protocols for statements concerning NP-complete problems~ at least

k rounds of interaction were necessary in order to prevent one party from having

a probability of undetected cheating greater than 2-k . This large number of

rounds can be a serious handicap for many practical applications.

In this talk~ I discussed the notion of bounded-round perfect zero-knowledge.

What goes wrong when classic protocols are run "in parallel" in the obvious way?

How can this problem be fixed in general? Under the assumption that one-way

group homomorphisms exist, ! described the first perfeet zero-knowledge protocol

that offers arbitrarily high security for any statement in NP with a constant num

ber of rounds. In particular, this constructionworks if it is possible to find a

prime p with known factorization of p-l, together with a generator (X for Z;, such

that it is infeasible to compute discrete logarithms modulo p base Cl even for

someone who knows the factors of p-1. The assumption is not needed to prove

that the first party's secret (the Prover's) is unc.onditionally protected, hut it is

necessary to prevent him from cheating. Therefore, the protocol is not an interac

tive proof in the sense of GMR, but rather an interactive argument (a computation

ally-sound proof) , which is unavoidable fOT a perfect zero-knowledge protocol

unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses.

• S. Micali:

Non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs via oblivious transfer
. (joint work with Kilian and Ostrovsky)

We show that an Hamiltonian graph G can be probabilistically proved to be

Hamiltonian by means of an interactive protocol between a Prover and a Verifier

without revealing at a11 what an Hamiltonian circuit in G may look like.

Such proof makes use of only 2 envelopes as a way to hide data, temporarily

or forever. Such a "Zero-Knowledge" proof may be performed by replacing enve

lopes by digital messages sent from the Prover to the Verifier (hut not vice versa)
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after the two of them have execut~d an "oblivious transfer" protocol a number of

times that is logarithmic in the probability of error that is judged tolerable.

C. Crepeau:

Oblivious transfer protocols based on natural sources of randomness

A 1/2-0blivious Transfer O/2-0T) protocol is a way for a party S to transfer

one bit b
c

from a pair (bo ' b1 ) to another party R that controls the value of c.

This must be done in a way such that S will not find out which of the two bits is

transfered, while R will not find out anything about the other bit b_ c' The reason

to foeus on this problem is that it is very powerful, meaning that it can be used

. as a primitive to achieve very complex and useful similar cryptographic protocols.

For instance the Oblivious Circuit Evaluation problem can be solved solelyon the

assumption that 1/2-0T can be achieved.

This work gives apreeise formalization of the nation of eryptographic proto

eols as weH as appropriate definitions for the concepts of reduetion among crypto

graphie protocols and for their security. The other part of this work is to explicit

ly rerluce some of the known cryptographic protocols to one another and eventual-

ly consider potential implementation of such protocols in the real world.

One can show easily that 1/2-0T cannot be achieved using message exchange

•

only: some extra assumption has to be used in order to aecomplish this protocol.

For instance, traditionally this protocol is achieved under some computational

assumption. In this piece of work we consider a model where the parties involved •

in a protocol have access to unlimited computing power. Still we show that under

this extreme assumption, it is possible to realize the 1/2-0T protocol as long as

the laws of quantum mechanics are right. A uniform source of thermal noise can

alternatively be used.

This work is essentially the author"s PhD thesis to be defended at MIT in the

near future.
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B. den Boer:

An implementation of Oblivious Transfer ensuring secrecy almost unconditionally
and an unconditional secure Bitcommitment scheme based on factoring

Oblivious Transfer is regarded as a building block for cryptographic protocols.

In the literature two implementations are given, one based on quantum mechanics

and one based on the difficulty of factoring which protects authenticity. We will

give an oblivious transfer which protects secrecy .almost unconditionally. Dur

implementation is based on the Quadratic Residuosity Assumption using a modulus

• made by the receiver of the bitmessages·. This implementation deals equally easy

with three "flavors" of oblivious transfer. From this particular implementation we

do not need the law of the big numbers to build a bitcommitmentscheme. Instead

we directly arrive at an earlier proposed almost unconditionally secure bitcommit

mentscheme, based on factoring. At the cost of efficiency we present an idea to

make this bitcot:J1mitmentscheme completely unconditionally secure, still based

on factoring.

}.M. PolJard:

An efficient method of factorization

We describe a factoring method for integers of special form x3 + k, k smalI;

it is related to an algorithm for computing discrete logarithms by Coppersmith,

• Odlyzko and Schroeppel. For example, take k = 2 . We look for pairs of small

coprime integers a and b such t~at

0) the integer a + bx is smooth,

(ii) the algebraic integer a + bz is smooth in the number fjeld Q(_2)1/3),

which possesses unique factorization - equivalently that its norm a3 -2b3 shall be

smooth in the usual sense.

We used the method to repeat the factorization of the Fermat number F7 on

a microcomputer (by writing 2F7 = x3 +2, x = 243>. An improved method has been

used recently by A.K. Lenstra and M. Manasse to factor much larger numbers,

such as the 126 digit number n =7149+1 (we have 7n =x5 +7>'
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A.A1. Odlyzko:

Discrete logarithms in prime fields and factorization

Several algorithms are known for computing discrete logarithms in fields

GF(p), p a prime, in time exp«1+o<t»flog p loglog p ). Brian La Macchio and the

speaker have implemented the most practical one of these algorithms and used it

to compute discrete logarithms modulo a particular 192-bit prime that is used in a

Diffie-Hellman type cryptosystem that is currently ·widely used. An investigation

showed that discrete logarithms in prime fields are only slightly more difficult

than it is to factor integers of size about p by using the quadratic sieve, and so

to be safe, very large primes have to be used. A long part of the project was

devoted to investigating the efficiency of various algorithms for solving sparse

systems of linear equations over finite fields.

Recently, the Pollard method for factoring Curringham numbers was extend

ed to general integers. Although it is too early to be sure whether the new

method is practical, it might yield factorization algorithms that run in time

exp(c(log n)1/3Uoglog n)2/3), and similarly efficient discrete logarithm algorithms

for prime fields.

]. Buchmann:

Quadratic fie lds and cryptography
(joint work with Hugh C. Williams)

The abstract Diffie-Hellman scheme can be described as folIows. Let S be

a finite set, let f: S x Z>o ~ S be a function which for every seS and a,b e Z>o

satisfies f(f(s,a),b) = f(f(s,b),a). This function can be used to implement the

Diffie-Hellman scheme as folIows: Both parties A and B agree on S, f, seS.

A chooses a E Z>o' transmits f(s,a), B chooses b E Z>o, transmits f(5 ,b>. Then

hath parties can find f(f(s,a) ,h) = f(f(s,b) ,a).

Using a quadratic order 0 of discriminant D one can find secure and efficient

implemen~ationsof this scheme. If D < 0 then we take S =Cl which is the class

•

•
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group oe" O. Here we can utilize f(s,a) = sa for s E Cl, a E l:>O. If D > 0 then Cl is

expected to be very small. with high probability so Cl is of no use in Cryptography.

In this case, however, the set 'Pt.- of all the reduced principal ideals of 0 is roughly

of size ID but ~ is not a group.

We still succeed to define Sand f using ~ For both systems we can give

proofs for security and efficiency.

B. Vallee:

The use of lattices in cryptography and integer factorization

We show that, even if the factorization of an integer n is unknown, we can

solve in polynomial-time polynomial inequations xl: y modulo n, provided that

we have a sufficiently good approximation of the solution.

1) In the particular case of I = 2, we can study the set of elements whose

squares are less than 0(n2/ 3 ). We obtain a precise description of the gaps between

such elements and we build a polynomial-time algorithm which generates such

elements in a near uniform way. We use it to derive a class of integer factorization

algorithms, the fastest of which provides the best rigorously established probabi

listic complexity bound for integer factorization algorithms.

2) In the general case of any I, we can reconstruct truncated roots of

polynomials of degree I <mod n) in polynomial-time. This algorithm has numerous

practical applications: breaking higher-degree versions of Okomato's recent

cryptosystem, and predictahility of RSA truncated pseudo-random generators.

Our main tool is lattices that we use after a linearisation of the problem.
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H.R.P. Ferguson:

(Non)-Linear Lattice Relation Finding" Algorithms

1) Two linear lattice relation finding algorithms PSOS (Ferguson, Notices A.M.S.,

Bowdoin, 1989-8; Ferguson-Bailey, Math. of Comp., 1989) and HjLS (Ferguson

Forcade, Bull. A.M.S., 1979; Bergman, Berkeley, 1980; Ferguson, jour. of Algorithms,

1989; Hastad-just-lagarias-Schnorr, joum. of Computing, 1989) have been imple

mented by D. Bailey, Nasa-Ames, for Cray 2&YMP environment and by G. Cook,

Livermore, for a Lambda Lisp-Macsyma symbolic environment. While HjLS tends

to be faster and find shorter vectors than PSOS when it finds them, PSOS has

lower computational swell, is more stable numerically in producing lower bounds

on relations, and finds relations more often. HjLS is known to find relations in

polynomial time in the dimension and logarithm of the size of the relation. No

such theoretical results are known for PSOS.

2) Both lattice relation finding algorithms and the simpler lattice reduction

algorithms can be written in terms of the group GL(n,Z) acting on real matrices.

GL(n,Z) consists of invertible degree one polynomial mappings from zn to zn. I

introduce n~n-linear lattice relation finding algorithms based on the infinite

dimensional group GP(n,Z) of polynomial mappings with polynomial inversers. Of

special importance is GS(n,l.), the subgroup generated by the shear transforma-

•

tions xi ~ Xi + Pi(Xt ' ... , Xl-t) for multivariable polynomials Pi ' 1 s: i s: n. A tarne

generator conjecture asserts that GL and GS generate GP. The three linear steps

of PSOS, for example, sign, permute, a.nd reduce are augmented by a fourth

non-linear step shear. A Z-algebraic relation then appears as a polynomial coordi-

nate transformation. A consequent algorithm for factoring multivariable polyno- •

mials' is given which allows one to work in n-space as compared to a linear

relation finding algorithm in (ndd)-space for a total degree d factor. Implementa-

tion depends upon j) a supply of Z-algebraic independents ecos(~k/p), p prime,

suitable k's, ii) if Q divides P in Z[xt , ... , xn], then IQI s: 2deg (P)-n/2IPI, Lz norm

(M. Waldschmidt, 1974), iiD if P has a zero (~t' ... , ~) of Q such that n-1 of the ~'s

are Z-algebraically independent then Q divides P (M. Robinson, SRC, 1989>'
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o. Goldreich:

Auniform complexity treatment of encryption and zero-knowledge

We provide a treatment of encryption and zero-knowledge in tenns of

uniform complexity measures. This treatment is justified by our belief that all

parties in a cryptographic setting should be modelIed by probabilistic polynomial

time machines and that they have access only to objects generated by probabilistic

polynomial-time procedures. The advantage in our approach is that it allows to

construct secure encryption schemes and zero-knowledge proof systems (for all

• NP) using only uniform complexity assumptions.

We show that uniform variants of the two definitions of security, presented

< in the pioneering work of Goldwasser and Micali, are in fact equivalent. Such a

result was known before only for the non-uniform formalization [MRS].

Non-uniformity is implicit in all previous treatments of zero-knowledge in

the sense that a zero-knowledge proof is required to "Ieak no knowledge" on all

instances. For practical purposes, it suffices to require that it is infeasible to

Find instances on wmch a zero-knowledge proof nleaks knowledge··. We show

how to construct such zero-knowledge proof systems for every language in NP,

using only a uniform complexity assumption. Properties of unifonnly zero-know

ledge proofs are investigated and their utility is demonstrated.

The main contribution of this work is in the rigorous demonstration that

encryption and zero-knowledge can be treated in terms of uniform complexity

and that such a treatment suffices for the practical applications considered in

previous works (e.g. [GMW2]).

j. Stern:

Using error correcting codes in cryptography

Let H be an n-k x n - matrix over the two element fjeld. H can be viewed as

the faulty check matrix of a linear binary error correcting code consisting of

words x such that H.x = 0 .
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The weight of a word y of length n is the number of its one bits. It is

denoted by Iyl. It is usually believed that the problem of finding non-zero words

of small weight in a binary code is difficult. On the other hand, the distance of

the code O.e. the minimal nonzero weight of a word of code) can be estimated for

random codes as it meets the weIl known Gilbert Varshamov bound.

Building on these remarks we propose the following protocol for identifica

tion: Common to a11 users is a (randomly chosen) matrix H; furthermore each

user has

- a private key s which is a word of length n with a prescribed number <D of ones

- a public key i = H.s

In order to identify himself to a verifier B, a user A acts as folIows:

1) A picks a random word y and a random permutation ° of {t, ... , n} then

commits himself (through cryptographic hashing) to (o,Hy) (oy) (csy $ s)

2) B sends b = 0, t or 2

3) A discloses (o,y) if b =0, (0, y E9 s) if b =1 and (oy,cs(y E9 s» if b =2.

Repetition of this protocol yields an efficient. method of identification.

K.S. McCurley:

Some remarks on discrete logarithm cryptosystems

There is no compelling evidence for the difficulty of factoring and computing

•

discrete logarithms other than our own ignorance, and we may someday discover

otherwise. For this reason it is desirable to design cryptosystems with the proper- •

ty that if someone can break them, then they must solve several problems thought

to be hard rather than just one.

In a 1988 paper in J. of Cryptology, I described a Diffie-He11man scheme

with the property that breaking it requires the ability to factor a modulus n and

solve the original Diffie-Hellman proble!ll modulo its prime factors. Another way

to combine the difficulty of discrete logarithms and factoring is to choose primes

q, r, and p such that qr I (p-t), and use an element of order q in the group (Z/pZ)*.

In this case I am not ahle to prove that the ability to solve the Diffie-Hellman

problem requires the ability to factor qr, hut it is easy to prove that the ability
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to solve the discrete logarithm problem does require it. A recently announced

identification scheme of Schnorr can easily be modified to use this approach for

some advantage.

In the analysis of the modified Schnorr scheme, the following problem

arises. If you are able to observe the output of a random number generator that

gives random integers between 1 and q, then how hard is it to determine q? We

show that if an oracle for recognizing q is given, then q can be calculated with

probability 1-2-k in time O«qk)1/2 + k>'

A. Shamir:

The discrete log is very discreet

Consider the function 'gon(x) = gX (mod n) where n = pq, (pi = Iq(,

p=q=3 <mod 4), and where g is a quadratic residue modulo n. In this talk we show

that under the sole assumption that factoring such n is difficult, no polynornial

time algorithm can compute any of the bits of x given ,(x) (except possibly the

leftmost E- fraction of the bits), and no polynomial time algorithm can compute

any boolean predicate of the rightmost half of the bits of x given ,(x).

L. Levin:

Ahard-core predicate for all one-way functions
(joint work with Oded Goldreich)

Function inverting is achallenging task. Consider F(x) that checks whether

x is an absolutely complete rnathematical proof and outputs its length and the

last proven theorem. F is easy to compute, hut inverting it amounts to finding a

proof of a given size for any given theorem which has one! Still, the problem

(known as "P =1 NP") of actually proving that same functions are one-way, Le.

easy to compute, hard to invert, remains open.
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A reason for F being one-way may be in a particular simple pre·dicate b(x)

that is determined by but hard to compute from F(x). Moreover, this bit (predicate)

may even be hard to guess with any noticeable correlation (then F must be one-way

on most inputs>. Such a bit is called a hard-core of F, as it concentrates its

one-wayness. (HypotheticaU hard-cores play an important role in foundations of

(pseudo)randomness, information, cryptography, and other areas. Blum, Micali.

and Yao found hard-cores for functions of a special form (assuming there are

one-way ones among them). We show that almost every linear predicate is a

hard-core for every one-way function.

M. Luby (Part J), j. Hastad (Part IIJ

Pseudo-random generation f~om any one-way function
(joint work with Russell Impagliazzo and Leonid Levin)

One of the basic primitives in cryptography and other areas of computer

science is a pseudo-random generator. For example, a pseudo-random generator

can be used to build seeure private key encryption protocols, a zero knowledge

proof system. for any NP problem, and simulation of Monte-Carlo algorithms

using a small random seed.

•

On the other hand there are rnany natural problems that are conjectured to

~ one-way functions. Thus it is desirable to convert what seems to arise naturally

(one-way functions) into a valuable commodity (a pseudo-random generator).

We show that the existence of any' one-way functlon is necessary and e
sufficient for the existence of a pseudo-random generator.
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o. Goldreich:

ANote on Computational Indistinguishability

We show that the following two conditions are equivalent:

1) The existence of pseudorandom generators.

2) The existence of a pair of efficiently constructible distributions which are

computationally indistinguishable hut statistically very different.

A. Yao:

Two Questions in Combinatorial Cryptography

We discuss results on two topics. Firstly, what is the optimal space-time

tradeoff for inverting random one-way functions. Secondly, we propose a computa

tionally secure secret-sharing model forgeneral access structures. In particular,

we show that, in the latter model, the minimum size of any seCUre secret-sharing

scheme is greater than the circuit complexity and less than the monotone circuit

complexity for the membership language associated with the given access struc

ture I assuming the existence of trapdoor functions.

s. Goldwasser:

Multiparty Computation with Faulty Majority
(joint work with Donald Beaver)

We address the problem of performing a multi-party computation when more

than half of the processors are cooperating Byzantine faults. We show how to

distributively compute any boolean function defined on n inputs such that the

privacy of non-faulty processor inputs is maintained, and the faulty processors

obtain the function value nif and only ir' the non-faulty processors obtain the
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function value. If the non-faulty processors do not obtain the correct function

value, they detect cheating with high probability. Our solution reHes on a new

type of verifiable secret sharing in which the secret is revealed via a slow

revealing-process (rather than all at once) where each participant in the verifiable

secret sharing discovers the secret "at the same time" as all other participants.

Our solution assurnes the existence of an oblivious transfer protocol, and that

broadcast channels are available. No requirements on processors having equal

computing power or equal knowledge of algorithms are made.

u. Maurer:

Fast Generation of Seeure RSA-Moduli and Cryptographic Primes with Almost
Maximal Diversity

A new method for generating primes is described that differs from the

previous approaches in that it yields provable primes (rather than only pseudo

primes) , with almost uniform distribution over the primes in a given interval, and

in that it" is faster than any of the known methods for generating even only

pseudo-primes. Moreover, our approach c~ be adapted, without loss of perfor

mance, to.. the case relevant in cryptography, where the primes must satisfy

certain security constraints.

B. Chor

Azero-one law für Boolean privacy
(joint work with Eyal Kushilevitz)

A Boolean function f: Atx A2x ... x An4 {O, 1} is t-private if there exists a

protocol for computing f so that no coalition of size ~ t can infer any additional

information from the execution, other than the value of the function. We show

that f is r9" l-private if and only if it can be represented as

•
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where the f
l

are arbitrary Boolean functions. It follows that if f is r~ l-private,

then it is also n-private. Combining this with a result of Ben-Or, Goldwasser,

and Wigderson, we derive an interesting "zero-one" law for private distributed

computation of Boolean functions: Every Boolean function defined over a finite

domain is either n-private, or it is L°21 J-private but not r~ l-private.

We also investigate a weaker nation of privacy, where (a) co~litions are

a110wed to infer a limited amount of additional information, and (b) there is a

probability of error in the final output of the protocol. We show that the same

characterization of r~ l-private Boolean functions holds, even under these

weaker· requirements. In particular, this implies that for Boolean functions, the

strong and the weak notions of privacy are equivalent.

D. Chaum:

Some open problems and remarks

1) Undeniable Signatures: If the previously published protocol is performed

over the multiplicative group modulo an RSA composite then a11 previous undeni

able signatures become RSA signatures, after the multiplicative inverse of the

secret key modulo the order of the group is given. A way to show that a pair

generate the multiplicative group is needed.

2) An efficient signature scheme based 'on the RSA assumption is given. It

combines Lamport-style signatures with the results of Shamir. It is more efficient

that that of Goldwasser et a1. at STOC in B~ston '83 because the product of the

roots is used instead of the separate residues.

3) Transferability of offline digital cash is achieved simply by making the chal

lenge a public function of the payee's valueless signature and passing forward all

information recieved by each payer to the next payee.

4) A quick sketch of the spymasters double agent problem was given.
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N. KobJitz:

Use of algebraic cunres in public key cryptügraphy

The advantage of cryptosystems based on the discrete log problem in the

jacobian group Jc(GF(pn») of a hyperelliptic curve C defined over a finite field (a

generalization of elliptic curve cryptosystems) iso that no one knows a subexponen

tial algorithm for~ case of such a group. To avaid successful attack by the

general-purpose Silver-Pohlig-Hellman algorithm, one chooses C and pO so that

IJc(GF(pn») I is "almost prime". A necessary condition for almost primality is that .

the corresponding zeta-polynomial Zc(T) e Z[T] be irredueible over (2, in which

case one then has the Mersenne-type problem of finding n such that the norm of

the algebraic integer an - 1 is "almost prime" (~here Ci is a raot of Zc<T) >.

We investigate irreducibility of Zc(T) fo~ C of a special form: y2 + Y = xd •

d = 2g + 1. We have a theorem giving a sufficient condition for irreducibility in

terms of class numbers. For example, if cl == 3 (mod 4) and if p generates the

subgroup of qu~dratic residues in (l./dZ)*, then our condition is that g t q (mod 12)

and g.C.d.(glh) =1, where h is the class number of Q</d). Numerical examples are

given.

C.P. Schnorr:

Efficient identification and signatures für smart cards

•

We present an efficient interactive identification scheme and a related •

signature scheme with the following novel features.

(1) Signature generation consists of a very efficient on-line part and the expo-

nentiation of a random number which is done in a preprocessing ~tage.

(2) We propose an efficient algorithm to simulate the exponentiation of

random numbers. This algorithm is based on the principles of loeal and intemal

randomization.

(3) The scheme ean be based on any finite cyclic group G and a generator

Ci such that the discrete logarithm loga is sufficiently harde
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In particular we consider the· following groups G:

For a prime modulus p and a p~ime factor q of p-t let G be the group

{ a E Z; Ia(p-t)/q == t mod p }

For a finite field K and a, b E K let G be the elliptic curve Ea,b·

Signatures in the new scheme are very short, e.g. less than half the length

of RSA-sign~tures. Signature generation requires about 12 multipIrcations in the

group G.

Berichterstatter: Michael Kaib (Frankfurt)
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Tag u n g s be r ich t 42 / 1989

Topalogische Methoden in der Gruppentheorie

1. 10. bis 7. 10. 1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R. Bieri {Frankfurt}, K. S. Brown Uthaca}

und K. W. Gruenberg (Landon) statt. Inhaltlich knüpfte sie an die gleichnamige

Tagung im juni 1986 an. In der Zwischenzeit haben die topologischen - und

allgemeiner, geometrischen - Methoden in der Gruppentheorie weiterhin kräftig

zugelegt. Richtungsweisender Antrieb war u. a. das Werk von Gromov über

Hyperbolizität. Etliche der Tagungsteilnehmer hatten sich im Rahmen des

Programms "Combinatorial group theory and geometrf' am Mathematical

Science Research Institute in Berkeley mit der Gromov'schen Theorie und deren

Verallgemeinerung auseinandergesetzt.

Dies kam auch in den 28 Vorträgen zum Ausdruck. Auf der methodischen Seite

stand die Operation von Gruppen auf CW-Komplexen, Gebäuden, IR-Bäumen etc.

im Vordergrund. Die behandelten Gegenstände lassen sich den folgenden

Stichworten zuordnen: Hyperbolizität (hyperbolische und automatische Gruppen,

IR- Bäume und non-standard Analysis, etc.) Endlichkeitsbedingungen {Arithmetische

Gruppen, endliche Präsentierbarkeit, PL- Homöomorphismengruppen, Automor

phismengruppen, geometrische Invariante} Endentheorie, Gruppencohomologie,

homologische Aspekte der Darstellungstheorie und Gruppentheoretische

Methoden in der Topologie.

Der letzte Halbtag wurde dazu genutzt, Vermutungen und 'offene Fragen

vorzustell~n.Diese sind - soweit sie von den Problemstellern ausformuliert wurden -

im Anhang zu den Vortragsauszügen zusammengestellt.
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Vortragsauszüge

H. ABELS

Finitenes8 conditions fer arithmetic groups

For locally compact topoJogical groups a sequence cf compactness conditions Cn~

n = 1. 2 ... is defined with the folJowing properties: •

C
t

holds iff the group has a compact set of generators~

C
2

holds iff the group has a compact presentation.

The follöwing theorem generalizes a theorem of Kneser <l964). Let G be a linear

algebraic group defined Qver a number field k and let 5 be a finite set of prime

divisors of k. Let r be the corresponding S-arithmetic group.

Theorem Given n, r has the finiteness property Fn U.e. there is a K{[. 1) wi~h

finite n-skeleton} iff GktJ is C
n

for every pES.

This theorem may be useful in solving the problem which S-arithmetic groups

(for non-reductive G) are F .
n

P. ABRAMENKO

Flnlteness propertles of SLnC!Fq [t]), SP2n(lFq [t]) and related arithmetlc groups

If [ is a group. denote by <pcr) the "finiteness length" tf>Crl: = max{ m E IN
o

I r

is of type Frn}' For the groups r SLn CIFq[t]) (n :<': 2) the following result was

proved by Abels and Abramenko: •
n - 2

2n - 2 (Abeis)

'f :<': { n-2 (n-2)
1 q 'k:; k (Abramenko)

Conjecture: For every Chevalley group G of rank r there exists a funGtion

f
G

: IN ~ IN such that <I>(GCII=q[t]») = r - 1 if q ~ fc{rL
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Having the methods of the proof of the above statement in mind it seems to

be likely that the conjecture can be deduced once the following problem is

solved:

Question: Let (G.B.N,Sl be a Tits system with finite Weyl group \V = (5).

D. the associated building with standard chamher Co' standard

apartment Ao and Co !;;; An the unique chamber opposite to Co'

Denote by P a standard parabolic subgroup B ~ P ~ G. When is the

subcomplex P' Co !:; t1 homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of

spheres of dimension 151 - 1?

Example: For G SPzn (IFql, n ~ 3 and q ~ 13 all subcomplexes of type

p . Co 6. are 1-connected (so they are 2-spherical if n = 3>' This

probably implies that in these cases the groups Sp Zn (IFq[t]) are

finitely presented.

A. ADEM

Exponents in the high dimensional cohomology of discrete groups.

I will discuss how the finite subgroups of a discrete group r of finite v.c.d. are

related to the torsion in iI·Cfl. We have a cohomological bound:

Theorem If f' c f is of finite c.d. and normal in r, then there exist classes

Y
1

, .•. , Yr(r> E H-C[/f', Z) such that

1\. Ir(r>
exp H Cf) .n__

t
exp Y. where r(f) = max {p-rank of H} .

p[IGI
Hcrfinlte

1\-The proof shows that torsion in H (f) is related to the finite subgroups cf f

in a much more suhtle way than previously thought. In fact we have:

Theorem There exist groups r of finite v.c.d. with torsion higher than

m = l.c.m. { IHI I H , r is finite}.
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R. BIERI

Action on ended Archimedean trees.

This grew out of joint work with Ralph Strebel. By an ended tree we mean a

semi-Iattice T whose segments [a, bJ = "{x E: T I a ~ x"~ b} are totally ordered.

T is Archimedean if each segment Ca, b] is given a length dCa, b) ~ 0 which is

additive and = 0 only when a = b. (T is essentially an IR-tree with a specified

end. For every group action 1: G ~ Aut(Tl there is an associated homomorphism

X
1

: G ~ IR. add by choosing a E T arbitrary and putting

X
1

(g) = cl(a 1\ g a, g a) - cl (a /" g a. a).

Let G be a group and x: G --1 lR
add

a homomorphism. Given a simplicial G-graph r
with a functi~n v: edg r ~ IR. satisfying v(g e) = X(g) + v(e), we give a simple

construction of an ended Archimedean G-tree T = T(G, v) with X
1

= X. In the

case when r is the Cayley graph we recover Ken Brown's description of the

/geometric invariant L.(G) in terms of IR -tree actions (lnvent. math. 90 (987),

p. 478>' In the case when r is a tree we find a description of L(G) in terms of

the L.-invariants of the stabilizers.

R. BOLTjE

Inductlon formulae far Mackey functorB, In partieular far the chara.cter ring of

a flnlte group, and their appllcatlons in number theory.

In 1946 R. Brauer proved the following existence theorem:

Theorem Each virtual character X of a finite group G can be expressed as

(.) X = L: Z1 ind ~ 'I'1
1 1

where ZI E Z, "1 ~ G. '1'1 a one-dimensional character of He

In 1986 V. Snaith gave an explicit formula (.) for any actual character (coming

from a representationl of G. He used topological methods and determined the

Z'IS in terms of Euler characteristics of certain spaces coming from the group

•
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of unitary matrices by taking suitable qUQtients.

Independently the author came up with a formula (:.) for any virtual character

by an algebraic description.

The question whether these two formulas coincide (at least) on irreducible

characters of G led to a more general approach by the comman language of

Mackey functors which covers both formulas and shows exactly the difference

and the relation between both.

C.J.B. BROOKES

FlDite presentabUlty and coadJolnt orbits of Ue groups.

The aim is to indicate how to generalize the Bieri-Neumann-Strebel invariant L

using maps of a finitely generated group to Lie groups other than IR. The unitary

representation theory provides the source of inspiration. Left invariant differential

I-forms on a Lie group correspond to elements of the cotangent space at the

identity and in representation theory it is common practice to consider coadjoint

orbits in the cotangent space. The easiest non-abelian example of a Lie group

is the Heisenberg group H of upper unitriangular real 3 x 3 matrices; the

orbits are simple to describe geometrically and they parametrizt:: its unitary

dual. A condition analogous to the one for L conceming antipodal points

proves to be necessary for the finite presentability of a finitely generated

group containing 00 oon-abelian free subgroups. There remains the problem of

calculation.
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K.S. BROWN

Rewriting systems and homology

Let G be a group or monoid which is presented by means of a complete rewriting

system. Then one can use the resulting normal forms to "collapse" the classifying

space of G to a quotient complex of the same homotopy type. This leads to an

explicit free resolution of Z over ZG, similar to one obtained by Anick, Groves,

and Squier. If the rewriting system is finite, then the resolution has only

finitely many generators in each dimension.

J. F. CARLSON

ProJect1ve resolutions and Poinc~ dua11ty complexes

Joint work with David Henson.

Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a finite group of p-rank n.

We investigate the relationship between the structure of the cohomology ring

H· (G,k) and the spectral sequences associated to certain Poincare duality

complexes. Each complex is determined by a set Cl' ... , C
n

of homogeneous

elements such that H- (G,k) is a finitely generated module over the subring

generated by the elements. Partieularly nice results are obtained when the

cohomoJogy ring is Cohen-Macaulay. Evidence suggests several interesting

eonstructions in the general case. •
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R. CHARNEY

An appllcatloD of Gromov's work to Coxeter groups

We consider piecewise flat metrics on a manifold M. If these have non-positive

curvature (in the sense of Gromov) then M is aspherical. If, in addition, M is

compact, then n
l
(M) is hyperbolic. Ta determine whether curvature (M) ~ 0,

it suffices to check whether links of points in M (which topologically are

spheres, but metrically may be quite strange) are "Iarge". The link is said to

be "Iarge" if it has curvature ~ 1 and all closed geodesics have length ~ 21t.

Interesting examples occur when M is a branched cover of a Riemannian

manifold, in which case the links in M are branched covers of the standard

sphere Sn.

Motivated by this, we consider metric spheres ~n, acted on by a group of

isometries G, such that Sn/G is the standard 'sphere S,n. CExample: G = index 2

subgroup in a finite reflection group). For n = 2 and 3, we give precise criteria

for when Sn is large.

J. CHISWELL

R-trees and degeneration of hyperbolle 8pace.

Let G be a finitely generated group, ~(G) the space of discrete and faithful

representations G ~ Isom. (IHn>. where IHn is n-dimensional real hyperbolic

space land the "+" denotes orientation-preserving isometries}, up to conjugation.

Margan and Shalen have shown that ~(G) has a compactification in which the

ideal points are given by actions of G on IR -trees. Aversion of this result has

been given by Bestvina, using Gromov's construction of a limit of a sequence

of metric spaces. By generalizing the van den Dries /Wilkie version of Gromov's

construction, using non-standard models of the reals, one can simplify part of

Bestvina's argument.
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F. T. FAllRELL

Topological versus smooth rigldity

Mostow showed that any two compaet hyperbolie manifolds with isomorphie

fundamental groups are diffeomorphic. For dimension > 2 he eonstrueted an

isometry. Together with the work on harmonie maps hy Eells and Sampson

and by Schoen and Yau and the stahle results of Cheeger and Gromov, this

led to the following conjecture:

Lawson-Yau Conjecture: Any two compaet negatively eurved manifolds with

isomorphie fundamental groups are diffeomorphic.

Lowell jones and I prove that they are homeomorphie provided their dimension

"t 3 and 4. We also construet counterexamples showing they are not always

diffeomorphie.

R. GEOGHEGAN

Higher order end structure of groups

The "higher order end structure" of a f. p. infinite group G [e.g. the structure

of HnCG. ZG). the question of whether G is semistable etc.] is known to be

related to shape theory. One believes (and sometimes ODe knows) that a

compaetifying set can be added to the universal cover of a niee K(G,H whose

algebraic topology is a model for the end strueture of G. •

Three new theorems in this area will be described. I will talk about how to

translate these theorems from the language of topology to the language of

group theory (or vice versal.
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P. GREENBEIlG

Piecewlse SL2Z geometry In the plane

In the past several years, a group G of homeomorphisms of the circle has been

studied: .in group theory (e.g. Brown- Geoghegan, Brin-Squierl dynamical systems

(Ghys-Sergiescu) and in connection with the braid group (Greenberg-Sergiescu).

There is a natural "globalization" of G, to a pseudogroup r of piecewise linear

homeomorphisms of the plane 1R 2
.

To each polygon P with integer corners, the group r(p) of restrictions of r to P.

appears to behave like mapping class groups; there is a natural "complex of

curves lt far example. A rigidity conjecture about the groups r(p) is supported

(very indirectly) by the fact that, roughly, at most rational points the graup

of germs of r (i) has DO torsion (ii) has vanishing Euler class (and hence,

is "dynamically simple").

c. HOG-ANGELONI

On the homotopy type of 2-complexes wlth a free product of cyclic groups

• BS fundamental group

Homotopy classification of 2-complexes has been achieved (as far as I know:

only) for n 1 finite abelian and for TI 1 free.

The algebraic problem amounts to constructing achain isomorphism as a

completion of the following diagram

CK~CK ~ CoK ~ z
2 1

11 11 11

CL ~ CL ~ C L ~ Z
2 t 0

which arises from the chain complexes of universal covering spaces.
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In the case TI 1 free (of finite rank) and X(K 2) = X(L2) such an isomorphism is

first established after passing from the integer coefficients of Zn to a field.

This result then can be Iifted to Zn.

In the present talk the first step is generalized to the ease of a free product

of arbitrary cyclic groups.

J. HOWIE

DecisloD problems in one-relator products

Joint work with Andrew Duncan.

A-BLet G =~ be a one-relator product of two locally indicable groups A, H,

where r E A - B is a proper power fand does not He in a conjugate of A or B).

If the genus problem {given <Xl' •• , an' find the least g :s: co for which

X (X X- 1
•.. X (X X- 1 [y, Z] ... [y ,Z-] = 1 has a solution in the group) is

111 nnn 11 g g

solvable for A and for B, then it is solvable ,,-for G.

Corollary: The genus problem is solvable for one-relator groups with torsion.

Y. V. KUZ'MIN

Homology of free abellanlzed extensions

I should like to surn up results on the ~opic, to outline probable directions of

fu,.ther development and to set up same problems. "'luch of the material is

contained in my recent paper "'Hornology theory of free abelianized extensions"

(Communications in Algebra 16 No 12, 1988, p. 2447-2533) but, there are also

some new unpublished results.
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M. LUSTIG

Reducible automorphisms of free groups

Recent work of Bestvina and Handel implies that every outer automorphism tV

of a free group Fn of rank TI belongs to one of the foHowing three elasses:

(1) tV has· finite order,

(2) there is a decomposition Fn = H
t
* .. , • H

r
.. H with !lJ(H

k
) = H

k
• t (mod d,.

(3) there is an action of F on some IR -tree with small arc stabilizers, such
n

that for the induced translation length funetion one has

11 tJ;(w) 11 = All w 11

for all w E Fn and a fixed "stretching factor" A > 1.

This result comes elose to a desired and conjeetured classification of free group

automorphisms in analogy to Thurston's classifieation of surface homeomorphisms.

In this seeond view a "reducibletl tV E Out Fn is an automorphism which fixes

same graph of groups decomposition of Fn (up to permutation of the building

blocks).

Theorem: 4J: F(a, b, c, cl) ~ F(a, b, c, cl);

a t-t a ca-tc a .b a, b H a ca-tc a b, eHe cl c, d H C cl belangs

to the ahove class (2) hut is not reducible in the second sense.

G. MEIGNlEZ

• Ends for groUps actJng on the real Une

We associate ta every group TI endowed with a homomorphism H inta Homeo+UR),

a set of "endstl. Formally, this is very like the· classical theory of ends of

groups. We find back Bieri-Neumann-Strebel property as a particular case, There

is also a strong link with the topology of codimension 1 foliations.
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w. METZLER

Slmple-Homotopy of hr,d)-complexes end the Andrews-Curtls-ConjectUTe for

nontrivial groups

1) Joint work with Cynthia Hog-Angeloni and Paul Latiolais.

The recent distinction of homotopy type and simple-homotopy type of

2-complexes (Metzler, Lustig) carries over to hr, d)-resolutions and thus to the

idea of a simple-homotopy theory of groups. Certain Bias-ideals in Z(7d are

crucial in this context which, in the case of TI finite, are shown to be independent

of the particular resolution.

2) For 2-complexes, the next level of distinction is the one between simple

homotopy and Andrews-Curtis-classes. 3 phenomena are presented:

cd (Joint work with C. Hog-Angelonil A stabilization theorem: After adding

suitably many copies of standard presentations of Z2 x Z" simply-homotopy

equivalent presentations become AC-equivalent ß) the difference between sh-type

and AC-classes vanishes after reducing the free group of the generators (or: of

the relator subgroup) mod arbitrarily high commutators (extension of a result

of W. Browning for n = 1); y) aseries of presentations of Zn x Zn is given,

which seem to be good candidates to distiJ'iguish sh-type and AC-classes.

M. MIHALIK

Ends of amalgamated products and HNN-extenaions

Let K be a 2-complex. Proper rays r, S: [0, 00) ~ K converge to the same end

of K if for every compact ecK, there is an integer N such that r( [N, co»)
and s([N, c;o») are contained in the same path component of R - c. :R is

semistable at co if every pair of proper rays converging to the same end of K

are properly homotopic.

•
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If G is a finitely presented group. and ~ a finite 2-c.ompJex with fundamental

group G, then the numbeJ' of ends of G is the number of ends of ~.~ the universal

cover of K. and G is semistabJe at 0:: if i.-: is semistahle at ·x. (Both nat.ions

are independent cf the choice of finite complp.x with .fundamental gt-OUp G,)

Main Theorem: If G = A *H B is an amalgamated product cf finitely presented

groups A and B over a finite))' generated group H ~ and A and B

are semistable at 0:' then G is semistable at 0:>. [If G = A • H

is an HNN- group with A finite)y presented and semistabJe at co

and H finite)}' generated then G is semistabJe at co.]

Theorem: All one reJator groups are semistahle at

F. PAULIN

Outer automorphisms of hyperbolic group6

We prove that word hyperboJic groups r. defined by M. Gromov, have a finite

outer automorphisms grqup, unless they isometrically act on an IR -tree without

aglobaI fixed point and with virtually cyclic edge stabilizers. In particular,

hyperbolic Kazhdan groups have a finite outer automorphisms group.

The idea is to consider a sequence of automorphisms cf r, and to look at the

sequence of the actions cf r by left translation twisted by the automorphisms

on a Cayley graph X of r. If two of the automorphisms are not .conjugate.

then, eventually after an extraction, the sequence of actions on X suitably

normalized converges in .a geometrie way to an action on an IR -tree, with the

desired properties.
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S. PRlDE

Groups given by presentatlons in which each deßning relator involves at most two

types of generators

Our set up will consist of the following: (i) a graph with vertex set V and

edge set E; <in for each vertex v EVa non-trivial group Gy given by a

presentation <Xv I~); Hiü for each edge e = {u.v} E E a group Ge given by ,a

presentation <Xu,Xv IRe >, where Re consists of the elements of l\, u R" together e
with some further words on X u u X . We let G = <X IR>, where X =U X ,

y yEV y

R = l J Re' Our aim is to try to describe the structure of G in terms of the groups
e~

Gy (v E Vl, Ge (e E El. We show that under suitable conditions the natural homo

morphisms Gy~ G (v E V), Ge -7 G (e E E) are injective; and that there is a short

exact sequence

o ~ ~(ZG@ IG )IStar(y)l-t -7 ~(ZG0G IG ) -7 JG ~O
v"tV G v v e~ e e

(where, for any group H, I H is the augmentation ideal), Some (co-)homological

consequences of these resülts arc derived.

S. R.OSSET

The higher lower central serles

There is an infinite sequence of functors r n (G) , r
n

(Gl is a central extension of

Yn (G), r n+l map into r n and 1: rn/ r 0+1 is a Lie algebra. •

An analogous construction in the group ring kG leads to the u.niversal enveloping

algebra of this Lie algebra.
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J.P. SERRE

AD - liftings

For n ~ 4. Jet. ] ~ {±] } --:- An --..;. An be the unique non split centraJ

extension of the a)temating group An by {± t}.

If s An is a product o( disjoint cyc]es of odd order e
oc

= er;x(s), define

e 2 - 1
v(s) 'l. and w(s) E 1.. /2 Z by '.'(5) = ~(ecx - lL W(S) :: ~ -0(-8-- {mod 2L

Let 51' .. , sk E An be such elements with TI Sj = 1; assume the group G = <5(/

generated by the 5, is transitive. Then L v(s,} ~ 2n - 2; more precisely, if g is

the genus of the ramified covering of $ 2 defined b)' the Sj' one has

L \:(SI) = 2g + 2n - 2.

Let sI An be the unique lifting of sI in An which has odd order. It is clear

that TI ~ = {± 1} in A .
1 I n

Theorem 1 If g = 0, one has ~ SI (-l)w, where w == ~ w(St) (mod 2),

For an arbitrary g, there is a similar statement, namely:

Theorem 2. n~' {_l}w+e. where e is the invariant in Z/2Z of the "theta-
- 1

charact.edstic lt of t.he ramified covering X ~ $ 2 = IP 1(tr) associated

to that covering.

(Th. 2 is itsel f a special case of a result describing the behaviour of the e

invariant of theta- characteristics under ramified coverings Y ~ X with odd

rami ficationJ

The motivation for Th. 1 is the construction of A -extensions of Q(T), n odd.
n

which are unramified quadratic extensions of the An-extensions constructed by

J.-F. Mestre.

H. SHORT

Automatie groups ud small cancellation theory

The recent definition of automatie groups l?Y Cannon. Epstein. Holt. Paterson

and Thurston is an interesting generalization of Gromov's class of hyperbolic
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groups. Recently, working with S.M. Gersten, we have shown that the C(3) - Tl6l',

C(4) - T(4) and C(6) small caneellation groups are automatie. The constructions

used also give a simple solution to the conjugacy problem for these groups·

land for hyperbolic groups).

R. STÖHJl

Homology of groups with coefflcients in exterlor powen of relation modules

Let G be a group given as a quotient G = F/R of a free group Fand let Rab

denote the relation module associated with this free presentation. The homology

of G with coefficients in exterior powers of Ra.b has been studied by Yu. V.

Kuz'min in connection with his work on the homology of free abelianized

extensions (Cornm. Algebra 16 U988L 2447-2533>' In the talk I discuss a new

approach to describing the groups HklG, AnRa.b). In particular, I present a new

proof of Kuz·min·s results on p-torsion in HklG, Am.PRa.b) (p a prime, m < p)
2

and I give adescription of the p-torsion in HklG, f\P Rab).

J. THEvENAz
Brown's complex and Alperln's conJecture

Let G be a finite group and k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. •

A conjecture of Jonathan Alperin expresses the number of non-projective simple

kG-modules in terms of p-Iocal information U.e. in terms of normalizers of

non-trivial p-subgroups of G).
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SeveraJ statements are presented, which are aH proved to be equivalent to

Alperin's conjecture. Most of them involve Brown"s complex (the simplicial

complex of chains of non-trivial p-subgroups of G). and they are of a purely

combinatorial nature~ One of the forrnulations (joint work with Peter Webb)

involves Mackey functors and their structure theory.

P. WEBB

The stru.cture 01 Mackey functors

Joint work with T. Thevenaz.

We give a complete description of the irreducible Mackey functors and also

certain information about their projective covers. This has impact in the

different areas in which Mackey functors arise - topology, representation

theory, K-theory etc. - and has very much to da with the representations of

different subgroups of a group and the wa~ they are inter-related. Arising out

of this comes a new approach to Alperin's conjecture.
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Problemliste

1. CR. Alperin and K. Brownl Let G be a group which is the free product of

three finite subgroups A J B, C amalagamated along their intersections. Let X

be the associated l-connected 2-complex (Behr); thus G acts on X with a

2-simpJex 0 as fundamental domain and with A, B J and C as the stabilizers of

the vertices of 0; Assume that G acts faithfully on X. Let 2p, 2q, and 2r be.

the girths of the links of the vertices of o. [Thus x/Pt n/q, and 7[/r are the

Gersten-Stallings angles of the "triangle of groups" formed by A, H, C and

their intersections.J Assurne we are in the non-spherical situation, Le., l/p +

l/q + 1/r :S: 1.

Question: Is G residually finite? Is it at least virtually torsion-free? What if

we add the hypothesis that X is a building?

Remarks: (a) As the wording suggests, residual finiteness would imply that G

is virtually torsion-free. This is a consequence of results of Gersten and Stallings.

(h) For ordinary amalgamated free products O.e., two subgroups instead of three),

there is an easy algebraic argument which shows that the group is residually

finite. The same is true if X is the building associated to an algebraic group,

since G is then a linear group. But there is a specific example, constructed by

Tits, where X is an "exceptional" building and we do not know if G is virtually

torsion-free.

(c) The non-sphericity assumption is necessary. K. Brown has constructed examples

of sphericaJ triangles of finite groups, such that the amalagam G is an infinite

simple group and hence has no proper subgroups of finite index. •
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2. (Y. Kuz'mJn) Find a ttgood" deseription of the (eo)homology of a free-nilpotent

group F/ynF, where F is a free group and {rnF} is its lower eentral series. [The

Koszul complex ean be viewed as a solution in the free abelian ease.] Are the

integral homology groups torsion-free? One can ask similar questions about

free-soluble groups. In particular, does there exist 2-torsion in the odd

dimensional integral homology of a free-soluble group?

3. (K. W. Gruenberg) If K is a group aeting on a group M, let dK(M) be the

minimum number of generators of M as K-group.

Let G, H be finitely generated groups, E = G. H and E· the kernel of

E ~ GxH. What is ~(E·) in terms of d(G), d(H)? (d(G)d(H) ~ ~E·).)

4. O. - P. Serre, quoted from LNM 573, 1975) Reeall that a group G is called

coherent if every finitely generated subgroup of G is finitely presented.

Is it true that SL
3

(Z) is coherent? ('Note that SL
2

(Z) is obviously coherent, and

that SL
n

(Zl, n ~ 4, is not coherentJ

Same question far SL2(Z[~]), where p is a prime.

5. U. HUlllUlDl If G is caherent, is ZG coherent? [The converse is true if FP2

implies finite presentability.]

6. U. HlllllUlDl Suppose G is finitely presented and cdG = 2. Is def(G) =

ß
t
(G;Q}-ß

2
(G;Q)? [If so, the 2-complex associated with an optimal presentation

is aspherical.]

7. U. HlllllUlDl· Suppose G is PD
3

(3-dimensional Poincare duality groupL Is G

virtually indicable?
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8. 'U. Hllimanl Suppose G is finitely generated, has no non-abelian free subgroup,

and either is PD
3

or satisfies cdG s: 2. Is G solvable? [This is true, for example,

if the abelianization of G has rank at least 2 and ZG is coherent.]

9. U. - P. Serre, from a C. R. note of R. Spector, C. R. 276 (1973), 523-525) Let

G be a profinite group (projective limit of finite groups), which is a torsion

group: every element x of G has finite order o(x).

Is it true that G has bounded exponent, Le. that the o(xL xE G, are bounded?

10. U. - P. Serre, from a letter of j.-P. Serre to K. Vogtman, 6.10.1986) Let Fn

be a free group of rank n, n ~ 3, and let r n = Out(Fn) Aut(Fn) /Fn'

Is it tru.e that r
n

has Kazhdan's T property?

u. U. - P. Serre, from the same letter as above) If r is any group, define a "germ

of automorphisrn" of r as a class of isomorphisms cp: f'':; r", where r' and r"

are subgroups of finite index of r (two such Cf' being identified if and only if

they coincide on a subgroup of finite index of f). Such germs make a group f Q ,

the "commensurability " group of f; there is a natural map f --1 r Q'

If one applies this construction to the group r = r
n

of Problem 3, ODe gets a

group (rn)Q' Is the map r
n
~ (fn) Q an isomorphism? If not, is the cokernel

finite? (A "yes" answer would make obvious that r;.., is not arithmetic - not even

"S-arithmetic"J

12. (M. Davla) Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system and G a virtually abelian subgroup

of W. Is G conjugate to a subgroup of a standard subgroup W T' T c 5, of

the fonn
nJ.

W=WxWxTIw
T E F 1=1 I

where WEis a Euclidean Coxeter group of rank ~ 2, W F is finite, and each W
j

is an infinite standard subgroup such that. the image of G in W
t

is of rank 1?

•
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Remarks: Moussang has proved:

(U If W does not contain a standard subgroup of the above form with W E ~ 1

or m > 1, then it is ward hyperbolic and hence, any virtually abelian G is

of rank 1.

(2) Any solvable subgroup of W is virtually abelian.

13. (P. Webb) Let Ö = 6(Sp(G») denote Brown's simplicial complex of finite

p-subgroups whose simpliees are the chains Po < Pt < ... < Pn of non-identity

p-subgroups of G. Suppose G is finite. Is ß/G eontractible?

Discussian. The evidenee far an affirmative answer comes from

(8.) 6/G is mod-p aeyelie (P. J. Webb, A split. exact sequence of Mackey

funetors , preprint).

(b) In the case of a Chevalley group in defining eharacteristic p, l::i is

G-homotopy equivalent to the building, for whieh the orbit space is a single

simplex, hence contractible. (The G-homotopy equivalenee comes from Quipen,

and J. Thevenaz & P. J. Webb, Homotopy equivalence of posets with a group

action, to· appear in J. Combin. Theory Ser Al

An affirmative answer would be a help in computing l::i./G.

14. (P. Webb) With G and l::i as above, what is the minimum dimension of a

G-simplieial eomplex which can be G-homotopy equivalent to '6?

More preeisely, let

Bp(G) = {H ~ G I H = 0pNG(H)}

and let Ö(Bp(G») be the eorresponding simplicial complex. Then 6(Bp(G») is

G-homotopy equivalent to 6(C (G»). (Boue, Thevenaz-Webb) When 0 (G) = 1
p p

is dim6(B
p

(GJ) the minimum dimension which can occur?

Discussion. For Chevalley groups this is true, since 6(Hp(G») is the barycentric

subdivision of the building, and has. non-zero homology in its top dimension.
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15. U. Th'venaz) With G and 6. as above let X = 1tl.1. Assume X is eonneeted.

Does X have the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres (of various dimensions1)

Discussion. U If G is a Chevalley group in eharaeteristie .p, then 6. is homotopy

eQuivalent to the building of G. Thus one gets a bouquet of spheres in the top

dimension. 2) There are examples giving bouquets of Sn and SlTl with n t m.

3) Hy induetion, the link of every simplex has the homotopy type of a bouquet

of spheres.

16. (M. Lustig) Every surfaee group 1t 1 Mg (Mg closed of genus g) admits a

unique free group surjection F2g ~ n
1
Mg' A weil known result assures that

every outer automorphism cp: 7r 1 Mg ~ 7r 1 Mg is induced by some outer

automorphism ~: F2g ~ F2g' Some such lifts are "good" in the sense that

growthrate (eil) = growthrate (<p), or, more generally, that ~ refleets the

geometrie properties of the Thurston-representative h: M :; M with h. = cp
g g

(For example if 4> is obtained by puneturing Mg in a prong of the stable

foliation for hl.

Question: Given <p, how can one detennin:: algebraieally a good lift ~.

An algorithmie solution to this would allow one to apply teehniques from free

group automorphisms to surfaee theory. For example, a fast solution of the

eonjugaey problem in the mapping elass group Outhr 1 Mg) eould be derived.

17. (M. Lustig) Assurne that (x I R(x» and <x'.1 S(x'}) are two finite

presentations of the same group G. Denote by <x I R(x» ..!!. (y I [w(x), y]) the •

presentation obtained from <x I R(x» by adding new generators y. and new

relatorsJw
1
, YI] with w

1
E F(x). Let)... denote a sequeneeof Andrews-Curtis

transformations on presentations (= extended Nielsen transfonnations on

generators and relators).
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Question. Does <x I R(x» .!!. (y I [w(x),y]) /~ <x: I S(x» .!!. (y I T(x,y»

[T(x,Y) stands for a collection of arbitrary elements Tl E F(x,y)] imply
3

<x IR(X» A <x' I Sex')>' .!!. <z I W(x',z»?(f~r some ~J(x',z) E F(x',z), such that

the subgroup generated by the zk is trivial).

If so, the recent simple-homotopy distinction of homotopy equivalent 2

complexes (Lust~g, Metzler> together with a strong result of Gerstenhaber

Rothaus could be employed to work out eonterexamples to the generaliz-ed

Andrews-Curtis conjecture (Le. G is non-trivial).

18. CW. Metzler) If L2
C K2 is a pair of CW-complexes and 7t 2(K

2
) = 0, does

it follows that '1T 1(L2) is torsion free? Counterexamples would also fulfill

'1T 2(L2) t. 0; hence it seems worth while to know whether this type of

counterexamples to the Whitehead - Asphericity-Conjeeture can oecUr.

19. CW. Metzler) Does "n torsion free" imply Whhr) O?

.20. Ot Bterll Is it true that if a group G contains no free subgroup of rank > 1

and is of type FPIn then so is every metabelian faetor group of G?

Remark. This is known to be true for m ~ 2 or for subgroups of GL(Q). It is

open even when G itself is metabelian. In that ease it would follow if one

could establish the FPInconjecture (a metabelian group G is of type FPrn if

and only if the geometrie invariant L(G) has the property that every m-point

subset of the complement L(G)c = SO-1 \ L(G) is contained in an open

hemisphere of So-1 = Hom(G,IRJ/IR >0 J.

21. IR. B1erO Is it true that every finitely generated group of homological

dimension hdG ~ t is free?

Remark. This is true when G is of type FP2' for in that case the augmentation

ideal I
G

<J ZG is finitely presented flat and hence projective.
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22. Ol Geogheganl 1.)Is there a finitely presented (infinite) torsion free simple

Remarks. (1) I conjeetured in 1979 that F is non-amenable and contains DO free

non-abelian subgroup, thus being a finitely presentable torsion free counter

example to von Neumann's conjecture that non amenable ~ free non-abelian

group?

Remark. Thurston suggested putting a geometry on a surface S of genus:<!: 2

based on a "smalI" pseudogroup, and proving that Aut S is the required group.

2,) LetF be the group with presentation

<XO' xl' x 2' ... I x -/ Xn xl = Xn + 1

Is F non-amenable ?

v < n)

•
subgroups. (2) Brin and Squier have proved that F has no free non-abelian

subgroup.

3'> Let X be a finite conneeted CW-complex with universal cover ~ . Let
~ 0

K
1

C K
2

C ... be a sequence of finite subcomplexes of X sueh that K
n

C K n+l

for all n, and ~ = I I K . Write U = ~\K . Let W: [0, U ~ ~ be a proper base
}( n n n

ray. There is then an inverse sequence of groups

(.) 7t 1(U
1

' w) ~ 1[ 1(U
2

, w) ~ ... whose bonds are induced by inelusions.

(a) ls (.) pro-isomorphie to a sequenee of finitely generated groups?

(h) Is (.) pro-isomorphie to a sequenee of groups where the bonds are onto?

Remarks. (U {G
n

} and {Hin} are pro-isomorphie iff 3 subsequences {Gnl} and

{Hrnt} and homomorphisms making the following diagram commute:

~ Gnk~ Gnk+
l

(

~l~l ~
~ H l11k f--- HnJ.k+l (

where the horizontals are bonds.

(2) eb) is equivalent to asking if (.) is semistable (= Mittag-Leffler).

(3) These are questions about G = 7r l (X). They are independent of choice of X,

and if G has. one end they are independent of choice of w.

Berichterstatterin: Cynthia Hog-Angeloni (Frankfurt)
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rvLt\T'HE1\'IATISC:HES FORSCHUN.GSI~ST'lT·liT OBER\VOLFACH

Tag u n g s bel' ich t 43/89

A rbei t.sgenlcinsc baft G eyer- H areler:
T"illllag<t\\"azald und Selbergsehe SpurfonileI

8.10. bis 14.10.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn L. Clozel (Paris) und Herrn lVI. Ra
popart (Bann) statt. Zentrales Thellla 'val' der Be\veis des Satzes von I<ott\vitz,
daß die Tamaga\Vazalll einer einfach zusammenhängenden halbeinfachen alge
braischen Gruppe über ·einenl Zahlkörper gleich eins ist. Das ,vichtigste Hilf~

nüttel hierfür ist die Selbergsehe Spurfonnel in einer von Arthur entwickelten
vereinfachten Foni!. D;l hei wurden lVI et hoden aus der Galoiskoholllologie al
gebraischer GrUp)H'll hC'llllt.l',t. ferner lVlaßt,heorie auf lokal kOlllpakt.en C~rup

pell, deren Darst.ell11llg~t.llcoric:ill.lt.olnorphe Fünuen und fiir den lokalen nicht
architneelischeu Fall da.s Drullat-Tits-Gebiiude.

Für einen Überblick über elie historische Entwicklung und die verwendet.en Be
griffe ver\veisen ,vii' auf elen .Anhangvon ';V.D.Geyer.
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Vortragsauszüge

H .Koch (Berliu)

Die Tamaga\vazahl

Ziel des 'iortrags war die Definition der Talnaga\vazahl einer zusarnrnenlüingen
den reduktiven Gruppe G über einein algebraischen Zahlkörper F. Der zentrale
Punkt bei dieser Definition ist die l\~onstruktion einer Differentialfol'ln W v auf
den lokalen Punkten G F

u
' Nach Einführung von lokalen I(onvergenzfaktoren

Av, die sicherstellen~ daß das Produkt fI wv(Gou ) . A;1 auch konvergiert, kann
v

man das Talnaga,va-~1aßdG A auf GA als

1
(IG A :== -II!!. TI A;1 wv

ßF 2 v

definieren, ,vobei ßF die Diskrinünante von F über ~ und n die Dimension von
G bezeichnet. Dafür fas t alle v

gilt, \vobei ~:L' der n.cst.klasscllk(jrper ist~ (Ju dessen rVIächtigkeit und C(v) die R.e
duktion bezeichuct~ kanu 1na11 die JCollvergenzfakt.oren durch lokale Zetafunk
tionen ausdrücket!. Die Talnaga\\'azahl T( G) VOll G ist HUB da.s ,rohul1en VOll

GF\G~ bezüglich des Tanlagawa-Nlaßes, \vobei

G1..:== {g E GA IlIx(g)11 == 1 für alle XE GF}

Weil hat 1959 T( G) == 1 für alle halbeinfachen einfach zusalnmenhängenden
Gruppen vennutet. K.otbvitz' l3e,veis dieser Vennutung für Gruppen G ohne
Es-Faktor ,val' Hauptgegel1stal1d der Ta.gung.

U.Jannsen (Bonn)

Eisensteinreihen und der Kern der Spurformel

Der Faltungsoperator auf den L2 -Fullktionen einer reduktiven Gruppe G ist ein
Integraloperator , für dessen !(ern die Spurformel zwei verschiedene Charakteri
sierungen einander gegenüberstellt.

Die erste Zerlegl1ug gilt. den Aquivalenzklassen von Darstellungen X, die von
Parabolischen iudllzicrt. sind.

Die z,veite Zerlcgllug bCllutzt !{lassell assoziierter Parabolischer. NUll geben die
Eisensteinreihen \;erkct.tllngsoperatorell zwischeu diesen beiden Zerlegungell.

Falls die Bedinguug
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G{A) I I(*) falls 7f = I 71d P{A) P yon einer ec It.en Parabo ischen induziert ist.: so ist

ii(/) = O~

erfüllt. ist.~ versclt\\'ütdet der Falt llugsoperat.or '1"(/) auf allen Riiul1tCll L~,x l11it.

Px f:. {Cl·

Ch.Deninger (ivlünster)

Die Spurfornlel für GL2

Zusätzlich zu der Bedingung (x) des letzten \'ortrages an die Testfunktion f
fordern wir jetzt. l1oclt~ daB an einer Stelle v

/. .' .n!1" !/ )tI 11 = 0 fii r alle g, 9 f E G (F~. )
. ,\(1,,)

ist. Hierbei bezeichnet iY das unipot.ente Radikal von G L2 .

Damit vereinfacht sich der Ausdruck für den !(ern des Faltungsopera t.ors '/·(.f)
auf deIn cuspidalen Teil S0: daß nur 1l0C~1 über halbeinfache Elenlente sunllniert
zu ,verden braucht.. Nun kann Inan die einzelnen Tenne lnit Hilfe der Poisson
SUllllnenforInel anal~'sierel1 und explizit beschreiben.

R.Schulze-P illot (Derlill)

Die J acq u e t- Langlan cl 5 - !( 0 r respoude nz

Diese Korrespoudenz st.ellt eine Beziehung zwischen den autonlorphen Fornten
einer Gruppe G uud eleu einer inneren Fornl GI von G her~ und zwar in1 einfach
sten Fall C = G L 2 . Eine h~onsequenz dieser Beziehung: die für diese Tagung
zentral ist, besagt, elaß die Tarnaga"'Clzahlen von G und C' gleich sind.

Die I\:orrespondellz ,,-inl luit Hilfe der Spurfonnel be,viesen. Nachdeul die lo
kalen Darstellllußcll VOll G L,] iu Ha uptserie: spezielle Serie und sl1percuspidale
Serie klassifiziert. "-llrdcll: \\·tlrde die Euler-Poincare-Fuuktion \"on I\.ottwitz eiu
geführt und ihre DahlJCltilltegrale berechnet.

Für den globalen \iergleich l1inunt Ulan jetzt als Testfunktion .f ein Produkt von
lokalen Funktionen: die an allen Stellen, ,vo die Quaternionenalgebra verz,,~eigt:

die Euler-Poincan~-Fl111ktionsind und an einer anderen Stelle ein I{oeffizien t
einer supercuspidalen Darstellung. Für solche Testfunktionen entlüilt die Spur
formel nur elliptische Glieder~ "~as einen direkten \Tergleich der FonneIn für G L2

und die Quaterl1iol1enalgebrcl. enuöglicht.
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N .Schappacher (Bonn)

Die Tamagawazahl einer quasi-zerfallenden Gruppe

Es sei G eine halbeinfache zllsalllluenhängende quasi-zerfallende C~ruppe über
einelu Zahlkörper F. Das Hauptergebnis des \iortrages, daB r( G) = 1 ist,
bestätigt also die 'Veilsche \iennutung und bestillllllt a.uch den Beweisgang für
den allgeuleinen Fall: da jede halbeinfache einfach zusauunenhiiugende C~ruppe

innere Form einer quasi-zerfallenden Gruppe ist, UIUß nlan nur noch die Invarianz
der Tamaga\va-Zahl unter innerem T\vist be\veisen.

Zuerst wird ein Raum von Funktionen in L2 (GF\G A ) konstruiert.

E~ .- Span{cP(g) = L r..p('rg) Ic.p: NABF\GA/I(~ C
,EBF\CF

meßbar und nlit kOlnpaktelll Triiger.}

Dieser Raulll enthält die I(onstantell.

Dann \vird ein selbstadjungierter Operator P auf [ konstruiert, der sich als
orthogonale Projektion auf den Unterraum der I(onstanten entpuppt. Danlit
gilt dann

(pep, p"j;) . (1,1) = (<p, 1) . (1,,,j';)

für <j;,;j; E [-, wobei (1: 1) = r(G) ist.

Berechnet 11H11'1 jetzt die 3 restlicheu Tenne, so ergibt. sich T( G) = 1.

W.D.Geyer (Erlangen)

Klassifikation von Konjugationsklassen reduktiver Gruppen

Zuerst wurde erläutert, 'Vartlln die Wurzelsysteme eine I<lassifikation bis auf
zentrale Isogenie erlauben. Für die I(lassifikation der k-Formen einer halbeinfa~

chen Gruppe G ist dann die erste Galoiskohomologienlenge H 1(k, G) zuständig.
Diese I<ohomologietheorie liefert auch lange exakte Sequenzen in der I(atego
rie der punktierten lVIengeil. Schließlich \vurde gezeigt, daß jede Gruppe innere
Form einer quasi-split-Gruppe ist.

Dann \vurde stabile I(olljugation als k-I(onjugation eingeführt für den Fall, daß
die derivierte Gruppe einfach zusalumenhängend ist.

Ein Satz von Steillberg und I(ottwitz besagt, daß eine quasi-split-Gruppe G, die
einfach zusauunenhiingend ist.~ folgende Bedingung erfüllt:

Jede k-rationalc I\:olljllgat.iolJskla.sse enthiilt ein k~-rationales Elernen t.. Falls llll1

gekehrt die Bcdi1'1gll11g crfiill1, isL nInß G quasi-split seiu.

4
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T.Springer (Utrecht)

Galoiskohomologie reduktiver Gruppen I

Als Beispiel für die Reduktion auf den Fall einer quasi-einfachen Gruppe sei
G zusaInmenhängend, halbeinfach und einfach zusanullenhängencI. Dann ist
G direktes Produkt VOll Gruppen, die über einer endlichen En\"eiterung des
Grundkörpers quasi-einfach sind.

Über einenl !(örper k der Dinl~nsion kleiner oder gleich eins ist für jede zusa.nl
menhängencle Gruppe G Hl (k, G) =0; ferner ist jedes solche G quasi-split.

- Über einelll p-adischen I(örper ist nach !(neser Hl (k, G) = 0 für jede halbein
fache einfach zusauuuenhängende Gruppe G. Dieser Satz \vurde von Bruhat
und Tits auf eine andere, unifonne 'Veise durch Benutzung des Gebäudes von
G be\viesen.

Schließlich gilt für halbeinfache einfach zusan1nlenhängende Gruppen G über
einem Zahlkörper k das Hasseprinzip: die Abbildung

v·

ist bijektiv.

B.Köck (Regensburg)

GaloiskoholTIologie reduktiver Gruppen 11

Als Verallgemeinerung der Tate-Nakayama-Dualität für Tori hat I(otbvitz unter
Benutzung der dualen Gruppe Gfür eine beliebige zusalnlnenhängende recluktive
Gruppe G folgendes be\viesen:

Für einen p-adischen I(örper bekommen \vir einen Isomorphismus von.Funktoren
auf der I<ategorie obiger Gruppen mit normalen Homomorphismen:

hier bezeichnet r die a.bsolute Galoisgruppe, Z(G) das Zentrulll und D das
Pontrjagin-Duale.

Für einen globalen I(örper F bekommen wir einen Morphismus

Die Ab\veichung kerl (F. G) vonl Has~e-Prinzip läßt sich so berechnen:

5



Schließlich kann die relative Tall1aga,va-Zahl Tl (G) := T(~~~)' ,vobei G sc die uni

verselle Überlagerung der derivierten Gruppe bezeichnet, folgendernlaßen aus
gedrückt \verden:

C.Greither (Bonn)

Beziehungen zur Picard- und Brauergruppe

Für eine geometrisch irreduzible Vaiietät 1/ über einein 1(örper k der Charak
teristik Null definiert Inan die Picardgruppe als Pic(ll") = HI pI", <b,n) und die
kohomologische Brauergruppe B7"(V) := H 2 (V, Gm), \vobeije,veils die etale 1(0- •
hOlllologie zugrundegelegt ist. Ziel des Vortrages ,val' es 11un, diese Gruppen lnit
der dualen Gruppe G in Beziehung zu bringen für den Spezialfall, daß G == 11
eine zusanunellhiiugende reduktive l:-Gruppe ist. Falls die derivierte C;ruppe
eiufach zuscunnlenlli-lHgcud ist, so bckollllnt nlan

Ähnlich kann Ulan die arithnletische Brauergruppe

beschreiben:

Schließlich kanu Ulan iu dieseln Rahluen auch die l\1anin-Obstruktion und elie
schwache ApproxiIl1ation charakterisieren, so\vie ein Analogon der Cassels-Folge
für elliptische 1(urven konstruieren.

R.Pink (Bonn)

Die Kottwitz-Obstruktion und der Vorzeichencharakter

Betrachtet Inan für eine halbeinfache einfach zusarnlnenhängende C~rnppe G
über einern Zahlki)l'per F elCH folgenden Beitrag zur Spurfonnel

wobei die SUllllue über elliptische halbeinfache I(onjugatiollsklassen läuft, so
formulieren sich 3 Ziele:

a) Vergleich Init deIn entsprechenden Ausdruck für quasi-split Gruppen,

b) SUlll11le über stabile I-Colljugationsklassen,

c) Zerlegung in ein Produkt yon lokalen .Ausdrücken.

6



Zu einem Eleluent 'Y E G(A) entscheidet die I(ott\vitz-Obstruktion~ob in der
adelischen I(olljugationsklasse von 1 ein rationales Elelllent fJ E G(F) liegt.

Schließlich \vurde durch eine koholllologische IConstruktion jeder zusanunenhän
genden reduktiven Gruppe G ein Elelnent e(G) in der 2-Torsion der Brauer
gruppe des Grundkörpers zugeordnet. Für lokale nicht-architneclische I(örper
gilt dann e(G) = (_l)q(GO)-q(G), wobei Go die quasi-split innere Fonn von G
bezeichnet und q(G) den F-Rang der derivierten Gruppe.

T.Zink (Bonn)

• Endlichkeitssätze

Es sei G eine unverz,veigte 7.USaUll11enhängende reduktive Gruppe über eineln
p-adischen I(örper~ !( C G hyperspezielle luaxünal kOlupakte Untergruppe und
1 E !( ein halbeinfaches Elernent lnit der Eigenschaft, daß 1 - 0'( 1') ent~"ecler

Null oder eine Einheit- ist für alle 'Vurzeln 0' von G. Falls dann " E !( stabil
konjugiert zu I ist, so ist .../ schon unter !{ konjugiert zu ,. Hieraus folgt dann
eine Endlichkeitsaussage für das Bahnenintegral im EinseleInen t.

Über einelll Zahlkörper F fixieren wir zusätzlich eine quasi-split innere Fonn Go
.von G und betrachten den Transfer von stabilen I{onjugationsklassen in G( Fv )

nach s"tabilen I{onjugationsklassen in Go{Fv ) für alle I(oll1plettierungen Fu von
F. Es sei C C G(A) ein KOlupakttuu. Dann gibt es nur endlich viele G(A)
l(onjugationsklassen iu G(A), die C treffen und die von einein halbeinfaclien
Elell1ent Go (F) herkonlluen.

•
S.Böcherer (Freiburg) und P.Perrin (Paris)

Allgemeine Spurformel

Zunächst sei G halbeinfach über einen) Zahlkörper F. Da der lConvolutions
operator der recht.sreguliirell Da.rstellung von G(A) auf L~uSJJ(G(F)\G(A))ein
Integraloperator VOll Spllrklasse ist, kanli man für f E C~ (G( A)) dessen I'Cern
durch eine SUl111ne über reguhire elliptische I<onjugationsklassen {!} ausdrücken:

1 K(x,x)dx = L f f(g-l-yg)dg .
G(Fl\G(A) {')'} }Z-y(F)\G(A)

Da in dieser "ersion der Spurfonnelleider die Terme mit der Talnaga\vazahl ver
schwinden, Inuß eine kornpliziertere "ersion betrachtet "'erden. Dazu wurden
Arthurs Arbeiten zitiert.~ die die heiden Seiten der Spurfonnel einlnal in halbein
fache I(onjugatiollsklassen und ZUlU anderen in irreduzible unitäre Darstellun
gen ent\vickelt. Dazu \vurden dann die verfeinerten gerichteten Bahnenintegrale
vorgestellt.

7



H.Maennel (Bonn)

Das Euler-Poincare-Maß

Ein Haarsches Maß tt auf einer lokal-koinpakten unimodularen Gruppe G heißt
Euler-Poincare-Maß, falls für alle diskreten, torsionsfreien, kokolllpakten Unter-
gruppen r c G nlit endlicher freier Auflösung .

x(r) =Jl(r\G)

gilt.

Hier bezeichnet X die Euler-Poincare-Charakteristik einer Gruppe.

Für reduktive Gruppen über lR folgt die Existenz eines solchen ivIaßes aus.
dem Satz von Gauß-Bonnet. Für Gruppen über lokalen nicht-archiIl1edischen
I(örpern Inuß Inan das Bruhat-Tits-Gebäude einführen, das als Analogon des
symmetrischen RaUlues über :R aufgefaßt werden kann.

Schließlich wurde die Invarianz des Euler-Poincare-Maßes unter innerenl T\vist
bewiesen sowie die Aussage, daß das IVlaß genau dann nicht versclnvindet, "renn
die Gruppe einen luaxiInalen anisotropen Torus besitzt.

P.Schneider (I(öln)

Die Euler-Poincare-Funktion

•

Es sei F e~n l)-adischer !(örper und G eine zusammenhängende reduktive Gruppe
über F. Dann ist die Bahn eines Elelnents x E G lokal abgeschlossen und, falls
x zusätzlich halbeillfach ist., sogar abgeschlossen. Der Abschluß V(01:) einer
Bahn Ox enthält genalt eillen halbeinfachen Orbit, nälnlich OX.1' wobei :1;s der
halbeinfache Anteil von x ist. Es sei G der Raunl aller Bahnen, CJ E G und
q> E C~(G), dann kann nlan F~(O) := JG <I>dAo als eine invariante Distribution

auf G mit Werten in r(G) := Raum der (c-Funktionen auf G auffassen. Hier •
bezeichnet Ao das ~1aß zu O. Faßt man r als Garbe auf G auf, so bekolnnl t
man folgende lCeilnent\vicklung: es sei 0 0 ein halbeinfacher Orbit, dann gibt es
eindeutig bestiInIute Elelnente r o E r(V(Oo)), so daß

F$ = L: r o · Ao(4))
OE\I(Ool

als Gleichheit von I\:eirnen in r( l/( ( 0 )).

Damit kann Inan dann be\veisen, daß Ao(fEP) auf allen Elelnenten verschwin
det, die nicht balbeinfach elliptisch sind.

8
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Ch.Klingenberg (I~öln)

Stabile Bahnenintegr<lle

Es sei F p-adischcr I~örper: G redukt.iv zusaul1nenhiillgencl und -t E G' eiu 1&al
beinfacbes Eleluellt.

Zu f E C~(G(F)) bildet 111an das stabile Babnenintegral

indem man über alle " in der stabilen I(onjugationsklasse von / Slll111niert (1110

dulo I(onjugation) uud die Haar~l"Iaßeauf G und G,' durch das Euler-Poincan~

Maß nOflualisiert. IVlit Hilfe der Shalika-I(eiment\vicklung kanu l11al1 dann be
\veisen, daß die SO., stabile Distributionen sind. ~1it der gleichen IVIet.hocle
kann man folgenden Satz über den Transfer von Bahnenintegralen beweisen:
Es sei H die quasi~split innere Form von G und gegeben seien / E C~(G( F))
und fR E C~(H(F)), so daß deren stabile Bahnenintegrale auf allen regularen
halbeinfachen Bahnen übereinstimInen. Dann stimmen sie auch auf den nicht
regulären halbeinfachen Bahnen überein.

J .Rohlfs (Eichstiitt)

Invarianz der Tanlaga\v<lzahl

Unl den Beweis ahzllschließcl1. 111l1ß nur noch die Inyariauz der Tcllnagawclzil1l1
unter inneren} T"'ist gezeigt "-erclen. Dazu ,verden die Spurfonnein für G und
ihre quasi-split innere Fonn Go verglichen. Für ein geschickt gewähltes f E
C~(G(F)) sieht die Spurfonnel erstlual so aus:

T1' 7'(/) = Lr(G,)O-y(f)
I

wobei über halbeillfache elliptische I(onjugationsklassell Sluurniert ,vird. Nun
lassen sich eben Hur die stabilen I(onjugationsklassen lnit innerelll TW'ist auf Go
herübertransportieren, so daß eine stabile adelische \'ersion dieser Spurfonuel
entwickelt ,verdenlnuß~die insbesondere die I(ott\vitz-Obstruktioll. und die Encl
lichkeitssätze benutzt. Bei deIn \Tergleich wird dann schließlich ein Argllluent
mit der Plallcherelfornlel benutzt, um T( G) = r(Go) zu folgern.

Spezielle Vorlesung

M.Borovoi (Bann)

Abeische Galoiskoholllologie reduktiver Gruppen

In dieselu \lortrag wllrdcl1 eillige Eigeuschaft.ell des Funkt,o]'s

9



betrachtet.

Die abelsche Galoiskoholllologie einer Gruppe G ist als Galois-Hyperkohoillologie
des I(omplexes definiert~ der ün Grad -1 Tsc , die einfach zusanuuenhängende
Überlagerung eines llulxiInalen Torus T, stehen hat, und iIu Grad 0 genau T. Die
erste abelsche I(oholllologiegruppe hängt nur von 1rl (G) ab. A.ußel'denl erfüllt
sie eine lange exakte I(ohoillologiesequenz.

Schließlich \vurde eine Bijektion von W( G) auf den I(ern der .Abbildung

v

konstruiert, so daß die gewöhnliche Tate-Shafarevich-Gl'uppe jetzt also rnit der
abelschen Galoiskohornologie übereillstünm t.

Berichterstatter: Ch.Klingenberg (I(öln)
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Anhang

yon 'V.D.Geyer

In1 Gebäude von Bruhat und Tit.s:
un chambre separe,
harren diskret und torsionsfrei
Euler und Poincare:

~1aß für Maß ,,~ohl geeicht und fein
- nur kompatibel muß es sein;

doch duale und lokale
kuspidale, nicht zentrale
orbitale Integrale
sucllcn zitternd Selbergs Spur.

Neben ilull, ün gleichen Nebel;
besclnvingt von den konunenden I\1aßen,
sitzt ein invariant Differential,
\vill mit den Haarsehen rVlaßen spaßetl.

Leider ist das ~laß von Haar
nicht ganz ullilllodular
- er }iißt. es aufs Neue sich füllen.

docb duale und lokale
kuspidale; nicht zentrale
orbitale Integrale
suchen zitternd Selbergs Spur.

Einfach zusaU1111en hängt vor sich hin
in der halbeinfachen Runde
Tsuneo Talllagawa Hlit t.ril beln Sinn,
spart sich das l\'Iaß ab \"011'1 1\1 unde;

bestellt er ein Nelles', bekollunt er keills 
. denn Tarnagawa-l\/Iaß-Zahl ist Eins.

doch cl uale und lokale
ktispidale, nicht zentrale
orbitale Integrale
suchen zitternd Selbergs Spur.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 44/1989

Geometrie

15.10. bis 21.10.1989

Die Tagung fand erstmalig unter der Leitung der Herren V. Bangen (Bern) und

U.Pinkall (Berlin) statt. Die 44 Teilnehmer kamen erfreulicherweise auch aus bisher

selten vertretenen Ländern. Die Vorträge deckten einen weiten Bereich der

Geometrie ab. Neben der Theorie der Untennannigfaltigkeiten, die den breitesten

Raum einnahm, sind die Polyedergeometrie und geometrische Anwendungen von

dynamischen Systemen weitere Themenbeispiele. Der Erfolg der Tagung beruhte

nicht zuletzt auf den anregenden Diskussionen und den abendlichen Arbeits

sitzungen.



Vortragsauszüge

u. Brehm

Polyhedral surfaces

:Qd.: Let K be a simplicial complex. f: IKI -+ lR 3 is called a polyhedral immersion

(polyhedral embedding, respectively) jf f is locally injective (injective, respectively),

continuous and simplexwise linear.

Theorem: There exists a triangulation of the Möbius strip (with 9 vetices) which

does not admit apolyhedral immersion.

We give an overview on the known results conceming the minimal number of

vertices of-polyhedral ernbeddings andimmerions of givenJPpological type. . . _. __

We show the following polyhedral mcxlels with minimal venex numbers:

1) A polyhedron of genus 3 with 10 venices and 3 axes of symmetry

(maximal symmetry),

2) Three eombinatori3J different polyhedral models of the Boy surface (Le. polyhedral

immersions of IRp2 in IR 3) with 9 vertices and 10 faeets and one axis of

symmetry of order three,

:-44
3) The polyhedral "Knotbox" K with 8 vertices. K == aL.-.:.1a

b

K is a strang defonnation retract of the complement of the trefoil knot.

Finally a smooth embedding of K as a minimal surfaces in S3 is shown

(half of Lawsonts minimal kleinbottle 't2,3).

Y. Burago

Metnc Spaces with Curvatures bounded from below

Let X be a finite dimensional metric spaee with an inner metric (Le. "length spaee")

and with curvatures bounded from below. These spaces were inttoduced by

Alexandrov and studied rnainly for X with twosided restrictions for curvatures. In fact e
in this case X is a Riemannian manifold with sufficiently smooth metrie g.

We study the spaces X without any apriori topologieal restrictions. The standard

cone under projective space RPn, n > 1 is an example of such "non regular" space X.

For the spaces -X the nation of the boundary may be defined. For simplicity we shall

suppose that oX is empty. We proved that there exists an open dense set Y C X

with following property: every point y e Y has a neighbourhoocl such that it is

homeomorphic and tlalmoust isometrie" to Euclidian disk nß(O,Ö(y».

The proofs are based on the studying of the tangent spaces of X and on the

stability theorem for the spherical variant of the Toponogov splitting theorem.

It seems to me this stability theorem has independent interest.
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V. Goldshtein

~-cohomQloeYof warped product

For a smooth Riemannian manifold M and the outer differential

dk :~ (M) ~ ~+I(M) the space H~(M) = Ker dk/Im dk-1 is the space of

Lp-cohomology and ~(M) =Ker dk / [Im dk-l] is the spaee of re~uced

Lp-cohomology. Here 1 < p < 00 and [Im dk-1 ] is the closure of Im dk-1. For example

~(Rn) = H~(Rn) for all p.

The main aim is the ealculation of Lp-cohomology of both types for warped products

M = T Xf X of a compaet manifold X and a manifold T.

For a bounded funerion f some analogy with the classieal Kunneth's fonnula is right.

We used this result and some specific variant of the exact sequence of the pair for

the caleularion. The main case is T =[a,b) ,- 00 < b < 00. If the funetian fis not

bounded and "the Kunneth's fonnula tl is not right we also have a pos~ibility to

caleulate Lp-cohomology for a monotone funetion f.

Let Rp+l be the Euclidean space with Riemannian metric coinciding outside of some

ball with a rotationally symmetrie metrie of a warped produet. In this case we

caleulated botb type of cohomolgies. Main examples: f(t) e et , b = 00

(hyperbolic space); f(l) =e-t , b =00 (cusp); f(t) = tS•

E. Heintze

Holonomy fIDluP pf the normal bundle aod iSQPararoetric submapifolds

We improve slightly a reeent result of Carlos Olmos on the nonna! holonomy group of

a sumbanifold as follows.

Theorem: Let N be eonformally flat, M C N a submanifold and <!>- the restrieted

holonomy group .of the normal bundle. Then <I>. is eompaet and the actio~ on the

normal spaee is equivalent to the isotropy representation of asymmetrie spaee.

This result is not true for"general N. Already ([pn C (tpn+k gives a eounterexample.

A submanifold of euelidean spaee is said to have constant prineipal curvatures if for

any eurve and any parallel nonnal field ~(t) along that curve the shape operator A~(t)

has constant eigenvalues. It is ealled isoparametric if in addition the Donnal bundle is

flal. By use of the above result one gets:

Theorem Mn C JRn+k has eonstant principal eurvature if and only if it is the focal

manifold of an isoparametrie one.

This Theorem is due to Olmos and independently (in a slightly different form) to

Thorbergsson and the author.
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N. Hingston

EQuivariant topology of {ree loop spaces and closed geodesics on the two-sphere

We describe an 50(2) and an O(2)-model for the free loop space Asn. From the

SO(2)-model one can compute the equivariant cohornology of Asn: It is that which

one would expect from AX where X is a Finsler manifold with the homotopy type of

a point and with exactly one hyperbolic closed geodesic~

We describe a simplification which takes place in the equivariant Morse complex of

an orientable surfaee whieh means that one can get an Q(2)-action on an (ordinary)

Morse CW-eomplex consisting only of summits and tunnels.

We decribe a "morse theoretic" O(2)-model for I\S-2 and~p~~v~e the

Theorem: Take ametrie on S2 with all closed geodesics nondegenerate. If there are

only three "short" closed geodesics, then there are infinitely many closed geodesics.

G. Knieper

Regularity of entropy

Given a compact Riemannian manifold (M,g), we ean associate to it the topological

entropy of the geodesie flow h(epg), (<p~ : SM --+ SM denotes the geodesie flow).

For a eertain class of Riemannian metrics it's possible to describe entropy in tenns of

geometrie quantities.

If we restriet topologieal entropy to the space of metrics with negative curvature,"

entropy is COO (resp. CCJl) under COO (resp. CCJl) perturbations of the metrie. We derive

a fonnula for the derivative of entropy, whieh is given by

Dh(g)(!;) = - h~g) .L!;(v,v)dllM(g)

where ~ e TgR(M), R(M) = {g Riemannian metrie I g has strietly neg. seetional

curvature}. If we restriet h. to the space of metrics with nonnalized volume, the

locally symmetrie spaces are critical points of h.
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P. Kohlmann

Ovaloids in 3-space with mean curvarure near 1

We consider the class f\.1( := {C c IR 3 ovaloid I 1- E :5 H :5 I +f) for 0 ~ f < land

prove

Theorem 1: For fixed E, Mt: is uniformly cylindricaUy bounded.

We define R(e) := sup{circumsphere radius of eie e Mr } and prove. with

Sehwartzsymmetri zation and Mi nkowski formu las.

Theorem 2: R(€) < 00 for E < :} .

Theorem 3: For all t > 0 there exists E > 0 that each C e ME contains a ball with

radius I-t and is contained in a ball with radius 1+1.

O. Kowalski

Curvature-homogeneous and semi-symmetric Riemannian manifolds.

Semi-symmetrie spaces are the Riemannian manifolds (M,g) satisfying the identity

R(X,Y) R =O. They were all classified by Z. Szab6 in 1982, but little explicit non

symmetrie examples were known. We show that the metrie g defined on
2

U C lR 3(w,x,y) by g = L roi@coi where WO = f(w,x)dw, w l = dx - y dw,
i=O

w 2 = dy + x dw is always senli-symmetric. For f~x ~ 0 the space (U,g) is

irreducible and non-homogeneous, i.e., VR,* O. For U = lR 3 and f(w,x»c>O,

the space (IR 3,g) is eomplete. Moreover, each class of locally isometrie spaces of the

above type depends only on a finite number of parameters. Thus we can say that the

loeally non-isometrie spaees bf the above type still depend "on an arbitrary funetion".

We also study the subfamilies of spaees (U,g) given by

a) f(w,x) = a(w)ekx + b(w)e-kX,

b) f(w,x) = a(w) cos kx + b(w) sin kx.

In the case a), the curvature tensor at each point is the same as that of the

symmetrie space H2(-k2) x lR and in the ease b), the curvature tensor at each point

is the same as that of S2(k2) x lR. These are examples of (so-.called) curyature

homogeneouses Riemannian spaees. In each class we can find an infinite

dimensional family of mutually non-isometrie spaces with the same .curvature tensor.

Such big families were not known before. The general examples in higher dimensions

are also available.

Reference: O. Kowalski, F. Tricerri, L. Vanhecke .. aseries of papers to appear

gradually.
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W. Kühnel

On eonformal veetor fields

A theorem of Obata says that a compaet Riemannian manifold of constant scalar

curvature admitting an essential non-homothetic confonnal vector field is isometrie to

the standard sphere. This is not true without the assumption "essential". A
counterexample of type SI xfM* (warped produet metric ds2 = du2 + (f(u»2ds2*) is

due to N. Ejiri 1981. We give an explicit analytie deseription of this example, and we

give a elassifieation of all such vector fields which are locally gradient fields in the

case of complete manifolds. Particular examples are the metrics SI Xc 53 with

f(u) = ~2 + sin(u) and lR Xf S3 with f(u) = "1 + u2 , the latter being isometrie with

the 4-dimensional catenoid. The-confonnal vector field is gt'venby f·~ .. •ou ---

N.H. Kuiper

Hvoerbolic 4-manifolds

,. 0~ ~
'--------~y---------}

g=2

Here is an orientable elosed surface of genus 2 resp.4, X =2-2g =-2 resp. -6,

immersed in ]R4 with oße double point. The algebraic intersection with a translated

copy is zero as seen by translating far. For a small translaiion we have a

contribution +2 near the interseetion, so that the selfintersection of the immersed

surface inside an immersed tubular disc bundle neighborhood :E4 is

Xl. = I R..ldcr/21t =-2, where R.1 is the Donna! curvature density.

For g =2 we have therefore an immersion of the tangent bundle.

For g =4 we have IX.1/XI S t, suffieient for the total space 1:4 = lH4/1tt(surface) to

admit a complete hyperbolic metric with <4g (cyclic group)-symmetry, the lecture at

Oberwolfach in October 1988. If we admit "almost-plane n bundles, we can get

hyperbolic manifolds with IX.1/XI bigger: C4g symmetrie up to IXl./XI elose to

2/13 , very big if we drop the symmetry condition.

Ref.: Publ. Math. IHES 68(1989) 47-76,

Actes du Congres de Geometrie d'Avignon 1988 =preprint IHES 89
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F. Labourie

Convex surfaces and hvperbolic geometry

Several constructions, using constant Gaussian curvature surfaces in hyperbolic

geometry, are used to parametrize the space of projective (complex) structures on

surfaces, and to construct hyperbolie metrics on convex compact hyperbolic

3-manifold with a boundary data.

K. Leichtweiß

Singularities of normal frames

Report on the dissertation of :Mrs. U. Hummel (Stuttgan). There the Stiefel

Whitney's obstruction theory for differentiable sections in the tangent bundle of an

immersion f : M2 ~ IR2+n (0 ~ 3) (M2 closed and orientable) is modified for the

normal bundle v(f) of f in a differential geometrie manner, as this was done by

P. Wintgen for n = 2. Main result The normal Euler number W 2·M 2 (which is 0)

may be expressed in the form W2·M2 =...L'J T\(mod 2) where 11 - the so called
21t M2

"obstruction fonn" - is a 2-fonn depending on the fust n-2 vectors of a test nonnal

frame {Nl, ... ,Nnl with isolated singularities for the last 2 vectors. Such a test frame

is indicated for the double Veronese surface f : 82 4 IR 5. There are also inductive

methods for the computation of the indices of nonnal frames at their singularities by

roean of suitable orthogonal projections.

M. J. Micallef

The index of minimal surfaces of finite total curvature in Euclidean space

Joint work with N. ~jiri.

Theorem 1. Let M2 ~ IRn be a complete, oriented minimal surface of finite total

curvature. Then index(M) ~ 2~ f (-K)dA + 2g - 2. This estimate is sharp in a
M2

number of interesting cases (e.g. Jorge-Meeks surfaces).

Theorem 2. Let F : M2 ~ N0 be a (possibly branched) minimal immersion of a closed

Riemann surface into a Riemannian manifold N. Let iE denote the index of F as a

critical point of the energy functional and let iA denote the index of F as a critical

point of the area functional.

7



Then

where

if B S 2g - 3

if 4g - 4 ~ B ~ 2g - 2 ;c 0

where B = total number of branch points of F counted with multiplicity.

Note: r = 0 if g = 0 and if g = 1, then r =0 if B ~ 1 and r = 1 if B = O.

Corollary: if N has non-positive sectional curvatUTe, then iA S r.

St. Nolker -

Wamed products of isometric immersions

We consider a Riemannian manifold M which is a so called warped product

Mo x P1 MI x ... xPk Mk of Riemannian manifolds Mo,... ,Mk, Le. M is the

COC-manifold Mo x ...x Mk endowed with the Riemannian metric defined by
k

<v, w>M = <vo,wo>Mo + r Pf(Po) <Vi,Wi>Mi
i=t

k

for a11 P = (Po, ... ,Pk) e M , v =(va' ... ,v0, w =(wo, ... ,Wk) e TpM == Ef) TpiM
i=O

where Pb ... ,Pk: Mo -+ JR+ are positive COO-functions on Mo·

Then we have the following decomposition theorem.

Theorem

Let f: M =Mo x P1 Mt x ... xPk Mk -+ N be an isometrie immersion into a standard

space N of constant eurvature whose second fundamental form satisfies

a(v,w) = 0 for a11 pe M, v e TpLi, w e TpLj, i;c j

(where Li is the foliation of M eanonically indueed by Mi , i = 0, ... ,k).

Then there exists an isometriy 'V: No ><PI Nt x ... ><Pt Nk -+ N of a warped product

No xP1 NIx ... ><i>t Nk onto an open part of N and isometrie immersions

fi : Mi -+ Ni such that

Pi = Pi 0 fo for i = 1,... ,k and f = 'V 0 (fo X•••X fk)'

The geometry of such a tlwarped produet of isometrie immersionstl is described.

Applieations of the theorem to the classification of eertain types of isometrie

immersions are given.

8
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K. Polthier

Construction of minimal surfaces in H3

We constrUct new minimal surfaces in hyperbolic 3-spaces H3 using two different

approaches. For the first method we assume a rotational symmetrie confonnal

metrie, which reduces the minimal surfaces equation to an ODE for the eonfonnal

factor. For special second fundamental forms this generalizes the Euclidean

k-Enneper surfaces to hyperbolic k-Enneper surfaces, and in addition we get a

2-parameter family of nonisometrie traßslational surfaces: The surfaces we obtain

are complete, and all members of theu associate family are congruent except for the

catenoid. Some of them are .embedded.

The second approach extends a conjugate minimal surface construction in S3 of

Kareher, Pinkall and Sterling to H3. We prove existence of periodic minimal surfaces

with fundamental ceIls 'in each of the 15 regular polyhedrons (indcluding those with

vertices in infinity) and in some Coxeter orthoschemes with venices beyond infinity.

Successive reflections of the fundamental cells in the faces of the polyhedrons lead to

complete minimal surfaces.

H.-B. Rademacher

On a generic property of "odesie flows

A Riemannian metric g on a compact manifold is bumpy if all closed geodesics have

linear Poincare maps for which I is not an eigenvalue. Let (qc)ksA*, A* ={I, ... ,A},

A S 00 be the set of prime elosed geodesics with linear Poinem maps 1\ e Sp(n)

whose eigenvalues of nann I are e±1tiA,(k,l), ... ,e±7tiA,(k,l(k», A,(kj) e (0,1) and set

(A,i)ifiB* = (Ä,(1,1), ... ,Ä.(1,1(1),A,(2,1), ... ). We say g is strongly bumpy if far every

d SB and every nontrivial polynomial p of degree d with integer coeffieients

p(Ä.I, ... ,Ad) ~ 0 holds. Then one can show that a C2-generie metric on a compact

manifold is strongly bumpy and that a strongly bumpy metric on a simply-connected

• compact manifold has infmitely many closed geodesics.
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H. Reckziegel

Reelle Hyperflächen der Ouaternionen-Raumfonnen mit konstanten

HauptkrÜmmungen

Aufgrund der Anisotropie des Quaternionen-projektiven Raumes bzw. Quatemionen

hyperbolischen Raumes lHpm bzw. lHHm ist es sinnvoll, reelle Hyperfläehen M zu

untersuchen, deren Geometrie "geeignet" der Krümmung des umgebenden Raumes

angepaßt ist. Hier wird vorausgesetzt, daß in jedem Punkt p eMder Formoperator

A~ mit dem "Jacobi-Operator" R(·,~)~ (~E .l~M) des umgebenden Raumes

kommutiert. Diese Beschränkung hat äußerst starke Implikationen für die

Hauptkrümmungen von M : Ist M reelle Hyperfläehe von IHpm , so sind sie

autornatisch~konstant; sind-sie~konstant (jm ~all IHpm und lH~m), s_o ~st M ?ffene~ __ •

Teil einer Röhre um eine totalgeodätisehe Quatemionen-Untennanni~faltigkeit,einer

Röhre um eine totalgeodätisehe komplex-rn-dimensionale totalkomplexe

Untermannigfaltigkeit oder (im FalllHHm) einer Horosphäre. Die angeführten

totalgeodätischen Untermannigfaltigkeiten sind bestens bekannt. Die hier

dargesteillten Ergebnisse wurden von J. Berndt aus Köln im Juli 1989 erzielt.

V. Schroeder

Flat Subspaces in Manifolds of Nonpositive Curvature

A k-flat in a Riemannian manifold M is a totally geodesie and isometrie immersion

F : IRk ~ M. F is called elosed, if F is periodic with respect to some coeompae~

lattice. The following theorepl is joint work with V. Bangert:

Let M be compact, real analytic and with sectional curvature K ~ O. If M contains a

k-flat, then M also contains a closed k-flat.

K.D. Semmler

Two generator torsion-free Fuchsian grOUPS

We give some geometrical insights and proofs of the following results of Purzitsky,

Rosenberger and others (collected in Rosenberger 86: All pairs of generators of all

2-generator Fuchsian groups) for the torsion free case:

Notation 1< b = tr ß, 1 < C = tr y, 1 + 2a = tr [~,y], r =tr ßy,
"tr" is half the trace of the corresponding matrices ß,y e SL(2,IR)

Lemma: a < -1 ~ <ß,Y> = 1tl(Q) Q Riemannsurface type (1,1)

r < -1 ~ <ß,1> =1t1(Y) Y Riemannsurface type (0,3)

Thm: <ßt;)'> purly hyperbolic ~ ( ß',)') Nielson equivalent to a pair ß,y as in

Lemma.

We study the set ((a,b,c) I <ß,y> = 1tl(surface)}.

10
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U. Simon

Polar hypersurfaces

The relation of a polar pair of hypersurfaces is a centroaffine duality. To study their

properties within Euclidean differential geometry we use the so-called affine

confonnal structure developed in our paper: Connections and conformal strueture in

affine differential geometry. Proceedings I. Conf. Diff. Geom. Appl. Bmo (CSSR)

1986. There we developed the geometrie structure independent of a relative

nonnalization. the applieation here allows to state properties of a polar pair, e.q.

1. S"tudy of relations between the Euelidean fundamental fonns; study of curvature

of a polar pair x, x*.
II. Study of the a-c-i and the centroaffine / equiaffine strueture, eonsequenees of

the eentroaffine dual~ty.

In. Loeal existenee and uniqueness theorems as

A. (i) x is 1. strongly eonvex iff x* is ;

(ii) x is spherieal iff x* is ;

(iii) x is a quadric iff x* is ;

(iv) x is an affine sphere iff x* is ;

(v) . The relative confonnal strueture of x, x* coinside;

(vi) Existence and uniqueness of a polar pair, determined by a projectively flat

affine eonnection without torsion.

B. Charaeterization of spherical ~urfaees by local properties of a polar pair.

IV. Global uniqueness results, eharaeterization of polar pair by properties of their

volume elements or curvature functions.

V. Centroaffine-Euelidean isoperimetric inequalities.

G. Stanilov

Curvatyre Operators in the Riemannian Geomeb)'

Let (M,g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, R the eurvature tensor. For a

. fixed vector X E Mp we consider the linear symmetrie operator Ax:Mp--+Mp, defined

by AX(~) = R(X ,X,X). One ean consider the characteristic eq~ation, the Hamilton

Jacobi equation ofAx, and introduce some invariant quadratic forms of X. At least

one of the proper values ki(p;X) , i=I,.. ,n ofAx must be zero. The Ri~ei-curvature

n-l

p(P;X) = L ki(P;X) , kn(p;X) == o. We investigate the problem about the constancy
i=l

of ki, Le. ki(P;X) = Ci(p). In such a case (M,g) is an Einstein manifold. Fer n = 4 we

have the following assertions.

11



TIL.L. Let the pointwise proper values Ct(p), C2(P), C3(P) be different and nonzero

numbers. Theo for the corresponding proper vectors Xt, X2, X3, (X4 = Xo) hold the

relations:
(1) R(Xj, Xj, Xj, X0 = 0; ij,k - different

(2) R(X3, X, X}, X2) + R(X2, X, Xl, X3) =E(C3 - C2)

and all pennutations of 1,2,3, (E = ± 1) hold.

Ill..k The converse is also true in the case E =+1. ,

We state tbe following problem: Da there exist such manifolds (n=4) with the

propenies (1) and (2)1 It is open.

- --R. Sulanke

On Surfaces in the MÖbius Space 53

It is well-known fact that the homogeneous tori (Clifford tori) have confonnal

curvature K = O. We consider the problem if there exist non-homogeneous immersion _

of the toms into S3 without umbilical points but with K = O. Since the corresponding

differential equation is hardly to attack directly we tri~d to find counter-examples in

special classes of surfaces. Among other results we proved that every canal surface

of toral type witb K =0 must be homogeneous. As a tool we developed a systematic

version of the geometry of sphere families as a theory of curves on the unit

hypersphere of the pseudo-euclidean vector space V5.

E. Teufel

Eine Verallgemeinerung der isoperimetrischen Ungleichung in Sphären

Die klassische isoperimetrische Ungleichung wurde für geschlossene Kurven in

euklidischen Räumen von Tb. Banchoff und W.F. Pohl 1971 verallgemeinert.

Entsprechende Resultate für die 2-Sphäre erzielte J.L. Weiner 1974.

Wir zeigen für Immersionen f : S1~ S3 : •

o~ 12 -~ JoxG (I, - sign cos 't) dGgl 1\ dGg2
1t

mit Gleichheit genau für, evtl. mehrfach durchlaufenen geodätischen Kreis

(1 =Kurvenlänge; G =Menge der Geodätischen in S3 mit bewegunsin. Volumenform

dG; in der Summe werden die Treffsekanten mit trennender Schnittpunktlage

(Sekantenschnittpunkte mit Kurve/Sekantenschnittpunkte mit gl U g2) gezählt,

wobei 't = orient. Winkel zwischen den durch Sekante und Kurventangenten in den

Sekantenschnittpunkten def. 2-Sphären). Aufgezeigt wird der Zusammenhang

mit, von 1abhängigen untere'n Schranken für die totale Absolutkrümmung

geschlossener Kurven in S3 (im Sinne der Fenchelschen Ungleichung).

12
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E. Tjaden

Elastische Raumkurven

Elastische Kurven sind Extrernale eines Funktionals, das der Biege- und

Torsionssteifigkeit eines Materials Rechnung trägt. Sie sind gleichmäßig tordiert und

die Krümmung erfüllt eine Bewegungsgleichung. Geschlossene elastische

Raumkurven konstanter Länge treten in Einparameterscharen auf, die einen

(eventuell mehrfach überlagerten) ebenen Kreis enthalten.

T. Willmore

The tension fjeld of generalized Gauss maps.

A summary is giyen of a paper by Cattaneov Romani to be published in the Royal

Society of Edinburgh Proceedings 1990. The idea is to generalize the theorem of Ruh

Vilms which says roughly that for an isometrie immersion Mn -+ IR N, the Gauss map

is harmonie if and only if the mean curvature vector is parallel with respect to the

normal eonnexion. Their theorem is the following:

Let x : MO -+ lRN be a oicely curved immersion of Mn in IRN. Theo for any

k= O,~,..,N-o-l we have

(i) ~(x) = sk(x) - Ak(x)

(ii) Vv~= VSk - VAk + a k+1 + a k- 1

where
t(vk) =traee Vv~

a k+1(Xp,Y p,~~) = sk+1(Xp,sk(yp,~~) )

ak-l(Xp,Yp,~:) = Ak-l(Xp,Ak(yp,~:»

Xp,YpE Mp , ~:E NotcMp

Here sk is the second order form of order k, Ak is Weinganen map of order k, and

yk is the Gauss map of order k, Le. the map that sends each point p ioto the kth

nonnal space at p.

This theorem reduces to the Ruh-Vilms theorem for k =0 . In a similar way it is

possible to rerme the theorem of Obata - see laum. of Diff. Geom. 1967 - whieh

expresses the third fundamental form m in terms of <II(x,y), H>, the Rieei form of

the induced' metric and the fIrst fundamental fonn. We get an analogous result for

each value of k = O,I,..,N-n-l.

13



L.M. Woodward

A Rigidity Theorem For Minimal Immersions Of Surfaces Into [PO

Given a minimal immersion 'V : S --+ ([PO of an oriented surface S there is a

canonically associated sequence ('Vp) of branched minimal immersions of Sinto ([PO

called the hannonic sequence of'l' = 'Vo . Using this sequence one may introduce

globally defined fonns on S which vanish identically when 'l' is pseudo-holomorphic

(i.e. when 'l' is an element of the Frenet frame of a holomorphic curve). Using these

invariants tagether with the induced metric and Kähler angle one may prove a rigidity

theorem for minimal immersions of a simply connected surface into [PO which has

the Calabi Rigidity theorem (for the case of holomorphic curves) as a special case.

The-rigidity- theorem may be used to give a simple proof of the classification

theorems of Bryant and Kenmotsu for iso~e~c ~~-imal immersIon oflR2 into SO

(ar more generally ([PO with constant Kähler angle).

Berichterstatter: Ekkehard-H. Tjaden

14
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MATIIEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 45/1989

Linear Operators and Applications

22.10. bis 28.10.1989

Die Tagung wurde geleitet von L Gohberg (Tel Aviv), B. Gramsch (Mainz) und' H.H. Schaefer

(Tübingen). Im Mittelpunkt der Interessen standen neuere anwendungsbezogene

.Entwicklungen' in der Operatorentheorie auch in Verbindung mit Integralgleichungen,

Differential- und Pseudodifferentialoperatoren. Die anregende Atmosphäre hat zu vielen

mathematischen Diskussionen geführt, die bereits einige Vorträge beeinflußt haben.

Die allgemeine Operatorentheorie im Banachraum wurde durch Vorträge über Interpolation,

invariante Untenilume, Approximationszahlen und der Geometrie der Banachräume vertreten.

Weiter gab es Vorträge zur Hilbertraumtheorie, der Theorie der Halbgruppen, der Theorie der

Matrixfunktionen, zur Frage nach der Existenz von stetigen linearen Rechtsinversen zu

• Differentialoperatoren, der Theorie der FunktioneDräume, der Pseudodifferentialoperatoren, der

'V*-Algebren und der Differentialgeometrie in Frechetalgebren von Operatoren. Schwerpunkte

der Vorträge waren unter anderem:

- Reproduzieren~ Kerne

- S~ektive Isometrien von L1 n L00 [0,00) und LI + L00 [0,00)

- Berezin-Toeplitz-Quantisierung

- 'V*--stönIngstheorie

- Hahn-Zerlegung operatorwertiger Maße



.- .- ._: ::. ~

~~~--. __..._~ '~":~~j

- Interpolationsprobleme -

- Komplettierung und maximale Entropie

- Singuläre -StOnmgstheorie

- Wirtschaftstheorie

- Biomathematik

-Eigenf~onsen~ck1ungen

YortragsausZÜge

2
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E. ALBRECHT. Spectra of Linear Operators on InteJ.POlation Spaces.

Let X=(XO,xt) and Y=(YO'YI) be two compatible pairs of Banach· spaces and write

Xe ' Ye q for the corresponding real interpolation spaces (0<8<1, 1SqSoo). If TJ.e .r(X.,Y.)
,q , J J

G=O,I) satisfy TO1Xif'X1=TllXif'X1we denote the operator obtained by the real interpolation

method in $(Xe,q,Ye,q) by Te,q. Fix 0<9<1.

-Theorem 1: If X=Y then the mapping q-iO'(Te,q) is constant on [1,00].

This improves an earlier result by M. zafran (1980). For the essential spectrum we have

Theorem 2: If X=Y then the mapping q-+O"e(Te,q) is constant on [1,00).

This is a direct consequence of the following

Theorem 3: Fot T=(TO,T1) are equivalent: •

(a) For some pe [1,00) the operator Te,p is Fredholm.

(b) For an pe[l,oo] the operator Te,p is Fredholm. Moreover, in this situation we have

ker Te =ker Te for al1 p,qe[l,oo] and there is same finite dimensional subspace H_ of,p ,q -'1:1

Ye,1such that Y9,q="e EBran Te,q far al1 qe[l,oo].

Tbe results have been obtained in joint work with K. Schindler (Saarbrücken).
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KHRISTO N. BOYADZHIEV. A Trace Formula fOT Commutators of Unitat:y Qperators.

Theorem: H U,V are two unitary operators with dim [U,V]=n, then there exists a real

measurable bounded funetion f(~s) defined for OS~sS21t, If(1,s) 1Sn, such that

1 211: ~(p,g» . .
(*) tr[p(U,V),q(U,V)] = 2ni ~I~(e1t,e~f(t,s)dtds

holds for any two polynomials p,q, p(eit,eis)=I, an meinteims, q=similar where

a p(U,V)=Ia Unym, q(U,V)=similar. The function fis given'by the formula f(t,s)=lim p. 1• n,m. r, ~-
1 -1 -1 "- _ it is 'r\-12ful0g . det(UA.V~U'" VJ.L) where I\r---re, tJ.=pe, UÄ,=(U-n.}(I-ÄU) ,

y ~=(V-ii)(1-iLV)-1. This theorem is given a shan proof, independent of

Larey-Pineus-Helton-Howe's results. The fonnula (*) implies (via Cayley's transform) a

Helton-Howe type fonnula far pairs of (unbounded) self-adjoint operators.

e

I. CIORANESCU. Exponential \'ectors &Dd Analytic Semigmup Generators.

Let A be an unbounded linear closed operator on the Banach space X; far V>O we ~fine.

"v={xeX; IIAkx IISc.Je,k=O,I,2,... }. Tbe space "v is a Danach space with the narm

11 x 11v=sup~ 11 Akx i IJJ' and its elements are called vectors of expo~ential type Sv. We

denote ExpA=..Jv: 1"v and call its elements exponential vectors cf A. We note that the

sequenee {"v}v>o is a Banach-space scale far A. Our main result is;

Theorem: A elosed operator A is the generator of an uniformly bounded eosine funetion iff A

generates a bounded analytie semigroup far Re z>O and (ExpA)- =X.

Applieation is made to the ease of almost-periodie eosine funetions, namely:

Corollary: A elosed operator A is the generator of an almost-periodic eosine funetion iff A,
generaleS a bounded analytie semigroup far Re z>O and the set of its eigenvectors is total in X.

L.·A. COBURN. The Berezin-Toejllitz Ouantization and Geometty on Symmetrie Spaces.

For n a bounded domain in (D with normalized volume measure or n = (D with Gaussian

measure, consider the L2 spaces and the associated subspaces, H2, of holomorphie funetions.
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For P the orthogonal projection operator from L2 onto 8 2 and Mf the (densely-;<tefined)

operator of multiplication by a fixed L2 function f, the Toeplitz operators on 9 2 given by

TrPMf IP and the Hankel operators on' L2, IJr<I-P)Mf are of considerable interest. 1

discuss recently obtained results on the boundedness, compactness and symbol calculus for

these operators and their relation to pseudo-differential operators.

Ii W. ·CROSS. Linear TransformatiOns QfTauberiari tn>e inNormed SpaCes.

~t I:D(T)cX-+Y be a linear transformation where X and Y are nonned spaces. Tbe operator T

is called Tauberian Ü (T..)-I(Q~(T)" where Q is the quotient map defined on Y" with

kernel D(T').L. In case of operators in Banach spaces such operators were first studied by

N. Kalton and A. Wilansky, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 57 (1976), 251-255. This article

investigates the basic properties of these operators and characterises Tauberian operators T

whose adjoints are continuous (for instance, when T is partially continuous, or when D(T)is

campIete). For example, let T' be continuous. Theo T is Tauberian if and ooly if for a11
tJ

bounded sets B of "D(T), B is relatively a(D(T),D(T)') compaet wheoever TB is relatively

a(Y,D(TI»compact It is shown that if T is Tauberian and dim I-I(0)<00 theo T is a

9_-operator and that the converse statement is true in the case when T is continuous.

H. DYM. Nevanlinna Pick Inter.polation and Re.producin& Kernel Hilben Spaces rOT llRPCr

IrianmUar Operators.

Let $ denote the space of bounded linear operators on the sequence spare 1~ of

f={ ...,f_1,fO,f1,... ) with fi in a complex separable Hilben space .A'. For Ae$ let Aij denote

the operator from ."y into itself which is defined by the role (Af).=I,.oo A..f. and let
1 J=-eo IJ J

U = (Ae$: Aij=O for i>j) (= upper trianglar)

~= (Ae$: Aij=O for i;tj) (= diagonal).

Also, let Z denate the shift: (zt)i=fi+1. Z is unitary and for every FeU, there exists a unique

. ~n-l i 0
set F[Q],F[l]'... In 9J such that F-~j =0 Z F[j] e Z U.

•
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An important ro~e in the development is played by the "transform" P(v)=Ij : 1V(jlpm of FeU.

where Ve 9 , VUl=VV(l)···V(j-l) (for j~ with V[ll=V, yl0]=1) and V(t)~Z·tvzt (for

t=O,±l,±2,...).The transform is weil defined when IV:=1 im IIV[n1 1l1/n is less than one. A major
n1 00

step in the development of the - theory was the discovery of the analogue

U =(Z-V)(I-L V·Z)-IL-1/2 of the Blaschke product in the present setting. Here L is av v . v v

certain positive definite invertible operator in ~, wbich reduces 10 the identity in the special

case that V is Toeplitz and normal. Tbe recipe far Lv and full details of the analogues of the

lossless inverse scanering problem, reproducingkemel Hilben spaces with special fonns of

kernel of the type introduced by de Branges and of the Nevanlinna Pick intetpOlation problem

in the present setting will appear in a joint paper with D. Alpay and P. Dewilde.

J. ESCHMEIER. Operators with Rieh Invariant Subspace Lattiees.

in 1987 S. Brown proved that eaeh hyponormal operator with thiek speettum has a non-trivial

invariant ~ubspace. In f:he same year E. Albrecht and B. Chevreau showed that under a slightly

strenger eondition on the spectrum more generally each operator.occuring as a restrietion or a

quotient of a decomposable operator and acting on a q~otient of closed subspaces of IP

(1 <p<oo) has a non-ttivial invariant subspace. In the intended talk it will be indicated that the

same result is true. on completely arbitrary Danach spaces and even under the original, weaker,

_riehness condition on the spectrum used by S. Brown. If the riehness conditions are posed for

• the essential spectrum instead of the spectrum, one obqüDs operators with extremely rieh

invariant subspace lattiees. Some applications to the problem, whether certain elasses of

operators are reflexive in the sense of Sarason, will be given.

K.-H. FÖRSTER. Tbe Spectral Theory of Operator Polynomials with Non-Negative

Operators.

Let AO,Al,...,A
1
_

1
be linear operators in a vector space (lelN), then the monie operator
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polynomial LQ..)=Ä.1_Ä.1- IA1-I-...-ÄAI-Ao and the companion matrix operator C have the

same point spectrum. We prove the follwing

Theorem: Let E be a Danach lattice, Ao,...,AI-l be linear compact positive operators in E such

that r=r(L)=r('t)>O. Define the positive eompaet operator Sr=AI-14AI~2+...+kA+b-Ao;
r r

then the follwing 4 assertions hold:

1) r(Sr>~)=r ~ ~p(L)f\C!p(C;Y'rap(~J._ _.

2) r is a pole of the resolvent of Sr and of L-1 of the same order; let p be this mumber.

3) dim N«r~/)=dimN«r-ef)=dim{xeE:it exists an L--i:hain Xo,xl'...'xk=x to r}

4) Each L--chain xo' xI,...,xk to r with Xo~ is linear independenL

None of these statements is true if the assumption of the positivity of the coefficients

AO,... ,AI_ 1 is dropped. This is a joint work with B. Nagy (TU Budapest).

L. S. FRANK.. Linear Dispersiye Sin&War Perturbations.

Dispersive perturbations appear in different fields of Pure and Applied Mathematics and are an

essential part in the propagation of waves theory. They are characterized' by the absence of

'viscosity terms and, thus, describe dynamical systems with conservation laws. Tbe reduced.

operators are hyperbolic (in the sense of I.G. Pettovski). Solutions to the perturbed problems

exhibit an asymptotic behaviour which in same regions is characterized by fast oscillations and

in ather regions solutions are exponentially small ~ the parameter vanishes. These and other

aspects conceming this class of operators will be discussed in the talk.

I. GOHBERG. Inter.,polation Problems far Rational Matrix FunctiODS.

Tbe talk is planned to be a review of the book of J. Ball, I. Gohberg and L. Radman

"Interpolation far rational Matrix functions", which is in the last stage of preparation.

This book presents the theory as a recently matured independent mathematical subject with its

own problems, methods and applications. Tbe realization approach which comes from systems

•
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theory serves as a tool to reduce interpolation problems 10 problems about operators and

matrices and helps 10 get explicit expressions far solutions. Contained in the book are the

matrix valued rational function analogues of the main classical problems as:

Lagrange-Sylvester, Nevanlinna-Pick, Carath6odory-Toeplitz, Nehari and others.

Tbe book includes applications in modem systems theory and conttol. Special attention in the

talk will be paid to the analysis of the 'model reduction problem.

B.GRAMSClI. Local Differential Geomett:y in Frechet Algebras of Operators.
. ..

Starting from results of Salinas (1988) on the geodesics in Gras~ spaces of aC -illgebra

also the case of special Frechet algebras of operators can be considered. We derive some

•results for the locally rational manifolds in the perturbation theory of C -algebras and

* ..-
'V -algebms concerning the local existence of geodesics far these infinite dimensional spaces.

For Frechet algebras continuously embedded in a Banach algebra some conSequences of the

spectral invariance and the submultiplicativity are discussed. ldeas frOm Hamilton (BAMS

1982) also concerning covariant differentiation go into the method. Tbe main examples to tteat

are the set of idempo~ntelements, the. set of Fredholm operatorS 4>m,n and C
OO

(n,Mn,k)' where

Mn,k is the set of (nxn)-matrices of rank k. This wark iS done (panly) in collaboration with

K. Lorentz and J. Scheiba.

• H. ISAEV. Multidimensional CompleX-Analytical view on the Joint siDgularity otthe System

of Multiparameter Operators and its Ap.plications.

We consider the multiparameter spectral (MPS)' system P(Ä.)=(P1(Ä.),...,pn(Ä.», Ä=(Ä.l , ,Ä.n)e (n

where Pj(Ä.)=Aj-Ä1Bj 1-...-ÄnBjn' j=I,2,...,n aets in the Hilbert space JI j' j=l,2, ,n. Let

Al'...,An_ 1 are self~joint operators and their resolvents are compact. We assume that 3

a>O: det{(B·kx.,x.)}.nk_l~a>O Vx.edl., !lx·II=!.
J J J J, - J J J

Theorem: a[Pj(Ä)]r«' consists of at most countably number analytic surfaces in mD.

a[P1(A)]n...na[Pn-l (Ä)]rlR
n

consists of at most c. n. a. curves interseeting at most c. n. of the
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points which are not accumulate at the finite part of~.

Because of this theorem we use the spectral measures of Pj(Ä), Äe~ to consttuct the joint

spectral measure.

R JARCHOW. Composition Qperators on Classical Hardy Spaces.

It is well~own that every analytic funcdon cp: D--.D ~( Izld» induet:s' ~ f~focp. a •

bounded linear map C,:HP--+HP far al1 .values of p. This talk reports aböut same results -

concerning· the general problem of how properties of <p are reflected by properties of Cep' and

vice versa. Tbe results are mainly in terms of a Carleson measure canonical1y associated with

cp and in terms of the behaviour of the funetion p---tllcplI~ or, equivalendy, of ~e sequence

(lIcpnIlHV. For example. if ~1 and (lIcpnUHVell/ß."" then Ccp even maps HP into ~P (for all

p); and this result is sharp. Moreover, (lIcpn llHv e ll/p,l is equivalent to C, being a majorizing

operator HP~LPP~. or eise to (1-1 cp<eit) I>~ being integrable. or else to Ccp being a

(1+p)-nuclear operator H 1+IJP--+H1+P, ete.

M. A. KAASHOEK. A General Framework far Extension Problems and Maximum EntrQpy.

This talk concems positive and contraetive extension problems, of CarathOOdory~Toeplitzand

Nehari type, fer matrix funetions and infinite operator matrices. A general scheme far dealing

with such problems is discussed. In the setting of the general scheme a linear fractional

description of all solutions is given. Also an abstract maxim~ entropy principle is derived.

Tbe ta1k reports on joint werk with I. Gohberg and H J. Woerdeman.

w. KABALLO. SroWl Ideals pr Nuclear Qperatoa and SQme AgpligtiQDS.

In this talk ideals of cp-nuclear (Ncp> and cp-approximable (Scp> operators are considered,

wherecp is a special function 'l'p:tt)=(lOg})-P(lOg logt)-'Y. t near O. where O<p<"'. ')'CIR. or

p=O, -y>O. These ideals occur in a decomposition theorem for meromorphic Fredholm

resolvents in N variables due to B. Gramsch-W. Kaballo (1989), which hotels far N" '
p,O

•
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p>N-l, but falls far N
V

. S. Castello (1989) remarlced tbat the theorem also holds or
N-l~ .

N\" ,1'>1. Here the theorem is also proven far' Sv ,'PI by just showing
T~~ ~~

. Sv =N
V

far all p, '1. Then this and R Königs Weyl--inequality (1977) are used 10 prove
p,y p,y

00

. that the eigenvalues of an operator TeNv. (X) satisfy~Vp,t IAn(T) 1)<00. Similar results are
p~ n=1 .

obtained far AR(n1lt)--nuclear operators. FoT integral operators Tf(x)=IKk(x,y)f(Y)dy,

K=cl(int~ compact, with kemels ke' S(K;Lq(K) satisfying a Gevrey co~tion in the

- IhN
first variable, the eigenvalues decay as IAnmlSCae-<XD , a>O. Here a recent resuIt of

J. Bonet, R.W. Braun, R. Meise and B.A. Taylar on the smjectivity of restriction

I s~)~, s(K) is used.

H. KÖNIG. Fourier Coefficients of Yector-Yalued Functions.

We study the decay of the Fomier-eoefficients of functions on the circle with values in a

Banach space X. Differentiable funetions generally have absolutely summable

Fourier-eoefficients if and only Ü X is K-convex. In the scalar case X= K, by BeI1l&tein's

·classical result, much less, namely a-Hölder-amtinuity with a.>112 suffices. More precise

statements on the decay of the (norms of the) Fourier-eoefficients can be given if the space X

has Fourier-type p,' L e. a Hausdorff-Young-type inequality holds. If a function f:rn~X

• then belongs 10 the Besov--space B~.v(X)' the sequence of norms of the Fourier coefficients

belongs to the Lorentz sequence space ~v where l/t=)Jm+l/max(u',p'). 1bis result is the best

possible in the vector-valued ease and generalizes the well~own scalar results.

L.E. LABUSCHAGNE. Characterisations cf Partially Continuous. Strict1y Cosinplar and

4> T.nle Operators.

Let X and Y be normed linear spaces and let L(X,Y) denate the class of alllinear operators T
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with domain Dm a subspace of X and range a subspace of Y. In [1] und [2] R.W. Cross

defmed a partially continuous operator to be an operator which is continuous on some finite

codimensional subspace of its' domain and showed that an operator T exhibits this property if

and only if each infinite dimensional subspace M of D(T) contains an infinite dimensional

subspace N on which T is continuous. In this present paper we establish analogous

characterisations of partially continuous, strictly cosingular and a class of ,_type operators in

terms of closed infinite codimensional subspaces of Y. As an application we show that under

cenain conditions all unbounded strictly cosingular operators are at least partially continuous.

1. R.W. Cross, Properties of some narm related functions of unbounded linear operators,

Math. Z. 199(1988),285-302.

-e--

2. R.W. Cross, Some continuity properties of linear transformations in normed spaces,

Glasgow Math. J. 30(1988), 243-247.

H. LANGER. Definitizing Polynominals pt Hermitian Operators in PonUjaKin SPaces (jointly

with Z. Sasv4ri).

Let A be a. Hermitian operator in a xl(--5pace nl(with indefinite inner product [.,. ]. A monie

n n

polynomial p=qq with same polynomial q (q(l.)=LapJ if q(l.)=~~jAi) is definitizing for A
. j=O j=O

if [p(A)x,x]~ (xeD(p(A». A selfadjoint operator A has a unique definitizing polynomial of

minimal degree (S 21C), which divides any other definitizing polynomial (Iohvidor/Krein). H A

is essentially selfadjoint and some additional condition is satisfied, it has unique defini$ing •

polynomial of minimal degree, but it can have more irreducible definitizing polynomials of

higher degree. Also the case of a not essentially selfadjoint Hermitian operator is conside~

and applications to the indefinite Hamburger moment problem and to the continuation problet:n

for indefinite Hermitian funetions on [-2a,2a] are considered.
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•K. LORENTZ. SimilarilY Orbits in 'V -Al&ebras.

Using the charaeterization of those Hilbert space operators which admit a norm-continuous

local cross section far the similarity operation by the set of nice Jordan operators done by

D.A. Herrero, E. Androchow and D. Stojanoff proved the existence of a holomorphic local

structure on the siIriilarity orbit of a nice Jordan operator. We carry these kind of results over

•to the case of a 'V -algebra using algebraic methods of B. Gramsch (1984). ODe main idea of

this approach is to consider the homogeneous topology instead of the algebra-topology. As a
. .

consequence we can give to the similarity OIbit of a general Jordan operator a very nice local

structure, namely a locally rational one (notation of B. Gramsch), by construeting rationallocal

cross sections. Moreover, the homogeneous topology can be characterized as a special kind of

11gapll-topology.

G. LUMER. Generalized Solutions. Intepted SemimmPs. Almlieations to Biomathematics

and En&ineerin&.

Let X be a Danach space. We consider -tbe general inhomogenous evolution problem

(*) u'=Au+F(t), u(O)=f, (FEL~oc«(O,+-O,

where A is a linear operation in X, closed, and such that 0 is a unique solution of 'u'=Au,

u(O)=O. For 02:1 (here n is integer, but one can also werk with n real), we say tbat .3 an

n--5trong generalized solution (o-s. g.s.) Vn' and say then that v~ is a (n~l);nild generalized

solution «n-I}-m. g.s.), iff 3 vn classical solution of: v~(t)=Avn(t)+(tn-l/(n-I)!)f+Fn(t)t

• vn(O)=O, where Fn(t)=I~«t-s)n-l/(n-l)I)F(S)ds; ~. g.s. means classical· solution.

Zn={feX:3a n-s. g.S., vn(t,f)=vn of (.) with F=O and u(O)=f}; far feZo set CPo_I=V~(t,f). One

can show under rather mild assumptions on F(t), that far feZo+1 (0=0,1,2....) tbe fonnula

(I) wn(t) = 'n(t) + J~ cpo(t-s)F(s)ds

gives a n-;n. g.s. of the inhomogenuous equation (*). Using this one can show that:

cpn{t):Zn+I~Zn+l' and on Zn+l
. 0-1

fPn(t)fPn(s)=CP2n(t+s}-~~I(SkfP2n-k(t>+ffP2rHt(S».
k=O
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Also using (1) certain general perturbation results (A into A+B) can be obtained. We then

consider in particular locally lipschitz integrated semigroups (~=x, t~IICPI(t)IIIOc. lipschitz),

. and their explicit representation (after replacing A by A-m, same m>O, ü needed):

(2) S(t)=(etAo-I)A-I, (now we use Set) instead of <PI(t»,

where AO is the part of A in D{AJ. We show how this applies immediately to solving,·via

bounded penurbation of At problems of age--51IUCtUt'ed population dynamics of renewal type

*- . - - --* - * . *- -
(where A is now replaced bf A dual of a semigroup generator, in X t ar by A +B -rot in (2)

. •• ••- 1
with X replac~ by X - X heing, say, (CO([O,ID) and D(A ) =L ([O,I[». Another

application is made 10 diffusion problems in, .say, C(D)t with discontinuous boundary behavior

(like in a heat equation where U(O,· )=feC(D), 00 on an, but u(t.·)=O on an far all t>O);

these can be solved via integrated semigroups and explicit solutions obtained from (2) in even

rather general situations; strong results on the behavior of u(t,·) as -1!0 are obtained Still other

applications can be given for equations of type (*) with operators A not densely dentted

F. MANrLoc Differentiable Bundles of Submaces pf a Hanach Spare.

Tbe concepts of R. I anz [I], [2] form an elegant frameworlc far the study of unbounded

operators which·depend on a parameter. Motivated by this we investigate b~es of closed

linear subspaces of a Banach space whicb are tidifferentiable" in a suitable sense. As a

consequence it is possible 10 salve the vector function equation T(x)e(x)=f(x) fer differentiable

data, where the operator function T takes its values in the set of closed linear

operators from a Banach space E into a second Banach space F. This extends earlier results far •

bounded operators T(x) which have been established by the authar in [3], [4].

[I] R. Janz: Holomorphic families of subspaces of a Banach space; Operator Theory: Advances

and Applications 28 (1988), 155-167.

[2] R. Janz: Perturbation of Danach spaces; (to appear).

[3] F. Mantlik: Linear equations depending differentiably on a parameter; Integral Equations

and Operator Theory; (to appear).
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[4] F. Mantlik: Isomorphie classification and lifting theorems far spaces of differentiable

functions with Lipschitz conditions; (10 appear).

R. MEISE. Pbm&JDtn-:Linde1Of Conditions and Continuous Linear Ri&Jtt Inverses far Partial

Differential Qperators (joint work with B.A Taylor (Ann Arbor) and D.e Vogt (Wuppenal».

For a non-eonstant polynomial Pe([zl'...'zo] ~et V:={ze(D:p(-Z)=O). Then P satisfies the

PhragmCn-Lindelöf eonditi~o PL if the following holels:

Vr>O 3R>r \fp>R 3A>O VuePSH«(n): (a) " (P) ~ (y)

(a) u(z)SrIIm zl+O(log(I+lzl) Vze(o

(~) u(z)Sp IIm z I VzeV

(1) u(z)SR IIm. z I+A log(1+ Iz I)+A VzeV

P.satisfies APL ü the above holds far al1 u=log If I, f an entire funetion. The following theorem

and some of its consequences were presented:

TheOrem: For Pe ([zl ,...,zn] -t. f. a. e.

I) P(D) admits a continuous linear right inverse on 8 (fff)/D'(fff)

(2) P satisfies APL

(3) P satisfies PL.

R. MENNICKEN. Expansion of Ana1ytic Functions in Bmon Series and Carlitz Series.

• F.W. Sehäfke et al. identified several expansions of analytic functions in series of higher

transeendental functions (Bessei funetions, Whittaker functions, Legendre funetions,

hypergeometrie functions, confluent hypergeometrie functions, Mathieu funetions and

spheroidal wave funetions) as eigenfunetion expansions of certain boundary eigenvalue

problems far differential equations in the complex domain. Tbe common feature of an these

expansions is the fact that the corresponding boundary value problems are 'linear in the

eigenvalue parameter Are W. Krimmer, R. Mennicken and J. Karl recendy studied expansions in

series of special functions, which are related 10 Ä.-nonlinear boundary eigenvalue problems,
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and developed a thorough spectral theory of such eigenvalue problems.

In the present lecture this theory is applied 10 certain expansions of analytic functions in series

of Bessel functions and products of such functions. Expansions of this type were established by

F.Ja. BeISon in 1976 and L. Carlitz in 1962. These expansions are related to quadratic

operators penells in cenain spaces of holomorphie functions. They are linearized by

appropriate transformations. Tbe lecture presen~s recent results due to H. Langer,

R. Mennieken, M. Möller and A. Sattler.

R. NAGEL. Operator Matrices.

Systems of linear evolution equations with values in a produet , :=E1x...xEn of Danach spaces

Ei lead to operator matrices A=(Aij)nxn with unbounded entries AifEj--+Bi . The following

basic questions are addressed:

1. What is an appropriate domain maldng A a closed operator on 8?

2. How ean one eompute the spectrum of A from the speettum of the eotries Aij?

3. When does A generate a strongly continuous semigroup?

.4. When is this semigroup positive ariand stable?

Some answers can be found in Math. Z. 201, 57--68 (1989).

A. PffiTSCH. ARproximation Numbers of Nuclear Operators and Geometty cf Banach Spaces.

For every Banach space E the D.th Grothendieck number is defined by

r (E):=SUP{ Idet(<X.,a.» 111n !IXtIlSl, ,IIXnIlSl},
n 1 J lIalll~l, ,lIanIlSl

where xl,... ,xneE and a1,...,anEE'. Given OSpSlll, we let

np:={E:rn(E)SCnP for same ~l}.

It tums out that II1fl eonsists of all Banach spaces, while "0 is the class of all weak Hilben

spaces, in the sense of G. Pisier.

e----

•
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Theorem: let Eena and Fellp. Then far every nuclear operator T from E into F, we have

c
anms l=(a+Prn

•
D. PRZEWORSKA-ROLEWICZ. Al&ebraic Analysis.

Let X be a Banach space (over IR or (). Let DeL(X) be a right invertible operator with

dim kerD=I. Let R be a bounded right inverse of D such that x=x+aic-,

X+=c1(lin{R2ke:kelNo})' X-=cI(lin{R2k+1e:kelNo}) u {O}, eeker D. Let AeLO(X) be bounded.

Theo DA=AD on dem D if and only if there is a scalar a such that A=aI.

H X is a real Banach spare' then DnA=ADn on dom Dn (neIN) if and only if

A =acf' when n = 2m+l
(m e IN)

A =.acf + bOs +coR(I+S), when n = 2m,

where S is an involution defined as follows:

S = { xforxe X+
x -x(orxe X-

A.C.M. RAN. Matrix Polynomialswith Prescribed Zero Sttucture in the Finite Complex Plane.

We consider the following inverse problem far a matrix polynomiaL Given a full range pair of

matrices (A,B), A is OXD., B is nxm; a number Qi!o(A) and an invertible matrix D, construet al1

matrix polynomials such that

• (1) (A,B) is a zero pair far L(Ä.),

(2) L(a) = D,

(3) L(A)-1 is analytic at infinity.

It tums out that L(Ä) satisfies (1), (2), (3) if and only if

L(A.)=D+(Ä-a)~ A.ir-ri(a-A)-lBD.

where (T,F) is a pair of matrices such that AT+BF=I and T is nilpotent of order co.Tbe

equation AT+BF=I is analysed further, in particular all possiblities far the invariant

polynomials of T are characterized
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w. RUESS. Ergodie Theorems far Periodie Eyolution Systems.

Tbe subject of the talk is the result Goint wOIk with W.H. Summers, Israel J. Math. 64 (1988),

J. Functional. Analysis, 10 appear) on the asymptotic behaviour of solutions 10 periodie

evolution systems u'(t)+A(t)U(t)3f(t) (t>O), u(O)=oo, ascerting that under certain conditions

(both in the linear and the nonlinear case) the solution u decomposes into the sum

-u==u(:~O)y~ o{ anll1Dwsi perlodFmOtionU(; +-t,O)Y:IR+=':"X-and -an--Eberlein-weaklY---

a.1Ipost periodie function <peWOC't+,x). This result improves on the corresponding (nonlinear)

ergodie theorems by J.B. Baillon, H. Brezis, F. Browder, R.E. Bruck, A. Pazy, S. Reich and

others.

Two problems related 10 the teehniques of proof and the asymptotic behaviour of cpeWO(R+,K)
. . /'

are being discussed:

(I) Measure of non-affineness of non-expansive operators in "nice" Banach spaces: true far.

·14uniformly convex X, not true far L [0,1] and 11.

(TI) Characterizations of unitary operators TeB(L2[0,1]) (EdN) such that (T . f,f)eWO(1N),

feL2[0,1], (xEeW0(0) with a prescribed type of vanishing at infinity.

H.H. SCHAEFER. Smjective Isometries of L1oL00and L 1+L00 om [Q,ool.

Let m denote Lebesgue measure on IR+=[0,00). As usual, L I+L00 is supplied with the nonn

IIhll:=inf(lIflll+llgll.) where the inf is taken over all h=f+g (feLl, geLj. Thro~gh an explicit •

determination of the extreme boundary of the unit ball W=(h:llhIlS1), it is shown that every

. .. f LI Loo • du ... h f LI Loo d Lt...T 00sUI'Jecnve lsometry 0 + m ces a SUlJective lsometry on eac 0 , , an J lL

(with respect 10 the appropriate narms). By a recent result of R. Grzaslewicz that determines

the is~metries of L 1nL00 onto L 1nL00 (norm IIk ll=max(lIklll'lIk lloJ), all these isometries are of

the form

Tf(s)=r(s)f(cp(s»,
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where r is measurable and Ir I=1, cp a bimeasurable, m-preserving transformation of IR+ onto

itself.

E. SCHROHE. Boundedness and Inyertibility far Pseudodifferential Operators on

AnisotrQpicaUy Weiahted LP-Soboley Spaces.

Pseudodifferential operators (pdo) with symbols in 000 of the Hön:nander cluses S~6'

OSöSpSl, ~1, form a Fr6chet algebra of bounded operators on each of the LP-Sobolev spaces

H~(IRn), se~, 1<p<oo (for p#2 assume p=l). For p>O, these algebras are spectrally invariant: if

ODe of these operators has an inverse in .t~, then the inverse is again a pdo with a symbol

in the same class. So they form· 'I'--elgebras in the sense of Gmmsch (1984) in .taI~.

For a function yee (IR) with l(x~ and aay bounded far al1 a;tO define the weighted space .

~={'Y-tu:ue~}. telR. One can then show that the pdo's mentioned abo~ are all bounded on

~ This is a property that not even so closely re1ated an operator as the Hilben transform on .

IR has; cf. Coifman and Fefferman 1974. If in addition p=l, then, these operators form

'V-algebras in .r (H;t. Moreover, the spectrum of an operator in one" of these classes is

completely independent of the choice of s, 1, p and y.

.H.G. TILLMANN. Infinitedimensional Commodity Spaces in Mathematical Economies.

We consider Jr =1
0000 as a global commodity space for an economy with unlimited: time

horizon, X(tO> is a lee. convex space (time ~dependent commodity space), 'tO the Mackey

• topology far the duality <X,V>, Y=X('tO>'. For x=(xa,...,xo'...) we denote the tale

(O,...,O,xn'xn+l ,...) by xn and far xeX is l.n(x)=(O,...,O,x,O,...) the natural imbedding ofX in tR.
(n)

A topology 't on ,tR is caIled ~gular, if ln:X('to>-+Jr ('t) is continuous. We follow

BroWQ-Lewis: Econometiea (1981):

Def.!: A preference relation< is myopie, iff x<y==*V z: x+zn<Y if ~(i,y;7;).

Def.2: A topo1ogy ~ on 1
00

(X) is myopie iff every 't--a>ntinuous preference relation is myopie.

Examples: 'too is not, the product topology 't
x

and the strict topology pare myopie.
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Theorem.l:a) There is a strongest regular and myopie topology 'tSM on tN=loo(X).

b) <%'(tSM)'=P:=I~(Y)={ü=(un)~lIunIlB=lIiiIlB<-)' B bounded in X.
·0"

e) eN('tsm)"=l:(X")={x=(xn): xneX", bounded and equicont:inuous}.

Remark: 'tm=Maekey topology on tN :tm='tm<tN ,JI > satisfies: 'tm::J'tSM=>P (Far X=lRl

-Brown--LeWlS ancrfOi X=L-(Sl:)!) Raut (JET 1986)proved 1:10='tSM='P).-- - -- -.-

Theorem 2: a) 'tm='tS~P Ü X is a reflexive Banach lattiee (Tillmann 1988).

b) 'tm=tSM ifX is an arbitrary barreled space (Flügel 1989).

Essential in the proof of Theorem 2b) is tbe operator T :lb1(Y}--tll=ll(IRl), y---+(<x ,y » INx n n ne

and

Lemma: Tx is (o(JI ,tN),0(11,1) continuous.

Therefore, it maps a(JI ' eR}-compact sets i into a(ll,l}-compaet sets Kd1. It follows that

,t> is a 'tSM-neighborhood and then 'tm='tSM'

H.TRlEBEL. Atomic Decompositions of Funetion SpareSt PseudodifIerential Operators.

"Atoms are smooth building blocks in funetion spaces which attraeted muehattention in the last

10 years or so. We give abrief description of atomie representations of distributions belonging

to spaces F~ of Hardy--80bolev type. We sketch applications: Mapping properties of

pseudodifferential operators in function spaces.

D. VOGT. Continuous Linear Inverses rot Partial Differential Operators with Constant

Coefficients.

Let P(D)=1alsmaJ>a and Cc::ßf open, The old problem of L. Schwartz, under which

conditions there exists a eontinuous linear right inverse far the operator P(D):C
oo

(O)---tCoo(0) is

solved by the following theorem.
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Theorem: Tbe following are equivalent:

(1) P(D) admits a continuous linear right inverse in Coo(Q).

(2) P(D) admits a continuous linear right inverse in D'(O).

(3) Q is P(D)-convex with baunds, i. e. Vcocc:n 3co'c:cO 'o'colta:n 3k,C:

ve' '(colt), P(-D)v Ico''\m.eB~ v Ico''\m.ECB-k.

Here B-k denotes the unit ball in tJte Sobolev space H-t, B=BO. If e. g. n is an open convex

set with C1-boundary (far instance the unit ball) then this is equivalent to: P(D) is 'hypemc;lic

and the principal part decomposes (up to a constant) into real linear factors.

Report on joint werk with R. Meise (Düsseldorf) and B.A. Taylar (Ann. Arbor).

L. WEIS. Strongly Affine Pmiections on M(X).

Let X be a Polish space. M(X) (P(X) denotes the space of finite (probability) measures on X.

A bounded operator T:M(X)----+M(X) is strongly affine if T is universally measurable with

•respect to the w -topology and far every probability measure Q on P(X) with barycenter J.1 the

image measure QoT-1 has barycenter TQ.1), equivalently, there is a w·;miyersally measurable

kernel (J.Lx)xeX of measures on X such that far all J.LeM(X)

TJ.1=W*IIJ'ydJ,L(y).

Let L be a norm closed, non-separable sublattice of L, U=LnP(X) and E=etrU=(J.Lel1:J.L an

atom of L}. Consider the following conditions:e a) There is a strongly affine order isomctty J of M(O,l) 0010 L.

b) There is a positive, contraetive and strongly affine projecti.on P of M(X) onto L..

•c) For every J.LeU there is unique w ;nubability measure on E with J.1 as its barycenter.

d) There is a countably generated a-algebra 1: of universally measurable subsets ,of X such

that r is H-sufficient far U.

•e) U has the w -Radon-Nikodym property.

• •f)There are w -universally measurable, w --measure convex sets Mn so that P(X)\U=w Mn.
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Theorem: We always have a)~)~f) and b)~~f)===>a).H we assume Martin's axiom we

can show a)===>b) and all the conditions are equivalenL

Tbe proofs use a general Choquet--type representation theorem of Bourgin and Edgar and

results on orthogonal kerD.els by Mauldin, Preiss and v. Weizäcker.

H. WIDOM. Tbc Heat Expansion fOT Inte&mJ Operators.

-VIe-cOnsidCr -cOmpresSionsto-S(0)-(0 a compactsubsetofBf)- of.positive elliptic'l'do'sofe-.-.
ne~ative Oider --I" on uf. Examples are integral operators with kernels of the fOlm

clx-ylr-n(Rieszpotentials) or clx-Ylr~r-n/2(lx-YI) (Bessel ~ntials). If A.i are the

eigenvalues one seeks an asymptotic expansion as t-tO+ of 1fe-t/Ai. A f~l expansion

~~aktk-n/r+o(l) is obtained using the calculus of '1100's, where ~ are given by integral

fonnulas in terms of the symbol of the operator. Tbe expansion is sometimes wrong but is

correct under an extra assumption which is satisfied in the two examples mentioned In the

general ease only the coefficient an might be wrong and a conjectme is stated conceming its

correct value.

G. WIITSTOCK. Hahn Decomposition pf Operator Yalued Mea.sun;s.

Let X be a compact ~usdorff space and cp:Bor(X)-tB(tN)sa eountable additive with respect 10

the weak operator topology. If cp has bounded semivariation then <tr.C~B(Jr),<I(f):=Ifdcp- is a

bounded operator. We define a finer semivariation by. .
1I,lIcb=sup{~lh CP(Ai)hIlT(R):uAi=X,heHS( tN),lIh IlHSS1 }.

Tbe foUowing are equivalent:

(1) IIcpllcb<00.

(2) ep is completely bounded and 11 4>11cb=lIcpllcb.

(3) <p has a Hahn decomposition cp=cp+--cp-, IIcp+(x)+cp-(x)II=lIcpllcb.

(4) <p has a dilation to a spectral measure i. e. there exist a spectral measure e:Bor(X)-+B(Jr),

• •an imbedding 6:tN-t.R and ye e(Bor(X)', y=y , IIYII=lIcpllcb 8.th. CP=4JI ye(.) 4JI.
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v. WROBEL. Sprectra of CO=Semigroups.

Among other things the fsilure of the spectral mapping theorem

(*) a(UA(t);X)\{O}=eta(A;X) (~)

for CO-semi~ups (UA(t»~ on complex Danach spaces is analyzed. It tums out that if (*)

does not hold, then (J(UA(t);X)'eta(A;X) contains nontrivial connected subsets and even rings

for almost all ~. So, in any case, if (*) is not true, then (*) must fall dramatically.

v. Wrobel, Stability and speetm of CO-semigroups. Math. Ann. 285, 201-219(1989).

v. Wrobel, 'Asymptotic behavior of CO~groupsin B-eonvex spaces. Indiana Univ. Math.

].38, 101-114(1989).

Berichterstatter: Kai Lorentz
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u' n g s b e rch.t . 46/1989

Computational Methods in Solid Mechanics

29.1'0. bis 4.11.1989

The meeting was organized by D.Braess (Bochum), P.Ciarlet (Paris) andE.Stein

(Hannover) and brought together mathematieians and engineers dealing withnuIJ.1er

ical problems in solid mechanies. So the considerations moved between methods from

real analysis and the use of physical knowle~geand intuition. The encounter bet~een

these two approaches led to a fruitful exchange of ideas. In the lectures 'results of

recent research were presented which showed that .current interest centers around the

following topics:

- finite element analysis of Mindlin-Reissner plates

In the last years some "heuristic tricks" to overcome the locking phenomenon (such

as reduced integration and discrete Kirchhoff techniques) have been sho\vn to be

equivalent to mixed methods. Some applications of these techniques were discussed:

Uniform convergence with respect to the thickness t was proved for suitably designed

plate elements. Moreover the consequences for multigrid methods were investigated.

- shell analysis

The discrete I(irchhoff approach mentioned above was generalized to the classical

linear shell model of Koiter and rigorously analysed. In the field of nonlinear models

lectures dealt with the calculation of shells with finite rotations. Besides the numerical

considerations a general asymptotic analysis of the behaviour of thin shells for t -; 0

was given.
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- mesh refinement

The necessity to refine the finite element mesh near localsingularities was emphasized.

Error estimators for the control of the refineme~twere analysed which were based on

the local residuals with respect to the strong form of the differential equation. In more

complex nonlinear models an additional control of the linearization error, the plastic

behaviour etc. was suggested. Moreover, stability and approximation properties of

finite elements were generalized to that kind of degenerate meshes which occur during

the reflnement process.

- analysis of junctions

A junction between a plate of thickness 2f and a three-dimensional solid was consid- •

ered. In the limit f -+ 0 this 1ea4s to a 2d- and a 3d- problem which are coupled by

junction conditions for the displacements (a so called "pluri-dimensional" problem).

- treatment of nonlinearities

Severallectures dealt with the modelling of nonlinear behaviour caused by nonlinear

cinematics (such a.s finite deformations) or nonline~ constitutive assumptions (e.g.

plasticity, special properties of the lung tissue, etc.). A further point of interest was

the stability analysis of nonlinear structures. Here, some bounding properties of the

eigenvalues obtained by linearized finite element methods were given.

A. Kirmse and C. Blömer

Vortragsauszüge

Michel Bernadou.

Approximations of General Thin Shells by D.K.T. Methods

In our presentation we will detail how to extend and to implement the D.K.T. method

for shell problems. We use a representation of the middle surface S of the shell as an

image of aplane reference domain n through a mapping ;j:

so that we do not introduce any error in the definition of the geometry of the shell.

When the analytical definition of the mapping i is not available, it is always possible

to introduce very accurate approximations of i by using B-spline functions.

•
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We will present some numerical results on benchmarks from a joint paper \vith P.

Mato Eiroa and we will report the results obtained in the study of the convergence

and in the obtention of corresponding error estimates.

Heribert Blum

Defect Correction Tethniques in Mixed Finite Element Discretizations

High order schemes for mixed finite element discretizations are constructecl by means

of defect correction. The theoretical basis for this approach is the existence of an

asymptotic error expansion for the basic low order scheme with respect to the mesh

size parameter. This can be shown to hold on piecewise uniform triangulations. No

LBB stability estimate is required for the defect defining operators. In several numer

ical tests the method yields better results than direct approximation with high order

finite elements and Richardson h-extrapolation.

Frederic Bourquin

Modal Synthesis Methods: Convergence Analysis

Modal synthesis methods enable to compute the eigenpairs of a differential operator

on a domain that can be subdivided into different subdomains on each of which the

eigenpairsof the same operator are assumed to be partially known. A new "fixed

interface" method is presented, which extends the Hurty, Graig and Bampton one.

The coupling strategy is based on a special choice of the "static modes". Error bounds

are derived for the model problemof the heat equation in a non-homogeneous mediuln

occupying a bounded domain in Rn, n ~ 2; numerical tests show the efficiency of the

proposed method.

• Dietrich Braess

Multigrid Methods für the Timüshenko Beam and the Mindlin-Reissner
Plate

Numerical computations for the Timoshenko beam or the Mindlin-Reissner plate give

rise to locking when standard finite element methods are applied. Often SRI (selected .

reduced integration)- is a good remedy.. A good step forward in the mathematical

analysis was done, when SRI was detected to be equivalent with some mixed methods.

In a joint paper with C. Blömer it turned out, that this equivalence does not hold

in the framework of multigrid methods. Then SRI although simpler does not lead

to efficient algorithms, but the mixed formulation may be treated in the (standard
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hut) adapted multigrid framework. The convergence analysis is strongly supported by

numerical results. - The same holds for the Mindlin-Reissner plate with the Arnold

Falk elements. The analysis is more involved due to singular perturbation effects.

Philippe G. Ciarlet

Junctions in Elastic Multi-Structures

In this joint work with H. le Dret and R. Nzongwa, we consider a problem in three

dimensionallinearized elasticity, posed over a domain consisting of a plate with thick

ness 2E, inserted into asolid whose Lame eonstants are independent of E. If the Lanie
constants of the material eonstituting the plate vary as E-3 , we show tbat, as E ~ 0, •

the solution of tbe three-dimensional problem eonverges (up to appropriate "scalings")

in the Hl-norm to the solution of a coupled, "pluri-dimensional" problem of a new

type, simultaneously posed over a three-dimensional open set with a two-dimensional

slit, and a two-dimensional open set.

These results have been recentlyextended to junetions between plates (folded plates,

possibly with corners), or between plates and rods, and also to eige~value and time-

dependent problems. '

M artin Costabel

Coupling Methods of Finite Elements and Boundary Elements for same
Nonlinear Interface· Problems

Recent progress in the understanding of coercivity properties of boundary integral

operators led to new ("symmetrie") formulations of coupling methods for finite el

ement methods and boundary element methods. They have the advantage that the

eonvergence proofs work also for nonsmooth interfaces and for many systems where

previous coupling methods did not work. As a first example for a nonlinear interface

problem, the coupling of an elaSto-plastic material with a linear e1astic material was •

treated. It allows a formulation with a. funetional with a nondegenerate saddle-point.

The symmetrie eoupling method leads to discretized equations which still show this

saddle-point structure. Elimination of the unknowns on the boundary gives a eonvex

minimization problem. Quasioptimal eonvergenee of the Galerkin approximations ean

be shown.
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Philippe De3tuynder

Use of Piezo-electric Devices for the Contral of Flexible Structures

Piezoelectricity has heen discovered a century ago by the Curie brothers and then

appliedby P. Langevin. But this ph~nomenonhas been essentially used for sensors

(dynamic analysis of structures). Recently developed by the chemistry industries,

large sheets of Polyvinil Difluor (which is a piezo-electric material) permit to use

this effect for the control of flexible structures (i.e.: actuators). The goal of this talk

is to describe few plate models including piezo-electric devices and to analyze the

properties of different controllaws based on a numerical computation.

Bernhard Kawohl

Regularity, Uniqueness and Numerical Experiments for a Relaxed Op
timal Design Problem

Consider the problem of designing a cylindrical bar of maximal torsional rigidity out

of prescribed proportions of two different elastic materials. Moreover, the cross-section

. 0 of the bar is prescribed. An energy approach leads in a canonical way to a relaxed

variational problem, whose solution displays a free boundary. There are subdomains

Oi,i = 1,2 and H of 0 in which IVuJlies in certain ranges. The Euler equations are

elliptic in 0 1 and {l2, hut not in H, the homogenized region.

The l~cture contains recent results on numerical experiments (joint work with

G. Wittum), uniqueness (open problem posed by Murat and Tartar; joint work with

J. Stara) and regularity of solutions. The proofs use rearrangement techniques, varia

tional arguments and the coarea formula. In particular, the uniqueness proof is non

standard. The computations were done with a multigrid method.

Michal Kleiber

Numerical Assessment of Stresses in the Human Lung during Artificial
Ventilation .

The importance of stress assessment in human lungs during artificial ventilation is

pointed out .. The complexity of the problem results from difficulties in constitutive·

modelling of the lung tissue, complex geometry of the lung and complex gas-solid

effects. After reviewing the biomechanical background, the fundamental set of equa

tions describing air flow through a finitely defonned pseudo-elastic porous media is

formulated. Finite element approximation is introduced resulting in a set of cou

pled ordinary differential equations with strong nonlinearities. Numerical algorithms
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based on both explicit and implicit formulations and employing a quasi-Newton it

erative scheme are described. Numerical examples illustrate sensitivity of the stress

assessment to the constitutive assumptions adopted in the analysis.

B. Kröplin

Stability of Dynamically loaded Structures

A method is suggested, which simplifies the investigation of the safety of structures

under short time loading. Representing the deformation behaviour and the loading

by some energetic measures a local stability criteria is derived based on the balance

of the external energy and the critical strain energy.

Lin Qun

Fourth Order Accuracy for Bilinear Finite Element Eigenvalues on
Reentrant Domains

As a model problem the eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on a reentrant domain

consisting of rectangles is considered. The problem may be solved by bilinear finite

element methods with a rectangular mesh. It can be seen that if the mesh has O(h-2 )

points and is graded appropriately (say, with a graded index q > 2 for a slit domain),

then O(h2 ) convergence is obtained for the eigenvalues. We present a simple extra

polation scheme (with a graded index, say q > 4 for the slit domain) which increases

these rates of convergence to O(h4 ).

Herbert Mang

On Bounding Properties of Eigenvalues from Linear Initial Finite Ele
ment Stability Analysis of Thin, Linear-Elastic Shells

There is consensus in the literature that the eigenvalues of smallest absolute value

from linear stability analys~sof thin, elastic shells by the finite element method (FEM)

do not possess bounding properties with respect to corresponding stability limits from

geometrically nonlinear stability analyses. A "linear initial stability analysis" by the

FEM represents the first step of an "accompanying linear stability analysis" by this

methode In the lecture, two modes of such stability analyses of thio, elastic shells are

presented. It is proved that for mode 1, by contrast to mode 2, bounding proper

ties of eigenvalues of smallest absolute value with respect to corresponding stability

limits from- geometrically nonlinear stability, in fact DO EXIST. Moreover, bounding

properties of such eigenvalues from mode 1 relative to.corresponding eigeovalues from

•

•
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mode 2 are shown to exist. The existence of these properties is important from the

standpoint of engineering practice.

Hans D. Mittelmann

Stability Bounds in a Crystal Growth Problem

We consider the float-zone process used to manufacture crystals for semiconductors.

Thermocapillary convection arising due to tbe temperature-dependence of surface

tension may become unstable, causing material imperfeetions, through the onset of

dynamic oscillatory convection (Hopf bifurcation). The Marangoni number Mais

used as goveming parameter. An energy stability analysis is carried out which yields

abound M aE below which the steady convection pattern is stable with respect to

disturbances of arbitrary magnitude. M aE. is computed as the smallest positive eigen

value of a highly nonlinear eigenvalue problem~ A numerical method is presented and

results for a wide range of physical regimes including in particular low gravity envi

ronments (space shuttle). They compare favourably with model experiments.

Nina MiLller-Hoeppe

Finite Elastic and Finite Inelastic Deformations and Multigr~d Solvers

Finite element formulations are presented for four differ~nt material models:

- compressible Mooney RivÜn material

- elastic plastic material

-. elastic viscoplastic material

- Norton law.

They are all used for finite deformation calculations and formulated in the current

configuration. For these material laws different types· of· finite' elements were coded,

elements with pure displacement approach and mixed rn·odels. For the multigrid solver

the elements were used, which contained the displacement approach.

The finite element formulation for large elastic st~ains fuHUs all fundamental condi

tiöns for applying the multigrid method and it works weH. Using the inelastic finite

element formulations in multigrid was an ad hoc attempt, which didn't succeed.
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Joachim NitJche

Convergence of Nonconforming Elements for Curved Boundaries

The weak finite element method due to Ciarlet-Raviart for the clamped plate problem

is:

Find a Uh E 52 and Vh = (-Öu) E 5h recording to

(1) D(Uh,X) = (Vh,X) for all X E Sh

(2) D(Vh, t/J) = (f,1/;) for all psi E 52·

For curved boundaries it is proposed to add the term

. i ax- < Uh,Xln >= Uh-aan n

to the left hand side in (1), to insure linear finite elements vanishing at the knots of

an and to take Sh = 5h EB Hn where Hn is a proper space of harmonie functions of

dimension n "'oJ h-1 • Then quadratic convergence of Vh holds true.

- Petra Peisker

A Multigrid Method for the Kirchhoff Plate

The numerical solution of the linear equations arisi~g from a discretization of the

plate bending problem based on Zienkewicz's or Adini's element is studied. The finite

element scheme proceeds from the Mindlin Reissner formulation with modified shear

energy and the Kirchhoff condition is imposed on discrete points. We analyse a multi

grid algorithm and provide numerical examples which confinn that the convergence

rate is bounded away from one independently of the meshparameter h. Furthermore

we establish a suitable preconditioning for the use of conjugate gradients.

E1ckehard Ramm

Shape Optimization and Sensitivity Analysis of Structures

Starting with some basic remarks to structural optimization the presentation ad

dresses mainly form finding methods for structures with "optimal" mechanical re- .

sponse. The concept of a design element using different interpolation schemes for

the geometrical description of the structures (CAGD) is used allowing to reduce the

number of design variables substantially. An essential feature is the coupling of geo

metry, optimization and structural analysis, here the f.e.m.. For gradient methods as

weIl as engineering judgement the sensitivity analysis is introduced. The presentation

•

•
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concentrates on shape optimization of plate and shell structures where different objec

tives, like min weight, min strain energy or stress levelling is used. Several examples

underline the developed procedures.

Roll Rannacher

Finite EI~ment Discret~zationon Degenerate Meshes

Finite element discretizations are usually analysed under the assumption that the

underlying family of meshes satisfies the "uniform shape condition" and sometimes

additionally the "uniform size condition". This excludes certain classes of (regularly)

degenera~e meshes whieh naturally occur for instanee in approximating boundary

layer solutions. The lecture summarizes same of the results on the approximation and

stability properties of finite element schemes which remain valid even on strongly

degenerate meshes, e.g., those satisfying only tbe "maximum angle condition". The

key in this analysis is a eareful balance of Ioeal interpolation and "inverse" properties.

It turns out that elements using interior noda! parameters ("bubble functions") are

not suitable for being used on general meshes.

Enrique Sanchez-Palencia

Asymptotic Problems in Thin Shells

·The Koiter model of shells is ~onsidered in the variational formulation of Bernadou

and Ciarlet. The elastic bilinear form involves two terms, the membrane one and the

flexion one. As the thickness h tends to zero, the membrane term is of order h, whereas

the flexion one is of order h3 • Asymptoticaly tbe solution tends to be contained in

the subspace of displacements keeping invariant the intrinsie matries of the surfaee

(this amounts to the kernel of the membrane form). If this kernel reduces to the null

element (i.e. if the pure flexions of the surf~ce are impossible), the asymptotic problem

is mostly concerned with the membrane form.

K arl Schweizerho/

Quasi-Newton Algorithms in Nonlinear Mechanies, Current Status
Improvements?

Only the BFGS method is found tod3:Y in engineering applications despite eontinuing

research in mathematics on Quasi-Newton methods. There is also evidence that other

Quasi-Newton schemes can be more or at least evenly effective and robust. This can be

also extended to the range of almost indefinite Hessian matriees. In the presentation
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we show the algorithmic features of 'the "vectorized" versions of the Quasi-Newton

schemes and the combination with general continuation methods for postlimit analy

ses. Some numerical tests with materially and geometrically nonlinear problems were

carried out to compose the weH known standard schemes with recently published

schemes.

Juan C. Sima

A Class of Mixed Assumed Strain Methods and the Method of Incom
patible Müdes

A three-field mixed formulation in terms of displacements, stresses and an enhanced

strain field is presented which encompasses, as a particu~ar case, the classical method

of incompatible modes. Within this framewor~, incompatible elements arise as partic

ular 'compatible' mixed approximations of the enhanced strain field. The conditions

that the stress strain interpolation contain piece-wise constant functions and be L2

orthogonal to the enhanced strain interpolation, ensure satisfaction of the patch test

and allow the elimination of the stress field from the formulation. The preceding con

ditions are formulated in a form particularly convenient for element design. As an

illustraion of the methodology three new elements are developed and shown to ex

hibit good performance: A plane 3D elastic/plastic QUAD, an asisymmetric element,

and a thick plate bending QUAD. The formulation described herein is suitable for

nonlinear analysis.

Erwin Stein

APriori and aPosteriori Indicators for Adaptive Finite-Element Mesh
Refinements of Thin-Walled Shells

Based on a gometrically nonlinear co-rotational sheH theory - of the Reißner-Mindlin

type ~ with finite rotations and elastic-plastic material, apriori and aposteriori

error indicators are presented. They are used to obtain efficient adaptive refinements

of the real geometry given by Bernstein polynomials, e.g. (ex.: airplane wings), as weIl

as of the Finite-Element discretization using isoparametric quadrilaterals. For both

refinements, irregular nodes are not permitted.

The apriori strategy is based on "Shape Preserving Recursive Mapped Meshing" ,

controlling the skewness and the taper of the refined elements and other requirements.

The aposteriori reflnements control the foHowing indicators:

•

•
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1) Linear-elastic part: The quadratic membrane- and moment-jumps across ad:"

jacent element boundaries, derived from the error in the energy norm, i.e. in Hl

(Babuska), indicator '7LM, TJLB·

2) Geometrical nonlinearity: The relative rotations of the element nodes due to

deformation as a contro!. of the lineanzation assumption, given by

'7NL = max IIR~ - LII,node6 __ In -

where !1~n -! is the linearized skew-symmetric relative rotation matrix.

3) Plastifted zones: The heuristic choice of the von Mises-Yield condition J2

IIsDev - aDevli - VfK.(e r ) with lJpL > K.Uv ; K. E (0.9,1.0).

Computed results and graphics are presented for a couple of test problems, combined

with accuracy and efficiency comparisons.

Roll Stenberg

Nonconforming Finite Element Methods for Reissner-Mindlin Plates

We generalize arecent method introduced by D.Arnold and R.Falk. The analysis of

the original method is based on a discrete H~}mholtz decomposition theorem which

does not seem to be easily generalized to oiIfer methods. Therefore, we introduce a

way to analyze the Arnold-Falk method without use of their Helmholtz thearem. This

enables us to formulate several methods which can be shown to be stable. The key is

. to use (as in the original method) non conforming approximations for the deßection.

These elements should be combined with the standard "bubble-function" technique,

or even better, the recently introduced (by T.Hughes, L.Franca & al. among others)

Galerkin-Least-squares technique.

• ~ L. Trabucho

Asymptotic Analysis, Homogenization, Spectral Methods in Beam The
ory

A subject of major discussion in classical beam theories is the proper definition and

calculation of the so called Timoshenko and warping constants, taking into account

the additional bending effects due to the variation of the shear stresses on each cross

section.

In this work, using the asymptotic expansion method, spectral method and homo

genization techniques, we are able to give apreeise definition of these quantities for
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almost any type of cross section, including open and closed sections, multicellular and

both the thick and thin walled cases.

Finally, some numerical examples are also considered.

Rüdiger Verfürth

A Poster~ori Error Esti~atorsand Adaptive Mesh Rennement for Flow
Problems

In many physical and technical problems, the solution exhibits local singularities, e.g.,

singularities near re-entrant corners, interior or boundary layers, or shocks. These

singulari~iesdeteriorate the overall aecuracy of a finite element approximation if the

finite element mesh is not sufficieritly refined near tbe singularities. One possibility of

controlling adaptive mesh refinement is to use aposteriori error estimators. This is

of particular interest for problems where no apriori information on the location and

strength of the singularities is available. Here, we present an apparently new error

estimator which is based on evaluating the loeal residuals of the finite element ap

proximation with respect to the strang form of the differential equation. Numerical

. examples show the efficiency of adaptive mesh refinement based on this error esti

mator. The method can be generalized to non-conforming approximations, to linear

elasticity, and to plate problems.

Juan M. Viaiio

Asymptotic Analysis of Torsion Theories in Elastic Beams

•

Using the asymptotic expansion method introduced by Ciarlet and Destuynder for

plates and by Bermudez and Viaiio for beams, we obtain a very general one-dimensio

nal model for extension-bending-torsion of linear elastic beams. The model is given

. by the second order terms of asymptotic expansion and it constitutes a generaliza-

tion of classical theories of Bernouilli-Navier, Timoshenko, Saint-Venant and Vlassov. •

Moreover, the method allows us to define in a precise way the torsional and warping

constants. The torsional constant is the classical one hut the warping constant de-

pends on Poisson's ratio (11) and the classical one corresponds to take this coeffieient

equal to zero. Finally, the asymptotic technique is anee more applied in order to obt~n .

the torsional and warping constants to be used in thin-walled beams. In general, for

11 = 0, these constants are elose to the classical ones (primary and secondary warping

included). This work is a collaboration with L. Trabucho.
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-W. Wagner

On Geometrically Nonlinear Axisymmetric Shells with Finite Rotations

•

The behaviour of geom~tricallynonlinear elastic shells of revolution with finite rota

tions is discussed. In contrast to the approach of Reissner and to standard classical

shell theories a new straightforward strategy is derived for the introduction of fully

nonlinear strain measures for the rocisymmetric case. The formulation is similar to

that given by Simo for the general case. Within this approach the computation of the

deformed director vector d is a main assumption which is essential to describe the fully

nonlinear bending behaviour. An associated efficient but very simple finite element

formulation is given. A consistent linearization of the weak form leads to a quadrati

cally convergence behaviour. The discussed examples show the good performance of

the derived finite element formulation.

Ka3par Willam

Computational Plasticity & Failure Mechanics

Failure analysis of solids involves "hard" discontinuities in- space and time. Elastic

plastic operators exhibit discontinuous unilateral constraints. Spatial localization of

shear bands requires special provisions beyond th~ tradi tional extension of fixed grid

analysis to capture progressive failure zones. The paper focused on a hierarchy of

failure diagnostics which can be utilized to separate diffuse from discontinuous bifur

cations in case of symmetrie and non-symmetrie constitutive operators. The presen

tation was illustrated by several model problems which depict the sensitivity of the

response behaviour with regard to mesh-Iayout in the presence of localized failure.

Peter Wrigger3

• Theory of Shells and its Numerical Formulation fo Large Rotations

A bending theory for thin shells undergoing finite rotations is presented, and its as-'

sociated finite element model is described. The kinematic assumption is based on a

shear elastic Reissner-Mindlin theory. The starting point for the derivation of the

strain measures is the three-dimensional principle of virtual work. Here, the polar

decompositon of the shell material deformation gradient leads to symmetrie strain

measures. The assoeiated work-conjugate stress resultants and stress eouples are in

tegrals of the Biot stress tensor. This tensor is invariant with respeet to rigid body

motions and therefore appropriate for the formulation of constituive equations. The

rotations are described through Eulerian angles.
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Tbe finite element discretization of arbitrary shells is based on the isoparametrie

concept. The advantage of the proposed she~l formulation and its numerical model is

shown by application to different nonlinear plate and shell problems. Finite rotations

can be computed within one load increment. Thus the step size of the load increment is

only limited by the IDeal eonvergenee behaviour of Newton's method or the appearance

of stability phenomena. #

Berichterstatterin: C. Blömer

~\

•

•
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Fastringe und Fastkörper

MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

J. ANDRE

47/1989

05.11 .. bis 11.11.1989

Tag u n g s b e r ich t

::=ungslnstttut
E ~o/02

Die Vorträge ~nd Diskussionen der Tagung behandelten verschiedene "aktu

elle Richtungen in der Theorie der Fastringe. Planare Fastringe und

Verallgemeinerungen, mit ihren Anwendungen in Geometrie und Kombinato

rik, bildeten einen thematischen Schwerpunkt. Als weitere Themenkreise

seien genannt:

- Struktursätze, neue Typen von Fastringen (z.B. laminated near-rings);

Fastring~ von Gruppenabbildungen, matrix near-rings, distributiv

erzeugte Fastringe;

- Radikale von Fastringen;

ferner: Homomorphismen von Halb-Fastkörpern, sowie eine Beziehung von

Fastbereichen zur speziellen Relativitätstheorie.

Die Leitung hatte G. Betsch (Tübingen) .

Vortragsauszüge

On Anshel-Clay-nearrings

An Anshe1-Clay-nearring (ACN) introduced by H. Ney i5 a zero-symmetrie

integral nearring being a generalization of a planar nearring: The

finite ACNs are exactly the integral planar nearrings. Any ACN i5

•

•
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geometrie in Theobald's sense. If (N,+) is a1>e1ian, (0) '" (U,+) :s (N,+)

and NU ~ U imply N - U, then the non-eommutative spaee I(N) is

primitive. H. Ney stated a purely geometrie eharaeterization of the

spaees R(N(I» for 111 ~ 3'which are generaliz~tions of the regular

nearaffine spaces (where N is a nearfield)~

G. BETSCH

On near-rings linked with bicentralizer near-rings

1. Let (G,+) be a (not necessarily commutative) group, ~ :S Aut G, and

K~o(G) the O-symmetric bicentralizer near-ring: For ~ fixed point

free there exists a method due to G. FERRERO of constructing by means

of ~ a (finite) planar near-ring N with (N,+) - (G,+). We extend

FERRERO's method to the far more general ease, where G contains

elements, the stabilizer of which in ~ reduees to (1). We describe

the corresponding tactical configuration and the relationship between

N and K~o(G).

2. LITOFF's weIl known theorem on simple rings with minimal one-sided

ideals has no easy generalization to near-rings. We establish a

series of results in this direction for non-rings with identity,

which have a minimal one-sided ideal K such that K is of type 2, and

satisfy certain conditions on (N,.).

J.R. CIAY

Double planar nearrings

A double planar nearring is a quadruple (N'+'*1'*2) where each (N'+'*i)

is a planar nearring, and where a*i{b*jc) - (a*ib) *j (a*ic) for·i ~ j.

In some cases the resulting geometric structures (N,B1,B;> have nlee

geometrie interpretations, where

•

•
a,b; E N, a ~ Ol,

a,bEN, a~O), and
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C. COTTI FERRERO

On N-near-rings

A near-ring N i5 ealled an N-near-ring if every right ideal ofits

multiplicative semigroup N is an N-subgroup of N.

I get a eomplete eharacterization of such near-rings,.and I prove that

if N 15 an N-near-ring then No 1s an N-near-ring, too .

I define as quasi-Ioeal a near-ring N if 81 = {x E N I xN = ~N} ~ ~ and L

= N\91 is an N-subgroup of N, and I prove several properties of such

near-rings; moreover I prove that the N-near-rings are quasi-Ioeal.

Other results are obtained under some finiteness eond1tions; namely if a

O-symmetric N-near-ring N sat1sfies the ACCR or the DCCR then N has a

1eft identity and I get a eharaeterization of N-near-rings with ACCN. A

near-ring N is a O-symmetric N-near-ring with DCCN iff it is a O-symme

trie N-near-ring with ACCN and L is nilpotent.

Gallina got examp1es linked to these structures, and using the above

results we ean show that a O-symmetrie N-near-ring N with ACCN.and As{N)

- 0 is integral, it is a Goldie near-ring and moreover we can obtain

divisibility re5ults .

•G. FERRERO

Near-rings and designs from semigroups

Let N be a (finite) near-ring. We set ~a: x ~ ax, and get a homomorphism

~ from the multiplicative semigroup N of N to a semigroup ~ of·endomor

phisms of N+. The mapping , satisfies an obvioU5 eondition which re

fleets the associativity of the product in N. Conversely, if we are

given a mapping ,: N+ ~ ~ (N+ a group, ~ a semigroup of endomorphisms of

N+) satisfying the condition, then it is possible to define a product on

N+ in order to obtain a near-ring linked to ~.
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We are dealing with eases in whieh the eondition ean be treated e.g.

with combinatorial tools and group theory to grasp the situation and to

obtain interesting near-rings. In some of the sets of type ~N it is

possible to obtain non-trivial geometrie structures. We restriet oursel·

yes to som~ examples (mainly due to Gallina) to give an idea of the

applieations.

YUEN FONG

On ehe minimal generating sets of the endomorphism near-rings of the

"dihedra1 groups D
1u

with odd n

In the sequel, all groups are written additive1y. Let

D2n - Gp <a,b I na - 0 - 2b, a+b - b-a>

be the dihedral group of order 2n and E(D
2n

) (A(D
2n

),I(D2n» be the

endomorphism (automorphism. inner automorphism) near-ring"generated

additively. by ~nd D2n (Aut D2n .lnn D2n). the set of all endomorphisms

(automorphisms. inner automorphisms) of D2n . The purpose of ~his paper

is to show that E(D2n) - Gp «po' ~la+b' ~ja+b}'+> (0 ~ i.j ~ n-1.

i ~ j) if n E 21 + 1 - {3.5.7,9 •... } and (i-j,n) - 1. Here Po is the

identity automorphism of D2n and ~~ is the endomorphism of D2n that

sends the normal suhgroup <a> to the additive identity 0 and the coset

<a>+b to th~ assigned element x where xe (ia+b E D2n I i E (0.1,2 •... ,

n-l}) .

P. FUCHS (und G. F. PILZ)

A new density Theorem for primitive near-rings

In this paper we extend the Wielandt-Betsch density theorem (version for

2-primitive near-rings with identity) to the much bigger class of I-pri·

mitive near-rings. Let ~ ~ X be a set, (r,+) a group and ~: r ~ X a map.

Define *~ on ~ by f*~g - fo~ogt f.g E ~. Then M(X.r.~):- (~t+.*~~ is

a near-ring. If A is a group of permutations on Xt B a subgroup of

•

•
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Aut(r) and ~ E Hom(A,B) such that ~·~(a) - a·;, a E A, then M(~,~) -

(f: X ~ r I f(ax) - ~(a)f(x), x E X, a E A) is ~ 5ubnear-ring of

M(X,r,;). Centralizer near-rings arise as special cases of this concept.

Let M
o
(;'.) denote the O-symmetric part of M(~,~). We then have the

following ~heorem:

•
Theorem: Let N be a O-symmetric non-ring. Then N is 2-primitive if and

on1y if N is dense in some Mo(~'~) such that

1) lXI> I and ~ is onto.

2) A 1s 'fixed-point-free on X.

3) r~ - (7 E r I ~(7) - ~(O) - xo) does not contain a nontrivia1

o subgroup E of r.

Replacing 3) by a slight1y more general condition we obtain a similar

result for arbitrary I-primitive near-rings.

K. KAARLI

On Affine Comleteness of Groups

Affine comletenes5 is a notion of universal algebra naturally general~

izing functional completeness. It is weIl known that functionally com

plete groups are precisely the flnite non-abelian simple groups and it

'would be interest~ng to have a description of affine complete groups. 

This problem 1s linked with structure theory of near-rings leG) genera-

• ted by inner automorphisms of G. A list of groups known to be affine

complete or affine non-complete i5 presented. A special attention is

paid to a method enabling to prove affine non-completeness in several

important cases. Some properties related to affine completeness (I-af

fine and loeal affine completeness) and some open problems are dis

cussed, too.
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H. KARZEL

Near-rings. (MDS)- and Laguerre codes

Let K be a finite set, called an alphabet, with IKI - q, let k E Wand

llk : - (I, 2, ... ,k). Then a q-nary coder of 1ength k is nothing else but

a set of functions C: llk ~ K. ~is called an (MDS)-code (Laguerre code)

if for all h,i E Hk' h ~ i (h,i,j E llk' I{h,i,jll - 3) and for all A,~ e

K (A,~,V e K) there is e~actly one C E~such that C(h) - A, C(i) - ~

(C(h) - A, C(i) - ~, C(j) - v).

For {MDS)-codes we have k :s q+l and for Laguerre codes k :s q+2. If q is

the power of a prime then there are (MDS)-eodes with k - q+l (defined

using punctured projeet1ve planes of orde~ q) and with k - q (defined

using affine planes of order q), and also Laguerre codes with k - q+l,

and if q is apower of 2 with k - q+2. In ease q 1s not the power of a

prime the problems will be discussed whether it is possible to construct

(MDS)-codes or Laguerre codes with the help of finite near-rings

(N,:,-). In the first ease this leads us to the notion of a coding set

~ C N. If T is a eoding set of'a near-ring N, q :- INI, k :- ITI+2 and

T- {t3,t4, ... ,~1 then,(:- ((x,y,xt3+y,xt4+Y' ... 'x~) I x,yeN) isa

q-nary (HDS)-code of length k.

H. KAUTSCHITSCH

Constructions cf nearrings nearfields and cemposition-rings by

guotients of power-series-rings

In this contribution J. Clay and I describe a new way to construct

nearrings (MxR,+,o) from a commutative ring Rand an R-module M. For an

R-Algebra A one gets a eompositon ring (AxR,+,. ,0), sometimes a '"double

ring", in the sense, that also (AxR,+,o) is a ring. The idea for these

new operations is coming from the quotient structures of the composi

tion-ring of formal power series over R by certain composition-ideals.

If R has an identity, then the group of units w1th respect to 0 and the

•

•
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ideals have a particularly nice description. In particular one can

determine all maximal ideals in the nearring HxR and compute some of the

most popular radicals.

K.D. KAGILL, Jr.

Recent and new results on the Automorphism Groups of Laminated

~ Neer-rings

Let N be a right near-ring and let x E N. Define a new near-ring Nx by

defining addition to coincide with addition in N but define the product

a~b of two elements a,b E Nx by a8b - axb. The near-ring Nx is a lamina

ted near-ring of N, the element x is the laminator or laminating element

and N is referred to as the base near-ring. Some general ~bstract re

sults will be presented and these will be followed by some results on

laminated near-rings of continuous self~aps of topological groups.

Various laminated near-rings of the base near-rings N(R) and N(R2
) will

then be investigated in some d~tail where N(R) is ·the near-ring of.all

continuous selfmaps of the additive topological group of real numbers

and N(R
2) is the near-ring of all continuous selfmaps of the additive

topological group of the Euclidean plane. The automorphism groups of a

number of these laminated_near-rings will be completely determined.

G. HASON

~ Kemels of Covered GrOUDS

If G is a group. a cover of G is a set-r - (Ci) cf proper subgroups of G

such that UC i - G and Ci t C
j

for all i.j. If in addition Ci n C
j

- (0)

then r is called a fibration. We set E(G,r) - (f E End Glf(C
i

) ~ Ci VC i )

and ker(G.r) - d.g. E(G.r). It is known that if G is fibered then

ker(G.r) 1s always a ring. Moreover ker(G.r) is a field if G 1s abelian

or G 1s non-abelian and IEI> 2.

For several classes of groups it happens that G has a cover with Ci n C
j
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- C ~G. It follows that G/C is fibered and using the canonical map

E(G,r) E(G/C,r/C) we have information about the ideal M
C

- (flf(G) C

Cl.

If ~ 1s cQvered by normal subgroups then I(G) S ker(G,r). Consider the

following.groups: The quaternion group; Cg ~ C
3

; D4 x C3 ; any dihedral

group of order 2n, n even; any dicyclic group of order 4n, n even. In

all cases G can be covered by a set of maximal normal subgroups with Ci

n C
j

- C and in all cases the resulting kemel is precisely I(G). Coun- ~

ter example: There i5 a group of order 16 (type 16/8 in Thomas and Yood)

which has the same kind of cover but for which I(G) ~ ker(G,r). Other

kemels of dicyc1ic and dihedrat groups are discussed.

C.J. MAXSON

Remarks on the centalizer near-ring~(G) G an R-module

This is areport about some recent investigations of the centralizer

near-ring "R(G) :- (f E M(G) I f(ar) - (fa)r, a E G, r E R) where R i5 a

ring with identity and G is a unitary R-module. One finds that when D is

an integral ~omain and G is the free D-module Dn on n generators then
n . n

"n(D) is a r1ng4+n-1. Further, the structure of MD(D ) is discussed.
n

Fo~ ex~ple, if n ~ 2, "n(D ) is a simple near-ring.

On the other hand, there are rings R such that ~(G) is a ring for every

R-module G. Ve denote this collection of rings by Rand present informa- ~

tion about R. Several sufficient conditions for a ring R to be in Rare

obtained. In particular, an arbitrary product R - UMn (Ra) of matrix
a a

rints Mn ~RQ) is in R whenever na ~ 2 for each Q. The Artinian rings in
a

Rare complete1y ·characterized.
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J . D. P. MELDRUM

Weakly distributive matrix near-rings

All near-rings eonsidered are right zero-symmetrie. Ye are eoncerned

with the near-ring Mn(R) of matrices of order n over a near-ring R,

defined by Keldrum and Van der Walt using a functional approach. It is

possible to show that even when R does not have an identity, (R,+)

belongs to a variety V of groups if 8nd on1y if OKn(R),+) be10ngs to V.

In this ~esu1t, we ean replace V by the c1ass of soluble groups or the

e1ass of"ni1potent groups. A near-ring R is weakly distributive if it

has aseries of ideals R - Ro ~ R1 ~ R2 ~~ ... ~ Rn - {Ol such. that

R/Ri+l distributes over Ri/Ri+1. Using results of Fröhlich whieh link

the distributive properties·of a d. g. (distributively generated) near

ring with its additive strueture, we show that if R is a d. g. near-ring

with identity then R is weakly distributive if and on1y ifMn(R) is of

the same type. A number of properties of ideals in Rand corresponding

ideals in Mn(R) are given; in partieular the J o and J 2 radica1s of~n(R)

are eharaeterized. This work was done joint1y with S. J. Abbasi.

R. KLITZ

(Near-ring)-radiea1s defined by prime ideals

Starting from the ideas of a paper by K.I. B~idar (Uspechi Matemat. Nauk

~4, 187 - 188 '(1989» heredity properties of O-group- resp. nearring-

~ radicals are investigated.

First1y, a new eharacterisation of r-heredity (ie. pN n I ~ pI VI 4 N)

of a rad1eal p 1s g1ven. Neeessary and suffieient eonditions for a class

Mare indieated to ensure that its subdireet elosure 1s the semisimple

elass of a g1ven r-hereditary radiea1.

Seeond1y, it 1s shown that for every class ~ of prime near-rings, the

elements of the. eorresponding upper radieal elass do not eontain essen

tial ideals belonging to~. It follows that in the zero-symmetrie case
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the upper radieal elass determined by an arbitrary elass of prime near

rings is hereditary. For the general ease, following the same lines, one

obtains that the upper radieal elass determined by an arbitrary elass of

equiprime near-rings (in the sense of Booth/G~oenewaldfVeldsman

Commun. in Algebra - to appear) is hereditary with respeet to invariant

ideals.

D. NIEWIECZERZA~

Some finiteness eonditions in near-rings

Let N be a right, zero-symmetric near-ring with identity. Let (VilieI be

a family of unitary N-groups and let ~be an infinite "cardinal number.

We consider some 5ubdirect products, so called ~-products, which are

between the direct sum and the direct product of the family of N-groups

(Vi}ieI. We determine a neeessary condition for canonieal embedding of

)r-products to split in the corresponding direct product. This condition

is a chain condition for anihilators in a certain homomorphic image of

N.

All the considerations above are based on ring theory papers of Dauns

and Laistaunam, who tried to generalize in some way the weIl known fact

that a left noetherian ring R is characterized by the condition that,

for any family of left injective R-modules tE.l i I' the direct sum @ E.
1 E • I 1

ls a direct summand of the direct product n Ei. 1E
leI

A. OSWALD

Nearly Nilpotent Nearrings

Nilpotent right ideals" in near-rings have the property that they contain

a subset X with X2 - 0 and X n B ~ 0 for every non zero rightideal" of

the near-ring which 1s in the right ideal. We abstract from this t~e

•
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idea of a nearly nilpotent right ideal and of a nearly nilpotent

near-ring. A eharaeterisation of nearly nilpotent near-rings via the

singular set is given.

An ideal P of N is prime if aNb S P implies a E P or b E P. The inter

section of all the prime ideals will be denoted by S. Then S·eontains

the set W of strongly nilpotent elements of N, i.e. elements a such that

every sequence ao ,a1 , ... defined by ao - a, an+1 E anNan . In the ease

where W is an essential subset of S we prove that S is nearly nilpotent

if N has finite dimension (i.e. no infinite direct sums of right ideal~)

or if N has maximum eondition on right annihilators.

s. PELLEGRINI

~sums of near-rings: medial permutable and LRD-near-rings

The ~~sums of near-rings allow us to elassify some elasses of near

rings: near-rings with a left permutable idempotent element are special

~sums, mixed medial near-rings and left permutable near-rings with an

idempotent are characterized as ~-sums. Moreover we have studied the

left permutable 9-near-rings (satisfying the eondition that r(n) is a

prime ideal of type 1 and eaeh elemen~ is a zero-divisor) and we have

shown that a left permutable near-ring N is a 9-near-ring 1ff Q (the set

·of nilpotent elements) is a prime ideal of type 1 and Q - A (annihilator

of N). Using the ~sums we are able to obtain the left permutable near

rings with an idempotent. In terms of ~-sums we have studied the LRD

near-rings (satisfying the identities xyz - xyxz - xzyz). If N is an

LRD-near-ring, then Q is an ideal, Q3 - (O) and N/Q is Boolean. Moreover

if N is a zero-symmetrie Boolean LRD-near-ring, then N A@B where A and

Bare Boolean LRD-near-rings. If the a.c.c. on the right annihilators

holds, then No is the direct sum of a finite number of LRD-near-rings

whose non trivial elements are left identities. The LRD-near-rings

having Id (set of idempotents) as a sub-n.r. are classified as ~sums.
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G.L. PETERSON

Blocks in Near-rings

If R i5 an artinian ring, R can be expressed uniquely as a direct sum of

indecompos~ble ideals called the blocks cf R. These blocks alternatively

can be defined in terms of primitive idempctents cf Rand play a central

ro1e in representation theory. A theory of blocks can be developed for

near-rings as weIl. This was done initially by H. Lausch (Idempotents

and blocks in artinian d. g. near-rings wlth identity element, Math. •

Ann., 18'8 (1970), 43 - 52). In this talk, a simpler way of developing

the theory of block~ in near-rings using results of the author on lift-

"ing idempotents (Lifting idempotents in near-rings, Arch. Math., 51

(1988), 208 - 212) will be outlined.

'G. PILZ

Codes obtained from planar near-rings

Given a BIB-design with parameters ,(v,b,r,k,A), one can form its inci

dence matrix A of size vxb. The rows of A (as a subset of (H
2

)b) ~orm a

code, the row-code of A. This code consists of b codewords of length v,

equal weight k and, minimal distance 2(k-p), where p is the maximal size

of block intersections. In a similar way, the columns of A give rise to

,the column-code of A, a code with v words of length band weight r. Each

two words of this code have the same distance 2(r-A). •Results by G. Ferrero snd J. C1ay show that under certain circumstances

one gets BID-designs from a finite planar near-ring N. There are 3 ways

to get such designs, by taking the elements of N as the points of the

design and as blocks all subsets of the form aN+b or aN*+b or (aN u

(-a)N) + b .. with a E N* - N - {Ol, bEN. There are easy ways to con

struct these designs 'and the parameter cf the resulting row and column

codes can be determined. Many of the resulting codes turn out to be very ..

good w.r.t. th~ usua1 criteria for codes.
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D. RAKAKOTAIAH

Interpolation of self maps of a group

A classical result in interpolation theory is that if fex) is areal

valued function of a real variable x and x
l

,x
2
•... ,xn are real numbers,

then there exists a polynomial function P(x) over the reals such that

f(x i ) - P(xi ), i - 1.2, ... ,n. This result can be generalized over any

arbitrary field in the usual way. In fact every self map of a finite

~ field is a polynomial function over that field. The concept of polyno-"

mial functions over a group has been introduced and some of their pro

perties have been studied, ([1]). In this paper we introduce the concept

6f a group with interpolation property with respect to a semi-group of

its endomorphisms and determine all such groups. As a special case .of

this, we determine all the groups G, whose selfmaps can be interpolated

by polynomial functlons over G.

REFERENCES

[1] LAUSCH, H. and NOBAUER, W.: Algebra of polynomials, North Holland,

1973.

s. ,RAO

Some remarks on distributors

The distributor D(R) of any (left) near-ring R is an invariant ideal of

~ R, containing the constant part of R, and it is representable as the SUfi

of the normal closures in (R,+) of two subgroups: the commutator sub·
22·

group [R ,R ], and the 5ubgroup generated by the set (xa+ya-(x+y)a

x,ye R. a E Al. where A 1s any set of generators of (R,+).

This reduces to a class1cal resu1t of A. FRÖHLICH, when R i5 a distribu

tively generated near-ring.
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S. VELDSMAN

Radicals of near-rings

All the (Kurosh-Amitsur) radicals with heredit~ry semisimple classes in

the variety of ~ll near-rings which are kOown are such that the semi

timpie class contains only O-symmetric near-rings. We do not know If

this is true in general - what we have proved is that such radicals

contain all the constant near-rings. In the variety of O-symmetric

near-rings it 1s known that J 2 , J 3 and the Brown-McCoy rad~cals are ~

1deal-hereditary. We present many more, based on the equiprime near- ~

rings; some of which are independent of the mentioned radicals. A near~

ring N is equiprime if 0 ~ a E N and anx - any for all n E N (x,!' E N)

implies x -_y. (This is joint work with G.L. Booth and N.J. Groenewald.)

The near-r.ings N with the property: whenever J A I A A and 1/J : N, then

J A Aare characterized as the quasijsemi-equiprime near-rings. The

latter are near-rings N with (O:N) - 0, and if (I, ~) 1s apre-image of

N and I 6 A, then x - y E ker~ (x,y E I) imp1ies ax - ay E ker~ for all

a E A.

A.P.J. van der WALT

Near-linear transformations of near-vector spaces

The 2-primitive near-rings are usually considered to be very well-be

haved near-rings, more or less taking the place in near-ring theory that

rings of matrices over division rings take in ring ~heory..The thesis o~

this talk is that 2-primiti~e near-rings can be very "wild", and that ~t

should be worth,while to study some espe~ially nice examples of 2-pri

mitive near-rings in order to arrive at useful,minimum conditions in a

structure theory. It is suggested that near-rings of near-linear- trans

formations of near-vector spaces are excellent examples tostudy in-this

con~ext, 'snd some resul ~s' about such near-rings are presented.. · One' .

result iS,that there are 2~prim~tive, verYwell-behaved near-rings.~h~ch

have minima~ subgroups b~t no minimalieft ideals.

•

J
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H. WEFELSCHEID

The Ungar 1000 in the special theory of relativity. and neardomains

The Lorentz transformations L - L(v,p) depend on two parameters: the
. 3 3

velocity v - (vl ,v2 ,v3) E mc '- (v E ~ I lvi< cl and p E 50(3), where

c denotes the speed of light and 50(3) the.rotation group of m3 .

If L(u,pu) and L(v,pv) are two Lorentz transformations then one can ask,

how in the product L(w,pw) L(u,pu)L(v,pv) the parameters w'Pw depend

on the parameters u,v'Pu'Pv'

Now A. Ungar (largo) discovered that if we set u * v - w then (m 3
*)c' ,

the set of admissible velocities is a loop, which satisfies some weak

associativity and weak commutativity conditions.

In this talk it is explained, that the Ungar loop (m 3
,*) has exactly

c
the additive structure (F,+) of a neardomain (F,+,·). There are also

conne~tions to (infinite) sharply 2-transitive groups and (infinite)

Frobenius groups. Question: Let G be an infinite Frobenius group opera

~ing on a set M and Ga .= (a E G I a(a) a) a stabilizer. ls it always

possible to find a subset N c G such that the representation G ~ ~ 

ß·Q, w1th ß E N and Q E Ga 1s unique?

H. J. WEINERT

~ Homomorphisms of seminearfields

An algebra (5,+,·) is called a (right distributive) seminearring iff

(5,+) and (5,·) are semigroups and (a+b)c - ac+bc holds for all a,b,c E

S. If there ~xists a neutral 0 of (5,+), we define 5* - S\{o) and'other

wise S* - 5. A seminearring (5,+,·) i5 called a seminearfield iff (5*,·)

is a group. 5everal basic statements on seminearfields have been given

in the talk, in particular a survey of all finite ones. Moreover, if,a

seminearfield, (5,+,·) has a zero 0 and at least two more elements, then

oa - ao - 0 holds for all a E 5, and (5,+,·) is either a nearfield or
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(5*,+,·) is a subseminearfield of (8,+,·). Therefore, dealing with

seminearfields which are not nearfields, we may. restriet ourselves to

those satisfying S - S*, ea1led proper seminearfields in the fo11owing.

Let~: 8 ~.A be a homomorphism of a proper seminearfield (8,+,·) into

any (2,2)-algebra (A,+,·). Then (~(S),+,·) 1s again a proper seminear

fie1d, ~ - ~-1 0 ~ a eongruence on (5,+,·), and (~(S),+,·) isomorphie to

the congruence class seminearfield (S/~,+,·), eonsisting of the K-elas

ses [a]~ with operations given by representatives. Eaeh eongruence K of

this kind eorresponds to anormal subgroup K of (S,·) such that ~b ~>
. -1

ab E K 1s also a eongruence on (S,+), ea1led a kemel of (5,+,·).

These normal s~bgroups can be charaeterized by severa1 conditions, e. g.

by s+t E K -) s+tk E K for all s,t E 8 and k E K. Based on that we

obtairi statements on seminearf1eld homomorphisms and kemels correspon

ding to those on group homomorphisms and normal subgroups, e. g. both

Isomorphism Theorems, eharaeteriza~ions of direet products of seminear

fie1d, etc. In particular, a kemel of a seminearfield need not be a

subseminearfie1d. But the latter is the ease iff the corresponding

epi~orphic image (8/K,+,·) has 1dempotent addition.

The results 'are also applieable to semifields (8,+,,·), i. e. to semi

~n~arfields satisfying also' th~ other distributive law. Koreover, they

provide a new k~nd of examples in the context of a general"' radical

._'-t~e~ry.

F~r part~ of thls talk, in particu1ar in the ease of s~mifields, we

.',~efer to: Harry H. Hutchins and Hanns J. tJeinert, Homomorphism~ and
-.

", ,ke:rnelsoi. semif~e1<b, to appear in Period. Kath. Hungar.'

......'.

I

",1
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Die Tagun,g lud. unter ·der.:,Leitungjyon.Helmut. Neunzert (Kaiserslautern) statt. Im

" ,:~~~.~~lp~ :~~e~ ~~~r~~~~.~~~~~d~~ ~~~~. F~~e~;;,
. . 1.) Diec ~eriscJ,.e Simulation der Boltzmann-G1eichung, insbesondere die Teil-

~. -",;:. ~~. ~~t':':, "4·.~-~~.;~.":'" ~. '. : ~ j'~•• _~ - :'. /": .~:.). ,.,"." .r.: "" " ........ >,,'." .,

'. _ '. '._ chen~~~~;t.~~_:~ ~,-:. ~.). ~:.:..,;; ;:,:;~,:', ":'
'. 2.) Probleme der. Quanten:LiouvÜ.e-Gleichung aus der Halbleitertheorie

.""~~ ~' •• ~:.:: - :."'. - ,• .::_~ " .• ,:r_ - ~ _:.c· .... ::~ .. J._/I~'·.··- ..... ::.-.:J. ...... ,..2..

Zum ersten Thema stellt H. Babovsky ein Simll1ations-Schema für ein System mit
::- .. ,." .: ~ ~' .. :";."~., ,~~.~_. ::-= ...... ;-y., ::.'·_5 .. :";~·"~l~:-.-:.·~r-~;·

wenigen,. T~i1cben va!:. das eine Analys.e der systematischen Fehler einer solchen
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Simulation erlaubt. Von B. Wiesen wurde die AbhäDgigkeit der Lösung der Boltzmann-
t ~ ";..r. .. ....

Gleichung vom Wirkungsquerschnitt des Streukerns untersucht. Zur Beschleunigung

des Teilchen-Simulationsverfahrens stellte J. Struckmeier Ideen vor, die mit denen
~~ ~ ~~.,,: •.• ~.-.,~;,.~::.., .;:'...... 1 I..~r~;,;o ;:7' ~\ ~... +-.- ".- ~ .: _.: • .,-"':;.:- ..

zur Konvergenz-Beschleunigung l~sam, ~~vergierender Folgen verbunden sind.
4;. "~ ... 'i'f ... ~; ~.~~.",:l~.' :'~'... ~ .~ ":~~_w.j /oi' ..- ........':'.~' "._: .,:;; r:'

P. Gropengi.e.8er _besc~ftigte sich ~t Kri.erj~J;I; für einen tlberg&ng zwischen der'
~. M ••• "'.~ _. '- .... " j. ~•• -, _ :-'l.; H ..... _I-~. '~ ..~~,_t'\'",_. _..... .~.r: __ ........ ~~+ ... ~\,:;:~

Simula~iOD der BoltzmaDD~r91e~chÜugund A.lgo_rithmen zur LöSUDg der hydrodynami-
• ',',. ,# r_, .... ~~r ••• ~ ~.~ ..- "'.e. L:_',!,. 'e· ~ ,,.... =.1" . ':.j~ ..~~-~ ~': :.

.sche~ pleichunge~, ~ 8egeben~nfalls zwischen den alternativen Algorithmen hin
._"" .-. :':'.. ·r".: 0.:";. ~ _-.~ ~~ ·~· ..1 ,"_.:,.;; Ö.,~=.~,Z,·:" ·;:~~.T :;c;./ •.-i :.~,~;,; ."':
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und her zu schalten und so den Rechenaurwand für komplexere Geometrien zu ver

mindern. Eine Modirtkation der Boltzmann7"Gleichung für ein polyatomiges Gas leitete

S. Körber her. G. Mi8~ah1 untersuchte den Effekt einer Abkühlung des Systems bei

Verwendung bestimmter Folgen mit niedriger Diakrepanz zur Simulation der Gas

Obernäche-Wechselwirkung.

Zum zweiten Thema stellte P. Markowich die Quanten-Liouville-Gleichung vor. die

aus der Schrödinger-Gleichung hergeleitet ·wird. A. Arnold zeigte die globale Existenz

einer klassischen Lösung des Wigner-Poisson-Problems. F. Nier brachte zwei Beispiele

für kinetische Modelle zur Simulation des Elektronen-Transports in Halbleitern. Ein

Überblick über Methoden der Teilchen-Simulation iür die Halbleiter-Boltzmann

Gleichung wurde von P. Degond gegeben. H. Moock stellte eine deterministische

Teilchen-Methode zur Lösung der Halbleiter-Boltzmann-Gleichung vor. J. Wick

beschäftigte sich mit Ideen zur Lösung von Problemen mit Teilchen-Kollision mit

Hit fe von endlichen Teilchen-Methoden.

Diese beiden Haupt-Themen wurden von zusätzlichen Vorträgen begleitet.

So beschäftigte sich K. Dressler mit inversen Problemen der l~earen'Transport

Theorie. T. Platkowski zeigte bei einem Zwei-Geschwindigkeiten-Problem der Boltz

mann-Gleichung. unter welchen Bedingungen das Randwertproblem eine eindeutige

Lösung hat. G. Rein stellte lokale und globale Störungssätze für das relativistische

Vlasov-MaxweH-System vor. :J. Batt. beschäftigte sich mit der Stabilität von statio

nären Löungen des Vlasov-Poisson-Systems und zeigte. daß die insbesondere in

Lehrbüchern der Astrophysik angebrachten Argumente für eine Stabilität solcher

Löungen mathematisch lückenhaft sind.

Da der Tagung die Idee eines Arbeitskreises zugrunde lag. kamen hauptsächlich

orfene Probleme zur Sprache die bei kinetischen Gleichungen auftreten. Abschließend

vereinbarten die verschiedenen Teilnehmer-Gruppen. ihre Algorithmen auf ein gemein

sames Testproblem anzuwenden. Es ist geplant. bei Vorlage von ersten Ergebnissen

wieder zusammenzukommen. um diese zu vergleichen \D1d aufgetretene Probleme zu

diskutieren.

•

•
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Vortra888u8züge

K. Dressler:

Inverse Problems in Linear Transport Theory

Inverse problems for a class of linear kinetic equations are investigated. lbe aim

is t~ identify the scaUering kernel of a transport equation (corresponding to th~

structure of a background medium.) by observing the "albedo" part of the solution

operator for the corresponding direct initial boundary .value problem. 1his means to

get information on some integral operator in an integro-differential equation through

an overdetermined boundary value problem.

We ftrst derive a constructive method for solving direct half-space problems and

prove a new factorization theorem for the solutions. Using tbis result we investigate

stationary inverse problems with respect to wen posedness (e.g. reduce them to

classical ill-posed problems I such as integral equations of ftrst kind). In the
~

time-dependent ease we show that a quite general inverse problem is weil posed

and solve it· constructively.

T. Platkowslci:

Nommiquenes8 of Boundary Value Problems for the Two-Velocity Models of tbe

Boltzmann-Equation

We consider the general boundary value problem for the two-velocity model of the

• Boltzmann-Equation in an interval [-1 11]:

aN l 2 2
ax «Nt + ßNl N2 + yN 2

_ 43N2

ax
( 1 )
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The parameters «, ß, y deterJDine the model (e.g. « = -1, ß = 0, y give the

Carleman model etc.); «1' «2, ß l' ß2 are the boundary parameters.

We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for' existence of two solutioDS of (1)

end for existence of the unique solution; we also give examples of the existence

of two positive solutians of (l) for a given choice of the boundary parameters end

disCU8S possible generalizatioDB and applications in numerical procedures.

G. Rein:

Lokale und globale Störungssätze für das relativistische Vlasov-Maxwell-System

Gegeben sei das relativistische Vlasov-Maxwell-System für ein kollisionsfreies

Plasma bestehend aUs N verschiedenen Teilchensorten:

•
atE(t,x) - rot B(t,x) -41tj{t,x)

a t B(t,x) + rot E(t,x) 0

div E(t,x) = 41tp(t,x)

div B(t,x) = 0

N

pet ,x) := L q1ff1(t,x ,v) dv ,
i= 1

N

j(t,x) := LqljVf1{t,X,vldV
1=1

Es wird das Verhalten klassischer Lösungen dieses Systems unter kleinen Störungen

der Anfangsdaten untersucht .Neben Aussagen über stetige Abhängigkeit von den An- •

fangsdaten erhält man folgende globale Störungsaussage: Erfüllt eine globale (d.h.

für alle t :.t: 0 existierende) Lösung für t ~ CD eine gewisse, näher zu spezifIZierende

Abfallbedingung an die Kraftfelder, so erfüllt jede andere Lösung, welche geniigend

nahe an der vorgegebenen startet, ebenfalls diese Bedingung und ist damit insbeson~

dere global. Eine Folgerung aus diesem allgemeinen Resultat ist die Existenz

globaler, klassischer Lösungen für fast symmetrische Anfangsdaten.
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J. Batt:

Stability 0' Stationary Solutions of the Vlasov-PoiBson System

Es wird herausgestellt, daS die insbesondere in Lehrbüchern der Astrophysik ange

brachten Argumente für die Stabilität von stationären Lösungen des Vlasov-Poisson

Systems (z.B. T. Dinney - S: Tremaine, Galactic Dynamics, Princton Series in Astro

p~Y8ics 1987, S 285 und S 303 ) mathematisch lückenhaft sind. Nicht einmal die durch

Linearisierun8: entstandene Gleichung ist mathematisch auf Existenz W1tersucht (ebda,

Gleichung (5-5». Es wird eine solche Gleichung im kugelsymmetrischen Fall für

stationäre Lösungen diskutiert, die nur von der Energie abhängen.

H. Babovslcy:

Simulation 01 Steady Kinetic Equations

For a clus 01 Monte-Carlo Simulation methods fOt the time dependent Boltzmann

Equation a Law of Large Numbers is known stating that fot fIXed time intervals

[0.T] the simulated solutioDS converge to the exact solution as t~e particle numbet

N tends to infmity. However. the solution of practical interest is different. To

obtain stationary solutions within a reasonable amount 01 calculation time, one is

interested in the lang time behavior 01 small particle systems. In the talk I present

a new simulation scheme whieh allows to study the ergotie behavior 01 the under

lying Markov-process and to analyse the systematic errors in such a seheme for

small N.

B. Wiesen:

On the Dependence 0' the Solution of the Boltzmann-Equation on 'he Scattering

Cross Section

The scatteriDg cross seetion is a parameter in the Boltzmann-Equation (BE).

Considering the spatially homogeneous ease it is interesting to get same information

about tbis tunetion from the solution.
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To study tbis problem we fust derme an appropriate Banach space for the scattering

cross sections. In the next step we derive a respectation of the solution of the BE.

Using tbis representatio~ we can show that the above mentioned problem ia ill-posed

ir the initial distribution function has a rmite energy.

J. Struckmeier:

Acceleration Techniques for the Boltzmann-EquatioD

The computational effort for 3d-now simulations of the Boltzmann-Equation with

complex geometry is still very high. This comes fro~ the fact that the instationary

equation is simulated until a steady state is reached. The idea now is to accelerate

the convergence to the steady state. Some ideas for such techniques are given.

They are connected with transformations of slowly convergent sequences and ideas

about domain decompositions.

f. GropengieBer·:

Transition -between the Boltzmann-Equation and the Hydrodynamic Equations

•

The raitge of practical use of simulation schemes for solving the Boltzmann-Equation

is strongly limited by the bighly increasing computational effart when the gasdensity

is increasing (i.e. in the tower reentry phase of space vehicles). However in high

density . gases the distribution lunction is known to be elose to a Maxwellian

distribution fonction so that we ean reduce the computational effort be solving the

hydrodynamic equations. A eriterion for tbe va1idity of the' hydrodynamie equations •

is discussed end a simplified simulation scheme is proposed, whieh uses the ideas

of hydrodynamies.
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S. Körber:

BoItzmann-Equation for Polyatomic Gases

A model for a polyatomic gas is presented. namely the "loaded-sphere"-model. In

connection with tbis model the corresponding Boltzmann-Equation will be derived.

The additional terms in the rree streaming part along with the dirferences in the

collision integral to the "normal" Boltzmann-Equation are discUBsed. After introducing

a simulation s.cheme for numerical ~olutions of tbis "modifiedn Boltzmann-Equation

results or computational calculations are shown. These calculations are studies

about the internal structur of a shock wave in a polyatomic gas.

G. Mißmahl:

Randwertprobleme bei der Boltzmann-Simulation

Bei numerisch~.n Verfahren zur Lösung der Boltzmann-Gleichung kommt es beim

Einsatz bestimmter "Iow diBcrepancy"~Folgen für die Silnulation der Gas-Obernäche

Wechselwirkung zu einer Abkühlung des Systems. "Numerical Freezing" genannt.

Eine Untersuchung der Verwendung dieser LD-Folgen rUr Monte-Carlo-Simulationen

liefert· eine Erklärung des Effektes und Möglichkeiten zur Fehlerverminderung.

Dabei erweist sich der Einsatz einer Folge als sinnvoll. die eine Modifikation der

Van der Corput-Halton-Folge darstellt.

( Literatur: Diplomarheit "Randwertprobleme bei der Boltzmann-Simulation"•

G. Mißmahl. Fachbereich Mathematik, Universität Kaiserslautern)

P. Markowich:

Die Quanten-Liouville-Gleichung

Die Quanten-Liouville-Gleichung wird aus der Schrödinger-Gleichung hergeleitet

und mit Hilfe von Halbgruppenmethoden analysiert. Weiter sind die Kopplung mit

Poisaon-Gleichung (selbst-konsistentes Potential) und die speziell (ür Halbleiter

simulation bedeutende Erweiterung auf Transport in Kristallen (Wigner-Poisson

Gleichung) besprochen.
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A. Arnold:

The Wigner-Poisson-Problem in 2D

In dieser gemeinsamen Arbeit mit F. Nier wird die globale Existenz einer klassischen

Lösung des Wigner-Poisson Problems gezeigt. Die Ladungsoeutralität des 2d Systems

mit einem konstanten Ionenhintergnmd impliziert die Beschränktheit des elekto

statischen Potentials. Durch Umformulienmg des Wigner-Poisson Problems 81s

abzählbar viele Schrödinger-Gleichungen, die mit dem Newton-Potential gekoppelt

sind, erhält man die eindeutige Lösung mit Hilte der Halbgruppentheorie.

F. Nier:

Quantum and Kinetic Models of Semicond:uctor Physics ud theu Numerical SolutioDB

Kinetic Models are used in semiconductor physics in order to describe the electron

transport. Here we show two ot these Models which involve quantum phenomen~.

with giving mathematical and numerical results.

P. Degond:

Semiconductor Boltzmann-Equation / Electron Beams / Particle Methods

Review of methods and results in the particle simulations of the semicond:uctor

Boltzmann-Equation.

H. Moock: •

A Deterministic Particle Method for the Simulation 0' the Semiconductor

Boltzmann-Equation

To solve the semiconductor Boltzmann-Equati~n the most widely used method is.

the Monte-Carlo method. Because tbis method is quite Boisy, one needs 8 large

number of particles to get sufficient precise resuJts. As an interesting alternative
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we develop a deterministic particle method. The underlying idea of tbis method is

to diseretice the equation with respeet to the time and to interpret the result time

disereticed function as the density ~unetion of a measure. wbich again is appoximated

by a discrete measure. The convergenee of the method is proved and fust numerieal

experiments work very promising.

J. Wiek:

Some Ideas for Finite Partiele Methods

For collisionless kinetic problems like the Vlasov equation finite particle methods

are well-established. For the extension to problems with collisions as in rarefied

gases or semi-conductor. several suggestions are made and tested. Here we propose

the rewriting of the equation ioto divergence form. and to compute the speed of

propagation from the nux vector. This leads to a system of ODE's. which gives

good results in ID and can be expanded to higher-dimensional problems.

Berichterstatter: Guido MiBmah1
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber c h 49/1989.

Random Partia1 Differential Equations

19.11. bis·25.11.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Ulrich Hornung (München), Peter Kotelenez (Utrecht und
Cleveland/Ohio) und George Papanicolaou (New York) statt. Es nahmen insgesamt 37 Personen aus
12 Ländern an der Tagung teil.

Die Schwerpunkte waren zmallige Schrödinger-Operatoren, stochastische partielle Differentialglei
chungen, Malliavin-Kalkül, Dirichlet-Formen und stochastische Systeme in zufcilligen Medien. Die
meisten der gehaltenen Vorträge fallen in diese Gebiete. Die übrigen handelten von Grenzwertesätzen

. für Teilchensys~me und anwendungsorientierten mathematischen Modellen, wie z.B. durch zufällige
Störungen erregte Schwingungen. .

vortragsauszüge

SERGIO A. ALBEVERIO Some reeent developments in the theory 0/ infinite dimensional Dirichlet
fonns and Mariov -fields .

We report on some recent developments in the theory of Dirichlet forms and associated diffusions
on general infinite dimensional spaces. This is based on joint work with Michael RöCkner (Edingurgh).
Let E be a Souslin space (e.g. E =S'(Rd ) or E a Banaeh space) and let JJ be a probability measure on
E. A natural "pre Dirichlet form" EO associated with JJ is given by EO(u, v) == t f VuVvdJJ with u, v
smooth cyfinder functions, looked upon as a form on L2(JJ). A necessary and sufficient con'ditioo 00 p
Cor closability of the form is exhibited. This condition solves in particular a conjecture by Fukushima
in finite dimensions. We associate. to the closure E of EO, the so called "classical Dirichlet form
giveo by p" 1 asymmetrie Markov semigroup Pt and a Markov process. Under some additional very
general assumptions 00 E we.show that this process is a diffuion on E, satisfying in the weak sense a

: stochastic differential equation dXt ={J(Xt)dtX +dwt, with Wt a Brownian motion on E and ß a drift
vecior uniquely deterniined by JJ and with components in L2(p). The initial condition can be taken
arbitrary outside cl set of capacity O. A rich dass of interesting examples is provided by the measures JJ
which give the distribution of homogeneous (Euclidean) Markov scalar fields (over R d in the Gaussian
e&Se, d = 2 in the non Gaussian case). Such measures also fit in the dass of positive generalized
functionals in the sense of Hida's ealculus. The associated quantum fields are local relativistic neIds
over twerdimensional space-time. Some open problems are also mentioned. ·We dose by indicating
the construetiOD of a dass of (non Gaussian) vector Markov homogeneous (Euclidean) random fields
aver R4 obtained by 80lving a stoehastic first order partial differentialequation. This construetion,
which leads 10 models of relativistic local quantum fields over 4-dimensional Spate-time, is based on
recent joint work initiated with ~. H0egh-Krohn and pursued with K. Iwata and T. Kolsrud.

PAQ-LIU CHOW E%ponential estimates for some parabolic ftö equations
This talk is concerned with a large devIation type of estimates for some diffusion processes in

Hilbert spaces, including the Brownian motion, stochastic integrals and solutions 10 parabolic Itö
equations. First, exponential upper bounds in exit p'robability are proved for an Itö process to leave a
ball of radius r in a Hilbert space before time t. Then estimates ~e obtained for the solution process
to a parabolic ItO equation. We will also indicate same applications of such estimates in the proof of a
large deviation theorem for semi-linear parabolic equations perturbed by a rnultiplicative white noise.
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WALTER CRAIG Trace formulae for Sc.hrödinger operators with ergodie potentials
We consider the spectral problem for Schrödinger operators

d2

L(q)t/J = (- dx 2 +q(z;w»t/J = ~t/J

where q(z;w) is ergodic. That iSt there is a probability measure P defined on C(R) which is ergodic
with respect to translation, and we consider all q E supp(P). Results are presented which support
the conjecture that if the spectru;m is entirely absolutely continuoUB then q(z) is almost periodic
and supp(P) is a torUs. We prove, under geometrkal conditions.on the spectrum O'(L(q» and under
the assumption that the Lyapunov exponent 7(.~) vanishes almost everywhere on the spectrum, that
supp(P) is compact. The methods are inverse spectral theoretic, including a generalization of the
trace formulae weIl known in periodic theory.

«.)

'.,
I

GIUSEPPE DA PRATO Kolmogorov equa1ions in Hilbert space and applica1ions 10 Hamilton- •
Jacobi-Bellman equations

We consider the Kolmogorov equation related to a linear or semi-linear stochastic equation in
Hllhert space. We prove a smoothing property of the corresponding semi-group and we apply this
result to salve a Hamilton-Jacobi-Belhnan equation arising in stochastic ·control.

G. F. DELL'ANTONIO Nelson processes cannot attain the zeroes oftheir density
A conservative (Nelson) diffusion is (when it exists) a diffusion in R d with density p and drift

b = v + fvr log p, which satisfy a weak. form of the continuity equation ~ + V(pv) =O. Processes of
this type occur when one wants to construct diffusions adapted to solutioDS of Schrödinger's equation.
When v and p are sufficiently smooth. and p is strictly positive, it is easy to prove that such diffusions
exist. If Zp = {(t, z) : p = O} is not empty, difficulties occur because b becomes singular at Zp. We use
Lyapunov stability techniques to prove, under suitable assumptiops, that the diffusion a.s. does not
reach Zp' We use - log 6 as a Lyapunov function, where 6 is a smooth version of the distance function
from Zp' This allows to treat C&seS when the density is not smooth, and sheds light on Carlen's energy
condition.

M. DOZZl t J. B. WALSH On the Markov property of solutions of parabolic stochas#c differential
equations .

Let D C R d (d ~ 1) be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 8D. We consider the following
initial-boundary value problem: .

av .at = av + M on Dx]O,oo[; V = 0 on 8(D x [0,000, (1)

where a iS;.the Laplace-operator on R d and (Mt; t ~ 0) is a worthy martingale measure [1]. The
solution of I, in the sense of distributions, is given by

Vi(f/J) = f G(t/J,t;y,s)dM7I't tP E Cö(iJ),
lDx]o.t]

where G(4);y,s) = J ,p(z)G(z,t;y,s)dx and G(z,t;y,s) is the Green's function of the homogeneous
part of 1, Le. with M = 0 (see [1]). Let A C D x R+ be a bounded domain with smooth boundary
aA and suppose that M has the germfield Markov property with respect to A. Then also V has
the germfield Markov property with respect to A and we show the minimal splitting field can be
represented by means of the trace of V on aA and the generalized normal derivative of V on aA,
where the trace is given by

tr8AV(tP) ~ f 1. l/;(x,t)G(z,t;Yt s)S(dz,dt)dM7I " t/J E Cö(V x R),
JDX~ 8A

2
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where S is the surface measure on 8A, aitd the normal derivative is giveo. by

av /, 8G
lJNt; (tb) = DxB... 8Nt; (,p;y,s)dMpl ,

wbere /H:(t/J; y,s) = f8A t/J(z, t)N1:(z, t)'Vt;G(z, t; y,s)S(dz, dt) and N1:(z,t) is the veeter ofthe space
eomponeJits of the unit outer normal in (z, t) E BA. This result is eontained in [2].

References:
[1] J. B. Walsh: -An introduction to stochastie partial differential equations. Lecture Notes in

Math. 1180 (1986) 266-438. #

[2] M. DOZZI, J. B. WALSH: Markov property of solutions of stochastie partial differential equa
tions. Manuscript (1989).

RODOLFO FIGARI, S. TETA Limit theorems for boundary value problems 0/ mized type
We analyze the asymptotie behavior of the solution of an elliptie problem with homogeneous mixed

boundary eonditions on a large number of inclusions randomly distributed. An effective equation is
found for the limit problem, as the number of inclusions increases without bound and their linear size
converges to zero. The result extends to potentials with negative parts, the dass of effeetive potentials
which can be obtained by a limiting procedure. We also establish ~he relation betweeen this problem
and the asymptotic behavior of the Laplacian with zero-range potentials on a set of pointS invading
densly a bounded or unbounded region in R3.

JEAN-PIERRE FOUQUE Fluctuations fitld /or the asymmetrie simple ez-c1usion
The hydrodynamieal limit (or the asymmetrie simple exclusion proeeBS, and more generally for

asymmetrie attractive processes, has been investigated by several authors during the last years. In
Benassi-Fouque [1987] we have shown that the corresponding density profile is the unique entropy
solution to the associated nonlinear Euler equation. In this work we study the fluctuations field and
we show, at least in a particular case, that the limiting field consists in an initial Gaussian field
transported by the Iinearized equation.

KENNETH GOLDEN Critical phenomena in rcmdom resistor networks
We consider the bulk conductivity O'.(p) of the bond lattice in Zd, wbere the bonds have eon

ductivity 1 with probability p or e· ~ 0 with probability 1 - p. The analytic properties of O".(p)
are investigated, particularly eonvexi.ty near the percolation threshold Pe, which ean be observed in
numer~cal simulations. In d =2 it is proved that for everye > 0', O'.(p) is convex in a neighborhood
containing Pe = i. This resuit is based on Keller's intercbange equality, and analyticity of O'.(p)
in a neighborhood containing [0,1] in the eomplex p-plane. For e = 0, where it is believed that
O'.(p) .- (p -.Pe)' as P - pt (or a dimension dependent eritical exponent t, a simplified model of the
conductivity backbone is analyzed. This analysis not only explains convexity near Pe, but indicates
in whicb dimensions ~ and ~ either diverge or vanish as p - pt. Based on this analysis, we
propose the inequalitie: 1 ~ t ~ 2in d = 2,3 and 2 ~ t :5 3 in d 2: 4. In d = 3, the inequality t :5 2
exclude many numerical estimates of t in d = 3, which have ranged from 1.5 to 2.36.

I. Va. GOLDSHElD Lyapunov ezpon~nts and one special representation 01 the integrated densitll
01 states

The main aim of the first part of this report is to explain that the algebraic language is adequate
for describing the properties of Lyapunov exponents. .

Let Ai(W) be i.i.d. m x m-matrices, Ai E GL(m, R) with EI In IIA;II I < 00 and JI being the
distribution function of Ai(')' GI' is the c10sed group generated by the matriees belonging to the

3



support of v and (;11 is the Zariski c10sure of G II • LyaPJlnov exponents of Sn =An(w)· ... . A1(W) are
denoted by a 1 ::5 ···5 a m • _

Theorem 1 If GII = GL(m,R) then Q1 < ... < Qm' So, if for same i, ai =ai+1, then G II is a
nontrivial algebraic subgroup of GL(m, R).

The results of this type can be found in I. Goldsheid, G. Margulis: "Lyapunov exponents of the
product of random matrices" Uspehi Matern. Nauk. 44.5 (1989). .

The secend part of the repert is devoted to same representation of N ('\). Let os consider a
difference Schrödinge.r operator H

(HY)n = -Yn+1 + QnYn - Yn-1. -00 < n < 00.

Here
00

Y = (Yn):=-oc)I L IIYnll2 < 00, Yn E Rm

with mx m-matrices Qn =Q~. Let H(I:) be a restriction of H to the interval [0, k] with zero boundary _
conditions. We define ..

. We need also the following sequence of selfadjoint m x m-matrices

tPo =0, 4'n(..\) = (Qn - if>n-1 - '\1)-1, n ~ 1.

For any tP we define N (4)) = # {Pj : JJ; < 0, JJj is the eigenvaJue of tP}·
Theorem 2 NI: = L:=l N(tPn(..\»'
It follows from theorem 2 and from the results of the mentioned work that if Qn are Li.d. selfadjoint

matrices (under some natural conditions) then with probability 1 there exist

and ,,(,\) is Bölder continuous.

LUIS G. GOROSTIZA Ertended solutions 01 stocht13tic evolution equations with respect 10 s~

mimaJ1inga/es in Hilbert space
. Let X ={X, : 0 ~ t ~ T} be a stochastic process with vaIues in a Hilbert space H, which satisfies

the stochastic evolution equation

where {At : 0 S t :5 T} is a family of c10sed linear operators which generate an evolution system
{Vf ,. : 0 :5 .t.:S T}.on B, and Z(X) is a semimartingale which may depend on X. The variation of
constants formula corresponding to 1 is

. dX, = A,X,dt + dZ(X)" 0 5 t 5 T,

x, =Uf,oXO + f Uf,,~(X),. 0 :S t :S T.
1]0,.]

(1)

(2)
e

which is also an equation for X.
Several definitions of solutions of equations 1 and 2 are given and relationships between them are

presented, when D =nO<'<T 'D(A;) is dense in H, and they are extended for the case when Disnot
dense in H. - -
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BRONIUS GRJGELIONIS Hellinger measures and Hellinger processes for weak solutions 0/ stocha·
stic evolution equations

Let (0, F, F) be a filtered measurable space with a family {pI: 9 E 9} of probability measures

on:F. For each a = (a}, .. . ,Qt). 0 < Qj < 1, L:=l Qj = 1 and I = (91 ."" 9t ), 9j E 8, j =
1, ... , k, k ~ 2, the notions of the Hellinger processes ht(Q; I), t ~ 0, and the Hellinger .measures
H,(a; I)(A), A E :F" t ~ 0, are considered. In the case, when· the measures' pS, 9 E e are weak
solutions 10 the defined stochastic evolution equations, characterized as the unique solutions 10 the
corresponding martingale problems, an explicit relationship of H,(a; I) and h,(a; I) is defined using
coefficients of the stochastic equations.

ULRlCH HORNUNG A problem from soil physics
Different approaches are discussed that deal with ftow and transport through porous media having

random properties. Assuming that the permeability of the diffusivity is a random field, one is led to
elliptic and parabolic equations having stochastic coefficients. The mathematical methods used are
(1) Monte-Carlo simulation, (2) Fourier-transform methods, (3) stochastic homogenizatioo, and (4)
perturbation techniques. Open problems are pointed out.

G. JETSCHKE Nonlinear reaction.diffusion equations with white noise: Lar·ge deviations, lattice
approrimatioß, simulated annea/ing

Nonlinear SPDEs ofreaetion-diffusion type with white ooise disturbance arise in several physical
and biological applications. The solution of the special equatioo 00 a one-dim.ensional interval [0, L]
(see the paper by Manthey) should satisfy

U. =Tch +l' Tc-,f(U,)ds +l' 11' - Tc-,dW,

and can be understood as a Markov process on the state space G[O, L]. Here (~),>o denotes the
semigroup generated by Ä =~ and (W,),~o is a cylindrical Wiener process.

1) Large deviation properties are derived to study most probable states and trajectories: The
process (U,) has a unique invariant distribution p~ <Q~, Q~ = N(O,C), C = ~(_d)-l, with

dp
o : 21L

dQ; (q) = N ·exp (-;2 0 F[q(x)]dz) , F' =f·

The family (P~)~>o, e2 = ~. satisfies a large deviation principle (LDP) on G(O, L] with rate function

5(q) = l L

(~lql(ZW - F[q(z)])dz - const.

Rence the most probable states are the local minima of S corresponding to the stable fixed points of
the deter~.istic evolution (u =0). The family of induced measures (Pe), > 0 on the path space
C([O, Tl; G[O. L» also satisfy a LPD with a certain rate function !rom which characteristic properties
of tunneling between local minima of S can. be derived.

2) A lattice approximation U(t, il) ~ U/,(t), i =0, ... ,N, I =11, N = 1,2, ... is given where Ä
is replaced by second order differences ~d the noise field e(t, x) by independent white noise 1;(,(t).
This can be done such that the evolution UN 00 G[O, L] associated by piecewise linear interpolation
converges in probability, Le.

lim P { sup IU,z - uf:1 > eS} =0
N-oo t:5T, ze{O,L)

for all 6 > O.
3) Let the noise strength u(t) be time-dependeot. Let Jlo be the suitab~y weighted distribution 00

the global minima of S. The following result on simulated annealing is conjectured: Ir O'(t) ~ log(~+,)' C
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a certain constant, then limt _ oo Pu. = po: This should b~ proved by combining lattice approximation
and finite-dimensional results.

WERNER KIRSCH Sur/ace effects tor random operators
Let Vw+(z), Vw-(z), x ERd, be two ergodie random fields and set Vw(x) = Vw+(x) for Xl ~ 0

and = Vw- for %1 < 0, X = (Xl,"" Xd). We are interested in the random Schrödinger operator
Hw = -d + Vw ' It·is not difficuit to see that the spectrum 1:;..of Hw (which is a nonrandom set)
contains the spedra E± of H~ = -~+ Vw±' In addition there may be also energies in E which are not
in E+ U E-. We call these energies "surface energies". One may define a "density of sunace states"
in analogy with the density of states but normalized by a surface term rather than a volume. It is
proven that the density of surface states exists and that its support together with the support of the
density of (bulk) states agrees with the spectrum E.

Reference: H. English, W. Kirsch, M. Schrooer, B. Simon: "Random Schrö-dinger operators .
ergodic in all but one diredion", Comm. Math. Phys. (to appear)

V. I. KLYATSKIN Diffusion approximation used in stochastic equations
A statistical description of dynamical systems with fluctuating parameters is presented on the

basis,of a functional approach, of 6-correlated and of diffusive approximations. These approximations
are discussed in detail for examples of certain boundary value problems for plane wave propagation
in randomly layered media. The application of the invariant imbedding method permits to replace
the boundary value problems in question. by problems with initial conditions that are characterized
by the "dynamic causality" property. On the basis of imbedding equations we analyse 6-correlation
and diffusive approximations, the role of boundary conditions on the problem solution and the effects
of localization of energy in randomly layered media.

PETER KOTELENEZ A comparison theorem and positivitg tor a dass 0/ stochastic differential
equations

For a dass of stochastic differential equations driven by space-time white ni05e a comparison
theorem is proven under the assumption that the semigroup generated by the linear part of the drift
is positivity preserving. As a consequence a sufficient condition for positivity of 5Olutions is derived,
which under mild additional 88sumptions is shown to be necessary.

RALF MANTBEY Reaction-di/fusion equations with white noue
The Dirichlet and the initial value problem for the reaction diffusion equation

•

{)
aiu(t, x) =(äu)(t, x) + f(u(t, x» + t1 • e(t, x)

are considered. Here eisa space-time Gaussian white noise. Physically interesting conditions on •
.the reaction function f are given, which ensure the existence and uniqueness of a solution u to both
problems. Two types of approximation of the driving term eare discussed. In one case eis replaced
by a space-time correlated noise en I in the ather a Poissonian point process 4>n is considered. It can
be shown that the corresponding solutions U n converge weakly. to u.

DAVID NUALART Stochastic pambo/ie differential equations with re/lection
We consider the following stochastic partial differential equation of parabolic type

ou ö2 Ö2T]
öt (x, t) - öx2 (x, t) + f(u(x, t)) =e(x, t) + 8xUt'
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with °:5 t :5 T, °:5 x :5 1, where eisa spa:ce-time white noise and I an increasing function. Also
we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on the function u. Then we define a weak solution of the
preceding equation as a pair (u, '1) such that u 'is positive and continuousJ and f'J is a random meaSure
(possibly infinite) on [0, 1] x (0, Tl whose support is contained in the set where u vanishes, and U obeys
the above equation in a weak sense. Intuitively, f'J represents the minimum amount of pushing upward
required to keep the solution u nonnegative. The main result is the existence and uniqueness of such
a solution. Moreover the measure TI integrates the function x(1 - x) and is continuous in the time
variable. The proof uses the classical penalization method. The case of a white noise with a nuclear
covariance has been studied in detail by Baussmann and Pardc1ux (App!. Math. Optim. 1989]. The
results deseribed above have been obtained in a joint work with E. Pardoux.

•
GEORGE PAPANICOLAOU Pulse re/lection 0/ waves hy randomly layered media
When the width of the pulse incident on a randomly layered half space is broad eompared to the

layer size but narrow eompared to the layer seale variations of the layer properties, it is possible to give
a very precise and relatively simple charaeterization of the refieeted signals. They are nonstationary
Gaussian processes that have a simple structure. The loeal power speetral density of these processes
ean be obtained by solving a system of transport equations that arise from a moment hierarchy in
the limit. Using this asymptotie theory we address several inverse problems: to detect the large seale
properties of the medium from the statistics of the refieeted sign~'-

L. PASTUR, W. KIRSCH Large time hehavior 0/ some moments 0/ fundamental solutions 0/ the
rondom paroholic equation

Let V(z) be a random ergodie field in R d and P±(t, X, y), t ~ 0, X, Y E Rd be the fundamental
solution of the equation

8P±8t = (il =t= V)P±, P±I,=o = 6(x - y).

We sttfdy the behavior for t -+ 00 of the quantity

Ä(t)= f E{P+(t,O,x)P_(t,x,O)}dx,. JR4
where E{...} denotes tbe mathematical expectation corresponding to V. Our results are as folIows:

(i) if V(x) is the Gaussian field and E{V(z)} =0, E{V(z)V(y)} =B(x - y), then

In Ä(t) = (B(O) - B(xo»t2(1 +0(1», t -+ 00

where B(xo) = inf~ER4 B(x) :5 0; .
(ii) if V(x) has the form Lj f(x - Xj), where {Xj} is the Poisson point field with the density

Tl, fE L1(Rd
) n C 2(Rd

) and 1(0) = sUPzER4 I(x) > 0, I(xo) = infzE R4 :5 0, then

In Ä(t) =Ct- ~ . TJ •exp{t(f(O) - f(zo)]}(l + ~(t», t -+ 00

where C cali be expressed via the Hessian of f.
The similar asymptotic formula holds for the field V(z) = LnEZ4en/(z - n), where en, n E Zd,

are i.i.d. r8.,!1dom variables and I(x) is as above. We compare our results with known asymptotical
results far N(t) = E{P±(O,0, t)} and discuss applications to the theory of disordered systems.

ROSS PINSKY, MARK PINSKY Tronsience and reCUJTence lor a dass 0/ rondom d#ffusions and
an application to rondom paroholic operators

Let k(t) be an ergodie finite state Markov ehain on the state space E = {l,2, ... n} with invariant
probability measure Jl. For each k E E let

1 d 82 d {)

Lk =2 L aij(z;k) 8z.8x. + Lbi(z;k) ox'
iJ=l t 1 i=l 1
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be a nondegenerate diffusion generator. Then for each f)xed realization k(t), Lt(t) may be thought of
as a time inhomogeneous diffusion generator. Denote the corresponding time inhomogeneaus diffusion
process by X(t; k(.». We call X(t; k(.») a random diffusion. We investigate the transience and
recurrence properties of the following dass of random diffusions:

Lle =!~ +VIe ,
2

where
Vt -lxI6b( 1:1 j k) . V as Ixl-+ 00,

6 E [-1, 1) arid b( lir j k) has mean zero with respect to p. That is, the drift is asymptotically mean zero
and homogeneous of degree 6 E [-1,1). We give necessary and sufficient'conditions for the transience
or recurrence of X(t; c(.» a.8. with respect to k(.). We also give an application to random parabolic
operators.

UWE RÖSLER The variation diminishing propeny for diffusions
. The transition probability kernel for one-dimensional birth and death processes or diffusions is

totally positive and has the variation diminishing property. A kernel K has the variation diminishing
. property, if the number of sign changes of a function fis not smaller than these of K f. In the talk we

show how to use these properties to derive results on the geometric shape of the transistion probability
densities. It also provides a probabilistic proof that these densities exist in the m08t general case,
even for arbitrary speed measure. This method allows local results !rom global convergence. AB an
example we atate the foUowing result:

Theorem. Let x n be a sequence of birth and death processes converging weakly to a diffusion.
X n , X are on natural scale. Then .

(i) Pz(X, t, e. is absolutely continuous w.r. to the speed measure m,
(ü) dmt;d is a unimodal function of y for all z.

FRANCESCO RUSSO Density estimates tor two-parameter diffusion: the case 0/ generalized
HÖfTRander conditions

Under generalized Börmander conditions introduced by D. Nualart and M. Sanz, the law of a
tw<;parameter diffusion has a smooth density on the axes. We obtain an estimate of this density
when the parameter is small. In this way, we extend the Varad.han estimate which is well-known for
ordinary diffusions. '

•

HERBERT SPORN Large scale structure 0/ a stationary nonequilibrium measure
We consider a reversible stoehastic lattice gas subject to steady ftux at the boundary. Of interest is

the station~ymeaSure in the limit oflattice constant e ~ O. It is expected that density profiles become
deterministic in the limit and converge to the steady solution of the appropriate nonlinear diffusion •
equation. LocaUy the distribution of particles should be given by the appropriate Gibbs measure
with the loeal density. Jointly with G. Eynik and J. L. Lebowitz we prove the law of large numbers
and Ioeal equilibrium. w.e use the technique of small entropy production of Guo, Papanicolaou, and
Varadhan. This method requires the gradient condition, at least at present. Nontrivial examples are
known only in one dimension. For this reasen we are reStricted to one dimension. An interesting
unresolved question is the ßuctuation field for the stationary measure.

A. S. USTUNEL A dass 0/ distributions on Wiener space and some applicatioßs
In this talk I have given a way of construction of a class of distributions on an abstract Wiener space

(AWS) via the second quantization of aself-adjoint operator on the associated Cameron-Martin space".
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•

•

One obtains a dass of test funetions (which is an algebra) which is smaller than the test functions of
Meyer-Watanabe and larger than the cylindrical test fundions. The corresponding distributions are
stahle under the basic operations as Sobolev derivative or divergence (i.e. Skorohod integral). Aß an
application I have proposed the solution of the following equation

-L1(e(%,w) - E[e(:t,w»)) + .l(z,w) = e(.~lw)W(%,w) .

where 6 is the Laplace operator on L'(Rd ) and {. is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on the AWS
(operating on w E AWS). With the increasing dimension the solution of this equation becomes more
and more singular. .

MICHAEL VOGELIUS Homogenization convergence 0/ planar networks
Motivated by a problem in impedance computed tomography we seek to d~termine limits of discrete

voltage potentials in resistor networks. It is shown that any possible limit (as the distance between
nodes eonverges to zero) satisfies a diffusion equation. For special geometries (e.g. an equilateral
triangular network) it is posSible to obtain quite spedfic information about the realizable diffusion
matrices: The talk reports work in progress.

w. WEDIG Simulation' and analysis 0/ mechanical systems with parameter jluctuations .
In most situations, noise saurces like external turbulent forres en~r ioto the equations of motion

of elastic structures in terms of parameter ftuctuations. A typical example gives an Euler~Bernoulli
beam under axial forces or corresponding axial displacements u(t). It is described by the following
boundary value problem.

EA 1 ('
Elw~zzz(z,t) + ßw.(z, t) + ~wu - T[u(t) + 210 w2(z, t)dz]wz~(Z,t) = 0,

w(?, t) = w(l, t) = w~~(o, t) = wzz(l, t) =0; w(z, t) =T(t) sin 1I'T.
BecaUBe of the simple bounda,Qr conditi~ns the lateral beam vibration w(z, t) can b~ separated by the
first mode sin 1ff leading to-the ordinary differential equation with the natural frequency wl =1f4~

- • 2 Al ..-1
T(t) + 2Dw1T + "11[1 + 1r2 u(t)]T(t) + 11. ~(t) =. o.

This is a bifurcation problem. For w~ > Ö, D > 0 the trivial solution T(t) == 0 can be destabilized by
increasing ßuctuatioDS of u(t). To compute the bifurcation point, we assume white noise ßuctuations
tU, with the intesnity fT and tr~form the linearized T -equation by polar coordinates.

dl~gA. = -(Jl[D - (D + ~0'2 cos2 t/J.) cos 2t/J.]dt - uVWi sin 2tP.dw"

df/l. = -wi[l + (D + ~u2 cos' ~t)sin 2t/J.]dt - u...jWi cos2 .p.dw•.

The phase process .pt is indep~ndent of the growth behavior of the amplitude At. Furthermore, there
exists an invariant measure p(t/!) determined by the stationary Fokker-Planck equation. Integrated
once, it leads to -

~U2 cos· T/Jp/(.p) + [1 + (D - ~u2 cos2.p)SiD 2.p]p(.p) = C

where eisa constant -of integration given by the. normalization cODdition. The diffusion equation
possesses two singularities at t/J = ±1. We introduce a regularization applying backwards differences

9



t'.,

This recurrence formula allows a simple and' fast computation of the invariant measure p(t/J) in the
range - f ~ t/J ~ j and -therewith of the Lyapunov exponent

simply by evaluating the integral a~ove.

(1)

RUTH J. WILLIAMS, W. A. ZHENG On reflecting Brownian motion. a weak convergence ap·
proach

Consider a d-dimensional domain D that has a finite Lebesgue measure and whose boundary has
zero Lebesgue measure. W~ define a sequp.nce of stationary diffusion processes with drifts that tend
to infinity at the boundary in such a way as to keep the sampie 'paths in D. We prove ·that this .
sequence is tight and any weaklimit process is a continuous' stationary Markow process in fJ. When
D is bounded and locally representable as the region lying on one side of the graph of a continuous
function, we identify our process with the stationary reflecting Brownian motion defined by Fukushima
using the Dirichlet form that is proportional to fD IVgl2dz, 9 E H 1(D). Furthermore, under a mild
condition on the boundary of D, which is easily satisfied when D is a Lipschitz domain, we show that
our process has a Skorohod-like semimartingale rep~esentation.

J. ZABCZYK Some applications 0/ control theory to stochastic evolution equations
We show first that if two Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes have equivalent laws then the' associat~d

control systems generate the same sets of trajectories. From this we deduce explicit necessary conditi
ons for the law equivalence. They give' also sufficient conditions for the equivalence., Then we describe
a solution to the deterministic exit problem for the first and second order gradient systems obtained
in a joint paper with G. Da Prato and A. Pritchard. We show how this solution is related to the
stochastic exit problem of Freidlm-Wentzel in infinite dimensional spaces.

MOSHE ZAKAI, D. NUALARr Generulized Brownian /untionals and the soluti~n to 4 stochastic·
partial differential equation

A dass of generalized Wiener functionals, related to those of Hida and Watanabe, is introduced.
These nations ~e applied to .the derivation of ~ solution to the stochastic partial differential equation

8Y
8t =LY + '" + y . '1

••

where L is a second order partial .differential operator in the d-space variables,- 'IJ .is a white noise
operator in ..the (d + 1)-space-time variables, Y . 'IJ denotes the Skorohod stochastic integral (which
for integranGs which are adapted with respect to the t·parameter coincides with a suitably defined •
Ito integral), t/J is a non-random function in the (d + 1) space-time parameters. The existence and
uniqueness· of a solution to equation 1 in the dass of generalized Brownian fl:lIlctionals is established.

ZHIMING MA, S. ALBEVERIO Singular Schrödinger opemtors associated with Feynman·Kac
semigroups .

In this paper we discuss Schrödinger operators HP =-~ + p on L2(Rd). Here JJ =IJ+ - P- is
a signed measuie such that IJ+ and IJ- are both smooth in the sense o.f M. Fukushima. The dass of
smooth measures (5 in notation) is quite large. It contains all Radon measures having no polar sets,
consequently each non-negativ~ locally integrable function / corresponds to a smooth measure / dz.
In addition) there are smooth measures JJ which are nowhere Radon in the sense that JJ(G) = 00 for
each non-empty ?pen set G. By the theory of Dirichlet spaces we show that there a1ways exists a

10



•

representation of HP provided the corresponding perturbe<J form is bounded from below. In particular,
HP exists always if IJ+ is smooth and IJ- is in the Kato dass. Thus, there are Schrödinger operators
with potentials which are singular on each neighborhood of an arbitrary point Z of Rd. We give~
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of continuous FeYllll1all-Kac semigroups given in
terms of Brownian motion and the additive functionals associated with signed smooth measures. We
improve also the KLMN theorem in our specific context. All the results are extended to the case of
Schrödinger operators restricted to a domain D eRd with mixed boundary condit~ons.

Berichterstatter: Ulrich Hornung und Peter Kotelenez
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Tag u n g s b e reh t 50/1989

Methoden und Verfahren der mathematischen Physik

26.11. bis 2.12.1989

Die 12. Tagung über "Methoden und Verfahren der mathematischen Physik" fand
unter der Leitung der Herren R.E. Kleinman (Newark), R. Kreß (Göttingen) und
E. Martensen (Karlsruhe) statt. Es kamen 41 Teilnehmer (BRD 19, esSR 1,
DDR 2, Finnland 1, Griechenland 1, Großbritannien 4, Niederlande 2, Polen 1,
Schweden "2, USA 8). 29 Vorträge wurden gehalten.

Die Themen der Vorträge kamen aus einem weiten Bereich der mathematischen
Physik; es wurd~ vor allem vorgetragen über direkte und inverse Randwertpro
bleme aus der klassischen Streutheorie akustischer, elektromagne~ischerund ela
stischer Wellen, aus der Strömungslehre, aus der Magnetohydrodynamik und aus
der Potentialtheorie. In der Streutheorie wurden sowohl zeitharmonische Ansätze
und zugehörige Randwertprobleme als auch Einbettungsmethoden für die Wellen
gleichung diskutiert. Hierzu wurden auch die inversen Probleme besprochen,
bei denen aus gegebenen Eingabedaten und geJIlessenen Reflektionsdaten auf die
Eigenschaften von Materialien geschlossen wird. In der Strömungslehre standen
Wasserwellen und die mathematische Beschreibung und numerische Berechnung
von Wirbel~trömungen im Vordergrund. In der Magnetohydrodynamik und Po
tentialtheorie wurden Fragestellungen aus der Astro- und Solarphysik betrachtet.
Ferner' wurden numerische Methoden zur Berechnung von Lösungen spezieller
Integral- bzw. Differentialgleichungen vorgestellt.

Eines der Ziele der Tagung war es, Ingenieure, Physiker und Mathematiker zusam
menzubringen, damit diese ihre Ideen, Probleme und Probl~mlösungenunterein
~der austauschen. Daß die Teilnehmer sich dabei besser kennenlemten und un
tereinander neue Kontakte knüpften, war ein erwünschter Nebeneffekt.
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Vortragsauszüge

D. Cotton

Eleetromagnetie Waves ,in an Inhomogeneous Medium
We considerthe scattering of time· harmonie electromagnetic waves by an inho
mogeneous medium D of compact support, l.e. the conductivity q = q(z) and
permittivity e = e(x) are functions of z in D. Let F denote the cl88s of electric
far field patterns corresponding to incident plane waves of arbitrary direction and
polarlzation. Then it ia shown that if q > 0 then :F is complete in the set of
square integrable tangential vector fields on the unit sphere whereas if q = 0 and .
f = f(r) where r = lxi then there exist frequencies for which :F is not complete. e
Let F). be the electric far field pattern corresponding to a ball B ::> D such that
on aB the Held satisfies an impedance boundary condition. Then if FE :F the set
{F - F>.} is complete for a1l q ~ o. These results are U:Bed to develop two methods
for solving the inverse scattering problem of determining E and u from the set :F.
This talk represents joint work with Rainer Kreas and L88Si Päivärinta.

G. Kristensson

Inverse Scattering Problems in Dispersive Media.
Green's FUnctions &Ud Invariant Imbedding Techniques

The determination of the electromagnetic dispersive properties of a medium is
considered. The mathematical model used for the constitutive relation is
D(t) = eo(E(t) + (G * E)(t», where * means time convolutio~ and G(t) ia the
susceptibility kernel of the medium. This relation is the general form of a linear,
time invariant, cau.sal, continuoUB and isotropie mapping D = D(E). The medium
is assumed to be homogeneous and the objective is to find G(t) by means of
reflection data. Two different approaches are presented. The first one is based
upon an imbedding argument that gives an imbedding equation for the impulse
response of the medium. One of its features is that it is nonlinear (see Beezley &;
Krueger). The other approach uses Green's functions arguments and results in a
set of coupled linear partial differential equations. Both these approaches can be
used to salve the inverse problem, Le. to find G(t) provided the impulse response •
R(t) is given. More precise1y, if the refleetion impulse data R(t), 0 :5 t :5 T, ia
given, then G(t), 0 :5 t :5 T, can be determined. In the case of a homogeneous
semi-infinite slab the solution G(t) is found by simply solving a Volterra equation
of the second kind.

F. Ursell

Mathematical Aspects of '!'rapping Modes in the Theory cf Surface Waves

Fluid occupies the part D of the half-plane (-00 < Z < 00, 0 < y < 00) exterior
to a closed curve C. The velocity potential tp(z, y)e-iwt satisfies

L;:2 + ~2 - .1:
2]cp(:i:,y) = 0
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with the boundary conditions

W 2ln + gac.p = 0 on
T 8y

ac.p
y=o, an ==0 on C,

•

wbere 0 < w2 < gk. A trapping mode (bound state) is a solution of this ho
mogeneous system such" that the energy is finite.~ Under what circumstances do
trapping modes exist? The author has shown recently that this problem can be
reduced to the determination of the discrete part of the spectrum of a bounded
self adjoint operator; earlier work had made use of unbounded operators. There
are still many interesting unsolved problems on trapping modes.

Rita Meyer-Spasche

A Global Analysis of Secondary Bifurcations in the Benard Problem

We investigate the non-linear interaction of 2-roll solutions with 4-roll solutions in
a horizontallayer of fluid. Fourier expansion, Galerkin method and perturbation
arguments are used to reduce the PDEs of the Boussinesq approximation"to a noo
linear algebraic system of seven equations. This system then is solved explicitly
for the 2-roll solution (tP1}, 811 ,602 ), for the 4-roll solution (tP21 , 821 ,802 ), and for
relations B ll (R, Pr, er) = 0 and B 21 (R, Pr, a) = 0 which give the loci of secondary
bifurcation on tP11 and t/121, respectively. Dur approximation differs from earlier
ones CL.Segel, 1962,... , Busse, Or, 1986) by being valid in a fuH neighborhood of
the intersecting curves of primary bifurcatioos, not ooly near their intersection.
(joint work with D. Lortz and P. Petroff)

A.C. MCBride

The Range and Invertibility cf a Class of Mellin Multiplier Transforms

We consider operators T satisfying a relation of the form

(M(T<f»)(s) = h(s)(M4»(s)

where M denotes the Mellin transform and the multiplier h has the form

A large variety of integral and differential operators involving special functioos
can be obtained by suitable choice of the parameters 1]i, ej (eomplex) and r i, t j

(real and positive). We diseuss the range and invertibility of such operators T
on weighted versions of V(O, 00) and certain subspaces of smooth functions. In
particular we obtain generalisations of familiar results of Widder for the Laplace
transform. We also extend results cf P.G. Rooney for transforms with kerneIs
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involving Meijer's G-function.
This is joint work with W.J. $pratt.

P.A. Martin

----.---------------c~l

~ I

Scattering by Inclusions with Thin Interface Layers

We consider the sca.ttering of elastic waves by a homogeneous elastic inclusion.
The interface, S, between the inclusion and the surrolinding material is assumed
to be imperfeet; its effect ia modelIed by a pair of nonstandard (but linear!) trans
mission conditions on S. Various models in the literature are reviewed and their
mathematical consequences are explored. Boundary integral. equations over S are •
derived.

P. Hähner

Uniqueness for a Dirichlet Problem with L2-Boundary Conditions

Let D e be an exterior domain in lfl.3 with smooth boundary 8D and normal. vector
n direct-ed into D e • H u fulfills the Helmholtz equation in D e , the Sommerfeld
radiation condition and the homogeneous boundary condition

.! lu(x + hn(x»12d8(x) ...... 0 I h - 0 I h» 0 I

8D

then u vanishes in De.

The proof consists of two steps. First u is represented in the extenor of parallel
surfa.ces to 8D by a boundary la.yer p·otential on the- parallel surfa.ce. Then, from
the resulting integral equations uniqueness is obtained by a perturbation argument.
The proof can ~ extended to the Maxwell equations.

A.G. Dallas

An Operator-theoretic Finite-Difference Approxima.tion Scheme for Solution of
Exterior Boundary-Value Problems for the He1mholtz Equation

In solving extenor Neumann/radiation problems for the Helmholtz equation, fre
quently one must confront the numerica.l treatment of operators involving the
normal derivative of the double-Iayer potential. For example, one method leads
to the necessity to invert an operator 1+ D + (W,n wherein D is weakly singular
but W,n, the normal derivative of the double-Ia.yer operator, is strongly singular.
An examination of the manner in which tra.ces and normal. derivatives are taken
on in the L2 -sense shows that I +D + (W,n ca.n be approximated by an operator
theoretic difference quotient, suggesting that the " inverse" of the latter may
somehow approximate the desired inverse. I will set up and prove results about
this idea.
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G. Dassios

Rayleigh Scattenng via Kelvin Inversion

Low-frequeney acoustie seattering is reduced to potential theory and the eValuation
of certain harmonie funetions. On the other hand Kelvin's inversion is the ooIy
conformal map in 1R3 that preserves harmonicity. At the same time Kelvin's
map transforms an extenor boundary value problem far the Lapla.ce equation into
an interior boundary value problem for the Laplace equation. Tbe transformed
problem is more suitable for numerieal ca1culations (finite domain) and of course
simplifies the problem if it happens to obtain an image surface that is simpler
than the original one. This is exact1y what happens in the case of an inverse
prolate spheroid (the shape of a blood cell), or an inverse oblate spheroid (peanut
shape). Both of this problems are immediately solved 8.t low frequencies since the
complicated shapes (both nonconvex) of a blood eell and a peanut transform into
the interior of a prolate and an obla.te spheroid, respectively.

A.Gary

Numerical Modeling Techniques for Extrapolating Solar Vector Magnetic Fields
from the Photospherie Mea.surements

We present current research on numerical modeling techniques and the theoretieal .
basis of extrapolating solar vector magnetic fields from tbe photospheric measure
ments. The general schemes of potential theory and linear and nonlinear force-free
fields are discussed in terms of the theory of system of partial differential equations
and the theory of characteristics for quasi-linear differential equations. The ehar
a.cteristic detenninant for the assoeiated equations being non-zero is a ~ecessary

and sufficient condition for the Cauchy problem to possess a uniquely determined
solution. The existence of a solution through the techniques of the iterative and
progressive extension methods will be discussed. Solutions of nonlinear foree-free
fields is a major problem in solar physics and astrophysics in order to understand
the structure, energy, morphology and dynamics of the ubiquitou8 magnetic fields.
This work ia supported in part by NASA through the Solar Physics Branch of its
Spare Physics Division. .

H.J. Dobner

Einschließungsmethoden für Integralgleichungen

Ich befasse mich zur Zeit mit Einschließungsverfahren für lineare, im Regelfall
befindliche Fredholmsche Integralgleichungen 2. Art. Einschließunsmethoden
sind Verfahren, welche zugleich mit der numerischen Berechnung der Lösung eine
mathematisch garantierte Fehleraussage mitliefern.
Nach einer (kurzen) Einführung in die methodischen Grundlagen solcher Algorith
men werden zunächst stetige beschränkte Kerne behandelt. Sodann werden erste
- noch keineswegs vollständige - Forschungsergebnisse für unbeschränkte Kerne
vorgestellt.
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Angeregt wurde dieses Thema durch Integralgleichungsprobleme aus dem Bereich
der Potentialtheorie.

R. Rautmann

Stability in Monoton Flc;>ws

1. Let 4>i, fi' Gi denote real Cl-funetions, i = 1, ,n, n ~ 2. We assume:
(1) fi(XO) = 0, ~ f(xo) ~ 0 for i :F j, j = 1, , n and tbe matrix -(~(xo»

J J

is of monotonous type. In addition
(2) ~i(O) = 0 , 4>i(O) > 0 ,(3) Gi(xo) > 0 . Then the constant solution.
x(t) == Xo of 1iXi = 4>i(!i(X) . Gi(x)) is asymptotically stable.

2. Let Q = [a-, a+] be an axesparallel n-dimensional reetangle with lowest (or
uppest) corner a- ( or a+), and f a. Lipschitz-continuoUB qU88imonotonously in
ereasing vectorfunction on a neighborhood of Q in lRn . Then Q is ßow-invanant
for -Jix = fex) if and only if 0 :5 f(a-) and f(a+) :5 0holds componentwise.

3. Both statements apply on problems of ordinary and even on parabolie systems
in a useful way.

H. Kretzschmar und K.J. Kreul

Numerische Methoden zur Behandlung nichtnewtonscher Strömungen

Betrachtet wird das Navier-Stokes'sche System

divv = 0

p-
d
d

v +gradp = div S + f
. t .

(p: Dichte, v: Geschwindigkeit, p: Druck, f: äußeres Kraftfeld) bei nichtli
nearen Zusammenhängen zwischen Spannungsdeviator S und Deformationstensor
D = l(G + G*), G = gradv. Es wird gezeigt, daß für eine Reihe praxisrelevan
ter Fälle bei nichtlinearem S = Sen) mit methodisch gleichen Mitteln Aussagen
zur Existenz, Eindeutigkeit und Stabilität von verallgemeinerten Lösungen der be
trachteten Aufgabe gewonnen werden können, wie im linearen Fall. In analoger
Weise übertragen sich auch die Aufgaben und die Methoden zu deren Lösung, die
bei einer Finitisierung des Anfangsproblems mittels FEM bzw. FDM entstehen.

C.-D. Munz

A Numerical Study of Hydrodynamic Instabilities

Interface instabilities anse in a wide variety of physical contexts. In this investiga
tion we stu<;ly the instability of interfaces separating two domains of compressible
fluid moving at different velocities, namely the instability of a single shear layer,
a jet and the formations of a vortex street. We compare numerical results with
theoretieal results of linear or weakly nonlinear stability analysis and experiments.

•

•
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The numerical results are obtained by direct numerical simulations based on the
two-dimensional compressible Navier Stokes equations. To deal with the steep
gra.dients and shock waves which emerge at high Mach and Reynolds numbers af
ter the growth of instabilities we employ modem high resolution shock-capturing
schemes. We point out the difficulties ansing generally when shock-capturing
schemes are a.pplied to ~hea.r flow stability problems in tbe limit of vanishing vis
cosity. Streaklines are calcUlated to visualize the development of the instabilities.
The numerical calculations cover a large range of Reynolds and Mach numbers atid
show the change in the mechanism and the pa.ttern of the instabilities as predic.ted
by theory.

M. Feistauer and H. Berger

Mathematical Theory cf the Finite Element Solution
cf Transonic Potential Flow

We present a detailed analysis of the finite element approximation of two-di
mensional transonie potential flow. In the discretization of the boundary value
problem for the fuH potential equation we proceed a.s it ia usual in practice: The
domain occupied by the fluid is approximated by a polygonal one, conforming
piecewise linear triangular elements are used and the integrals are evaluated by
numerica.l quadratures. Using the compactification by the discrete entropy condi
tion and the theory of finite element variational crimes we prove the convergence
of rapproximate solutions to the exact physical solution of the continuous problem.

M. Vogelius

Determining Cracks by Boundary Measurements

Electrostatic boundary m~asurementshave recently received considerable atten
tion ~ data from which to deduce information about the interior conductivity
of an object. In this talk I describe a computational algorithm to determine the
loeation of an internal crack from voltage measurements corresponding to a single
electrode pair. The method is based on a modified Newton method. In particu1ar
I discuss the correct selection of linear functionals of the voltage data and the
optimal seleetion of electrode locations to insure the best possible convergence of
the iterative process. Several numerical experiments are presented.

V. Pluschke

Loo-Abschätzungen und gleichmäßige Konvergenz für die Rothe-Methode
bei quasilinearen parabolischen Differentialgleichungen

Im Vortag wird die Rothe-Methode (Semidiskretisierung nach der Zeit) zum Exi
stenzbeweis und zur Konstruktion schwacher Lösungen von quasilinearen para.
bolischen Randwertproblemen genutzt. Im Unterschied zum Vorgehen im Buch
von J. Ka.eur, Method of Rothe in evolution equations, wird hier nicht in den

o 0
Hilberträumen L 2(G) und Wi(G) gearbeitet, sondern in Lp(G) und W;(G) mit
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frei wählbarem p > 2. Technisches Hilfsmittel zur Herleitung von Abschätzungen
in diesen Räumen ist die Verwendung von Testfunktionen vom Potenztyp
v = IUjlp-2uj. Dadureh gelingt es auch, Loo-Abschätzungen für die Näherungen
Uj herzuleiten, so daß auf eine globale Lipschitzbedi,ngung wie im Hilbertraumfall
für die Nichtlinearität verzichtet werden kann. Ferner kann so die gleichmäßige
Konvergenz gegen die Lösung nachgewiesen werden.
Weitere Anwendungsmöglichkeiten sind die Konstruktion von stetigen schwachen
Lösungen für Gleichungen mit entartetem Koeffizient vor der Zeitableitung bzw.
nichtmonotoner Nichtlinearität im Differentialoperator.

P. Wilde

Some Existenee and Uniqueness Reeults for Problems Ansing in Connection
with the Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations

Using' a boundary integral equation meth6d existence anduniqueness results for
same boundary value a.nd coupling problems for the time-discretized incompress
ible Navier-Stokes equations are obtained. The corresponding single- and double
layer potentials and the mapping properties of the corresponding boundary integral
operators are studied.

P. Werner'

Resonance Phenomeoa in Unbounded Media.

I report on joint work with K. Morgenröther (Math. Meth. in the Äppl. Sei. 1987
,- 1990). We consider solutions of the initial and boundary value problem

•

(1) {

(df - il)u = fe~iwt in n x (0, (0) ,
. U =0 on an,

u(x,O) =Otu(x, O) = 0

in local perturbations n of 0 0 = JRn-l X (0,1) under the 8.Ssumptions an E COO
and f E C3"(n). The question of interest is the behaviour of u(x, t) as t -+ 00. The
unperturbed domain 0 0 exhibits resonances of order t 1 / 2 and In t, respectively, in •
the case of the two smaJ.lest dimensions n = 2 and n = 3 80t the frequencies w = 'Irj
(j = 1,2, ...).
ln the case of arbitrary loeal perturbations 0 ofJ}0 , we introduce a 8uitable infinity
condition (*) in analogy to Sommerfeld'8 radiation condition for exterior domains
and obtain a Fredholm alternative theorem for the corresponding time-independent
problem

(2)
{

6U + K.2U = - f
U =0

U satisfies (*) .

in n,
on an,

In particular (2) has a uniquely determined solution Ure for K. E C+ \ P(!1) with
c+ := {K.: IInIt ~ O}, where P(!1) is real and discrete. Furthermore, UIC(x) depends
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continuouslyon x and K, in IT x (C+ \ peil)). By applying von Neumann's fune
tional calculus to tbe self-a.djoint extension A of -8 witb respect to the Diriehlet
boundary eondition, it follows that u(x, t) is bounded as t -+ 00 if w rt. P(O).
Since P(O) = (2) if-1I1 X I +... + IIn-lXn-l ~ 0 on an., where v = (111,' .. , vn ) is the
outward normal unit vector, tbe resonances of no at w = 'Trj ean be simultaneously
deleted by small perturbations of the b~unda.ry.

A. J. Herma.ns

Slowly Moving Hull Forms in Short Waves

The purpose of this paper is to provide a mathematical tool to improve optimal
shape design of ship forms. It is common pra.ctice that hull forms are designed such
that they have minimal wave resistance in calm water. In this paper I deseribe a
theory by which the effect of short waves may be ineorporated.
The basic theory used ia the ray theory. First the appropriate free- surface condi
tion is shown. Then the standard ray method, weil known in geometrie opties, is
formulated in the fluid region and 8.t tbe free surface. After executing an elimi
nation process the eiconal equation and the transport equation are obtained. The
chara.cteristic equation for the nonlinear eiconal equation is derived, keeping in
mind tbe chara.cteristics are not perpendieular to the wave fronts, due to the ef
feet of the double body potential due to the forward speed of. the ship, whieh is
assumed to be a good approxima.tion for the steady potential.
Computations are carried out by meana of the RK4 method to obtain the ray
pattern. After some manipulations the amplitude may be eomputed just aB weil.
Finally the nonlinear added resistance force is ealeulated. Pictures' of ray patterns
for several .a.ngles of ineidence are shown. Also the forces are shown.

. J. Baumeister

Deconvolution of Appearance Potential Spectra

Appearance potential speetroscopy (APS) is a technique to investigate electronie
properties of solids in their surface region. Within a certain approximation this
problem ia modelled by the pair of convolution equations

~here 4' is a Lorentzian-type funetion and y is a (measured) APS-signal. Solving
these equations is an iil-posed problem in the sense of Hadamard if the equations
are considered. in its physical context. We confirm this statement and prove several
stability estimates which may serve as a basis for regularization techniques.
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P.M. van den Berg

Iterative Methods for First-Kind Integral Equations of Convolution Type

A number of radiation and scattering problems for planar structures can be for
mulated in terms of integral equations, in which the integral operator has a con
volution kerne!. It is sh·owil that the Spectral Iterative Technique (SIT) to salve
the first kind integral equation is nothing but a Neumann iterative solution of a
related second kind integral equation. It is thus shown that SIT only converges
when the norm of the operator in the second equation is smail enough. Applying
a conjugate gradient technique to the second kind equation results in a convergent
iterative scheme. Some representative numerical results show a superiority in the .
rate of convergence of the conjugate gradient scheme for the second kind equation •
(CGSIT-scheme) when compared with the convergence of the conjugate gradient
scheme for the original first kind equation (CG-scheme).
We also discuss the possibility that error bounds on the a.ctual error in the so
lution, measured in terms of tbe" norm of the solution spare, can be obtained in
terms of L2-norms.

R. Wegmann

Keplerian Disks Mound Magnetized Neutron Stars (A Free Bounda.ry Problem)

A massive disc spinning around a neutron star must be in equilibrium with the
gravitational as weil as the electromagnetic forces. This condition leads to an
overdetermined system of equations for the electric Held outside .the disco The
surplus data are used to determine the shape of the disco Necess8.ry conditions for
the solvability of this free boundary problem (FBP) are derived. In the limit of in
finitely small aspect ratio explicit solutions are obtained. The solutions of the FBP
are characterized by a nonlinear singular integral equation. A linearized version
of this is equivalent to a standard Neumann problem for potential functions. This
is useful for numerical calculations. It can also be used to apply the Nash-Moser
implicit function theorem to conclude the existence of discs with s~all aspect
ratio around ·points where the necessary conditions are satisfied. An example il
lustrates the restrictive necessary conditions and the morphology of the solutions. •
These results show that the Keplerian discs, hypothesized by astrophysicists, are
mathematically consistent.

L. Päivärinta

Pseudodifferential Techniques for 3D Inverse Problems

The work is a joint study with E. Somersalo. We consider the inverse scattering
problem for the Schrödinger operator in three dimensions. The following problem
is studied: If the inverse problem ia solved approxima.tey by using the linearized
Born approximation, what information about tbe true potential is retrieved if the
scatterer ia not necessary weak?
We develop a calculus by using methods f&miliar from pseudodifferential calculus
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showing that the leading singularities are recovered exa.ct1y. We assume that the
potential belongs to a suitable weighted Loo-space.

A. Piskorek

Die Lösbarkeit eines Cauchy-Problems
für die magnetohydrodynamischen Gleichungen

Es wird die Anfangswertaufgabefür die nichtlinearen MHD-Gleichungen behandelt
und die Existenz der Lösung dieser Anfangswertaufgabe im Raum V mit Hilfe
der Integralgleichungsmethode bewiesen.

E. Martensen

Dipolverteilungen im Gleichgewicht

Für ein kompaktes Gebiet B im 1R3 mit hinreichend glattem Rand S werden
(magnetische) Dipolverteilungen m in B betrachtet, für die das Energiefunktional

1 J1 12 - 1 J[' ,1],W = 2 rotA dg, A:= 41r m ,grad ;:- dg ,
Ra B

unter der Nebenbedingung

JIml 2dg = const.
B

stationär wird. Solche "Dipolverteilungen im Gleichgewicht" lassen sich durch
m = It rotA in !1 mit einer konstanten (magnetischen) Suszeptibilitä.t K. E [1,00]
charakterisieren, wobei It = 00 dem feldfreien Fall rotA = 0 in I1. entspricht. Im
Falle It E (1,00) ist m in I1. zirkulations- und ergiebigkeitsfrei harmonisch, und die
Normalkomponente E := (n, m) auf S einer solchen Dipolverteilung ist Eigenlösung
von )

~JE' a~ df' = AE
21r an

s

zum Eigenwert A = 1 - ~ E (-1, 1). Umgekehrt ist zu einer Lösung des Eigen
wertprol;>lems eine Dipolverteilung im Gleichgewicht als Lösung eines vektoriellen
NEUMANNproblems eindeutig bestimmt. In den Fällen It = 1 und It = 00 wird
kein Außenfeld erhalten. An Hand des Eigenwertspektrums für das ~bgeplattete

und das verlängerte Rotationsellipsoid wird gezeigt, daß eine Superposition von
Dipolverteilungen im Gleichgewicht mit verschiedenen Fernfeldern (insbesondere
dem Dipol- und Quadrupol-Femfeld) in der Regel zu einer Verletzung des Gleich
gewichts führt und von daher für entsprechende Modellbildungen in der Geo- und
Astrophysik ausscheidet.
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R. Klein

Motion of a Vortex Filament with Viscous Core Including Axial Flow Dynamics

Slender vortex filaments in three dimensions are an intriguing problem of theoret
ical fluid mechanies. Direct generalization of the inviscid two dimensional theory
fails due to a singularity in Biot-Savart's 'integral, which describes the velocity
neId induced. by a singular vortex line. Callegari and Ting (1978) (C&T) derive a
regularization of thie singula.rity from the Navier-Stokes equations by mea.ns of a
boundary layer type analysis for the slender viscous vortical core. Their analysis,
however, by requiring the core structure to be homogeneous in axial direction,
excludes importa.nt phenomena such a.s local vortex stretching and vortex break-

~. .
Extending C&T's theory the present work employs a multiple scaling procedure
to include weak axial variations of the core structure. The first order perturbation
equations describe a coupling of the filament motion with the core fiow. To second
order" new nonlinear terms in the core evolution equations a.ccount for axial flow
dynamics. We see an important and promising application in an approach to the
pending problem of vortex breakdown. Allowing for a general filament motion as
well 88 for axial dynamics the system covers potential mechanisms for both the
helical and the quasi-axisymmetric modes of failure.
Callegary A.J., Ting L. (1978): Motion of a Curved Vortex Filament with Decay
ing Vortical Core and Axial Velocity, SIAM J. Appl. Math. , 35, pp 148-174

T.S. Angel1

(resistive) •U e - Ui = 0 ,

Resistive ~d Conductive Problems in CI88sical Scattering

In this contribution we diseuss the wel1-posedness of certain problems of a.coustic
and electromagnetie scattering whicharise, for example, in the study of scattering
fcom a thinly coated obstacle and in problems in magnetote1lurics. In the simplest
case we consider Bolutions of the Helmholtz equation (6.+k2 )u = 0 in JR:1 \ r where
r ia the smooth boundary of a bounded region Bi C 1R3 • The field u is required
to satisfy the usual radiation conclition in Be = 1R3 \ Bi 88 weIl as conditions of
the form .

or

(conductive).

For these problems, as weIl 8S more general problems in which k differs in Bi and
Be and for the' time-hannonic Maxwell equations, we use the method of boundary
integral equations to prove that the problems are well-posed provided appropriate
relations between the various constants hold.

.- -- ... _-, .c +_.....

.. . - ~ .
-------------------------------
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V.H. Weston

Invariant Imbedding, Wave Splitting and the Refiection Operator
for the Wave Equation in 1R3

The invariant imbedding concepts developed for the one-dimensional wave equa
tion.with smooth velocity c are generalized to apply to the three-dimensional esse.
This is done by replacing tbe physical medium c = Co for Z3 > 0, C = c(z}, X2, %3)

for %a :5 0, by a one parameter family of scattering media, where c = C(%t, X2, xg)
for %a > xg, c = c(X} , X2, xa) for Xa :5 xg, where xg is the parameter. Up-going
(+1Je xa .direetion) waves and down-going waves are defined in such a medium with
variable velocity. With a down-going wave u- in the region X3 > xg producing an
up-going wave u+, a one parameter family of reßection operators R are generated
where u+ =Ru-.
Properties of the kerne! of the refiection operator are obtained and the "Ricatti"
type differential-integral equation that must be satisfied by the kernel is developed.
Possibilitiesof employing this in the inverse problems are examined.

Bericht~t~ter:P.Hähner
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Wiener-Hopf Probleme, Toeplitz-Operatoren und Anwendungen

3.12. bis 9.12.1989

This conference was dedicated to a large variety of problems involving

equations of. Wiener-Bopf type and Toeplitz like operators. Many applications

connected with such problems were discussed. One side of the spectrum

concerned abstract results ·for general classes of pseudo-differential

operators and of Toeplitz and Wiener-Bopf operators over higher d~ensional

domains. Rere the main topics were Fredho~ theorems and index fODmulas, and

their relations to the topology of the underlying domains. On the other side

of the spectrum were results of concrete character involving concrete

equations from areas like diffraction theory, linear transport theory,

mechanics, and mathematical phy~ics. Methods of explicit .factorization

played an important role in the analysis of the concrete equations.

The coriference had a very high level. Leading experts from different fields

(and from different countries) gave well-prepared lectures on recent

developments. For the first time a large group of mathematician from East

Germany and the USSR took part in this Wiener-Ropf conference. Also a group

of young BRD mathematician presented their work here.

It was a general feeling among participants and organizers that the

conference wa~ successful and should have a successor in a couple of years.

The·organizers wish to thank the staff of the Institute for creating an

excellent atmosphere, its Director, Professor Barner, for admittinq this

meeting and Dr. Penzel for his assistance in administrative matters.

Taqungsleiter: I. Gohberg, M.A. Kaashoek, E. Meister
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Vortragsauszüge

H. BART:

Simultaneaus Reduction to Special Forms of Pairs of Upper Trian

gular Toeplitz Matrices

(Joint work with G.Ph.A. Thijssen, Rotterdam)

'The problem considered is the following. Given two upper trian- ~

gular Toeplitz matrices A and Z, when does there exist an in~

vertible matrix S such that S-l AS is upper triangular and

S-l ZS is lower triangular? The motivation for considering simul

taneaus reduction to complementary triangular forms of pairs of

matrices comes from systems theory. For upper triangular Toeplitz

matrices. a complete answer is given. The argument involves two

main steps. One is the simultaneaus reduction of .A and Z to

"simple" forms. The other consists of a detailed analysis of a

certain directed graph associated with A and Z. Along the way

information is obtained about the structure of the similarity S.

The results actually hold for a class of matrices strictly larger

than that consisting of the upper triangular Toeplitz matrices.

The simple fGrtTls mention"ed above serve as simultaneous similarity

invariants for the pair A. Z.

A. BÖTTCHER

Several types (ar "levels") of exact and asymptotic formulas for

r;a·tionally generated Toeplitz and Wiener-Hopf determinants are

discussed. and in order to stimulate further research in t~is

field, a few open ptoblems are pointed ou~Th~se include the search

for a way of deriving Gorodetski's formu~as by the Bart/Gohberg/

Kaashoek/van Schagen theory. It would also be interesting to find

an Achiezer-Kac analogue of the Gorodetski formulas. Finally, it is

suggested to combine results on Wiener-Hopf determinants with ratio

nal symbols and appropriate analyticity 'argum ents to establish and

prove a con.t in ua 1 vers ion of the Fisher- Hartwig conj e cture. The

author has in particular shown that if y is a positive integer,then

Wiener-Hopf Determinants

~
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2
G(:y+1) .

G(2y+1)
as T" 00,

where G(Z) is the Barnes G-function; it is proposed to prove

that the same asymptotic formula holds for all complex y such

that IRe yj< 1/2 .

•
J. BRÜNING

Elliptic Operators on Noneompact Manifolds

We outline same ideas of analysis for elliptic operators on arb~

trary Riemanniam manifolds. Ta each elliptic complex

(X) % dN_1 (X)

0--+ Co (E 0) --+ . ~. -.. Co (E N) --+ 0

twe associate a single elliptic operator 0 = d + d : r Co(E2i~--+

~ C:(E 2i +1). In general, 0 has infinitely many closed exten~

s ion s '. The co mpIe x', h 0 W e ver, ca n be e xt end e d to a n Hi 1 be r t co mp1 e x "

- 0
o -+ D --S. 1)

o 1

wh er e J) i: 1) i -+ 0 i +1 isa c los e d e xt e ns ion of d i i'n C (L 2 (E i ) ,

L2(Ei~1»' only in a more restricted way: even though it is aLways

possible, these extensions are unique in many interesting eases,

thus defining a distinguished closed extension of D. 'We illustrate

this by an example relevant to the analysis of singular algebraic

eurves. In a second example we show that these extensions 0 may

have a calculable L2 index without being Fredholm.

R. OUDUCHAVA

Wiener-Hopf eguation with the transmission property

The classieal Wiener-Hopf equation is considered

(1)f(t), 0 < t <W ~(t) = ~(t)- fOOK(t-T)~(T)dT
a 0

with K E: L
1

(lR); the ,·corit!t·itions on ttie kernel K (t) are found

which ensure the invariance of the function spaces of Hölder CS(lR+),

ZYgm und Z~ ( lR + ) (0 < 5 < (0), Be s seI pot e nt i als Hr ( :IR +) än d Be s 0 v
1 P .

Br
(lR+) (1 < P < (X) , 1 ~ q ~ 00, -p - l' ( r < (0) und er the operator Wa ;p,q

the condi tion for the spac~ eS (m+) (1 < s < co is as follows
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K € L1(~) n Cs - 1
(m+). The factorization of the symbol is obtained

and the solvability theorems of the equation are proved.

H. DYM

Hankel, Hamburger and maximal entropy

It is weIl known that there exists a pxp matrix valued function

whieh is analytic with nonegative imaginary part in OUHP (the

open upper h~lf plane) with

-ho h2n b (1)
<I>(A) - - ---'+ -'-- as A t (Xl (uniformly in each sec-

- A A2n + 1 A2n+1

tor in riUHP) if end only if the block Hankel matrix Hn with ij

entry equal to h. . for i,j=O, ... ,n is positive semidefinite.
1+J.

In this talk we use reproducing kernel Hilbert space metho~s to

parametrize all the solutions to this interpolation problem when

H > 0 and henee all solutions to the associated truncated Ham-
n

burger moment problem. This parametrization is used to characte-

rize the solution to this moment problem which maximizes an en-
. .

tropy integral. A number of auxiliary' resul ts are established en-'

route. Full details and references to related work are reported on

in December 1989 issue of Integral Equations and Operator lheory.

Let ho ' ... ,h 2n be a given set of pxp matriees with h. = h~ •
J J

•

J. ELSCHNER

Spline approximation for Wiener-Hopf integral eguations

We give a survey of recent reaults on stability and convergence

of spline Galerkin and collocati'on methods for Wiener-Hopf integral.

equations. We also consider the corresponding iterated Galerkin so

lutions as weIl as the discrete and iterated versions of the collo

cation methods. The integral operators are not compact so that stan

dard theories for the numerical analysis of second kind integral

equa~ions eannot be applied. Nevertheless, using graded meshes and

modified spline spaces, one obta~ns the same optimal orders of con-.

vergence as in the ease of second kind equations with smooth or

weakly singular kerneIs on finite intervals. Dur approach which re

lies heavily on the Wiener-Hopf iectorization yields shar~ stabi-

lity results for the numerical methods under consideration.
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I. FELDMAN

On the. finiteness of the diserete spectrum of a perturbed self

adjoint operator

If A and T are bounded self-adj oint .operators in a Hilbert

space such that

1) all the points of the interval (a, b) (a < b < (0). are regular

points of the operator A,

2) the point A = a is not an eigenvalue of A,

3) the operator {A-aI)-1r is compaet,

then the spectrum of the operator A + T in the interval (a,b -E)

(E > 0) consists of at most a finite number of eigenvalues.

This result enables us to obtain some sufficient eonditions for the

finite~ess of the discrete speetrum of the linear peneil conn~cted

with the transport equation.

l.S. FRANK

Toeplitz operators and the theory of one parameter families of

~ifferen~e operators

A graded C*-algebra of one parameter families of differenee opera

tors on the lattice ~~ = hZ n
C ~n , h € (O,h o)' a10ng with the

e11ipticity eoneept for this elass of operators, was introduced by

the authot in 1965. lhe investigation of boundary value' problems

for elliptie difference operators on the 1attice '~hn = hln in
,+ +

~n was started in 1966. It turned out that two chara:cter:istic num
+

bers are to be taken into consideration in order to have a weIl

~ posed boundary value problem: the winding number .m for the prin

cipa1 symbol of the elliptic operator on the lattice m~~· and the

order ~ of the plus-part in the canonical Wiener-Hopf factoriza

ti on of the principal symbol.

The ease x = m was fully investigated in early seventies and the

equivalence of the Shapir:o lopatinsky type eoerciveness eondition

(introduced by the author in 1979) with the validity of a charac

teristic two-sided apriori estimate for the solutions of the· coer

eive boundary value problems, was established.The ease m >:K has

many similarities with the situation in the theory of coercive sin

gular perturbations {introduced and investigated by -the author in
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1976 and later on with W.Q. Wendt from the Bonn University) and

is characterized by the presenee of boundary layer type mesh-func

tions on the lattice ~hn ,the small parameter being the mesh-
,+

size h. This ease was recently fully investigated and it was

again that an adequate Shapiro-Lopatinsky type coerc~veness con

d i t ion is eq uiv alent· wi th the va1 id i ty of the corr.e s pond ing two

sided apriori estimates f~r the solutions of the coercive boun

dary value problems, these estimates being valid uniformly'with

respect to h. When the symbols of the operators in the graded

C*-algebra mentioned above do not depend on K and h=l, one •

gets back the elassieal Toeplitz operators on ~:n or the eonvo·-
+

lution operators on Zn.

I. GOHBERG

Generalized Toeplitz matriees and orthogonal funetions

The Caretheodory':"'Toeplitz extension problem, the Szegö limit theo

rems, the analysis of orthogonal polynomials,. the problem of maxi

mum entropy aie related in a natural way to finite an~ inf~nite

Toeplitz matriees. A review of the main theorems was given. Neha~'i Iso

problem of extension leads to a new elass of matriees whieh behave

like the Toeplitz ones. With these general~zed Toeplitz matri~es'

it is possible to define a system of orthogonal'vector funetions

whieh is very similar to the system of Szegö orthogonal poly no

mials. The next generalization is connected with the four block

problem (whic~ was ~nvented in control) and its generalizations.

The.main results were reviewed together with generalizations for

nonst~~ionary cases.

R. GORENFLO

Stability estimates of logarithmie convexity type for fitst kind

Abel integral eguations

Stability estimates of.~~garithmie convexity type and methods of

their derivation are described for Abel's integral equation
t
f u(t)(t-s)-B ~s f(t) 0 < ß < 1,
a

where - co < a < t < b <

•
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The analysis is carried out in spaces C[a,~ and in spaces

Lp(a,b), 1 ~ P < 00, the ext~a information being given in form of

abound for Lu with an unbounded linear operator Land of a

bound for the error within which f is known. A distinction is

made whether the perturbed right hand side is or is not in the

range of the Abel operator.· Results of Vesella;, v. Wolfersdorf,

Dang Oinh Ang and Rutman are cited.

G. HEINIG

~ Inverse problems for Hankel and Toeplitz matrices

The following problem is considered: Given vectors ui ' gi(i=l., ... r);

ask for Hankel or Toeplitz matrices A satisfying AU i = 9i .

Special cases of this problem are inverse spectral problems for

eigenvectors or Schmidt pairs. The problem is also motivated in

connection with orthogonal polynomials and was treated in the 1i

terature for special cases of the gi' We present a parametrization

of the general solution for r = 1 and solvability and uniqueness

conditians for r = 2. In this case the problem will be reduced to·

a Oiophantine equation which can be solv~d by an O(n 2 ) or even

O(n 1092n) complexity a~gorithm. Special attention is dedicated to

Hermitian, regular and positive definite solutions of the problem.

A.E. HEINS

•
More on the bifurcated duct

We will solve the following problem. A duct contains a cente~ed

septum. The top boundary of the duct satisfies a Dirichlet boun

dary condition while the lower one satisfies a Neumann candition.

The bottom of the sept,um satisifies a Dirichlet boundary condition

and the top a Neumann condition. We salve the Helmholtz equation

in this duct subject to the boundary conditions we have described

and the propagation of the first ~nd se~ond modes in the larger

duct and the lowest mode in the smaller ducts. This problem is for

mulated as' a coupled pair of Wiener-Hapf integral equations and we

will comment on the necessary complex analysis which is required.

The refle~tion and transmission coefficients have very simple farms

when the wave number is real.
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M.A. KAASHOEK

The Wiener-Hopf method for the transport equation: a finite dimen

sional version

The Wiener-Hopf method for solving half range problems in trans

port theory has a lang history (see, e.g .• [1] and the referenees

the~ein)". In this talk the main ideas end features of this method

are illustrated on a model with a finite number of seattering di

reetions. First the problem is redueed to a system of Wiener-Hopf

integral equations with a rational symbol. The latter system is ~

solved explieitly using a 'method of eanonieal faetorization whieh

is based. on the nation of realization appearing 'in mathematieal

systems theory. For the isotropie ease in an absorbing medium the

solution iseomputed explieitly!- The talk is based on joint work

with I. Gohberg .

. [~)~Kaper. H.G .• Lekkerkerker, C.G., Hejtmanek, J.: Speetral me

thods in linear' transport theory. O.T. 5, Birkhäuser Verlag, 1982

G. S. LIT'VINCHUK

Singular integral eguations 'with the linear fraetional shift

The funetion a{t)'= {t-ß} (ßt~1)-1, I'sl + 1 is the fraetional li-

near a Karle~an homeomorphism of the unit elirele rr" on .itself, pre

-servLng (IßI < 1) or changing {lei> 1} the orientation on rr,
and (W,){t) = ,{a{t}}. Let's consider the ~perator

K (aI+bW) P + (eI+dW)P. in H~~spaee, 0 < ~ < 1 or in L -space,
+ 1 - -1 - - -1 P

1 < P < co, p! = 2" ( I ±S). (S cp) (t) ( 11 i ) ! cp ( T) (T - t ) d T. I i s •

identity operator.

The defeet "numbers of operator. K are ealeulat~d. and the defeet

sub s pa e e s Ke r K an d Co k. er: :. Kare co ns t r ueted .

M. LORENZ

Refleetion of branching asymptoties for strongly hyperbolic problems

We pose a strongly.hyperbolie problem
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A u

where A is an NxN System of pseudodifferential operators of

order 1. Compatibility conditions are satified at t = xn = O.

Caustics do not arise. 9 has branching asymptoties along the

elosed C~ manifold of codimension 1. The solution n has

also branching asymptotics after refleetion at the boundary or

is smooth if some microlocal ellipticity eondition is satisfied

at the boundary. The talk is based on a joint paper with Yasser

Smaid.

F. ALl MEHMETl

Interaction problems and mierolocal analysis

Interaction is a unified formalism to deseribe evolution pheno

mena on families of media which have many different kinds of in

fluenee on one another (e.f. Math. Meth. Appl. Sei.,!!, 665-685,

1989). lt includes transmission problems on ramified spaees (c.

f. G. ~ um er, S. Nie ais e, J. v. Bel 0 W, . B. Gr am s eh) a s· weIl asn 0 n 

loeal conditions, systems with variable space dimensions etc.

Interaction is speeified by a closed subspace of the product

of certain Sobolev spaces on the media. We deseribe the geometry

of the singularities of solutions of a certain model problem:

wave equations on two half-spaces of mn which are eonnected by

Fourier integral conditions on the interface. Reflexion:-and re

fraction of singularities is described in terms of the canonical

relations of the operator of restrietion to the interface and of

the Fnurier integral operator deseribing the interaction eondition.

This problem iso a mbdel of "active" interfaces with a modified law

of-·refleetion/refraetion. For the elassical ease c.f. S. Hansen,

V. Petkov, J. Cl. Normas.
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F. PENZEL

50bolev 5pace methods for dual integral equations

We introduce Sobolev spaces ofaxialsymmetric funtions and give ex

licit solutions for dual integral equations which came up in the

pr?blem of the elect~ified disk (E. Capson, la47, Proc. Edinburgh

Math. Sac.). We use a result of E. Stephan (1987, I.E.O.T.) , which

proves bijectivity of the underlying boundary integraloperator.

In the case of radial symmetry the inverse operator is described

as a product of two operators, which play the rale of Bes~el p~

tential operators in the Wiener-Hopf theory for the half-space

(E .. Meister, F. -0. Speck, Proc. Conf. Dundee 1988 in: Ordinary 'and

Partial Differential Equations, ed. 51eeman and Jarvis, 1989).

Generalizations to other boundary conditions and to the non-radial

case are pointed out.

S. PRÖSSDORF

On an integral equation arising from a cruciform crack problem

We consider the problem

(1)
1 1
- f
TI -1

fex), -1< x< 1,

(2)
1

f u(y)dy
-1

o .

This problem arises in the study of a cruciform crack in an in-

finite isotropie elTastic medium (un) der( 2c) on~ts ansthowlnOatdo~ f
ha

-
v
='e 1 . alo~g •

its four branches. he problem 1,. a un~que

sol ut i on u e: LT
2

a : = Ixl T (1- x 2 ) 0 L2 ( -1 , 1) (-1/ 2 < T

for all f e:' LT
2a which is an odd function if f

tatics of this solution ~or both x -+ ±1 and

< ~/2, -1/2 < 0 < 0)

is even. The asymp

x -+ 0 are studied.

We then pr~pose a quadrature method for the numerical solution of

(1), (2). Using localizatian techniques and the theory of Toeplitz

operators, we prove the stability of this method. Numerical perfor

mances of this method are also presented. The talk is based on a

joint paper with A. Rathsfeld.
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J. PRÜSS

Asymptotics of vector-valued Volterra equations

Es wird die Volterra Gleichung

(* ) u(t) = f(t) + Jt a(t-T)Au(T)dT
b

, t ~ 0

im Banachraum X betrachtet, wobei A ein abgeschlossener linea

rer Operator in X mit dichtem Definitionsbereich D(A) sei. Oie

Resolvente Set) für (*) existiere und sei gleichmäßig beschränkt,

sowie Abel-ergodisch, d. h. A-lim S (t) = P existiere. Es werden
t-+ oo

dann. hinreichende Bedingungen für lim Set) = P angegeben; dabei
t -+ 00.

kommen vektorwertige Taubersche Sätze zur Anwendung. Die Ergebnisse

lassen sich auf die Gleichungen der linearen Viskoelastizitätstheo

rie anwenden.

A.O. RAWLINS

Matrix Wiener-Hopf Factorization Problems

We shall give the closed form solution to the problem of diffrac

tion by a penetrable half ~lane. The ".asymetry of the approximate

boundary conditions results in a matri~ Wiener Hopf problem.

F. VAN SCHAGEN

Non-compact integral operators and exponential dichotomy

The talk concerns integral equations of the second kind on the half

line with kerneIs of the type

k(t,s) 1
C(t)U(t) Q U(s)l B(s)

-C(t)U(t) (I-Q)U(s)l B(s)

o ~ s ~ t <. 00

Here Set) and C(t) are essentially bounded nxm and mxn ma

trix functions, respectively, and U(t) is the solution of the

differential equation Ü(t) = A(t)U(t), normalized by U(O)=I,

~here A(t) is locally integrable. The symbol Q denotes a pro

jection, which is an exponential dichotomy for x(t)=A(t)x(t) on'
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[0,00). Necessary and sufficient conditions for the unique sol

vability of the equations are given tagether with a formula for

the resolvent kernel in terms of "the given data. The analysis of

this integral equation is b~sed in the equivalence with time vary

ing linear systems with initial conditions. The inversion involves

to find an expoential dichotomy for the associate equation ~(t)

(A{t) = (A(t) - B(t)C(t»x(t) . This talk reports on joint work

with I. Gohberg and M.A. Kaashoek.

E. SCHROHE

Boundary Value Problems on nOn-compact Manifolds

A system (P,B 1 , ... Sm) consisting of a differential operator P

and m boundary operatqrs Bi' ... ,B m of orders mj on a boun

ded domain X in lR n with. smooth boundary extends to a Fredholm

operator

•
1

(P,B
t

, ... ,Bm)Hm(X) -+ HD(X) x ~ Hm-mj - "2 (ax)
1

iff P is elliptic and the boundary operators satisfy the Lopa

tinsky-Shapiro conditions. This classical result extends to the

ease of the Bautet de Mauvel algebra over a eompact" manifold. Haw

ever, these standard ellipticity conditions do not guarantee the

Fredholm property on non-compact manifolds. Therefore a class of

weighted symbols and Sobolev spaces tagether with a stronger na-

tion of ellipticity was introduced in [ES]: On a family of asymp

totically flat manif~lds one has a symbolic calculus~ In particu-

lar, the normal derivative is an operator in the class under appro

priate assumptions on the Rie~annian metric. This yields Fredholm •

results' for differential boundary value problems. It also gives

the ingredients for a Bautet de Mauve! type calculus on these ma

nifolds, where pseudadifferential, Green, potential, and trace

oper~tors are in the above weighted symbol class ES].

[ES] : Erkip & Schrohe: Normal sovability for Boundary Value Pro

blems on AsymptotEally Flat Manifolds, preprint Mainz 1989.

[S] : Schrohe: A Boutet de Mouvel Type Calcul~s for Pseudo

differential Operators on Non-Compact Manifolds, in preparation.
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B. SILBERMANN

Banach algebras generated by two idempotents and Wiener-Hopf

integral operators

About 20 years aga I. Gohberg and N. Krupnik developed a symbol

calculus for one-dimensional 'singular integral operators with

piecewise.continuous coefficients. Their ideas were widely used

in the following in order to study other classes Of operators.

I shall present another look at these th~ngs, which is b"a"sed on Banach

algebra techniques, especially on the loeal principle of Allan

end on a certain invertibility criterion for elements belonging

to a Banach algebra generated by two idempotents. It will be de

monstrated that a symbol calculus for the closed subalgebra of

~ (LP (]R+» "(1 < P < co ) generated by all Wiener-Hopf and Hankel

operators with generating functions from PCp can be obtained with

help of such ideas.

F.-O. SPECK

A factorization proeedure for two by two matrix functions on the

cirele with two rationally independent entries (joint work with

S. Prößdorf)

The a im 0 f t his pa per isthe e xpli c i t ca non i c a1 0 r s ta nd a r.d fa c 

torization of matrix functions with Wiener algebra elements. It

is based on the knowledge of how to factorize scaler functions and

~rational matrix funetions. The present approach covers all regular

•

" ~. 2x2 matrices where two .entries are arbitrary and the remaining two

are linear combinations of the former with rational coeffi~ient

functions.

F.S. TEIXEIRA

Diffraction by a rectangular wedge: Wiener-Hopf-Hankel formulation

The diffraetion problem of an electramagnetic (or acaustic) wave by

a right-angled wed~e Dw with pe!fectly conducting (ar soft) faces

is treated in a Sobolev space setting. The problem is farmulated as

a Dirichlet boundäry-value problem for the the Helmholtz equation
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in t he e xt e ns ion Li Ps chi t z . dom a i n lR 2 \ Qw. I t iss hown t hat t his ".

boundary-value problem is decomposable into two simpler ones whose

(unique) solutions are explicitly" determined by inverting, re

spectively, a Wiener-Hopf and a Hankel operator.

TRAN DUC VAN

In this paper we apply the theory of pseudodifferential operators

'with real analytie symbols to establish well-defined solvability

of same linear many-dimensional integral equations of first kind

wi th symbol an~lytic in a domain G c: lR N in the framework of the
+(1) N +00 N . ;.

5 Pa ees WG (lR ). The 5 pace WG (JA.) isth e s pace 0 f .e'n ti r e fun c-

tions whose Fourier transform is a hyperfunction supp6rted by a

eompaet set in G. Theorems of existence and uniqueness and m~thods

of approximating the solutions are presented.

Some applications of the theory of pseudodifferential operators

with real analytic symbols to many-dimensional integral eguations

cf first kind.

H. UPMEIER

Toeplitz Operators on Domains in [n

•

For every bounded domain n in ~n one can define the Bergman space

H2 (n) of holomorphic functions and Toeplitz operators TfCP' : = P ~fcp)

aeting on H2(n)~ Here P is the Bergman projection and f is a

continuous function on the .closure n called the symbol of Ti.

It is shown that the C*-algebra J (n) generated by these operator~

refleets the boundary geometry. of n in form of a composition se

ries 1 1 c ... c Ir of closed ideals generalizing the eompact opera

tors. Taking subquotients I k+ 1 / I k of these ideals one obtains

new index theorems even for Toeplitz C*-algebras not of type I

(where the index is not an integer).

N.L. VASILEVSKI

Toeplitz op~rators associated with the Siegel domains and graup can-·

volution operators on the Cauchy-Riemann standa~d manifolds

Let 0 'be a Siegel domain (af type I or 11), let B be its Shilov
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boundary and let H2 (D) be the eorresponding Hardy space. Denote

by P the orthogonal projector of . L2 (B) onto H2 (D).

The algebras generated by all Toeplitz operators _T A= PAIH2(O)

with presymbols A from some operator algebra are investigated.

In the ease of Siegel domain of type 11 the new explieit deserip

ti 0 n 0 f t h e s p a e e H-2 ( 0 ) a nd 0 f t h e pro j e e tor P: L2 .( 8) -+- H2 ( 0 )

are given.

The two-sided group convolution operators associated with the

Cauehy-Riemann standard manifold and algebras generated by them

are studied.

R. VREUGDENHIL

The spectral measure of a selfadjoint Wiener-Hopf operator with

a rational matrix symbol

Explicit formulas for the spectral measures (resolutions of the

identity) of selfadjoint convolution and Wiener-Hopf operators

with rational matrix symbol are constructed. The formulas ~re

given in terms of a" realization of the symbol. The c9n~truction

is based on general formulas for the resolvents of convolution

and Wiener-Hopf operators.

H. WIDOM
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and piecewise C
OO

but not C
OO

and are almost, but not quite,

able to prove the assertion. We determine the asymptotics of the

Toeplitz determinants 0n(f) for such function, with ihd(f) arbi

trary, and we are, able to deduce that ~n ~ f -.. ~f weakly in case

f has one singular point, and in certain other cases. It is

also shown that if f is continuous one-one and piecewise smooth

then the conjecture is true ~f the support of a limiting measure

either lies strictly inside the curve described'" by f or is a

subset of this curve.

L. VON WOLFERSDORF

On a class of nonlinear singular integral eguations

Nonlinear singular integral equations with the Cauchy or' Hilbert

singular operator are considered in the literat ure for a long time.

But in the most papers they were dealt with as perturbations of li-"

~ear equations with a suffi~ientlY small parameter befare an ad

ditional nonlinear term. Inspired by same applications in hydro

dynamics.we have been developed a method for treating strongly non

linear singular integral equations without such smallness assup

tions on the nonlinearity. The metho~ consists in reducing the equa

tions to equivalent fixed point equations to which the Schauder

'fixed" point theorem in the space of continuous functions is appl~ed.

-In the lect~re an overview about this ~ethod and ~ts results is gi

yen.

•
Berichterstatter: F. Penzel
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 52/1989

Asymptotic methods for computer-intensive procedures in statistics

10.12. bis 16.12.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Prof. R.Beran (Berkeley) und Prof..

D.W.Müller (Heidelberg) statt

Die VerfUgbarkeit hoher Rechenleistung hat das Gebiet der Statistik zu
verändern begonnen. Die Tagung sollte dieser Entwicklung Rechnung tragen

und Experten aus dem Gebiet der computer-intensiven Verfahren mit
Fachleuten aus der asymptotischen Statistik in Kontakt bringen. Insges~t
wurden 34 Vorträge gehalten, davon einige mit Computer-Demonstrationen.

Breiten Raum nahm naturgemäß das Thema "Bootstraptl ein. Daneben gab es

aber auch Beiträge aus den G~bieten: Parallelrechnen, Bildverat:beitung,
Mustererkennung, empirische Prozeß-Methoden, Design-Optimierung,
stochastische Suchverfahren, Clusteranalyse, Robustheit und

Nichtparamettik.
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BERAN,R.

Controlling conditianal caverage _abilitY in predietion

Suppose the variable X to be predicted and the le~ng sampie y11 that was

observed are independent, with a joint distribution that depends on an

unknown paramter 6. A prediction region D II for X is a random set,

depending on Yn' that contains X with prescribed probability a. In
sufficiently regular models, D n can be constructed so that overall coverage

probability converges to a at rate n-r, where r is any positive integer. This

paper shows that the conditional coverage probability öf D n' given Y11'

converges in probability to a at a rate which usually cannot exceed n-l12•

BICKEL, P.J.

Second order efficiency and the bootstrap

We consider bootstrap confidence bounds far a parameter 9(F) when XI' ...,

X n are i.i.d. F E l' where l' may be parametric or not. H the model is

parametric we compare on second order efficiency grounds (using the n-Ifl

term) bootstrap bounds of various types, Ustudentizedu, BCA, etc. H the
underlying estimate is efficien~·allbounds, whether based on the parametric
er nonparametric bootstrap, which are second order correct are also second

order efficient. However the bounds differ to order 0-1. They match the
corresponding uexactU bounds to that order but differ according to what
estimate of scale, parametric or nonparametric, is used or whether the
p~etric or nonparametric bootstrap is used. They also differ depending on

which efficient estimate of 9 is used Simulation and theoretical comparisons
in performance based on these differences may be wonhwhile.

•
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BOWMAN, A.W.

Asymptotic metbods and computer-intensive procedures in nQoparametric

smoothing

Some asymptotic expressions for the bias of adaptive density estimators were
examined and found to be misleading in the talls of the density. Numerical
integration was used to study the exact theoreti"cal propenies of these
estimators. (This work is joint with Peter Faster.)
Nonparametric regression was used to incorporate the natural assumption of
smoothness over time into a repeated measurements analysis. The quadratic
form structure of the test statistic allows highly accurate p-values to be

computed in tests for features such as group x time interaction. (This work is
joint with Adelchi Azzalini).

DICICCIO, Tb.J.

A~proximations to marginal tail probabilities

In many situations, inference about a scalar parameter in the presenee of
nuisanee parameters requires integration of either a joint density of pivotal
quantities or a joint posterior density whieh is known' exeept for a
normalizing constant. For such eases, accurate approximations of marginal
tail probabilities are useful to avoid highdimensional integrals. Two sueh
approximations are presented. They are based on normal approximations to
the distribution of a variable analogous to the signed I'OOt log likelihood ratio
statistic that arises in parametric inference. The approximations are easy to
implement, requiring only first- and second-order partial derivatives of the
log joint density. Tbe accuracy of the approximations is illustrated in the
conditional analysis of extreme-value regression models for censored data,
where they are faund to be excellent even for small sampie sizes.
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DAVIES, P.L.

Same aspects of high breakdown regression

A list of desirable properties of robust regression estimates was given
. including such p!operties as high breakdown point, efficiency,

differentiability. Tbc following method was proposed for obtaining an
estimator which enjoyed at least several of the desirable properties. In the
first stage an S-estimator is used to obtain a high breakdown point. This
estimator is then smoothed by using a one- or two-step M-estimator with a

smooth 'I'-funcrlon. Tbe probiem of leverage points was also considered.
This leads to the problem of obtaining a robust measure of dispersion far an
nondegenerate probability measures on RP. U sing a modification of a
proposal of Donoho and Stabel it was shown that it is posslble to construct

such a dispersion operator.

DüMBGEN,L.

On nonparametric chanGJlOinHfStimation

Considcr a sequence Xl' X2' ...,~ of independent random variab~es,

where ~ has distribution F far i S n9 and G otherwise. The changepoint

9 E (0,1) is 'an unknown parameter to be estimated, and F and Garetwo
unknown probability distributions.
Tbc nonparamettic change~int.:.estimatorsof Darkhovskh (1976) and
Carlstein (1988) are described, and rates of consistency are given under same

general assumptions on F,G and e(depending on n).
In a special model the limiting distribution of four particular estimators is
presented, and in a mean-shüt model the nonparametric estimators are
compared with Hinkley's (1970) semiparametric estimator.
Finally two methods for the construction of bootstrap-confidence sets are

proposed ODe of them is based on the distribution of the estimators, while in
the other case bootstrap-tests are inverted

•

•
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EDDY, W:F.

Asyncbppnousigrration

A network of computers ean be used for calculations which are
"embarassingly parallel" (e.g. sampling experiments) by subdividing the

caleulations among the processors. For more complex calculations (e.g.

solving syStems cf linear equations) eomplicated algorithms whieb depend on
the ratio of the interprocessor communication speed to tbe processor

computation speed have been developed. In this talk we describe a general

iterative algorithm far performing complex calculations on a network of
computers. Tbe algorithm only requires that the caleulation be expressed as

the tixed point of a smooth function from Rn to Rn (with spectral radius less

. than 1). The algorithm has been used 10 solve linear equations, eigenvcctor

problems, differential equations and integral equations. We discuss an

example application.

-FALK,M.

On the accuraCV pf bootstmp estimates pf the Quantile function pf sampie

~

It is shown tbat the accuracy of the bootstrap estimate of the quantile funetion
pertaining 10 the distribution oflbe sampie q-quantile based on n independent

identically disttibuted observations is exaetly Op(n-1/4), q E (0,1) fixed.

This rate ean be improved considerably by applying smoothed bootstrap
estimates. Tbc results are formuüted in terms of functional centrallimit
theorems far the conesponding quantile bootstrap processes.

FRANKE, J.

• The bootstmp in time series analysis

We discuss two applications of the bootstrap in time series analysis: 1) to
M-estimators of ARMA-parameters, and 2) to nonparametrie kernel
spectrum estimates.
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Part 1 (with Jens-Peter Kreiss): we descrit>e a bootstrap procedure for
ARMA- processes based on resanlpling from the residuals. Theo, we apply it

to get approximations of the distribution of centered and scaled M-estimates
of the parameters. As the Mallows distance between those laws vanishes, the

bootstrap principle holds in theory. In practice, the procedure works quite

weIl far sample sizes N = 30 - 50.
Part 2 (with Wolfgang Härdle): given T data from a linear process with i.i.d.

innovations and spectral density f(co), we frrst transform them to the

periodogram IT(co). From asymptotics of the periodogram we get the

multiplicative regression model IT<COj) = f(Olj) fj , j"= 1,•.., [T/2]~ where

COj = 21tjJT and the residuals Ej are "approximately" i.i.d. in a vagu~ sense.

We discuss bootstrap approximations of kernel estimators far f(Ol) where we

resample from the residuals pretending that the Ej are really i.i.d. We prove

that the Mallows distance between the laws of the rescaled, centered estimate

and its bootstrap approximation vanishes asymptotically. However, we have

10 be careful how to choose the initial estimate for f(co) which we need far

getting hold of the residuals: if chosen again as a kernel estimate its
bandwidth has 10 be asymptotically larger than the optimal.

r

GILL,R.

BootSbJRpin& the multiyariate pmduet-limit estimator

1be problem of nonparamettic estimation of a multivariate survival function
F(t) = Pr(T ~ t), T = (T1, ... ,Tt ), based on randomly censored data has

remained achallenge far many years. An efficient estimator is unknown but
many competing root-n consisten~ estimators have been devised. Recently
D. Dabrowska (1988, Ann.Stat.) proposed an ad hoc estimator which tun)s

out though usually inefficient to have very attraetive properties.
Her estimator can be expressed in terms of the following new representation
of a multivariate survival function in terms of conditional multivariRte hazard
measures:

•

•
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where A(dsA1se) = Pr(TA E dsAITe ~ tc> can be estimated naively by

the ratio of numbers of observations known to lie in a small cell divided by

the number known to lie in an appropriate upper quadrant,:P is the product
integral.
We discuss asymptotic results, including the correctness ~f the bootstrap, for
the estimator based on compaet differentiability. The representation just given
is easily interpretable and easy to manipulate by fannal algebra to get the right
answers. However it involves several "mathematically illegal" operations and
a calculus of interpretational roles has to be developed to justify the natural
fonnal manipulations:

GINE, E.

Empirical processes in conneCUOi1 with the bootstI'iU'

Unifonn Donsker classes, Le. classes of functions where the CLT for the
empirieal process based on P holds for all P and uniformly in P, can be
eharacterized by a Gaussian propeny not too difficult to check. These classes
include the "Euclidean ll ones, but not ooly them. They have the ptoperty that:

If f' is unifonn Donsker then

11 Rn - Ralla ~ 0 where a =f' u F·t and Rn n = 0,1,... are p.m.'s,

implies nl/2(pn R - Rn> --+ GR in [,00CF), where Pn ~ is the empirical
. 'n w 0 '&'0

process based on n Li.d. (Rn) raildom variables. Taking Rn =POn this should

apply to the "parametrie" or semiparametric bootstrap. (Work done witl!
"I.Zinn.) .
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GÖTZE,F.

Discrete nonparametric estimation problems

Consider a discrete estimation problem like the restoration of an n x n

pixel image from additive white noise of intensity cJl. Simulated annealing

and greedy algotithms approximations to the maximum penalized likelihood

estimator are based on an energy funetion of the image. One ean show that
the expected time to reach the approximate level of the global maximum of the

MPL- function is polynomial in n for the simulated annealing algorithm. The

consistency of tbe image obtained seems 10 be govemed (both for the greedy

and the.stoehastie algorithms) by the requirement of a small noise level cJ1
.. and that the original image is an approximate fixpoint under tlie restoration

algorithm. Since the effieieney of the MPL - estimators depend cnteially. on

oversmoothiJig, the exact global maximum point of the MPL- funetion may
be inconsistenL

GRÜBEL, R.

Stocba.,tic rDodc1s U functjonals

A stochastic model relates cenain quantities of interest to other (knQwo)

.quantities and may be regarded as a funetional from an to, e.g., a set of

distributions. We consider the G/G/l queueing model and analyze the

functional wbich associates the stationary waiting time distribution with the

interarrival and service time distributions; a refonnulation of the Spitzer

Baxter identities plays a key role. This analysis leads to an emcient algorithm

far computing stationary waiting time distributions. The derivative of tbe
functional is obtained and used 10 arrive at new approximation formulae..

This approach also leads 10 non-parametric estimators. We use a different

model to show how locallinearizations of the funetional can be used 10 obtain .

asymptorlc normality results far such estimators.
A final example explains the use of the FFr algorithm in a simple bootstrap
problem. .

•

•
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HÄRDLE,W.

We discuss two applications of the Golden Seetion Bootstrap also called
Wild Bootstrap. Tbe fmt application is with Enno Mammen on the
distribution of squared error distance between a parametric and a
nonparametric model. Tbe second one is with Steve Marron on constructing
simultaneous errar bars far nonparametric regression curves. Tbe Golden

Seetion Bootstrap is defined as folIows: given ~i a residual from a

.nonpanUnetrie kernel estimator we choose a two point distribution Gi = p Sa

+(1-p)Sa, at each~ so that EGiZ =0, EGiZ
2 =e?, EGiZ3 =~3. Tbe solution

to this set of equations is Gi =~w.p.(I+~S)/I0, =(1- 8)Ei w.p.(I-..JS)/lO,

where 8 =(I+...JS)/2 is the golden ratio number. Using the first terms of the

Fibonacei series we ean approximate 8 by 8/5 and derive effieieot

algorithms.

HOLM,S.

Abstract bootstmP fOT linear models

In linear mOdels with i.i.d. error tenns, confidence intervals and confidence
sets can be generated by a method based in fact .ooly on the (abstract)
bootstnlp distribution of the ttue error terms, yet having observable fmal
results. The eonditional distribution of the statistic used in this ease has the
same limit as the one ofthe statistie used in the ordinary bootstrap method,
thos making the abstract method valid. Small simulations indicate that the
small sample properties ofthe abstract method are probably better than those
of the ordinary method.
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LEVIT, B.Ya.

Second order Qptimality of estimators "in the presence of the nuisance

parameters

Recently a second order op'timality theory has been developed providing the
practitioners with the functional fonns of second order minimax and/or
admissible estimators. In principle these estimators allow an improvement on
the traditional first order optimal ones, however they usually contain same
free parameters .which should be tuned by numerical computations. Some
examples show that performing the computation enlightens the ways in
which these estimators should be modified to perform still better for the
sampies of moderate size.
Some effons have been made to develop the second order admissibility
theory applicable to nonparametric estimators as weIl. As an example it can
be shown that the sample mean is a second order admissible estimator of the
population mean iff the distributions of the sample F admit finite exponential

moments I eex dF for ~y c. Tbe lesult indieates a elear relation betwen a
second order admissibility and a kind of (streng) robustness.

LID, R.

RQbusmess and efficiency in resamplint:

Via a representation theorem we establish that typically the standard delete-l
jackknife and the classical bootstrap are equally efficient for estimating mean
square-errar of a statistic in the i.i.d. setting. This equivalence no langer
holds as one moves to the linear regression model. It turns out that the
bootstrap is more efficient when error variables are homogeneous, and the
jackknife is More robust when they are heterogenous. In fact we can divide
all the commonly used resampling'procedures for linear regression models
into two elasses: the E-type (tbe Efficient ones like the bootstrap) and the R
type (tbe Robust ODes like the jackknife). Thus the theory presented here
provides a unified view of all the known resampling procedures.

•

•
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MAMMEN,E.

Bootstmp and wild bootstrap in high dimeosionallinear models

We consider the case that ODe observes a data set of n i.Ld. data points

(XI,YI)"'" (Xn'Yn) witli ~ E RP and Yi E R ~d that one wants to

estimate the least squares linear model defined by the parameter 13 =arg min b
A

E(Yi - XiTb)2. An estimate for 13 is given by the least squares estimator 13 =

(1: XiXiT)-l}: XiYi. In this talk we compare different estimates for the
~

distribution of (J3 - 13): the nonnal approximation with mean 0 and estimated
covariance matrix, the bootstrap estimate (based on resampling from

{(XI'YI)"'" (Xo,Yn))), and the wild bootstrap estimate (based on the "wild

estimation" ofthe conditional distribu~onL(Yi - XiTplXi ) far every IS i S n

by an arbitrary distribution with mean 0, variance (Yi-XiTß)2, and third
;\

moment (Yi - XiTp)3). In an asymptotic approach where everything

(especially also the dimension of the fitted linear model) may depend on n we

will show that boots~ap works under weaker assumptions than wild

bootstrap but that - if the linear model is true (Le. E(YilXi ) = XiTß) wild

bootstrap is stticdy More accurate than bootstrap for the distribution of the
studentized estimator.

Mll..LAR, P.W.

BQQtsuap. stoehastic search. Md tbe loKistic model

Let (XI,...,xn) be i.Ld. random variables, ~ =(Yi'~)' Yi = 0 er 1, Zi with

values in Rd. Let Po be the empirical measure of {~}, indexed by the V-C

class 1) consisting of sets of the form {i} x K, i = 0,1, and Kalower left

"octant" ofRd. The logistic model is parametrized by e= (ß,F), 11 E Rd+l,

F an unknown probability; the joint distribution Pe then satisfies Pe {~E A}

= F(A), Pe {Yi= 11 ~= z} =p(l3,z) where log p(l3,z)[l - p(~,z)rl =
A A' d 1 .
"'0 + ~l z, ZER, Po ER, ~I = (ß1,···,Pd), ß = (ßO'~l,·,·,Pd)·

The parameter set 8 then consists of all such 9. The goodness of fit statistic'

~ == infee8 -.Jn sup vel1 IPn- Pe I is shown to have the asymptotic limit
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infuespan8 1w -1(u)1 where W is ~ Gaussianprocess in Loo(V), 1 is a linear

operator from 8 to Loo(V) and 11 is the Loo(V) nonn. A computationally

feasible variant of Mu is proposed, wherin infS is replaced by infa ; here
. n

e n is a random subset of 8 consisting of jn bootstrap replicas of an

appropriate preliminary estimate of 9. This new stochastic GOF statistic is
shown to h~ve the same limit as~ (under regularity); asymptotically valid

critical vahies are shown to be obtainable by a special Hconditional bootstraptl

method.

MÜLLER, D.W.

,Excess rDass esrimates and tbe modaJjty pr a distribution

A methQd for'investigating the number of modes of a distribution is being
proposed and studied. Tbe method uses the excess mass functional as a tool
for exhibiting sets of excessive empirical mass in comparison with multiples
of uniform measUIe. By this approach one separates the investigation about
the number of modes from questions conceming their location. For
distributions on the line, the excess mass functional ean be estimated at a
square root rate, a rate typieally not found for elassical methods. Tbe
asymptotic behavior of estimators is analyzed, and tests for multiQlOdality
based on the excess mass are derived. (Joint werk with G.Sawitzki.)

NIEMANN, ,H.

Iterative leamin& of CODce.PfS

A ttconcept'~ in our approach is a data sbUeture representing an object or event
in the real world. It has as substructures parts, specializations,
concretezations, relations, and attributes. Automatie learning of a concept
requires determination of those substructures. Tbc learning process is
iterative; it uses concept-schemas representing apriori knowledge, an
observation, and the concept acquired so far. The leaming algorithm consists
of the three main steps of observation description, concept formation, and
generalization.

•
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OLSHEN, R.

OBit analysis,and the bootstrap

Tbe talk was areport on bootstrap-based prediction in models that arise in

gait analysis. By "gait analysis" was meant the study of free speed human

walking on a level smface. Because walking is nearly periodic, a suitable

model far rDotion data far the ith in a group ofN leaming sample subjects is

y{i)(9) = a.o(f) + ~j=l..J[~(i) cosj8 + P/f) sinj9]; the zeroth order tenn (CIo>
is studied separately from the sum ofharmonic tenns. Tbe focus of the talk

was the lauer. We observe Yb(i)(9) at eve~y spaced points (indexed by k),

with errors fit. The vectors «a1(i) ,••• , Pli) »i=1...N are assumed üd, arid the

.mean 0 {Eik} are, also; 0 2(8) is the variance of Yb(i)(8). We wish to

determine if a test Yb = Yb(9) differs from the learning sampie. The a/i)'s
and Pli)'s are estimated by least squares, and from these estimates 0 2(9) is

estimated. Simultancously for every m > 0, in an obvious notation,

P {maxel(Yb(9) - 9(9»/a(9)I > m} is estimated by a bootstrap process. It

has been found that (subject 10 mo~nt and smoothness assumptions) while

critical values cannot be estimated hyperaccurately, coverage probabilities can

be (O(N-3/4+'Y) V y> 0). A -VlogN/N almost sure ra~ of convergence of

certain bootstrap conditional probabilities 10 their true values has been

established Material discussed during the talk involves joint werk with many
others: C.Bai:, P .Bickel, E.Biden, D. Sutherland; and M. Wyatt.

RASCH,D.

lbe UR of tbe 8sYDJ1)tgtic coyariance matrix rOT smalJ sample inrerence Md
.~ design in nonlinear repession

ut os consider the model (random variables Wlderlined)

Xi =f(Xj,8) + ~, i =1,...n, 8 E C, dim.(C) =p S·n, eT = (9 1,... ,9p)

and the least squares estimator i = arg inf ee n [li=l...n(Yi - f(Xj,8»)2].

Let further - with uj(x,9) = ata8j f(x,a) and xT = (xl' ...'xn) - the n x p

matrix F be given by F(x,a) =(uj(xi,8)). Then Jennrich (1969) showed far
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normally and independently distributed~ that under mild eonditions

..Jn(9 - 9) is asymptotieally N(O,~) distributed where ~ is the limes of

n V(9,9,x) with V = vdi,9,x) = 0 2 [FT(x,9)F(x,9)]-1.

Tbe author presents results of his research group coneeming. tests and

confidence estimations v~id ~or small n ~ Do based on V and gives nO 

values for special functions f. Some theorems concernißg D-optimum exact

experimental designs are also given. Funher the expert system CADEMO is

mentioned which includes all recent results.

REISS, R.-D.

Conditional euryes. Poisson processes, bootstrap

Consider functionals of the conditional distribution F(· I x) C?f Y given X =x
like the mean and the median getting in that particular eases, as a funetion of

x, the. mean and the median regression funetion. Using a Poisson process

approximation it was proved by Falk and Reiss (1989) that conditional

. statistical funetionals are asymptotically normal if the asymptotic nonnality

holds far the pertaining unconditional procedure. Extending the framework 10

functionals having their values mthe space of distribution functions ODe is
able 10 reduce conditional bootstrap problems to uncoDditional ones.

RÖSLER, u.

Fireflies in a black box

Assume you observe the number of active fireflies in a black box as a

function of time. Assuming independence and stationarity, what can you

extract from the data on the underlying structure. Tbe superposition of
independent processes eo~plicates the matter. We tried different methods,
Markov processes, Semimarkov processes, altemating renewal processes.

All these are cl> mixing processes with exponeotial rate. We preseot some
centrallimt theorems and discuss some estimators derived from these.

This problem shows up in biochemistty observing ion channels in a eell
membrane.

•

•
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ROMANO, J.P.

Bootstnm choice of tuning pannetexs

Consider the problem of .estimating 8 =8{P} based on data xn from an

unknown distribution P. Given a family of estimators TntIJ of 8(P} , the

goal is to choose ßamong ßE I so that the resulting estimator is as good

as possible. Typically, ß can be regarded as a tuning or smoothing

parameter, and proper choice of Pis essential for good performance of TlI.ft
In this paper, we discuss the theory of ß being chosen by the bootstrap.

Specifically, the bootstrap estimate of ß, Pn, is chosen to minimize an

empirical bootstrap estimate of risk. A general theory is presented 10 establish

the consistency and weak convergence properties of these estimators.

Confidence intervals for 8{P} based on Tn.Pn are also asymptotically valid.

Several applications of the theory are presented, including optimal choice of
trimming proportion, bandwidth selection in density estimation, and optimal

combinations of estimates.

ROUSSEEUW, P.J.

Asymptotics of tbe remedian

. Tbe remedian with base b proceeds by computing medians of groups of b

observations, and then medians ofthese medians, until on1y a single estimate

remains. This method merely needs k arrays of size b (where n =J>k), so the

total storage is O(lo~ n) for fIXed b, or altematively O(n11k) far fixed k. Its

storage economy makes it useful far robust estimation in large data bases, far

real-time engineering applications in which the data themselves are not
stored, and far resistant tlaveraging" of curves or images. Tbe method is
equivariant far monotone transformations. Optimal choices of b with respect

to storage and finite-sample breakdown are derived Tbe remedian is a

consistent estimator of the population median, and it converges at a
nonstandard rate to a median-stable distribution.
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SAWITZKI, G.

Distributed computing: the NetWork implemeotation

NetWork is an implementation model for distributed computing in an

environment with random availability. Tbe idea is to malee use of 'idle time'

on computer networks, while guaranteeing absolute priority of the 'home

user' of any station. As an example, for an iterative problem defmed by F:

RN -+ RN, define the restriction to a 'slice' Sc {I, ... ,N } as

F(x): = ~ (i~ S), F(x): = F(x)i (ie S).

Assign slices to (random) processors. Instead of the original iteration FnX

you get random results defining a process Zn with Zo = xo, Zn =c(Zn-l'

F(xn_'t» for a random delay 't > O. Random assignment of tasks to

processors can be optimized for minimal net interference and maximum net

performance. Tbe same applies to the choice of c to guarantee Zn Xo -+ lim

Fn Xo for contraetions F. Tbe implementation model is used for pattern

processing with a neural net as a demonstration example.

SEllliER - MOISEIWITSCH, F.

. Ouasilikelihood based predietion intervals

Predietion intCrvals for a new observable X are constructed from a pivotal
quantity P (with distribution func~on F). It is assumed that X is generated

from some generalized linear model, as are the data X(n) which allow the

p~etersß and • to be estimated. By plugging in these estimates one

. introduces Sn error in the coverage probability of order Op(n- I12) in the

conditional probability and of order Open-I) in the overall probability. Tbe

distribution of the farmer is normal asymptotically. Two ways of getting rid

of the bias O(n-1) are considered. The first introduces a perturbation of order

0(n-1) in the nominal coverage probability. Tbe order proposes to use,
1 ~ A

instead of a, Fn- (~,9n) in the construction of the interval, Le. the largest

a th"quantile of the ~overall) distribution ofF(P(X;ßn,q)n»."This critical value

is estimated via resampling procedures. If aseries of such intervals have been
consttucted, tests based on scoring rules and a martingale central limit
theorem are proposed to check the adequacy of the model.

•

•
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SHORACK, G.R.

Limiting behavior of L-statistics

Consider Ln == o-I1:1...n cni g(~n:i) for Unifonn(O, 1) order statistics

oS ~n:lS.... S ~n:nS; 1. Use integrated scores cni obtained from some J

function that is nnice lt (essentially Lipschitz in the middle and regularly

varying in the tails). Suppose J ~ 0 and g t . Tben appropriately nonnalized

Ln is asymptotically normal if and only if the quantile function K(t) ==

fl12..}(S) dg(s) is in the domain of attraction of the normal distribution.

Moreover, all possible subsequential limits are obtained, as weH as a
conditioo detennining wheo and ooly when there is stocbastic compactness.
Tbe same sort of solutions are obtained when ~ and ~' observations are

trimmed from the two tails. (Tbe case ~ -+ 00 , but kJn -+ 0 aod the case

vn(kJn - a) -+ 0 for 0 < a < 1 are considered.) This is joint work with David

Mason.

STEIGER,W.

ComputatiOD or multivariate medians

Let S = {XI ,...,"n} be"a given set of points in Rd. Tbe goal is to generalize

the usual median to the case d > 1. One generalization peels off convex bulls
as far as possible: points on the convex hull C(SI)' are assigned depth 1,

where SI =S. Thereafter, Si+1 =Si \ C(Si) is obtained, i ~ 1, and points on

C(Si) are assigned a depth of i. A second generalization uses Tukey's

directional depth, and the last is based on Regina Liu's simplicial depth,

where depth(~i) counts the number of simplices A[Xh ,... ,Xjd+1] that

contain Xi' i ~ js. For each notion of depth, a median is a point of maximal

depth. All three medians were shown to have 0 asymptotic breakdown point.
The ftrst and third are invariant under affine transfonnations. Computational

aspects were discussed. An O(nd) algorithm for the simplicial median was
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deseribed, d S 3, along with a lower bound of n(log n). Tbe problem of

determining the exact eomplexity of the simplicial median in the plane seems

to involve deep eombinatorial properties of configurations of points. It would

be very interesting to know whether it is necessary to fmd the dept.h of every

point in order to detennine the point of maximal depth.

STREITBERG, B.

Exact distributions rOT twQ problems from multivariate nonparametrics

Under the assumption of inde~ndentp-variate gaussian observations, the

usual T2 statistic is UMP-invariant far the standard multivariate one-sample

and two-sample testing problems. While the assumption of gaussianity is not

crocial far large sampIes ([2 is asymptotically distribution free), it is not weIl

known that the independence assumption might also not be justified in many

applications. The argument is as folIows: consider for instance a randomized

clinical trial eonducted far the sake of eomparing two drugs A,B and assume

the Ho situation that A and B are identical. Tbe patients i = I,...,n are

recruited haphazardly and their potential reaction to the drugs (A,B) can be

described by pairs (Fi,Gi) of p-dimensional measures, where Ho: Fi =Gi

for i = 1,...,n. In a carefully planned design, independenee over patients can

be justified. There is, however, no good reason for assuming homogenity
Fi = Fj far i ~ j (why should two different patients have exactIy the same

probability of, say, recovering from an illness?). A weIl-planned experiment

is randomized, e.g. a permutation 0 : fl, ... ,n} --+ {I,... ,n} is chosen

uniformly from the symmetrie group Sn and patients with a(i) S n1 are

treated with A. Tbe 'eonditional Ho-distribution of the observations y =

(Yl'."'Yn)' given 0, factorizes, but is not homogeneous. Tbe uneonditional

HO-distribution of y is a mixture over Sn and, therefore, permutation

invariant, but does not, in general, factorize.

Mueh weaker assumptions are possible for permutation tests: the Ho-
distribution of y is invariant under the action of a group G, where G = S2n

for the one-sample ease (sign invariance) and G =Sn for the two-sample ease

(permutation invariance), both with the obvious actions. Given a statistic V,
where large values of V serve to ißdicate a possible break of symmetry, the .

•

•
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p-value I{g E G: V(g(y» S; V(y)}I/IGI is eonditionally distribution free. If

ODe uses V = T2 , the eonditional Ho-distribution is asyt;Ilptotieally again

X2[P], given a mild Lindeberg (one-sample ease) or Noether condirion. More
interesting is the f~et that the exaet distribution ean be eomputed for
reasonable p,n (in general the problem is NP-hard) rather easily using a

fonnal generating funetion for s =gyl + gy2 +...+ gym ~here m = n in tJ:1e
one-sample case and m =01 in the two-sample ease. The basie idea can, for a

special univariate ease, already be fouod in Euler's Introduetio.

VAN ZWET, W.R.

Hoeffding's decomposition and the bootstrap

We discuss Hoeffding's decomposition and its relation to the bootstrap. It is
shown that the naive bootstrap works only for asymptotically nOtmal
statisties. In more complieated eases one needs detailed knowledge of the
structure of the statistic to be able to make an appropriate version of the
bootstrap work. However, such knowledge also enables one to determine the
distribution of the statistie to the required order by other methods. All sueh
metpods are asymptotically equivalent to the bootstrap, and massive
computation will be needed to determine the most promising procedures.

YOUNG, G.A.

Saddlepoint approximation to SUdent"s tft with application 10 boQtstrappin~

the stlldeorizr4 mean

An approximation 10 the distribution ofA=X/s, S 2 = n·1 ~i=I ..n (Xi - X)2,

can be obtained by (i) saddlepoint approximation of the joint distribution of

(x, ;2), (ü) transformation to obtain the joint distribution of (A, s), (üi)

Laplace approximation to obtain the marginal distribution of A.. The method
is described, illustrated, and its deficiencies discussed. Application to analytic
approximation of the bootstrap distribution of the studentized mean is
considered, shadowing Davison & Hinkley (1988).

Berichterstatter: D.W. Müller
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g 8 b e r ich t 53/1989

TheOry and NumericalMethods for Initial-"Boundary Value Problems

17.12. - 23.12.1989

The tonference was organizedby H.O.Kreiss (UCLA, Los Angeles) and"J. Lorenz (Caltech,
:Pasadena). It was centered around the theoryand numerical treatmentof time-dependent
partial differential equations. A aim of the conference was to bring together practicaJ and
theoretical aspects. Onee morehas this conference shown that theoretica1 studies are of
great significance for the numerical treatment and the interpretatio~of results.
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"' Vortragsauszüge

G. Bader:

Collocation Methods for a Class of higher Index DAE's

Most present methods for the solution of DAEs require the solution of ill-conditioned
(non-) linear systems of equations. As a consequence the numerical solution is pollute.d
by round off errors. This leads to serve problems when dealing with step size controls for _
these discretizations. Tbe talk presents a class of new collocation discretizations wbich do _
not Buffer from round off error influence.

o

Greg Baker:

Flow of Fluids with Free Surfaces .or Vortex Sheets

A natu~al description for the motion of a free-surface in an inviscid, incompressible fluid
is given by a boundary integral involving a distribution of dipols (equivalent to a VOI

tex sbeet). The motion of the free-surface requires only tbe evaluation of the boundary
integral. Numerical studies have been made of the classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability,
tbe breaking of water waves over a bottom topography, the generation of wave-trains by
submerged bodies and the rise of bouyant bubbles. However, tbere are circumstances
when curvature singularities develop on the free-surface due to tbe presence of the Kelvin
Heimholtz instability. Recently, attempts have been made to understand the formation of
this singularity and what the nature of tbe free-surface migbt be beyond the singularity
time by employing various regularizations of the equatio~s.

VVoH-Jürgen Beyn:

Heteroclinic and Homoclinic Orbits

Global changes in the asymptotic regime of parametrized dynamical systems often oc
cur at separatrices. These separatrices consist of orbits connecting two unstable steady·

2
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states. The talk provides some answ~rs .to the following basic questions in the theory and
numerical analysis of these connecting orbits (homoclinic or heteroclinic).

- What is a weIl posed problem for a connecting orbit and its associate par~eter set ?

- When does a branch of periodic orbits bifurcate from a homoclinic orbit?

- If we truncate the infinite boundary value problem to a finite interyal, can we choose
this interval and the finit~ boundary conditions in an adaptive and efficient way r
What is the approximation error involved ?

Ev~gelos ~. Couts.ias:

A Spectral AI~orithm for the Navier-Stokes Eguatio~s in 2D Boun~ed Geometries"

In two dimensions, calculations of the Navier-Stokes ~quations are considerably simpli
fied in the vorticity-stream function (VSF) fOnDulation: there is only one component of
the vorticity field to a4vance in time as opposed to' two for the velocity, and the pressure
calculations is repla,ced be the conceptionally simpler calculations of the stream function
via sQlution of'~ois~ion's equation. Also.incompreasibility is autQmatically satisfied, while
in the velocity-p-.:~.sureformulation it mu~t be enfo~ced s~p~a~ely. ~owever the "no-slip
CQnditio~ ~i~ givt::~ o~ the' v~locity and its inclusio~ 'i~ th~ ySF' !orm~atiop has. been a
source rof di~culties. w..e ha~e developed a scheme for effi.cient computations <?(th~ NS-VSF
equations in annnlus or a. slab in 2d. lhe quantitit::8 are 'expande<!" in a Chebyshev-Fourier
seri~s. The NS equations i~ solved implicitly for the viscous term, while the inertial term is
computed' in point sp~ and th~ r~ult is d~iased us,ing ~ 2/3 trun~tion. The resulting
diffusion probl~ and th~ PoissOn equation ~or the str~furlctio~are reduced via Cheby
shev r~ursion" to b~ded. form a~d solved d~ectIy. 'The n~s~p conditio~ is expressed by
integral constr~ntsQn t~e vorticity which 'ar~ included as tau cc?nditions. The algorithm is
used to study the ~elvin- Heimholtz instability in linear an circular shear lows in a guiding
center plasm~. .

• Bernd Einfeldt:

On Design-Criteria for Numerical Methods for Hyperbolic Conservation Laws

In the last teil years there h~ been a considerable development of difference methods
for ~onliIl:ear hyperbolic· conserv~tion laws. Still an op~ problem is the sp~fication of
design criteria mmultiple spare dimensions, which guarantee numerical results without
spurious oscillations. 'The major criterion in one spare dimension is that the scheme be
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Total Variation Dimjnishing (TVD). Several second order accurate TVD schemes exists
in one space dimension. But second order accurate TVD schemes do not exists in two
space dimensions, at least if we use the obvious extension of this stability criterion to two
space dimensions. It has been shown in [1] that a two dimensional TVD scheme is at
most first order acurate. Furthermore the TVD proper.ty has not been show·n for some
state-of-the-art schemes as e.g. the PPM-schenie [2]. In [3] I introduced a new class of
schemes (denoted as Positive schemes) which satisfy a minimum-maximum principle and
it was proved tbat some well known schemes, for which so far no nonlinear stability re
sults exist belong to the class of Positive schemes, this inc1udes the PPM scheme and
dimensional-splitting schemes. Further developments are reported in [4]
Starting with some remarks concerning classical design-criteria and TVD schemes we con-
sider next the class of Positive schemes and show that a minimum-maximum principle is a
appropriate criterion for the construction of oscillation-free numerical methods in one and _
multiple space dimensions. _

1. J. Goodman and R. "Leveque, "On the accuracy of stable schemes for 2D scalar con
servation laws", Math. Compt. 45 (1985), pp. 15-21.

2. P. Colella and P.R. Woodward, "The piecewise parabolic method (PPM) for gas. dy
namical simulations", J. Compt. Phys. 54 (1984), pp. 174-201.

3. B. Einfeldt, "On Positive shock capturing schemes", College of Aeronautics Reprint
No. 8810, August 1988.

4. B. Einfeldt, "Conception for the design of difference methocls for nonlinear conserva
tion laws: I. Tbe geometrie approach on regular grids~", Preprint SC 89-11 of the
Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum für Informationstechnik, Berlin.

Bengt Fomberg:

An Improved Pseudospectral Method for Initial-Boundary Value ProblemS

Pseudospectral methods based on Jacobi-polynomials (with Chebyshev polynomials an im
portant special ca.se), are commonly used to obtain accurate solutions to initial-boundary
value problems. With derivatives of more tban first order in spare, stability conditions for •
explicit time stepping methods berome very restrictive (in ca.se of second derivatives, they ~

typically take the form ~t = O(I/N4), where N is the number of nodes). We introduce a
newprocedure for incorporating boundary conditions, which relaxes the constants in such
conditions by an order of magnitude or more.
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Moshe Goldberg:

Simple Stability Criteria for Difference Approximations
to Hyperbolic Initial-Boundary Value Problems

Consider the first order system of hyperbolic equations

Ut(x, t) = Auz (x, t) +Bu(x, t) + f(x, t), x ~ 0, t ~ 0,

where u(x, t) is the unknown vector, A = diag(Al, All) a diagonal matrix with Al > 0
and A2 < 0, B an arbitrary matrix, and f(x, t) a given vector. The problem is weIl posed
in L 2 (0,00) if initial values

u(x, t) = g(x)€L~(O, (0), x ~ 0

and boundary conditions

ul (0, t) = Su lI (0, t) +. h(t), t ~ 0,

are prescribed. Here uI and uII are the inHow and outflow parts of u corresponding to the
partition of A, and S is a coupling matrix.
This talk describes recent and joint efforts with E. Tadmor in which we extend our 1987
results (Math. Compt. 48, pp. 503-520) in order to achieve convenient stability criteria
for a wider class of finite difference approximations to the above initial-boundary value
problem.

Jonathan Goodman: .

1. Stable Vorticity Boundary Conditions

I discuss some results from KaIman Meth'8 thesis. A vorticity boundary condition for
finite- difference solution of tbe incompressible Navier Stokes equations is shown to be sec
ond order accurate and stahle (by energy estimates). In three dimensions, the scheme uses
a staggered mesh. I discuss interface conditions between finite difference and free vortex
metbod computations. Results from hybrid computations will be presented.

2. Instability of the Un"smoothed Fourier Method

There has been some controversy about the stability of the unsmoothed Fourier method
for the problem Ut = sin(x)u~. Writing the approximate solution as

M

U = E Uk(t)exp(ikx),
k=-M

5



the evolution of the Uk(t) is govemed by a nearly tri-diagonal matrix. A GKS analysis
shows that this evolution problem has a mild radiative instability.

Bertil Gustafsson:

Boundary Conditions tor the Navier-Stokes Eguations at Open Boundaries

It is weIl known how to construct weIl posed boundary condition for the Navier Stokes
equations. However, for problems defined in unbounded domains, artificial boundaries
must be introduced in order to make the computational domain finite, and in that case
accurate data are most often missing. By analyzing certain model problems, we shall inves
tigate under what conditions we still can expect accurate solutions. In particular, we shall
show that simple extrapolation can be used for all dependent variables in the boundary
layer near solid walls. '

Laurence Halpem:

Artificial Boundary Conditions

It is well known that tbe solution of the Klein-Gordon equation in 'Rn u;' - ~u· +a 2u· =
f(x), converges locally to a steady state -L\v· + a2 v· = /(x) ast tends to infinity. We
consider the Klein-Gordon equation in a bounded domain 0, with a boundary condition
Ut +U n +Bu = 0, wbere B is a linear continuous coercive operator on H 1

/
2 (r). We prove

tbat the solution converges exponentially to a steady state v, de1j.ned by -6.v+a2 v = f(x)
in 0, Vn +Bu =0 on r. Thus v ca.n't be equal to v·, unless B is the Dirichlet-to-Neumann
operator for exterior stead.y problems. This study provides a boundary condition on r,
'which is "absorbing" for sm.all times, and forces the convergence to the steady-state as
times tends to infinity.
This is joint work with B. Enquist (UeLA). •
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Helmut Jarausch:

Solution of Semidiscrete Parabolic Differential Egautions
via Adaptive Spectral Decomposition

We consider (mildly) nonlinear' parabolic equations which" are treated by the method of
lines. The resulting (large) ODE-system will be adaptively (partly) decoupled into a small
system of at most mildly decreasing modes and the complementary (large) system of fast
decaying (quasi stationary) modes. This decoupling can be used in advantage to take
bigger stepsizes and to use an exponentially fitted implicit Euler method for the quasi
stationary modes.

Peter Kloeden:

The Quasi-Geostrophic Eguations

The Quasi-Geostrophic equations describe large-scale meterological phenomena with the
dominant dynamics occurring in the horizontal directions. They involve stream function
'lt(t, x, y, z) on a cylindrical space n x (0, z·) satisfying an equationofthe form

(1)

where o(z) is the static stability profile, p(z) tbe density profile and w the vorticity. The
vorticity satisfies an IVP

(2a) Wt +UWx + VWy = -ßv,

(2b)

'. wbere ß is the Coriolis parameter. The appropriate boundary conditions for (1) involve
the potential temperature f) = tPz being specified at z = 0 and z = z·, or evolving there
according to NP of the form

(3)

Various existence and uniqueness theorems will be stated and their proofs outlined.
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Peter Knabner:

Numerical Approximation of Reactive Solute Transport in Porous Media

We consider

o.(eu) +p,8.IJ1(u) +Pk f 8.v(A, .)dA - div(Dilu - gu) = 0
A

with initial-boundary conditions for unknows u, tJ. This is a macroscopic model for solute
transport in porous media with absorption, both in equilibrium and non-equilibrium. The
typical absorption isotherms 'P, \I' are not Lipschitzian up to
u = 0 (e:g.'P '" ul', 0, p, 1). We consider various time discretizations with special respecte
tQ Ot '11 (u), which determines the regularity of the problem. These are combined with finite. .
elements in space.

H.O. Kreiss:

Convergence of the Solutions of the Compressible
to the Solutions oI the Incompressible Navier-Stokes Eguations

In this talk we study the slightly compressible Navier-Stokes equations. We first con
sider the Cauchy problem, periodic in space. Under appropriate assumptions on the initial
data, the solution of the compressible equations consists - to first order - of a solution of
the incompressible equations plus a function which is highly oscillatory in time. We'show
that the highly oscillatory part (the sound waves) can be described by wave equations, at
least locally in time. We also show that the bounded derivative principle is valid, i.e., the
highly oscillatory part can be suppressed be initialization. Besides the Cauchy problem, we
~soconsider an initial-boundary value problem. At the inßow boundary, the viscous term
in the Navier-Stokes equations is important. We consider the case where the compressible
pressure ia prescribed at inflow. In general, one obtains a boundary layer in the pressure;
in the velocities a boundary layer is not present to first approximation. _~
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Stig Larsson:

A Finite Element Method for the Cahn-Hilliard Eguation

The Cahn-Hilliard equation

(1) u, - 6(-au + <p(u» = 0,

together with appropriate boundary and initial conditions and 4>(u) = u3
- u, is a phe

nomenological model for phase separation and spinodal decomposition. The boundary
conditions are such that the fourth order differential operator in (1) ca.n be written as the
square of a second order elliptic operator. -Relying on this fact we introduce numerical
·schemes for (1), which, for the approximation of spatial variables, are based on standard
~te element methods for second order elliptic problems. We discliss spatially semidiscrete .
schemes as well as a completely discrete scheme based on the baekward Euler method. We
prove optimal order error estimates for both smooth and non-smooth initial data. The
fact ,that the corresponding discrete equations posses a Ljapunov functional is employed.
Apart frorn being of independent interest, such error estimates have applications in the
study of the long-time behavior of discrete solutions, e.g., in proving convergence of at
tractors.
This is a joint work with Charles Elliott, Brighton.

Mitchell Luskin:

Numerical methods for the Deformation of Crystals with Symmetry-Related 'Variants

We give computational results and numerical analysis from jointwork with Charles
Collins and David Kinderlehrei for several models for solid crystals with symmetry re
l~ted (martensitic) variants. The solutions to .the mathematical models are characterized
by approximating sequenees which have oscillations which convergeweakly (in the sense
of local spatial averages), hut which do not converge strongly (pointwise). The osciIIations
given by the approximate sequences can be related to the microstructure observed in the
crystal materials, and are described mathematically by the Young measure.
Our numerical experiments for two and three dimensional solids have exhibited microstruc
ture on the scale of the grid. We will present a rigorous analysis of numerical methods for
one-dimensional models to give a justification for the use of such numerical methods to
model the behavior of this class of solid crystals.

9



K.W. Morton:

Finite Volume Petrov-Galerkin Methods
for Convection-Dominated Transport Problems

Upwind difference methods were devised for convection dominated problems: and Petrov
Galerkin methods from their finite element counterparts. There is an elegant theory for
such methods which show that there are optimal spaces of test functions for any norm for
whi.ch the Lax-Milgram lemma holds. It also gives an error bound for any choiee of test
space. Bounds for some common ehoices.will be presented.

Finite volume methods have been d~veloped with other objectives in mind, hut can oe
regarded as nonconforming Petrov-Galerkin methods. Moreover they turn out to be ex- e
tremely effeetive for convection-dominated problems. Recent numerical results and some
error analysis will he presented. .

MuMu:

Wellposedness of Initial-Boundary Value Problems
for Equations in Atmospherie Dvnamics

~

The paper is concerned with wellposedness of initial-boundary value problems for'~quations

in atmospherie dynamies. First, global existence of sinooth solutions to initial-boundary
value problems for vortieity and potential vorticity equations has been proved. These
equations play important roles in atmospheric dynamics. The key id~a is to consider these
equations as hyperbolie-elliptic (including degenerate cases) composited ones. Second, we
present some results on loeal existence of smooth solution of potential vorticity equation
with nonlinear boundary condition. Whether or not there is aglobai smooth solution to
this problem remains unsolved. Last, for three-dimensional balanced model, ~hieh is non
linear hyperbo1je-elliptie (also including degenerate case) composited-coupled systems, we
haveproved theexisten~of local classical solutions.

•
Rolf Rannacher:

Lang-Time Error Estimates for Non-Dissipative Systems

Non-dissipative paraholic initial-boundary value problems may have solutions possessing
certain global stability properties. Even if the structure of the problem does not ~ow for a

10



proof of these properties, for a particular solution,.one can take them as an assumption in
order to establish long-term error estimates for a large class of discretization schemes. The
proof is by an induction argument with respect to time tending to infinity. It is discussed
which properties a discretization scheme should possess in order to make this argument
work. As usua! there are some problems with the classical Crank-Nicolson scheme.

R. Rautmann:

On Tests for Stability

_ For quasimonoton increasing Cl-vector functions f in !Rn (and even for more general func
tions) the local asymptotie stability of a critica1 point x· of

d
-x = f(x)
dt .

can be checked by an O(n 3 )-step calculation, if we use that a r~al Z-matrix is positively
stable if and ooly if it is of monotone type. For a continuous quasimonoton increasing vector
function f on ~n, the global asymptotic stability of a critical point x· of (*) follows from
sufficient conditions that x· is situated on a C1-eurve X(S)f~n, which (in the component
wise ordering of ~n) is strictly increasing form -00 to +00 and on which

o< j(X(s)) fm- X(s) < x·, and f(X(s)) < 0 for x· < X(s)

holds. Then in addition x· is the unique critical point of (*) in Rn. By the well-known
comparison theorems, these results also apply on weakly coupled quasimonoton increasing
parabolic systems.

S. Titi:

Inertia1 Manifold Interpretation of the Finite Difference Method

By means of tbe inertia1 manifolds (IMs) theory on can show that the long time behavior
of certain dissipative nonlinear partial differential equations can be fully deseribed by the
behavior ofcertain ordinary differential system - ca.lled an inertial form. Usually, one can
not get this inertial form explicitly and instead one replaces it by an approximate inertial
form, well motivated by the dynamics, in real computations.
Using the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equations as an illustrative example we show that, by
means of the IM theory, that dynamical system oi the nodal values of the solution is

11



equivalent to that of the solutions themselves. In order to simulate the evolution of the
Doda! values we use the finite difference approximations; which in this context can be
considered as an approximate inertial form. It is remarka1?le that in this example the
number of determining nodes is proportional to the dimension of the IM. Tbe same is true
regarding the number of determining nodes. .

Berichterstatter: B. Einfeldt
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